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[We were labouring on a Preface, with Itie printer's devil at our elbow,

when the following letter arrived by the two-penny post. Flattering as

it is, we had no hesitation in substituting it for any thing we could

have said in /jrazVe of ourselves; for what Editor could be otherwise than

an egotist when writing a Preface to a Periodical—Such as ours P Ed.]

" My dear Sir,—Permit me to congratulate you on the completion of

your First Volume. A pretty octavo it will make. In a decent binding,

the exterior will be inviting enough; but, what's of far greater conse-

quence, there is abundance of/r««7 among the /eaue*. Why, man, if you

go on thus, you will ruin the other Magazines! Here is more original

matter, and, « la York, 'So help me God !' more useful matter for a few

shillings, than Colburn gives in the iVero Monthly for three times the

sum. There is no scissors and paste work in the ' Dublin and London,'—no

extracts from newspapers,—no long and never-to-be-read lists of deaths

and marriages,—nothing to deceive the eye and cheat the purchaser,—no

iot/j/ without 50?^/;—all binds up together, and makes, at the conclusion

of the year, a volume quite as large, and quite as handsome, as one of Tom
Campbell's. Is it any wonder, therefore, that your first efforts have been

successful, that you have been patronized both in England and Ireland,

and that your readers are every day increasing ? Blackwood and Colburn

talk about selling three thousand numbers; but you pocket the cash for at

least five thousand. Mark that, as Billy Cobbett would say.

"But, whilst your extraordinary success gives me, as your friend, real

satisfaction, the good you have done the cause of my poor country excites

in me unbounded gratitude. Ireland you have saved from the indiscretion

of her friends. You have exalted her character in the estimation of Eng-
lishmen, while you have viudicated her rights. You have given a new
impulse to thought, and counteracted erroneous opinions. The editors of

Irish newspapers are beginning to catch a portion of your spirit. Spring
Rice has admitted that your article on ' Trade and Manufactures' has rec-

nfied his notions ; and George Ensor stands silenced and confuted by your
reasoning on • Absenteeism.' This is something; but more than this, you
have awakened the dormant literature of Ireland. Murthagh O'Sullivan,
the apostate, has brought out a Magazine in Dublin ; and Bolster has
announced another at Cork. The more the better. The reading appetite

is increased by what it feeds on ; and be it your praise, that at the com-
mencement of your work there was not a single periodical in Ireland.

Success was then problematical ; but let me take some credit to myself
for having, from the first, assured you, that to merit patronage was to

secure it from my countrymen. Before this day twelvemonth your readers
will be quadrupled, because Irishmen are beginning to see that they want
your services; that you advocate their cause on distinct and unequivocal
principles ; and that you are biassed by neither individuals nor party. You
have praised and censured O'Connell ; and you have opposed the political

prejudices of those whose cause you have espoused.



" Lest you slioulil become too vain, I must take the liberty to inform yon,

that, by right, you are not entitled to all this |)raise. What would you have

been were it not for your legions of contributors ? ' Thine the spoil, ours

the toil,' say the troops to their general ; and we might address you in

similar language. Now there is myself,— I am certainly the ablest contri-

butor you have ; but modesty prevents me from dwelling on the services

I have rendered you.

" The author of ' Robert Emmet and his Cotemporaries' has made Re-
bellion more feasible. A traitor himself, he has rendered treason amiable

;

and shown, in very unequivocal terms, how Ireland could emancipate her-

self. The fellow is dangerous—beware of him.

" Next comes the

a satirist

ames the ' Hermit in Ireland,' an odd kind of recluse, very like

,^ „. Pray, who is the author? 'The Love of Life,' by Furlong, is

an exquisite fragment. Perhaps there is no other poet living, except your-

self, who could have done it as well. Your other poetical contributors,

particularly O. and R. have made that department of your work most re-

spectable.

"The author of Tales of Irish Life' has contributed two articles. They
mvist be good ; for nearly all the English papers, even the lofty Times.,

copied them. For the soul of me I cannot help thinking that this gentle-

man is the author of the ' Superstitions of the Irish Peasantry.' I know
no other, except Mr. Banim, who could have written them. Is it the

latter ? These papers arc, I have been told, to be published separately,

as well as ' Robert Emmet.' Is this the fact ? Two half guinea volumes

taken from ten numbers of your Magazine!! ! It's no wonder you have

succeeded : it would have been more wonderful if you had not. I had

nearly forgotten the ' London Student,' and the ' Veteran Legioneer.'

An amusing vagabond this; and I am sure your readers, like myself, regret

that both he and O'Toole have not been more industrious. Urge them on

coming the new year.

" Excellent as your own papers and reviews have been, it is to your con-

tributors you have been indebted for your success. You furnished the body

of the work, and they lent it wings to fly. The useful has been your own

;

the pleasing has been theirs: between both nothing has been left undone;

and, therefore, go on and prosper. Relax not in ycf\ir endeavours—secure

additional literary aid—and teach the world that the editor of the * Dublin

and Loudon,' is not one of those who ' Keep the word of promise to our

ear, and break it to our hope.'

Believe me ever.

My dear Editor,

Yours very truly,

Rory O'Bourke.

Bedford Square,

Nov. 30, 1825.
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The ' long chain of silence,' wliicli

for ages ' bound in one link the body
and the soul' of Ireland, has at length

been burst asunder ; and the affairs

of that country may now be said to

occupy exclusively the public mind.
The press literally groans with stric-

tures on the state of the island, and
the senate of the nation seems to

have no leisure for the discussion of

any other questions than those re-

lative to that kingdom. These are

circumstances which augur well ; for,

though much ignorance exists on
both sides of the Channel on Irish

affairs, still there can be no doubt
that discussion will terminate in a

complete correction of the erroneous
opinions which generally prevail.

Not only the enemies but the
friends of Ireland have put forth,

within the last few years, very incon-

sistent and contradictory statements
j

and, amidst the mass of conflicting

evidence on the subject, it is not
easy to arrive at any satisfactory

conclusion. In and out of Parlia-

ment we have nothing but assertions

as opposite to each other as light

and darkness ; and, as no one has
brought forward any thing like proof,

the public are totally at a loss whom
to credit, where all are respectable,

and where so few agree.

The people of Ireland have hi-

therto been viewed through a me-
dium unfavourable to truth and can-

dour ; and as their apparent condition

has been compared with the apparent
condition of a people of dissimilar

habits, and every way unlike, a con-
clusion disadvantageous to them
has been erroneously drawn. Ire-

land and Irislunen have been de-

scribed by foreigners and natives

;

and, if we examine the circumstances
under which both have usually writ-

ten, we shall readily discover very
sufficient reasons for not finding
truth or judgment in the works of
either.

The former, with very few excep-
VoL. I.—No, I.

tions, have been Englishmen; and,

if we omit the names of Young and
Wakefield, the remainder form a

host of as imperious and ignorant

calumniators as ever made observa-

tions on anv country or people. No
wonder, then, that a large portion of

the public imbibed notions at va-

riance with truth, and inimical to

Ireland. To compare tlie population

of that country with their own flat-

tered their national vanity : but, to

do them justice, they know both

onlv through the misrepresentations

of ignorant and venal writers ; for,

even at the present day, the inha-

bitants of London and other large

cities are as ignorant of the condition

of the English as they are of the

Irish peasantry.

It is certainly somewhat singular

that, while foreigners were, industri-

ously degrading Ireland, the natives

themselves should join in the cry that

hunted down the reputation of their

country, and rival their calumniators

in hideous pictures of national mi-

sery. From tlie venal, the interested,

and the base, this might have been
expected ; but that those who really

loved their country should, leper-

like, drag the bandages from the

ulcerated sores, and distort her fea-

tures in the hope of awakening com-
passion, is perfectly incomprehen-
sible, unless they supposed the legis-

lature would do, from pity, what
they would not do for merit— that

they would grant to the tears of

prostrate supplicants what they de-

nied to the demands of justice. That
this conduct was at least bad policy

events have demonstrated ; for those

who have opposed the clainis of Ire-

land uniformly drew their arguments
from the imputed condition of the

people ; and, while the existence of

misery was taken for granted, one

ascribed it to the ' evil genius of

popery,' and another to national and
unconquerable indolence. i\Ioderns,

however, have discovered that Irish-



2 IRELAND.

men will work when they want and land hold LJieir hrethren of ilie sister

can find employment, uiid that the kingdom ; and may be taken as a cii-

iuhabitunts of Catholic countries are tcrion of the sentiments of the Bri-

not always miserable. With these tish pnblic, as far as the condition of

facts before them, they luive shifted the Irish population is concerned,

their ground ; but, still believing in The liberal part of the press echo
the existence of ' mi.>erv,' they Save these opinions ; and, in advocating

been obliged to seek other causes

;

and, lo ! they found tliem in ' im-
perfect civilization,' and ' want of
schools.'

A pamphlet* now lies before us,

which we have selected from a host

of ephemeral publications, not for

any intrinsic value it possesses, but
because it illustrates the preceding
remarks, and enables us to lay before
our Irish readers tiie prevailing sen-

timents of that respectable j)ortion of
tiie people of England wlio are fa-

vourable to their claims.

• All parties are airreed,' -sajs Sir Wil-
liam, ' iLat tlie great mass of the people,

in most parts of Ireland, are in a degraded
state ; uninformed, in abject poverty

—

witliout sufficient knowledge of any of t!ie

arts of life by whicli' support can be ob-

tained
; with minds inflamed against their

governors by the accumulation of those
miseries they liave so long satVered ; and,
through these causes, prone to violence,

and dangerous to their .superiors : can
man be in a worse, a more deplorable, con-
dition ? And with nothing to hope, there
is nothing to fear : lience arises that rea-
diness to embark in every desperate mea-
sure whicli the ambitious or the designing
may hold out. Can we exjiect attachment
to any government from ( ersons situated
as these men are? Destitute, hopeless,

the extension of civil rights, act like

Paddy in Donuybrook, who

and forAj'tets with a friend,

knocks him down.'

love

For, while they are caressing the

Catholics with one hand, they are

sadly belabouring them with the

other. Such friends only serve to

encumber by their assistance; for,

instead of making emancipation ap-

pear of first importance, they render
it, by implication, of subordinate
consideration.

To this alternative even the Ca-
tholic leaders themselves must come,
if the allegations propagated both in

England and Ireland, respecting
' Irish misery,' be true. To dis-

cover this is an inquiry of vast im-
portance, and, until satisfactorily de-

cided, the (jueslion of eniancij)atitui,

like the ghosts of the unburied ar.-

cients, may wander round the Elv-
sium of the ('abinet without gaining
admission ; for, the ' slate of Ireland,'

while unascertained, is an arsenal

that supplies both sides with arms,
whether they ai;e for or against the
measure. But were it once esta-

blished that the Irish peasant has
plenty to eat and drink—that he who

in a state of anarchy and starvation, to desires employment will find it—that
them any change may produce some good

;
rents arc paid—that bankrupts are

they are too wretched to fear an increase comparatively few— and that the
^^^^^''- produce of the plough and the loom

' Are men, so circumstanced, prepared,
without any accompanying measures, to

be released from all restraint, and to be
placed at once in the full possession of

political power I You must civilize those

whom you would render ca])able of the

rational enjoyment of civil liberty; you

13 sure to find a ready market—the
question of enumcipatiou would as-

sume an attitude of expediency,
from which it could not be forced
by casuistry or prejudice ; for, if,

after all these attributes of indi-

must teach them the relative duties of vidual prosperity, the country conti-

man to man before you can give them nued distracted and disturbed, the
indiscriminately all the immunities of ci- people must evidently be in want of
tizens in a well-organized state : would it something independent of ' meat,
otherwise be safe to the community at drink, and clothes ;' and perhaps the
large, or advantageous to themselves r legislature might then discover that

This is the estimation in which most the wounds of Ireland were of poli-
of the well-informed people of Eng- tical infliction, and could be healed

* A Sketch of Ireland in 1824 ; the Sources of her Evils considered, and their Re-
medies suggested. By Sir William Hillary, Baronet. London, Simpkin and Mar-
shall, 1825, 8vo.



only by the application of polilical

justice.

Against complying Avlthlhe clainis

of moral justice statesmen may al

lege a thousand apologies ; but, render
a measure absolutely expedient, and
you leave them without an evasive

answer. With regard to the question

of emancipation, we think this has
not been done, and we are of opinion

it cannot be done in a manner less

objectionable than by establishing

the capability of existing circum-
stances in Ireland to render the

people prosperous, if put in posses-

sion of their rights. \Ve are aware
that, with honest and rational men,
existing misery would l)e a suthcient

plea for emancipating the people

;

but the experience of the past

teaches us that men's misfortunes
are often converted into objections

against them, and that the Catholic
claims have, more than once, been
resisted on these grounds alone.

Besides, it must be admitted that

the present ministry have recently

done much for the trade of Irehind
;

and, without taking Mr. Plunkctt or
Mr. Foster's word, the people ought
now to be in possession of compara-
tive happiness. Drawing a line of
demarcation between national and
individual prosperity, we have no
hesitation in saying that Irishmen
have it in their power to ))oss(;ss and
enjoy as many substantial blessings

as any people on the globe.

This, we know, is an unfashionable
assertion, that may excite ridicule in

one part of the kingdom, and gain
no proselytes in the other. Still we
must persist in our statement ; for,

in addition to our personal know-
ledge on the subject, we think we
are in possession of approximating
facts that may satisfy minds not over-

fastidious ; and, when these are op-

posed only by unsupported assertion,

they are certainly entitled to a pre-
ference.

Irish misery, with all its formida-
ble concomitants, has l)een attributed

directly, both by friends and foes,

to the absence of commerce, super-
abundant population, small farms,
barbarism, and want of education.
Out of this formidable list grow
many minor misfortunes ; but, if we

can dispose of the ' master evils,'

the progeny of ul)ortions will, of
course, die along with them.
The ignorance of the learned is a

prolific subject ; and, perhaps, among
the ' race wlTo write,' there cannot
be found greater blockheads than
those who have published their lucu-
brations, both in pamphlets and peri-
odicals, on the state of Ireland. In
vain facts, as plain as the proof-sheet
before them, solicited their atten-

tion ; but they had woven a web of
theory, founded on the exact conclu-
sions of ])olitical economy ; and,
though it contradicted fact, practice,

and common sense, still it must be
correct, for Scotch philosophers were
never wrong. For political science
we have every respect, and find

fault only with those who misapply
its rules ; and never were they more
grossly misapplied than in the case
of Ireland.

Great Britain may be said to com-
prise three kingdoms, England, Scot-
land, and Wales, possessing a popu-
lation of near fifteen millions, among
whom are the wealthiest aristocracy

in the world. Her nobility and her
gentry are at least one hundred times
more numerous than those of Ire-

land, and she enjoys commercial ad-
vantages denied to the sister king-
dom. After all this. Mill it not
surprise the reader to hear that her
real imports and exports arc little

more than three times greater than
those of Ireland ? Wonder as you
may, this is a fact; and, while a con-
siderable part of her imports are raw
materials, which constitute a large
portion of her fabricated exports,
the imports of Ireland may be called

absolute luxuries, which are all con-
sumed by the people. \Ve admit
that the sum-total of England's ex-
ports and imports is five times greater
than those of Ireland ; but in this

there are items of goods in transitu,

which have no more right to be enu-
merated than the cargoes of the East
Indiamcn who stop at Cork to take
in provisions ; for they are merely
landed and reshipped, contributing
little or nothing to the real wealth of
the country. We shall illustrate our
position by a reference to 1822 ; not
from any partiality Yo a period of



famine, when people, through dis-

tress, ate manure*— or the news-

papers lied—but because the otiiclal

returns of that year are now before

us. We find the imports of Great

Britain (Ireland included) amount
to 29,675,320/. Of this, however,

10,670,880/. were re-exported, leav-

ing the real value of imports at

19,004,440/. which, added to the de-

clared value of exports, (35,826,082/.)

give 54,830,522/. as the amount of

British imports and exports for 1822.

During this year the imports of Ire-

land amounted to 6,548,515/. and

the declared value of exports to

9,808,057/. making the amount of

imports and exports 16,366,572/.

which, if multiplied hy three and

one-third, will give a greater sum
than the whole amount of the im-

ports and exports of Great Britain.

This is a fact which proves that

Ireland is not so deficient in trade as

lias been erroneously stated ; and, if

we examine the revenue of both

countries, we shall find that, while

the goods imported and exported

by Great Britain are not three and
one-third times greater in value than

those imported and exported by Ire-

land, she pays twelve times as much
in taxes ; nay, even ' beggarly Scot-

land' t pays more excise, though the

amount of her customs bears no pro-

portion to that of Ireland.

Here is another fact to set poli-

tical economists inquiring; for we
are so convinced of the advantage
bein^ in favour of Ireland, that we
wonder, after this, how men could

go on describing the people as idle

and wretched, whose commerce was
equal to that of one-third of the most
trading nation of the world, yet who
paid less taxes than a country whose
inhabitants scarcely exceed the po-

pulation of an Irish county
The truth is, Ireland stands at pre-

sent in an enviable situation. Her
commerce almost unrestricted, and
her people almost free from taxa-

tion—lier trade protected, and her
expenditure paid by Great Britain

—

what docs she want ? A restoration

of lier rights, and a knowledge of

the advantages which she enjoys

from her connexion with England :

without the first, however, she is like

the fabled wretch who stood in the

midst of an element which he thirsted

to drink w itliout being able to taste.

These remarks are to be under-
stood as immediately referring to

commerce, for we are not now dis-

cussing any local grievance, but
stating a fact that ought to be gene-

rally known. Into minute details no
one could expect us to enter; but for

the general accuracy of the statement

we are pledged. We hazard no opi-

nion without due consideration ; and,

being more partial to practice than

theory, we arc happy in being able to

state that the conclusions borne out
by facts are confirmed by observa-

tion. Throughout Ireland, the peo-

ple who are connected with trade and
commerce bear but a slight resem-
blance to those of England : being

more free from apprehension, they

are less industrious, less systematic,

and less shopkeepers ; they live

muck better, ' see more company,
spend more money : and yet, after

all, as< many of them, comparatively

speaking, make fortunes. In Lon-
don alone, there are more bankrupts
in twelve months than there have

been in Ireland for the last twenty
years ; and, though io England there

are more wealthy traders, there arc in

Ireland more happy ones. A Dublin
shopkeeper must be poor indeed if

he don't keep a horse and car for his

family ; whilst a London trader must
be rich indeed if he keeps a chaise

for himse/f. The contrast will hold

good in whatever way we view it ; and
we are assured, by some of our com-
mercial friends, that it is quite as

easy to procure the needful in Dame
Street as on Ludgate Hill.

But perhaps we may be told, that.

• This charge of eating manure shows how easily even the agents of Charity may
fall into error ; for what was, after all, this manure, the eating of which shocked the

nice humuiiity of delicate people! Nothing more, gentle reader, than sea kale—

a

prominent dish on the tables of the luxurious epicure, who may happen to reside on the

sea-coast
! We hope Mr. Cobbett will read this note, and avoid liis fulsome allusions

to this subject.

f Blackwood's IVIagazine.



though the inhiil)itant8 of cities and

towns are not starving-, the people in

the country are. This is always the

way with Irishmen : inquire for these

starving people on the Shannon or

Slaney, and you are told that they

are to be found on the Blackwater

and the Suire. Irish misery is

thus always in the next parish ; and

we suspect that a good deal of the

distress in 1822 was of this receding

species : not that we doubt but num-
bers were then in actual want, because

there was a coinbinatitjn of circum-

stances sufficient to produce extensive

calamity; but still we are quite sure

there was much exaggeration, and

the sequel proved this to be the case

;

for Charity, for once, had more to

bestow than her supplicants needed.

The dearth was local and limited;

and since that period actual want has

ceased in the district, and in no other

part of the kingdom has such distress

been manifested for years. The Eng-
lish journalists, however, have styled

this partial distress 'the Irish famine;'

and every booby who lectures on po-
litical economy illustrates his ' dis-

coveries' by a reference to the ' Irish

famine,* which he infers to be still

continuing; proving, of course, to his

own satisfaction, that wlicre a people
are so abundant, and without ma-
nufactures, there must be an ' Irish

famine.' These opinions are not
confined to the Scotch lecturers, for

they have been urged in parliament,

by very worthy members, without
one dissenting voice. We are not sur-

prised at this : mankind, high and
low, have, in all ages, been led astray

by theorists. Almost in our own
day Rousseau's writings excited the

French people to acts of dreadful
frenzy ; and Burke warmed the
English nation into an almost super-

human hatred of republican France.
Tbeseauthors caused calamityenough,
but it was reserved for Mr. Malthus
to • fright the isle from its pro-
priety,' by threatening our grand-
children with the sudden irruption

of a population of some hundred
thousand millions. As a proof of
the accuracy of this gentleman's
theory, his followers triumphantly
refer to Ireland, where the popula-
tion, they state, has increased so

prodigiously. We have our private

doubts concerning this sudden in-

crease ; at least those who make the

assertion have no data to found con-
clusions on ; for it is notorious that,

except the last, all the returns that

have been made were grossly and
culpably inaccurate.

We are free, however, to admit
that Ireland has at present a popula-
tion of seven millions ; and we are

quite sure that there is ample room
for them all. Some singular mistakes
have been made on this subject,

arising from the dilFerence between
Irish and English square miles ; an
ignorance of which has caused some
journalists to represent the popula-
tion of Ireland as being nearly twice
as dense as that of England. This,
however, is not the case ; for in that

respect Ireland is only equal to that

of England and Wales, computed to-

gether. It is true the people of Ire-

land mostly reside in the country; and
here they have a decided advantage,
unless small farms are an evil, which
we think they are not. In saying
this we are opposed by a host of
authorities ; but we fearlessly assert,

that, when judiciously parcelled, they
are not only a national, but an indivi-

dual,blessing; and that, notwithstand-

ing the number of small farms in

Ireland, there still remain an abun-
dance of large ones.

Taking the population of Ireland at

seven millions, and deducting two for

those who reside in cities, towns, &c.
there will remain five millions, in-

cluding linen manufacturers, as occu-

piers of the soil. The superficial con-
tents of the kingdom, according to

Mr. Wakefield, are 20,437,974 Eng-
lish acres ; but he admitted that
* Ireland had not yet been surveyed
with sufficient care to determine ex-

actly its size or situation ;' and, con-

sidering the great inequality of its

surface, perhaps we might be v/ithia

the truth in assuming 22 millions of

acres as the data to build our estimate

upon. This, however, is not necessary

for the present inquiry ; and we shall

therefore suppose, for sake of round
numbers, that 21,000,000 acres is the

extent; and, deducting one-seventh

for waste land, we shall have
18,000,000 acres which we are to

consider productive. Some person.s

have supposed one-fourth, or one-



fifth, of the whole superficies to be

waste ; l)Ut, oonsi(Icrin<r how very

small a portion of this ground is ab-

solutely unproductive, we have a

right to assume that not more than

one-seventli is actually waste.

Allowing six persons to each fa-

mily, we shall then have, in round
numbers, (S-10,00() families subsisting

I)V agricultural labour; and these, so

far from being too numerous for

the area they have to occupy, if the

land was fairly divided between them,
it would give 2l| English acres to

each This division, however, never

can take place, and circumstances

have already parcelled out the ground
to them in very unequal portions.

Nine- tenths of these may be called

cottiers, and occupy farms of from
one to ten acres, 'fhree-fourths of
the remainder are comfortable farm-
ers, ctiltivating from 20 to 60 acres

;

and the residue may be said to possess
from 100 to 1000 acres. They would
then stand nearly as follow :

Description of

Persons.

]jari;;e Farmers
Small ditto . .

Cottiers . . .

No. of

Fami-
lies.

21,000

63,000
766,000

Total . . 840,00(1] 17,931,000

< rt

.300

40
6?

Total Acres
occupied by
each Class.

10,.500,000

2,.520,000

4,914',000

From this scale of farms it will be
readily seen that the poor man may
possess a potatoe-garden witliout any
disadvantage to large farms ; for,

after the cottiers are supplied, there
would remain, on an average, for

each parish, 3-1 farmers, who would
possess from 20 to 1000 acres of
land each— farms fully adccjuate to

any system of husbandry which can
be advantageously introduced into

Ireland. At present it is well known
to those acquainted with the south
that the most solvent and comfortal)le

people are those who till from 20 to

50 acres; and that, generally speak-
ing, large farmers, from their want of
capital, are seldom able to meet their

pecuniary demands—arc slovenly in

their method of husbandry—and are
the^ cause of much of tliat distress

which prevailed immediately after

the return lo peace, l»y iiidirectly en-
couraging that system of Whiteboy-
ism, which served as an apology for

the non-payment of rent which they
were unable to discharge. This is a
well-known fact, and ought to be im-
pressed on every cottier in Ireland

;

for, though these poor people swelletl

the number of Captain Rock's ad-

herents, they had no sufiicient per-
sonal cause to endiark into illegal

practices, as they were, and always
have been, able to pay their rent-^
almost the only demand upon them,
except tithes—when tlicir superiors in

rank were apprehensive of every
shadow tliat darkened their door
being that of a bailiti' or slieritif's

officer. A brief description of the

condition of an Irish cottier will

make this apparent.

The word cottier, in Ireland, is

synonymous with labourer in all

other countries ; and those who come
under the denomination arc com-
posed of that class of society who
are doomed, by a wise Providence,
literally to earn their bread by the
' sweat of their brow.' We have no
right, therefore, to expect in these
any thing not found in the major
part of the population of all king-
doms—any thing but a perpetual
necessity to toil and economize

—

any thing but what are the associ-

ates of a poor man—want, worldly
want, and a long train of what many
will consider privations. Nine-tenths
of mankind are necessarily reduced
to this condition ; and, whatever
theorists may say, in this condition
they must continue while the eco-
nomy of this world prevails.

An Irish cottier is to be looked
upon as the poorest man in the
kingdom ; one who, if he was not
entitled to the appellation he bears,
would be called a labnurer, depend-
ing on his daily toil for support. At
presejit he enjoys a portion of inde-
pendence, which he would then lose,

and cannot be under the apprehen-
sions of him who has to provide for
the day that is passing over him,
because he can, if the fault is not his

own, always possess an annual sup-
ply of provisions which habit has
reconciled him to, that places him
beyond the reach of absolute want,
pauperism, and hunger.



A cottier in Ireland is a poor man,
who possesses from one to ten acres

of land, upon which stands his habi-

tation—mean, -to be sure ; but in

what country do the poor possess

splendid dwellings ? For tiiis hold-

ing he is generally oI)ligcil to work
for his landlord—sometimes all, and
sometimes half his time, according
to the quantity of ground lie occu-

pies ; but frequently he pays a cer-

tain rent, and employs his time in

whatever way he thinks fit. Those
who pay in labour are small cottiers,

who have not more than two or

three acres, which supply theui with

oats and potatoes ; their employers, in

almost every instance, being bound
to give them feeding for a cow, and
one or more sheep.

The nominal price of labourers

—

six or eight peuce a day—sounds
low; but it should be recollected

that, in Ireland, the farm-servants

are all boarded ; and that those who
are thus paid are constantly em-
ployed— in their own words— wet
and dry. The cottier has his work
always provided for him ; and for

this, if he has common industry, his

family are put in possession of abso-

lute abundance ; for a single acre of

land, properly cultivated, will pro-

duce him at least sixty pnunds of

potatoes for every day in the year,

while his cow supplies him with
milk ; and, as he can keep a pig, a

goat, sheep, poultry, &c. he can have
meat, drink, and clothes.

We have been thus particular in

describing the condition of the Irish

peasant, because it is neither known
to himself nor the legislature, to

the people of England nor the inha-

bitants of Ireland. In this, as in

many other instances, prejudice has

blinded men to facts ; and the pre-

valence of erroneous opinions has
produced discontent in one portion,

and a disposition in the other to

destroy a system which keeps down
the price of labour, without making
the labourer a pauper.
The description we have given is

founded on facts. Are our conclu-
sions wrong ? We think not, be-

cause we have the reverse of the
picture, and its consequence, at the
present moment in England, where
the manufacturing .and agricultural

labourers are in a condition misera-

ble in the extreme. It must be un-
necessary to refer to authorities in

proof of this assertion, as a late

Report of a select committee of the
House of Commons must be fresh in

the recollection of our readers, and
the journals of the day contain suffi-

cient proofs of the pitiable situation

of the cotton-spinners. It is on
record that agricultural labourers in

England scarcely ever taste meat,
never have a sufficiency of food for

themselves and families, are in most
instances dependent on the parish
for the miserable pittance they re-

ceive, and are nearly all prone to

thieving. Are the cotton-spinners, a
numerous body, better off? Their own
uncontradicted Reports reply in the
negative. Let the advocates of large

farms and manufacturing monopoly
account, if they can, for this state of
things, without confuting their own
theories : at all events let them cease
to condemn a system which, in Ire-

land, we are proud to say, has pre-

vented such extensive misery as is

now visible throughout Great Bri-

tain.

If the view we have taken is wrong,
we are glad to err in good com-
pany ; for we have some admirable
authorities on our side. An intel-

ligent, and, we will add, a wise
Englishman, a Mr. Phillips, land-

surveyor and civil engineer, who was
much employed in the south of
England, gave the following testi-

mony before the Lords' committee
on the Corn Laws, in 1814 :

—

' In many places,' said Mr. Phillips,
* where I have been surveying, where
there were tliirty or sixty farmers iu a
parish, it has been reduced to the small

number of four or five, and some parishes

occupied by one man ; large districts of

country in the occupancy of the pos-

sessor ; where there were formerly a great

many farm-houses, there is probably only

a bailiff. The horror this system creates

among mankind generallj-, and in parishes,

is inconceivable. In support of this argu-

ment, my Lords, in the hands of the little

farmers, an immense increase of food is

brought to the public, from as it were the

lap of the farmer's wife. In a little farm,

where there is a dairy, the jnoduce is not

only the calves, but an immensity of butter

and cheese ; the refuse of a dairy will

support a piggery; that kind of animal
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food is reared in a very short time in im-

mense quantities. Again, when a little

farmer and liis family will raise, from the

little produce of his small farm, a dairy,

the refuse of which supports a piggery,

then comes the poultry. Where there is

a cow-yard and a piggery, vast quantities

of poultry indeed are produced with very

little care, reared almost in the lap of the

fanner's wife, nourished in her kitchen

comer. I am not speaking theoretically

now : mentioning onl^' one parish will

serve as a strong instance for the whole

kingdom. Among all these different farm-

ers, every labourer had a comfortable

master, and every tradesman comfortable

employ : now hundreds or thousands in a

parish are pauperised wherever there is a

family of children ; the milk-pails, which

were principally the nutriment of families,

are done away. The pig-styes are done

away, they are not permitted : every man
had formerly a pig in his stye, and another

in his tub ; the case is now difl'erent : I

am now describing parishes in tlie way
that they are tliroughout the country.

The different markets, which were for-

merly abundantly, regularly, and well

supphed, with not only the necessaries of

life, but with a great part of the comforts,

are now supphed in a very different way.
Deficient in the comforts, it is with extreme

difficulty the great part of mankind can
obtain the humble necessaries of life.

—'This evil, when the land is in few
hands, is greatly increased by some of

those few being country bankers, so tliat

they can withhold the produce of the land

till they obtain such prices as they wish
for.'

The cant has too long prevailed,

among English and Scotch writers,

to describe the Irish cottier not only

as a burden to society, but as a

miserable being, half naked, and half

fed, deficient in strength* and ener-

gy ; and, as it would appear, useful

only as forming a living contrast to

the English peasant. But hear Mr.
Young on the subject ; and it must
be allowed he knew Ireland better

than English writers and Scotch re-

viewers :
—

• If any one doubts the

comparative plenty which attends the

board of a poor native of England

and Ireland, let him attend to their

meals. The sparingness with which
our labourer in England eats his

bread and cheese (even in Mr
Young's time) is v.ell known : mark
the Irishman's potatoe-bowl placed

on the floor, the whole family on
their hams around it, devouring a

quantity almost incredible ; the beg-

gar seating himself to it with a

hearty welcome, the pig taking his

share as readily as the wife ; the

cocks, hens, turfceys, geese, the cur,

tlie cat, and, perhaps, the cow—and
all partaking of the same dish. No
man can have often been a witness

of it without being convinced of the

plenty, and, I will add, the cheerful-

ness, which attends itf
.'

' When J see the people of a coun-
try with well-formed vigorous bodies,

and their cottages swarming with

children— when I see their men
athletic and their women beautiful

—

I know not how to believe them sub-

sisting on unwholesome foodj.'

Mr. Wakefield attempts to deny
IMr. Young's statement, but in a way
that confirms what he meant to dis-

prove. ' Give an English labourer,'

says he, ' two acres of land, (about

three and a half English,) a cow, and
a pig, and what will he be at the cud
of two years ? Not a labourer, 1)ut a

small farmer, thriving and laying by
money ; his children well clad, and
his whole family eating meat and
drinking good beer.' What a lesson

does tliis short extract convey to the

peasantry of Ireland ! and ho^v, we
would ask, can a poor man be sooner

placed in a state of comparative com-
fort than by giving him a few acres

of laud ? Talk not of want of ca-

pital ; the necessary implements of

husbandry are easily procured, a

spade and a shovel cannot cost

much, and seed potatoes are cheap
enough in Ireland. At another time,

perhaps, we shall expose the fallacy

of ' Scotch philosophers' reasoning

against the use of potatoes as a prin-

* ' From its peculiar salubrity, the natives of this island (Ireland) are celebrated

for just symmetry of proportion and an athletic frame; because, from earliest infancy

to manhood, a check is rarely given to the progressive increase of animal strength,

or the approximate form of an undiseased body. From the same source arise those ardent

passions, and that flow of animal spirits, which render the natives of Ireland always
cheerful, often turbulent and boisterous—the natural consequence of uninternipted

health and vigorous constitutions.'

—

-IMr. Wakefield.
t Arthur Young's Tour in Ireland. X Ibid.



eipal article of food ; for the very

attributes for which they coudemn
them are those that should make
their adoption universal.

Our table of farms establishes three

important facts :—first, that, though
cottiers are numerous, large farms are

in abundance : secondly, that the po-
pulation of Ireland is far from l)eing

superabundant; and, lastly, that the

people cannot be idle. It must be
needless to offer any explanation, for

it will be seen at once that, were every

individual capable of working out of

the five millions employed in agricul-

ture alone, they would all have more
than they could do. At particular sea-

sons there may be partial idleness

;

but, estimating things as ihey actually

are, it is impossible that any one who
chooses to work can be permanently
unemployed. During the war it is well

known that corn, in many places,

perished for want of reapers : surely

discharged soldiers have not increased

the population to such an extent as

to make that now dilficult which in

1812 w^as superabundant.
A numerous population is absolutely

necessary to prosperity. When Sicily

was the granary of Rome she had
eight millions of inhabitants ; at pre-

sent she has scarcely more than two,
and yet exports little or no grain

This is the history of Egypt, Assyria,

Greece, and Asia Minor; and, when
Spain was great and prospei-ons, she

had twice her present population.

—

But, without going out of Ireland, we
have a proof that small farms and
dense population are not inconsistent

with the highest state of cultivation and
prosperity. In the county of Wex-
ford the two baronies of Forth and
Bargie are cases in point. All agree

in ascribing to these the extreme of
happiness and good order. Such they

were, at ail events, in ISlK); and, ac-

cording to Mr. Eraser's survey, there

was then, on an average, a house in

the parishes of Drennan and Killinic to

every eight acres, while in no parish

were there more than twenty acres to a

house. In the disturbed districts this

is far from being- the case.

At present we shall not enter into

the question of ' barbarism' and educa-

tion ; but merely say that a population

evidently more honest * and moral

than countries which boast of perfect

civilization, cannot, in our opinion,

be called barbarous, nor tlie people

ignorant where education is univer-

sal, t
We have thus laboured to demon-

strate that the evil which goads Ire-

land to madness is not founded in her

circumstances ; and that, though her

local grievances may be numerous and

irksome, the cause of universal discon-

tent originates in political disqualifi-

cation. We solicit attention to the

facts we have stated ; and, if our in-

ferences have been just, we would
implore the friends of Ireland—of

emancipation—of truth—to forego

their common topic

—

Irish misery,

and cease to supply their opponents

with arg-uments against their cause,

and invectives against their country.

—Misrepresentation highly injurious

to the character of Ireland has gone
abroad, and none know the extent of

its evil influence but those who have

mixed in English and Continental

society ; for, even hi France, Irish

ignorance, superstition, and povefty, is

a common subject of conversation.

That Ireland is undeserving of these

imputations we firmly believe ; and,

notwithstanding all that has been

said on the sufferings of that kingdom,
we arc confident tluit emancipation is

a panacea that would cure them all.

THE HERMIT IN IRELAND.—XO. I.

THE DUBLIN LIBRARY.
The Dublin Library is a place

where the stranger, without being at

much trouble, may become ac(]uaint-

ed with nearlv all that is remarkable

in the politics or the literature of the

Irish metropolis. He who would
enjoy this intellectual treat in per-

fection must visit the spot upon the

sabbath : then comes forth the sage

• ' We may look a while into the returns from an English agricultural county of the

same population asRoscomnion before we findforthe conTictions of all sorts of stealing

cnly twenty-seven.'—Morning Chronick.

t Vide Mr. Wakefield, Mr. Eusor, Lord Selkirk, Sec. £tc

' Vol. I.—No. I. c
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Fellow, or the studious jib, from the

gloomy recesses of his college ; then

the overwrought lawyer stands dis-

engaged ; then starts out the drowsy
journalist from his inky labour:

the man of trade drops in, and ven-

tures to talk about uncommercial
matters, without the fearful appre-

hension of being pointed at as an
airy politician ; even the mere idler

feels something in tlie air of the

place, or sees something in the fea-

tures of those around him, which
brings with it a gleam of encourage-

ment, making him less ashamed of

his lazy vocation. All seem willing

to indulge for tlie time in the luxury
of relaxation—all seem disposed to

listen or to talk, without caring what
may be the subject, or whither it may
lead them.

Shortly after my arrival in Dub-
lin I accompanied a friend to this

strange gathering-place. On en-

tering we proceeded up stairs to

what is termed the Reading Room.
It is a tine apartment, filled almost to

the top with a collection of very rare

and very valuable works. Here the

most profound silence prevailed : a few
pale studious-looking young men
were seated at the desks and in the

gallery. A tine portrait of the cele-

brated John Philpot (/urran orna-
ments the room. 1 looked around
me.— ' In this place,' thought I,

' there is nothing remarkai)le—let us
see if any thing new will present
itself below !' We proceeded to

the Conversation Room, and here
at once I found myself encircled by
some of the most remarkable cha-
racters of the day. On the end of a

long table, with his darlv frock and
broad hat, sat O'Connell : he was
surrounded by a knot of friends or

of followers, all apparently anxious
to catch his scattering remarks,
or to urge, in a lowly and modest
tone, some observation of their own.
I gazed for a moment upon the great
leader . I could not avoid observing
to my friend that Nature seemed to

have formed this man for playing
something more than an ordinary
part. Independent of his intellectual

powers (and these are of no common
cast), his figure, voice, and manner,
have something in them calculated
at once to win and overawe the mul-

titude. Sitting at some distance from
the group that encircled O'Connell,
with his chin resting on his hand,
and his eyes ' upturned as one in-

spired,' I beheld his friend and fellow-

labourer. Shell. He was engaged in

conversation with two persons imme-
diately opposite : I was struck by
the rapidity of his utterance, and the

extreme sharpness of his tones. A
stranger, at the first view, could
hardly suppose that such a man
would be likely to distinguish himself
as an orator. He labours under many
disadvantages ; but where is the dis-

advantage that genius will not sur-

mount? where is the didiculty that

zeal and perseverance will not ulti-

mately remove ?

I advanced with my friend towards
the centre of the room. We found,

in the crowd about O'Connell, many
of those whose names appear in the

newspapers as speakers at the meet-
ings of the Association. The subject

which now engaged their attention

was the old one : they uere number-
ing over their grievances, dwelling

upon their wrongs, and giving free

expression to their feelings of either

hope or despondency as regarding
the future : they were giving a hearty

condemnation to the character and
the principles of their interested

enemies, and paying ti\e cordial tri-

bute of honest gratitude to their well-

meaning ami enlightened friends.

On this point, however, I perceived

that some difference of opinion pre-

vailed. Who were the friends, and
who were the enemies, of the cause ?

This was not a matter that seemed
likely to be easily arranged ; this was
not a question that could be hastily

answered. I listened attentively.—
* The Dissenters of the North are

enlightened and liberal,' said John
Lawless, of Belfast.

' I deny it,' replied O'Connell,
' have they not degenerated into

Orangeism ?'

' True !' added O'Reilly of Cavan ;

' they have not dealt fairly with their

poor Catholic neighbours, and on the

next day of meeting I shall move'
' Move out of my way,' said the se-

cretary, O'Gorman ;
' I am sick of

your motions, your bigotry, and your
hair-splitting.'

—

' I shall move,' said O'Reilly
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•Peace! peace, my iiood friend!'

cried Sheil, advancing from iiis ttahle
;

what have we to say to the Northerns?
what have we to do with their liherality

or illiherality ? It cannot affect our
question : it is better for us to pro-

ceed temperately : if they are not very

ardent friends, does it follow that we
are to make decided enemies of

them r'

I attended to this brief dialogue

with a good deal of interest : it

appeared to me that Shcil was
calmer than the rest of his friends,

because he had about him less of

what may be termed a sectarian feel-

ing. O'Gorman was rude and care-

less, because he disliked trouble.

O'Connell condemned the Dissenters,

because Lawless, as a journalist, is

perpetually praising them : he acts

upon the principle of the Athenian of

old ; it disturbs him to hear northern
liberality constantly lauded. Such are

the trifling causes that often produce
serious effects.

I found that the persons with whom
Sheil had been engaged in conversa-
tion were the editor of the 'Evening
Post' and Sir Charles Morgan : the

latter left the room while the ' asso-

ciates' were arguing. He meddles, I

am told, but rarely with the politics of
the day : as a lover of liberty, and
as a friend to common justice, his

feelings go" with the cause of the

Catholics ; as an enemy to craft and
hypocrisy, he strenuously resists the

operations of the ' Saints ;' and little

more than this is known with regard

to his religious or political principles :

this little, however, speaks decidedly

in his favour. A book lies in the Con-
versation Room, in which every mem-
ber is at liberty to write for the purpose
of recommending improvements in the
place, or the purchase of new publi-

cations. It is sometimes scrawled over
with squibs of a humorous or political

tendency.— ' Hand me the Proposal
Book,' said O'Connell.—The book
came—the crowd around him grew
deeper and thicker : he seized a pen

—

he scratched a few lines—he affixed

his name.— ' An excellent paper,'

cried one.—* What paper?' inquired
another—' The Connaught Journal,'

repeated twenty voices. — ' Sign,

sign,' was the word— ' the Counsellor
has signed it'. This was enough ; his

sanction was all-sufficient;—nearly

forty signatures instantly followed.
' Sign this,' said my friend to a slim

purple-nosed personage who stood
near us. ' We have too many papers
already,' said the stranger.

' Well, but we want a few good
ones.'

' Our funds won't admit of getting
them.'

' Even one?'
' No !—unless the "Evening Mail."
* Oh ! probably you dislike the

" Connaught Journal ?"

• I do—the editor is a papist.'

This personage who would not sign

was the Rev. Tighe Gregory, a most
unreverend-looking character. Such
was the scene witnessed during my
first visit to the Dublin Library.

*HE IRISH HIGHLANDS.*

These letters, if the preface is de-

serving of credit, are the joint produc-

tion of a family party of literary

pretenders, who emigrated some two

or three years ago to Dick Martin's

(the renowned M. P.) kingdoin of

Cunnemarra, where they have chiefly

employed themselves in taking the
* conceit' out of the peasantry by the

application of medicine, (we wish

they had administered a dose to them-

selves,) in fruitless endeavours to pro-

selyte the children of the Catholic

poor, and in writing the flimsy trash

now before us, made more unpardon-

able by the aftected patriotism and

religious cant that pervade the whole
volume.
Of the country or gender of the

writers we know nothing, though the

total ignorance of English and Irish

manners evinced in every page would
lead us to conclude that they are not na-

tives of these kingdoms, unless we sup-

pose that they vegetated east of Tem-
ple Ear, or in some of the half-genteel

streets near Stephen's Green, Dublin.

We incline to the latter opinion ; for

the perpetual reference to English

neatness, Engli^h comfort, and Welch
cottages, proves that they knew these

only through the medium of such no-

* Letters from ihe Irish Highlands. Murray, London, 182 J. 8vo.
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vels as ' Clarissa Harlowe' and ' Ned
Evans,' the meaoTC sentimentality of

which is borrowed to shed its rag-<>ed

splendour on the ' Letters from the

Irish Highlands.'
'

One or two allusions, indeed, in these
* Letters,' are ofa feminine east ; but as

the style, ifstyle it may be called, is the

same in all, we suppose this was only a

ruse de guerre to veil at once the

discrepancy in the sentiments and tlie

insidiousness of the motives; thinking,

in all probability, tliat criticism would
be disarmed of its terrors when re-

minded that the otTenders were of that

amiable sex who are privileged to talk

and write more nonsense than critics

can find leisure either to hear or read.

Against gallantry, therefore, we do not

consciously sin; and if, contrary to our

serious opinion, there should be ladies

concerned,let them not impute blame to

us.but wring their pretty hands at i)eing

found in such disreputable compemy.
These * Letters' were ^vritten from

that fag-end of Ireland known to out-

laws by the name ofCunnemarra,where
the authors have, if you believe them,
an estate, (middlemen, we suppose, be-

tween Dick Marti.n and his constitu-

ents) a comfortable slate house, though
the floor is rather damp,and'Rees'sCy-
clopsedia,' by the help of which they
could not teach ' Long Tom' to catch a

whale with his little herring-boat (p.

J 67). If ever Messrs. Longman and Co.
should be inclined to publish another
edition of the Doctor's useful work,
we would recommend them to procure
the authors before us to furnish a

description of Cunnemarra, M'here the

singular phenonemon occurs of the sun
rising some time after morning, and
where But hear the letter-wri-

ters :
—

' Conceive us, then,with a party

of wild mountaineers, embarked upon
waters of which we know nothing

;

(they didn't want to taste them, we
suppose ;) the 7iight so dark that Ave

could scarcely see the bow of the boat,

and yet so heautiJ'uUy clear, that the

mountains on each side were distinct-

hj visible when contrasted with the

star-dotttd {(\\\\\,(^ poetical) firmament
above. 2uere : Was this confusion of

light and darkness atributable to the

waters, of which they knew nothing, or
to the genial influence of the 'moun-
tain dew' upon their optics ?

Let it not, however, be supposed

that our letter-writers, with the help of

'Rees's Cyclopaedia,' have been three

years in Cunnemarra without mak-
ing some notatile discoveries in those

hitherto unexplored regions. They
have found that 'A person unused to

live entirely upon potatoes finds them
unpalatable in the morning; but, when
custom has once overcome this disgust,

I really believe there is no food more
wholesome and nutritious ;' that shoes

and stockings would be very incon-

venient to women crossing bogs, and
that men who labour in the fields

are never without them; that some cot-

tages, even in Cunnemarra, are neat,

and others dirty ; that some are very

poor, and others not very rich ; that

boys and girls love dancing ; and that

the most miserable (according to

their ideas of misery) are contented

and cheerful.

If the reader finds nothing novel

in this we can't possibly help it :

—

we have carefully read over the forty-

nine ' Letters'; and, if there is nothing

new in the foregoing, we are ready to

confess that there is nothing new in the

volume. ' The object has been,' says

the preface, ' to present to view the

details of domestic life, to open the

door of the lowly cabin, to portray

the habits and manners of its neglect-

ed inmates, and preserve the memory
of facts, which, although not worthy
to become matters of history, are yet

of intrinsic value in the delineation of

national character.'

Nf)t being in the secret, we can't pre-

tend to say how many lowly doors

they have opened, or how many
sketches of character repose in their

port-folio ; but we can safely aver

that their volume contains nothing

new—nothing which has not been al-

ready known—falsehoods and facts

—

both to the people of England and
Ireland, through the medium of books
much cheaper, and quite as respecta-

ble, as the work before us, though
this bears the impress of ' Albemarle
Street.' Indeed, so meagre is its in-

formation, and uninteresting its de-

tails, that Ave are quite sure the

dullest bookmaker in London Avould,

Avith the help of Arthur Young,
Wakefield, Edgworth, and a few
others, compile a volume on Ireland

every Avhit as accurate, and much
more readable ; for three-fourths of
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these ' Letters' are mere hearsays, and
anecdotes vvhicb, long since, have
found their way into the ' Spirit of
Irish Wit.'

We know Dick Martin's kingdom,
for we too have been in Cunnemarra,
and liave S2)ent some days in admiring
the splendid scenery of that neglected
wilderness, where Nature has been im-
passioned in her creations, where ex-
panded lakes seem but to serve as

mirrors to reflect the face of moun-
tains, and where all is irregular,grand,
and sublime. We should suppose it

impossible for the merest blockhead
to dwell for any length of tiuie amid
such a scenery without growing fan-

ciful—without blending some of that

wild imagery which every where met
his eye into his language—and giving
his readers, if he could write, some
faint idea of the works of Nature where
she has been more than ordinarily

productive of her wonders. But we
have sought in vain, in these * Letters,'

for descriptions of local scenery ; and
though a great portion of the book
is taken up with travels, journeys, and
voyages, and though the names of
mountains, rivers, and lakes, crowd in

every page, yet we have no descrip-

tions—at least no description that con-
veys to us any notion of the object de-

scribed. The task was evidently one
beyond the ability of the writers.

Deficient, however, as the work is,

both in accuracy and talent, it is cal-

culated to do much miscliief. An
appetite, a longing, for accounts of
L'eland and Irishmen, has lately been
generated in England. John Bull, at

length, will placidly listen to a de-

scription ot that country—peruse a

pamphlet, without yawning, written

on Catholic atlairs — and allow the

equanimity of his temper to be ruffled

at hearing of local oppressions.
Orange outrages, and judicial delin-

quency. He hates pope and popery,
to be sure; but his justice predomi-
nates over his prejudice ; he pities the
poor papists, admires their patience,
and has almost learned to advocate
their cause. This temper is to be
encouraged; but, as he is yet only im-
perfectly informed respecting the ob-
ject of his recent attachment, all sur-

reptitious aliment is to be carefully
withheld, lest he imbibes notions at

variance with truth, dangerous to him-

13

self, and injurious to others. The
present work is one of those which
should not be allowed to pass the
cordon sanituire, and for this reason
we have laid our injunction upon it.

The writers affect peculiar conse-
quence in their own country, pretend
to great candour,assuine a philosophic
tone when they are uttering strange
nonsense, and have come before the
British public, in a genteel garb, from
the shop of Mr. Murray. All these
are certain passports to favour; the
superficial reader will swallow their

hear-say stories for facts ; and thus
old and long-since refuted calumnies
will be renewed, while the moral
jaundice will, in some eyes, tinge
every thing Irish with a forl)idden

hue. The public are not to blame,
for even the critics have fallen into

the snare ; and this volume has
been, as yet, lauded by all who have
noticed it. And for what i for state-

ments which we shall presently show
to be a little worse than nonsense

—

to be invidious falsehoods,—false-

hoods gravely sent forth to the world
on the word ofsome garrulous gossip,

whose habitual propensity to vilify

and misrepresent his country and
countrymen has made them both
abroad what they ought not to be

—

things of contempt and scorn. The
ignorance evinced on this occasion
by the London critics is really in-

excusable ; for the statements they
extracted have long since been fully

and ably refuted by English writers,

with whose works they ought to

have been acquainted if they had
read the books they have criticised.

The evil we complain of will hence-
forth cease; Ireland shall be no
longer misrepresented with impunity,
nor England duped without detection.

Works of ' dark shadowing,' like the
volume before us, we shall touch with
our Ithuriel spear, and reveal their

hidden deformities; expose the quack-
ery of those who write on Irish affairs

without ever having crossed the Chan-
nel ; and show up the learned critics

who comment on bogs without having
ever sat at a turf fire, and condemn
illicit distillation without having ever
tasted pot/ieen.

Throughout the volume there is a
restless anxiety to find fault with the
Catholic clergy; and for this purpose
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we are told several anecdotes of their

opposing proselyting- schools—of

their refusing the rites of the church

to those who were too poor to pay
them, which if true, subjected them
to ecclesiastical censure—and of one

of them who, very naturally, quar-

relled with an intolerable huckeea

for locking him out of his chapel.

Passing over all these as scattered

stars that light the path of bigotry,

we come, at length (p. 114), to the

following '.—
' The priest is often called in to perform

a sort of exorcism on those whose disor-

ders are supposed to arise from spiritual

agency ; and, with respect to such posses-

sion, oar people entertain very wild and
•wonderful i otions.—They have an idea of

seeing- what they call their "fetch;" some
aerial being or other, who appears to give

them warning of their approaching death.

Such an apparition, you may readily con-

ceive, often precedes an attack of illness,

of which, however, it may happily prove to

have been the worst symptom. I remem-
ber bearing a story of tlie kind from a poor

man, whose son, while working in the

field, " conceited" that be beheld some in-

describable being, who called to him, and,
taking up a Httle stone, threw it at his

head. The boy set oft" instantly, ran
Iiome without stopping, and " took sick

from that hour." Whatever was the cause
of the boy's complaint, 1 bad the satisfac-

tion of knowing that a simple dose of me-
dicine bad effected his cure

' One of the most deplorable of these su-

perstitious fancies is their credulity with
respect to the " Gospels," as they arecall-

ed, which they wear suspended round the

neck as a charm against danger and dis-

ease. These are prepared by the priest,

and sold by him at the price of two or

three tenpennies. It is considered sacri-

lege in the purchaser to part with them at

any time ; and it is moreover believed that

the charm proves of no efficacy to any but

the individual for whose particular be-

nefit the jiriest has blessed it. One of them
I have been shown as a rarity,which seldom
indeed finds its way into heretical hands.
I will describe, as minutely as possible,

both its form and contents : it was a small

cloth bag, marked on one side with the
letters I. H. S. enclosing a written scrap
of dirty paper, of which the following is

an exact copy, orthographical errors not
excepted :

' — In thenaraeof God Amen. When
our Saviour saw the cross wliereon he was
To Be Crucified his body trembiled and
shook the Jews asked Iff he had the favor
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or the ague he said that he had neither the
faver or tlie ague. Whosoever shall keep
these words in mind or in righting shall ne-
ver have tlie faver or a^rue. Be the hear-
ers Blessed. Be the Believers Blessed.

Be the name of our Lord god Amen.
Cy. Toole.

' On the other side of the paper is written

the Lord's Prayer in as curious a style of

spelling ; and after it a great number of

initial letters, apparently all by the same
hand, and probably essential to the charm.
Instead of being edified, you are, I doubt
not, as much grieved and disgusted with
the description as I was with the

actual appcLtrance of this pious cheat.

Yet, may we not hope that, by exposing

such in the broad day-light of reason, we
lend a helping hand towards their gradual

extirpation ? If the dread of ridicule lias

already driven them into the remotest cor-

ners of the land, is it not to be hoped that

better motives may, ere long, still more
effectually destroy the influence of all such

false and dangerous deceit!'

Pshaw ! there's insidious non-
sense for you ! A priest called in to

perform exorcisms ! mad priests,

we suppose, like the unfortunate

M'CarroU ; for no one in his senses

would. Were a parish priest to attend

upon every booby who ' conceits' he
sees his • fetch,' he would be able to

pay but little attention to his parish.

The truth is, (and the writer of this

letter shonltl have ascertained it be-

fore he gravely sat down to asperse

a body of men, who have lately forced

their Protestant adversaries to ac-

knowledge their learning, their piety,

and their talents,) that the priests are

never called in on such occasions

—

that they have opposed, by all means
in their power, this and other harm-
less superstitions—and that the pea-

sant, knowing their sentiments, never

has recourse to them when any such
'conceit' fastens on him, but flies

immediately to the nearest Fairynian

for a remedy. Paddy, however, is

seldom troubled with any such silly

conceits ; a glass of potheen is gene-

rally sufficient to dispel such 'airy

nothings ;' and few, in Ireland, now
' conceit' they are ill, but those who
can atford to pay a doctor.

The statement respecting the * Gos-
pels' very satisfactorily proves that

these writers have never read any book
but 'Recs's Cyclopaedia;' otherwise

how could they be ignorant of the
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ridicule heaped upon Sir Richard

Musgrave for a similar, and scarcely

?nore mischievous, attack upon these

'Gospels?' Why, the ignorant fel-

lows, if they had stopped, on the

high road, any barefooted brat, he

could have told them that these
' Gospels' are hung round the necks

of infants by pious parents after bap-

tism, as memorials of their faith ; and
that they consist of the (irst part of

the Gospel, according to Saint John,

printed, not written, in the Latin lan-

guage ; that they are blessed by the

priest ; and that, instead of costing

three tenpennies, eighteen of them
are to be bought for tiuo pence.

They, are however, generally given

away by the clerks of chapels, the

priest having nothing to do with

them after they are blessed.

The edifying fuc-simile above is

nothing more or less than a charm
against the ague, or, as the peasantry

significantly call it, the shake. This
is evident from the very tenor of the

charm, and we have uniformly seen,

in Ireland, the word sliake substituted

for that of trembling.

One of these precious charm-^, so

often condemned by the Catholic cler-

gy, and the possession of which is al-

ways kept a secret, found its way, it

seems, into the hands of the letter wri-

ters, which they very carefuU y dissect-

ed, and, without further inquiry, set it

down as a pious cheat to the account

of the priest. These writers are cer-

tainly qualified to enlighten the dark-

ness of the English mind on the af-

fairs of Ireland; and the critics who
extracted this elegant mnrceau at-

tributed all our misery to the igno-

rance of the priests, who could cheat

without knowing how to spell. We
do not pretend to be advocates for the

Catholic clergy, but we very much
question the morality or wisdom of

those who needlessly attack the teach-

ers of any religious creed ; for, when
their followers are poor, the lives

of their clergy must be moral ; but,

when misrepresentation is used,

Christianity is injured, and not the

individuals aimed at.

Now for another extract ; and we
give it the more willingly, as we hope
it may reach Mr. Peake, wlio, we
have no doubt, will dramatize the
story against next season for the Ly-

ceum, and favour the town with a

real • devil' instead of Frankin-
stein:

—

' Tom Rowland was returning with his

cattle from market, disconsolate, as many
an honester m.an has been, that he could

find no purchaser. " I wish the devil

wouhl give me money, for tliere's nohody
else tliat will." Parlez du dalle, et voila

Sii queue, is an old proverb ; but his high-

ness has better manners in these days, and
appears like a jantleman, handsome, and
well dressed. To his question, " Do you
want money?" Tom Rowland was not

afraid to answer "Yes."—"If you'll sell

yourself tome, you shall have plenty." He
again assented. The devil gave 2001. and
asked Tom for a receipt, which must be

signed with his own heart's blood. Tom
stepped into a cabin ; but, deeming a red

lead pencil equally satisfactory, and not

quite so dangerous as the signature re-

quired, he made use of one which chanced
to be in his pocket. An Irish devil has, it

seems, no share in the national acuteness,

or he would not have been so easily duped.

Tom Rowland went on his way, and, se-

cure in Lis red lead pencil, ventured to

join in tlie celebration of mass, to which
he was invited some days afterwards in a
neighbour's house. The devil, however, re-

garding this as an infringement of the

bond, tapped cat the cabin door, and in-

quired for Tom Rowland. Tom, s\is-

l)ecting his ' genteel' friend, refused to

obey the summons ; but the devil, eager

to secure what he deemed a lawful prize,

sprang in among them, and knocked him
down. The priest, who came to the res-

cue, was not a match for his highness

:

other priests were sent for, but they could

only drive the enemy to change his quar-

ters, without being able to force him to

dislodge. From Tom Rowland he es-

caped into a large kettle ; and thence
again up the chimney. The power of the

priests was here baffled : they sent for

one of their brethren from Westport ; and
a sacred wand, of which he was happily

possessed, compelled the obedience of the

evil spirit. He was driven from the house

;

and Tom remains free, with the honour of

having outwitted the devil.

'You will exclaim " Can these tilings be 1

Are such tales believed in the nineteenth

century?" I only answer by assuring you

that I give the story exactly as I heard it

from a gentleman residing near Westport,

who added the name of the victorious

priest, which I have suppressed.'

Then you were a great knave for

doing so ; for by giving the name you
would have enabled the Catholics

of Ireland to hold you and your
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informant up to public scorn : but, as

it is, we shall do that for you ; for

this same 8tory of 'Tom Rowland,'

under different modifications, belony^s

neither to Ireland nor England, but is

a denizen of the world, being fami-

liar in every country on the globe.

The cause, however, of all this an-

tipathy to the priests, is very obvious,

though we could not discover it un-

til we came to page 3 13, where we are

indirectly given to understand that

the Catholic clergyman in the neigh-

bourhood arrested the proselyting

career of these religious quacks by

prohibiting the poor children of his

flock from frequenting their school

:

and that he had very good reasons

for doing so must be pretty obvious

to the readers of this volume ; for at

pages 112, 113, says one of these sa-

pient letter-writers, ' I cannot go so

far as the late Bishop of Elphin is

said to have gone ; and, if I cannot
make them good Protestants, content
myself with endeavouring to make
them good Catholics: at least I can-

not, with a safe conscieiK-e, (scrupu-
lous soull) put into their hands books
of Catholic instruction'—though you
was as ignorant of books of Catholic
instruction as you was of the Christian

wisdom and liberality of the Bishop
of Elphin ; for we are previously
told that there was * neither a church
nor a clergyman within a distance of
tzvelve miles'—that is, fifteen miles

English!—But the reader is disgusted;

so are we.

OUGHT ENGLAND TO EMANCIPATE THE IRISH CATHOLICS?

The question of Catholic emanci-
pation has been debated, in and out

of Parliament, during the last forty

years ; and, on a rough calculation,

fifty thousand books and pamphlets
have been written on the subject.

—

Don't be alarmed, John Bull—for 'tis

to you I address myself—I am not

going to examine this formidable

mass of conflicting evidence, or give

you my opinion on the respective

merits of all the writers and speakers

who have contributed to the agitation

of this momentous question. I have
your interest at heart ; and, knowing
now valuable time must be to an in-

dustrious man like you, I am about

to save you much waste of that * stuff

of which life is made,' and therefore

request your serious hearing for a
* brief space,' and I promise to say,

in ten minutes, all that has been or

ever can be said on Catholic eman-
cipation. You are a calculating man,
John, and can readily estimate the

value of my communication, for it

will absolutely save you the three

hours every morning you would
otherwise spend during the present

session—for emancipation is to be a

nightly topic—in perusing the lengthy

debates on this national question,

which, like a labyrinth, appears to

have no termination.
I look upon myself, therefore, in

some measure, as your benefactor

—

as one eminently entitled to your

gratitude ; and, assured of your un-
ilivided attention, I proceed, sans ce-

remonic, to unravel this (iordian knot
of politics, and do what has never yet

been done—bring the subject to a

conclusion.

No impatience, no incredulity,

John ! The world looks upon you as

a thinking man—as one very phleg-

matic and blustering, and egotis-

tical, but still so much alive to your
own interest, that self is the Alpha
and Omega of your every word and
action. Considering the world as

always in the right, I have long since

fallen into this same opinion, and
therefore would not now ' take hold

of your button,' only that I know
your welfare, both as an individual

and a British subject, is intimately

connected with the question under
consideration. But your pride, your
consistency, your honour, is also con-

cerned ; for, shall it be said that

John Bull is actively alive to the

wrongs of mankind in every country
but his own? that his hand, ' open
as day to melting charity,' is stretched

out between the oppressor and the

oppressed every where but at home ?

Shall the heathen blacks of Africa

have your sympathy, while you ne-

glect the Christian whites of Ireland ?

and will you brave the dangers of
every sea and every climate in the

laudable work of diminishing human
misery, and refuse to cross the Chan-
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nel, even in a steam-packet, to in-

quire into the case ot one-third of

your fellow-subjects ? ' O speak it not

in Gath !' The fault is in thy optics,

which discern things best at a dis-

tance ; and not in thy heart, ^yhich

knows no distinction when the victim

of misfortune or tyranny solicits thy

aid and thy compassion. John, ' with

all thy faults, I love thee still ;' and
I have mistaken your character if

Ireland will not soon have cause to

love thee too.

The question of religious griev-

ances, considered in a political point

of view, is entirely one of expedi-

ency ; and a correct answer to the

inquiry, ' Ought England to eman-
cipate the Catholics of Ireland?' de-

cides the case of that country. All

arguments, therefore, are to be dis-

carded, but those which go to affect

the immediate or remote interest of

the British empire. The question is

thus narro\ved into a reasonable com-
pass, and is one on which very ordi-

nary minds are capable of deciding.

I suppose, from your hereditary

ftrejudiccs, IMr. Bull, that it is aliso-

utely necessary to tell you that Ca-
tholics reply in the affirmative to

every one of Shylock's interroga-

tories, having generally the five na-

tural senses in perfection, and act

and talk very much like—other men
;

nay, contrary to the assumption of

the law, they absolutely exist in

these kingdoms to the number of

seven millions ! If you have never

seen one of them, I must tell you, to

be sure, that in person they very

much resemble — Protestants ; and
that, like Protestants, they \vould be
eligible to all the rights of British

subjects, only they have an unac-
countable predilection for poperv,
which, to be sure, is a great folly in

them ; for, if they were of any other
religion or sect, they might mount
the woolsack, enjoy places and pen-
sions, command our armies and na-
vies, and, in short, have nothing to

petition for, unless— a reform in

Parliament. Let us then see ' what
is there in a name,' which renders it

necessary for the ' collective wisdom'
to keep one-third of the people, from
year to year, on their knees—a po-
sition very humble, indeed, but very
useless ; "for it must be confessed

Vol. I.—No. I.

that an erect posture would he more
conducive to health, strength, and

utility.

To the right understanding of Ca-

tholic principles it is absolutely ne-

cessary that you should, as far as

possible, dismiss from your mind the

current lies which bear the historic

counterfeit of truth, and which you
have heard so often repeated from
childhood to the present time. Like

the first reformers, perhaps, it would
be better to make out a negative

creed for the papists, and show what
they do not, rather than what they

do, believe.

In the first place, I must tell you,

]\Ir. Bull, for your personal comfort,

that papists do not consign men by
wholesale to perdition, merely be-

cause they are not Catholics ; and,

though they have provided a half-

way house for middling men to stop

at, I hope you will be so well escorted

as to pass on without inconvenience,

and not fare worse for going far-

ther. I see you are incredulous

;

but the Catholic church never did

teach that conscientious adherents of

a different doctrine were necessarily

damned. If you doubt the truth of
this assertion I can produce a host

of authorities, both Catholic and
Protestant.

In the next place papists, as you
call them, disclaim any authority in

the pope, or any foreign potentate,

to interfere directly or indirectly with
their civil duty. They regard the

Bishop of Rome only as the visible

head of their church, whose power is

limited to spiritualities ; and they are

religiously bound not to recognise
him in any other character ; so much
so, tliat if he had the temerity— of
which there is no fear—to invade
these realms, British and Irish Ca-
tholics, by the doctrine of their

church, would be bound to meet him
in arms, and extirpate him and his

followers, ere they polluted our soil

with their footsteps, even though he
fulminated bulls as well as grape-

shot. No matter what has been ; this

is now the doctrine known and acted

upon by all Europe : yet nine-tenths

of the English people actually believe

that Catholics promise civil alle-

giance to the pope ; and think they
are excluded from power and autlio-
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rity because, forsooth, they will not

swear unconditional allegiance to

King George. More than tive-and-

twenty years ago Mr. Pitt, vAdth the

laudable motive of removing this er-

roneous impression, procured the

opinions of several Continental col-

leges ; but still the belief prevails,

and even Irish Protestants (proh
pudnr .') have not blushed to publish

in 1825 the ' lie so oft o'erthrown.'

In all ages Catholics have fought,

when called upon by their lawful so-

vereigns, against the pope ; and even
the Laureate admits that the Catholic

clergy of England, as a body, were
never disloyal but once.* When Mr.
Southey acknowledges M'hat it would
be his inclination to deny, surely his

authority is entitled to credit.
' No faith with heretics' is another

stumbling block thrown iii the way
of emancipation ; and, scarcely a

month since, the Rev. Editor of a

London magazine gravely placed it

in the list of the damnable errors of

popery : yet that nothing can be more
false is evident from the fact, that, if

the charge were true, there would be
no need of emancipation ; for nothing
keeps the Catholics out of Parlia-

ment, and other places of trust and
profit, but their refusal to take an
oath, propounded by Protestants,

at variance with their conscience.

Surely such men ought to be believed

when they do swear. You see, John,
how necessary it is for you to be on
your guard against those who live by
catering for your prejudices, and who
would make you a dupe for their in-

dividual profit.

I have thus established, I hope
to your satisfaction, two important
facts; namely, that Catholicism in-

culcates loyalty, and teaches a proper

regard for an oath legally adminis-

tered. Consequently Catholics, like

other men, can be obedient to the

laws, as well as keep faith with their

rulers. It is perfect nonsense, there-

fore, to talk about papists having it

in their power to procure dispensa-

tions from the pope when it suits

their convenience to break through
their oath of allegiance— an oath

which, in its strict and proper sense,

is merely conditional, and superadds
nothing to the obligations of a sub-

ject, whose duty is precisely the
* Book of

same whether he takes it or not.

Tiie history of Europe bears ample
testimony of the good behaviour and
loyalty of Catholics; and even Great
Britain records many singular proofs
of their attachment to a Protestant

monarch.
Why, then, are Catholics in these

kingdoms, contrary to the policy of
all other states, excluded from the

rights of subjects ? Because, say
their opponents, it is necessary for

the security of our admirable consti-

tution, and the safety of our church
establishment. This is the sum-total

of their objections ; and all that has

ever been urged against the Catholic

claims amounts only to this.

Now, John, the British constitu-

tion is called admirable from the se-

curity it affords the inhabitants of

these realms, and is universally ac-

knowledged to be the most eligible

in Europe for men to live under.

The Catholics themselves seem to

admit this when they solicit admis-
sion within its pale ; and I never
heard that their religion made them
such slave-enamoured wretches as

to prefer despotism to liberty, or

such fools as not to desire the pre-

servation of those forms under which
they couid acepiire wealth, honours,
glory, and independence. Whatever
benefit they might nniu expect from
the destruction of the state, nothing
of the sort could enter their heads
when once they formed a part of it.

But the Catholics, if emancipated,
could not possibly injure the consti-

tution, because it would neither be
their interest nor their inclination to

do so.

In the event of the Catholic claims

being acknowledged, the Duke of
Norfolk and one or two other noble-
men might return two or three Ca-
tholic representatives to serve in Par-
liament ; while Ireland, in all pro-
bability, would send over Daniel
O'Connell— though I confess that I

do not know for what county even
the promoter of the Catholic rent

would be returned. At all events, 1

do not think that Ireland would send
six Catholic members at once dur-
ing the next twenty years ; for, though
Catholics have all the personal pro-
perty in the coimtry, Protestants

have all the patronage. To avoid all

the Church.
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controversy on this subject, let us while you hold out every inducement
suppose tli*it half the Irish members to papists to apostatize, they would
vvould in future be Catholics. What wish to persuade every Protestant in

then? Why, that one-third of the Britain to embrace their peculiar

people would, in a religious point of faith. So far the contest is pretty

view, have fifty or sixty advocates, equal ; but, to gain a complete vic-

while the remaining two-thirds would tory, you have only to deprive them
have about six hundred! Is not that a of the cvttractions of a persecuted

pretty good security for the inviola- creed, which, on experience, has
bility of our Protestant constitution, been found to possess an almost su-

wLen protected by a Protestant king, pernatural property in acquiring and
Protestant ministers, Protestant chaii- retaining converts. Really the cla-

cellors, and as many other Protestant mour raised about proselytism is ri-

places as vou can reasonably desire ? diculous, if not a little hypocritical

;

for of these Catholics do not expect to for the Church of England, in a

deprive you. Our fears of the papists temporal point of view at least, must
possessing themselves of every avenue always, from the liberal nature of its

to Court favour, and shoving the poor principles, possess peculiar advan-

Protestants out of office, reminds one tag'es over Catholicism ; and, if it

of George Cruikshank's ' Points of makes no converts, it certainly seems
Humour,' where a general, who had in no danger of losing any adherents.
' sought the ])ubble reputation even ' In religion,' says Paley, ' as in

in the cannon's mouth,' is seen run- other subjects, trutli, if left to itself,

ning away lest a boor might eat him, will almost always obtain the ascend-
boots, .spurs, and all. The truth is, eucy. If ditterent religions be pro-

John, the papists would come in for fessed in the same country, and the
fewer places than they imagine ; and, minds of men remain unfettered, and
as one fact is worth a hundred ar- uiuiwed by intimidations of law, that

guments, I refer you to the case of religion which is founded in maxims
the Whigs. There you see a for- of reason and credibility will gradu-
midable and eligible body in the state ally gain over the other to it.' If we
battling these fifty years for power refuse to meet the Catholics on equal
v/ithout obtaining it ; and I dare say grounds, we must either refute this

it would be as difficult to find a Whig reasoning, or admit that our religion

as a Catholic in any office under the is not ' founded in maxims of reason
direction or influence of government, and credil;ility.'

No, no. Catholics would not crowd Thus it appears that neither church
the levees at St. James's ; and such nor state are in any danger, though
as might gain admission there would Catholics should be admitted to par-
be as suppliant as any knave that ticipate in the constitution ; and that

ever bent the knee to majesty. their principles are not inimical to

Our apprehensions for the church national liberty is proved by their

arc as uncalled for as those for the being, as they always have been,
state ; for, as they are with us consi- meritorious mem])ers of the freest

dered inseparable, the security of states in the world ; for in Great
the one naturally implies the safety Britain only are they dishonoured by
of both. There is no danger to national suspicion. The effect of
*vhich the Church would be subject, exclusion is apparent in discontent

in the event of emancipation, to on one hand, and insult and oppres-
which she is not already exposed ; for sion on the other—a state of things

the Catholics are doing now^ with productive of a long train of evils

effect what they would do then under now visible in Ireland, as injurious

every disadvantage. Nothing more to this country as to the sister king-
true than that they are ambitious of dom. At all events, I know not one
making proselytes by every means in benefit arising from Catholic exclu-
their power ; and, if they were not, sion, unless that may be called such
they would dilFer from all other reli- which tends to thin the population
gious communities ; for every creed— by nightly murders, and enables the
even your own, John—is gratified by Irish peasantry to practise the art of
the acquisition of converts ; and, war in time of peace.
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AVliile it is, therefore, demon-
strable that much mischief and no

earthly good arises from the exclu-

sive system, let us see if any benefits

would accrue from concession. The
Catholics must certainly look upon
emancipation as of some value ; for

men seldom pursue any thing very

eagerly, from which they do not an-

ticipate some advantage. They tell

us it would completely establish

tranquillity in Ireland, the first thing

of which tiiat country stands in need ;

and that their peasantry, instead of

being rebels at a beck, would be-

come dutiful subjects, obedient to

the laws, moral in their conduct,

and industrious in their habits. All

we can do is to believe or disbelieve

them : if the former, emancipate them
speedily ; and if the latter, eman-
cipate them even more speedily.

There is no alternative ; we have

tried coaxing and coercion long

enough without any profit, and have

now only to reverse our policy, and
see what justice and reason will do.

There is one presumption in its fa-

vour—it cannot prove more mis-

chievous than the former ; and, if it

likewise fail to be beneficial, we can

re-enact the penal laws, and resort

to the old experiment of ' braying in

a mortar.' The power that can re-

peal a law may renew it at a future

day; and thus, by keeping the rod

in pickle, you can s^courge the Ca-

tholics into obedience if ever they

should prove refractory.

Perhaps, after all, John, your con-

tempt for the papists will not let you

regard them as either deserving or

formidable—as either worthy of con-

cession or entitled to consideration ;

and that emancipation, notwithstand-

ing its moral justice, will be time

enough any day within these hundred

years. For God's sake, as a pious

man, beware of the sin of presump-

tion ! You lost America through your

arrogance ; I pray Heaven you may
not lose Ireland "through obstinacy

and indifference!

Do not look so gruff, man : I am
your friend ; and, unless you submit

to the guidance of your real friends,

you will plunge down the precipice,

upon the verge of which you are un-

consciously standing. Like Caesar,

you can afford to acknowledge a

fault, because you have virtue enough
remaining to atone for past miscon-

duct. Be therefore wise in time ;

apply ' soft lenitives' to the wounds
you have inflicted ; conciliate those

who have become, in a physical point

of view, your superiors ; and augment
the national strength by the acqui-

sition of seven million subjects, who
otherwise will assuredly become your
enemies.

Sycophants and hvpocrites may
tell you otherwise ; but listen to the

voice of Nature, for she speaks au-

dibly here. Towards Ireland you
have been cruel, vindictive, and un-

just
;
you have heaped wrongs upon

wrongs ; and, like the ruffian Israel-

ites, vou have insulted the weakness
of your victim when incapable of

resisting yo»ir brutal ferocity. But,

like Samson, the growth of what
may be called her excrescence has

renewed her strength ; and, if you
now revile and despise those you
have degraded, depend upon it the

Corinthian pillars of the Briti.sh con-

stitution will tremble about your
ears. Don't imagine your former
brutifying conduct is forgotten : the

Irish may forgive, but can never

forget. The tales of English cruelty

and injustice are yet fresh in Ire-

land; and the natural warmth of the

peasant's heart is fomented i«to a

spirit of revenge while he listens to

the vulgar, but faithful, narratives of

his country's wrongs. The prevalent

and hereditary opinion is unfavour-

able to the present connexion, and
can only be changed by changing the

habits of the people- What so likely

to do this as the granting a boon

—

worth much or little—upon which
they have long fixed their hearts ?

Still incredulous ! Well then, John,
look upon this map of Ireland. You
see it is composed of hills and val-

leys, lakes and bogs ; but, what is

most remarkable, it contains seven

millions of inhabitants, the nineteen-

twentieths of whom are rank papists !

aye, John, papists in spite of law and
schools ; for, though hunted, like

wolves, for a premium, they have
not only maintained their ground,
but have nearly pushed the Pro-

testants out of the kingdom. This,

to be sure, places Ireland in an awk-
ward situation ; and you may abuse
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the Catholics as long aa you wish,

but still they are so obstinate, they

will neither go to church, nor cease

to demand as many privileges as Pro-

testants ; and, if you refuse to comply
with their just demands, they will at

least get very angry.

But you rely on the Irish Pro-

testants', do you ? I see, Mr. Bull,

you know nothing about the matter.

If all the members of the Established

Church in Ireland were placed at

equal distance from each other along

the island, they might, perhaps, if

every man were provided with a

speaking-trumpet, convey a tele-

grapliic dispatch from the Giant's

Causeway to Cape Clear, and no-

thing more. But Protestants out of

office are as little to be relied on as

Catholics ; for they have uniformly

been found at the head of every

Irish rebellion. There can now be
no use in concealing the truth

;
you

have been too long in the dark, and
the real friends of the empire will

speak out. The Catholics, looking
upon England as invincibly unjust,

are far, very far, from being warmly
attached to you ; while the Presby-

terians, almost to a man, are discon-

tented and aml)itious republicans.

This is Mr. Wakefield's opinion ; and
I know it, from personal observation,

to be as true now as in Ninety-Eight,

when they originated the rebellion.

A wise man will not conceal from
himself the difficulties that lie in his

way ; and it now becomes the duty
of the legislature to look well to the

state of Ireland. If between thirty

and forty thousand men are, at a

time of almost universal peace, ne-

cessary to preserve tranquillity in a

single district, what number would
be required in case of foreign inva-

sion and domestic treachery i God
forbid that either should ever take

place ! but, if they did, and Ireland

remain unconciliated, I dare not cal-

culate on the result. Bogs, moun-
tains, and defiles*—a million rebels,

(not one less,) composed of the most
active, fierce, and ferocious peasantry
in Europe, assisted by foreign troops,

money, and arms—part of your army
* Such as wish to inquire into the state

I\Ir. Wakefield's chapter on that head in

Political,' vol. ii. in which the difficulties

are ably detailed.

in India, the remainder on the Con-
tinent, and your navy divided be-
tween the east and west ;—this is

the outline of a probable picture

;

and if, after its delineation, you con-
tinue incredulous, you will not have
the excuse of the unsuspecting sen-

tinel, who cried out ' All's well' a
moment before the secret mine ex-
ploded beneath his post.

It is the fashion of the day to treat

all sul)jects connected with Ireland
as light and frivolous, and to look
upon that kingdom rather as a bur-
den than a benefit to England. This
is what the late Lord Londonderry
would have called a fundamental
error, and ' I pray you avoid it alto-

gether ;' for, though Ireland costs you
annually (thanks to your own wise
policy !) some four or five million

pounds, still without her you would
be a mere cipher—a make-weight in

the political balance of Europe—

a

helpless people, at the mercy of any
power that might choose to exhibit

you, at the table of the Holy Alliance,

as a marriage portion for some legi-

timate prince or princess. With-
out Ireland your foreign possessions

would only accelerate your downfall

;

but, with her, you might afford to

surrender them all, and even be
stronger for the loss. During the last

war (I speak it cntre nous) our land
forces, without auxiliaries, would
have disappeared in a month before
the French army; and would you
think to cope with them if unassisted

by Irishmen ? You are an imperious
egotist, 'tis true ; but I hope your
pride has not yet got the better of
your judgment.
These lovely isles must stand or

fall together ; and, if it be not your
own fault, England can never l)e ex-
tinguished through the side of Ire-

land ; for it is now completely in

your power to raise around you an
imperishable barrier, not of blocks

and stones, but of as brave and grate-

ful hearts as ever beat within the

breasts of men. You do not—you
cannot—forget the Pyrenees or Wa-
terloo—the ' Seventy-Fifth' or the
' Faugh-a-Balloughs'—who met your

of national defence in Ireland may consult

his ' Account of Ireland, Statistical and
a regular army would have to encounter
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enemies only to triumph; and these

were Irishmen and Ctitholics. Be
just to both, and an inexhaustible

army of the best troops in Europe
will always be ready and willing to

fight your battles. Gratify the Ca-

tholics, and rest secure with your
spinning jennies and steam engines

;

for, keep Paddy in your army and

navy, and a foreign 'foe will never

set his foot upon the British isles.

You now see, John, that the Ca-

tholic question is not so unimportant

as you at first imagined ; for it is of

such serious magnitude, that the

future welfare of the British empire

turns upon it. Justice demands that

the people of Ireland should be

emancipated ; and the peculiar situ-

ation of these kingdoms renders it

absolutely expedient that their claims

should be speedily complied with.

Delav not the gift "until its value is

diminished ; but give now cheerfully

what you may ultimately be glad to

give. Never hesitate when you are

about doing a God-like act—that of

manumitting millions who are in un-

profitable bondage. The wisest and
best of your countrymen have ap-
proved of your intention ; for eman-
cipation numbers among its advo-
cates George IV. (God bless him!)
Paley, Watson, Johnson, Fox, Pitt,

Burke, Grey, Holland, Canning, &c.
&c ; and has or had for opponents
Patrick Duigenan, Sir Thomas Leth-
bridge, Tom Ellis, the ' John Bull'
newspaper, and ' Blackwood's Ma-
gazine.'

I have addressed myself to you,
John, because on your favourable
opinion depends the success of eman-
cipation. The privileged party in

Ireland, ])eing just equal to the num-
ber of offices in the kingdom, and
being greatly in want of their places,

and fearful that the Catholics might
supplant them, Avill never consent to

the passing of a measure which they
apprehend would go directly to affect

their individual interest. To you,
therefore, the Catholics look with
the utmost anxiety ; for your opinion
is now the barometer of their hopes
and fears. Z. Z.

HANS OF ICELAND.*

To that portion of the reading pub-

lic who have a taste for the horrible

this volume will be a highly accept-

able present. Since the days of

Monk Lewis there has been nothing

of so frightful a description pro-

duced ; and even that great master of

terror—he
' to whom tbe world unknown.

With all its sLadowy shapes, was shown

—

Who saw appalled tlie unreal scene'

—

never imagined any thing which could

be made to hover, with that equal

balance wliich distinguishes this

romance, between the extreme limits

of the sublime and the ridiculous,

but without touching either.

We confess that we have a strong

predilection for all tales which have

the power of exciting fear or wonder.

We know that it is a sort of dehauche

de la rnison; but it is one which
leaves no bad consequences from in-

dulging in it. The amusement which
is afforded by such writings helps us

to while away hours which would be
tediously or idly spent—the excita-

tion which they supply to the mind
is \vholesome, for any thing which
stirs it is good, as a corrective of that
dull stagnation which the ordinary
course of daily occupations induces—while the impression is so slight,

that ii is soon effaced, and the elasti-

city of the human mind soon shakes
off the weight whidi each strange
tale lays upon it, as it springs back
to its former position. For this rea-
son we liold such talcs to be a thou-
sand times better than the ordinary
run of novels in their effects ; while,
in point of amusement—the first oi)-

ject in all such compositions—their

superiority is universally acknow-
ledged. What would the great Scotch
novels—the very first works of their

description which have been produc-
ed in this or any other language, and
which, for invention, truth, poetical

feeling, and what may be called the
eloquence of character, stand only
next in English literature to the al-

most superhuman creations of Shak-
speare—nay, what would Shakspeare

Hans of Iceland. London, J. Kobins and Co. 1825. Post 8vo,
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himself be—without the employment
of supernatural aucency? The afliiirs

of the world are dull and unchansi^-

iug ; the same beaten track is trod-

den by the inhabitants of this a<,''e as

was paced by those of centuries aafo.

In the same unvarying routine, in the

same path, leading- from and return-

ing to one point, do the generations
of mankind still Journey on. Upon
them the skill of the poet or the no-
velist (in a strict sense, are they not
the same ?) would be in vain prac-
tised ; but the passions of the human
heart—few as they are, and brief as

is their duration—contain treasures

which can never be exhausted—deve-

lopments of infinite variety. They
are to the poet what the lyre is to

the accomplished musician ; they con-
tain not only a concord of sweet
sounds, but the fierce and strong
discords of all those tumultuous sen-

sations which fill the heart of man,
and which either dignify or degrade,
bless or blast, the human species.

Nothing is required but the master
hand to awake the song from its

slumbers—to touch the chords which
shall fill the ear with sounds such as

every other sense must obey, and
which exercise an irresistible sway
over all earthly sympathies. Though
there be many gifted ariists who can
strike this instrument, and, even with
a feeble hand, make ic ' discourse
most eloquent music'—although it is

easy to touch those notes which
awaken pleasure and utter delight-

ful harmonies—it requires a peculiar
and rare force to sweep the strings

so as to rouse the wilder passions,
and to wield * all the thunders of the
scene.'

In Ireland a superstitious l^elief

in the existence of supernatural agen-

cy was for many years universal, and
even at tliis moment prevails to a

very considerable degree. Its exist-

ence is more generally known among
the common people, because they
are less in the habit of concealing
those feelings which the polite dissi-

mulation of higher life prevents from
appearing openly. But why do we
say in Ireland, why do v/e make any
distinction in classes of society, when
every human being" is open to the in-

fluence of which we speak ? We never
yet knew any man who, if he were

pressed closely, could give a reason,
even satisfactory to himself, why he
disbelieved in such matters ; we never
yet knew a man who was insensible

even to t!ie common clumsy stories

of supernatural appearances ; and,
if we ever should, we shall not have,
on that account, any better opinion of
his moral courage. The fear of which
we speak, as a source of excitement
which has its delights no less than its

terrors, it is hardly necessary for us
to say is not that which would in-

duce a man to shrink from affronting

any mortal peril, or from doing what
honour or duty prompted him to at

the hazard of his life ; but it is that

fear which makes a man shiver under
the Torrid Zone—which makes him
thoughtful in the stillness of mid-
night—which withholds him from
shouting or singing when he crosses

a churchyard path alone ; it is that
mysterious impulse which makes his

heart alive to wild and indescribable
sensations, which is one of the sources
of poetical inspiration, and which is

a cause (we say this again, in particu-

lar allusion to Ireland) of that acute
and prompt, but sometimes wild and
frantic sensibility, which always dis-

tinguishes a brave and intelligent

people.

To return, however, to the book
which has given rise to these observa-
tions—and which, digressions though
they be, are not foreign to the matter
in hand— * Hans of Iceland' is a ro-
mance du plus beau noir possible.
The hero is a monster whose genea-
logy is not very distinctly made out

;

but, as far as we can learn, (and we
have only the demon's own word for
it,) he is the offspring of a monster
called Ingulphus the Exterminator,
and of a witch of Iceland,—a country
long famous for being peopled with
such beings. Hans has a propensity
to amuse himself with the commis-
sion of such little diversions as mur-
dering travellers, burning churches,
cutting down bridges over which tra-

vellers are passing, and loosening crags
which hang over small villages. All
the rewards offered by the Governor
of Drontheim, where Hans has re-

cently taken up his abode, and where
the scene of the novel lies, have been
insufficient to secure his apprehension:
no one, indeed, \vould venttire to at-
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tempt it, so great is the terror which

his prowess and his atrocities have

spread throughout the country. At
the opening of the novel, the Count
Sehumacker, once the prime minister

of the kingdoms ofDenmark and Nor-
way, but who had fallen a victim to

Court intrigue, has been a prisoner

more than twenty years in the fortress

of Munkholm, at Drontheim. His

daughter Ethel shares his imprison-

ment, and is the only consolation left

him. The injustice of his sentence has

soured the old man's heart, and he

has become a settled misanthrope.

He has, however, made an effort to

convince the king of his innocence,

by sending Captain Dispolsen to the

seat of government, to procure for

him papers which will develop the

plot he has fallen a victim to. He
is awaiting the return of his mes-

senger, when all his hopes are frus-

trated by the captain's being assas-

sinated on the beach at Urchtal im-

mediately on his landing. His body
is carried to the spladgest, or morgue,

where it lies to be identified. Among
the spectators who are looking at

this and other corpses, is a young man
plainly dressed, but having the ap-

pearance of a gentleman, who, when
he learns from a soldier that the body
before him is Captain Dispolsen, hast-

ens to the fortress of Munkholm, to

carry the disastrous news to the old

man. In describing the course of the

romance we are obliged to let out the

author's secret, and to tell the readers

that this youth is Ordener Gulden-
lew, the son of the king's chief fa-

vourite, who has been educated by

the governor of Drontheim for the

last two years. Ordener is destined

to be married to a lady \vhom he has

never seen, but who is thedaughterof
Schumacker's greatest enemy, the

Count d'Ahlefeid : like a wilful youth

as he is, he has, however, fallen in

love with Ethel, thedaughterof the old

prisoner. The father and the daugh-
ter are ignorant of his rank. Sehu-
macker hears with dismay of the death

of Dispolsen, and is in utter despair

when he learns, moreover, that a small

steel box, in which the proofs of his

innocence were contained, and of

which Dispolsen was the bearer, is

not to be found. Ordener promises
to go in search of it, and hastens to

the spladgest. The hero of the tale,

the frightful Hans, has been here
before him. The guardian of the
spladgest, Spiagudry, has been star-

tled in the middle of the night by
hearing a voice too well known to

him. He hastens into the chamber in

which the dead bodies are deposited,
where he sees Hans, who is thus de-
scribed :

—

' On one side appeared the tull

bent body of Spiagudry ; on the otlier a
little thickset man, clothed from head to
foot in the undressed skins of animals,
marked with dried blood-stains, stood near
the body of Gill Stadt, which, with that
of the girl and the captain, occupied the
centre distance of the picture. The little

man's features expressed a singular fero-

city. His beard was red and very thick
;

and all of his head that could be seen
beneath his reindeer-skin cap was covered
with bristling hair of the same colour

:

his mouth was very wide, his lips thick,
his teeth white, long, sharp, and widely
apart; his nose hooked like an eagle's
beak ; and his piercing grey eyes cast
upon Spiagudry an oblique glance, in
which the ferocity of the tiger was mingled
with the spitefulness of the monkey. By
his side hung a long sabre ; a broad dag-
ger without a scabbard was thrust through
his girdle ; and he leaned upon the long
handle of a flint axe. His hands w^re
covered with very large gloves made of
blue fox-skin.'

Hans has a son, whose dead body
lies before him. This young man,
having been jilted, by a girl whom he
loved, in favour of a soldier of the

IMunkholm regiment, went in his

despair to the mines of Rocraas, and
was there killed by the falling in of
part of ihe rock. For this his ami-
able father has vowed the destruction
of the whole of the Munkholm re-

giment, and has killed Captain Dis-
polsen, who belonged to that regi-

ment, in consequence of his oath.

Hans cuts off the skull of his son,

to serve him for a drinking-cup ; and
intrusts Spiagudry with the steel box
which he has taken from the dead cap-
tain,and which contains Schumacker's
papers, enjoining him to deliver it to

a poor widow, the mother of the dead
youth. Spiagudry promises, and Hans
retires just as Ordener is knocking at

the door. He discovers the mutila-
tion of the body ; and, upon taxing
Spiagudry with it, he extorts from
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the fears of this person, who is paint-

ed with considerable humour, a con-

fession that the frightful demon is the

perpetrator of the murder as well as

of the profanation. Ordener then

resolves to go in search of him, hop-
ing to recover from him the steel box,

of so much importance to the father

of his Ethel. He engages Spiagudry,

by the hope of a bribe and by the

promise of his protection, to lead him
to Hans' retreat. Spiagudry wishes

for the destruction of Hans, in which
event he intends to keep the steel

box which has been intrusted to his

care ; but, as neither knows the secret

of the other, they set out. The jour-

ney is made amusing by the terrors

of Spiagudry, who has carefully dis-

guised himself in a sort of cento of

clothes taken from the various dead
bodies of whom he has, from time to

time, been the guardian. We cannot
afford space enough for all the adven-

tures of the search : iu the course of

it, however, many horrors are en-

countered, and Spiagudry receives

the reward of his treachery : he
is caught by the demon during
Ordener's absence, and hurled over

a rock into a torrent, where the
steel box which he carries with him
aids him to sink. Ordener pursues
his course alone, and, wholly ignorant
of the fate of his companion, he
meets v,iih Hans after much trouble.

—A long and dreadful fight ensues,

which is abruptly broken otF. The
Count d'Ahlefeld, who is resolved to

compass Schumacker's death, and
utterly regardless of the means by
which it is brought about, has effect-

ed a revolt among the miners through
his agents, and has used the name of
the innocent prisoner for the purpose
of implicating him in it, and of
bringing him to the scaffold. He
wants a leader of the insurrection,

and seeks Hans for this purpose, the

terror of whose name and superna-
tural powers, he thinks, would effectu-

ally engage the miners to take up
arms, while he has prepared u mili-

tary force sufficient to crush them
when they shall have gone far enough
for his design. The count, therefore,

seeks Hans, whom he finds in a den,
accompanied by an immense bear,
and feeding oii human fleslt. The*
horrors of this scene it would be uu-
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just, and indeed impossible, to de-

scribe but by an extract, for wliicii

we have not room. Hans disdains

the count's offers and despises his

threats ; and when, at length, he is

hardly pressed by the soldiers whom
the count has brought with him, he
effects his escape in a singular manner
on the back of his bear. Ordener,
soon after the abrupt departure of
Hans, who was engaged in mortal

combat with him, falls in with the

rebels, and, to save his life, is obliged

to join their ranks. He is taken pri-

soner and led to Drontheim, where
he is capitally tried; and, althuiigh his

rank is known, he is condemned,
because he refuses the terms on which
the Count d'Ahlefeld offers him his

freedom — namely, to marry his

daughter—and because he hopes by
his own death to save the life of
Schumacker. At length, through
the means of Hans, and by an in-

genious complication of adventures,

the plot is discovered, the lost casket

is restored, Schumacker's inno-

cence is proved, the lovers are mar-
ried, the guilty are punished, and
Hans destroys himself and the whole
of the Munkholm regiment by
setting fire to his cell, which adjoins

the barracks.

There is great skill displayed in the

invention of the story, and in the

manner in which it is conducted to

its catastrophe. The character of

Hans is unnatural, but it is kept up
with great veracity as regards itself;

and, if the reader once believes (as he
ought to do) in the reality of the per-

sonage, none of the monster's sayings

or doings will be found to shock his

credulity. He is a sort of free Ca-
liban, but with more intelligence than

tlie island monster. The introduc-

tion of Spiagudry is very cleverly

managed : he is a half-lettered pe-

dant, with wits as meagre as his figure,

and his figure presenting a striking

resemblance to those emaciated

corpses of which he is the keeper.

His avarice and his terror are con-

stantly urging him on and drawing

him back; and, although he is so

amusing, no one regrets when the de-

mon hurls him into the abyss. One of

the best scenes is that in which Orde-

ner and Spiagudry are obliged to take

;ihelt&r from a storm in the wretched
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abode of the common executioner.

The'^pliu-e, tuul tiie implements of

torture which it contains, as uell as

the consort of the executioner, are

sufficiently alarming to him ; but his

terrors know no bounds when he sees,

sitting down to supper, a short person

in the dress of a hermit, whose face is

hidden by his cowl, but whose voice

leaves him no room to doubt that it

is Hans himself. Ordener and his

Ethel are nol)le and heroic person-

ages, and well contrasted with the

base and wicked intriguers who have

plotted against the life of thepoor aged

prisoner.' The story, too, is highly

interestinfr ; and the anxiety which is

so powerfully excited for the hero

and heroine never diminishes until

the end of the romance.

The engravings which accompany
this volnme add in a very consider-

able degree to its value, and to the

amusement which it affords. They
are from the hands of Mr. George
Cruikshank, whose genius is so well

known, and who is wholly unrivalled

for the fertility of his fancy and for the

neatness of his drawing. He has se-

lected four scenes from the romance,

each of which he has hit oti with

great felicity. In one of these he

represents the ferocious monster

sitting in his cave; another is that in

which he visits Spiagudry, and to

which the extract we have made re-

lates ; the third is that where he sur-

prises Spiagudry on the road, and is

about to avenge his perfidy ; and
the last shows the singular manner of

his escape from the guards of the

Count d'Ahlefeld. In these, as in

all his drawings, Mr. Cruikshank has

shown that he has fully appreciated

the intention of tlie author ; that he
is imiMied with a congenial spirit ; and
he has, besides, put, in a manner far

more striking than can be expressed

by words, the visible and external

form of the events whi. h the author

describes. This is all that the gra-

phic art can achieve ; and all this Mr.
Cruikshank does with extraordinary
effect and skill. This was that at which
Hogarth constantly aimed, and in

which he often succeeded so eminently.

The more heroic style of pahitingdoes
not display a wider field for the exer-

cise of that skill in an artist which is

exactly kin with the talent of an
author, since both are purely creative,

and their several merits depend, first,

upon the value of the invention, and,

next, upon the shape in which it is pre

sented to the eyes and the under-
standingo of others. We have no
doubt that the man who can paint

grotes(]ue subjects with the high and
original feeling that distinguishes all

Mr. Cruikshank's drawings can, if

he will, essay a higher flight; and that

there is no step in the art to which he
cannot attain, provided that he will

attempt it with the same earnestness

and zeal as has enabled him to gain

that on which he stands. With
the exception of Hogarth, England
has not yet produced an artist who
can be said to approach Mr. Cruik-

shank for fertility of invention, and
for that keen sense of the ridiculous

which is as valuable as it is rare.

The present version of the romance
has been, we perceive, compressed, or
rather re-written, from the original

French. It seems to be executed
with ability, and is altogether a highly

amusing and interesting volume.

LETTER FROM A LONDON STUDENT.

It was in an evil hour, my dear

Editor, (I like to give every man the

appellation which belongs to him; and,

since you have become the editor of

' The Dublin,' on the wings of which

your fame is to soar to the topmost

height of popularity, I renounce all

the old familiar epithets by which I

have been used to address you, and
shall, in future, call you nothing but

Mr. Editor,) that you made me pro-

mise to write to you during my present

visit to London. The mere folly of

it occurs to me at this moment in the

most ridiculous point of view. Write
letters about London^about London
people, and London manners, and
London lions !—zounds, man, I can
make a book—twenty books—upon
the subject, and leave enough for a
whole troop of writers who shall come
after me. To propose to talk of such
things, in a letter, would be like setting

the Pigot diamond for a lady's ring
;

or the attempt at putting your old

friend. Bully Egan, or the Hotten-
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tot Venus, iato Lady Bab Slender's have the dinner at Alderman Cork-
pony-chaise. And yet I know 1 must screw's, iu Bishopsffate—or Madame
make the attempt. You are one of De Laplume's Soiree, hi Lower Brook
those plain every-day matter-of-fact Street—or the Conversazione, at Pro-

honest fellows, who think that a pro- fessor Humdrum's — or mv Lady
mise once made ought to he kept

;

(the Lord help your old-fashioiied

simplicity !) and I know no excuse

—

at least none that 1 have wit to make

—

will go down with you. Think of it

once more, gentle editor ! remember
that I am very busy—that I have a

Lightfool's rout—or the intellectual

breakfast at Chisel's, the sculptor

—

or the pigeon-match with Sir Geoffrey
Harebrain, and the interlude of a
turn-up between the Baronet's bull

bitch and a tyke belonging to a gar-
dener at Battersea ?—Here is at least

world of things to do ; that there are a choice for you : at all of these I have
all the commissions with which I am assisted, and, if I were given to flatter

loaded by our friends, and which, I myself, I might even say that of some
hear you say, you know I shall never of them pars inagmi Jiii. But you
execute. Remember that I am a Stu- know that modesty and insensibility

dent at Law, and that my duty calls to my own merits is one of my faults,

me to study all the intricacies of de- of which my friezids often tell me,
clarations and pleas, rejoinders and and of which, perhaps, I shall never be
sur-rejohiders, rebutters and sur-rebut cured. Mind, I say, that I have as-

ters, demurrers, and all the ingenious sisted—not that I have seen. No;
fictions which the brains of lawyers

have spun for the insnaring of man-
kind ; that I am, at this moment, giving

my attention to that abstruse (jues-

tion

—

Whether by common law or civil

A man goes soonest to the devil 1

1 declare to you, as 1 hope to see the

young lady with the dark tresses,

whom I met at Lady Lightfoot's, and
who is only the fourth I have fallen in

love with desperately here, (a solemn
asseveration !) that I have seen nothing
since I reached London— a period of

That, in the pursuit of the solution nearly three weeks. I might adopt.

of this problem, I have to attend

daily at the chambers of Mr. Finesse,

the special pleader, which you suspect

I have never yet visited. You are

right ; but I am going to morrow.

Now, prythee, lay these things to

heart, and do release me from my
promise to write to you. Put this

letter into the fire, and insert that of

some more worthy and less occupied

contributor in its stead.—You won't ?

—Why, then, for the first, and, I

earnestly hope, for the last time,

here goes. At least, I will execute

as a motto to my letter, a couplet of

Lord Killeen's, which 1 saw last sum-
mer in the Album at Mont Anvert,

and which I must tell you of. He
had ascended the mountain, with in-

finite difficulty, in the hope of seeing

the Mer de Glace and the Jardin, and
all those things ; when, just as he had
finished his labours, a thick cloud de-

scended upon the mountain ; the rain

came on; and, instead of the delightful

view which he had anticipated, he
saw nothing but drizzle and fog, and
a palpable atmosphere, very much in

my promise to the letter ; for the rest colour like a not over-clean blanket,

I say nothing but that you must blame or like that which I now see, from the

windows of ray hotel, covering theyourself.

But what, in the name of all that is

serious—(you see I am endeavouring

to repress that trifling temper, about

which you have given me so many
well-meant lectures) — what shall I

write to you about ? It is not that I

lack subjects, but that they crowd

upon me in too great numbers. It is

I'emharras du clioix that I labour

whole of Leicester Square. He had,

however, one consolation—the guide

and his servant had taken the precau-

tion to have their wallets well filled :

—they always do this for English or

Irish travellers. My lord sal down,
and discussed his cold mutton (deli-

cious little meat it is, that Cliamounix

mutton !) and with Kirschcnwasser and

imder ; and which topic to select first cigars bade defiance to the weather.

I protest I don't know, if I were to There was no chance of its clearing

be hanged for it. I wish you were up, so he quietly took his way back

here to'choose for yourself. Will vou again to the valley, and revenged
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himself upon the \veather by in-

scribing' this meinorial of his evl!

luck in the Alhuin :

J'ai beaacoup mang^, beaucoup bu,

Mais helas ! je n'ai xien vu.

I think I toUl you of this once
before. Never mind

;
you can leave it

out if you don't like it ;
' what is writ

is writ,' and I can't go back even to

put my pen through it. Where was
I when this story of Lord Killeen and
his couplet came into my head? Oh,
in the fog ! and there I am likely to

remain until the weather alters. I

have not, as I was telling you, seen
the face of day since I came hither

;

and, if it were not for the gas lamps,
this dull vapour which surrounds us

would make the ' night hideous.'

' Cyutbia masks her clieek,

And all the sparkling elemental fires

Choke up their beauties in prodigious fogs,

Or are extinct in some thick vaporous
clouds.'

I am exactly in my Lord Killeen's

way : I have eaten and drank beau-

coup, Heaven knows ! They do un-

derstand dining here, I must say

;

but, as for seeing, that seems to be

wholly out of the (|uestion—at least

by day-light I mistake ; there was
one day on which you might see for

the space of two hours. I took ad-

vantage of that period, and went to

see the gallery of pictures, at the

British Institution, in Pall Mall. As
you are a cognoscente, and have the

good taste to think the progress of the

line arts is a subject of universal in-

terest, I will tell you all about it.

Tlje collection is not, upon the

whole, very striking, nor do I think

it can be called an improvement upon
those of several of the latter years.

There are some pictures of merit, but

a prodigious number which are only

fit to be transferred to teatrays—real

Brummagem manufacture. The di-

rectors of this institution are greatly

to blame for tliis. They do nothing

to encourage the painters, who are a

most jealous and irritable race. Talk
of the quarrels of actors ; the envy of

pretty women ; the backbiting of

scribblers : they are all harmless and
insignificant—mere ladies' boarding-
school battles—when compared with
the crowd of little, but violent, pas-

sions which rage in the bosom of a

second or Ihird-^-ate painter. Upon

such men tlie neglect which they too

often experience—the caprice even of
enlightened patrons—the vulgar taste

of the rich idiots, who buv their

pictures only as they buy chairs and
tables, because they look well in their

rooms — the indecent partiality of

hanging committees—and the corrupt
practices of their agents—a(?t with an
almost paralysing etfect. They paint

no more than they are obliged to

])aint; they seek, in pursuits some-
times not very refined, and never
sucli as tend to keep un that intellec-

tual tone without which they cannot
hope to attain the summit of their

art, to relieve the tediousness of hope
delayed, and ill-renarded talents ; and
tlie conseciuenccs are, that they remain
floundering about in discontent and
obscurity all the davs of their lives.

There are men, and of our own ac-

quaintance, who have pursued a dif-

ferent and more dignified course,

and who find that their fame in the

art and their stations in society are ex-

alted by it. But, Heaven help me!
whither am I running?— 1 am be-

trayed into a dissertation when I

meant only to make a sketch ! The
truth is I met a German philosopher
at a party last night, and I fear I liave

contracted a little of the prosing- dis-

order from him. Byway of awakening
myself, then, I here take a plunge
into the midst of the pictures.

You know, mv dear Editor, there is,

in every e.vhibition, a sort of crack
picture

—

the picture of the collection

—that about which you find all the
young ladies and gentlemen standing,

and ^vhere you may hear as much
vapid ignorance spouted in ten mi-
nutes as will make you sick for a
fortnight—where the would-be con-
noisseurs stand like flies round a
honey-jar, and make a buzzing and a
dirt. Such a picture is iVIr. Danby's
Enclianted Island. It is one of the
most fanciful, and, at the first sight,

one of the prettiest, things you ever
saw in your life. I say at first sight,

because, after the minifte's gaze, it

becomes absolutely tiresome. The
scene is a rocky island, crowned with
trees, standing in the midst of a still

lake : a glowing sun-light is shed all

over the back of the picture, and
reaches every part of it excepting the

rock, which casts a deep cool shadow
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iipoM the water I)el'o:e it. 'I'his con-

trast is, in my opinion, not only the

best, but the single sfood point in the

picture. As far as this goes there is

feeling and excellence ; but then poor
]Mr. Danby—who knows that his feel-

ing and his excellence, although they

will make him deserve and appreciate

u good dinner, will never help him to

get one—finds it necessary to go a lit-

tle further ; and, having shown ' the

judicious' what are the characters of

his mind, is obliged to descend to the

servile task of tricking out his pii;ture

Avith fancies that shall make the ig-

norant wonder; for he knows they

are caught as easily with such tricks

as sparrows with birdlime. Even
this, however, he has done uell, if

not wisely. He has introduced a tine

flaming red flamingo, pluming itself

on the borders of tlie silent lake

;

and has scattered some uncommonly
pretty shells and weeds, and flowers,

on the strand. Then he has in-

troduced a large sunbeam—as pal-

pable as a beam of oak—through
the branches of a thick tree on the

island, and has put Uvo stout able-

bodied Zephyrs to gambol and dip

their wings in its light. He has

hewed out a cavern in his island, and
placed a small greenish lamp within

it, which casts a cool gleam upon the

dark water, and which is as beautiful

—

and as much like nature—as the moon-
light scene in ' Don Giovanni* at the

Italian Opera House. Then he has had
a car made of a shell, and harnessed
two swaus to it, for the purpose of

drawing along the water a wax-work
Venus ; while mermaids comb their

hair, and sing their songs, in a very

snug corner of the isle. All these ac-

cessories very ingeniously spoil—and
are, therefore, sure to sell—the picture.

You remember we went together to

a fete which was given by old Mam-
r.'.on, the Jew stock-broker. Well ;

you cannot have forgotten that pastry-

cook device of an island, stuck all

about with barley-sugar nymphs and
comfit deities, which was floating

about in a bowl filled with rose-water.

—Mr. Danby's picture is exactly like

that : and thus it is that a picture

which might have been, in every way,
a first-rate one, has become * a very,

very, peacock/ Bad as it is, though,
it is the best painting by far in the

29

whole collection. That very proniising

man, Eastlake, whose pictures you so
much admired, has only two pictures

here : one is the everlasting Banditti

;

the same eternal velveteen jacket and
breeches, the brown coat, the buttons,

and the firelock, and the luinging

countenance, of all of which I am
heartily tired. The other is a better

picture, and, to my thinking, the first

attempt Ixi has made to do any thing

of importance. It represents a knight
about to quit his castle to meet a
challenger, who is waiting for him in

the plain below. His lady-love has
tied a scarf about his neck, and is

drooping under her fears and grief

at parting with him. A monk be-

stowing upon the Paladin his parting
benediction—and an African, the he-
rald of his foe—fill up the picture.

There is something stift in the outline;

but, upon the whole, the painting is

a very respectable eftbrt in the histo-

rical department, which has at present
so few votaries. The landscapes are

numerous : some of them are good ;

Reinagle's.Hofland's, and Nasmytli's,
in particular; but there is also an im-
mense quantity of trash, too bad for

boarding-school specimens. Ferrierhas
a clever piL'ture of ' Village-boys play-

ing at Soldiers.' Fradelle, who paints

heroes and gentlemen to look like

ladies, and ladies to look like nothing
but dolls—and not good dolls—has the
scene between the Earl of Leicesterand
Amy Rohsart at Cumnor, where the
former is in his court dress. His other
picture is ' Othello relating his Adven-
tures to Desdeinona and her Father.'

There is no feeling nor painting in

either of them ; but they will become
popular, because the subjects are
well known, and the artist is what is

called a pretty painter— that is, as

your friend Doubikiiis would say,

a pretty—particular—ro?!-siderable

—

bad painter. If he would do bv his

Othello as a wag did by the picture

of the smoking Lord Mayor, Staines,

and his coach-horses—that is, put a
pipe in the mouth of every figure in

it, including Desdemona— it would
make a delightful sign for a tobacco-

nist's or an Estaniinet : I protest I

don't know what else it is fit for. I

had nearly forgotten to mention to

you that there is a very promising
painting by a Mr. Severn : if I re-
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member rightly, he is a youncf man
who has been sent to Rome by the

Royal Acadeniv. The subject is

Greek Shepherds rescuinof a Lamb
from a Vulture.' The drawing is ex-

cellent ; the whole expression or the

picture spirited and oriiiinal ; and,

although it is of little pretension, it

seems to me to contain much pro-

mise. I shall look for the future

productions of this gentlem:-.n.

The directors of this institution

have made such a mistake as no body

ever hit on before themselves. They
have offered premiums for the best

paintings that should be sent to them
on the subject of the Battle of the

Nile. Perhaps their sagacities calcu-

lated that, as we are a nautical peo-

ple, we could therefore produce

marine painters as of necessity :

' Who slays fat oxen should himself be

fat.'

The consequence is that they have as

many paintings of ships as the crippled

sailor used to scrawl on Kew Wall

;

and, for the greater part, of about the

same rank in the scale of art. Some of

the paintings are pretty good, and are

executed with such scrupulous fide-

lity that you cannot see a rope or a

brace out of its proper order : but

what has this to do with the Arts

—

except the art of ship-building? The
excellence of such pictures can only

be appreciated by sailors ; who, al-

though they may be judges of the

etfect of colours, know nothing about
painting. In the present collection,

the specimens by VV. Daniell and
Cartwright are the best. There is

one by Dighton, which can hardly

be compared with any of the others :

he seems to have been convinced that

there was nothing availably pic-

turesque in the outside of ships in

action, and he has painied a deck.

It is a vigorous and faithful represen-

tation of an action at sea; and that

vulgarity which distinguislies all that

this painter does, and which is in

almost every other instance a blemish,

is here an excellence, because it suits

so well the subject. The directors of

the institution intended, if any of the

pictures painted for the premiums
should please them, to employ the

favoured artist in painting two pictures,

of a thousand guineas each, to be
presented to Greenwich Hospital

:

at present the veterans there arc in

no danger of being outraged in this

way. The rest of the collection may
be dismissed without a word.

Have you read the new series of
' Sayings and Doings ?' Of course you
have. It is very clever and amusing,

and will become highly popular.

Hook is as skilful in one way as Sir

Walter Scott in the other. '
I don't

mean to compare them any more than

I would Ariosto with Peter Pindar, or

Raphael with Teniers ; but they each

of them do that which they try to do
in the best possible way. The only

fault I find with Hook is, that his

knowledge of the manners of high

life (which, after all, is not very ex-

tensive) makes him too proud. He
quizzes the manners of the vulgar-

rich with a bitterness which savours

of revenge, and wliich really weakens
its effect. No people in the world

deserve quizzing more than the par-

venus, and no country abounds in

them more than England ; but then

nous autres should only laugh at, not

make war upon, them ; flog thera

lightly, not cut thera deeply ; show
them up, but not denounce them al

cuchUlo. I wonder that a fellow of

Hook's tact does not see this : if he

does, and thinks still that the love

which people have of seeing their

friends and enemies made ridiculous

will cause them to relish his sketches,

I think he is wrong. His books

are still very pleasant : they make
one laugh. There is nothing new in

them ; he tells us only wliut we have

seen, and do see, daily : he even resus-

citates a Joe Miller now and then ;

but he slips it so adroitly between

jokes of his own coining, that no one

can take exceptions at him. He seems

to have left writing for the stage, as

indeed every man of real talent must
do ; and we suspect that many of his

tales are altered from some of his in-

tended farces : in fact they are farces,

and only require to ire broken into dia-

logues to act excellently well. To
what a length has my letter extended !

Thank Heaven, the" frank will carry

no more than the sheets I have filled !

God bless you ! I am going to dress

for the little French Theatre, which

I will tell you all about, cum multls

aliis, in my next.

Yours, my dear editor, * 'till the

crack of doom,'
Terence O'Toole.
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SUPEKSTITIONS OF THE IRISH PEASAMTRY.—NO. I.

It is a sin<!^iilar fact, in the history of t!ie human mind, that man will

embrace ail V (loclrine, however absurd, rather than continue in doubt ; for

nothing- can be more irritating than a novel or strange effect without any assign-

able cause. Hence superstition is the consequence of imperfect knowledge ; for

when men, in the infancy of the sciences, were unable to account, on natural

principles, for the daily plieaomena which took place around them, they
attributed what they could not comprehend to the agency of aerial beings,

whom their imagination invested with peculiar powers, both good and evil.

Fear and hope were, therefore, sufficient to make these objects worthy of

propitiation ; and, though some of them never acquired any thing like reli-

gious worship, still they inspired the vulgar with awe, though never with
veneration.

All the nations of Europe have, with some slight modifications, nearly the

same superstitious creed ; but it is curious to observe how the national spirit

and disposition have affected these absurd, and sometimes mischievous,
notions. In the East human victims have expired, and still expire, on the

altar of superstition ; while the same thing, in a different form, was prac-

tised in Britain, previous to the introduction of Christianity. In Ireland,

however, notwithstanding the religion of druidism, no such sanguinary im-
molations took place ; for the mild, cheerful, and humane spirit of the people
counteracted the pernicious doctrine of the priests. This fact is not the

only one which illustrates the active humanity of the Irish people. In early

times the conqueror wept over his fallen foe ; and the body of the vanquished
enemy, after the battle, received the same funeral honours as that of a
friend. Even in our own day, the superstition of the English and Irish

peasantry, though in theory nearly the same, is very dissimilar in practice.

In England scarcely an Assize passes without one or more of the country
people standing in the dock for having drawn blood from reputed witches,

that sanguinary process being considered necessary to paralyse the baneful
influence of the (!ecrepit hag ; but, in the sister island, a little hnhj water is

considered suflicient to counteract the evil powers of superannuated women,
while fairymen, as they are called, so far from being regarded as objects of
hatred or distrust, are considered of great public utility, being more fre-

quently applied to than the doctor or farrier for assistance when either men
or cattle happen to be ' overlooked' by people with * evil eyes.' Besides,
they are supposed to possess a peculiar power over the ' good people,' as

fairies are called; and, as these may be unintentionally offended, the mediation
of the fairyman is of the first importance, to prevent the anger of Oberoa
from taking effect.

In these sketches, of ^vhich the following is the first of a series, I shall

relate only such tales as are still currently believed—and endeavour to snatch
from oblivion the fictions which float through the public mind, and give
them ' a local habitation a:?d a name.' I cheose this method the more will-

ingly, as these sketches will completely embody the whole superstition of the
Irish peasantry. Unlike the popular tales of the northern nations, there is

in them nothing revolting to humanity; nothing to absolutely terrify or
alarm ; nothing but what a simple peasantry might believe without injury to

themselves, or mischief to others ; while, at the same time, they are not the less

amusing, and to minds not vitiated bv a depraved taste for the horrible, they
will, i fancy, be far more acceptable.

THE BENSHEE. the neighbouring peasantry, a better

On the right-hand side of the little apology than many of his countrymen
by-road, which conducts the traveller for being an absentee. The history
from the famous bog of Monela to of his faniily, as related by the country
the northern range of the Sliew-blooni people, develops the superstitious

mountains, stands the uninhabited notion respecting that harbinger of
mansion of a gentleman named Fitz- death—tiie Btnshee.
Patrick, who has, if we believe The Fitzpatricks of Ossory and the
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Onnonds of Kilkenny were, for cen- to his wounded honour unless they
tiiries, deadly foe.s. More than one escaped from his wrath. Under these

of the illustrious house of Butler circumstances the lovers agreed to

were prisoners • of their implacable fly from Leix, and appointed an
enemies; and, in the reign of Charles evening- to meet at a lonely well, to

the First, the celebrated Duke of arrange for their departure.

Ormond completely destroyed the The unhappy lady was punctual

;

powerof the Fitzpatricks, and annexed but Fitzpatrick was perlidious : he
Durrow, their patrimony, to his own met her at the well, and, while in the
possessions, since which time that act of caressing- her, plunged a dagger
district, though nearly surrounded by into her heart! She fell a corpse;
the Queen's County, forms part of her blood tinged the water of the
the county of Kilkenny. spring, and the faithless lover re-

Some ages previous to this period, turned undiscovered to the castle,

one of the Butlers having- overrun The chieftain lamented the fate of his

Lower Ossory, and, as usual,, having^ child, but never suspected his guest

;

slaughtered most of the inhabitants, and the heir of Ossory, for a time,
the heir of the house of Fitzpatrick encountered no reproof but that of
found refuge in the castle of O'iMore, his own guiltv conscience,

the Chieftain of Leix. The chivai- In a short time Fitzpatrick was
rous spirit of the times inculcated restored by O 'More to his possessions
such elevated notions of honour, in Ossory, where he married, and
thai friendship and unlimited conii- had a numerous offspring. For twenty
dence were synonymous; while the years he carried in his bosom the
man who was admitted a guest assassin's secret, and the memory of
never had his actions regarded with his lovely victim had nearly been for-

suspicion. Treachery was out of the gotten, when, one night, as himself
question; for justice was then so and his Aer/?s, during an intestine war,
summary, that life was the immediate were encamped not far from the
forfeit of an unworthy action. No fatal spot where he had committed
wonder, then, that O'iMore took no murder, the awful and solemn cry of
precaution to prevent any improper a benshee was heard to proceed from
intimacy between Fitzpatrick and his the well.

only daughter—a lady who po^sessc.l. The guilty chieftain started ; but, as
in an eminent degree, all those charms if impelled by some supernatural
which superadd to the attractions of i)owcr, he walked towards the spring,
youth and beauty. The conse(pience and distinctly saw the victim of his

of parental neglect on this occasion treaciiery, in her ordinary dress of
was fatal; and, as the story goes, white, sitting bencatii the tree that
continues yet to blast the happiness shaded the well, and wrin'>ini>- her
of the descendants of one of the hands as if in an agony of grief. He
party. had scarcely gazed on"her, when she
The chieftain's lovely daughter aa- arose, redoubled her cries, and seemed

turally attracted the attention of her to approach the place where he stood,
father's guest, who was about her At tiiis moment his fears appeared to
own age; and, as no restraint was
placed upon their interviews, they

soon learned to feel mutual happi-

ness in each other's company. They

Jiave overcome him ; and, as he ex-
claimed ' Pardon, oh ! pardon your
murderer!' the apparition gave a
hoarse scream, and vanished, like a

were indiscreet ; and, to their horror, shadow of the moon, down the valley,
discovered that a knowledge of their still keeping up the cry of the ben-
criminal conduct must soon take shee, which was distinctly heard for
place, as the daughter of the chief- several minutes. It had scarcely
tain was pregnant. There remained ceased when the sentinel gave the
for them no expectation of pardon ; alarm of a sudden attack, and the
for they knew w.th O'More nothing O'Mores in an instant were in the
could palliate their crime, and that camp of the Fitzpatricks. The battle
the lives of both must fall a sacrifice was long and bloody; but, ere the

* There is an old painting in Trinity College, Dublin, representing the treacl)erous
capture of a Duke of Ormond by the Chieftain of Leix, tlie friend of the Fitzpatricks.
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morning- sun arose, the heroes of Leix

prevailed, and the Chieftain of Ossory

fell beneath the weapon of his old

protector's son, confessino-, ere he

died, that his was the fatal hand by
which the sister of the conqueror

was slain.

From this time the cry of the Ben-
shce ^vas regrilarly heard at the fatal

well previous to the dissolution of

any of the descendants of Fitzpatrick

;

and, in time, it became so notorious,

that the spring- acquired the appella-

tion of the 'Benshee's Well,' a name
which it yet retains.

No matter whether a Fitzpatrick

died in war or peace, abroad or at

home, the cry that foretold the sad

event was to be heard at the fountahi

where the apparition was first seen,

and where the chieftain's daui^hter had

been so treacherously assassinated by
her lover. From this circumstance it

was inferred that the Benshee was
nothing- more nor less than the mur-
dered ladv, on whom had been im-

posed the melancholy duty of an-

nouncing to the descendants of her

deceiver the fearful intelligence of

their approaching destiny.

In one of the revolutions which this

part of the country underwent this

branch of the Fitzpatricks were ex-

pelled from Ossory, and settled in the

district of O'More, where their de-

scendant, better than half a century

ag'o, erected the mansion which is yet

standing-. This gentleman, as a ne-

cessary requisite to the retention of

his property, had embraced the re-

formed religion ; and as a Protestant

is, in some measure, a negative papist,

he determined to disLelieve the super-

stitious, as well as the religious, creed

of his ancestors ; but in nothing was
he more positive than in the non-ap-

pearance of the Benshee. In vain the

old retainers of his family alleged

their having- repeatedly heard the cry,

and instanced the case of his father,

who had expired in London on the

very night it was last heard in Ireland.

Still he was incredulous, and dared
those who believed in the apparition

to tell him when next the Benshee
should be heard ; for, if she remained
the usual time at the well, he would
have an opportunity of seeing and
hearing her, the distance not being
quite a quarter of a mile.

Vor.. I.—No. J.

Years rolle<l on, and no Benshee was
heard, when Fitzpatrick became con-
firmed in his incredulity, forgetful that

none of his family had, during all this

time, needed such a monitor. At
length a favourite daughter fell sud-

denly ill, and the alarmed father fled

himself, at twelve o'clock at night,

for a physician. Ueturning with the

doctor, he heard a sad and solemn
cry proceed from the direction of

the well, and, thinking it a trick of

some one to mock his incredulity, he
hastened home, seized his pistols, and
hurried alone to the fountain. Cau-
tiously casting his eyes through an
aperture of the shade that protected

the water during the day from the

sunbeams, he saw a female figure,

dressed in white, sitting on the bank,
and uttering a most melancholy cry.

Enraged at what he thought an at-

tempt to terrify himself, and possibly
accelerate the death of his child, he
cocked his pistol, aimed at the object,

and lired. A scream of superhuman
force and horror, that nearly froze
the blood in his veins, instantly burst
upon him ; and, as he turned to fly,

tiie figure of the Benshee, all covered
with blood, crossed his path, and
continued, at intervals, to iutercept

him as he ran. When he readied
home he rusl ed into his daughter's
room, and on his entrance the sick

girl screamed out 'See, see! oh see
tliat beautiful lady, all covered with
blood !' ' Where, oh ! where ?' de-
manded the father. ' In the window.
Sir,' replied the poor creature. ' Oh

!

no, she's gone."
From that moment the patient, in

spite of the doctor's skill, continued
to grow worse ; and next day, about
twelve o'clock, she expired. On that

evening, about twilight, as the afflicted

father was pacing up and down one of
the walks in his garden that over-

looked the avenue, lie was surprised at

hearing a noise asif a coacli and horses

were coming up to the house. Casting
his eyes over the hedge, he distinctly

saw six black headless horses, driven

by a headless coachman, drawing a
hearse, which regularly stopped be-

fore the hall door, and to his amaze-
ment a coffin was brought out and
placed upon it, when instantly the
bloody figure of the Benshee mounted
upon the pall, and the hearse drove on.
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When he had somewhat recovered

from his astonishment he ran into the

house, where, finding the corpse as he

had left it, he hegan to suspect that

his eyes had-deceived him. ' By no
means, my dear,' said his lady ;

' that

hearse follows my father's family ; I

saw it myself when one of my uncles

died, and you know it's quite as natu-

ral as the Benshee'—

—

* Hold !' exclaimed Fitzpatrick,

' there she is, outside of the win-

do\v, bloody and vindictive-looking as

when I shot her ! She recedes—she's

gone ! Heaven forefend from me her

wrath ; for I am sure she bodes me
evil

!'

His apprehensions were but too

just ; for next day another of his

children died ; and he could not stir

from home any night after dark

without encountering the appalling

figure of the Benshee. She crossed

his path whether he rode or walked,

was alone or in company; till, at

length, in the hope of avoiding her,

he (juitted the country, and passed

over into England, where he soon

after died.

The enraged Benshee, whose kind
offices were so badly requited, was
never heard to lament the approaching
death of a Fitzpatrick after the night

she had been fired at. In fact, her

services in that way appeared to cease.

as she has only since been known as

the persecutor of those over whose
existence she would, if properly treat-

ed, have continued to watch.

About twenty years ago the man-
sion of Fitzpatrick was visited by the

owner, with the intention of residing in

it; when, on the night of his arrival, the

dreadful cry of the infuriated Benshee
assailed the house, and continued to

do so nightly until it was once more
deserted ; since which time it has been
totally uninhabited.

Such is the strange relation which
is familiar in the mouths of the pea-

santry in that part of tiie country
where the incidents are supposed to

have taken place. But the idea here
given of a Benshee is by no means
without exceptions ; for, in some parts

of the country, the apparition is de-

scribed as an old man, and in others

an old woman, who announce their

doleful news from the ashes' corner,

or from under the staircase. In gene-
ral, however, the Benshee is under-
stood to be !ike a beautiful young
woman,who utters her melancholy cry,

sometimes once, and sometimes twice,

before death, near to a spring, a river,

or a lake. Whether she is the friend

or enemy of the family to which she
is attached is not distinctly under-
stood.

IMPROMPTU ON QUITTING THE PIER OF HOWTH.—BY A 'BONDSMAN,'

No foolish friend, with woman's tears.

To stay my steps this morn appears
;

But indignation prompts my mind
To curse the slaves I leave behind

;

Slaves so mean and envious too.

That freedom's light the dastards smother.
Lest those beams they think their due

Should shed their brightness on a brother :

Content intolerant chains to bind.

And wound their fellow-man still deeper.
Whilst, curse them ! each can only find

His home a gaol—himself the keeper.

How well did Justice here ordain.
When freemen she this precept gave—

'The man, who shall a brother chain.
Becomes by fate iiiniself a slave !'

Then once again I bid adieu

To slaves of every party hue

;

And may the links you forge be thine

—

May man 'gainst fellow-man combine

—

Till faction's curse to you make known
The chains that goad you are your own !
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THOMAS MOORK, ESQ.

In 'Lalla Rookh' he has given his

fire-worshippers the wrongs and feel-

inf:;-s of Irishmen ; while, in the ' Me-
moirs of Captain Rock,' he lias ac-

complished a most difficult task

—

written a history of Ireland that has

Notwithstanding the number of
literary men to wliom Ireland has
g'iven birth, there is very little con-
nected with their names which con-
veys to us any thina: of a national
association; for 'Jie land of their
nativity scarcely enjoys a single ray been read,

of that brilliant mind which sheds While claiming for Mr. Moore
its intellectual brightness on the sister what he deserves—the crown of pa-
country. Congreve was an apostate, triotism—we are not silly enough to

and Swift only by accident a patriot ; imagine that on this head alone he is

while Goldsmith was weak enough to entitled to our praise. As a poet,

affect an air of contempt for a people since the lamented death of Byron,
whose accent was indelibly stamped he stands almost without a competi-
upon his tongue. We could protract tor; and as a prose writer he is not
the list of her ungrateful and thought
less ' men of mind' even to our own
day; but the task would be invidious,
and we gladly turn from it to one
who forms a splendid exception—one
who is not ashamed of Ireland, and
of whom Ireland is justly proud.
Mr. Moore is every way an Irish-

man—in heart, in feelings, and in

principles. For his country he has
done more than any man living : he
has associated her name, her wrongs,
and her attributes, with poetry and
music, neither of which can ever die
while taste, patriotism, and literature,

subsist in the world ; and, while these
survive, Ireland will form the theme
of Beauty's song, and Irish mu^ic the
charm of every cultivated mind. But,
all extrinsic circumstances apart,
there is, in the ' Melodies' of Mr.
Moore, a sacred fire which conveys its

vividness to the soul of his readers
;

and they must be made of sterner
stuff than the ordinary race of men
if their bosoms do not glow with
liberal and patriotic enthusiasm while
they peruse the harmonious creations
of a poet who has clothed the wild and
eccentric airs of his country in 'words
that burn,' and sentiments that find

an echo in every generous breast.

Had Mr. Moore done no more than
this he would be entitled to the gra-
titude of his countrymen ; but his

genius, like his own Peri, seems never
pleased but while hovering over the
region he loves; or, if it makes a

surpassed by any of his contempo-
raries. As his merits, however, are

universally appreciated, we shall not

farther waste the time of our readers

by pointing out those excellences

which must be fanniiiar to all, but
pass at once to a brief memoir of this

distinguished character.

Mr. Moore is, we believe, the only

son of a respectable tradesman, and
was born at Dublin on the 28th of

May, 1780. His education, which
was completed at Trinity College,

was commenced in the school of Mr.
Whyte, of (irafton Street, in his native

city ; and, ere he entered the Univer-

sity, he gave indication of those

talents which have since made him
' tlie poet of every circle, and the

delight of his own.' InlSOOhe pub-
lished his translation of ' Anacreon ;'

and, shortly afterwards, the * Poems
of Thomas Little, Esq.' In 1803 he
was appointed Registrar of the Ad-
miralty in the island of Bermuda

—

a situation from which he never de-

rived any emolument, though, a few
years since, he suffered some incon-

venience from the misconduct of his

deputy. Mr. Moore has published

many satirical works, under the name
of '' Thomas Brown the younger;'

but his fame rests chiefly upon the

poem of * Lalla Rookh,' ' Irish Me-
lodies,' and ' The Loves of the

Angels.

'

At rather an early age Mr. Moore
married a Miss Dyke, and is now

short excursion, it is only in the hope the happy father of several lovely
of securing some advantage that may children. Most of his time is passed
accelerate the removal of those dis- in the enjoyment of domestic happi-
qualifications which still exclude hap- ness at his cottage near Devizes,
piness from the limits of his country, diversified by occasional visits to
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London. In private life Mr. Moore Mr. Moore's parents are yet living

is caressed and beloved ; and few
literary men are more generally es-

teemed by their contemporaries for

the qualities of the head and heart.

in Dublin ; and we suppose it must
be unnecessary to say that they are

proud of such a son, or that he is not

unmindful of the ties of filial affection.

TALES OF IRISH LIFE. *

* It has been remarked,' says the and, though the likeness is immedi-
preface to these Tales, ' l)y an elegant ately recognised, laughter or disgust

modern writer, that Englishmen have is only excited; for the portraitures

more accurate information respecting are not serious enough to delay atten-

countries situated at the extremity of tion or awaken sympathy,
the globe than those nearer home. In saying this we do not mean to

Approximation he has represented as detract one iota from the merit of

unfavourable to truth and candour, these talented and patriotic ladies

;

Should it be argued that this assertion for it was impossible that they could

is too general, it m.ust be admitted to have described what they did not

be true in one instance ; for less is actu- know. Unlike the author before us,

ally known in this country of the real they were not sufficiently acquainted

STATE OF Ireland than of the re- with the majority of the people

—

gions beyond the Ganges and Missis-

sippi. Native writers, from a false

patriotism, have exaggerated and dis-

torted facts ; while foreigners, from

knew too little of political grievances

;

and, frona their habits, sex, and sta-

tion, were strangers to the real con-

dition of the lower orders ; for the

prejudice and ignorance, have dealt facility with which the Irish peasantry

largely in misrepresentation. The occasionally envelop their atiiiirs in

public inquire, and are deceived, till, mystery, or put a disguise on their

by degrees, falsehood acquires the feelings and concerns, can be equalled

consistency of truth ; and too many by no people in the world. * To
English readers (like theatrical anaa- know them,' says our author, ' re-

teurs) are only pleased with repre- quires the local observation of years

;

sentations of Irish life where Nature, and, to appreciate their shrewdness
truth, and common sense, are outraged and cunning, they must be conversed
and insulted—where things. are done with on terms of equality.'

and said which are as foreign to That he has availed himself of his

Ireland as they are to Hindostan.' opportunities these 'Tales' sufficiently

These opinions are so much in testify ; for in almost every page he
accordance with our own, that we introduces an original cliaracter, which
thought it but justice to let the author he has sketched with a happy fidelity

introduce himself to our readers

;

that evinces, at once, his powers of

and we are happy in being able to description and justness of remark,
congratulate him on the ability he He carries us into the lowly cottage

has shown in avoiding the faults he without disgusting us; and, contrary

disapproves of in others ; for in no to the general opinion, convinces his

instance has he laboured to give readers that peace and happiness are

eftect at the expense of truth and still within the reach of the Irish pea-

Nature, sant,—while he forcibly illustrates

Among the number of writers who the grievances under which they la-

have attempted to delineate Irish life bour.

and manners the names of Edgeworth The two volumes before us contain

and Morgan stand conspicuous : but

even these ladies have gone to the

extreme ; and, in almost every in-

stance, have given us Paddy as he

sixteen tales : and, as they are highly

characteristic and amusing, they must
be acceptable to the general reader

;

while those who wish to be acquainted

is thought to be, not as he really is— with the state of Ireland cannot have

have left Nature for broad caricature— recourse to a more accurate source of

* Tales of Irish Life, illustrative of the Manners, Customs, and Condition, of the

People, with Designs by George Cruikshank. London, J. Robins and Co, 2 void,

foolscap 8vo.
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information. Every page is inter-

spersed with political observations,

and every tale illustrates some parti-

cular grievance. We scarcely know
an evil, either local or general, that

affects Ireland, of which we have not

the consequence exhibited in some
fiction happily conceived, and told in

a style of great force and beauty.

At a time when Englishmen are

earnest in their desire to obtain ac-

curate information respecting the

sister kingdom, these volumes are

calculated to do much good—per-

haps more than if the sentiments and

truths they enforce were contained in

a work of greater pretension ; and

we are of opinion that this idea in-

duced the author to embody the

result of his experience in these

faithful pictures of Irish life, which
certainly cannot be perused without

impressing the reader with a very

favourable opinion of the head and

heart of the writer ; for a spirit of

benevolent candour and undisguised

liberality breathes throughout his

work, which is calculated to soften the

asperities of party feeling, and to

show to Catholics and Protestants

their respective faults, without wound-
ing the feelings of either.

Any one of the sixteen tales would
be sufficient to illustrate these re-

marks; but, as the author has, in

' Turncoat Watt,' anticipated the late

discussions on proselytism, we shall

abridge that tale for the instruction

and amusement of our readers—and

we have seldom met one better calcu-

lated for the purpose of eflfecting

both :—
' The little village of Ballyburn, consist-

ing of about thirty houses, lies in the

northern part of Connaught, not far from

Iniscrone. Tlie inhabitants, with a few

exceptions, profess the Catholic religion,

which was annually expounded to them by

a mendicant friar, who came every autumn
to preach to them, and then to collect

alms to support his convent, which was
generally given in com, some affording a

bushel, some more, and some less. Men
who are convinced of the orthodoxy of

their creed have no need of any new
proofs of their rjeligion being the true one

;

and, as for the necessity of further in-

struction, none could possibly exist, for

every man in Ballyburn knew more than
he practised. Probably it was reasoning

in this manner that induced the Rev. John

O'Sullivan to refrain from troubling his pa-

rishioners with a history of all the popes
who had successively filled the chair of

Peter, or of alarming their consciences by
enforcing the necessity of works which
they never could accomplish. The whole
congregation believed the Church of which
they were members to be the only apos-

tolic one ; and what addition could even
the eloquence of Masselon make to their

creed 1 They also acknowledged the ne-

cessity of complying with the commands
of God and the Church; and what more
could all the volumes of the holy fathers

teach them? 'Ignorant credulity!' the

enlightened Christian may exclaim ; but

cease to be indignant with the peasantry
of Ballyburn : you yourself believe as

much, or more, on the same authority

—

namely, the testimony of others. You
would suffer martyrdom for the tenets you
hold essential to salvation ; why, then,

condemn the poor Catholic for refusing

to change the belief tau;j,ht him by his

ancestors and his catechism ? Father
O'Sullivan knew that his parishioners ran
no risk from innovating zealots or the pro-

selyting enthusiasm of other creeds, and
therefore dismissed his congregation every

Sunday, after mass, to their dinners and
their sports, saved them from an hour's

attention to a sermon they could not

understand, and secured his own break-

fast an hour earlier by the indulgence

he allowed to his congregation

No pastor could be happier with his

flock than Father O'Sullivan was, and no
people could be fonder of their priest than

those of Ballyburn. An event, however,

soon occurred, which caused great com-
motion in the village, and completely

changed the ideas of the peasantry.
•' Mr. Graham, a gentleman of about

forty years of age, possessed some pro-

perty near the village of Ballyburn, to

which he removed, after an absence of

twenty years, accompanied by two maiden
sisters a few years younger than himself.

These ladies brought with them a young
girl of eighteen, who had been placed

under their superintendence by the Court

of Chancery, as they were distantly re-

lated to her mother. The name of this

orphan—or, more legally speaking, of this

ward—was Sophia Lindsay. Her person

was graceful and elegant; and, as her

education was pious and exemplary, she

appeared, in all her actions and move-

ments, as if a being of another world had
lost her way upon this ; for to an angel's

form she added continual meditation, as

if she held communion with purer spirits

than those of earth. This contemplative

disposition was increased by the system

of education adopted by the Misses Gra-
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ham, who, being induced to prefer Me-
thodism to the pure dignity of the esta-

bhshed Church, were possessed of all the

seal so remarkable in converts. This

religious enthusiasm and devotional frenzy

they imparted in every lesson of Sophia's,

until her youthful sensibilities were divert-

ed into the fountain of piety. Her every

thought was of Heaven, her every action

had the previous approval of her God :

she could have died for the salvation of

others, so boundless were her charities ;

she could willingly have abandoned all

the pleasures of life to be allowed an ex-

emption from sin, so filled was she with

the rapturous contemplation of the rewards

of purity and innocence. I\Ir. Graham
partook of the religious enthusiasm of

his sisters ; and, as the disciples of all

creeds wish to increase their followers by
converts, he looked forward with com-
placent satisfaction to the imaginary num-
ber of papists that the development of

truth would attach to Methodism. He
formed his opinion of popery from his own
impressions of it, and thought no man
could continue a Catholic who had heard

the objections against it. Many attempts

to convert them he knew had failed ; but

this he attributed to the indiscretion of zeal

and the mistaken means which had been

resorted to. The force that is insufficient to

move a large body by a single impulse

•will readily effect it by prudent repetition
;

and, though the old papists were too pre-

judiced and too superstitious to hear
reason or listen to truth, the young, by
being taught, might become accessible to

both. Mr. Graham's sisters coincided in

these opinions, and seconded their bro-

ther's intentions by communicating with
religious societies established for the dis-

semination of the Scriptures without note

or comment. A school-room was built,

and Mr. Graham travelled to Dublin to

procure a master belonging to the Kildare

Street Society, and to obtain the neces-

sary aidfwm that establishment. At this

time a ' Bible Association' held its meet-
ing in the Rotunda, which Mt. Graham
attended ; and, willing to become conspi-

cuous and give a proof of his piety, he
made a speech, in the course of which he
acquainted the meeting with his proceed-

ings and intentions. These would be
merely assertions if unsupported, and his

labour useless if unnecessary : in order

to prove that they were both true and
requisite, he painted the wretched state

of Ballyburn, alleging the thirst of the
people for knov/ledge, and their discon-
tent with their ignorant priest, whom
he had seen more than once in a state

not entirely compos mentis. Mr. Gra-
ham exaggerated a little ; but he had

TALES OF IRISH LIFE.

heard the state of the village, and the
desire of its inhabitants for knowledge,
from a tenant of his ovra, named Walter
Murrough ; and his assertion respecting

poor Father John O'Sullivan was subse-

quently supported by the fact of the re-

verend clergyman being suspended by his

bishop, who probably obtained the first

information of his misconduct from the
newspaper report of Mr.Graham's speech.'

A Rev. Mr. Kehoe was sent to sup-
ply the place of Father O'Sullivan

;

hut the good people of Ballyburn,
being democrats, at first opposed his

induction, and one of them, named
Watt JMurrough, the hero of the tale,

was made to feel the effect of the
priest's anger.

' AVatt Murrough was a genuine sample
of that portion of his countrymen who are
distinguished for shrewdness ; and, as
Watt was the only shopkeeper in the vil-

lage, he imbibed some cunning without
acquiring much information ; and he pos-
sessed the hypocrisy of trade, though he
never visited Uame Street nor the Liberty.

Watt succeeded his father in business ; and,
as the old man was improvident, the son
profited, as the Spartans did, by the hei-

nousness of example, and became prudent.
A sixpence w-as turned several times before

he parted with it, and a shilling was ba-

lanced for half an hour on his middle finger

before he gave it away. But the profits

of a Ballyburn shopkeeper were very in-

considerable : a roll of tobacco was six

months selling, and a ball of tape stood
measuring for a year W^att became im-
patient of the slowness of accumulation

;

he ventured to extend his trade, but lost

by the speculation. He was young, and
wanted a wife

; but, where Avarice gains
admission, Love never enters. Watt was
too much enamoured of money to feel an
affection for a female : he therefore looked
around him. Some had money, but re-

jected his application ; others were kind,
but their portion would be too soon reckon-
ed. In this difficulty he had recourse to

Father O'Sullivan, who recommended a
niece of his own, promising, on the receipt

of the next Easter dues, to make up an
adequate fortune. Watt was satisfied, and
so well pleased with his prospects, that
he did not offend Heaven by any amorous
complaints of delay, nor solicit his mistress
to anticipate their joys by any clandes-
tine proceedings. Watt was full of hope
until the time when the kind priest was
suspended ; but, being desirous of con-
tinuing the reverend gentleman in the
parish until the dues should be collected,

he opposed with all his influence the ia-

dnction of Mr. Kehoe, whom he was in
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the act of personally opposing when he
met the chastisement which he seized on
as a pretext for embracing a religion

which had something to bestow. Watt
being a tenant of Mr. Graham, and wish-

ing to obtain some lands that conveniently

joined the few fields he rented, he was
always criugingly obsequious and offi-

ciously attentive wlienever that gentleman

called at his shop. The lower order of

the Irish are practical hypocrites when-
ever their interests are concerned : to

know them requires the local observation

of years ; and, to understand their shrewd-

ness and cunning, they must be conversed

with on terms of equality. Poverty, no
doubt, and the state of the laws, have oc-

casioned this dereliction of candour and
independence; but it is immediately owing

to their practical knowledge of human
nature that they affect ignorance where
they are not wanting in information, and
pretend to poverty when they really are

not poor. Watt listened with docility to

the pious ejaculations of Mr. Graham,
seemed astonished at those points of doc-

trine on which he had a hundred times

disputed, and he took special care always

to wonder at the extent of his landlord's

information. Graham, seduced by these

marks of apparent acquiescence, antici-

pated a triumph over Watt's errors; he
came more frequently, presented books
for his perusal, and, at length, ventured to

recommend the Bible. Watt did not fall an
easy prey : he knew the necessity of en-

hancing the value of his conversion by
pretending difficulties which were to be

surmounted. He made his objections,

but always seemed satisfied with the ex-

planation ; and, when he owned a spiritual

conviction, he began to lament the impedi-

ments of temporalities. Graham, irritated

by Kehoe's opposition to his school, felt

the humiliation it would cause the arro-

gant priest if he could persuade one of his

flock to abandon the errors of popery ; he

therefore encouraged Watt by promises of

remuneration for the losses he should

sustain in the want of customers : but \Vatt

knew there were things more substantial

than promises, and, by a well-turned

mancEuvre, procured letters from Graham
to Dublin shopkeepers, where he obtained

goods to a considerable amount on ad-

vantageous credit, which was readily

given, as Graham's letters were held as

securities. Watt returned to Ballyburn
a wealthy shopkeeper, issued his circular

notices of a new stock, said several smart
things against Father Kehoe's horsewhip,
and finally, in a Sunday or two, went to

church, where he read his recantation.
' " Little things are great to little men.'

Ballyburn never witnessed such commo-

tion as that caused by Watt's conversion.

Public insult was oifered to the delin-

quent ; he was burned in effigy, and his

shop forsaken : no old woman would drink
his tea for fear of poison, and his tobacco-
roll grew dry for want of consumjjtion.

But Watt was amply compensated for the

malice of his neighbours and the absencs
of his old customers : his shop was made
the depository for Bibles and religious

tracts ; rooms were taken in his house for

the use of religious committees ; the Pro-
testants of the country gave him their in-

fluence ; and he was made postmaster of

Ballyburn, au office created for his emolu-
ment, as a letter came there only once in

twelve months from a sailor that used to

write to his mother. Watt grew rapidly

into consequence : from parish constable

he became a baronial one, and was also

deputy for the coroner, as well as for the
county keeper. Watt was not a man that

could grow great without knowing it : he
gave an instance of his increasing con-

sequence by translating his name into Eng-
lish, titling himself, in his shop-bill, Wal-
ter Murphy. Watt's ueighbom's were not
long- in penetrating his motives for aban-
doning popery : they saw affluence the
consequence of tergiversation ; but so

great was the opprobrium attached to the
deed, that none would imitate him, even
had greater advantages awaited them.
The old shook their heads, in sorrow, as

they passed him ; and the witty, vicious,

and thoughtless, conferred on him the

title of " Turncoat Watt." The pious

sent him remonstrances, and the zealous

transmitted Catholic pamphlets ; the

priest excommunicated him from the rites

of the church, and the hypocrites prayed
aloud for his re-conversion : but Watt
laughed at their folly and anger, continued
a regular member of Methodism, and was
gradually assuming the long Puritanical

face of exterior piety ; while his dress cor-

responded with the "inward man," being
all black, save and e.'icept the white cra-

vat, which he, fearing ilie imputation of

vanity, had tied behind. Humour, broad
and peculiar, is a distinguished feature

in the Irish character. The " country

schoolmaster" ridiculed Walt in a va-

riety of metre, and satire and irony were
in everjf word addressed to him by his

townsmen. His black coat obtained for

him the momentary name of clergyman
;

but that which was considered the most
galling, and which adhered to him during

his life, was " Turncoat Watt."
' While Watt was daily becoming more

pious, and hourly increasing his wealih

and importance, discord, in the shape of

religious bigotry, agitated, for the first

time, the little village of Ballyburn. Mr.
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Graham's school was in want of scholars,

to supply which the poor were waited on,

to solicit the attendance of their children :

some who were immediately dependent on

Mr. Graham sent theirs for a short time,

but were soon withdrawn by the priest's

directions, as the establishment required

the reading of the Bible— a necessary part

of the course of education.
' Ballyburn, for a whole year, continued

the scene of rancorous animosity and dan-

gerous prejudices. Father Kehoe preached

against innovating sectarians, and the

Methodist parson exposed the superstition

of popery. Mr. Graham, stimulated by
opposition, was unremitting in his endea-

vours to obtain proselytes ; and he was
aided by his sisters, who accompanied
Bibles and religious tracts witli presents

that secured an acce[)tance of both. Sopliia

was more successful than any of them ;

her appearance and angelic countenance

ensured her a willing audience from all

she addressed ; and, when she boasted a
victory over prejudice and ignorance, it

was only the pity of a steadfast papist,

who was lamenting tiiat one so good and
lovely should be damned, which she mis-
took for conviction. The young are all

enthusiasts : Sophia, deploring the errors

of the Catholics, only wished to be instru-

mental in their conversion : for this pur-

pose, she missed no opportunity of con-
versing with them on religious topics (the
only thing she understood) ; and, as tliose

she spoke to only lamented her infatuated

credulity, she enjoyed an apparent triumph
wliere tliere was no opposition. But the

Alisses Graham did not fare so well ; for,

in place of confiding ignorance, they found
the Catholics sturdy defenders of their

creed ; and those who suppose they are de-
ficient in theological information should
converse with them to be convinced how
en'oneous that opinion is. On this oc-

casion inquiry was forced upon them :

Father Kehoe's preaching, like an unsa-
tisfactory beverage, only increased their

thirst for knowledge. The " Catholic

Christian Instructor" was now read by all

;

" De Feller's Philosophical Catechism,"
translated into English, was in every man's
hand in the village ; and when the Misses
Graham commenced a religious disputa-

tion they were generally defeated ; for

nothing can be more difficult than to argue
with the lower order of the Irish, as they
never answer a question but by asking ano-
ther; and, as a child may puzzle a philoso-

pher, there is no wonder that the shrewd
papists of Ballyburn often confounded the

Misses Graham. Watt Murphy joined

the exertions of his fraternity ; and so de-

sirous was he to disseminate knowledge,
that lie papered his snuff and tobacco in

religious tracts, and, in an emergency,

once tore up a large Bible. His brethren

applauded his zeal, and flattered them-
selves that the numlier of religious books

dir.posed of by Watt must be ultimately

heneficial ; and they lived upon the hope,

that, though their district school had then

but a few pupils, yet, when the truths

spread by Watt were properly understood,

scholars would increase ; but in this they

were disappointed.'

The Catliolics soon opened schools
of their own, and Graham desisted

from hibouring where no profit en-
sued.

' Good feelings were beginning to re-

turn after the religious storm, and Gra-
ham and his sisters desisted from labour-

ing where no profit ensued. The priest

showed a settled content within by his

exterior appearance, and "Turncoat W^att"
was more sanctified than ever. An union

between him and one of the Miss Gra-
]i;ims was spoken of, but no two could

agree which of the ladies was to be the

happy woman. Mr. Graham himself, it

was whispered, had an eye to Sophia, who
was now of age, and had a large fortune

at her disposal ; and, as religious people
never forget temporalities, it was not pro-

bable that Graham would lose such
valuable appendage.s of life as a beauteous
wife and a splendid fortune. These con-
jectures were soon shown to be erroneous

;

for one morning the village was thrown
into confusion : some laughed, and others

wept with indignation, when it was as-

certained that " Turncoat Watt" liad car-

ried off the lovely Sophia, and made her
his wife, and himself the lord of her purse
and person. Watt was a sanctified hy-
pocrite, and affected piety to ingratiate

himself into the favour of Sophia ; and
no sooner did he acquire an intimacy with
the phraseology of his new religion than he
applied his knowledge to forward his de-
signs The pious; kind, and lovely So-

phia, fell a victim to the villain's arts :

he courted her in the language of religion,

and persuaded her to wed him by theolo-

gical arguments. But no sooner did

Watt incur the displeasure of his patrons,

and secure all he could desire, than his

real character appeared : he renounced
the belief which he lately professed with
so much apparent zeal, and turned again
to old popery ! The Catholics rejoiced at

the recovery of the strayed lamb, and
W alt's house soon became the rendezvous
of piiests and monks. The arts of prac-

tised argument were too powerful for the

tender mind of the yielding Sophia : de-

serted by her friends, who reproached her

conduct, she listened to her new acquaint-
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ance, and became a papist. She now
shows the zeal of a convert, and none can

be more attentive to the duties of her new
religion.

' Graham, soon after this marriage,

quitted the country, and his sisters con-

cealed themselves in Dublin from the

ridicule cast on them by the rudeness of

wit and the malice of the thoughtless.

Watt became a favourite in Ballybum, and
often relates the good fortune he had in

incurring the anger of Father Kehoe ; while

all lament that Sophia was subjected to

the ' rude embrace of an indecent clown,'

although this amiable victim of hypocrisy,

still the religious enthusiast, rejoices that

her marriage with Watt introduced her to

an infallible creed.
' This short detail of Ballybum affairs

will show the success which attends all

endeavours to convert the peasantry of

Ireland ; for an attentive observer of the

Irish Catholics will be compelled to ac-

knowledge for truth the philosophical re-

marks of Johnson, who said :
' A man

who is converted from Protestantism to

Popery may he sincere. He parts with

nothing ; he is only superadding to what
he already had. But to convert from

Popery to Protestantism gives up so much
of what he has held as sacred as any thin;^

that he retains— there is so much laceration

of mind in such a conversion—that it

can hardly be sincere and lasting.' *

In the tale of ' The Robber,' the

author has, contrary to his usual

judjjment, omitted an opportunity of

illustrating ' Irish life ;' for, had he
made, as he could have done, the

hardships which alienated Redmond
from society arise from local chcum-

stances, and not from military ty-

ranny, he would have rendered the tale

more national, and perhaps more in-

structive. As it is, however, the
' Robber' is ably portrayed.

Of the illustrations we can scarcely

speak as they deserve. To say, with

the triteness of modem criticism, that

they are in George Cruikshank's best

style, is not saying enough ; for some
of them, at least, are, in our opinion,

superior to any thing which that ce-

lebrated artist has ever done. ' Pro-

testant Bill returning from Parade'

has no equal,not even in the ' Points of

Humour.' In this, as in the other em-
bellishments of these volumes, the

artist has surpassed his author. No-
thing is superfluous—nothing want-

ing. The ' Irish Loyalist' is indi-

cated in every thing around. The
look of supercilious contempt—the

arrogant attitude—the air of military-

authority—the gaudy trappings—the

tail— the boots — the helmet—are

finely contrasted with the poverty of

the horse; while the sword dangling

at the wrong side completes the

satire. The yeoman and his horse

appear so ridiculous, that we can rea-

dily excuse the laughing villagers

who 7}iock the doughty hero as he rides

along.

Every man in Ireland can appre-

ciate the truth of Mr. Cruikshank's

pencil, for every one of them knows
that the original of the picture is to

be found disturbing the harmony of

nearly every village in that kingdom.

CAPTAIN LYON's NARRATIVE, f

Three centuries have elapsed since

the first attempts at discovery were
made within the Arctic Circle ; and,

though we have gained considerable

additions to our geographical know-
ledge in subsequent endeavo'urs, still

the principal object has not yet been
attained—the finding of a north-west
passage round the north coast of

tion ; and, perhaps, there is not one
individual who is more deserving of it

tlian the indefatigable author of the
* Narrative' before us. Deeply do we
regret his failure in the present in-

stance, yet every seaman who wit-

nessed the departure of the Griper

could scarcely have expected any
other result. She was by no means

America, from the Atlantic to the adapted for the voyage, on account of

Pacific Ocean. Much praise is cer- her construction " and dimensions
;

tainly due to those intrepid officers while the lumbered state of herdecks,

and men who have been the means and being so very deep in the water,

of increasing our stock of informa- precluded every possibility of working

• Boswell's Life of Johnson.
t A brief Narrative of an unsuccessful Attempt to reach Repulse Bay, through Sir

Thomas Rowe's ' Wekome,' in his Majesty's Ship Griper, in the year 1824. By
Captain G. F. Lyon, R, N. With a Chart and Engravings. London, Murray.
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to windward with any effect. Why
this vessel was fixed upon for the pur-

pose, in preference to many others

by far superior to her, we are at a

loss to decide ; but imagine it must
have proceeded from one of those

errors which have so peculiarly

marked the projector of these dis-

coveries.

In Captain Lyon's last voyage to

Repulse Bay, he commanded the

Hecla, a roomy ship, possessed of

every comfort, and containing every

convenience ; so much so, that Cap-

tain Parrv has made choice of her in

preference to his old ship, the Fury,

now under the command of Captain

Hoppner, and both employed in a

joint expedition to Lancaster Sound.

If Captain Lyon was deprived of his

ship merely to gratify Captain Parry,

we must consider it both ungenerous

and unjust, for in their public capa-

city we conceive the scale of their

merit is equal, and that the one cer-

tainly deserves as much encourage-

ment as the other. A few questions

might here be very naturally pro-

posed. Was there a necessity for

exploring the route purposed by Cap-
tain Lyon, and does that necessity

still exist ? or is it intended that the

party under Dr. Richardson, and that

highly meritorious young officer, Mr.
Kendall, should travel over it ?

For ourselves we answer, that there

was a necessity, and that it still

exists ; nor can we learn, from the

best information, that Dr. Richard-

son's party will pass to the eastward

of Point Turn-again. Why then not

fit out a more eligible vessel, and give

the brave fellows a chance of accom-
plishing their purpose ? This might

be done with but little expense ; for

the same provisions and stores now
lying useless at the Victualling Depot
would answer every purpose. The
officers of the Griper have sustained

a considerable loss ; and they re-

mained some time in London, expect-

ing again to be employed. Upon
Mr. Toms, the midshipman, it has

fallen very heavily, and he is suffer-

ing for circumstances oyer which he

could have no control. This gentle-

man has passed his examination for

lieutenant, we believe, about six

years, and his whole time of servitude

sxceeds that of several of our more

fortunate—because titled—post cap-

tains. He is now, we understand, on
board the guardship at Plymouth,
but we trust it will not be long before

we see his name in the list of promo-
tions.

Having said thus much in favour of

Captain T^yon, we now come to

speak of the performance before us;

ajid here justice demands the avowal
that it is far from meeting our un-

qualified approbation. It is unneces-
sarily spun out—whether for the be-

nefit of the gallant officer, or the ad-

vantage of his publisher, must rest

between themselves. The whole might
have been included in a shilling

pamphlet, with the chart alone (for

the plates are of no real utility); and
then it would have been universally

read by all classes of society, parti-

cularly by those who feel most inte-

rested in the events—the generality of

tradesmen. The dangers and difficul-

ties were doubtless very great, and
much credit ought to be given to the

adventurous band. Yet when we hear

a British seaman, and that seaman a

commander, gravely telling us of his

being absent from his bed three nights,

it certainly excites considerable sur-

prise. If the worthy captain never

underwent greater hardships, he has

earned his epaulettes most cheaply

:

and if, in his future career, he does
not expect to meet with many such
troubles, we would advise him to lay

up in ordinary as soon as possible

;

but, seriously, we regret that he has

been led to make several of the state-

ments which appear. They are only
calculated to raise a smile or a doubt
in a brother tar : but we will not be
too severe—the captain himself pos-

sesses our admiration, although per-

sonally a stranger. It is his book we
are criticising, and not the man. What
our friends of Dublin will think of

the following passage we do not know

;

it smells very strongly of a bull:—
• Soon after dark a large brig passed
close under our stern, but the heavy
gale prevented our mutual hails being
heard.'

The Griper sailed from Stromness
on the 3d of July, and arrived off

Cape Chidley on the 6th of August,
after encountering some severe wea-
ther. On the 1st of September, hav-

ing entered the •Welcome,' and with-
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out being able to rely upon their

compasses, they shoaled their water,

and, unable exactly to ascertain their

situation. Captain Lyon says

—

' I rounded to at seven A.IM. and tried

to bring up with the starboard anchor, and

seventy fathoms chain ; but the stiff

breeze and heavy sea caused this to part

in half an hour, and we again made sail

to the north-eastward ; but, finding we
came suddenly to seven fathoms, and that

the ship could not possibly work out again,

as she would not face the sea or keep
steerage way on her, I most reluctantly

brought her up with three bowers and a
stream in succession, yet not before we had
• aoaled to five and a half. This was be-

tween eight and nine A. M. the ship

pitching bows under, and a tremendous sea

running. At noon the starboard bower-
anchor parted, but the others held.'

The tide, which rises upon this coast

from twelve to fifteen feet, was falling,

and consequently great apprehensions
were excited for the safety of the
ship; and, after speaking highly of

the good conduct of both officers and
men, Captain L. continues :

—

' At three P. M. the tide had fallen to

tweaty-two feet, ("only six more than we
drew,) and the ship, having been lifted by
a tremendous sea, struck with great vio-

lence the whoVj length of her keel. This
we naturally conceived was the forerunner

of her total wreck, and we stood in readi-

ness to take the boats, aad endeavour to

hang under her lee. She continued to

strike with sufficient force to have burst

any less-fortified vessel, at intervals of a
few minutes, whenever an unusually heavy
sea passed us : and, as the water was so

shallow,tbese might almost be called break-

ers rather than waves; for each, in passing,

burst with great force over our gangways
;

and, as every sea ' topped,' our decks were
continually and frequently deeply flooded.

All hands took a little refreshment, for

some had scarcely been below for twenty-

four hours, and 1 had not been in bed for

three nights. Although few or none of us

had any idea that we should survive

the gale, we did not think that our com-
forts should be entirely neglected ; and an

order was therefore given to the men to

put on their best and warmest clothing,

to enable them to support life as long as

possible.
' Every man, therefore, brought his bag

on deck, and dressed himself ; and in the

fine athletic forms which stood exposed

before me I did not see one muscle qui-

ver, nor the slightest sign of alarm.'

After otfering up prayers for deli-

verance, they all sat down in groups,

and, sheltered from the wash of the

sea by whatever tliey could find, they

endeavoured to obtain a little sleep.

' Never, perhaps, was witnessed a finer

scene than on the deck of my little ship,

when all hope of life had left us. Noble as

the eharacier of the British sailor is always

allowed to be in cases of danger, yet 1 did

not believe it to be possible that amongst

forty-one persons not one repining word

should have been uttered.

' At about six P. M. the rudder, which

had already received some very heavy

blows, rose, and broke up the after-lockers,

and this was the last severe shock which

the ship received. We found by the well

that she made no water, and by dark she

struck no more.'

This place was named the * Bay of

God's Mercy.' They proceeded a'fter

this up the ' Welcome ;' but on another

occasion, suspecting danger when off

the Wager, the anchors were again let

go, but unfortunately were left be-

hind. The cables parted ; and the

worthy captain had no other resource

but to return to England, where we
are sorry at being compelled to leave

him ; but hope it will not be long be-

fore he is again afloat, and prosecuting

his intended plan of crossing the Mel-

ville Peninsula from Repulse Bay.

Government cannot find a better offi-

cer or a moi e worthy man.

THE CATHOLIC ASSOCIATION.

RORY o'ROURKE. ESQ. TO DANIEL
O'CONNELL, ESQ.

My DEAR O'CoNNELL, I liaVC

news for you ! The Catholic Asso-
ciation is to be suppressed ; the col-

lection of ' rent' is to be prohibited ;

and your Committees of Finance,
Grievance, &c. are to be deprived of

their seats.

W' hen first 1 heard of the intentions

of government, my appetite (a very

unusual thing) quite forsook me;
and, though an untouched rump-steak

lay invitingly before me, I could not

taste a morsel. In vain did Mrs.
O'Rourke help me to alluring tid-bits,

and adjust the position of my plate.

It would not do—her winning endear-
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meats, for once, failed of success
;

for I was too full of honest indigna-

tion to swallow animal food.

True, I have frequently complained

of many of your proceedings; and
always thought that some of your
associates had better be saying their

prayers than making speeches. But
still I saw in your budy a refuge for

the helpless and a shield for the per-

secuted ; and, having all along re-

garded the rent as the fulcrum which
was to support public opinion in its

endeavours to lift the country into its

proper station, it was with unmingled
regret that I heard of the proposal

for putting down the Catholic Asso-

ciation ; and some time elapsed

before I could recover, being a pas-

sionate man, from the effects of my
anger. A bottle of old port, how-
ever, restored me to a jiroper tone

of feeling; and, during the evening,

I derived a certain poition of tran-

quillity by supposing it impossible

for ministers, in this year of 1825,

to persuade the representatives of a

people pretending to be free to pass

a Bill of * Pains and Penalties.'

—

The more I reflected (m the proposed
law, the more certain I felt of its

miscarriage ; and, with the pardon-
able extravagance of an Irishman, on
the day of Mr. Goulburn's motion
I uncorked six smuggled bottles of

John Jameson's real imxh, and drank
success to the ' rent.'

How wofuUy have I been dis-

appointed ! How excessive has been
my anguish ! Not so much for the

anticipated dispersion of the Associa-

tion, or the cessation of the rent, as

for the mournful conviction the suc-

cess of this bill brought me, that

collective wisdom, like collected ver-

digrise, is something worse than

useless ; and that, vvhcre deliberative

assemblies are most numerous, they

are least rational. Despotism—ab-

solute despotism—after all, is most
eligible ; for then there is a chance

of justice : but, where the decision

<lepends upon the majority, the re-

sult is easily anticipated ; the greater

number, in all bodies of men, being

generally in the wrong. Let me,
therefore, my dear friend, conjure

you to say no more about reform

in Parliament, for an amplification of

members would only increas* the

evil. Return to Dublin, eall an Ag-
gregate Meeting, and resolve to make
George the Fourth as absolute in

Ireland as he is in Hanover, and then
you will be certain of emancipation.

I was never more serious in my
life. Look at the four nights' debate
on this bill—and nearly every mem-
ber that has spoken in the present
Parliament delivered his sentiments
on the occasion—and tell me if

ever legislators presumed to make
laws for a country of which they
were more ignorant than those who
voted for bringing in Mr. Goulburn's
bill. To examine them all, speech
by speech, would be an useless and
tiresome task ; but let us select one
or two passages, indicative of the

candour and coincidence of opinion

that prevailed among the advocates

of the measure :

—

'And, here he (Mr. Plunkett)
would beg leave to say, that, amongst
the persons who were most active in

eflfecting this restoration of order and
tranquillity, and in convhicing' the

people of the advantages which
were derived from an equal adminis-

tration of laws, were the Catholic
priests of Ireland—not the Catholic

Association, who arrogated to them-
selves all the merit, who wished to

run away with all the praise that

was due to the nobility, clergy, and
gentry of the country. The Roman
Catholic clergy had, without any
dictation from that body, preached
to the people the principles of reli-

gion and of peace. He said this in

justice to that most useful and most
calumniated body of men.'

So far Mr. Plunkett ; now hear
Mr. Dawson, the Under Secretary
of State for the Home Department :

—

' Much as he objected to the prac-
tices of the Association, they would,
he believed, be comparatively harm-
less but for the sanction which they
received from the Catholic priesthood.
Most of the evils under which Ire-

land suffered were, in his opinion,

to be attributed to the influence of
that priesthood. He regretted that

he was obliged to make this avowal

;

but he felt himself bound, by every
principle of justice to himself and to

his country, to declare fearlessly, and
without hesitation, what appeared to

him to be the truth. It was his misfor-
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tune to differ in this respect from his

right honourable friend tiie Attorney-

General for Ireland ; but he repeated,

that, in his opinion, the conduct of

the Roman Catholic priesthood was
highly injurious to the tranquillity

and best interests of Ireland ; and that

the whole tenor of that conduct,

for the last six or seven years, con-

vinced him it was their object to

overthrow the Protestant church, and
to establish that of Rome in its

stead.'

One of these statements must cer-

tainly be wrong ; but, without in-

quiring which of the speakers is the

more credible authority, I think it

somewhat singular that, though they

differed so directly on a serious point,

both found reasons to vote for a mea-
sure that went to destroy an Asso-

ciation mainly supported by these

clergy, so much condemned and
bepraised. Of the two, Mr. Dawson
was most consistent ; while Mr.
Plunkett may be compared to the

man with his ass, who, in endea-

vouring to please every body, pleased

nobody ; and, in all probability, is

destined to lose his office in the

bargain.

But, my dear O'Connell, are not

these men of opposite opinions le-

gislators ?—aye, and in some measure,
executors of the laws ? And, in the

name of common sense, and ' by the

hatred you bear the Orangemen,' tell

me what kind of laws are they likely

to make for a people ofwhose teachers

one of them must certainly be igno-

rant ? The Catholic clergy are a nu-

merous body of men ; and, if innucent,

is their fair fame to be thus aspersed

with impunity ? I know that the

foul imputation will recoil upon him
who uttered it ; but what opinion can
Irishmen have of a legislator who
could thus be at once so ignorant

and so thoughtless as to calumniate
about three thousand menp^ who are

the chosen pastors of seven millions

of people ? But the opinion, or sen-

timent, or whatever it was, received

the cheers of several members, who
signified their belief in its truth : and
thus we find the poison deposited
where it is likely to remain j for the
House refused to hear a * very
Daniel' who 'came to judgment.'

Y(nir patriotism, my dear Sir, ha?

been doubted by numbers ; but here
is an opportunity for you to prove that

you are no hypocrite. I am down-
right serious ; and, though nearly as

good a Catholic as yourself, I would
advise you—nay, entreat of you—to

turn Protestant, enter St. Stephen's
as the representative of some rotten

borough, and open the eyes of Parlia-

ment to the real nature of Ireland's

wrongs. This would be a sacrifice,

it is true, greater than that of the fa-

natic Roman ; for, while he only im-
molated his body, you would be en-

dangering your soul. Do not reject

my proposition in a hurry. I point
you out a direct road to immortality

;

a way by which you will establish

your patriotism, and secure emanci-
pation for your country. This once
granted, you may, if you dislike Pro-
testantism, turn again to Old Popery,
and die in the faith of your fathers.

But, a thought strikes me ! You need
not apostatize; for the oath which ex-
cludes you might be almost as safely

taken by a Catholic as a Protestant.

Should you, however, refuse to ac-

cede to this proposal, I believe I may
securely promise you, ere many other
sessions are recorded, a comfortable
seat in Parliament. Our cause is pro-

pelled at least one hundred and fifty

years by the agitations to which the
' rent' has given rise ; and, whatever
my grtui'iy of ' The Times,' or Mr.
Canning, may say, the Catholic ques-
tion is gaining rapid ground in Eng-
land ; and be assured your occasional

intemperance on the other side has
alienated not one friend, though it

might have tickled into activity some
dormant enemy. The Association may,
therefore, be said to have indirectly

secured the intention of its founders :

and the virulence with which it has
been attacked was one great cause of
its utility ; for,thoughit tumbles from
its pedestal, the Orange faction will

be crushed beneath it in the fall.

Between ourselves, O'Connell, mi-

nor political associations are not good

;

and, wherever they are found to exist,

one of two things is to be implied

—

that the government is either weak or

corrupt ; because, ifjust, associations

would lie mischievous ; and, if pow-
erful, political juntos would neither

be needed nor permitted. The Irish

government, however, is entitled to
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little praise, even if now actuated by those wliose genius g-ave life and soul

just motives ; for, though they have to the whole inert mass may now
attacked the Association in its in- exert their talents in a more legiti-

fancy, they permitted a vile and in- mate course—the press ; in which
significant faction to disturb the na- their sentiments may go forth unen-
tiou for upwards of a quarter of a cumbered by the errors of reporters,

century ; and they now only pretend and themselves be relieved from the

to suppress it, because they find responsible mistakes of impassioned
it necessary to crusli Orangeism, that declamation.

they may disable a more formidable, Should Mr. Goulburn's bill not

though hitherto meritorious, body. reach the Orange and Purple Men, I

Perhaps, after all, the dissolution can suggest fifty schemes—some of

ofthe Association may ultimately turn them joint stock companies—to de-

out beneficial; for,while its existence feat the intentions of my Lord Chan-
was sure to exasperate, its extinction cellor. More of this hereafter,

may prove of no real detriment. The Yours, &c.

promotion of education will not be Rory O'Rourke.
obstructed by the present bill ; and Bedford square.

STANZAS WRITT£>f ON REVISITING CARLOW IN 1824.

By the Author of The Plagues oj Ireland,'' ' The Misanthrope,'' &iC.

There is a pain that sooths the while;

There is a grief too calm for tears :

There is a woe that wears a smile.

Though hollow still that smile appears.

Such grief in stillness have I borne,

Such smiles in calmness have 1 worn,

As free 1 traced each long-loved scene :

Such was the mood when giee ran high.

When talk came loud with laugh between :

My lips have dropped the words of joy.

And mirth hath brightened up mine eye j

While deep beneath the heart was torn

Witli tlioughts of that which once hath been.

The grove stiH blooms, the sky looks bright.

Yon river still runs clear and free ;

Still spreads in pride yon corn-clad height,

And the green vales are fair to see :

Wild music bursts from every tree.

Sweet spot ! thy charms unchanged remain.

And hedge, and cliff, and stream, and plain.

As yet look lovely to the sight.

But all their charms are lost on me.

A friendly voice still meets my ear,

A friendly hand still holds me fast

;

But, e'en while that gay voice I hear.

And e'en wJiile that wann hand I feel.

The mind—the chainless mind—will steal

Back through the waste of days gone by
;

Bringing anew to memory's eye

Each cherished image of the past.

The thought will come—the restless thought

—

That, when 1 wandered here before.

My ear another voice hath caught,

And my free hand was clasped by one

Whom I did love to look upon.

That hand and voice are vainly sought

—

The heart that moved them "throbs no more !
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British Museum.— Sir Richard Colt

Hoare, Bart, has recently given to the

Britisli Museum his splendid collection of

Books, relating to the History and Topo-
graphy of Italy, collected between the

years 1783 and 1791, during two sue

cessive excursions into that country. It

consists of seventeen liun ired and thirty-

three articles, arranged according to the

ancient divis'ons of Italy, viz. :—General
History of Italy ; City of Rome, &c.

;

Ecclesiastical States j Piedmont, Savoy,
Sardinia. Lombardy, Milanese, Mantua,
Parma, Placentia, 6ic. ; Venetian States

;

Republic ot Genoa; Republic of S. Ma-
rino; Republic of Lucca; Etruria and
Tuscany; Kingdom of Naples ; Island of

Sicily ; Mountains of iEtna and Ve-
suvius. Such has been the etfect of the un-

exampled liberality of his Jlajesly, King
George the Fourth. No fewer than three

donations, of the highesi importance, have
been since bestowed upon the British Mu-
seum: a collection of pictures, of extra-

ordinary value, from Sir George Beau-
mont ; a collection of coins, medals,
bronzes, gems, and drawings, worth more
than filty thousand pounds, from Mr. R. P.

Knight ; and a library of Italian history,

from Sir Richard Hoare.

An apparatus has been invented by a

person named Roberts, of Bolton, Lan-
cashire, for enabling any one to breathe

with ease and safety in the midst of the

densest smoke or suffocating vapour. It

consists of a hood and moiith-|)iece, and
the efficacy of the discovery has been
tried by Roberts, in several instances,

with complete success. In one trial of

the apparatus he entered a closed room,
in which sulphur, hay, &c. were burning,
where he remained twenty minutes, with-

out sustaining the least injury.

New Island.—Captain Hunter, of the

merchant vessel Donna Carmelita, is

stated, in the New South Wales' Journals,

to have discovered a new Island in the

Southern Ocean, in July last. The lati-

tude is 13 deg. 31 niin. S. and longitude

176 deg. 11 mill. E. The island is in-

habited, and a boat's crew which landed
had friendly intercourse with the king and
natives. These, from the accounts, do
not seem to differ from the South Sea
Islanders, already known to navigators.

The soil is volcanic—the name Onacuse.
Education in America.—The cele-

brated Joseph Lancaster is at Caracas,
engaged in teaching his system of educa-
tion ; but from one of his publications it

would appear that he meets with poor
success. He complains of want of room,
friends, and scholars, having only fifty, in-

stead of five hundred, which he expected.

The Engravings, in the reduced sire, of
' Lodi^e's Portraits,' are proceeding in a
style little inferior to the former; but
the cheapest work of the kind i hat we have
seen is ihe ' Cabinet of Portraits,' of
which the Fifth Part, containing Gibbon,
Harvey, Newton, Wesley, and Wielund,
engraved by those eminent artists. Coop-
er, iNJeyer, Thomson, &c., is just pub-
lished.

Arctic L-vnd Expedition.— Captain
Franklin, accompanied by Lieutenant
Back and Mr. Kendall, have left town for
Liverpool, where they will embark, with
Dr. Richardson and the other individuals
composing the expedition, in the Colum-
bia packet, for New York, from whence
they proceed to Upper Canada, and then
to Fort Cliepewyaii, on their way to the
Polar Sea, by the Mackenzie River. On
reaching its northern extremity, Captain
Franklin and Lieutenant Back, witli part
of the expedition, proceed to the west-
ward, in the hope of reaching Behring's
Straits ; while Dr. Richardson and Mr.
Kendall, with the other party, proceed to
the eastward, tracing the coast of America,
if possible, to the Copper Mine River.
Not long before the depanure of Captain
Franklin from town, he received a message
from Akaitcho, the Indian Chief, who ac-
companied him on his former journey,
that he and his tribe were perfectly satis-

fied with the stores and additional pre-
sents which had been sent to them, and
that they would be williog to accompany
him on atiother expedition.

On a report made to the King of France
by the Duke de Doudeauville, minister of
the household, his Majesty has granted a
pension of !?000 francs in favour of the
descendants of the great Corneille. The
above sum is to be placed annually in the
hands of the perpetual secretary of the
Acadamie Franjaise, his Majesty leaving
to the Academy the care of distributing

it among those descendants of Pierre Cor-
neille who shall appear to the Academy
iDost worthy of participating in the ad-
vantages of the royal bounty.
We understand the celebrated Mr.

George Cruikshank is engraving twelve

illustrations for a work which is an-

nounced under the title of ' Greenwich
Hospital ; a Series of Naval Sketches, de«

scriptive of the Life of a Man of War's
Man. By An Old Sailor.' It will be
published in four parts, price 5s. each.

The illusiraiions will be coloured in

costume, in addition to numerous Wood
Cuts.— Part I. is expected by the 1st April.

A posthumous work of the late Mr.
Bell, of Edinburgh, is now in the press,

containing observations upon Italy.
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Literary RcMUN'F.nATioN in Francf.
—Madame de Genlis is to receive forty

thousand francs for the copyright of her
' Memoirs'—the largest sum she ever re-

ceived for any of her works.

Mr. Scott, the eldest son of Sir Walter
Scott, is married (or on the very eve of

being so) to Miss .lohson, a young Indy

with a fortune of sixty thousand pounds.

Her father is, we believe, a retired mer-

chant, residing at Dundee. We under-

stand that his Majesty has, in the most

gracious manner, caused his congratula-

tions to be intimated to the worthy Baro-

net on this event.

Precocious Learning.—The ' Scots-

man' savs— ' One of the family of a re-

spectable weaver in Alyth(a boy only five

years of age) is so well acquainted with

the Hebrew language, that he can read

and traushile difftrent passages in the

Hebrew Bible with as much perspicuity

as some whajill the pulpit. He is also ac-

quainted with all the characters of the

Arabic language.'—The degree of fami-

liarity with the Hebrew tongue which is

indicated by the words we have under-

lined is by no means so uncommon as

the ' Scotsman' im-igines. We would en-

gage to find ten thousand children in

London who know not only as much
Hebrew, but as much Syriac, Arabic,

Chaldee, Ethiopic, and even as much
Greek and Latin, as ' some who fill a

pulpit.'

Statue of Napoleon.— We learn

from Mr. Memes' interesting ' Memoirs
of Canovn,' just published, that the cele-

brated statue ot Napoleon, by Canova,
was presented by the French kinu to tiie

British government, by whom it was sub-
sequently given, says Mr. iNlemes, ' to

(he Duke of Wellington, in whose hou-e
in Piccadilly it now stands

—

below a stair

—where it not only cannot bo seen to any
advantage, but where it is exposed to all

manner of accidents.'—This is just what
might be expected from the lucky com-
mander at Waterloo.—Napijleon below
the stairs of Wellington !

' To what base
uses may we come at last, Horatio !'

Bruisfrs.— ' I have known some of
those braising fellows in the army— in-

deed every regiment has its bully ; but,

although they were always ibrwarcl

enough to abuse and tyrannise over their

fellow-soldiers who were not of ihe/anci/,

I never knew one of them that displayed
even ordinary courage in the field ; and
it was invariably by fellows of this de-
scription ihat outrages such as those per-
petrated at Badajos were committed.'

—

Rtcolkctions of the eventful Life of a
Soldier,

MISCELLANEA.

The Seventh Part of a new ' Self-Inter-

preting Testament,' by the Rev. John
Platts, in which the parallel passages are

given in words at length, is just re.idy.

Religion in the Highlands of
Scotland.— Forty new churches are

about to be erected, at the expense of go-

vernment, in the Highlands of Scotland.
If the architect holds the same opinion as

(he Bishop of Limerick he will bnild

spires to all these, to give the country a
look of civilization.

Nevv Companies.— It has been esti-

mated that the different now schemes now
in agitation amount to 114 ,: and the capi-

tals to be more than 10.5,000,000/.— viz.

Rail-roads, 20,— capital, 13,950,000/.
;

Banking, Loan Investment, ike. 22,

—

36,760,000/ ; Gas Companies, 11, —
8,000,000/. ; British and Irish Mines,
8,-3,600,000/. ; Foreign Mines, 17,—
ll,3ti.'>,0()0/.

; Shiiiping'and Dock Com-
panies, 9,— 10,,'>80,000/. ; miscellaneous,

27,-11,070,000/.
'I'he stamp duty on newspapers, in the

nine ^ears endinn; with 1814, increaseil

from 2^)2,000/. to 332,000/. or at about the
rale ol 8,000/. per annum; and it cannot be
doubted (considering the growth of popu-
laiion, of commercial activity, and of
reading habits among the peojde) that

this rate of increase would have gone on
to the present day, at least as rapidly

—

probably much more so. Tiie revenue
then would have amounted hv this time
to more than 400,000/. But"in 1814 the
stamp duty was raised one penny ; and
the consequence was, that the produce to

the Treasury became aninially less than
before, until 1819, whence it gradually
rose to 350,000/. in 1323. " Looking
therefore at the rate of increase with the
lower duty, there can be no doubt, as the
' Scotsman' observes, that ' within the nine
years (from 1814 to 1823) government
lost by the increase of duly 100,000/. or
ir>0, ()()(»/.—and this sum may be literally

said to have been sacrificed, to deprive
some thousands of families in middling or

poor circumstances of the accommodation
of a newspaper !'

A Series of Tales, under the title of ' My
Grandmother's Guests,' are announced for

publication in March, in 2 vols, crown
8vo. The ' Tales of tlie Crusaders' are
also expected about the same time.

We are sorry to announce the death of
Mrs. Eleanor Franklin, who^e husband
took leave o( heron the 14tl oi February,
to embar.'< for the Arctic land expedition.
She was the celebrated Miss Porden,
author of the ' Veils,' and other works
possessing considerable poetical merit.
She expired on tlie 22d of February.
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The Catholic clergy of Ireland are,

we believe, the only body of men,
possessed of numbers, learning, and
talcn t, who have been content to

oppose, in confidence and silence, the

purity of their own lives to the un-
wearied rancour of their enemies.

For nearly two centuries they have
been loaded with obloquy and deri-

sion—law and prejudice have been
arraved against then^.—while power
has united with interest to op-

press and stigmatize them. They
jjave been held up to the British em-
pire as enemies of social order—per-

verters of sacred truths—and unlet-

tered Goths, who laboured to prolong
their own existence by opposing the

light of education. Learning and
ignorance have conjointly and se-

parately assailed them
;

yet, while

the press and the pulpit teemed with

scandal and misrepresentation, these

ministers of God, strong in the con-
sciousness of rectitude, never raised

their voices beyond the precincts of

their own chapel to arrest the ca-

reer of falsehood or stem the torrent

of injustice, which might be said to

have overwhelmed in its course the

upright mind of England.
A\liile we admire this Christian for-

bearance, we are not sure it is entirely

free from blame. Natural justice re-

quires that we should vindicate from
aspersion our own conduct ; and
moral law obliges us to prevent, by
all means in our power, the dissemi-

nation of erroneous opinions. The
Catholic clergy, not deficient ii#

either energy or talent, felt the neces-

sity of repelling the charges of their

enemies : but they partially mistook
the way ; for, while a Beattie and a

Clarke vindicated Catholicity in the

pulpit, we know not one of their co-
temporaries, except Gahan, who ap-
pealed to the press. This is an over-
sight for which we are unable to

account. It could not be for want of

* Letters on the Stale of Ireland ; add
Covne, Dublin, 18*25. 6vo.

Vol.. I.— No. 2.

example, for O'Leary had already

proved that the Protestant mind was
not inaccessible to reason, nor the
Government deaf to the claims of
juttice. For better than a century,
it is true, a Catholic priest was not
supposed to exist in these kingdoms

;

and, perhaps, the lethargy which the

penal laws flung over the whole
Catholic mind extended to the clergy,

and exercised its terrible influence

even after the relaxation of these

sanguinary statutes. Yet it is a sin-

gular fact, and 'one that exhibits the
utility of the press, that nearly all

the works of Catholic devotion, and
certainly all those which defended
the religious and political creed of
Catholics, were composed by English
divines, who were, beyond a doubt,
persecuted with more fury than their

brethren of Ireland, while they cer-

tainly enjoyed less liberty and sup-

port. The truth appears to be that

the influence of the press was known
and acknowledged in Great Britain,

before it was even thought of in Ire-

land, as a means of vindicating prin-

ciples, or repelling calumnies. Even,
until very recently Catholic works
almost exclusively originated in Eng-
land, where the teachers and profes-

sors of that religion are by no means
more enlightened than their brethren

of the sister island. But, to whatever
cause we are to attribute the silence

of the Catholic clergy, the effect is

generally known to have been highly

injurious to themselves and to their

flocks. The unrefuted statements of

interested-fanatics imposed upon Eng-
lish credulity, until the universal opi-

nion was, that the Catholic mind of

Ireland was covered with a more than

Egyptian darkness, and that infor-

mation never could reach them while

their priests opposed the opacity of

ignorance and superstition to the

light of truth. John Bull (for John
is the bcst-natured gull on earth)

rcssed by J, K.L. to a Friend in England.
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readily lent his ear, and, from motives

of the p.iiresl benevolence, subscribed

to Bible and Tract Societies, which
promised to illuminate the Irish

mind. Report followed Report, each

confinning the misrepresentation of

the former, and calling for a further

subscription ; for religionists, like

warriors, look upon money as the

sinews of their respective armies.

A notion was long prevalent in Ire-

land that Biblemen disbelieved the

statements of their missionaries, the

Catholics supposing it impossible for

Christians, otherwise enlightened, to

give credit to inconsistent and con-

tradictory reports. But the event

has proved the sincerity of these sub-

scribers ; for, within the last twelve

months, a beardless boy, and a rugged

tar, overflowing with enthusiasm, be-

lieved themselves fully adequate to

the task of illuminating the benighted

Irish, and defeating in argument the

Popish priests. Such, too, had been

the influence of uncontradicted calum-

nies, that this extravagant pair met
the support of men who, from their

opportunities, should have known
better, and succeeded in gaining to

their side nearly all the Protestant

talent, and certainly all the Protes-

tant rabble, in the kingdom. What
was the result ?—The Catholic Asso-

ciation had already inspired confi-

dence in all ; and, under their au-

spices, the clergy l)urst from their

silence—met their opponents on legi-

timate ground—and never has tri-

umph been more complete. Their
habitual libellers v/ere compelled to

acknowledge their scholastic abilities
;

and the English people were asto-

nished at the learning displayed by
men whom they believed not only

ignorant themselves, but the cause of

ignorance in others. It is a fact, too,

which should be generally known,
that, while evangelical advocates were
brought from the most distant parts

to each Bible discussion, they were
encountered only by the parish priests

and curates of the place—men
' Passing ricli with lort_y pounds a year ;'

who, notwithstanding the obscurity

of their lives, evinced on these occa-

sions a knowledge of books and men,
certainly not displayed by their ad-

versaries.

In stating these facts, we beg to

be understood as not reflecting in

the remotest degree on those who
advocate the right of the laity to

the free use of both Testamc^nts : we
believe that they do so conscientious-

ly ; and, in return, we request of

them to extend the same candour to-

wards their opponents, and confess

that they mistook their character

;

for, in the words of Dr. Doyle, the

Catholic clergy of Ireland are ' ener-

getic, active, laborious, shrewd, and
intelligent : they are the most moral
class of persons, not only in this

country, but, I think, existing on the

earth : they are exact, or rather, they

are filled with zeal, in the discharge

of their duties.' It would be invi-

dious to particularize individuals
;
yet

it would be unjust to withhold our

opinion of the talents displayed, dur-

ing the late religious war, by the

venerated dignitary before us, or the

Rev. IMr. M'Sweeny, of Carlow—

a

gentleman who deserves the honour of

being called the ' modern O'Leary.'

Believing, as we do, that all reli-

gious teachers, no matter of what creed

or sect, who enjoy the confidence of

the poor classes, must necessarily be

moral, austere, and pious, it was with

no small satisfaction that we hailed

the recent discussions in Ireland. So
far-from considering them, with Dr.

Doyle, as mischievous, we are inclined

to regard them as forerunners of

better days—as lights that will direct

the public eye to the condition of the

people, and show to the world that

abstract opinions do not incapacitate

the mind for either moral or political

truths. Already they have been pro-

ductive of good : they have tended to

exalt the Catholics in the estimation

of their" neighbours, and relieve their

clergy from the foul imputations

which had been attached to their

*names ; while they have disabused the

English people, who now begin to

look upon their fellow-subjects, not

as serfs degraded by ignorance and
superstition, but as men entitled to an
equality of privileges. Truth will result

from discussion, as fire is elicited from
the contact of steel and flint ; and, be-

lievi'igthat religious rancour originates

in mutual ignorance, we hail the occa-

sion which has brought men ofopposite

creeds together, convinced that, when
the heat of argument has subsided.
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they will see in each other much to

admire, and nothing to perpetuate the

hostile feelings they have hitherto in-

dulged in. The ' Bible war,' 'tis true,

produced a great excitation in the

public mind ; but, in the moral, as

in the physical Avorld, agitation is not

unfrequently productive of great and
lasting blessings.

Among the chief causes which
have contributed to inspire the Irish

people with confidence in their just

demands, and to arouse the whole
nation to a fearless assertion of their

undoubted rights, may be mentioned
the writings of J. K. L., the episco-

pal initials of the Right Rev. Dr.

Doyle. His sentiments reflect much
credit on the sacred profession of

\vhich he is a member, while they do
honour to his patriotism and univer-

sal philanthropy. Until the present

volume, however. Dr. Doyle has con-

fined himself to occasional pamphlets,

one or more of which are embodied
in the work before us—a work every

way creditable to the Irish press.

These Letters, twelve in number,
are written in a graceful flowing

style, frequently rising to sublimity,

and scarcely ever descending to medi-
ocrity ; while it is completely free from
that cant, which, like a noxious poi-

son, infuses itself into the writings of

most divines—only to deaden them.
The doctor discusses nearly all the

topics which attect the state of Ire-

land ; and, while we are compelled to

differ with him on some points, there

are many others on which we entirely

agree. A political writer is in per-

petual danger of his subject being

rendered uninteresting by the muta-
tion of party feeling ; and we trust the

conciliatory measures now " in pro-

gress will shortly have this eflfect on
the remarks contained in the doctor's

letter on the state of parties, as well
as that on the administration of jus-

tice. No man, we are sure, will re-

joice at this more than our reverend
author himself; and we do trust that

it will be effected without any in-

fringement being made upon the
popular rights of the great body of
the people. There is an evident dis-

position in the Government to do jus-
tice to Ireland ; and, though the
Burial Service Bill and the Tithe Com-
position Bill have not effected all the

good they might have done, yet they
are an evidence of what the predomi-
nance of public opinion is capable of
wringing from the defenders of politi-

cal incubuses which weigh down the

energies of a people.

The Tithe Composition Bill, inas-

much as it does not guard against a
return to the decimal division, is de-

fective : yet it may lead to a com-
plete extinction of this unjust impost
on labour, industry, and capital. * The
Irish peasantry,' says the doctor, 'are

partially relieved by it ; the proprie-

tor of the land not only has his in-

come diminished by it, but he is

btought into closer contact with the

Church ; the value of tithes through-
out the kingdom will be ascertained

by it ; and all who have eyes can see

the glories of the Establishment.
Only let the Church lands be now as-

certained and estimated, let her paro-
chial assessments by vestries be placed
before the public, and we shall see

whether this mighty Babylon can be
suffered to exist ; whether this enor-
mous mass of wealth can remain un-
touched in a country which has no
exchequer, which cannot pay the in-

terest of her debt, which has no pub-
lic institution that is not sectarian

;

a country where there are upwards ofa
million of paupers, and one half of

the operative classes destitute of em-
ployment. We shall see whether this

magnum latrocinium, as it was called

by Burke, be compatible with the
exigencies of the state, the interest

of the proprietors, and the peace or
prosperity of the empire.

' We may hear in and out of par-

liament special pleading and election-

eering harangues, proving the utility

and decorum of this monstrous Esta-

blishment; we may hear of her mi-

nisters being all saints, and her chil-

dren without the comforts of life ; but
we can refer, in reply, to the thou-

sands and hundreds of thousands

which she wrenches from the hand of

industry. We may be told that it is

the proprietor alone who pays her in-

come ; but the proprietor, in self-de-

fence, will argue for the inviolability

of his estate ; and he will also plead

for the seed, and sweat, and labour of

his tenant, which are now overlooked

or entirely forgotten. The claim of
property will be advanced ; and some
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lawyer, from his brief, will support

it affainst common sense and honesty,

and without regard to the title by

which it is held : but he will be pass-

ed unheeded ; whilst every man will

see that the Establishment was cre-

ated only for the good of the people, to

provide them with religious teachers,

to support their public worship, to

clothe the naked, and to feed the poor,

—and that it no longer fulfils those

ends. The law will be advanced as

the great safeguard of this Mammon
of iniquity in the hands of church-

men ; but the wisdom of the law and
its justice will be (fuestioned, when,

like other noxious laws, it operates

not for the good, but to the detriment,

of the commonwealth. The excess

of the Establishment, to be ascertain-

ed by this Act, must be corrected.

Religion must be rescued from the

plague of riches ; her ministers must
divest themselves of all characters but

their own; the absurd fiction, by
which they are compared to proprie-

tors, must cease, or the real proprie-

tors themselves must become vassals

of the Church. For the commence-
ment of this godly work we are in-

debted to the Irish Government ; and,

though it were their only merit, it

should endear them to the people.'

The Burial Service Bill, which was
intended to preserve the Catholic

priest from the arrogance of the Pro-
testant rector, has been, by the ab-

surd provisions introduced into it,

rendered a dead letter ; and the Con-
stabulary Bill, from the description

of persons employed under it, has

contributed, in no slight degree, to

that disaffection among the peasantry

which it Avas intended to suppress.

A measure thus necessary and wise,

rendered worse than abortive by the

exclusive system which prefers none
but loyalists in Ireland, is a comment
on Catholic disabilities which we re-

commend to the serious attention of

those who oppose emancipation.

In our last we threw out some
hints respecting the increase of po-
pulation, and we are happy to find

our ideas on this head confirmed by
so high an authority as Dr. Doyle.
He asserts—and we perfectly agree
with him—that the population has in-

creased but very little, if at all, dur-

ing these last fifty years ; and he re-

fers to the following docnment in

proof of this opinion :

—

' Average number of births and
marriages in the united parishes of

, consisting of an extensive

district of champaign country, as well

as a small, but very thriving, town.

Average number of Births in each
year, from 1784 to 1787, both

included .... 296

From 1803 to 180fi, ditto . .281
From 18 10 to 1813, ditto . . 303
From 1820 to 1823, ditto . . 305

Average number of Marriages in each

of the above years.

From 1784 to 17 87, in each year, 48
1803 to 1806, ditto . 43
1810 to 1813. ditto . 56
IS-JO to 1823, ditto . 5.5

Number of deaths in 1S23, 136

It is to be observed, that, according
to the above returns, the number of
marriages in the last year were exactly

the same as in the year 1/84—that is,

forty years ago ; and that the number
of births were almost equal in one
year, at that remote period, to what
it has been in the year just ended

;

the difference being only nine in a

total of about three hundred.'
We have heard that Government

has provided for the emigration of
two millions of the Irish people to

the inhospitable wilds of Canada.
We hope the report has no founda-
tion in truth ; for, if such be the in-

tention of ministers, they are capable
of greater folly than we suspected
them to be burdened with. Ireland,

we have already stated, is fully capable
of supporting her present population ;

and in this assertion we are borne
out by Dr. Doyle : but we will even
go farther, and give it as our opinion,

that were her inhabitants doubled,
nay, even trebled, enough would still

remain to feed and employ them~.

Can this be doubted when we know
that a more perfect system of hus-
bandry would quadruple her produc-
tions—that capital could bring under
the dominion of the plough a million

acres now completely waste ? At pre-

sent she exports more agricultural

produce than any country of the same
extent in Europe—perhaps as much
grain, beef, and butter, as her inha-

bitants consume at home. To talk,

therefore, of superabundant popula-
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tion, is mere nonsense ; and to tell

us that one-fourth, or one-third, of

an airricultural people, in a country
enjoyitig- any thing' like a free trade,

are subject to a state bordering upon
famine, is telling us what never did,

nor ever can, permanently exist. Pro-
vidence, as if foreseeing the tyranny
and injustice of man, has wisely or-

dered that personal liberty and inde-
pendence may be enjoyed in an agri-

cultural country in spite of despotism
and arbitrary power. If proof of this

be wanted, we need only refer to

Turkey, Italy, and other states where
civil liberty is unknown, but where
the peasant is, perhaps, the happiest
on the globe.

We here repeat our former asser-

tion, that the condition of the Irish

peasantry is totally misunderstood.
We should not take for a criterion

the few preceding years, because they
suffered a depression from which no
part of the empire was free. England,
too, had her Captain Rocks, her dis-

tress, and want of employment, during
the last ten years. Her riots w-ere

more sanguinary than those in Ire-

land ; for we cannot forget Notting-
ham, and other manufacturing towns,
where a system similar to that in

Munstcr was carried on. Property
was destroyed, individuals were as-

saulted, the poor combined against
the rich ; and, were it not for the poor-
laws, her misery would have been
still greater. She has now recovered,
and the natural operation of things
is rapidly producing the same happy
change in Ireland. We look forward
to better prospects, and are fully

persuaded that we shall again witness
peace and plenty in possession of the
peasantry. We know them well, and
have often compared their condition
with that of the peasantry of other
and far distant nations ; and returned
with the conviction that happiness is

as available in Ireland as in any coun-
try on the globe. They have—we ad-
mit and deplore it—suffered much
distress since 1815; but- events are
rapidly producing a state of things
similar to what existed previously to
that period, and we personally know
that, at that time, it was a very usual
thing for a farmer who tilled not more
than thirty or forty acres to keep a

race-horse, or at least a hunter, in his

stable ; while he spent more money
at fairs and patterns than would make
his whole farm as rich as a cabbage-
garden. Every one who knows Ire-

land knows that we state a fact ; and
it must be admitted that much of the

recent misery was attributable to their

own improvidence. A better system
of husbandry is undoubtedly wanted
in many parts of Ireland; and to

prove that, even under existing cir-

cumstances, independence is within

the reach of agricultural industry, we
have only once more to refer to the

county of Wexford. In the baronies

of Forth and Bargie there are no resi-

dent gentry ; the farms are all small

;

and yet, though subject to the same
laws as other baronies in Ireland,

the people have been, comparatively,

wealthy and happy, though they pay
higher rents and tithes than any other

people in the kingdom.
The parliamentary inquiry into

the state of Ireland which is now go-
ing on renders any detailed observa-

tions premature : yet we cannot pass

over in silence the contemplated dis-

franchisement of the forty-shilling

freeholders. To these men the na-

tion is under lasting obligations ; for,

were it not for them, the representa-

tion of the kingdom had been still in

the hands of a few intolerant families,

whom these freeholders have long-

since deprived ofmonopoly and power.
But, inclependent of gratitude, there

is another and a mightier reason why
they should not be deprived of their

right to vote at elections : their very
existence depends upon it, because
the system, it may be said, created

them, and the destruction of the

system would be their destruction

also.

We are glad that a man of Dr.
Doyle's talents and character has taken

up this subject, and thrown the shield

of reason and patriotism over this de-

fenceless class of his countrymen.
Did his book contain nothing more
than this Letter it would be invalua-

ble ; and the following extract is so

full, clear, and rational, that we quote

it with pleasure :

—

'But if there be one measure more than

another calculated to seal the doom of

Ireland, to eradicate from her soil tlie very
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seeds of freedom, and to ensure for ever

lier degradation, that measure is, in my
opinion, the disfranchisement of the forty-

shilling freeholders!
' It is the natural right of man—a right

interwoven with the essence of our consti-

tution, and producing, as its necessary

effect, the House of Commons, that a man
•who has life, liberty, and property, should

have some she.re or influence in the dis-

posal of them by law. Take the elective

franchise from the Irish peasant, and 3'ou

not only strip him of the present reality

or appearance of this right, but you dis-

able him and his posterity evijr to acquire

it. He is now poor and oppressed, you
then make liira vile and contemjitible

;

he is now the image of a freeman, he will

be then the very essence of a slave ; he

has now a hope that, should his country

improve, he may one day raise his voice

on the hustings, and plead the cause of

all who belong to his class in life, whilst

he proclaims the virtue of the candidate

whom lie supports, or upbraids the re-

creant who betrays the public trust : but

take from him his freehold, and you
cast liim out of the constitution. Like the

lielot at Athens, he may go to the forum
and gaze at the election, and then return

to hew his wood or fetch his water to the

freeman ; an inhabitant, but not a citizen,

of the country which gave him birth.

'Why do we decry, and so justly, those

despotic governments which depress

the energies, debase the faculties, and
break down the health and vigour of the

human race? Why do we preach up to

kings and states the justice and necessity

of giving constitutions to tlieir subjects?

What do we mean by the lectures v.-z read
them, if it be not to admit those who con-
stitute the community, and bear the bur-
dens of the slate, to have some actual or

virtual share in the making and adminis-
tering of the laws under which they are to

live? Are they absolute monarchies we
wish them to establish.* No: these are

blessings which they already enjoy. Are
they republics we recommend them to

adopt? Ah, no: we wish these to flourisli

only beyond the Atlantic. Do we submit
to them whether an aristocracy or an oli-

garchy be not desirable? Of these we are

so enamoured, that I believe we would
not be disposed to infringe on such nations

as enjoy a monopoly of this species of go-
vernment. What is it then that we so

forcibly and frequently recommend ? We
want these foreign governments to admit
some little tincture of democracy, to let

in on the inert pool of wealth and indo-

lence of hereditary wisdom even a little

acid extracted from the people. Well,

and if tliis be what we recommend to

strangers, whence Ihe thought of inverting

the process, when we wish to cure our

own diseases ? But it is said, though the

forty-shilling freeholds be abolished, and
the qualification raised to suppose ten or

twenty pounds, you will still have a great

number possessed of the elective franchise.

This supposition is unfounded
;
you will

have but a small number, and they more
corrupt than the lowest class now are.

Freeholders tlien will be of that descrip-

tion of farn)iiig esquires who are always
looking for some situation or place for

their children or friends, the hope of ob-
taining which will supersede in their mind
every other consideration. They will be
the most corrupt class of electors in Eu-
rope

;
just as much so as the Irish electors

were before the extension of the franchise

to Catholics. These men, moreover, will

revive amongst us the class of middlemen,
the worst description of oppressors that the

curse of Cromwell has produced in Ire-

land. The peasantry, who are now re-

garded as something by the proprietor.--,

will be cast out of their holdings, and
either left to perish on the highways, or

subjected to the torture of these middle-
men ; a torture with which I am well ac-

quainted, and which is the most cruel that

has ever been inflicted on any people,

unless upon the Irish and the slaves in the

W^est Indies.

"The taking away a vote is the taking

away a shield which the subject has not

only against the oppression of power, but

that worst of all oppression, the persecu-

tion of private society and private manners.

No candidate for parliamentary influence

is obliged to the least attention towards
them either in cities or counties : on the

contrary, if they should become obnoxi-

ous to any bigoted or malignant people
amongst whom they live, it will become
the interest of those who court popular
favour to use the numberless means which
always reside in magistracy and ii^fluence

to oppress them. The proceedings in a
certain county in Munster, during the un-
fortunate period I have mentioned, read
a strong lecture on the cruelty of depriv-
ing men of that shield on account of their

speculative opinions.",—These are the

words of Mr. Burke, a naiue and an au-
thority which all revere.

' But it is said that the forty-shilling

freeholders are now brought to the hustings

like cattle, and that they exercise no li-

berty in giving their votes. This is true

of many of them; but what would be their

conditioir if they could not vote ? In place

of forming the herd of the nobleman or

wealthy commoner, they woukl be the
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lean, and haggard, and emaciated cattle

of the middlemen ; and these middlemen

would decide the election by pounds, shil-

lings, and pence, as they would dispose of

iheir bullocks at Smithfield.

' But it is not universally true that the

forty-shilling freeholders are driven like

cattle to the hustings. The proof of this

is found not only in contested elections,

but also ill counties where there is no con-

test, and where no man will offer himself

as a candidate, whether it be Cavan or

Gaiway that is to be represented, without

avowing his sentiments to be in accordance

not only with those of the gentry, but also

with those of the forty-shilling voters.

They already have power, and it is the

very exercise of this power which has con-

tributed to raise an outcry against them.

It is a power at present only in its bud
;

every friend of civil liberty should shield

it from the blast which might now destroy

it; he should protect it with all his might,

as the very palladium of Irish rights ; and

the Englishman who does not wish to see

all hope of improvement in the state of

the representation of his own country cut

off should rally round the weak and de-

fenceless freeholders of Ireland. If they

be sacrificed to the ambition or selfishness

of the British aristocracy, or to the venge-

ance of the Irish Orangemen, the cause

of civil liberty throughout the empire will

receive the deepest wound which has been

inflicted on her for a century—a wound
from which perhaps she may not recover.

The perjury attributed to this class

of persons is, we think, mucli over-

rated ; for that fiehl and cabin must
be worth little if the cottier has not an

interest of forty shillings a year in his

holding. That he actually has this

interest must be evident by compar-

ing the rent he pays with the rent

paid by the tenant of the middleman :

the one is not charged more than

twenty or thirty shillings a year for

what his less fortunate neighbour is

obliged to give in labour five guineas,

and that too : or a house less comfort-

able, and a garden less productive.

The poor man in Ireland wants only

land to make him independent.
^
A

potatoe-field is necessary to his exist-

ence ; and, if he is unable to procure

it from the lord of the soil, he is

obliged to submit to such terms for

it as the rapacity of the middleman
may prescribe.

Any measure, therefore, that would
subject the Irish cottier to the dicta-

tion of the land-pirate, is deserving of

nothing but the utmost reprobation.

It goes to increase an existing evil,

without being productive of any pos-

sible good. It tends to separate still

more widely the poor from the aris-

tocracy, and do away with that re-

spect which greatness is obliged to

pay to the dignity of independent po-

verty. The attention which is now
shown by landlords to these free-

holders would be completely abro-

gated; while the cabin, in place of being

visited and repaired, would be levelled

to the ground, to make way, as Dr.

Doyle says, for a more improving

tenant.

If we are told that the present sys-

tem tends to impair the morals of the

peasantry, we answer that their mo-
rals are very good, and that their

habits only want improving ; and we
are sure the disfranchising these peo-

ple could neither better their condi-

tion nor make them more virtuous.

On the contrary, raise the qualifica-

tion of a freeholder to five pounds,

and you will have the men, who now
swear only to an interest of forty shil-

lings, voting at each successive elec-

tion without any improvement in their

circumstances. But it is said that

landlords can still enable them to vote

by giving them the fee-simple of a

house, or an interest of five or ten

pounds in their holding. The latter

they are not likely to do : and the for-

mer they will not ; for then the te-

nant would be completely indepen-

dent, as he would have a lease for ever.

But is this a sacrifice Ireland ought

to make, that her people should be

emancipated i Hear Dr. Doyle's re-

ply :—
' I should rather sulfer injustice and

wrong than be the dupe of any man; the

former might be inflicted on me by force,

but to the latter I would myself become a

parly ; and a feeling of wounded pride at

being overreached bv my adversary would

be the most bitter ingredient in the cup of

my affliction. No! I w(.>uld expect that if

it were proposed to the Catholics to barter

the elective franchise for emancipation,

that they would indignantly reject the un-

worthy compromise. I do hope they are

intelligent, and can see that this franchise

is the germ of Ireland's greatness; tliat

they are generous, and will not betray the

interests of their fellow-subjects with their

own; that they arc patient, and will la-

bour for the attaiument of all their rights;
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and tliat they will transmit to their poste-
i ity the best blessing bestowed on thera by
a gracious monarch, and by those great
men of their own country, who by their

labours, as memorable as iheir patriotism
and talents, raised their helpless brethren
t'rora a state of abject servitude to a po-
sition from which they can at least descry
the temple of the constitution.'

Mr. O'Connell, we are sorry to
find, has tkrown the Aveight of his
opinion into the opi)osite balance

;

and far be it from us to attribute un-
worthy motives to a man who has
mainly brought about results that
must end in the liberation of his

country. To him we concede wliat
we claim for ourselves—the right of
private judgment ; and, while we feel
that truth and reason are on our side,

we are confident that he is actuated
by the purest love of his country and
her people.

The two last Letters iu the work
before us arc on a proposed intro-
duction of modified poor-laws into
Ireland. On this subject the doctor has
not evinced his usual acutcness of
reasoning or powers of judgment.
He certainly has failed to make out
his case ; and his analogy between
the head of a family and the head of
a state is by no means just, for a
father is correctly intrusted with a
power that never should be conceded
to the ruler of a nation. On the
doctor's own showing, the poor-laws
should not be introduced into Ireland;
and wc have never been more asto-
nished than at the inferences he draws
from the proposed adoption of such
a measure. We are quite confident
they would be the reverse of his ajiti-

cipations. His benevolence has blind-
ed him to facts ; otherwise he must
have known that the adoption of com-
pulsory relief would destroy private
charity. The English people are
charitable, 'tis true ; but then it is on
a large scale— individuals they seldom
relieve. The doctor admits that col-
lections at places of worship would
be adequate to the support of pau-
pers, unless in seasons of unusual
distress : but, when he says charitable
donations would be stimulated by the
fear of being taxed, he states a fact
which we are inclined to doubt, nor
can we see much merit in the offering
that could not be withheld.
The doctor ajjproves of the poor-

laws as they exist in Scotland— that
is, no rates are to be enforced until pri-
vate charity proves insufficient to re-
lieve the necessitous. We can tell

the doctor, M-hat probably he does
not know, that, comparatively speak-
ing, there are as many beggars in the
Land of Cakes as in the Laud ofBogs

;

^yhile she has her full share of unre-
lieved distress.

The condition of the Irish peasant
will not be improved by poor-rates
or pecuniary grants. G'ive him jus-
tice, and confidence in the laws, "and
you have given him all you can
possibly bestow. The materials of his
happiness are within his own reach

;

and these he will himself procure,
unless you distract his attention by
promises of assistance that can never
be fulfilled. The laws of society can-
not be improved by legislative enact-
ments ; and, though certain habits of
the peasantry are now injurious and
unprofitable, yet let them alone,
and they will work their own cure.
The subdivisions of farms are rapid-
ly going out of fashion in Ireland

;

and, even if they were still persisted
in, they are not so mischievous as is

represeiited ; for we have demon-
strated, in our first Number, that large
farms toms^ still be in abundance. The
Irish peasant should be told that it is

in his own power to improve his con-
dition ; and, like the petitioner of
Jupiter, ifdenied assistance elsewhere,
he will put his own shoulder to the
work, and obviate all difficulties. At
all events poor-laws are not adapted
for the meridian of Ireland.
As we intend shortly going more at

large into this important subject wc
shall close the volume here, and re-
gret that our limits will not permit
us to give more copious extracts from
a work characterized by enlarged
views and extensive knowledge ;—

a

work which we earnestly recommend
to the English reader v^ho may wish
for accurate information on the nature
of Catholic principles. Papal power,
and Bible Societies, in Ireland. The
success of these Letters will, we hope,
induce the Catholic clergy to appeal
more frequently to the press ; and
substantiate their claim to a proper
place in the literary world, to Avhich
their virtues and attainments entitle

them.
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THE CROW STREET RUINS.

Of the Crow Street Playhouse little

at the present moment remains but

the naked and solitary walls ; it is a

place in which the work of destruction

has gone on with an almost miracu-

lous rapidity. Seats, scenery, boxes,

and benches, have been gradually

disappearing ; and, while multitudes

were interested in the preservation of

the place, not an individual stepped

forward, not one effort was made, to

check the progress of the midnight

or even of the mid-day plunderer. Ac-
cording to the old adage, * What is

every body's business is nobody's

business;'—this at least appears to

have been the opinion or the feeling of

those connected with this ill-fated es-

tablishment. They continued to look

quietly on—they saw the place gra-

dually going to ruin—and now, and

only now, when the work is complete,

they begin to see their error, and, like

the father of Johnson locking up his

plundered warehouse, they are be-

coming watchful when nothing is left

them to take care of. They have just

stationed in the place a tribe of pre-

servers : these have now nothing to do

but to talk over the changes which time

has effected, to gaze at their leisure on
the cold and cheerless walls that rise

around them, or to listen to tlie wind
as it whistles through the glassless

apertures that yield it a free entrance.

Those who have suffered by the de-

struction of the concern (and I believe

many have suffered) are loud in their

complaints against the unfortunate

manager ;—indeed I am afraid that it

is upon his head that the blame must

principally rest. He is now in poverty

—it is not fair to speak very harshly of

him 5 but the effects produced by the

culpable stubbornness of the man
may be pointed out, if it were only to

serve as a sort of warning to others.

It appears that Mr. Harris, the new
patentee, was naturally anxious to ob-

tain possession of the Crow Street

house. He made an offer which the

greater number of those who were in-

terested in the affair considered ex-

tremely liberal : the former manager,
however, insisted on having free ad-

mission for all his bond-holders. This

could not, with any sort of consistency,

be complied with. Some of Mr. Jones's
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friends ventured to remonstrate with

him :—it was useless ; he was accus-

tomed to have his way—he was not to

be changed : the negotiation dropped

—

and the new manager, eager to secure

the favour of his Irish friends, opened
for their accommodation a temporary
theatre at the Rotunda.—Even after

this the owners of Crow Street had
some hope of retrieving the error com-
mitted by their manager; but the pur-
chase of the ground in Hawkins Street,

and the commencement of the build-

ing there, put an end at once to all

their pleasing calculations.

I had been rambling with a literary

friend through Dame Street : we
turned away from the crowd, and,

after passing slowly down Fownes's
Street, we stood directly beneath the

ruin. We entered by what had been
once the principal door, and, proceed-

ing through a dark and narrow pas-

sage, reached the centre of the place.

I looked around me with a sort of

melancholy interest ; I had been fre-

quently there before.—I paused—my
friend gazed on me, but uttered not a

word.— ' And this,' said I, ' was once

the theatre ! How transient, how frail,

how perishable, are the things of

earth ! This was the spot—the gay, the

splendid spot—where talent, and youth
and beauty, congregated. — Where,
within these solitary walls, have they

left their impression ?—where shall we
turn to trace their footsteps ?—lu
yonder space arose the boxes—those
boxes that were thrown open to receive
the little lordlings of their day—that

enclosed the place-conferring peer
with his follo\vers and his flatterers,

the ancient dowager with the members
of her card-party, and the titled beauty
with her uninteresting tribe of sim-

pering admirers ! Thither strolled the

senator to rest him for the time from
his labours. Yonder sat the Grattans,

and the Currans, and the Floods,

smiling upon the assembled crowd that

greeted them as they entered ; laugh-

ing at the wild ^vit that flashed at in-

tervals from the galleries ; or imbibing
the lofty sentiments of the tragic bard,

as they fell slowly and solemnly from
the lips of the actor. In that deepened
hollow, far beneath, we can trace the
boundaries of the pit : there gathered
the wits, the oddities, and the geniuses
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of the time ; there lingered the Ly-
saghts, the Mac Nallys, and the Rey-
nolds's, ready to laugh dull Prudence

out of countenance, or willing to dis-

concert the wisdom of the worldly

ones .by the irresistible magic of a

joke ! Of all their jibes and their jests,

of all their " quips and their cranks,"

of all the mirth that reigned around
them, here there remains notavestige I

Where are the " men of sound," who
occupied in stateliness the crowded
orchestra?—^Vhere are the gifted com-
poser and the tasteful performer, who
once sat here scattering about them
the very soul of harmony ?—They
have disappeared—crotchets, quavers,

sharps, flats, and all ! there lingers not

behind them even a solitary echo !

—

Where even is that stage upon which
the ftlossops, and the Barrys, and the

Kembles, strutted their little hour in

tragic dignity ?—Can this broken
mound, this raised space upon which
we stand, be the scene of their depart-

ed achievements ?

Yonder is the Green Room, where the

idlers, and the foplings, and the would-

be wits of the day, resorted. Its pre-

sent occupants are of another and an
humbler class. Four ill-clad meagre-
looking figures, with damp stones for

their seats, are chatting carelessly

around that small fire which they have

just kindled. This indeed is a melan-

choly alteration ! the scene altogether

is one calculated to makeevenatrifler

thoughtful. Of all that was once gay

and gaudy beneath the extended dome
of thi.s lonely edifice there is now
hardly a trace remaining—utter deso-

lation reigns within the place !—There

is not a door to exclude the vulgar in-

truder, not a window to keep off the

winter breeze, not a bench to receive

the solitary visitor—not the fragment

of a gallery, not the relic of a box,

not a plank to tread upon save that

which the ragged inmates of the Green
Room have now torn up to feed their

miserable fire I—Such is the Crow
Street Playhouse. I have entered it

when it wore a different aspect !—-It is

painful to look upon this scene of

ruin—it makes one sad to think that

the place which might have been pre-

served as an additional ornament to

the splendid metropolis of Ireland is

now but a dangerous and disgusting

nuisance. My friend and I turned

around ; we were about to depart, when
oue of the Green-room gentry advanced
to show us the readiest way out. He
was clad in seedy black, in the extreme
of what is called shabby-genteel. His
air was altogether theatrical :—" This
way, gentlemen," said he, politely re-

moving his small greasy hat—" this

way, if you plaise :" his accent was
trebly Corkonian.—" What part do
you play here ?" said my friend.

—

" Troth, sir, I've played many of 'em

;

I've been door-keeper, candle-snutier,

and bill-sticker—dropping by degrees,

sir J I was always too fond of a drop."— *• You're manager here now, I sup-

pose ?"—"Oh yes, sir," said he, laugh-

ing ;
" and I've got on famously :

we've been playing * All in the Wrong'
for a great number of nights ; ay, and
of days too ; but its nearly all over

—

the place is deserted—even the robbers
don't think it worth their while to come
now."—We gave the new manager a
trifle to drink, and left him to f
care of his ' house of desolation.'

SUI'ERSTITIONS OF THE IRISH PEASANTRY.—NO. II.

THE FAiRYMAN" OF CROONAAN. the ruius of a poor cottage, and one ot

In that part of Leinster, where the those mounds of earth which antiqua-

counties of Carlow, Kilkenny, and rians tell us are sepulchral monuments,

Wexford meet, there is a picturesque but wluch the country people, with

and romantic dell, called by the pea- equal probability, say are the habita-

santry ' The Fairy Glen of Croonaan,' tions of the * good people.'* The
in which there is nothing more remark- latter being the popular opinion, these

able than a holy well, a clear stream, motes are approached with awe, and

* In all prob:ibilit_y these aitificial elevations, so numerous in Ireland, are nothing

more than the high places iroiu which iheBrehous distributed justice, which they alwai's

did in Mie open air. The name Mftc (a court of judicature) seems to confirm this

«)pinion.
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the most pious or profligate will re-

frain, while near them, from saying'

any thing disrespectful to the invisi-

ble inhabitants of the place. Every
mote has its history of appalling won-
ders, more or less attested by the peo-
ple of the neighbourhood ; but the

one of Croonaan is familiar to all the
peasantry of the South ; and, as the
events on which the story rests hap-
pened at no very remote period, they
are implicitly believed, and related
with all the veneration that is due to

the respective actors in this supersti-

tious drama.
Somewhat less than a century ago

the ruins which are yet visible in the
vale ofCroonaan were inhabited by an
honest and industrious couple, of the
name of Roach, who, in the first year
of their union, were blessed as thev

saying, at the same time, 'All your
thrift your own ;' that being consider-

ed necessarywhether the object looked

upon be either man or beast.

The stranger seemed so much taken
with the chih!, that she accompanied
it and its mother to the cottage, and
gave them both some trifling presents

before she took her departure. On the

next day she again made her appear-

ance, wearing a large cloak, but had
not been long in the house when she

fell down in a swoon. Mrs. Roach,
alarmed for the safety of her guest,

ran to the well for some fresh water ;

but, to her surprise, on her return no
stranger was to be found. She flew to

the door, and cast her eye to every place

where there was any egress from the

valley, but no woman could be seen

She then hurried in, examined the
thought with a son, whom they had cradle, saw a child—screamed and fell

baptized in honour of Ireland's patron down—arose, blessed herself, cau-
saint, Patrick. The boy, until his tiously removed the clothes once more
second year, constituted the greatest from the boy's face, and again fell

comfort of his doting parents, and down in hysterics, from which she
might have continued their joy and was only aroused by the voice of her
solace were it not for an envious fairy. ' dear little Patrick' calling out ' JMam-
One day, while his partial mother was my !' * Thank Heaven 1' exclaimed the

engaged in gathering a brashna for the poor distracted creature, ' 'tis he ! 'tis

fire, the chubby little Patrick was he! But no; this is not his face, nor
amusing himself near the holy well in

pulling wild flowers, when his artless

gambols attracted the attention of a
pious votary, who was apparently per-
forming her devotions at the blessed

his eyes, nor his mouth, nor his nesc,

nor his chin—yet, (" JMammy" again,)

ay, that is my poor Patrick. Alas !

what will Paddy say when he comes
home, and finds his boy bewitched ?

fountain of Croonaan. Nine times she for surely that wretch (cross of Christ

made the circuit of the spring on her
bare knees, which appeared too tender
for such an office ; and, when the mor-
tification was concluded, she arose,

drank three times of the water, and

betwixt me and all hurt and harm!)
was a witch, or at least a woman of an
evil eye.'

Such were her exclamations as she
regarded the face of her child, so sud^

t a lock of her hair to a branch of denly deformed from a look of health
tht. tree that shaded the well ; then, and loveliness to a pallid and sickly

with a smile, approached the laughing hue, with features now almost as re-

Patrick, took him up in her arms, and pulsive as they were before engaging.
apparently caressed him with the ut- The voice alone remained ; and, were
most tenderness. Her dress indicated it not for this, ' ould Paddy' could not
that she belonged to a superior rank have recognised his boy in the fairj'^-

in life ; and the mother of the boj', struck creature he met on his rerurn
like all mothers, was gratified by the from labour. The report of the trans-

attention shown her child by one who action soon spread through the neigh-
seemed her superior. Her vanity
thus got the better of what she should
have otherwise considered her duty

;

for, were it an ordinary woman who

bourhood ; and all the gossips, for five

miles round, came to offer advice and
assistance. It being deemed a case

entirely beyond the power of medi-
had so intensely admired the boy, she cine, there was no thought of applying
would undoubtedly have discarded to a doctor ; and, when Roach spoke of
ceremony, and spat in his face to pre- going to the priest for spiritual assist-

vent the effects of l)cing * overlooked,' ance, an old granny rebuked him
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sharply, telling him, at the same time,

that it was a case with which priests

and friars had nothing' to do—that

clergymen affect to disbelieve in the

existence of the 'good people,' though
every day proved the fact. ' What
has happened to your child,' said she,
* has happened to hundreds. This
brat is the son of the fairywoman who
took away your boy ; and will keep
him too it you don't put this thing out
on the shovel. So, in the name of

Saint Joseph, and the other twelve

apostles, let us be after doing it this

very night ; and do you, Paddy, just

like an honest boy, as you are, get us
a drap of Bulcaan* to wet our mouths
after the fright we shall be in.'

This advice was taken ; and, at

eleven o'clock at night, a chosen few
assembled in the cottage for the pur-
pose of restoring the fairy her child,

and regaining poor Patrick. Paddy
.provided a clean shovel ; and the brat,

being stripped naked, was placed upon
it, in which position he was carried

out, and left sitting in the centre of

the dunghill, round which the old

hags performed three circles, Roach
all the time chanting some verses in

Irish, of which the following is a
translation :

—

Fairj men and women all

List !—It is your baby's call

:

For on tbe dunghill's top he lies

Beneath the wide inclement skies.

Then come with coach and sumptuous train,

And take him lo your mote again
;

For, if ye stay till cocks shall crow,

You'll find him like a thing of snow
;

A pallid lump—a child of scorn—
A monstrous brat, of fairies born.

But, ere j'ou bear the boy away.
Restore the child you took instead

;

When, like a thief, the other day.

You robbed my infant's cradle-bed.

But give me back my only son,

And I'll forgive the harm you've done
;

And nightly, for your gamboling crew,

I'll sweep the hearth and kitchen too
;

And leave you free your tricks to play.

Whene'er you choose to pass this way.
Then, like good people, do incline

To take your child and fi:ive back mine.

This part of the ceremony finished,

they hastily retired into the cottage,

carefully closing the door after them
;

and then sprinkling abundance of holy
water all over themselves, they fell on
Iheir knees to await the issue. In a

few minutes the house was assailed

by a tremendous gale of wind, accom-
panied by thunder and lightning, that

seemed to threaten instant destruction,

while the cries ofthe brat were audible

above the war of elements. Once or

twice Roach was for going out to bring
in the child, but the hags assured him
that it was yet too soon ; and then, de-

siring him to listen attentively, he
heard, or thought he heard, the sounds
of coaches and horsemen approaching.
The next instant they rattled into the

bawn ; and, after wheeling once or

twice around the dunghill, appeared

to drive off in the direction of the

mote. A prayer of thanksgiving was
now uttered by the old women ; after

which the door was opened, and the

child brought in. The hags unani-

mously declared it was the lost one ;

but Paddy, on examining it, shook his

head, saying he could perceive no dif-

ference between it and the one he car-

ried out on the shovel. His opinion,

however, being overruled, he was
doomed, as he thought, to rear a fairy's

brat—a thing pale and feeble, though
it devoured more food than half a

dozen men ; and, while its face indi-

cated extreme old age, it seemed to

improve nothing in size. Once or

twice Paddy overheard it in conversa-

tion with some invisible beings ; and
such was the effect produced on the

poor man's constitution, by the im-

pression of his son being in com-
munion with the ' good people,' that

in a few years he sunk into a prema-
ture grave.

His wife survived him twenty years,

during which time young Paddy reach-

ed the age, if not the stature, of man.
His figure might have been mistaken
for the original of ' Death upon wires,'

for he was literally nothing but skin

and bone, and withal so deformed that,

whenever he ventured into public, a

host of boys were sure to surround

him. His eyes were so situated tiiat

he looked at once to two cardinal

points ; and his hair, of dirty red,

singularly contrasted with his pallid

and hollow cheeks. His limbs stood

under him like a pair of stilts ; and
his long lank body resembled a per-

manent maypole on a winter's day,

divested of all ornaniept.

* Whisky distilled from black oats.
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Such was the ' Fairyman of Croo-

tiaan,' an object calculated to fill the

wise with surprise, and the credulous

with apprehensions. From childhood

he was regarded as an imposition on
mortality—as one surreptitiously im-

posed upon human nature, and inha-

biting- a world in which he had no
proper inheritance. To his lonely val-

ley he was necessarily confined ; and,

during the life of his mother, he was
to be seen an animated shadow—

a

walking skeleton—moving among the

rocks, or hovering, like a spectre,

about the holy well, from which his

presence had expelled the usual visi-

tants, who came to get cured of head-

aches, sore eyes, and the other evils to

which even simple swains are exposed.

He appeared to live in utter loneli-

ness, associating with nothing but his

mother's i?iuil coiv, to whom he ap-

peared much attached; a circumstance
that procured him the name of Pau-
deen-a-Boo, or Patrick of the Cow,
though he was better known as the

Fairyman of Croonaan.
This latter denomination was, how-

ever, for a long time undeserved, as

he did not commence the practice of
his profession until late in life ; but,

as his almost supernatural figure was
attributed to his nightly rambles
astride the houghalaans after the ' good
people,' it naturally followed that he
was to be considered a ' fairyman.'

Whether Paudeen-a-Boo commenc-
ed fairyman upon his own or imputed
familiarity with the ' good people' I

cannot take upon myself to say ; but
certain it is no man ever acquired
such a notoriety in the South of Ire-

land for fairyism, it being, at the pre-

sent day, a common answer to a dif-

ficult question to say ' It would puz-
zle the Fairyman of Croonaan to tell

you that.' He cured men and brutes,

however affected ; restored the profit

of butter ; told where lost goods were
to be found ; and, if stolen, gave a de-

scription of the thief. The past and
future were alike open to him ; and,
while h^ related to strangers their

personal concerns of the preceding-
day, he could recount what would be-
fall them to-morrow.

Such a man was found very useful

;

and the crowds who flocked for advice
and herbs to the fairy glen of Croo-
naan exceeded, by hundreds, those

who circle the door of a metropolitan

practitioner, who, for the sake of po-

pularity, gives advice gratis every

morning for full—ten minutes. Pau-
deeu, fairyman as he was, had his

enemies. The parish priest. Father

M 'Shane, preached a sermon on the

folly and irreligion of applying to

what he called an impostor ; and a

youth named Richard M'Guire, alias

bioul Dick (Dick Devil), threatened

to break his bones if ever he bewitched
any of his cattle, or took away the pro-

fit of his cow's milk. On both of these

the Fairyman of Croonaan promised
to be amply revenged.

Father M'Shane resided in a lonely

house, w'ith no other inmate than a

servant-man, a housemaid, and his

niece-

—

' A chief of temper formed to please.

Fit to converse and keep the ke^'s.'

To the latter Dioul Dick was in the

habit of paying his addresses ; and,

though he was what the country peo-

ple called a heravi-skeeram sort of a

fellow, yet the good father looked

upon him as not totally irreclaimable,

and gave him some hopes of a wife

and a fortune when he should reform

his rakish ways, and become sober.

Dick, in a temporal point of view, was
worthy of the first farmer's daughter

in the country ; for he possessed sixty

acres of choice land, at half a crown
an acre, had no less than twenty

milch cows ; and, as he used to boast

at the ' Plough and Harrovv,' a bull in

the middle of them. The profit of all

these, however, used to go to ' mine
host' of the above noted sign ; and,

A\henever Dick was reproached with

his extravagance, he always replied

that the priest had money enough for

him when he had spent all his own.

In about a month after Father

M'Shane's sermon against the Fairy-

man of Croonaan, as the good priest

was one night reading his Breviary by

the fire, a trampling of horses was

heard approaching the house. The
heart of the niece leaped, thinking

that Dick was among the visitors,

though it was unusual for him to be

attended by such a cavalcade as was
now within" hearing. A strange voice

cried out ' Father M'Shane !' and the

incautious priest replied, ' Here !' then

hurried to the door, which he opened,

but had scarcely passed it when it
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suddenly closed after him with a tte-

inendous crash, and a loud and super-

natural laugh was heard to mock the

faint waitings of one in distress. The
terrified niece, who firmly believed in

the ' good people,' notwithstanding

the frequent exhortations of her uncle,

wrung her hands in despair ; for, know-
ing that the fairies, in consequence of

the priest's answering, contrary to the

opinion of all old women, before the

third call, possessed unlimited power
over him, she thought it useless

to attempt recovering him from their

horrid dominion. On the same night

Dioul Dick, whose cows had been
fairy-struck—that is, their milk would
yield no butter—resorted to the usual

process of recovering what is techni-

cally called the ' profits of the dairy.'

He brought home the plough-coulter;

and, having placed it in a good turf

fire, he set his people to churn in the

middle of the floor, every aperture in

the doors and windows being previous-

ly well secured, so that no one could

possibly thrust their hand in.* They
had no sooner commenced than the

churn-dash got so po)iderous, that it

required two men to lift it up and
down, the milk all the time frothing

out of the churn. ' Work away, my
boys !' cried Dick :

' the coulter is

just red,—it is red,' he continued ; and
as he spoke a gee tie tap was heard at

the kitchen window. ' Who is there ?'

he inquired.— ' A poor woman,' re-

plied a mournful voice, ' begging a
drink of water.' No water, of course,

was given, and the cries outside in-

creased to an agony of distress. ' I

know her,' cried Dick ;
' it is Molly-

the-mant—but I'll settle her witch-

craft.'

The screams from without now in-

creased to an intensity of suffering,

and the wretch appeared to be con-

suming with thirst, when the cries

altogether ceased, and a tremendous
black cat mounted upon the side of

the churn, and commenced licking up
the foam, ' Ho, ho ! are you there ?'

cried Dick, seizing the red-hot coulter,

and making a blow at her hinder legs,

v/hen she instantly vanished, and the

wretch outside gave a sudden scream.

' Now I'll catch her,' said Dick,
opening the door, and pursuing the
moans, which appeared to cross the
fields. The churn-dash immediately
grew lighter, the milk returned to its

natural state, and the dairy-maid con-
fessed she never had a better churning
or sweeter butter.

In the mean time Dioul Dick pur-
sued the moans of Molly-the-mant,
across ditch and hedge, to a consider-

able distance, when the cries of his

victim were drowned by the most deli-

cious sounds he ever heard. Dick,
having a natural ear for harniony,
stopped to listen, and though't he
heard passing him the confused noise

of a festive throng, preceded by the

most exquisite and fascinating- music
It was some moments before he recol-

lected himself ; and when his thoughts
were restored he could not tell where
he was. He felt around him, and dis-

covered that the field was nearly

covered with boughalaans, upon which
he concluded he was in the midst of
* good people.' Forgetting the butter

witch, he hastened towards what he
considered a hedge : but when he ap-

proached it appeared a frightful and
impassable chasm ; and at the instant

a brilliant fire arose in an opposite

direction. He, therefore, hastened
towards Will-o'-the-wisp ; but when he
got there the light was extinguished,

and another chasm impeded his fur-

ther progress. Dick, considering him-
self now as certainly l)ewitched, coolly

took off his coat, and, having turned it

inside out, put it on again, made the

sign of the cross on his forehead, and,
shouldering the coulter, \vhich he still

held, was proceeding on his way, when
he stumbled over a human body. Dick,
who never knew fear, demanded who
was there, and was answered by Molly-
the-mant, who had got no farther
when the cock crew, at which time
she was obliged to resume her natural
form, burnt as she was by the red-hot
coulter.

An explanation now took place :

Molly acknowledged that she v/as

employed by the Fairyman of Croo-
naan to take away Dick's butter ; but
that, if he would keep silence, she

* During this operation, which frequently takes place in the Soutli of Ireland, it is

necessary to keep out the butter-witch's hand ; for, if she either got a drink, or obtain-

ed admittance for any part of lier body, her influence over the milk continued.
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would novv enable him to be revenged
on Paudeen-a-Boo. Dick instantly

agreed to these conditions ; and the
witeli, having cut a hazel switch, de-
sired him to carry her to the fairy

glen of Croonaan, as she had been too
much burnt to walk. To this he as-

sented with some reluctance ; and,
when they reached the mote, the
music Dick had heard before now
rushed upon his ear. ' This night,'
said the witch, ' they keep revel here ;

and, as it is after twelve o'clock, they
have no power to harm you ; but, as
you v.alue liberty, taste nothing that is

offered to you. Be not deceived by
the splendour that surrounds you, for
it's all deception, as you shall see.

When I place this switch in your hand,
if you see any one you wish to set at

liberty, just touch them with this po-
tent hazel, and they shall be restored
to their former self.'

The witch now pronounced some
gibberish; and, to Dick's astonish-
ment, they were whirled through a
suit of splendid apartments into a
superb assembly-room, fantastically
chalked, and hung round with the
most exquisite paintings. Of these
Dick was no great judge ; but he
could not but admire the beauty and
elegance of the females who were
tripping it ' on the light fantastic toe ;'

and he was not a little astonished to
see his friend Father M'Shane the
companion' of a charming belle in a
country dance. Amazed, however, as
Dick undoubtedly was, at the scene
before him, its splendour did not de-
prive him of either politeness or
gallantry ; for, seeing a creature of
exquisite beauty in want of a partner,
he stepped up to her, made a low
bow, scraped the floor with his brogue,
and begged the honour of her hand.
She modestly complied ; and, when
the dance was over, he twirled her
round in the usual way in expecta-
tion of a kiss ; but, some how or other,
her lips always receded from his.

Presently fruits, conserves, and wines,
were offered him in abundance ; but
he declined taking any : upon which a
solitary being, dressed in royal robes,
approached, and congratulated him

on his escape. ' Who are you ?'

asked Dick.— ' Paddy Roach's son,'
replied the exalted personage :

' can
you tell me if my mother lives ?—I am
here heir to the throne of the fairies;

but I long for the vale of Croonaan.'—
' And there you shall soon be,'

cried Dick, seizing the hazel switch,
and tapping him on the shoulder, at
which he vanished. He then sought
the priest, and, touching him, he also
disappeared.—* Now me,' said the
witch who had brought him hither.
He obeyed, and she also flew away.
' Egad !' said Dick, * Pll free them
all ; and he commenced laying about
him with his hazel switch, when in an
instant the fairy palace disappeared,
and he found himself standing alone
in the field of boughalaans. Hope-
less of finding his way home before
daylight, and being weary with his
exertions in pursuit of the Avitch as
well as in the dance, he laid down on
the grass, and was quickly lost in
sleep.

Next morning he was found by the
country people in a quiet slumber,
and when they awoke him he related
what he had heard and seen. At first

his wonderful narrative only excited
laughter ; but when it was discovered
that Father M'Shane had returned
home, that a two-year old child was
found on Paudeen-a-Boo's dunghill,
and that the Fairyman of Croonaan
had disappeared, the people altered
their opinion, and for once thought it

possible that Dick might have been
sober. At first, indeed, there were
many sceptics ; in a twelvemonth
about half a dozen ; but in two years
there was not one, so universal had
become the belief in the potency of a
hazel switch.

Father M'Shane affected not to un-
derstand Dick's insinuations respect-
ing the fair companion in the country
dance J and, as the priest soon after

bestowed the hand of his niece and
two hundred guineas on the farmer,
it was generally surmised that he did
so to stop Dioul Dick from dwelling
on what he called the ' rake's drunken
fancies.'
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My dear Editor,—Your rashness

in printing my last letter sufficiently

astonished lue ; but t am wholly lost

in wonder at your request that I will

continue my correspondence. Since,

however, you do prefer that request

—nay, since you even put it in a more
imperious posture, and insist upon the

performance of my promise— I must
needs obey. You are pleased to say

you know I am a great saunterer, and
that I shall see all the strange people

and places about town ; and you there-

fore wish me to send you occasional

characteristic sketches of them. You
little know what you ask for. Lon-
don is full of odd places and odd
people : none of the cities in the

world present so strange a combina-
tion of character as London. In Paris,

in Rome, in Naples, in Vienna, in

Berlin, and in every other large city,

there are some prominent features

which serve to distinguish the various

masses of the people; in London every

thing is peculiar, individual, and ec-

centric. Every man is whimsical in

his own way, and follows no leader.

They scorn to imitate, and baffle all

attempts at being imitated. Your
Englishman is your only real hu-
morist, and he carries on all his

whims with as much earnestness as

a devotee, and with as much of the af-

fectation of gravity as a Quaker.
How, then, most gentle of Editors,

shall I hope to describe to you, in

any thing like a general manner,
things of which every individual forms
a separate species ? To attempt to

classify would be in vain ; and, as I

am not over-fond of taking trouble,

even where there is a reasonable pros-

pect of my industry being crowned
by success, you, who know me, can-

not expect that I shall undertake any
such labour as that you have pre-

scribed for me. If you will let me
send them to you ' rough as they run,'

in the same manner as our country-

men sell their porkers

—

' Rough as they run, the ready thoughts

set down

—

Rough as they run, discharge them on the

town

—

well and good. On such terms, and
on such alone, my sketches are at

your servife. AUons done .'

I must tell you that the vice of
smoking is become extremely preva-
lent here of late. Our soldiers picked
up the practice on the Continent, and
it has descended to the clerks and strip-

lings of the present day, along with
the black stocks and braided coats

and Cossacks, of Its braves. No
young gentleman above the age of
seventeen, whom his parents' want of
care or too great indulgence permits
to roam about the town, now thinks

himself fit to be seen after dinner un-
less he has a cigar in his mouth. The
poor pale-faced lads nourish a preco-
cious crop of whiskers, which (when
they are so happy as by dint of bear's

grease and Russian oil to procure
them) add to the ghastliness of their

appearance ; and they walk about the
streets at night like so many spectres
with lights in their mouths, and bear-
ing with them ' blasts from hell,' to

the great annoyance of all decent
people who have noses, and a be-
coming contempt for the ill smells of
tobacco. Our friend O'Reilly, upon
meeting three of these persons (they
always walk in companies of three) a
few nights ago, gravely stopped them,
and began to sing

—

' Oh ye dead ! oh ye dead ! whom we
know by fhe light you give

From your cold gleaming jaws, thougli

you move like men who live.

Why leave 3'ou thus your graves?'

The lads did not at first know he was
quizzing them ; but I don't wonder
much at that, for the distinction be-

tween his jest and earnest is marked
so faintly, that his most intimate
friends are occasionally puzzled to

know what he means. When the lads

saw he was laughing at them they
very quietly and wisely walked away.

It is to the strong desire which boys
have to ape the habits and appearance
of men that this resolute smoking
must be attributed. Many other
causes have, however, contributed to

strengthen it ; and, among these, our
countryman. Ensign O'Doherty, who
fills the Blarney department in ' Black-»

wood,' has been the most important.
The Ensign and Adjutant, who is very
fondly devoted to tobacco—and to

whom puffing, in its various senses,

is just as common, if not as necessary.
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as breathing—has written so much in

praise of ' the Indian weed,' that the

lads I speak of feel it a point of

honour to smoke as lons^ as they can.

The poor fellows' pale faces and shat-

tered nerves show how painful is the

exertion to them : but they keep on

with a noble perseverance ; and such

of them as die of the attempt to emu-
late our Morgan will have become
martyrs, like many of those who have

gone before them, to mere smoke.

I wonder that the ladies, whose in-

fluence is so powerfully and constantly

exerted to preserve those proprieties

and that decorum upon which no small

portion of our happiness depends, and

whose good taste and delicacy of feel-

ing, in the minor as well as the more
important affairs of society, we may
thank that we do not degenerate into

the savages which Nature first made
us—I wonder that they do not at once

put down this vile habit of smoking.
There can be no greater offence

against the refinement of sense, Avhich

is the characteristic of the softer sex,

than the filthy fumes of tobacco.

Nothing can be more repugnant to all

feminine notions of delicacy than the

smell of a vile alehouse. The ladies

ought to make a law, prohibiting any
man who had committed the enormity

of smoking within the past eight-and-

forty hours from approaching them
nearer than the length of a genuine

uookah—that is, from sixteen to six-

and-thirty feet. ' They majiage these

things better in France.' No person

who has any pretensions to being aim-

flWeever presumes to smoke. Militaires

and gentlemen ' of a certain age' trans-

gress, but not with impunity. The
first are by hal)it unpen brutal;—the

ci-devantjcunes homines nobody cares

for. Pigault le Brun, who is one of

the best superficial philosoprtiers (and

let me tell you the superficial philo-

sophy is a science not less refined,

though, I must confess, less profound,

than the other) who ever taught his

doctrines in that great academy which
people call the world, thinks that not

to smoke is a quality which entitles

a man to some regard, and particu-

larly with the fair divinities who rule

our destiny here below. He says of

one of his heroes (I forget which) that

he was a handsome, sensii>le, good-
tempered young man ; and that he was
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usually very well liked by ladies parce-

(ju'il ne parlait pas de luim6me, il ne

s'enivrait pas, ct it nefumaitjamais.

For my own part I go farther, and

think "that not to smoke ought, as

times go, to have a place amongst
the cardinal virtues.

But whither do I ramble ?—I was

going to tell you, in obedience to your

ludding, of one of the odd places which

1 have seen in London. Thus it was

then :—As I was walking to the ' Tavi-

stock,' the other morning, a little rag-

ged boy put a bill into my hand. This

is one "of the few things which are

very commonly given away in London.

It contained an announcement that a

Cigar Divan (Plioebus ! what a name !)

had been opened in King Street, Co-

vent Garden. The bill was a model
of that style of composition which is

considered as most likely to attract

public attention, and of which, I am
told, there are public professors in

London, who gain a genteel liveli-

hood by framing advertisements. The
bill in question was a delicious mor-

^eau. It began, as well as I recollect,

by observing that it was only by the

faculties of reasoning and smoking
that man was distinguished from the

brute creation : it eloquently, but

concisely, touched upon the graceful

expression which the human face

divine received from the insertion of

real Cabana in one of the cheeks ; and
the intense air of thoughtfulness and
gravity which it spread over the whole

person. Then came a touch of the

pathetic, in the shape of a lament

over the degenerate habits which
some smokers had contracted, of pol-

luting by potations of ale, ' or viler

liquors,' the ethereal purity of the

cigars' vapours. Filthy pot-houses

were spoken of in terms of unqualified

abhorrence ; and, after weeping as

much as the occasion recjuircd over

the inconvenience which gentlemen,

lovers of smoking, and yet haters of

filthy beer and vulgar debauchery,

were exposed to for want of some re-

tirement in which they could enjoy

their tobacco without contamination,

the advertiser suddenly dried his tears,

and announced that a tobacconist,

whose bosom was fired with a truly

patriotic ardour, had resolved to open

a room in which gentlemen migiit

smoke, and be at the same time re-

K
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galed with llie truly eastern be verai^es

of coffee, slicrbet,' and orgeat. This

estahlisliuient was called tlie Cigar

Divan, and hither all curious and ra-

tional smokers were invited without

delay to repair.

Some evenings afterv/ards, in an

idle hour, after I had been tired at the

theatre, I went into this Divan. Ima-
gine to yourself the partition, which
separates your own parlour from the

snug little study in which you are

reading this letter, thrown down ; that

the walls, instead of being covered

with your time-honoured and dusty

volumes, are hung with a drapery of

rose-coloured calico ; that all the chairs

are removed out of the room ; and that

a non-descript accommodation, in

shape something like a wool pack, but

pulled out to twice its natural length,

and meant for people to sit upon, is

ranged against the walls. Little tables,

covered with newspapers and maga-
zines, are placed within reach of the

seats all round the room. For the

company, it consisted of solemn-look-

ing young gentlemen, on whom Na-
ture had been so good as to confer

very stupid features, ami who were
endeavouring to improve her bounty

by the operation of smoking They
succeeded eminently in looking as

much like a drove of asses as any

human beings could wish. In so dull

a place I should not have staid five

minutes, but that I met there with

a strange character— IVlr. Jingle, the

poet«—to whom I should like to intro-

duce you. As that, however, is im-

possible, I will endeavour to do the

next best thing—describe him. I met
Mr. Jingle at dinner at Daley's. You
know he was always famous for col-

lecting oddities. He does not go so

far as the man in the ' Spectator,' who
used to classify his monsters, and on
one day would have a party of gentle-

men without noses, and on the next

a select society of humpbacked per-

sons ; but Daley never sits down to

dinner witliout a phenomenon of some
sort. When I last dined with him
Mr. Jingle was of the company ; and,

on the strength of that circumstance,

we were now great friends at the

Cigar Divan. Mr. Jingle is about
six feet high, and lean out of all

proportion.. The top of his head is

bald, and the scanty crop of black

hair which grows at the sides of it

hangs down in not the ' most ad-

mired disorder.' He has written, as

he did me the favour to tell me, on
all subjects, and, I am willing to be-

lieve, with equal merit and success in

all. He has written tragedies which
have been damned ; comedies which
have made the audience cry ; and
farces which have made them sleep.

He has composed maiden speeches

for young and bashful members of

Parliament, and last dying speeches

for old oftenders at Newgate
;
pam-

phlets for politicians, sermons for

parsons, advertisements for quack
doctors, copies of verses for amorous
young gentlemen whom the gods had
not ' made poetical,' and Valen-

tines for the use of ladies' boarding-

schools ;—and yet, with all this, Mr.
Jingle is sometimes ragged, and al-

ways poor. He is so fond of scrib-

bling, and cares so little about any
other of the pleasures or employ-
ments of the world, save smoking
and drinking, that he has neglected

the opportunities which he has had
of establishing himself, and wanders
a!)out the town a sort of privileged

vagabond, whom every body likes,

but whom nobody cares two straws

for.

When I entered the Divan I did not

at first recognise him. He was sitting

at a table, and was writing on a dirty

scrap of paper with a pencil, smok-
ing all the time with such vigour

and earnestness as almost to obscure

his round shining dirty bald head.

He had soon finished his task, and,

looking up, he recognised and ad-

vanced to salute me. After I had
received his compliments, and paid

him mine, I asked (one may always

ask such a question of a scribbler)

what subject had been engaging his

attention.
' I was writing a song,' he said, * in

praise of a cigar. There are few
things deserve it better. Lord Byron
has said some civil things of it ; but
he was too fastidious to love it as it

ought to be loved. His praise of it

is, however, more just than some of

the encomiums he bestowed.' He
then spouted

—

' Subhrae tobacco ! which from east to west

Cheers the tar's labours or the Turkman's
rest

;
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Which on the ]\Ioslem"b ottoman divides

His hours, and rivals opium and his brides
;

Magnilicent in Siamboul, but less grand,

Though not less loved, in Wapping or the

Strand

;

Divine in hookas, glorious in a pipe,

When tipped with amber mellow, rich and

ripe

;

Like other charmers wooing the caress

More dazzingly when daring in full dress
;

Yet thy true lovers more admire by far

Thy naked beauties—give me a cigar
!'

I was not sorry wlieu Mr. Jingle got

to ail end of his quotation, for his

emphatic manner had draw n the eyes

of the whole of the company to him.

He either did not perceive or did not

care for this. It was, liowever, ra-

ther uncomfortable for me (although,

as you know, I am not too bashful)

to be the gaze of such a set as tilled

this Divan. By way of turning the

discourse, I asked Jingle what had
brought him thither.

* You may well ask,' he replied :

' a truant disposition, a mere whim
;

for, of all places in the world, one in

which they drink nothing but coft'ee

and lemonade is least suited to a man
of my temperament.'

' So I should have thought,' I ob-

served.
* And yet,' he said, * between

friends, I had another reason for

coming here, with which, I think,

Mr. O'Toole, I may venture to trust

you.'

I shuddered at the apprehension

of the confidence he was about to re-

pose in me—but there was no retreat-

ing immediately.
* You must know,' he said, laying

down his cigar, and thrusting his long

nose near to my ear, * that I have

been recently engaged in a publica-

tion which has made some noise in the

world. I am the editor—but this is

a great secret— of the Memoirs of

that celebrated Lady of liglit reputa-

tion who is at present so much talk-

ed of.'

I expressed some astonishment.
' Oh ! don't be sur{)rised,' he said, ' I

am the author of the several other

autobiographies. I wrote the " Life

of Hunt."
* What Hunt ?' I asked, * there are

so many of them.'
' Matchless Hunt—Blacking Hunt

—Hunt who used to wear the white

hat, and to whom roasting has

been no less serviceable than it is

to the grain he sells whoa people

will buy it ; for it has made what was
before known to be worthless look-

ed upon as genuine. Yes, sir, I

wrote the " Life of Henry Hunt ;" I

vvTote the " Memoirs of Brasbridge

the Silversmith;" and had an offer to

write the " Memoirs of a late Lord
Mayor, by himself," but my engage-

ments are too numerous to allow of

mv accepting that at present.'
' Well, sir, but what can the Cigar

Divan have to do with the " Memoirs
of Harriot ?"

' Hush, my dear sir ! don't let a

word slip. If our plan gets wind
we shall be forestalled. The pub-
lisher— a clever man—one who has

an excellent knowledge of the pub-
lic taste, and who, next to Lord
Kenyon and the Jew at the White-
horse Cellar, is one of the most illus-

trious Orangemen in England—has

a notion of establishing a new sort of

assembly, which will, in all proI)a-

bility, become very popular. He in-

tends to have a large saloon fitted up
in some fashionable part of the town,

and to have the place called " the

Grotto of Calypso." I have not time

to explain it to you now j but, if you
will do me the favour of a call—I live

at No. 16, Craven Buildings, Drury
Lane, (rather high up, to be sure ; but
we who have tetes exaltees like to

lodge near the sky)—I will show you
the prospectus and drawings of the

rooms. All the celestialities of the

celebrated Dr. Graham will be no-

thing to our Grotto. Well, sir, the

lady whose name you had just now so

nearly uttered is to be the presiding

goddess—the Calypso of this esta-

blishment. We shall form a joint-

stock company; and, as shares will

certainly be at a premium immedi-

ately, I recommend you very much to

take some in it. I will let you know
when the subscription is to commence.'

I thanked him, and again asked

what he had been writing.
* A song,' he said

—
' a little trifle.

It is my habit always to arrest the

ideas as they fly through my brain

—

" To catch the Cynthia of the minute."

—This is not a catch, though ; it is a

song : would you like to hear it ?'

1 said ' By all means.' He imme-
diately began in a voice so shrill and
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horrible, that it would have set any go somewhere else ;
you shan't be

dog who heard him barking to sing

—

disappointed.'
' Let our bards raise' I excused myself, but Jingle was

But he had got no further when the not to be so easily got rid of. * If you
impresario of this Divan, a meagre cannot hear, you shall at least read my
tobacconist in a snufF-coloured coat, song,' he said : * then put it in your

and a little powder on his head, which pocket, and look at it when you get

made him look like a cigar which had home.'

been partly smoked, came up and said At this I made my escape, not a

that ' singing was not allowed there.* little glad ; and I send you the song on

I was delighted to hear this ; but the original dirty paper, which the

not so Mr. Jingle: he said • Let us poet gave me:

—

SONG.

Let Other bards raise their dull hackneyed lays

lu praise of wine, woman, or war
;

But my theme, as divine as war, woman, or winej

Is the praise of a good cigar.

By the gods of Olympus the example was given.

Though by stealth it was brought from so far.

For the fire which Prometheus filched slily from heaven
Was nought but a lighted cigar.

It has foes, I well know ; but the reasons I'll show.
How ancient and female they are

;

The cloud at which Ixion grasped by mistake
Was the smoke of his own cigar.

Juno, vexed his embraces to lose, fixed in hell

A tread-wheel his pleasures to mar.
And the ladies have ever since hated the smell

And the smoke of a good cigar.

When the sun in the western waves quenches his light.

And darkness and clouds hide his smile.

Then the great globe we dwell on, throughout the long night.

Drinks deeply, and smokes all the while
;

For the dews fall like wine on earth's dry thirsty lip.

And the mists rise around near and far.

To teach man that the night is the season to sip

His bottle, and smoke his cigar.

You may do as you like with it, but what such a person as Jingle says is

I think you had better alter the very of no importance,
impertinent second line in the second Yours, my dear Editor, always,

stanza.—Perhaps you need not, for TERiSNCE O'Toole.

THE LOVE OF LIFE—A FRAGMENT.

By the Author of the ' Plagues of' Ireland.'

Oh ! life, thou art as the broken dreams
That float o'er Fancy's eye

;

Or as the bubbles on mountain streams.
That glitter and go by.

Take all the turns of all our years.

Our joys and sorrows, hopes and fears
;

Their weight, their value try

—

Try them—and, lo ! when all are cast.

The sum is little at the last.

The motes that float In the morning beam
One image may supply;

Like them the toys that tempt us seem
To court the grasp, and fly.
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They fly, and, if but one is gained,

'Tis slighted even while retained

;

'Tis slighted with a sigh.

To think the brightest gem, when known.
Is dross—mere gaudy dross alone.

And what avails the sage's name.
Or what the sovereign sway ?

One walks in power, one basks in fame.

The creature of a day.

The high-formed hope, the search sublime.

Stands as the sport, the scorn, of Time

—

Raised to be s\vept away ;

Formed in its hour but to be cast

Amidst the baubles of the past.

And still the wasting work is on,

Lo ! Time moves slowly by
;

His harsh heel spurns the years long gone.

The coming catch his eye.

Beauty and youth in blithe array.

And wit and worth, surround his way
;

He passes, and they die :

Nor rests upon the vacant scene

One mark to show that such hath been !

And we may weep when tales are told

Of youth so withered in its bloom ;

Sad may we be when we behold

The fair, the learned, the free, the bold.

Sent lo an early tomb :

But he whose days have lengthened here

Till dotage marks his dull career

—

He that hath roved through life's long hours.

And traced its world of thorns and flowers

—

He that hath plunged in pleasure's wave.

And tasted all the good it gave

—

Or tried the rugged road of care.

And felt the ills inflicted there ;

—

He that amidst these scenes hath past

His youth, decrepitude, and prime.

When the long race winds up at last

—

When earth's old toys are fading fast

—

Oh ! should he, ought he, talk of Time ?

Yet he Avill talk, and he will cling

To life with all its weight of woe :

And, though he knows this cherished thing

To him nor hope nor bliss can bring,

He may not—will not—let it go.

Nay, there are those whose limbs are sinking.

That yet on youth's first dreams are thinking

;

Dotards whose blood runs thin and chill.

Whose minds remain in childhood still.

Yes ! though the brow reserved and high.

The wrinkled skin and hoary hair.

The furrowed cheek or faded eye.

Might bid us look for wisdom there ;

Thus marked by Time there still are some
Who hug this world with all its pain

—

Who wish a second birth could come.

That Heaven might count their crimes again I

» « • *
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MEIUOIR OF R:CHAnD SHEIL, ESQ.

We believe the greater number of

our readers will feel gratified by the

choice which we have made of an en-

f
raving for our present Number. Of
Ir. Shell the people of England have

read and heard enough to render

them at least somewhat partial to

him. In Ireland, where his talents

have been more fully developed, and

his principles better understood, his

character naturally stands higher.

Amongst his countrymen there is but

one opinion as regarding him ;—he is

the subject of every man's praise—he

is the favourite of every class, from
the simple peasant who reads of him
at a distance, to the professional ac-

quaintance who takes his seat before

him in the court,—from the noisy

ne^vs-distributer who tempts you with

his * grand speech,' to the smiling

merchant or the friendly peer, who
may stand in mute delight beside him,

while the walls of the edifice that

shelters them are echoing back the

sound of his inspiring eloquence.

Mr. Shell's family and connexions

are highly reepectable : he numbers,
we believe, among his relatives some
of the wealthiest and most influential

characters in the South of Ireland.

These matters, in the eyes of the mul-
titude, are ofsome moment, although
the subject of this memoir, in all pro-

bability, looks upon such things as of

little importance. He that has earned

distinction for himself has no need of

calling upon his entombed ancestry

for tlieir support—he that has suc-

ceeded in securing the applause of a

nation is not compelled to resort to

the narrow circle of his kindred for a

character. In cases like the present

the honour is conferred, and not de-

rived: the man of genius renders the

house to which he belongs illustrious

—he founds as it were a new dynasty

;

and the world, in tracing the history

of his race, looks slightingly upon all

that went before him.

Trinity College has -the honour of

numbering Mr. Shell among her chil-

dren : he appears, however, in speak-

ing of that very ancient andvery useless

establishment, to evince but little of

filial affection or attachment : he enter-

ed the place expecting little, and he

obtained nothing. Indeed it is a spot

in which a Catholic youth, however
talented, can never acquire distinc-

tion : he may be remarkable for his

application to his studies—he may
excel in his occasional compositions

—

he may be most exemplary in his ge-

neral conduct ; but the riioment scho-

larships or fellowships are to be con-

tended for he must drop from the

rank in which he has moved, leaving

to some orthodox dunce the glory

of the struggle.

The friends of Mr.Sheil had destined

him from an early period of his life to

the profession of the law. Whether
in this they consulted his inclination

or taste is a question which we are

not prepared to answer: we have
heard, however, that some of his re-

latives felt extremely uneasy lest, in

his anxiety to snatch a leaf of
* Daphne's deathless plant,' he should
neglect the more useful matters un-
folded in the pages of Coke and
Lyttleton. This extreme tender-

ness—this over-anxiety for the sup-

posed interests of youth—has been a
constant source of annoyance to

many celebrated characters. The
parent or the friend imagines himself
acting a most benevolent part at the

moment that he is actually rendering
the object of his care truly misera-

ble. AMiat is still worse for him, if

he lives he usually finds that all his

labour has been literally thrown
away. The young wings of Genius
will not bear to be tied down—the

pride of a growing intellect will not
allow itself to be crushed—the free

mind will expatiate in a world of its

own : thus it has been in every age ;

and, we believe, Mr. Shell's case

cannot be adduced as an exception ;

for we have been told that in the

stolen moments, in the little inter-

vals of his severer studies, he planned
and finished his first, and probably
his best tragedy, ' Adelaide.'

Mr. Shell was called to the bar in

the year 1814 ; for some years pre-

vious to this he had taken rather an
active part in the politics ofthe time ;

he had spoken at many public meet-
ings, and was always listened to with
admiration, not merely on account
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ef his youth, but for the beauty of

his diction, and tlie general sound-
ness of his reasoning. Tlie first cir-

cumstance, however, which gave a

decided stamp to his political cha-

racter, was his spirited reply to the

then celel)ratedDr. Dronigoole. The
Catholic body was at this period di-

vided into two contending parties

—

the Vetoists, or those who were will-

ing to compromise with the minis-

ters ; and the Orthodox, or those who
insisted upon unqualified enuincipa-

tion. INIr. Shell, l)y his reply on the

occasion alluded to, identified him-
self with the former : they marked
him as their champion, and ably and
eloquently did he sustain their cause

Mr. O'Connell, with all his talent and
all his influence, was opposed to him;
and those who Avitness the friendship

now subsisting between these distin-

guished individuals will read with a

feeling ofsurprise the bitter harangues

of 1813. That they have been recon-

ciled is well for their suflfering coun-
trymen : a sense of common wrong,
we believe, first led them to forget

their differences ;—they united, and
ultimately succeeded in leading along
with them all that was distinguished

or pious, or talented, in the entire

Catholic community. Previous to

this reconciliation, Mr. Sheil and the

members of his party absented them-
selves in a great degree from the

Catholic meetings. He appeared
principally engaged between the

duties of his profession and his

literary pursuits : he produced, in

rapid succession, 'Bellamira,' 'The
Apostate,' and 'Evadne,' all of which
were successful. He has been indeed

one of the most fortunate dramatic

writers of his day. The ti-agedy of
' Damon and Pythias' is said to have

been a joint concern : it is an inte-

resting production, however.

On the establishing of that very

celebrated body, ' The Catholic As-
sociation,' at the rooms in Capel
Street, Mr. Sheil, with his accustomed
spirit, came forward to unite with

the bulk of his countrymen in the

call for freedom. It seemed as if he
had brought to the cause a new heart,

such was the ardour and the earnest-

ness with which he spoke and acted

whenever the members asseml)led.

After the * great leader' himself he is

the person to whom the growth and
celebrity of that association may be
ascribed ; and, if that association has

succeeded in conferring benefits on
the country, to Mr. Sheil a portion of

that country's gratitude certainly

belongs.

We shall conclude this imperfect

sketch by observing that those who
know Mr. Sheil intimately join in

stating that his character in private

life harmonizes most admirably with

that which he has established in

public. As a lawyer he is gradually,

we might say rapidly, rising: as a

tragic poet he has not many supe-

riors : as an orator we think he has

few equals : as a man he stands with-

out reproach.

ROBERT EMMET AND HIS COTEMPORARIE3.—NO. I.

Slavery not immortal.—The political Capacity of Catholics.

Although I am not now an old

man, Mr. Editor, I believe you will

rea(hly admit that I was much younger
two-and-twenty years ago. I wisli

you most particularly to bear this in

mmd ; and, when you hear that I was
not more than one-and-twenty in 1 803,

you will, I hope, be inclined to view
with a lenient eye my follies and my
faults; nay, pardon my indiscretion,

and attribute my disloyalty to the pre-

cipitate enthusiasm of youth rather

than to any selfish or Catiline motive

—

to an extravagant love of liberty rather

than to any love of national disorder.

In the strange and alarming events

of the period already alluded to I

have unhappily performed no inconsi-

derable part ; and, as my good or evil

genius threw me among the actors in

that sanguinary drama, perhaps a re-

cord of what i have heard and seen

may not prove unentertaining, even

should it fail to instruct

You need be under no apprehension

that my sentiments will subject you
to an ex-ojicio, for I am now quite as

loyal a man as Alderman King, or any
of the other civic knights of Dublin ;

and I'll yield to none ofthem in attach-
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ment to our 'glorious constitution,'

as by law established.

I have long and deeply deplored

my errors : yet I must confess that

there is a melancholy pleasure de-

rived from reflecting on the perils and

scenes I have encountered ; and, while

I drop a tear to the unfortunate me-
mory of those who, I may say, perish-

ed by my side, I cannot forget that

they were once my friends and com-
panions—indiscreet, to be sure, but, I

believe, sincere.

On the 21st of May, 1803, I quitted

my father's house, in Street,

London, and proceeded to Ireland,

where I intended to spend a few
months at the house of an uncle, who
resided at , county of Wicklow.
I was educated in the principles of the

established church ; but, as my mo-
ther, a native of Ireland, was a Roman
Catholic, I was by no means a bigoted

Protestant ; and having, from child-

hood, listened to the traditionary tales

of the greatness of my Irish ancestors,

I longed to visit in person those scenes

where my fancy had often revelled.

Having spent a few days in Dublin I

repaired to Bray ; and, as the weather
was unusually favourable, I deter-

mined to perform the remainder of

my journey on foot, particularly as I

could, by that means, visit the Dargle,

through which my road lay. 1 had
not proceeded far when I overtook a

gentleman, who walked forward at an
easy pace, apparently rapt in medita-

tion. His figure was rather tall, but
well proportioned, and he appeared
not to be much above my own age : his

features were prominent, and bore the

impression of melancholy; but withal

so gentle and so pensive, that I instant-

ly set him down in my mind for a

child of humanity.
Travellers are privileged persons.

We soon became acquainted ; and,

as the stranger appeared intimate with

my imcle's family, I had no hesita-

tion in accompanying him to an inn

at Enniskerry, where he promised
we should meet one of my cousins.

He was not mistaken, for the first

person we saw on entering the house
was Malachy, the youngest of my
uncle's two sons ; and, though some
years had elapsed since I had seen

him in London, yet I knew him at

first sight, for his was a face which,

once beheld, could never be for-

gotten.

I now, for the first time, learned that

the name of my companion was
Emmet. He appeared to be on a

footing of great intimacy with my
cousin ; and both seemed, from their

conversation, ardent admirers of li-

berty. I could readily perceive that

they were dissatisfied with the exist-

ing state of things, and anticipated a

change of measures.
* The chain,' said Emmet, in a

mild but firm tone, * which binds

us, is stretched to the utmost limit,

and wants but another efibrt, either

of the oppressor or the oppressed, to

burst asunder, and give liberty to

Ireland.'
* Whether that be the case or not,'

replied INJalachy, 'it is to be hoped
that our grievances are not destined

to continue.'
' They cannot possibly,' said Em-

met,'endurc,under any circumstances,

much longer ;—for. Nature revolts

against tyranny and injustice ; and

the means taken to perpetuate these

have always ended in their complete

discomfiture. In this sense we must
look for an explanation of the appa-

rent paradox, that national misfor-

tunes are ultimately productive of

national benefits.

* Liberty,' he continued, * is the child

of Oppression, and the birth of the off-

spring is the death of the parent ; while

tyranny, like the poetical de-ert bird,

is consumed in flames ignited by itself,

and its whole existence is spent in pro-

viding the means of self-destruction.

We have a complete exemplification

of this in the past history and present

state of Ireland, where increase of

numbers and increase of intelligence

have been the direct result of that sys-

tem which too long has ruled this

kingdom.
' The relentless oppression of the

English Government forced the peo-

ple into habits of temperance—neces-

sity made them abstemious—and time

reconciled them to their wholesome
esculient, which providentially came,
like the manna of the desert, to feed

the sojourners in the land of their

fathers.
' Where nature is easily satisfied,

and the necessaries of life procured

with little labour and care, increase
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of population will follow; because

parents, who are contented with their

own condition, will feel no uneasi-

ness for their offspring, who can,

without any difficulty, procure a si-

tuation similar to their own. Enai-

gration from such a country was not

to be expected; for men whose modi-
fied wants were amply satisfied at

home had no need to seek elsewhere
for wealth they did not desire, or dis-

tinctions they did not value. Besides,

Ireland has always had peculiar at-

tractions in retainino- her children :

a Scotchman loves a Scotchman, but

an Hibernian loves the green fields

of his youth ; and to enjoy these there

are fe'.v privations to which he will not

cheerfully submit. The eccentric hu-

mour, the boisterous mirth, the kind
and social intercourse, that charac-

terize the peasantry, likewise spread

their charms, and generally succeed-

ed in subduing the aspiring notions of

adventurers, and helped to retain the

people at home. When to these were
added the allurements of a more
tender kind, and when no restraint

was placed on the natural instinct of

man, we must not wonder that Ire-

land is blessed with a population with-
out a paralkl in Europe.

' The base and cowardly conduct of

the Irish proprietors in deserting the

country, though at the moment a

grievance, was absolutely productive

of good. Their large domains were
parcelled out to humble cottagers

;

farms were divided and subdivided;

cabins everywhere raised their unosten-

tatious roofs ; and every floor was bless-

ed with a numerous progeny.'
* Ireland has been forced into agri-

culture ;* and this still further tends

to increase the population, and to give

her that political importance she never
could have acquired, if the people had
been immured in mineral dungeons,
or confined to the fetid vapours of a

manufacturing bastille. Rural labour
is not more conducive to the health of
the body than it is beneficial to the

exercise' of the mind ; and we always

find the agriculturist superior to the

mechanic not only iupliysical strength,

but in moral energy. The one is a

natural soldier, who commands re-

spect, and enacts consideration ; while

the other is a mere animated machine,

whose ideas serve but as intcnal

\vheels to keep his hands in motion.

His frame is distorted, his mind
crippled, and his courage annihilated

:

but the agriculturist is a man such as

Nature intended—fearless, active, and
resolute ; the air he breathes ensures

him health ; the ground he tills sup-

plies him with sustenance ; and his

occupations make him moral, hardy,

and brave. This is the copy of a

million portraits, and they are all

found in Ireland.
' For this blessing we are indebted

to our rulers, who forced us into agri-

culture ; even our artisans are agricul-

turists ; for every weaver, carpenter,

and smith, through the country, have
generally attached to their cottages a

piece of ground, where they occasion-

ally renovate their health in rural

toil, and acquire that vigour which
places them on a parallel with their

rustic neighbours.'
' And this state of things,' said I,

' still further tends to increase your
population, which, under present cir-

cumstances, must only be an amplifi-

cation of misery.'

'But misery,' returned Emmet with

a self-complaisant smile, ' is only en-

dured where it cannot be obviated.

The patient Samson, who, in his de-

privation of strength, turned the mill

for his oppressors, buried them in the

ruins of their temple when his powers

were restored ; and though Ireland,

in her weakness, endured the badges

of slavery, that is no reason she is

calmly to submit when enabled to

cast them off. The aspirations of ci-

vilized man after freedom are coeval

with his existence. His rights, like

the mountain torrent, may be diverted,

from their original channel, but can-

not be effectually impeded in their

course. Dams niav he raised to stop

* Agricallure.—' The mother and nurse of a military population. Iteland lias been

forced into this. It was thought that she had sunk under the arbitrary tyranny of

British monopoly. Let the proud Briton regale himself in ti!e wholesome air of mines

and workshops, and become ossified in the strengthening attitudes of monotonous

labour ; while the degraded Irishman draws health and number, ^ndJiercmess and/orcc.

and becomes too nimble to be caught by his crippled owner, who hobbles after hiiu,

and threatens with Ids crutch.'

—

Curh^n.
Vol. J.—No. 2. i-
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the coming stream ; but, if the congre-

gated waters cannot find another way
to the place of their destination, they

will brrst through every opposition,

and overwhelm in destruction all the

works of lorldty and presumptive

man.'
• But we find,' said J, * that very

populous countries have continued in

slavery.'
' Numbers,' rejoined Emmet,

' whose minds are more enslaved than

their bodies, may subsjiit to injustice;

but numbers inspired with intelli-

gence never can. The Irish people

are not only shrewd, but informed;
and for this good, as well as for every

other blessing they possess, they are

indebted to the folly and wickedness

of their governors. Divide et i/npera

has long l)een the maxim of those who
oppressed us ; but the I'esult has l)een

the reverse of their anticipations. The
continual agitation, faction, and dis-

cord, consequent upon such a system
of legislation, produced their moral
eflfects, and, like the vivid lightning,

served to purify the clement they
disturbed. The political whirlpool

has drawn within its vortex every man
in Ireland ; discussion has been uni-

versally provoked; and the passions

have been enlisted in the general con-

flict. The human intellect has been
propelled ; vulgar errors corrected

;

and the spirit of inquiry and in\csti-

gation has gone abroad.
* To reason upon the political state

of his country has long been the pro-

pensity of the Irish peasant; and, from
continually thinking upon that sub-

ject, he has at length learned to think

right. He not only knows his de-

graded condition, but is v/ell ac-

quainted with the cause. There is

not a subject connected v/itli the coun-

try on which he cannot give an accu-

rate opinion ; he knows as well as any

man in the Castle the purpose of every

measure of Government,'^' whether it

be to enrich a spendthrift nobleman
by a job, or coerce the unfortunate

peasantry by an Insurrection Act.
' I know my countrymen ; I have

conversed with them, and have found
them practical philosophers. Their

sentiments are the pure emanations of

acute minds, instructed in the school

of Nature, and taught by adversity.

They are, in consequence, generally

correct, and, witliout any great exer-

tion of thought, are frequently pro-

found. How often have I seen them
smile at the abortive efforts of their

friends, who endeavour to procure

them redress in a constitutional way,

while, at the same time, they have told

me very pertinently, and very truly,

that they expected no concession from
Government until they are able to in-

sist on it

!

* Thus party spirit, however hurtful

it has been in certain cases, has tend-

ed to bring the people to a correct

knowledge of their rights; and, by

keeping "their country, and its griev-

ances, continually before them, it has

habituated them to the expectation of

relief, and familiarized their minds to

the only means of procuring it. The
Government stands upon a mine, and

that mine is public opinion,—and it

re(iuires only some pure spirit to ap-

ply the match, and blow to atoms the

engines of corruj)tion. Tlie people

have grown too cunning to be deceiv-

(Td, and too numerous to be despised.

Temporary expedients—the resort of

pusillanimity and weakness—will no

longer avail. They know their rights,

and wait but for an opportunity to assert

them ; they are acquainted with their

strength, and wish for the moment to

exert it.

' The cause of man must ultimately

triumph; for Ireland is arrived at

that period beyond which she must
cease to derive advantage from the

blessings I have enumerated. A fur-

ther increase of population will aug-

* ' It may be asked, why I mentioa tliose things 1 The grand jury knows tbem very

well ;—but thea tliey ought to be concealed. Miserable, infatuated notion ! these things

are not concealed ; there is not a grand-jury job in the country which is not known
and commented upon by the peasantry. Every mischief and every enormity I have

this day stated is as thorouglily well known to the peasantry as to the gentry through-

out Ireland. The affected apprehension of exciting and exasperating them, by a re-

probation of tiicsa enormities, is puerile and contemptible. It cannot do mischief ;—it

cannot add to the poignancy of their feelings— it may allay or sooth them. Already

thoseexactious are the subject of discussion, and of minute scrutiny, in every cabin.'—
Judge I'itK.nih's i'haitrc.
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ment the local disturbances, and the

measures Government must have re-

course to for suppressing them will

spread disaffection and discontent.

Thus misery must be progressive

;

and, we all know, the cup, however
capacious, that receives a continual

stream, will at last overflow. Let
Government pursue the usual system,

and this event must be accelerated.

Population, taxes, and poverty, will

increase, until universal suffering pro-

duces among Irishmen a general dis-

position to rid themselves of the do-

mination of England. Ireland can

have no interest in supporting the
* powers tliat be;' for individuals are

so poor that they can lose nothing

from a change. The good of the

people and the wishes of their rulers

are beginning to diverge from each
other, and circumstances must widen
the separation.' •

' That is,' I interrupted, ' unless

Government conciliates.'

' Conciliation,' he repeated, * is the

writing on the wall, which they can-

not understand, and they have no
Daniel to interpret it for them.

' But, whetlier they conciliate or

oppose, Ireland has directly benefitted

by misgovernment ; for numbers and
intelligence have increased, and these,

when united, and unencumbered with

wealth, must be productive of free-

dom.'
During this dialogue Emmet's fine

manly countenance glowed with an
enthusiastic ardour, and he delivered

himself with as much animated fer-

vency as if he were addressing a

numerous, but distracted assembly,

which he Avished to persuade. His
words fliowed with a graceful fluency,

and he combined his arguments with

all the ease of a man accustomed to

abstract discussions.

The entrance of a stranger sus-

pended our conversation, and, after a

few minutes' private conference be-

tween Emmet and my cousin, tlie for-

mer took his leave, and Malachy and
I set out for my uncle's residence. On
our way I could not help admiring the

delightful scenery on each side ; but
my pleasure was considerably damped
by my companion's melancholy reflec-

tions. He admitted that the country
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was beautiful and the soil productive,
but asked me ' What were all these
\vhen the people were in chains ?'

' Surely,' I replied, ' Irishmen are
not thus degraded without some ade-
quate cause. There must be some
political inferiority in a religion which
is thus proscrihed in a nation pro-
fessing to be free.'

' i\one,' he replied.
' Protestants, however,' I rejoined,

' think otherwise, and, I believe, with
some shov/ of justice ; for has not the
Reformation been every where the

harbinger of freedom ? From this it

may be inferred that Catliolicity is

opposed to political rights, and that a
love of liberty is an inherent prin-
ciple in the Protestant creed.'

^ I did not expect,' replied Malachy,
* to find in one, who apparently has
the courage to think for himself, the
advocate of an opinion, merely be-

cause it is general, when history and
fact demonstrate its falsity. It is the
gasconade of an arrogant sect, who,
without a shadow of authority, have
assumed to themselves a political su-

periority.'

' Your zeal, my friend,' I replied,
' for your own religion, I fear, leads

you to depreciate the merits of mine.
it was the opinion of a great man*
that Catholicism was best adapted
for monarchy, and Protestantism for

a republic'
* The authority of a great name,'

returned Malachy, ' however exten-

sive its influence, has no power to

make wrong right, or give to false-

hood the consistency of truth. That
amiable lawyer mistook, in this in-

stance, as well as in many others, the

effect for the cause ; and has conse-

quently paid a compliment where no
compliment was due. A brief review

of facts will convince you that the

implied praise was unmerited ; and
that the Protestant religion has no
advantao-e, in apolitical point of view,

which the Catholic does not possess.'

' I shall hear you with pleasure,'

said I, ' for I am always accessible to

reason, and shall be glad to have an

impression remove 1 which I have fre-

quently thought erroneous, aud al-

ways wished to find so.'

We are all/ he replied, * in some

* Montesquieu.
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measure, slaves to prejudice; and/

when I recollect how long I enter-

tained the same opinion myself, I

cannot hesitate to excuse such a be-

lief in you. But, tlie moment I exa-

mined the merits of the case, I was
astonished at my own stupidity in

not havino' sooner detected the spe-

cious sophistry that so long imposed
on me.

' Christianity—under which deno-
mination we may include all those

religions founded' on revelation—the

Protestant as well as others—is in its

essence purely spiritual, and has for

its object to prepare men for another
world rather than to reform the insti-

tituons which.make them miserable in

this. It tends to create, in the minds
of men, a contempt of terrene hap-
piness, by promising them, on this

condition, endless felicity hereafter.

The world, and all it can bestow,
Avhcther it be the inflictions of ty-

ranny or the advantages of freedom
and justice, is below the apprehen-
sions ortlie desires of apure Christian.

His life he considers as a state of

probation, in which he cannot pos-

sibly be happy ; for how can that

mind be tranquil wliich is perpe-
tually ftxed on the future, a region
divided between endless torments and
never-ceasing felicity ?

* The first lesso*he is taught, and
Avhich he hears continually repeated,

is the shortness and uncertainty of
this life ; and he has no need of pro-
tracted years to be convinced that

what he has learned is truth. To
spend the period allotted him, and
M'hich a thousand incidents may
shorten, in acts of piety and works
of mercy, is a duty ciijoined hira by
an unequivocal authority—which he
dares not dispute, and which, if he
rejects, he tinds himself encountered
by the condemnation of reason.

* Such a man must be averse to

every thing which tends to disturb

the Christian composure of his mind,
or remotely risk that salvation to

xvhich his life is only preparatory.

He considers it his duty to comply
in all cases with established forms,
when these do not militate against

his spiritual interest ; and in this he
does no more than what sound philo-

sophy will approve. As Christianity

has not different doctiiiies for dif-

ferent men, we must ever e^cpect t<f

find the followers of Christ the obe-

dient subjects of all governments,
from absolute despotism to pure re-

publicanism ; for submission to ex-

isting authority is the characteristic

of their faith. Thus we find that

Christianity, however its professors

may differ from each other, forms
one of the ten thousand causes which
prevent men from breaking down the

barriers which tyranny and injustice

have raised around them; and this

influence is increased wherever it is

directly or indirectly connected with

temporal power.
' But, as Christians are men, human

nature, however modified by insti-

tutions, can never be wholly eradi-

cated. Manilas rights, and his claim

to these he has in all ages and in

every country asserted. i\Ien of all

religions have thought, and thought
justly, that political freedom and
pure Christianity are not incompa-
tible ; and accordingly have often-

times endeavoured to unite them.
Perhaps they might have been more
frequently successful had they not

found that Christianity has a tend-

ency—not in its principles, which
are liberal beyond all other religions

and all systems of philosophy, but in

its very perfections, Avhich are hu-
mane, and averse to the spilling of
blood—to perpetuate the domination
of the " powers that be," however
oppressive these powers may have
been.'

' So far as your argument goes,'

said I, • it tends to oonfirm what you
meant to disprove. Passive obedi-

ence may be found in that Church"
which attributes so many virtues to

mortification; as those who behold,

in every infliction, only the chastising

hand of Providence, are adequately
prepared to submit to tyranny. Such
a peojjle have sometimes called a fa-

mine, caused by their rulers, a vi-

sitation of Providence; but Protest-

antism, being freed from these errors,

is incapable of such folly.'

' We should take care,' returned

Malachy, * not to charge Christianity

with the errors of a barbarous age

;

nor blame it for not inculcating what
it never proposed to teach. Political

economy made no part of the doc-

trine of Christ; nor did he require
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his followers, like the disciples of the

Grecian sage,* to be initiated in any

science previous to their receiving his

instructions. Men may l)e very pious,

though very ignorant ; and want of

profane knowledge, where it was not

wilful, I have never heard charged as

a crime. An impartial examiner will

discriminate, and not impute to the

Catholic religion what it has always
condemned—the errors of local su-

perstition. Our Church boasts no
supremacy of scientific knowledge

;

and it is not to be expected that the

divines of the middle ages could be

free from some of the universal errors

which then overshadowed Europe.'
* But,' said I, ' though we may

excuse a man for being in darkness

at midnight, there is no reason why
he should keep his eyes obstinately

closed when the sun has risen. He
that refuses admission to truth, when
all around are informed, may lie said

to obstruct the designs of Providence

;

and, if he does not merit execration,

he ought not, at least, to expect any
imitators. Why have not Catholic

countries been as forward in improve-
ment as those where Protestantism is

professed ? Surely the superiority of

the latter is not without some assign-

able cause.'
' That superiority,' replied Mala-

chy, ' which Protestants once claimed,
exists no longer; and even its early

possession was owing to circum-
stances, and not to their religion.

At the commencement of the reign

of Henry VHI. Catholicism was in

every part of Eui'ope the religion of
the state, interwoven with the con-

stitution of every kingdom, and fa-

voured by every power.
' The Catholics displayed then the

intolerant spirit of all privileged

classes, and persecuted with an inte-

rested zeal, heightened by religious

rancour, the new and innovating
creed ; while the reformers, like the
Israelites of old, multiplied under the
lash of persecution. Their numbers
soon became formidable ; for they

did not, at first, alarm men's con-

sciences by impeaching any of the

fundamental dogmas of the Church :

thev allowed her to be in possession

of truth,t but to have admitted cer-

tain abuses which required to be era-

dicated; that the temple was hoi)',

though defiled ; and that, when the

cobwebs of superstition were brushed
away, all might enter again without

fear of pollution.
' The lower ranks, who are neces-

sarily the most moral, had long been
scandalized at the conduct of the

higher orders, as weU as at the indo-

lent and indecent luxury of the bene-
ficed clergy, and eagerly listened to

those who promised to reform the

abuses which Religion had fallen into

by her union with temporal power.
But the Church by law established

manifested the folly of those who ne-

glect the simple remedy because they
can use the wrong one. Persecution

follow'ed persecution, until those who
were originally only reformers be-

came separatists, who carried \vith

them, into their new conventicles,

that resentment they must have na-

turally felt against their implacable

enemies ; and, as these w-ere Catholics

and kings, popery and monarchy be-

came the objects of their unappeased
hatred.

' Their zeal became enthusiasm,

and their piety fortitude. Like a

stag at bay, their courage was in-

spired by despair, and all their pro-

ceedings originated«in necessity. Re-
ligion and politics were blended in all

their controversies ; and for a short

time they evinced a love of liberty

that was then novel. But, as they had
every thing to apprehend from exist-

ing governments, there is little won-
der they found fault with kings, and
wished ' to change a system under
wliich they could not safely exist.

' This love of independence was
awakened in the:n as men, and not

inculcated by their religion ; for per-

secution, and not Protestantism, made
men republicans.]:

* ' Let no one enter here ignorant of geometry' was the -well-known inscription over

the door of Plato's academy.
t ' Under the Papacy,' says Luther, in his book against Anabaptists, ' are many

good Christian things, jea, all that is good in Christianity, and that Protestants had,
if from thence. I say, moreover,' says he, 'that under Papacy is true Christianity,

tven the very k rnel of Cliristianity.'

"

i Cuvier.
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' The subsequent progress of the truth has arisen. The invention of

Reformation justifies these assertions, the art of printing, too, had previ-

When the political events of Europe ously served to illuminate the dark-

introduced the new religion to the ness of the human intellect ; and,

patronage of despots reformers had wherever temporal institutions have

no objection to invoke Heaven for not excluded this light, Catholic

crowned heads; and from that time

to this the Book of Common Prayer

in England has been filled with forms

of obtestations for each successive

royal family.'
' Partial instances,' said I, ' are

not to bo admitted as conclusive evi-

dence. Let us look at the general

tendency of Protestantism ; and, tak-

ing it as we find it, does it not incul-

cate sentiments of a more liberal and

exalted character than your ancient

creed ?'

' By no means,' replied Malachy,
' for we must not give credit to any

man's faith for what is due to his con-

stitution, no more than we should

accuse Mohamcdanism for the sallow

complexion of the Turks. The ty-

ranny of Christiern in Sweden, and

minds ha\'e vegetated beneath its in-

fluence with as much luxuriance as

those of Protestants.
' But argument ' is unnecessary

where facts are conclusive. If Pro-
testant England obtained a Bill of

Rights, Catholic England achieved

Magna Charta : if Geneva is a Pro-

testant free state, Switzerland was a

republic nearly two hundred years

before the Reformation. Come home
to modern times.

I

' Spread the map of Europe before

you, and, in whatever country there

is a glimmering of freedom, you shall

find as many of the inhabitants Ca-
tholics as Protestants. If Spain and
Portugal are not free, neither is Den-
mark nor Sweden ; and if Italy be in

chiwns, so is Prussia. England, then.

of Henry in England, occasioned the is the only Protestant country which

immediate successors of these cruel pretends "to liberty ; and accordingly

despots to afford asylums to the early we find it the strong hold of this un-

reformers, where they have since con- supported opinion—retailed in the

tinued; and, if thev have at sometimes senate, where it is believed witliout

evinced a love of independence, it is being examined ; and printed in the

no more than miyht have been ex- newspapers, from which the credu-

pected from men nursed in these

cradles of liberty; for their prede-

cessors in all ages, and of nearly

all religions, bore a similar cha-

racter.
* Nothing less* than the most un-

informed prejudice could induce any
man to exalt the Protestant at the

expense of the Catholic mind. Men
were brave, virtuous, and patriotic,

ages before the Thirty-nine Articles

received royal approbation. V-enice

and Genoa astonished Europe in Ca-

tholic times ; and even Spain, with all

its bigotry, displayed a love of coun-

try and a heroism seldom equalled.

lous nation swallow it with its ac-

companying falsehoods. Yet, like

all other untruths, it requires only

to be touched by the wand of Reason,

when it vanishes into air, and " leaves

not a wreck behind."
' The complaint against the Catho-

lic religion is, that it tends to perpe-

tuate existing authorities ; and this

cannot be denied: but try the Church
of England by the same test, and you.

must discover that this error equally

attaches to that establishment. The
Protestant hierarchy is as much, if not

more, wedded to ancient forms than

their popish predecessors ; and, I be-

certainly never surpassed. Have Pope lieve, it will readily be admitted that,

and Dryden been worse poets because if an angel from heaven were to de-

they were Catholics ? or Shakspeare scend with a plan of political reform,

a better one because he was a Pro- the Church of England would reject

testant ? it, unless it tended to increase their

The world, I admit, has been princely revenues, and add to their

more enlightened since the Reforma- extravagant privileges. The charac-

tion; but" that is < wing, in a great ters of men are formed much more by

measure, to the collision of opposite temptations than by the duties of their

and conflicting opinions, from which profession;* and experience has shown

* Taley.
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US that the clergy of all religions

will prefer the government that sup-

ports them to the interest of their

sect, or even the good of mankind.
' What they wisli to perpetuate they

wish to see reverenced ; and accord-

ingly we find loyalty inculcated from
the pulpit in the reign of Elizaiieth,

as well as in that of her immediate
predecessor. This has always been
the case, and applies as much to the

Protestant as to the Catholic teacher.'
' But is it fair,' I asked, ' to infer

from the conduct of a priesthood paid

by the state the principles of the

religion?'
' If unjust,' replied Malachy, ' when

applied to Protestantism, it certainly

cannot be just when applied to Catho-
licism. If the Protestant be not

judged by the conduct of his clergy,

neither is the Catholic : if the one be
liberal, in spite of the intolerance of
his teacher, why not the other ? The
truth is, mankind have never thouglit

79

that Christianity defined their civil

conduct ; and have latterly indicated

a disposition to be free, when thev
think it more easy to throw off a
burden than to endure it.

'Circumstances, and not their reli-

gion, form their characters ; and,
what the Protestant once was, the
Irish Catholic is now—a republican

in his heart. Inquire the reason, and
you will find it to have originated in

precisely the same cause—oppression.
But, behold the reverse ! How has
the mighty fallen ! The high-minded
Protestant has degenerated into an
instrument of tyranny ; and is now
degraded into an obsequious tool of
power, not less a slave than the Catho-
lic he endeavours to fetter.'

We were now within sight of my
uncle's house, which we quickly en-

tered. A description of this Irish

castle, and its inmates, in my next.

Godfrey K n.

FAIRY LEGENDS

How dull, how revolting, appear
the legends and traditions of the

northern nations, when compared
with those of Ireland ! Humanity
shudders and the heart sickens at the

one, while nothing but risibility or

pleasure is produced by the other.

Let Ledwich and others cavil at the

ancient records of Erin—let her his-

tory perish, and her monuments
moulder into dust— still indubitable

proofs of the oriental descent of her
children will remain in their fairy

tales and traditions. Their supersti-

tious notions bespeak them of a family

different frotn the rest of Europe

;

while the fervid imagery, wild and
extravagant fancy, as Avell as the moral
of all their legends, declare that they
must have been warmed into birth in

those regions which have given us the
* Arabian Nights' Entertainments.'
Indeed many of those in the volume
before us are evidently but different

versions of some of these tales, which
charm us in youth, and amuse us in

age.

To Mr. Crofton Croker we are
already indebted for rather an ambi-
tious volume on subjects connected

AND TRADITIONS.*

with the South of Ireland ; and, though
the little duodecimo before us makes
no pretensions to talents or learning-,

we are satisfied it will become in-

finitely more popular than the author's
embellished quarto. Not that we
think the work is as entertaining* and
useful as it might have been made, but
because it furnishes proofs of a kindly
feeling, of a humane and generous
disposition, of some industry, and
much humour. Mr. Croker exhi-
bics the poorer classes of his country-
men—not as they are usually exhibit-

ed, in disgusting colours—but in

!orms the most laughable and pleas-

ing,- in such as they are usually seen

by those who know their eccentric and
singular manners. Like our author,

we have rambled through the south-

ern districts ; and, thougli we have
never encountered so extraordinary a

Munchausen as Daniel O'Rourke,
with his eagle, his moon v.ith a reap-

ing-hook stuck in it, and his flying

gander
;

yet we have sat for hours
listening to the * talcs of other times ;'

and, though these were at once absurd
and amusing, we have never thought
that it made those who believed in

* Fairy Legends and Traditions of the South of Ireland. Murray, London. 1825.
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them less happy or less useful, though

Mr, Croker seems to insinuate the

contrary.

It would be too much to expect

that all the superstitious tales of the

Irish peasantry could be related in a

single volume : Mr. Croker has there-

fore only made a selection ; nor has

he uniformly selected the best. Many
of the legends and traditions are very

deficient in interest ; and many more
are wanting in those circumstances

with which they have been usually

connected by the people themselves.

Our own esteemed contributor, in his

' Benshee,' and ' Fairyman of Croo-

naan,' evinces a more intimate ac-

quaintance with his subject ; and,

though it has been whispered ab(mt

that the former article was from Mr.
Croker's pen, we can assure our read-

ers that the report is false : we did not

hear of his intended publication until

after the appearance of the ' Benshee'

in our first Number; we cannot, there-

fore, be accused of intentionally anti-

cipating the work before us.

Mr. Croker has given most of his

legends and traditions in the words of

those from whose lips he first heard

them ; and all who wish to know what
kind of language the Irish peasant

talks in should read this very enter-

taining volume. We have before said

that most of our Irish novelists have
caricatured the dialect and manners of

the people ; and few of them more
than Miss Edgeworth. But in future

this will not be permitted ; for Mr.
Croker has set an example that de-

serves to be followed. In reading his

book we imagined ourselves listening

to Paddy himself; and we must con-

fess his is the only work that ever im-

pressed us with such an idea before.

The following ' Legend of Bottle-

hill,' one of the best in the book, will

serve to illustrate our remarks :

—

It WHS in tlie good days wlien the iittle

people, most irapiideiuly called fairies,

were mure; frequently seen than they are

in these unbelieving times, that a farmer,

iiamid Mick Puicell, rented a few acres

of barren ground in the neighbourhood of

the once celebrated preceplory of Mourne,
situated about three miles Iroiii Mallow,
and thirteen from " the beautiful city

called Cork." Mick had a wife and fa-

mily : they all did what they could, and
that was but little, for the poor man had

no child grown up big enough to help hiin

in his work ; and all the poor woman could
do was to mind llie children, and to milk
the one cow, and to boil the potatoes,

and carrj the eggs to market to Mallow
;

but, with all they could do, 'twas hard
enough on them to pay the rent. Well,
they did manage it for a good while; but
at last came a bad year, and the little

grain of oats was all spoiled, and the

chickens died of the pip, and the pig got
the measles

—

the was sold in Mallow, and
brought almost nothing ; and poor Mi(;k
found that he hadn't enough to half pay
his rent, and two gales were due.
'Why, then, AloUy,' says he, ' what'll

we do ?'

' Wisha, then, raavournenc, what would
you do but take the cow to tlie fair of

Cork and sell her ?' says she ; 'and Mon-
da}' is fair da}^ and so you must go to-

morrow, that the poor beast may be rested

again the fair.'

'And what'll we do when she's gone?'
says Mick, sorrowlully.

'Never a know 1 know, Mick ; but sure

God won't leave us without him, Mick
;

and you know how good he was to us when
poor little Billy was sick, and we had no-

thing at all for him to take, that good
doctor geiUleman at Ballydahin conu-

riding and asking for a drink of milk ; aiul

how he gave us two shillings ; and liow he
sent the things and the bottles for the

child, and gave n)e my brt;akfasl when I

went over to ask a question, so he did
;

and how he came to see Billy, and never
left oft' his goodness till lie was quite

well.'

' Oh ! you are always that way, Molly,
and I believe you are right alter all, so [

wcKi't be sorry for selling the cow; hut

I'll go to-morrow, and you must put a

needle and thread through my coat, for

you know 'lis ripped under the arm.'

Molly told him he should have every

thing right ; and about twelve o'clock next
day he left her, getting a charge not to

sell his cow except lor the liighett penny.
Mick promised to mind it, and went his

way along the road. He drove liis cow
slowly through the little stream which
crosses it, and runs under ihe old walls

of Mourne : as he passed he glanced his

eye upon the towcis and one of the old

elder trees, which were only then little

bits of switches.

'Oh, then, if I only had half the money
that's buried in you, 'tisift driving this

poor cow I'd be now. Why, then, isn't it

too bad that it should be there covered
over with earth, and many a one besides

me wanting it? Well, if it's God's will,

I'll have some money myself coming
back.'
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So sa^'ing, lie moved on .ifter liis beast;

'twas a fiiie day, and llie sun slione

brightly on the walls of the old abbey as

he passed under them ; he then crossed an
extensive mountain tract, and after six

long miles he caine to the top of that hill

—Bottle- hill 'tis called now, but that was
not the name of it then, and ju»t there a
Jian overtook him. 'Good morrow,' says
he. ' Good morrow, kindly,' says Mick,
looking at the stran^'er, who was a little

man, you'd ahuost call him a dwarf, only
he was'nt quite so little neither : he had a
bit of an old, wrinkled, yellow face, for

all the world like a dried cauliflower, only
he had a sharp little nose, and red eyes,

and white hair, and his lips were not red,

but all liis face was one colour, and his

eyes never were quiet, but looking at

every thing, and although they were red,

they made Mick (eel quite cold when he
looked at them. In truth he did not much
like the little man's company; and he
couldn't see cue bit of his legs nor his

body, for though the day was warm, he
was all wrapped up in a big great coat.

Mick drove his cow something faster, but
the little man kept up with him. Mick
didn't know how he walked, for he was
aluiost afraid to look at him, and to cross

himself, for fear t!ie old man would fce

angry. Yet he thought his fellow-travel-

ler did not seem to walk like other men,
nor to put one foot before the other, but
to glide over the longh road, and rough
enough it was, like a shadow, without
noise and without efibrt Mick's heart
trembled within him, and he said a prayer
to himself, wishing he hadn't come out
that day, or that lie was on Fair-hill, or
that he hadn't the cow to mind, that he
might run away from the bad thing

—

when, in the midst of his fears, he was
again addressed by his companion.

' Where are you going with the cow,
honest man i'

'To the fair of Cork then,' says Mick,
trembling at the shrill and piercing tones
of the voice.

' Are you going to sell her ?' said the
stranger.

' Why, then, what else am I going for

but to sell her ?'

' Will you sell her to me?'
Mick started—he was afraid to have

any thing to do with the little man, and
he was more afraid to say no.

' What'H you give for her ?' at last says
he,

'I'll tell you what, I'll give you this

bottle,' said the little (5ne, pulling a bottle
from under his coat.

Mick looked at him and the bottle, and,
in spite of his terror, he could not help
bursting into a loud fit of laughter.

Vol. I.~No. 2.

Laugh if you will,' said the little niau'
' hut I tell you this bottle is better for

you than all the money you will get for

the cow in Cork— ay, than ten thousand
times as much.'

JMick laughed again. ' Why, then,'
says he, ' do you think 1 am such a fool as

to give ray good cow for a bottle—and an
empty one, too .' indeed, then, I won't.'

' You had better give me the cow, and
take the bottle—you'll not be sorry for

if.'

'Why, then, and what would Molly-
say? I'd never hear the end of it; and
how would i pay the rem ? and what would
we all do withont a penny of money ?'

'I tell you this bottle is better to yon
than money ; take it, and give me the cow.
I ask you for the last time, Mick Purcell.'
Mick started.

' How does he know my name ?' thought
he.

The stranger proceeded : ' Mick Pur-
cell, I know you, and I have a regard for
you ; therefore do as I warn you, or you
may be sorry for it. How do you know
but your cow will die before vou eo to

Cork?'

Mick was going to say 'God forbid !'

but the little man went on (and he was too
attentive to say any thing to stop him ; for

Mick was a very civil man, and he knew
better than to interrupt a gentleman, and
that's what many people, that hold their
heads higher, don't mind now).

' And how do you know but there will
be much cattle at the fair, and you will

get a bad price, or may be you might be
robbed when you are coming home? but;

what need I talk more to 3'ou, when you
are determined to throw away your luck,
Mick Purcell ?'

' Oil ! no, I would not throw away my
luck, sir,' said Mick; ' and if I was sure
the bottle was as good as you saj, though
I never liked an e.mpty bottle, although I
had drank the contents of it, I'd give you
the cow in the name '

' jSever mind names,' said the stranger,
* but give me the cow ; I would not tell

you a lie. Here, take the bottle, and
when you go home do what I direct ex-
actly.'

Mick hesitated.

'Well, then, good-by, I can stay no
longer : once mo. e, take it, and be rich

;

refuse it, and bo^ for your life, and see
your children in poverty, and your wife

dyinsr for want—that will happen to you,
Mick Purcell!' siid the little man with a
malicious grin, Avliich made him look ten

times more ugly than ever.

'May be 'tis true,' said Mick, still he-
sitating : he did not know what to do—he
could hardly help believing the old man,

M
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and at length, in a fit of desperation, he

seized ihe boitle—'Take the cow,' said

he, ' and if you are telling a lie, the curse

of the poor will be on jou.'
' i care neither for your curses nor your

blessings, but I have spoken truth, Mick
Purcell, and that you will find to-night, if

you do what I tell.'

' And what's that ?' says Mick.
' When you go home, never mind if yonr

wife is angry, but be quiet yourself, and
make her sweep the room clean, set the

table out right, and spread a clean cloth

over it ; then put the bottle on the ground,

saying these words, ' Bottle, do your

duty,' and you will see the end of it,

' And is this all ?' says Mick.
' No more,' said the stranger. ' Good-

b^', Mick Purcell—you are a rich man.'
' God grant it !' said Mick, as the old

man moved after the cow, and Mick re-

traced the road towards his cabin; but he

could not help turning back his head to look

after the purchaser of his cow, who was no-

where to be seen.

'Lord between us and harm!' said

Mick :
' He can't belong to this earth

;

but where is the cow ?' She too was gone,

and Mick went homeward muttering

prayers, and holding fast the bottle.

'And what would I do if it broke?'

thought he. ' Oh I but I'll lake care of

that;' so he put it into his bosom, and
went on anxious to prove his bf)ttle, and
doubting of the reception he should meet
from his wife; balancing his anxieties witli

his expectation, his fears with his hopes,

he reached home in the evening, and sur-

prised his wife, sitting over the turf fire in

the big chimney.

'Oh! INIick, are you come back ? Sure

you weren't at Cork all the way ! What
has happened to you ? Where is the cow ?

Did you sell her ? How much money did

you get for her ? What news liave you ?

Tell us every thing about it.'

'Why, then, Molly, if you'll give me
time, I'll tell you all about it. If you
want to know where the com' is, 'tisn't

Mick can tell you, for the never a know
does he know where she is now.'

' Oh ! then, you sold her ; and where's

the money?'
'Arrah! stop awhile, Molly, and I'll

tell you all about it.'

'But what bottle is that under your

waistcoat?' said Molly, spying its neck

sticking out.
' Why, then, be easy now, can't you,'

says Mick, ' till I tell it to you ?' and
putting the bottle on the table, ' Thai's

all I got for the cow.'

His poor wife was thunderstruck. ' All

you got! and what good is that, Mick?
Oh ! I never thought you were such a

fool ; and what'U we do for the rent ? and
what '

' Now, Molly,' says Mick, ' can't you
hearken to reason ? Didn't I tell you how
the old man, or xvhatsoever he was, met
me— no, he did not meet me neither, but

he was there with me—on the big hill, and
how he made me sell him tlie cow, and
told me the bottle was the only thing for

me ?'

' Yes, indeed, the only thing for you,
you fool !' said Molly, seizing the bottle

to hurl it at her poor husband's head ; but

Mick caught it, and quietly (for he minded
the old man's advice) loosened his wife's

grasp, and placed the bottle again in his

bosom. Poor jMollj' sat down crying, wliilc

Mick told her his story,with man}' a crossing

and blessing between him and harm. His
wife could not help believing him, particu-

larly as she had as mucli faith in fairies as

she had in the priest, who indeed never
discouraged her belief in the fairies; may
be lie didn't know she believed in them,

and may be he believed them himself.

She got up, however, without saying one
word, and began to sweep the e;irthen

floor with a bunch of heath : then she

tidied up every thing, and put out the

long table, and spread the clean cloth, for

she had only one, upon it, and Mick,
placing the bottle on the ground, looked at

it and said, ' Bottle, do your duty.'
' Look there ! look there, mammy I' said

his chubby eldest son, a boy about five

years old— ' look there ! look there !' and
he sprung to his mother's side, as two tiny

little fellows rose like light from the bottle,

and in an instant covered the table with

dishes and plates of gold and silver, full

of the finest victuals that ever were seen,

and when all was done went into the bottle

again. Mick and his wife looked at every
tiling with astonishment; they had never
seen such plates and dishes before, and
didn't think they could ever admire them
enough, the very sight almost took away
their appetites; but at length Molly said,
' Come and sit down, Mick, and try and
eat a bit : sure you ought to be hungry
after such a good day's work.'

' Why, then, the man told no lie about
the bottle.'

Mick sat down, after putting the children
to the table, and they made a hearty meal,
though they couldn't taste half the dishes.

'Now,' says Molly, 'I wonder will

those two good little gentlemen carry away
these fine things again ?' They waited,

bat no one came ;,so IMolly put up the

dishes and plates very carefully, saying,
' Why then, Mick, that was no lie sure
enough : but you'll be a rich man yet,

Mick Purcell.'

Mick and his wife' and children went to
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their bed, not to sleep, but to settle about

.selling ilie fine tilings they did not want,

mid lo lake more Jind. Mick went to

Cork and sold his plate, and bouelit a

horse and cart, and began to show that he

was making money, and iliey did all they

could to keep the bottle a secret ; but for

all that their landlord found it out, for he

came to Mick one day and asked him
where he got all his mone\-—sure it was
not by the farm ; and he bothered him so

much, that at last Mick, told him of the

bottle. His landlord offered him a deal of

money for it, but Mick would not give it,

till at last he offered to give him all his

farm for ever : so Mick, who was very

rich, thought he'd never want any more
money, and gave him the bottle : but

IMick was mistaken—he and his family

spent money as if there was no end of it

;

and to make the story short, they became
poorer and poorer, till at last they had no-

thing left but one cow ; and Mick once
more drove his cow before him to sell her

at Cork fair, hoping to meet the old man
and get another bottle. It was hardly

daybreak when he left home, and he walk-
ed on at a good pace till he reached the

big hill : the mists were sleeping in the

valleys, and curling like smoke-wreaths
upon the brown heath around him. The
sun rose on his left, and just at his feet a

lark sprang from its grassy couch and
poured forth its joyous matin song, ascend-
ing into the clear blue sky,

'Till its form like a speck in the airiness

blending.

And thrilling with music, was melting in

light."^

IMick crossed himself, listening as he
advai'.ced to the sweet song of the lark,

but thinking, notwiihsianding, alltiie time
of the little old man ; when, just as he

reached the summit of the hill, and cast

his eyes over the extensive prospect hefore

and around him, he was startled and re-

joiced by the same well-known voice :

' Well, Mick Purcell, 1 told you you
would be a rich man.'

' Indeed, then, sure enough I was, that's

no lie for you, sir. Good morning to you,
but it is not rich I am now—but have 3'<)u

another bottle ? for I want it now as much
as 1 did long ago; so if you have it, sir,

here is the cow for it.'

' And here is the botlle,' said the old

man, smiling ;
' you know what to do wilh

it.'

' Oh ! then, sure I do, as good right I

iiavc.'

' Well, farewell for ever, Mick. Purcell :

I told you you would be a rich man '

' And good-by lo you, sir,' said Mick,
as he turned back ;

' and good luck to

you, and good luck to the big hill— it

wants a name—Botiie-hilL—Good-by,
sir, good-by :' so Mick walked back as

fast as he could, never looking after the

white-faced little gentleraaa and the cow,
so anxious wgs he to bring home the botlle.

—Well, he arrived with it safely enough,
and called out as soon as he s.iw Molh'-

—

Oh ! sure I've another bottle !'

' Arrah ! then, have you ? why, then,

you're a lucky man, Mick Purcell, that's

what you are.'

In an instant she put every thing right
;

and Mick, looking at his bottle, exultingly

cried out, 'Bottle, do your duty.' In a

twinkling, two great stout men with big

cudgels issued from the bottle (I do not
know how Ihey got room in it), and be-

laboured poor Mick and his wife and all

his family, till they lay on the floor, when
in they went again, fliick, as soon as he
recovered, got up and looked about him

;

he thought and thought, and at last he
took up his wife and his children ; and,
leaving them to recover as well as they^

could, he look the bottle under his coat
and went to his landlord, who had a great

company : he got a servant to tell him he
wanted to speak to him, and at last he
came out to Mick.

' Well, what do you want now .''

' Nothing, sir, only I have another
boltlc.'

' Oh ! ho ! is it as good as the first?

'

' Yes, sir, and better; if you like, I will

show it to you before all the Jadies and
gentlemen.'

' Come along, then.' So saying, Mick
was brought into the great hall, where he
saw his old botlle standing high up on a

shelf: ' Ah ! ha !' says he to himsel/i 'may
be I won't have you by-and-by.'

' Now,' says his landlord, 'show uj your
bottle.' Mick set it on the floor, and ut-

tered the words: in a moment the land-

lord was tumbled on the floor; ladies and
gentlemen, servants and all, were running,

and roaring,and sprawling,and kicking,and

shrieking. Wine cups and salvers were
knocked about in every direction, until the

landlord called out 'Slop those two devils,

Mick Purcell, or I'll have you hanged.'
' They never shall stop,' said Mick,

' till I get my own bottle that I see up
there at top of that shelf.'

' Give it down to him, give it down to

him, before we are all killed !' says the

landlord.

I\Jick put his botlle in his bos;)m : in

jumped the two men into the new bottle,

and he carried them home. I need not

lengthen my story by telling how he got

richer than ever, how liis son married his

landlord's only daughter, how he and his

wife died when they were very old, and
how some of the servants, fighting at their
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wake, broke the botlles ; but still the hill

lias the name upon it ; ay, and so 'twill be

alwaysBottle-hill to the end of the world
;

and so it ought, for it is a strange story !

In taking leave of Mr. Croker we
are not without hopes of soon meeting
him again ; for we are fully persuaded
that he possesses talents which should
not be permitted to remain unem-
ployed. The following verses, trans-

lated from a popular keen, possess

considerable merit:

—

Maidens, sing no more in gladness

To your merry spinning-wheels;

Join the keener's voice of sadness

—

Feel for whut a mother feels !

See the space within my dwelling

—

'Tis the cold, blank space of deaih;

'Twas the Banshee's voice came swelling

Slowly o'er the midnight heath.

Keeners, let your song not falter

—

He was as the hawthorn fair.

—

Lowly at the virgin's altar

Will his mother kneel in prayer.

Prayer is good to calm the spirit,

W.hen the keen is sweetly sung.

—

Death though moTt;il flesh inherit.

Why should age lament the young ?

—

'Twas the Banshee's lonely wailing :

—

Well I knew the voice of Death
On the night-wind slowly sailing

O'er the bleak and gloomy heath.

THE VETERAN LEGIONEER.—NO. 1.

No. — , Hue de la Seine, St. Patrick''s Day, 1825.

Mn. Editok,—After a life ofvicis- affections of the heart flourished witli

situdes, perils, and fatigues, inore (as I a vigoin- and verdure which seemed to

think, and as 1 hope to make appear to promise immortality. It brings in re-

view to every person of reflection

(and who is so happy or so stupid as

not to reflect sometimes ?) the events

of his life, and forms a resting-place

whence the past maybe contemplated,

and the future may be speculated

upon. I have even known men, whose
hearts had grown so cold and callous

in their intercourse with the world
that all the generous impulses seemed
to have fled them for ever, who at

the return of this day would melt into

something like tenderness, and yield

to impressions of kindliness and good
will almost as miraculously as the

staff of St. Joseph of Arimathea, which
on one sacred eve in each year puts

forth blossoms. But what have we
to do with such hearts ? Neither you,

my good Editor, as I kno\v—nor I, as

I hope—have any feelings in common
with those people : m the first place.

you) than fall to the lot of men in gene-

ral, what is left to an old fellow but to

talk about the sceneshc has acted in and
the adventures he has experienced ?

How can he better employ the leisure

which he enjoys, and which is the re-

sult and the recompense of hig< past

labour and suffering, than in attempt-

ing to make others wise by example,

(tiie next best instructor to experi-

ence, and a far more gentle one,) and
to amuse those who are always ready

to sympathize with—though, happily

for themselves, they can never encoun-

ter—such rude chances i

What time can he more auspicious

for the commencement of such an
undertaking than this day, the anni-

versary of a festival so dear to every

Irish heart ? It is not, I fear, froiu any

too great veneration for our holy

patron (good Catholic as I venture

to say I am) that 1 hail the return of because it is impossible to love them ;

this day with eiuotions which crowd and, in the next, because they will not

upon my heart with all the freshness

and force of my earliest youth ; but

it is because it acts like a spell upon

my feelings, and wakes recollections

which neither the bustle of a military

life, (an especial weakener of ineinory

and sentiment,) nor tlie lapse of time,

(which destroys every thing besides,)

have been al)le to erase, or even to

chill. The return of St. Patrick's day

reminds one of those earlier times

—

happy because we then feared, as

little as we knew, what the black fu-

ture was to contain, and when the

buy the ' Dublin and London Maga-
zine.' Such people never buy any thing".

But for those who hold a higher place

in our affections I have thought that

I could not spend this morning in any
better way than by beginning a sketch

—

which I shall continue with your good
leave, and as circumstances may di-

rect me—of the life of an old Irish

soldier, who, driven by his hard
fate, or v/hat you will, from his own
country, has spent the greatest part

of his life in the service of France.

I propose to call it the ' Veteran
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Legioileer.' What do you think of the

title ? I have some (ioabts whether
legioneer'^ is good English : but what
matters it ? If Irishmen in general

have a special exemption from the

rigour of the ordinary rules in this re-

spect, surely an Irishmau who has

lived so long in France, and in other

foreign countries, as I have done, may
be fully excused for any little irregu-

larity, particularly when (as, to do

them justice, is the case in all Irish

blunders) the real meaning is not less

obvious than the mtstake. Lest any
man should doubt, or, what is more
likely, cavil at the import of my title,

I wish the whole world to take notice

that I am, at this present writing, a

Captain (demisolde, by the same token)

in the Irish Legion of the French army.
Could any master of the ceremonies
in all Europe introduce me more gen-
teelly ? I am at this moment living

—

(here's an opportunity for raising my-
self in the estimation of my readers !

I may as well say La Chaiissee (VAu-
tin, and a la premiere,—but no ; the

plain truth and ohl Ireland for ever!)

—I am living in the Rue de la Seine,

and

—

a la troisieme. My reasons for

preferring a third floor to a tirst are,

that the former is much better suited

to the state of my finances than the

latter. Now the murder is out, I am
much more comfortable ; and your
readers, my good Editor, have it at

their own choice whether they will

any longer endure the society of so

poor (I >vas going to write humble,
but, as Manfred says, * that I never
was') a person as the Veteran Le-
gioneer. I have got so far in telling

you who I am ; but this, although very

necessary to the understanding my
future communications, is not the only

nor the main object of my present

labours : they are intended chiefly

to let you know who I was and who
I have been. Allans done !

We will begin, if you please, with
St. Patrick's day eight-and-thirty

years ago. I was then a small
boy, whom my friends had, I dare
say, for very good reasons, deter-

mined to send to the Irish College
in Paris. On a day as fine as this

1 was embarked, with three other
striplings, on board the Mary, Cap-
tain Gruraly, bound for Parkgate,
thence to proceed to the French me-

tropolis, to complete the education
which was to enable me to fulfil that

office in the church to which I was
destined. My companions were the

two Sheridans, lads of my own age ;

and Michael Conolly, a year older,

v.'ho was sent out a sort of joint-stock

venture by his relations, who had
united their slender contribution, to

give poor Mick such an education as

his birth entitled him to. Conolly
was as much a nobleman in feeling

and spirit as if he held the barony
which his forefathers enjoyed, and
which tyranny and treachery had de-

prived them of; but he was as poor
in the article of money as the veriest

beggar tliat ever crawled. To the

hour of his death, which happened in

a very bxisy day l)y my side, he could
never keep a Louis in his pocket ; but

he preserved the family pride with as

much scrupulous and unbending per-

tinacity as if he had been the acknow-
ledged, as he was the real, representa-

tive of the illustrious family to which
he belonged. It would be tedious to

describe to you the course of a journey
that had nothin;^- remarkable in it, ex-

cepting that Ned Sheridan, brat as

he was, beat three fellows who laughed
at the immense shamrock he wore in

his Athlone felt. To be sure it was
nearly as big as the hat ; and the man
who asked him if he wanted to sell his

family estate, since he carried a sam-
ple of the produce in his hat, was not
altogether unredsonable. He was a

butler, or some sort of upper servant,

to an English nobleman ; and sure no
gentleman's servant ever got more
particularly drubbed than he by Ned
Sheridan. Ned contracted a great

friendship, in consequence of this, with

a tall man who was on board the packet,

and had previously been standing in

the steerage among some soldiers and

their wives, who were passengers.

He had, as I suspected then, and knew
afterwards, been endeavouring to avoid

the observation of the other persons

oa board; but the noise which was
occasioned by Ned's discip lining the

butler drew him out. Seeing that we
were four simple lads, and very likely

to get into scrapes, he took great care

of us. He told us that he was going

to Pai'is, and actually accompanied us

thither; but it was not until our jour-

ney was completed that wc learnt
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our friend and protector was the gal-

lant unfortunate Black well. I must
tell you his story at some other op-

portunity : it is too long and too sad

for this occasion. Poor BlackweU !

I am not much used ' to the melting'

mood,' and never in the whole course

of my life, man or boy, wept as many
tears as would half-fill a wine-fflass ;

but the last I shed was over Black-

well's i^rave. Near the wall at the top

of that most beautiful of all cemete-

ries, the burying-grnund of Pere la

Chaise, the turf grows over the corpse

which enclosed as gallant a heart as

ever beat to the impulses of honour
and virtue !—But I am digressing

again. I have no other excuse to

make for this bad practice than that

the haljits of a volligeur, as I am, are

always excursive ; and I can assure

your readers, too, that they may as

well let me have my own way, for a

worse hand at a regular narration than

I am can't be found in all Ireland, nor

France at the back of it.

I was soon settled in the Irish Col-

lege, and passed my time tolerably

for a while. St. Patrick's day was a

great festival with us ; and I think I

may venture to say that, with what-

ever display and magnificence it might
be celebrated elsewhere, it was in no
place kept up with greater hilarity

and real Irish feeling than in V Ecole

Jrlandois. At home you enjoy

these things, but to taste them in all

their force, to taste the full transports

with which they delight the heart, you
should feel that, besides the ordinary

sensations v/hich belong to this day,

it brings together the few who, in a

foreign land, cherish the recollections

of home, whose hearts beat with the

enthusiastic throbs of patriotism, and

of all those nearer and not less intense

domestic affections ; while a sympathe-

tic influence seems to ' annihilate both

time and space,' and to bring together

friends whom seas and mountains se-

parate.

In the year 1 790 the Irish students

in Paris had resolved to celebrate the

annivei'sary of their tutelary saint in

a becoming manner; but their fes-

tival ending in the usual way—with

a desperate roii)— had nearly produced

* I was very raucli amused at a scene wliicli I saw lately in the neiglibourlioud of

Pavis. A voung Irishman, who liad strolled out for a walk, entered a caft beyond

the Barriere de I'Etoilc : perhaps he was led thither by the knowledge (hat wine

consequences which would hate been
lamented by all of us. The venerable
Al)be Kearney was the rector of the

college. It is impossible for me to

do justice to the Christian charity, the

benevolence, the almost romantic love

of his country and his countrymen,
which distinguished this good man—it

is not necessary for me even to make
the attempt, for, wherever his name is

known, his virtue can never be forgot-

ten. The good old man had cautioned

us, when he granted us permission to

hold this festival, against any excesses;

he reminded us that, from the state of

the times, any little caprices (and he
knew that nothing was more likely

with his pupils than such caprices)

would be severely and jealously re-^

garded. His cautions were almost
interrupted by the assurances of the

most distinguished of our * lads' that

nothing should occur which the dis-

affected could take umbrage at. The
promise was made in perfect sincerity:

how it was kept you shall hear.

A little cafe in the place St.

Michel, the owner of which was
well known to us, had been select-

ed for the scene of the festivity.

Determined upon doing honour to

the day, we deputed Silvcrthorne (an

English lad) to order dinner. He was
an excellent fellow—rather too fond

of fish, but otherwise an approved
gourmand : we limited him, therefore,

to two species of his favourite food

—

oysters and herrings. Silvcrthorne

made a grand struggle for certain

whitings ; but O'Dwyer was inexora-

ble, and whatever O'Dwyer said was
law. The only concession he would
allow to Silvcrthorne was the addi-

tion of lemons to our oysters. I could

tell ycu what the other dishes were,

but I don't think you would care to

know them :—enough that the dinner

took place, and that we were as hun-
gry as we ought to have been. The
wine was good, and we drank it like

Irishmen. I say this particularly, and
without enlarging upon it, because

every body knows, or ought to know,
the exact difference between the pro-

portions in ^vhich Irishmen and French-
men drink.* But even Burgundy is

cold to an Irishman's stomach in the
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month of March. You may ' (lihite' were at almost open war. The Catho-

(as my poor friend Macguire used to lie religion—education—scholastic en

say) with brandy; but it is still not po

tent enough to drown the memory of

the potheen, which, like the spirit of

another world, hovers about the table.

Plunkitt and MacMahon thought they

could make punch with the eau dt

vie, and it was agreed that they should

try. A punch-bowl, properly so call-

ed, could not be had for love nor

money : but a large white basin used

dovvments and professors—were even
then menaced by the Republicans

:

hence strong hatred was imbibed by
the Irish ' lads' for the Revolutionaires.

But there were other causes of dislike:

many of the Irish still cherished, in

spite of disappointment and oppres-

sion, aristocratic recollections of the

O's and the Macs from whom they

were descended : they, moreover, re-

for washing vegetables was substituted; membered having been obliged to

and Plunkitt, first pouring mto it a

phial of water from Tubberorum,
which he had preserved with as much
veneration as if it had received the

benediction of his Holiness himself,

set about his task, and succeeded in it

eminently with Mac Mahon's assist-

ance. The glass circulcated, the usual

toasts were drunk, songs were sung,

and all was happiness and hilarity,

when one of those incidents happened
which the devil invents, and lays in

the way of a half-drunk Irishman,

that he may tumble over it. Among
the lads was Moriarty, a Tralee man :

he was afterwards an Aide-du-Camp
of Buonaparte's. He left the room ;

and, as he passed through the adjoin-

ing salle a manger, he saw six officers

of the Garde Nationale sitting at a

forego a hurling match in the Champ
de Mars on the St. Stephen's day
preceding, by command of some or

other of the authorities, in order to

make way for a review of the armed
citizens ; and (shall I confess ?) they

felt themselves strong in their charac-

ter of British subjects, well knowing
that, however deadly was the hatred

felt for England by the French, the

latter knew that a quarrel with the

former ought to be avoided as long as

possible.

All these feelings came in their full

bitterness across Aloriarty as he saw
the miserable rascals who called them-

selves officers ; and the most profound

contempt was added to them when he

perceived the ;««fer/e/ of their supper.

It consisted of nothing more costly or

table to supper. Moriarty hated them, friand than a couple of brown loaves.

one and all : he was no great friend to

the reigning dynasty, but he could

not endure the thoughts of seeing

such rascals as he knew the men be-

fore him to be in offices of importance.

They were most of them inhabitants

of the Pays Latin, who then were, it

will be remembered, among the fierc-

est Jacobins of Paris. With the true

levelling spirit of the day, the Na-
tional Guard of that quarter chose for

their officers some of the greatest

ruffians and the lowest of the canaille,

with which that classic neighbourhood
abounded, and still abounds. With
these Sans Culottes the Irish students

each as long as a carbine, and a small

dish of spinach. Moriarty's look, as

his eye turned from the supper to the

starvelings who were doomed to eat it,

was sufficiently offensive ; and it was
impossible for the Jacobins to mistake

its meaning. The captain of the party

knew him very well—he was a barber

who had the honour of reducing the

luxuriant growth of the locks of the

Irish students. ' Is that all you are

to have for supper, Moriu?' asked

Moriarty of the barber. ' Laissez nous,

citoyen,' said Captain Morin, keeping

up his dignity as well as he could, and
looking very important. * You had

was cheaper beyond the barrier. A party of four Frenchmen, all stout whiskered

fellows, entered nearly at the same moment with him. They called for a bottle of

wine, which having finished, thej' continued to chat without intending to drink any
more. My countryman seemed to be scandalized at this ; and, when he saw the four

tall fellows pay for their wine and walk away, he struck his hand on the table with

great indignation, calling tiie waiter at the san)e time.
' How much wine did you take to those gentlemen?'
' One bottle, sir,' replied the waiter.
' One bottle for four ?'— ' Yes, sir.'

' Then bring me four bottles for cue !—that's myself.'

His bidding was obeyed to the letter: he emptied his four bottles, and walked away
as cool as buttermilk.
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better take something- to drink,' said

Moriarty, ' for, by my soul, that same

bread and boiled grass is dry as well

as meagre.' He laughed, and left the

room as he spoke ; and here the affair

would, in all probability, have ended,

but that, as he entered the passage, he

saw the buckets which a water-carrier

had just deposited there.—Some evil

spirit put it into his head to play a

wicked trick : he w'ould tot—perhaps

lie did not try to—resist it ; but, seiz-

ing one of the buckets, he stepped

back to the table at which the Guards
(black-guards he always called them
when he told this story) were sitting,

and deliberately emptied its contents

into the spinach-dish, at the same
time plentifully sprinkling the con-

vives.— ' There, gentlemen,' he said

;

' now you can at least have your
spinach dans sonjus. This was rather

too much to be endured by the bon-

nets rouge, even from an Irish stu-

dent, and Morin swore that he would
rather lose the custom of the college

for ever than suffer siich an indignity

to be offered to his corps. The gal-

lant soldiers were instantly in motion :

they seized their swords, and all at-

tacked poor Moriarty at once, who,
with the water-I)ucket in his hand,

parried their blows manfully, and
cried out 'Kerry! Kerry!' as loudly

as if he had been at the fair of Mul-
linstown. The result proved that his

shout was not less effectual than if

it had been raised there ; for, by the

time he had knocked down a butcher,

who ventured within the range of
his bucket, we, who had heard his

cry, rushed to his assistance. (I shall

never forget Silverthorne's cramming
his pockets first with the Alurons.)

In a moment the officers were dashed on
the floor—their weapons were broken
—their clothes torn, and the 'lads'

were in full exercise, dancing ' Cuin-

nniliim' upon the prostrate democrats,

v/hen a body of gens d'armes from
the neighbouring caserne of the Lux-
embourg rushed into the room, and,

after a desperate struggle, captured

the whole of our party, carried us off

to the corps de garde, and thrust us

into a dungeon.
With the morning came reflection f

it also brought the benevolent Abbe
Kearney to the prison of his vA\A
yqimg' countrymen, to whom, being
known, he obtained access ; and, after

lecturing them mildly, advised a sub-
mission, and an apology ;

' for,' added
he, 'I have no money with which to

purchase the silence of those beggars :

the last crown I had in the world I

gave to assist poor Mary Collins in

waking her husband, Tom Collins, an
invalid of the Regiment of Dillon,

who died yesterday in the 7?wc Pot
d'E?ifer.'

The tear glistened in the eye of the

Abbe. 'Thank you, thank you,
sir,' said Moriarty ;

—
' even if yeuhad

money you could use it in a better

service than ours.'
' But, sir, I have a better plan in

my head, and I will put it into imme-
diate execution.—Abbe Kearney, will

you, with your usual goodness, pro-

cure for me pen, ink, and a sheet of

paper ?'—
' I will.' ' And will you

forward a letter which I shall write ?'

—
• I will carry it myself,' s^id the good

Kearney.
The Duke of Dorset was at that

period our (I mean the English) am-
bassador in Paris : Sir Charles (now
Earl) Whitworth was his secretary ;

and to him did the rogue Rloriarty

write, attributing the outrage to its

obvious cause, and begging the inter-

ference of the ambassador, and so

forth.

Sir Charles readily undertook to

procure the release of the students,

representing to the axithorities that it

was St. Patrick's day. ' Hold,' said

the Minister; 'are they Irish r'

—

' Yes.' ' Us sont toujours bons

gar^ons /' said he, laughing, and
signed an immediate order for our
discharge.—Such was the manner in

which I spent one of my early St.

Patrick's days in Paris. I have a

large budget of stories besides to tell

you, relating to our countrymen who
from time to time have served in the

French army, and who have always
kept up the national character in a

manner that makes any man who has

formed one of them reasonably proud.

For the present you have enough : it

is nearly dinner-time, and I am en-

gaged to meet a knot of old Irishmen,

who, like myself, never forget to cele-

brate this day as it deserves. Among
the toasts you may be sure of being

remembered ; and to the cause you ad-

vocate, I need not tell you, the first

bumper will be consecrated.—'Erin

go bragh !' Adieu.
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• 'Tis a pageant

To keep us in false gaze.'

—

Shakspearii.

What! write a serious article on
the Corporation of Dublin i Impos-
sible ! The subject would disturb the
gravity of Heraclitus himself; and,
were the weeping- philosopher to un-
dertake the task, you would soon
see him, like an April day, smiling
through his tears. For my part, J

can never think of the Corporation,

with such a happy mixture of obscu-
rity, that, trust me, it forms a risible

olio far beyond any thing Doctor
Kitchener {epicuri de grege porcum)
could fabricate.

For some time I purposed making
a collection of these specimens of
city oratory ; but, after I had filled six

large folios, I found they could not

or of any of its members, without please me, laughable as they undoubt-
being obliged to hold both my sides, edly were ; for some of the reports

since the "day I 'first saw my Lady were inaccurate, some imperfect; and.

Riddle >every one knew Sir James) unless I could print the orator's face

passing over Ballybough Bridge on "ith his speech, three quarters of the

a hired jaunting-car, with the cele- humour was lost. Still I am quite

brated Bryan Maguire sitting on the sure a publication of the sort could
opposite side, to keep her plump not be a l)ad speculation. It certainly

little ladyship in balance. Ever since would please the world ; but I, who
the very mention of city knights and ^lave sat for hours listening to one
ladies throws me into fits, all seri- greasy fellow after another—oh ! no,

ousness is banished from my face, it could net please me, neither do I

and my risible muscles, in spite of want it, for the fidelity of my memory
all my endeavours to the contrary, is quite sutHcient, particularly as I

distort ray countenance into some
thing approaching a horse-laugh. It

may indicate a want of good man-
ners—betray the vulgarity of my
breeding : but still I must laugh out

—

I cannot possibly help it; and, whe

renew my acquaintance with their
' honours,' and the ' lower house,*

whenever they meet to discuss city

politics. Reader, if ever you are as-

sailed by those enemies of good hu-
mour, ' blue devils,' repair to William

ther a fault or a folly, I enjoy my Street, take your seat in the gallery,

laugh.

Man is a risible animal, and I am
fond of the privilege of my species.

Grimaldi makes me laugh, Liston
makes me laugh, the gravity of law-
yers makes me laugh, and the cant of
hypocrites makes me laugh ; but,
above all, the Common Council of
Dublin makes me laugh. In William
Street I am a perfect Democritus

;

and their ' honours' have not assem-
bled once during the last ten years
without my hastening to the laughing
bantpiet. Talk not of Rabelais, of
Sterne, of Brown, of Burton ; these
fellows are too sensiisle, too satirical,

too talented !)yfar; but, for an ex-
tract to make a man laugh outright,
(|Uote me a speech made in the Com-
mon Comicil of Dublin by a tallow-
chandler or a butcher, by Sutter or
Fitzsimmons. In any one of these you
will find the most accurate propor-
tions of flummery and nonsense,
bathos and fudge, intolerance and
fanaticism ; while the whole is blended
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and you are one man picked out of
ten thousand if you do not, in less

than ten minutes, burst into a laugh
that would expel a seven-years'

quinsy. There is no place in this

world like William Street for broad
farce, made more irresistibly funny by
the assumed gravity of the ditferent

actors. A butcher from Cole's Lane
or Castle Market talks of humanity,
a tallow-chandler of cleanliness, a
coal-merchant ot the high price of

fuel, and a tavern-keeper of temper-

ance. A leatlier-I)reeches maker de-

claims, in furious terms, against the

statutes which ruined our cloth trade

;

and a itrewer condemns the high price

of wine. All is discord and out of

character, when up bounds a fish-

monger or a silk-weaver to propose a

vote of censure on the junior sheriflF

for the scantiness of his last official

dinner. This is a subject on which

they are all agreed ; the black-beans

predominate, the executor of the law

is hissed, the soup is brought iu, and
N
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the whole assembly resume their m-
dividual characters of gormandizers.

This is but a faint outline of what
takes place in William Street. To
appreciate the comic gravity— the

affected consequence and would-be
oratory—to hear the king's English

murdered, grammar outraged, and
reason perverted, you must personally

witness a sitting of the Common
Council. Neither pen nor pencil

could do them justice, for none but

themselves can be their parallel.

How easily could I enter into a long

and learned discussion on the impoli-

cy of corporation monopoly—trace

their foundation to the feudal times

—

and pronounce them a curse on free

trade anrl liberality—show how, in

Ireland, they have kept alive religious

prejudices, ami impeded the progress

of national improvement— exhibit

them as the hot-bed of Orangcism, the

refuge of intolerance, and the last hold

of bigotry ! All this I could do with-

out much labou.r, l)ut where would be

the advantage ? These knaves are

neither to be convinced nor deterred.

To disturb their self-complacency,

and make them passing honest, you
must laugh at them. There is nothing

so potent as a laugh. Hold theui up
to deserved ridicule, and depend upon
it absolute shame will work a refor-

mation in a very short time.

The' Edinburgh Review' represents

tlie people of Iieland as foolishly at-

tached to existing abuses ; it might
add, unreasonably incensed at harm-
less institutions. Perhaps SaAvncy is

right in arguing for an abolition of

the Lord Lieutenancy ; cei'tuinly I

think the people Avrong in wishing

for the destruction of the Corpo-
ration of Dublin. For myself, I

could not atFord to part with their

* honours :' they have proved good
subjects to me, and I owe them
much for hours of delightful laugh-
ter. How dull would Dublin seem
without the Lord Mayor's show ! how
stupid our morning papers if de-
prived of the speeches delivered by
the members of the Common Coun-
cil ! At present our society is quite

aristocratic. My Lady Brady, my
Lady Whitford, and a dozen other
civic ladies, do honour to shop-
keeping ; while a Miss Nugent—won-
der as you may—has I)ecome a mem-
ber of the Guild of INlerchants. ' The
English Parliament^' says De Lolme,
' can do any thing but make a man
a woman or a woman a man.' The
Dublin Corporation, it seems, is pos-

sessed of greater power, for it has
made the daughter of a citizen afree-
num.

Is not all this laughable? and
should the people of Dublin refuse

to pay for being amused ?—Certainly

not. A thousantl a year for straw-

berries to feed the aldermen is not
too much for the ])rivilege of ridi-

culing them. It promotes hilarity,

expels bile, and conduces to health.

Pay on, good citizens of Dublin, that

I may enjoy my laugh.

Before I discuss the particular

merits of this loyal and venerable
Corporation, allow me, gentle reader,

to introduce to your notice, in the

next numlwjr of ' The Dublin and
London,' some of the individual mem-
bers who compose this worthy civic

body. You are not to expect any
alphabetical arrangement or chrono-
logical order: I must have my own
way in this, as in other things ; and
all 1 can promise you is to be a faith-

ful delineator.

Dublin. Z. Z.

ON A KISS.— (martial, LIB. III. El'IG. 65.)

' Quod spirat teiiera mabim mordcnte pucUa.'

Sweet as are apples shaken from the boughs

;

Sweet as the field where tender lambkins browse ;

Sweet as Arabia's perfumed ambient air
;

Sweet as the garland of thy silken hair ;

Sweet as the mead that summer rain bedews

;

Sweet as the amber towering pine-trees ooze ;

Svveet as the early saffron's tawny flower
;

Sweet as the vine spring-blossom of thv bower ;

Sweet as the myrtle are those lips of thine.

And in thv kiss their odours all combine.
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My DEAR Editor,—Your request

has come too late. I find it impos-

sible to contribute more than one

article this month to the ' Dublin

and London.' iMrs. O'Rourke has

just been confined of her tenth son,

and, what with nurses and doctors,

and squalling- and crying, I am un-

able to write even in my study ; for

I must tell you there is no place

secure from domestic cares, when
once a man becomes monarch of a

house and family.

I have, it is true, promised you a

few remarks on the iutokraut riuing-

of the Hatton-garden divine: but the

poor intemperate creature is unwor-
thy of notice, and any allusion to

him, in your Magazine, would only

tend to resuscitate that popularity

which Irving's own native load has, at

least six months since, sunk into the

Stygian pool of forgetfulness. At
another time, perhaps, I may adduce
this son of the kirk as an instance of

Scotch liberality ; but at present I

decline the unworthy task of break-

ing a butterfly on a wheel—of intro-

ducing a modern Knox into Christian

society. I have much better food for

my critical palate before me—the

two last Numbers of the Rival Re-
views—the Edinburgh and Quarterly.

Both are specially dull and unin-

teresting ; and, as an Irishman would
say, it is ' hang choice between them.'

The crack article, however, of each,

is on the affairs of Ireland, and it is

in consequence of this that I now sit

down to comment upon them. The
* Edinburgh' opens ^vith an aI)ortive

putt" for Campbell's 'Theodric,' which
is undeserving of notice. The second

article, ' Manners and iMorals of abso-

lute Princes,' is very so so ; and the

third, • Public Education,' I say no-

thing of, for I should be sorry to de-

prive Mr. Brougham of a hobby which
he is so fond of mounting. Pitssing

over the next article, ' Ashantee,' as

by no means readable, we come to

' Ireland,' which occupies no less tlian

fifty-four pages of bhie and yellow,

that is, about one-sixth of the whole
Number. Here was room enough at

least to throw new light on the sub-
ject; but, though I have read it

through with some diligence, I can

assure you that it contains no new
idea—nothing but what has been pub-
lished at least five thousand times

before.

These reviewers, like superannuated

spiders, having exhausted the thread

of their own resources, are oijliged to

avail themselves of the labour of

others, and appropriate to their own
use what of right does not beiotig to

them. In doing this, however, we
have a right to expect candour and
judgment ; and those who are employ-
ed to cook up such articles should

possess at least a few cjualifications
;

among others, a slight knowledge of

the subject. How far this was the

case in the present instance I leave

you to judge from the following ex-

tract :

' The system according to which free-

holders are created in Ireland lias had a

very powerful influence on the splitting of

farms and the increase of population. The
qualilication of a freeholder is tbe same in

Ireland as in England—a clear /'or*i/-s/ii7-

lings interest for life ; but as it is customary

in Ireland, and fortunately not in England,

to insert lives in all leases, freeholders are

created by thousands iu the former country,

without being actually possessed of any pro-

pettii whatsoever. Thus, when an Irish,

landlord v.ishes to extend his political in-

fluence, be immediately sets about subdi'

viding his estate, and lets it in small patches,

frequenttii not exceeding the size ofa potatoe-

gardeu, to cottiers for life, who thus be-

come invested with the elective franchise !

In consequt ace of this system, Ireland has

become a perfect freeholder , as luellas pauper

warren. Iu some counties a very near ap-

proach is made to the system of universal

suffrage ; and that system has been pro-

ductive of the very results which every man
of sense might have foreseen would, in

the circumstances of the case, necessarily

flow from it. The landlords have exerted

themselves to secure and extend their poli-

tical influence ; and they have, in this re-

spect, managed so skilfully as to get the

perfect and thorough command of the oc-

cupiers of their estates ; who. are, in point

of iact, just as much under their control a»

their own body servants.'

I believe this one sample is suffi-

cient to show what kind of an article

Scotch Reviewers can "--rite on Ire-

land. The blockhead had not read
your first Number, or he would not

have collected together so many facts
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without proofs ; and that he read no-

thing but Mr. Wakefield's very inac-

curate work* is quite apparent from
the strano-e assertions contained in the

above short extract. How a free-

liolder with a liouse and one or two
acres of land is without any property
ivhatsoever, I leave reviewers to

prove ; but I must tell this stupid

fellow that an Irish potatoe-garden
is of very undetermined dimensions,
not unfreqnently containing ten,

twenty, and thirty Irish acres. You,
my dear Editor, have already demon-
strated that the cant about super-
abundant population and small farms
is mere nonsense ; and, had this north-
ern sage examined the list of voters

at the different contested elections,

he would have foinui, in place of iini-

versul suffrage, that not one-tentli,

nor even one-twentieth, of the people
are freeholders ; nay, that two-thinis

of those who absolutely are freehold-

ers do not register their leases, and
that this is a subject of universal

complaint among the IVhigs of Ire-

land. In Sligo, in 1818, one-twentieth
of the freeholders were not registered:

shilling freeholders to be obsequious
instruments of their landlord's ambi-
tion know nothing of them; for they

have never failed to evince a spirit of

independence, and love of popular
rights, not found in more wealthy

voters. The truth is. Englishmen
jndge the Irish peasantry by their

own; and forget that the system of
letting farms, in both countries, is

quite different ; for, while the Eng-
lish farmer and labourer are tenants

at will, always in dread of their land-

lord's caprice, the Irish farmer and
cottier have comparatively lougleases;

and, if freeholders, they can act inde-

pendently of their landlord ; for, in

spite of him, they can retain their

holding during their own or some
otlier person's life. The one, there-

fore, is almost uncontrolled, while
the other is absolutely fettered.

With admirable consistency this

Scotch economist, and advocate of
free trade, recommends certain re-

strictions to be imposed on landlord
and tenant, ' It should be enacted,'

says the reviewer, ' that every princi-

pal tenant, who presumed either to

so much for the pauper ivarren which sublet or subdivide the whole or any
Ireland has become
As this writer has dealt so largely

in generals, I must rccjuest of him to

let me know, by post, the name of any
o)ie landlord who subdivides his whole
estate, and lets it in small patches.

Until I hear from him, I must be-

lieve that he has stated what is not
true. I know Ireland somewhat better

than any ^Scotchman in Edinburgh

;

and I never yet saw any thing like an
inconvenient subdivision of farms, for

the purpose of creating freeholders.

If the reviewer visits IMr. White's
estate near Dublin, he will see forty-

shilling freeholders ))erhaps more nu-
merous than on any other estate in

portion of his farm, without a clause
authorizing him to do so being in-

serted in his lease, or without the
consent of his landlord, previously
asked for and given in writing, should,
by doing so, forfeit his lease.'

I would wager a dozen of old port
against a quart of potheen that
Jeffrey himself is the author of this

dull article. Every thing in it indi-

cates the contracted hand and narrow
intellect of the lawyer. Only think
of a man's lease being null and void,

unless he previously ' asked for' the
privilege before he obtained it ! What
would you think of an Act of Parlia-
ment to prevent the tradesmen of

Ireland ; and I defy him to point me London from letting any part of their

out, in Great Britain, cottagers more houses to lodgers?—and yet, where is

independent or comfortable. Not, the difference between a house and a
however, to waste your time, I shall farm? Both are taken for the advan-
only tell Sawney, that, if the estate of tages they are likely to yield, and the
Earl Fitzwilliam was divided in the tenant must be the best judge of the
manner he states, it alone would give

more freeholders than are to be found
at present in the whole island.

Those who suppose these forty-

means by which he shall procure these
advantages. Leave landlords and
tenants, whether in town or country,
to themselves ; and depend upon it

* The impartiality evinced by Mr. Wakefield admits not of a doubt, yet the in-

terests of truth oblige us to say that his work, so often quoted and relied on by the
' Edinburgh Review,' abounds in error.

—

Ed.
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their conflicting^ interests will pro-
duce better results than any positive
law.

Speaking of the law which makes
under-tenants responsible for the head
rent, the reviewer questions whether
* Morocco or Algiers sanctions any
more flagrant and shameful abuse!'
Why the same law is acted upon every
day in the week, in every town in

Great Britain as well as Ireland ; and,
though it frequently occasions much
individual misfortune, 1 know not how
it could be remedied without produc-

53

are the proprietors ? By a vast ajid over-
whelming- majority, the Protestant nnh-il,tif
and gentry. If therefore in Ireland t!:e
Protestant establishment be maintained
by contribution, it is m.aintained by Pro-
testants. But in truth, as v.e Iiave al-
ready shown, the Protestant cslablishment
is maintained by tlie landowners of neither
creed, but by its own property. Neither
doos the Roman Catholic tenant, what-
ever may be his notions, contribute any
thmg to its support; he stands precisely
in the same situation with every Protest-
ant tithe-payer; he takes "his land
with the reservation of one-tenth as the

Hig evils greater than those incidental property of the tithe-owner, whether this
to the present system.
Having now show^n the incapacity

of this writer for the task he under-
took, I shall not dwell on the re-
mainder of the article. 1 perfectly
agree with his observations on tithes,

and should give him every credit for
them were they his own ; "but, having
already read them about live hundred
times in different speeches and pam-
phlets, the reviewer, I hope, will ex-
cuse me if I wit'nhold praise which he
certainly does not merit. I do hope
that my countrymen will, from this
day forward, place a proper value
upon those hollow friends who, in
advocating Catholic emancipation, re-
present tiiem as the most \urbulent
and savage people in Europe.
The ' Quarterly Review,' which ap-

peared in nearly 'the same week as the
' Edinburgh,' is quite as dull as
usual. The * Life of Hayley' is pleas-
ingly written, and the review of
Campbell's * Theodric' just. There is

a capital essay on Rail-roads, and a
lame pufl' of Washington Irving's
works ; but the remaining articles are
dull in the extreme, unless we except
that on the Church in Ireland, which,
indeed, is ja bold attempt at justi-
fying an existing abuse; but the' evils
of tithes paid to parsons without flocks
are too glaring to be defended by
sophistry or special pleading. What
think you of a writer in this age of
political economy who has the hardi-
hood to put forth such reasoning as
the following ?

—

' Suppose tithes to be remuneration
for the services of the clergy : suppose
them to be contributed from some quarter :

who are properly the contributors? Cer-
tamly the proprietors of estates. But wlio

Iithes are not only an oppressive impost, but an impolitic one, for they act as a
bounty on idleness, while they tend to impede national improvement. ' In the times

titlie-owner be lay or clerical : his relation
to the incumbent 'is in this respect simply
that of a debtor to Lis creditor ; it is an
affair purely temjioral : the impropriator
may, like the Duke of Devonshire, be a
lay rector, or, like the incumbent of a
parish, be a minister of the church; in
each case the tithe must be paid, because
it is the property of the individual who
claims it.

' All the chief landholders in Ireland
are Protestants, the greater part of the
tenantry is Iloman Catholic ; is it deemed
a hardship upon the tenant that he is to
pay rent to a Protestant landlord 1 If not,
why is he to be commiserated because,
having carried into hi.s bam the property
of the clergyman, he has to pay for it

about a third of its value V

Passing over the facts, as having no
connexion with the argument, whac
kind of a blundering "fellow is this?
Does he not know that parsons will
not accept earth and stones for their
tithes—that they must have corn,
hay, and potatoe's ; and that these are
produced by the capital, sweat, and
labour of the Catholic tenant ? Leave
the land there forages, and what will
it protluce ?—haws and blackberries :

very unsubstantial diet for a modern
divine. Supposing, therefore, tiiat

the Church is entitled to one-tenth of
the proprietor's property, it is evident
that this does not satisfv her; for, in

taking; the decimal part of all agri-

cultural produce, she taxes the inctus-

try, the capital, and the seed Avliich

produced it. She compels the Catho-
lic farmer to plough, harrow, and
sow, to reap and bind, and then
comes and carries off every tenth
sheaf, without leaving behind her a
single grain of seed for the ensuing
eason.*
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After this will any man be so

stupid or so perverse as to say the

Catholic farmer does not contribute

to the support of a Church which af-

fords him neither spiritual nor tempo-
ral assistance? But the unjustly

treated Catholic pays more tlian the

tenth of his annual produce to tins

plethoric Church : he builds the edi-

the North will prefer lo»u)g ten
pounds in litigation sooner than
quietly submit to the demands of tlie

parson.
' Where is the proof,' asks the re-

viewer, ' tliat the insurrections in

Ireland are to be tiaced to the tithe

system ?' I answer—in the well-

known fact that, in everv couiniotiou

lice, erects the steeple, purchases the during the last seventy years, parsons
minister's surplice and the sexton's and proctors were the objects of

gown, remunerates the parish clerk, Whiteboy veng-eance ; and I can tell

and keeps the ' house of God' in re- this very silly writer that had it not

pair. Nay, more, he is taxed to pay been for tithes we should never have

for the communion bread and wine witnessed systematic opposition to

used by orthodox Protestants ! The the laws in Munster. I will admit
parson is no sooner satisfied than in tliat tithes, obnoxious as they are,

walks his clerk ; and when he is dis- vvere never the first provocatives to

missed the churchwarden enters.

—

A succession of plagues thus beset

the poor man's door; and, while his

hard-earned substance goes to satisfy

their rapacity, a mercenary scribe

in some London Review insults the

common sense of mankind by assert-

ing that the Catholic peasant of Ire-

land contributes nothing of his own
to the Protestant establishment.

insurrection. To land monopolists,
and the growing taste for large farms,
I attribute that evil; but to the
Church is certainly due the ujcrit of
protracting the servile war,- for,

while comparatively few had to com-
plain of cruel landlords, or dreaded
being turned out of their farms, all

felt the evil effects of tithes and
church rates ; and, therefore, we uni-

Church rates are, at all events, taken formly lind these placed on the de-

out of poor Paddy's pocket; anditre- voted list, that all mi!»ht be stimu-

quired more than usual etFrontery in

this scribe to make the statement he
did with these facts staring him in

the face.

This article may be justly called

' the last dying words and declaration

of ecclesiastical monopoly in Ireland.'

All forjner arguments are renewed,

and no common industry displayed

in hringing forward new ones : but

luted to activity, by having constantly
before their eyes the name of that

from the destruction of which every
man anticipated some personal bene-
fit. Tithes, therefore, though not a
paramount, have been an extensive
evil, which served, like certain

cutaneous diseases, to irritate without
maddening.

If, as the revaewer asserts, the land
all will not do ; the interested veil of proprietors pay the Church, why not,

sophistry is seen through, and those instead of a Tithe Composition Bill,

that run may read. I care not about enact a simple law, which would give
residents or non-residents. The Pro

testant minister is without followers,

and how can the people regard him

as a disciple of the ' meek and lowly

Jesus' when he does not scruple to

fatten on the labour and industry of

those who neither require his Services

nor believe in their efficacy ? The Irish

Protestant seems to be aware of this,

and, contrary to the reviewer's opi-

nion, pays his tithe with the utmost
reluctance ; while the Presbyterian of

one-tenth of the rent, and not of the
produce, to the parson ? Let the
legislature do this, and no party will

have a right to complain.—The tenant
will then see exactly what he has to
pay, and the minister will be remu-
nerated without being suspected of
demanding too much ; and I would
even give him the same power as the
landlord to compel payment. There
can be no doubt but that the price of
land is lower now than it would be if

in -wliich we live, they are a tax upon industry, upon enteri^rise, and upon agricultural

skill. Is a man intelligent and industrious—does he by agriculture reclaim a tract of
land, and make it productive of corn, he is visited and harassed by the tithe proctor •

does his neighbour, through want of inclination or of skill, keep his farm in pasture
and unimproved— he is exonerated from the burden of tithes.'

—

Ji'bgis Fletcher's
Charge to the Grand Jury of Wexford >n 101 4.
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tithe-free ; aarl I assure you I have
no wish to see the ai-istocraey put in

their pockets what undou!)tedly be-

longs to some Ciiurch : but, until the

measure I recommend is carried into

effect, you will have nothing- but
tithe-battles bothiu Ireland and Eng-
land. In the latter country these ob-
noxious imposts are enacted with a
severity and pertinacity unknown in

the former.

I pass over all the fine compliments
paid by the reviewer to the Protestant

clergy as a thing of course, and cer-

tainly felt not a little surprised on
finding not one slap at popery in the

whole six-and-thirty pages : but, as a

proof of his impartiality, he excluded
from the catalogue of publications,

which, like sentinels, stood guard at

the head of his article, every one of
those works upon the sut>ject which
alone deserved notice. In vain I

looked for Captain Rock or Dr.
Doyle's Letters . Nd, no, these would
not serve his cause, and, therefore,

he mostly supplied their place with
anonymous pamphlets. The Bishop
of Limerick, indeed, is introduced

;

and, though I look upon him as a very

amiable prelate ami worthy character,

I must say he appears to me a very
simple and credulous man. Few of

his countrymen will read the follow-

ing, quoted by the reviewer, without

a smile :

—

' Assuredly the Protestant clergy in Ire-

land are not odious to the people. On the

contrary, I believe in my conscience, and
I know from a thousand other proofs, that,

when the people are left to the free exer-

cise of their judgments, and the natural

How of their affections, the clergy, as in-

dividuals, and as a body, are among the

most popular, if not entirely the most po-

pular, members of society ! !

' I know a parish which, from peculiar

circumstances not within the control of

the bishop, was for several months left

vacant, and unprovided with a resident

minister. The population were predomi-

nantly Roman Catholic ; and they had an
excellent pastor of tJieir own communion

;

but still they absolutely felt as sheep with-

out a shepherd, and were yearning for a
Protestant clergyman ! !

!'

]\Iy paper is exhausted—Mrs. O'R.
has sent for me ; so adieu.

RoRy O'ROURKE.
Bedford Square.

Air—•' Patrick's Day.'

My country, the morning of freedom, in shining.

Its lustre and splendour around thee has cast

;

The darkness of fate and the night of repining

Now far from thy valleys have gloomily passed :

The day-break of right

Is cheerful and bright.

Reluming" our hopes and our friendships at last

:

The brow that would dare.

The hand that would spare.

The look of high thought, and the soul of emotion.

No longer in thraldom shall steal to decay.

But, glowing with all the warm native's devotion.

Shall brilliantly brighten on Patrick's Day.

Why talk of our gratitude ? how can we owe it

For age? in sutFering and calumny passed ?

If freedom be given us, let them who bestow it

Be told it is freedom wrung from them at last.

Yet, grateful and proud
Of merit avowed.

That monarch with firmness we still shall obey.

Who sanctioned the claim

Of our faith and our fame.

Enriching our hopes with what long was denied us

In dignity's counsel, in valour's array,

When few had befriended, but many belied us.

Obscuring our joys on each Patrick's Day.
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But now, in the lUiwn of oiir rank and our j;lory.

With feelings arising- in friendship and fire

At the name of our country, the pomp of her story,

The song of her bard and the sound of her lyre j

As friends will be known
Around the throne

Of the monarch who bade us with nature aspire

To rank and to right.

At the feast, at the fight.

As brothers in honour, as soldiers in action.

And men of one country, in pride to array.

Dispelling for ever the thick clouds of faction

From Erin's green bosom on Patrick's Day.
HuGii Clarke.

MISCF. L

The Catholic Association.—On
Fridiiy, the 19tliof March, this distin-

guished body held their Jinal meeting.

A i-piiiled but temperate Address to tlie

Catiiolics of Ireland was voted; and va-

rious resolutions were passed, from which

we extract the Ibllowiug paragraphs:
' Resolved, That the Catholic Associa-

tion, ill that perfect obedience to the law

which wc have alw.iys inculcated, by pre-

cept as well as by exani|)lc, will, from this

day forth, totally cease to hold any meet-

ing whatsoever, during the period prohi-

bited by law.

' Resolved, That, in the same spirit of

obedience to the law, we do hereby vest

ill Lord Killeen the sum ol' money now in

the hands of the gentlemen who have been

hitherto treasurers of the Catholic Associa-

tion, being well convinced that the moneys
so vested in him will be api)lied by his

lordship to the purposes for which t!ie

same were collected, or to such only of the

said purposes as shall be found to be per-

fectly legal, if any thereof have been

(which at present we do not believe) ren-

dered illegal.'

Another resolution expressed the grati-

tude of the Association towards Daniel

O'Coniull, Esq. and their undiminished

confidence in him.

After the business of the day was con-

cluded, three cheers were given ' for old

Ireland,' and the Exchange rang with loud

and long-continued appeals of acclama-

tion. Mr. Conway then moved thai the

Association should adjourn sine, die, which

was carried unanimously, and the meeting

separated in solemn silence.

Mr. James, the naval historian, has a

new and improved edition of his ' Naval
History' now in the press, which promises

to be ths most complete and valuable ac-

count of sea engagements ever jet brought

before the public. Many of the actions

are illustrated by diagrams, so as to ren-

der the details perfectly intelligible to the

unprofessional reader. It will appear some
time in May or June.
William Owen, Esq. R. A.—This dis-

tinguished artist died at his house in J^on-

don, on Friday, the llth of iMarch, after

a protracted illness of nearly six years;

and it is lamentable t'> record that he did

not fall a victim to his long suffer ing.'but

was hurried out of tlie world by having
laudannm administered to him in mistake.

Mr. Owen was a native of Wales, and
ranked in the first class of portrait paint-

ers.

Tiip. LATE Mn. Maturin.—We rejoice

to find that a subscription has been set on
foot in Dublin, for the benefit of the

widow and children of this distinguished

character.

Dr. Samull Parh, LL. D.— This

cmiiieiU scliolar died at Hatton on the

6th of last inoiuh. From the year 1780,
(when he commenced his literary career

by the publication of two sermons,) till a
late period, he frequently employed his

pen on critical, political, and theological

subjects. His ' Bellendenus de Statu, and
Preface,' &c. and ' Character of the late

JMr.Fox,' in two octavo volumes, (published
under the name of ' Philopatris Varvicien-

sis,') are his most distinguished works. He
was celebrated as a (Jreek scholar, and
in his time associated with almost all the

great and learned among his colempo-
raries. His age was near 80, being born
at Harrow, the 2f>th January, 1746-7.

Green w icn Hosi'ital.—Owing to the

great labour bestowed on the embellish-

ments for this work, it cannot appear until

the first of May. The engravings are on
a scale hitherto unatteropied by Mr. George
Cruikshank.

Camhblll and Byuon.—The author of
'The Pleasuresof Mope' has addressed the

editor of the ' Edinburgh Review,' stating

that llie idea of his ])oeni, the Last Man,
was not borrowed from Lord Byron's p(;em
of Darkness.
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DEFENCE OF THE IRISH.*

So much of wliat we call civiliza-

tion and barbarism depends upon
national ideas, and preconceived no-
tions, that the attributes of a people
are best ascertained by comparison;
and if, in defending the Irish from a
long; catalogue of imputations, we
should occasionally make reprisals

upon their neighbours, it would be
no more than retributive justice re-

quires, since from them the charges
we repel have emanated.

English and Scotch writers, of all

sects and parties, have so long in-

dulged in sneers and invectives against
the people of Ireland, that it is time to

reverse the tables—to make the lion,

for once, the painter—and, by com-
paring the inhabitants of both king-
doms, see to which reproach most
fitly applies. To this method there
can be no reasonable objection ; for,

as the English and Scotch are super-
lative in every thing that does honour
to human nature, they need not
shrink from a contrast with their
savage neighbours, as the 'Edinburgh
Review' accurately describes the Irish.

But Ireland, perhaps, has not been
more industriously misrepresented
by foreigners than by natives ; and
Mr. Ensor was quite correct in

stating that he proposed to defend
his country not only against enemies,
hut friends: for to the mistaken pa-
triotism of the latter many of the
falsehoods which have gone abroad
are to be attributed. If we were not
the first, we are certainly among the
few, who have endeavoured to prove,
by facts, that Ireland is neither the
Avretched nor the ignorant country
generally described ; and it is with no
small satisfaction that we find our
opinions, in many points, confirmed
by an authority like Mr. Ensor,
whose patriotism is as undoul)ted as
his talents are conspicuous

under the following heads:— I. Ig-

norance ; 2. Superstition ; 3. Barba-
rism 3 4. Immorality; 5. Idleness;

and, 6. Poverty. In this order we
shall consider them ; and, first

—

Ignorance.—This is a relative term,
and bears diffex'ent significations un-
der diflferent circumstances, and in

different places. Mr. Cobbett is ig-

norant of Latin, and Dr. Johnson
was partially ignorant of Greek

; yet
assuredly neither of these men is to

be accounted ignorant. If by igno-

rance is meant the absence of book
learning, the charge is false ; for
' the people of Ireland,' says Mr.
Wakefield, * are universally educated;'
and, though sensible that this asser-

tion was calculated to excite the ridi-

cule of his countrymen, he reiterates

it. * Lord Selkirk,' says he, ' who is

well known, wherever he goes, to

travel to good purpose, has seen
much of Ireland ; and on the 5th of
May, 1810, his lordship remarked to

me that he was struck with 'the
extraordinary anxiety of the lower
orders, in every part rfIreland where
he had been, to educate their chil-

dren.' Mr. Ensor assures me that

'education is universal.' In the
wildest and most unfrequented moun-
tains of Kerry Mr. Wakefield found
English schools ; and adduces the au-
thority of an English resident rector,

Mr. Rowley, in confirmation of what
he advanced respecting the education
of the people in those districts.

Schools abounded every where long
before Education Societies were
thought of; for the value set on
learning, by the people, is most ex-

travagant. They imagine that it

supplies the want of fortune, and
other advantages ; and that it always

ensures to its possessor honour, ap-

plause, and riches. This opinion is

still prevalent, notwithstanding nu-
The charges usually made against merous and melancholy proofs of its

the' Irish people may be comprised falsity.

* A Defence of the Irish, and the Means of their Redemption. By George Ensor,
Esq. Scully, Dublin, 1825.
Vol. I.—No. 3. o
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' It is monstrous,' says Mr. Ensor, ' to

imagine that the Catholic clergy are ini-

mical to the education of their flocks, be-

cause they did not leap at Mr. Orde's im-
pudent project; or at this or that wily
machination. With one voice, the Dis-
senters protested against Mr. Brougham's
Bill, because it subjected education to the
authority or auspices of the Established
Church : yet, who ever slandered the Dis-
senting teachers by saying they wished
to keep their hearers clouded or over-

whelmed with ignorance'? The Catholic
clergy could not be so absurd and self-

destructive as to oppose the education of

the Catholic people. To impede the edu-
cation of any class is to obstruct the in-

dustry, the ingenuity, the credit, and con-
sequence of that class ; for education
renders men methodical, moral, inventive,

apt for all purposes, abounding in resource,

confident in each other, and powerful by a
community of knowledge and interest.

Education multiplies a nation's ability a
hundred fold.

' No falsehood is more notorious, than
that the Catholics, lay or clerical, are ad-
verse to education ; if so, how did know-
ledge advance when Europe was Catholic ?

In 652, many English were sent to mo-
nasteries in France to be educated.

—

Monast. Angl. s. 1. p. 89. In 829, schools

were established, by edict, in Pavia, Tu-
rin, Cremona, Florence, Verona, ^^icenza

;

and St. Benedict, it is said, had, in the

eleventh century, five thousand scholars.
' This slanderous abuse of the Catholic

clergy, besides gratifying a general malig-

nity, is directly aimed ai;ainst the eman-
cipation of the Catholics ; for it is held

that education must be preliminary to their

relief. Yet, amidst tliis general reproof

of the Catholic clergy, and of hypocritical

sorrow for the ignorant people, (whom the
'EdinburghReview' assures us are ignorant,

No. Ixxiii. p. 61, and full of intelligence,

p. 66,') circumstances transpire which
suggest, that if the Irish are ignorant^

they are not singular in their deficiency.

By a report respecting education in the
Highlands,* the expression "instructed
Scotch" must be applied to that people
with some qualification. In short, by the

statement, not one in ten in the Highlands
can read the Bible, which the ' Quarterly
Review' considers a recompense for some
years' disastrous commorancy about the
North Pole ; as the reviewer consoles the
nation for the second unsuccessful voyage
by saying, that, on the return of the ships,

"every man on board could read his

Bible ;" No. lix. p. 243. Neither are the
English all learned Thebans. At the last

election for a common councilman for Far-
ringdon Without, three of the voters of

this great ward, in this great city, in one
day, declared their inability to read a
single word ; and the members of this

ward showed their natural talents and ac-

quired ability by preferring Butterworth
to Galloway.

' Circumstances still more appalling also

transpire t occasionally, which prove that

the English and Scotch are not so literate,

generally, as the Irish. To counteract

this impression, supercilious critics affirm

that book instruction is not education
;

and others affirm that the Irish keep
schools in ditches and hedges, as if this

did not honour their love of learning, and
reproach their masters ; while a legislator

(a friend to the Catholics,—such are their

* Dr. Baird communicated to the Presbytery of Edinburgh, that in Gleneg, of

70,000 people, 50,000 could not read : that in a parish consisting of 1,800 persons,

60 only could read ; and in another of 3,000, 200 only could read ; so of Argyle,

Aberdeen, Caithness, Moray, &c.

t Mr. Newenham ascertained, that in Cloyne and Ross there were 316 schools, con-

taining 21,892 scholars. Bishop Jebb, in his primary visitation sermon, said, ' the

people of Munster have a deep tliirst after knowledge ;' p. 36. The Kildare-street

Society are the declared enemies of hedge-schools. They say, ' In the infancy of the

institution, and whilst the society received but a small degree of co-operation from

the gentry throughout the country, it was found necessary, in order to rescue the

children of the lower orders from absolute idleness, or (what is perhaps worse) hedge-

schools, which abounded every where in Ireland,' tkc.—Twelfth Report of the Society in

1824, p. 21. From the sequel it appears, that the great evil of those schools was, that

they were not under the control and superintendence of Mr. Goulbum's valuable esta-

blishment. This Twelfth Report is a happy specimen of self-eulogy :
—

' The Com-
mittee have the satisfaction to state,' &c. p. 21. ' The Society has been pecuHarly

fortunate in their appointments,' &c. p. 27. ' Their satisfaction from their inspectors'

reports,' &c. The information of the Munster inspector ' has been peculiarly pleas-

ing,' p. 29. ' Your Committee feel quite satisfied of the beneficial results of the cheap
book department,' p. 30. Finally, they express their approbation of all their officers,

&c. p. 31. This is ajiash report, in which the artists want terms as they want matter
;

but they are thrice satisfied ; and if they can obtain a larger donation from Parliament

ne.xt session, their satisfaction will be quadrupled.
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friends!—a virtual representative of the

Catholics, and an " arch knave at a nomi-
native case,") declared, that the school-

books of the Irish consisted of " Joe Mil-

ler," " Laugh and be Fat," &c. Why
not? The joculator regis was once an
eminent officer in the royal household.

This inspector of primers in ditch schools

(for he speaks from personal knowledge)

the Irish are Sfenerally admitted, it is

needless to answer the charges wliich

have been made against their igno-
rance in those arts whioh have been
brought to perfection in England.
Mechanical knowledge is partly acci-

dental ; and Irish artisans, under the
most adverse circumstances, are ge-

affirmed that he saw " Moll Flanders" in nerally as good workmen as the Eng-
the boys' hands ; and he might see the jish. Irish linen is inferior to none
" WiUiamite" in great endowed schools of in the world ; and Irish silks and pop
this country, according to my personal

knowledge. Of " Moll Flanders" I know
nothing ; but I could not suppose the con-

tents of a book by Defoe could be more
immoral than Moll Flagon, who figures

in the " Lord of the Manor," and is re-

presented on the stage. If the govern-

ment object to " Moll Flanders," let them
employ some of their literary ministers to

compose a life of Moll Doyle ; the
crown office can afford valuable materials ;

lins are, or at least were, far superior
to those of Great Britain. In agri-

culture, however, it must be admit-
ted that, nearly tliroughout Ireland,
a very bad system prevails, and we
are not unwilling that reproach
should be universal until it be al-

tered. Ireland must depend upon her
agriculture, and her farmers could not
be too soon taught that it is in their

and some Sir Richard Musgrave will not power tO double, if not quadruple,
the productions of the earth. Slo-
venly husbandry, however, is not con-
fined to Ireland. In Oxfordshire we
have seen farm-work done as imper-
fectly as in Cork ; and France, in

point of agricultural skill, is very in-

ferior to Ireland. Mr. Cobbett saw
females employed, in the fields of the
' Great Nation,' spreading manure
with their hands.

Superstition.—This word, in the
usual acceptation, when applied to

Ireland, signifies Catholicism ; and, if

the religion of the people be an evil,

we can see little hopes of eradicating
it, for there is no prospect of their

being induced to embrace the doc-
trines of the Established Church.
We are no theologians, and shall

argue this question, as J\Ir. Ensor
says, logically. We leave the task of
vindicating the abstract truths of
Catholicity to its own divines, and
propose only to defend the Irish

people, whose blind credulity and
superstition have excitetl such com-
passion in the breast of yoimg Noel,
Earl Rodcn, and the Rev. Joseph
Ivimey.f The last gentleman was
secretary to a society for proselyting

fail to make it fitting to be said or sung in

Kildare- street schools, abounding alike

with loyalty and true religion. But the
whole is a rhetorical flourish, much like

Hotspur's " world of figures." That such
books are taught in Catholic schools is

universally and absolutely denied. Yet,

thanks to this friend of the Catholics, the

charge at last excited the spirit of the

whole people ; and such has been the

throng of testimonies to the education of

the Irish, that they exceed my means of

offering an abstract of their amount.'

Overpowered by attestations in

proof of the universality of educa-
tion in Ireland, the Scotch philoso-

phers (such philosophers !) have ad-

mitted the fact, but still they justify

their charge by objecting to the quu-
lily of education dealt out in hedge
schools.* Reading and writing are,

at all events, the rudiments of know-
ledge ; and if these, as the reviewers

say, have been taught out of impro-
per sources, it is strange that the

usual results of perverted instruction

have not followed ; for we shall see

by-and-by, in spite of ' Moll Flan-

ders,' tliat the people are, at least,

as moral as their neighbours.

As the shrewdness and capacity of the Irish.

* These schools are not kept under a hedge, as some ignorantly suppose
;
though we

jannot see any reason why a boy could not leam to read as soon under a shady tree,

as under a slated roof.

t This Rev. Gentleman has lately approved of, and affixed his signature to, a blas-

l)hemous and nonsensical tract, published by a youth named Benjavi'm Lawsoii
,
vi\io

was, it is intimated, miraculondy restored to his speech, after bciiig deprived of it by

scrofula.
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The first charge made in proof of

Irish superstition, or, as some have it,

fanaticism, is the credulity of the

people in believing in miracles. We
are no advocates for Prince Hohen-
lohe, but yet we are at a loss to dis-

cover the consistency of those who
circumscribe the apostolical power,

and would have every man read and
believe the Bible. Christianity has

no supporter but miracles ; and mi-

racles preceded the conversion of all

nations who have at any time em-
braced the doctrines of Christ. That
this power, which, according to Pro-

testant and Catholic divines, once ex-

isted, has ceased, we have no proofs
j

and Mr. Sou they, in his 'Life of

Wesley,' seems to wish, that super-

natural things had been more fre-

quent in these days of infidelity.

' TLe Irish,' says our author, ' are

cliarged with credulity, as if ail nations

Lad readied the consummation of pure

intelligence ; and some occurrences in Ire-

land have excited extraordinary animad-
version. The last on record is, that a

mad priest attempted to exorcise a child,

who, he said, was demoniac. Is this illu-

sion so enormous, even if the man were
not insane"? To be possessed by devils

was <i common infirmity ; and whence the

proof or the intimation that the malady
has ceased? On the contrary, bishop

Hurd rather sustains the aftirmativc. He
writes, " that, for any thing we know, he
(the devil) may (still) operate in the way
of possessing, I do not see on what cer-

tain grounds any man can deny."—Ser-

mons, v. iii. p. 239. While this bishop

favours the entry of devils into human
beings, Bishop Porlcus, in paraphrasing

the ioih verse in the 18th chapter of

Matthew, adopts the popular notion of

guardian angels.'

Much ignorance prevails respecting

the doctrine of the Church of Rome
on this point, and Protestants would
scarcely believe that it is optional

with a Catholic to give credit to these

miracles : yet, nothing more true.

They are bound to believe that the

power of working miracles remains

in the Church ; but they are left to

exercise their individual judgments
respecting what is or is not an

intervention of Divine Providence.

Apart from ail religious considera-

tions, there was something about the

miraclec of Prince Hohenlohe suffi-

cient to create surprise The 'Edin-
burgh Review,' while treating them
with derision, admits that they were
wonderful ; and more than one phy-
sician has published treatises, to

prove that the Hohenlohe cures might
have taken place through the opera-
tion of natural causes. It does not,

therefore, imply either superstition or
ignorance, in an ordinary Christian,

to look upon them as miraculous ;

unless we suppose every man to be
acquainted with the nervous system,
as well as anatomy. Even Dr.
Crampton does not absolutely .say

that 5s^ature effected the cure ; he
only shews that it was, according to

his opinion, ade<iuate to the opera-
tion ; and leaves his readers to attri-

bute it to what they please, for it

certainly was not owing to medi-
cine.

To impute ignorance to the people,

in consequence of their credulity on
this occasion, implies a want of know-
ledge. * They know not man,' says

Mr. Ensor, ' who make such obser-

vations ; and they want humanity and
honesty, who, on such casual circum-
stances, reflect on a whole nation.

Man is a motley creature ; and some
of the ablest, as Agrippa and Cardan,
seem to have reaclicd at once the e.K-

tremes of folly and philosophy. Con-
sider the fatuity of wliole regions,

with the eternity of the deliasion, and
the occasional credulity unconnected
with religious opinions, which have
commanded numerous votaries in the

superior ranks of society. Mesmer
imposed not only on tlie multitude,

but many eminent physicians es-

poused his doctrine of the efficacy of
the magnet in medicine. The French
Government offered to purchase the
secret from him, which he declined,

but afterwards he sold the vain nos-

trum for 30,000/. to three hundred
pupils, who, in their turn, became
heads of magnetic schools. Then
there was Perkins and his metallic

tractors, and the certificates of medi-
cal men in favour of their virtue :

and Greatrix, the Stroaker. All this

should teach sneerers and scoffers

that men may be very foolish, and
very sincere.' Dr. Adam Clarke, a
man of extensive erudition and ac-

knowledged talents, has recorded his
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belief in a modern miracle.* With selfish motive. They wish to mono-
this fact before them, the Methodists polize all the miracles to themselves

;

should not have been found among and, with something like a spirit of
the ranks of those who have endea- trade, cry down the cures of , the
voured to bring the Catholics into German, that they might secure the •

contempt for believing in the cures market for themselves. To extract
of Prince Hohenlohe. accounts of all the Protestant mira-

But, it would appear, that the cles, although prohibited by Act of
anger of Protestants arises from a Parliament, which have been recorded

* The following is Dr, Adam Clarke's account of the miraculous growth of a woman's
hair :

—
' ]\Iargaret Home, an inhabitant of St. Peter du Port, in tlie Isle of Guernsey (a

woman of unblemished character, about seventy years of age), came to me to Lea
Torres, in June, 1787, to be electrified, hoping it would cure her of a settled deafness,

by which she had been long afflicted. I gave her a few gentle shocks through the head,
which were followed by such a severe head-ache as deterred her from making a second
trial. This continued till the latter end of the same month, when, in a very singxJar

manner, she was cured of that, together with a severe pain in her stomach and bowels,
by which she had been long much distressed.

' One Saturday evening, about the end of June, having combed out her grey hair, and,
according to her custom, tied it on the top of her head (which it would barely do,

being very short), she went to bed, and the next morning was astonished to find, on
taking oft" her cap, that her hair had, in the night, increased eight or ten inches in

length. She immediately called Mrs. Johnson, in whose house she lodged, who, view-
ing it, was equally astonished, being perfectly acquainted with its former shortness.

She now found that she could not conveniently put on her cap, her hair being so
much increased beyond its former bulk ; this induced her on Monday morning to cut off

six or eight inches of the miraculous lock.

' The same day she was seized with a severe sickness, which constrained her to take
to her bed, and induced her to exclaim thus to Mrs. Johnson and some of her neigh-
bours :

" Tlie Lord wrought a miracle for me, in causing my hair to grow so suddenly

;

but I have cut it off, and regarded not the operation of his hands, and now he has
visited, and in judgment afflicted nie. O Lord! if thou wilt once more cause it to
grow, I will keep it as a token of thy mercy as long as I live !" I'his was on Monday
evening ; on Tuesday morning she found the pain in her head entirely gone, together
with that in her stomach and bowels before mentioned. On examining her hau', she
found it had once more grown eight or ten inches ! Since that time her bodily strength
has been so amazingly increased, that she solemnly assured me, " She found her health
and vigour nearly equal to what she possessed in the prime of life." Indeed, I have
been surprised to see her strength and activity evidenced in walking sometimes before
me up the hill from Les Terres, being before well acquainted with the poor state of her
health.

'This miraculous lock (for so I must term it) is of a colour different from the rest of
her hair. The other part is entirely white, but this is of a very fine brown, only a little

mottled with grey. This is the real fact, of which there may be every attestation which
the nature of the thing is capable of. The circumstances as above I have taken from
the conjoint testimony of Mrs. Home and Mrs. Johnson, who are both members of
our Society in St. Peter's, and who walk in the light, love, and liberty of the Gospel of
Christ.

' There are some, who, not being able to deny the fact, nevertheless say, they cannot
see what end God can have in an affair so trivial as this. But, by the same mode of
reasoning, they may deny the divinity of the Mosaic law, because they cannot imme-
diately see the design of the fringes, loops, hooks, &c. which are mentioned therein

;

and which, nevertheless, were typical of particular links in that important chain, let

down from heaven to draw a world t® glory : or, they may accuse the great Sir Isaac
Newton of folly, when, like a child, he was employed in blowing concave globules of
soap and water out of a tobacco-pipe ; for these wise men could not have foreseen that
this would lead him to the much-admired discovery of the doctrine of light and colours.

' We, whose names are underwritten, having had a particular acquaintance with the
person and fact as related in the above by Mr, Clarke, scruple not to add our testimony
in vindication of its truth.

' Charlotte Johnson, Rachel Dowtey,
Peter Arrive, Elizabeth Arrive,
John Ferguson, VV. Stevens.'
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during the last twenty years, would
till half a dozen numbers of our Ma-
gazine. Take the following as a

specimen, which we extract from a

London religious publication : we
question if any thing half so wonder-
ful has found believers among the

most ignorant Catholics.

' Mrs. J s, of Winchelsea, had been

much afflicted for many years, with a

continual inward pain of body
;
yet applied

to none but the great and wise Physician

of body and soul. She laid her case before

him in prayer : sincerely entreated him to

deliver her from the dark veil she had been

under for some time, respecting her soul

;

to forgive her sins, and take her to himself.

But, if it was his blessed will she should

be here a little longer, to heal and restore

her to her former strength for the sake of

the Gospel, her husband, and children.

' On July 29th, 1790, as she was lying

in bed, fervently praying to God for par-

doning mercy, and likewise for a blessing

on the preachers in conference, 'particu-

larly for our aj^'ed and honoured father,

Mr. Wesley, the Lord broke in upon her

soul in a wonderful manner. At the same
time she saw her Saviour stand at her

bed's feet, and thought she was going to

him ; and was willing to leave this world,

her husband, children, and all.

' Pier hands and feet were cold and stiff.

She then prayed to the Lord, if he had
forgiven her sins, to give a jjroof of it in

healing her side. When immediately her

hands and feet grew warm ; she could use

them ; her side was healed, and her pain

gone. She rejoiced in God her Saviour,

and sung part of a hymn.
' She sent for her husband, and told

Lim what tlie Lord had done for her ; that

he had not only forgiven her sins, but

healed her side. They then rejoiced to-

gether : she got out of bed, and came down
stairs, to the astonishment of the people

who saw her. Since that time she has

been better in health than for many years

past, and also walked in the light of

God's countenance ever since.

' She desires that the above may be

made public, for the glory of God, and for

the encouragement of all persons who may
be in similar circumstances.

' Chari.es Kvte.'

Whoever takes the trouble of turn-

ing over the religious publications of

Protestants and Dissenters will find
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some hundred miracles recorded, not
a whit less wonderful tlian this

;
yet

these are the people who laugh at

Catholic credulity. ' In this case, as in

others,' says our author, ' it happens
that those who reproach the Irish for

credulity are themselves the egre-
gious victims of the most besotted
credulity. In 1809, Bath was emptied
of its inhabitants, because it was pro-
phesied that on a certain day it was to

be overwhelmed l)y an earthquake.
Last August, Caermarthen was thinned
of its people, for Merlin prophesied
that it should be destroyed by an in-

undation. Who has not heard of
Mary Toft, who brought forth rabbits,

andof Joanna Soutlicott,* who raised

the dead to life ; whose pregnancy
was proved by Dr. Reece ; whoso
votaries in London vouched she was
pregnant with the Messiah, votaries

amounting to many thousands, who
meet in a temple having an inscription,
" The House of God," in which the
Rev. Mr. Toser ofBciated as high
priest, and who still continue to meetf
in Pitt Street, and in different parts ?'

—

{Times, Sept. 10, 1824.) The memory
of such things should chastise the su-

perlative indiscretion of the English,
who rail night and day at the credu-
lity of the Irish.

* « « *

' Besides, does not the Protestant
church effect many mira(;les daily,

and, like Ilohenlohe's, of the sanative
order, by praying? Prayers are offered
generally for the sick, and indivi-

dually and by name also, in all

churches and chapels. These prayers
have or have not effect : if ineffectual,

they are worse tlian absurd ; if effec-

tual, they are miraculous.— (Observe,
I argue all these points logically, and
not as a theologian, saying that Pro-
testants are not authorized to llout

believers of modern miracles.)
' Again, prayers for wet and for

dry weather \vex-e offered during tlie

summer of 1823, by the Protestant
clergy. To be sure, the rain did not
then intermit ; at last it ceased, and
the clergy recognised the boon by a
thanksgiving. Now, this implies a

* A follower of this mad woman was tried the other day at Lancaster, for having
taken away a child's life in the act of circumcising it. His name was Henry Lee, and
he appeared to be of rather a respectable rank in life

—

Hd.

t They aie numerous at Ashson-under-Line, and at Colne.— T<niC6', Oct. 4, 1824.
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miracle greater than restoring a young,
or even an old, lady to health. To
strengthen the feeble, to make the

bed-rid walk, to extract pains from
rheumaticjoints, are substantive goods,
and they are injurious to no one ; but
to dry the swampy earth, and with-

hold the torrent, are much more im-
portant exertions of power; and they
may operate very differently to dif-

ferent persons, giving plenty to some,
and withdrawing abundance from
others, according to the several crops
and soils that diversify the land.'

If we refer to the past, we find the

Protestants as fond of miracles as the

Catholics. They had their ' voice in

the wall ' in the time of Mary ; and
Doctor Maxwell, Bishop of Kihnore,
describes the ghosts of the Protestants

drowned at Portadown bridge as
* sometimes having been seen day
and night walking upon the river;

sometimes brandishing their naked
swords ; sometimes singing psalms,
and at other times shrieking in a

most hideous and fearful manner.'
In the minor departments of su-

perstition the English and Scotch
are certainly nothing inferior to the
Irish. Our readers, no doubt, remem-
ber the account of the Glasgow witch,

given in the newspapers a few days
back ; and, at the last session in Dor-
setshire, a man and his wife were
convicted of wounding* Elizabeth
Parsons,whom they accused of killing,

by her art, six horses and a fat pig.

Neither is superstition confined to

remote districts: it abounds in the

metropolis, where such is the credu-
lity of the people, that it carries them
into scenes the most revolting. We
have ourselves more than once seen
females on the platform of the gal-

lows, while the executioner passed
the dead man's hand over their neck,
that operation being considered a

cure for wens. The police reports

bear ample testimony to the existence
of fortune-tellers ; and no later than
the 5th of March last the following
advertisement appeared in the Times
newspaper:

—

_' A child's caul to be sold: the
price asked for it \% fifteen pounds ''

After this, we again say, let us
hear no more of Irish superstition.
Bai!Kirisni.~T\\Q Romans described

all nations but iheir own as barbarous,
so naturally is it for people to admi-
nister to their own vanity at the
expense of their neighbours ! Ireland
has been peculiarly unfortunate in

this respect ; for, even at the time
when banished Science found there
an asylum and a congenial home, the
barbarians of Europe looked upon her
inhabitants as uncivilized. Ana-
stasius, the librarian of the Roman
see, called the learned Johannes
IScotus a barbarian because he was a
native of Hibernia ; and Tasso, in his

'Jerusalem Delivered,' in enumerating
those nations who sent auxiliaries to

the Holy War, mentions even the un-
civilized Irish. The same language
continues to the present hour, but no
where is it so prevalent as in England
and Scotland. The * Edinburgh Re-
view' describes the Irish as savage, and
seems to have borrowed the epithet
from a cotemporary Scot, v/ho says,

they are ' the most ignorant, be-
nighted, savage, and brutal peasantry
in the world.' ]\Ir. Black, of the
' Morning Chronicle,' attributes the
barbarism of the Irish to agriculture,

and every newspaper of the day is

continually harping on the barbarism
of Ireland.

As we do not recollect to have ever
seen civilization defined, it is impos-
sible to say what is or is "not barba-
rous ; but Ireland, compared with the
other nations of Europe, is certainly

civilized. Sir Francis Burdett says,

next to the French, they are the most
polished people in Europe ; and the
other day he called them docile and
respectful. Every stranger, who has
visited them, acknowledges their

shrewdness and curiosity, and crowds
of testimonies establish their moral
and religious feelings. To call these
people, therefore, barbarous, is an
abuse of terms ; and we challenge
their maligners to adduce a single

proof in support of their common
assertion. If they refer to White-
boyism, we deny their inference ; for,

if that is an evidence of bar!)arism, it

is equally applicable to England and
Scotland. The disturbance in the
south of Ireland, like the statue of
Janus, is made, from selfish motives,

to wear a double face. The Orange-
men adduce it as a proof of the
intractable nature of popery under a
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Protestant government, and the Ca-

tholic aristocracy as an instance of

the impolicy of penal laws. Both
these are wrong ; for Whiteboyism is

nothing more than a rural combina-
tion, similar to combinations among
English artisans, and for precisely

the same purpose—the advantage of

the combinators. It commenced first

in the North, and has continued in

the South, because the causes in which
it originated have been perpetuated in

that province ; namely, systems inju-

rious to the poorer peasantry. At
present we have not room to enter

at large in proof of this statement

;

but whoever examines the question

impartially will come to the conclu-

sions we advance. Occasionally,White-
boyism may, though we are not

aware of it, have been mixed up with

politics, as Radicalism was, some
years ago, blended with all the pro-

ceedings of manufacturers ; but that

greater atrocities, or acts of greater

barbarism, have been committed by
the JMunster peasantry than by the

British workmen, v.e deny. Compare
the judicial proceedings in Ireland

with the evidence given before the

Committee on the combination laws,

and say, which indicate more deter-

mined wickedness, or extensive de-

pravity ? The proceedings in Munster
are blazoned forth with the utmost
industry, not unfrequently fabri-

cated, and always exaggerated ; while

we scarcely hear any thing of the

number of unfortunate creatures who
have had life extinguished or made
miserable from the effects of vitriol

thrown in their face by combinators.

The English journalists are really

very absent ; i'or, while they are ad-

ducing Marshal Rock in proof of Irish

barbarism, they forget the Notting-

ham Captain, and frame-breaking,

some years ago. Whiteboyism, in

fact, has existed as long in England

as in Ireland, though its operations

have been directed to different ends.

' Foreign or domestic, past or present,'

says our author, ' Ireland exhibits compara-

tlve^obedience under its multiplied oppres-

sion. Corsica, which was conquered by

Trance, as Ireland by England, and which

contains a population less than that of a

small Irish county, exhibited from June to

April last fifteen homicides ; and yet it en-

joys a special corps oigens d'arms, as Ireland

does her constables. — {I'imes, April 29,

1824.) In other countries, and in England
not less than elsewhere, homicides and
plundering often proceed from sordid ra-

pacity, from the meanest and most des-

picable passions— they are robbers turned

assassins. But murders in Ireland are

connected with rights violated, power
abused, authority perverted. The outrages

of the Irish are the re-action of intense

and reiterated enormities ; of conquest and
spoliation, civil and ecclesiastical ; of a

new church and an idle clergy, consuming

the income of the original priesthood, and
the industry of a mighty population ;—of

laws, vexatious and unjust, administered

partially, and still more iniquitous in their

execution than their enactment. Even now
magistrates are convicted of converting

the worst laws to their own fell purpose,

and policemen are arraigned amongst the

most daring criminals. Amidst all th(?se

provoking horrors, war-rents are exacteu,

and tithes are increased as prices decline

—tithes are increased without any return

of service, and rack rents levied by the

underlings of absentees, to be wasted in a

foreign land. The excesses of the Irish

arise from conquest—conquest repeated,

conquest continued — according to the

Spanish proverb, the thread leads to tlie

ball.'

And elsewhere he says

—

' I deny that the Irish are barbarous,

or uncivilized in these or in any other

sense ; they are most social, free from li-

tigiousness,* ajitfor instruction, and Homer
considers indisposition to learn character-

istic of the savage and uncouth. The
people of Ireland honoured song when it

communicated knowedge

—

" For civil life was by the Muses taught ;"

and they loved song when it added har-

mony to social life. If it be barbarous to

oppress the weaker sex, who so civilized

as the Irishman, who is romantically gal-

lant "!—while, in meeting and parting with

man or woman, his words express a heart-

felt affection, that fantastic chivalry never

attained. Who suffers the accidents of

fortune with more temper 1 His resigna-

tion is Socratic. Who more charitable ?

—

None. Camj)ion said of them, in 1371,
" great almsgivers, passing in hospitality ;"

and they are still the same in affection

* There is a Palaver House in every African village. The Africans are so fond of

legal disputes, that their country still deserves the reputation of being mitricuh causi-

dicoriim.
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and gnicrosify— tlie sun sliines not on a

more benevolent peoj'le, nor on a more
forgiving. They want gall to supply

what one old divine called ichnlesome ani-

mosity to the eternal enemies of their

country.

Immornlitij.— Here we challcnj^e

inquiry, satisfied that it must termi-

nate in acknowledging the Irish the

most moral people on the globe. We
make no exceptions, and defy contra-

diction. ' There is,' says the •' Morning
Chronicle," * a great paucity oi English

crime.' We scarcely hear of a high-

way robbery in Ireland, and stealing

is of rare occurrence, notwithstanding

the unsettled state of the country.
' Compare,' says our author, ' the cri-

minal state of the two countries : in Eng-
land, those committed from 1810 to 1817
amounted to 47,9.50, and from 1817 to

18"H, to 9;?,()00; and what was Mr. Peel's

answer ? That the commitments were de-

clining, being in 18'9 14,^24, and l8i'3,

I'J/^eS.— (T/m<?s, June 10, 1824.) Compare
these and the calendar of Ireland, and re-

mark the offences charged as crimes in

this penal land. In lSi;3, in eight coun-
ties on which the insurrection act had
been inflicted, 1,707 men were imprisoned

;

27 1, or a sixth, were convicted ; and 7.">,

or a fourth of tliat sixth, were p aiished,

and their crime was, being out of their

houses between sunset and sunrise in

winter,'

According to the third report of

the Committee appointed to inquire
into the state of the police of the

nictropoil.s, out of three parishes

in tlie city of London, consisting of

9,924 houses, and 5.9,050 inhabitants,

there were 360 l>rothels and 2000
common prostitutes, thus making
every L'Sth h( • se a moral nuisance,

and every 58th woman a srrect-waiker.

Lest we should lie considered as in-

vidious, we shall not quote from a late

rej)ort on the poor-laws, respecting
fenia'e chastity in the country parts

of England, as the following paragr:ii)h

from the * Cheltenham Journal' will

serve our purpose.

' On Thursday last, a woman was ex-
hibited for sale in this town ; but being
considered a " bad lot," no purchaser was
found for such a bargain, and 'she was
driven home, with other unsaleable stock,

(it being market-day,) unsold.'

The chastity of Irish females is

proverbial ; and, in proof of the de-
licacy of the j)oorer classes, we
quote the following from a work l)v

Vol I.—No.;^.

no means fuvotirablc to t!»e Irish

character:

—

' Laugh at mo as you may, I cannot bnt

think that there is, among the lower
orders of Irish, a delicacy of feeling which
is not generally to be met with in the same
rank in England. It is not— it cannot be

refinement ; for, on that point, we dare not
enter into rivalship with you ; but, if it be
not refinement, it certainly very much re-

sembles it, and produces the same effect

upon the manners. There is a laughing,

blus:;ing modesty about the young women,
which is pleasing from its very artlessness

;

and which, in the upper ranks, affectation

often seeks in vain to imitate. There is,

too, a degree of decencj', a personal re-

serve, which I have never met with in the
English peasant.'

—

Letters from the Irish

Highlands.

Idlentss.—This charge is so absurd*
that we shall not attempt to add any
thing to the reasoning of our atithor.

' It is said that the Irish arc idle ; and
what people in bondage, from the

Jews in Egypt, to the negroes in the

West Indies, ever gratified their task-

masters ? But it is false that the

Irish are idle. Could they pay such
rents, tithes, and imposts, where
there is little capital or encourage-
ment, and where the greater part of

the produce is transmitted to absen-

tees, and be idle ? There is, besides,

direct evidence for the intensity of

their exertions. In a report of a

committee of the House of Commons,
published last year, it is stated, that

the Irish people are most anxious to

work ; that they worked for the small-

est i)ittance—for mere subsistence;

and that, when able to obtain labour

by contract, they frequently exert

themselves to the injury of their

health. Such are they at liome, while

in England they mix in every occu-

pation" during the harvest, replenish

the manufactoiies of Glaigow, Man-
chester, &c. with aide hands, and in

London tliey outdo the severest

drudges. Passing abroad, they swell

the ti;le of industry and enterprise in

the United States; and in the new-

born countries of the South, in the

second am! third generation after their

exile, they, with O'Higgins, confirm

liberty anfl the republic'

Poverty.— * The Irish peasantry,

respecting lodging and food,' says

Mr. Ensor, ' have been misrepresented.

One v..ould really imagine, in reading
!•
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accounts concerning tlicni, that they

were lower in the scale of lieing tlian

the people of the Andaman islands, or

the wild boy caught at Caune in

France, who preferred najiedness and
acorns to the best clothing a,nd the

greatest luxuries. Indeed, it would
appear from some hasty sketches, that

the native Irish resembled certain

toads, whose skins, accordilig to na-

turalists, split longitudinally, at which
time the animal pulls off half his

coat with one foot, which delivers it

to the other, and this to the mouth.

Having devoured this portion, the

other half suffers the same process,

which is swallowed also, the coat of

the last year thus furnishing a repast

for the present.'

Our author, however, seems to

fall into the general o])inion respecting

the poverty of the Irish ; and here we
are obliged to differ with liim. The
Irish farmers, merchants, and manu-
facturers, compared with those of Eng-
land, are certainly poor ; but wealth is

a relative term, and must be estimated

by place and circumstances. Capital

is not so deficient in Ireland as has

been supposed, and the absence of

manufactures can easily be accounted

for from otber causes than want of

money. It is not, however, denied,

but that shopkeeping in Ireland is

quite as lucrative as in England ; and

the whole onus of the charge of po-

verty is laid on the peasantry. That
thousands in Ireland are in abject po-

verty we don't mean to deny ; but to

the statement that tiie whole of the

Irish peasantry arc in a state of famine

or misery we !;ive an unqualified con-

tradiction. In no nation of the world

is poverty an exotic ; and the poor of

Ireland, compared with those of Eng-
land, are assuredly not miserable. In

the latter, a iiiilUon souls, id least, sub-

sist every day in the year on the poor-

rates ; and we perfectly agree with

the author of a recent pamphlet, enti-

tled ' Plain Truths,' that those who
talk of the extreuje wretchedness of

the Irish peasantry do not know
them. ' Let me not,' says he, ' be

charged with speaking paradoxically,

when I say (and I say it upon a long

and intimate acquaintance with the

people) that, except \vlien a rare fail-

ure of tlvc potatoe crop occasions real

famine in the counlrv, I do I.M.lievc

that the Irish peasautrij have more
pleasurable enjoyment than the Eng-
lish ; and that, for one who has not a

sufficiency of wholesome food in that

island, scores die of starvation in the

metropolis of the British empire.'

A little more prudence among the

peasantry would render a failure of

the potatoe crop impossible ; and a

little more care and management
would render their habitatior.s much
more comfortable than the crowded
abodes of the English labourers, where
half a dozen families are often thrust

into one house. Mr. Ensor is not

correct in stating that rents are higher

in Ireland than England ; the reverse,

considering the acreable difference,

being the case, while the one has to

pay rates and taxes unknown to the

other. But this is a (piestion of arith-

metical computation, and does not de-

pend upon this or that opinion. An
estimate of produce and rent will im-

mediately show that, with common
industry, the Irish peasant can be in-

dependent and comfortable. This is

the oidy way of arriving at the truth,

and not by examining witnesses be-

fore committees of parliament ; most
of whom know as little about the

state of the people as they do about

the condition of the inhabitants of the

Mogul Empire. On looking over a

late report, wc were astoiiished at the

want of information evinced by na-

tives of Ireland, We arc aware how
much may be owing to the influence

of religion ; but, when v,'c find a whole

people honest, moral, and cheerful,

we cannot believe them to be living in

protracted misery ; f^T we are in-

clined to think, with Junius, that an.

extremely poor man, whatever may be

his religion, is seldom lionest, and we
know he is never cliecrj'ul.

Having now, as far as our limits

would permit, defended the people of

Ireland from the imputations of their

enemies and tlie admissions of their

friends, we cannot conclude without
earnestly recommending the work be-

fore us to the perusal of our readers.

Mr. Ensor's style, though nervous, is

not the most pleasing. He di-

verges too often from the subject im-

mediately before him, and, in his eager-

ness to multiply facts and proofs,

creates some confusion. This, how-
ever, is of very minor consideration.
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compared with the extent of his in-

formation and cogency of argument.
Every page bears evidence of his ex-

tensive learning, pure patriotism, and
genuine liberality. His pamphlet is

divided into three parts. Of the first

we have made ample use. The se-

cond is an abstract of Irish history,

apparently suggested i)y ' Captain

Rock's Memoirs :' and the third details

the great evils of Ireland. Wc are

the less sorry in not being able to

give any extracts from this part, as

the oppressive nature of tithes and
church monopoly is without a siagle

advocate, while its apologists are to be

found only in' Blackwood's Magazine,'

and the ' Quarterly Review.' Respect-

ing the Union, we shall, at present, say

nothing, for that measure deserves a

separate consideration.

THE HEU.MIT IN IRELAND. .NO. III.

THE BURIAL SCENE.
• Come,' said my friend, as we

hurried down stairs, ' there is no time

to be lost ; the funeral starts at one,

and, if we delay, we shall probably

miss the seats that have been reserved

for us.' We moved briskly on, and,

after turning through three or four

narrow streets, reached the door of

the ' House of Mourning.' Had we
been at all astray as to the place, it

would have been easily pointed out to

us ; a horde of idlers thronged the

spot ; the plume-crowned hearse

stood there in solemn dignity, and the

attendant carriages were busily ga-

thering : these would have served at

any time as an indication of what was
going on. The person whose remains

we were now about to remove fron^i

among the living liad been the wife

of a wealthy shopkeeper. She had
been lingering for two or three years ;

the physicians had, from nearly the

beginning, declared her case to be

hopeless ; and what strengthened this

opinion still more was, that she

seemed thoroughly aware of it her-

self. All this had, in some measure,

prepared her friends for the last me-
lancholy trial. The approach of the
' grim destroyer' had been antici-

pated ; and when he came at last his

presence did not produce the effect

that is common under other circum-

stances. This accounted to me also

for the air of ease, I might almost say

gaiety, which pervaded the room that

had been set apart for the reception

of the ' funeral folk.' A number of

persons were assembled, and they

were chatting in the most careless

manner al)out ordinary matters ; some
of them talking over the news of the

morning, others descanting on that

never-dying topic, the weather ; and a

few disputing, in an under tone, as to

the distance which we had to travel.

Scarfs and hatbands were distributing,

and the knowing ones were busy in

securing them : among those who
were most eager in the work, three

or four were particularly ])ointed out

to me as regular ' funeral-hunters ;'

characters who, on the strength of a

slight acquaintance with the dead, or

with the relatives of the dead, ven-

tured, uninvited, to those houses

where there was any expectation of

what is termed ' givings out.' On the

present occasion these folks had no
cause to complain. One of them,

I believe, missed the scarf and the

hatband ; but, if he was unfortunate

in that point, he had an excellent op-

portunity of consoling himself for the

loss. A large sideboard stood at the

lower end of the room, and was li-

terally sinking beneath the weight of

saffron-cakes, and decanters filled

with various sorts of wine. Those
cheering ornaments of the sideboard

were not allowed to remain there un-

disturbed. It was approaching the

hour of lunch, and there were many
quite ready for the call. One gentle-

man ' vvould taste the wine, just to

set an example ;' another had made
' but a very dcr^ny breakfast, and he

would try a small slice of the cake,

with a couple of glasses of the sherry,

to keep the wind from his stomach ;'

a third refused, but took care after-

wards to let himself be prevailed on.

There were fe\v who remained with

lips entirely dry, at least I took care

not to be among the number.
We were at length told that the

hearse was about to move, and we
all, of course, prepared to accompany
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it. My friend ami I were <!ireeted to

the cariiage wlicre our seats luid been

kept. Wc had for fellow-travellers

two pii'.'sts, acquaintances of the de-

ceased, and constant frequenters of

her house, when she was in health

to entertain them. This I learned

from tlieir own talk, as we joined

iheni. Nothing could be more
striking than the contrast which the

a[)pearance of these tv\o gentlemen
exhibited. One of tliein was a pale

slight figure, with a teasing cough,
that came in perpetually to disturb

the course of the conversation. He
had hardly flesh enougli on him to

cover the more prominent bones ; his

clothes hung aiound him as if they
had been made for another; he was
young, and yet he stooj)ed as if from
age ; his sniile was melancholy; and
the hectic flush that passed occa-

sionally across his cheek seemed to

say for him— I am not for this world :

—the hand of Death was evidently

upon him. Difl'erently looked his

companion
;
plump and rosy were his

cheeks, free and loiul was liis laugh,

ample his paunch, and merry the ex-

pression of his dark eye : he sat be-

fore me as the personification of jol-

lity, in good humour with himself
and with all the world.

' What has happened Father Far-

rell to-day ?' said he, looking rather

slily as he asked the question.— ' He
was just done his mass,' replied the

sickly one, ' as I left the chapel.'—* I

wonder,' continued the other, * that

he did not manage it better; he sel-

dom misses a friend's funeral—he ac-

tually seems to like burials belter than
weddings.'

' What a gathering of scarfs and
hatbands he must have !' added the

coughing man.
' Yes,' said his comrade, ' he must

have a fine collection. \^ hy, if he
has not got them made into shirts or

cravats, he must have enough to fill

a stage-coach.'
' I have really heard that he has

upwards of sixty of them, lying in an
old luml)er-room, in their original

twist, with their black ribands about
them, as when he first got them.'

* Good !' rejoined the rosy one,

laughing aloud. ' Well done, old Fa-

ther Slyboots ! I always suspected
him

J but it is no matter—the poor

boys of our school are nearly all

shirtless— 1 know wher* linen can be
had— I'll n)ake a dead set upon the

lumber-room ; and, if I am refused,

as I live I'll expose somebody.'
They talked on in this way for some

time, letting out occasionally the little

anecdotes of their chapel. Some of
these were amusing enough; they
served, at least, to show me something
of the habits and disposition of a

body of men of whom I previously

knew nothing. Wc had now got clear

of the city ; it lay, v.ith its sj)ires and
with its smoke, far behind us. I was
listening quietly to a little story of
the rosy priest's, when our proces-

sion suddenly halted. I found we had
met with one of those legalized
' stand and deliver' stations, vulgarly
termed turnpikes. As fi^r as we were
concerned, however, the annoyance
was trifling : we had merely to com-
plain of a few minutes' delay. 'I'he

undertaker, it appeared, had direc-

tions to pay for all the carriages :

this matter was soon arranged ; and,
after the horses had been unplumcd,
and stripped of their sepulchral
clothing, we set forward once more
upon our journey. During the pause
that had taken place I had leisure to

look around me. The carriages ac-

companying the funeral extended to

a great distance behind us ; after

these came a long train of jaunting-
cars, heaped with the humbler friends

or followers of the deceased. Some
of these curious-looking vehicles car-

ried four on each side; while a couple
of children, or a favourite dog, as

the case might be, occupied the place
called the well. Crowds of horsemen
thronged the road, sometimes follow-
ing and sometimes preceding the
carriages and the cars.

These gentlemen of the equestrian
order were, of all the attendants of
the funeral, the most irregular. No-
thing could keep them "within the
ranks. Some of them had probably
borrowed a horse for the day ; others
had then, for the first time, crossed a
saddle. i\Jost of them were awkward
riders; and, the misfortune was, that
it was such riders v.ho were most
eager to show oflf. Wherever a low
ditch or an open green field presented
itself, away went the stragglers, one
hurrying after another, to indulge in
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fhe luxury of a o'allop Neither the

laiiirhter of their friends, nor tlie

fiirses of the oM women v/hoin thev
frii>hteued, nor tlie probaliility of
breaking- their necks, could check or
intimidate them ,- they were bent upon
charming- the general eye v-itli ' noble
feats of horsemanship,' and, if they
pleased tliemselves, it mattered little

how they succeeded. Someoftheni,
like the renowned John Gilpin, rode
much farther than thoy intended

;

others oiU-g-alloped their h;its ; and
two or three were left spra^vling- in

the mud of the ditches. The acci-

dents, however, that did occur, were
rather laug-ha!>le than otherwise

Vre moved slowly on. The coun-
try around us looked well. Rly friend

and I were asking various questions
of our travelling- companions, when
a most incleg-ant-looking- horseman,
elegantly mounted, rode up to the
side of our carriage : he had a self-

sufficient purse-proud air about him,
that seemed to mark him for a pros-

perous man of business. He uas
rather fasliionably dressed ; but the
hand of Nature had stamped ' buoi*'

upon his brow, and there it was des-

tined to remain.
' Father O'Halloran,' said he, ad-

dressing the rosy priest, ' I am mighty
glad to see you well.'

' Thank you, Mr. Tate.'
* This is a mighty glorious fine day,

sir.'

' Very fine,' said Father O'Hal-
loran.

' But it's mighty queer. Father
O'Halloran, that it's not every body
would like to i)e buried on a fine

day.'
' Why, Mr. Tate ?' said the priest.

* Oh ! there's a mighty oukl say-

ing, sir,—Happy is the corpse that

the rain rains on.'

'Oh! ay; and Happy is the bride

tluit the sun shines on,' added the
other, 1-dughing- as he spoke.

' Right, sir,'" said Mr. Tate.

He rode on ; and, before I had
time to ask as to his character, he
was with us again.

' Well, Father O'Halloran, we're
now at the place of our designation :'

—he looked bigger as he spoke.
' Sir!' said the priest.

The hearse had stopped ; the rela-

tives of the dead had descended from

their carriages, and gathered around
tlie coffin ; four young men dressed
in mourning-cloaks removed it, and
bore it slov»'ly to a distant part of the

churchyard. Father O'Halloran and
his sickly companion had joined the

coffin hearers : the crowd accompanied
them, while I, with my. friend, stroll-

ed quietly through the new region,

into which we were thus for a time
introduced. The space in which we
stood was thickly occupied : the little

mounds of earth rose in multitudes
beneath, and around us. I could
have wished that each of them had
been gently levelled, for, as 1 trod on
the different graves, I felt as if my
foot pressed heavily upon the lifeless

body of a fellow-creature. Many
stately tombstones adorned the place;

the headstones were innumerable. I

perceive'., as I walked on, that the i-e-

mains of several clergymen were de-
posited here ; and for the first time I

observed that they scorned to rest in

the ordinary posture of the laity:

they occupied a position directly op-
posite, their feet fronting the heads
of the latter. I know not if this is in

confurniity with any Sj)ecial rule of
ecclesiastical discipline ; but, at all

events, it struck \\q as somewhat
singular. Death levels all distinc-

tions—the grave is the house ap-
pointed for all t!ie living—all there

moulder alike—the flesh of the pas-
tor will decay like that of the peasant
—and why must this miserable em-
blem of distinction be preserved ?

—

Perhaps, after all, it is only a

local custom. We moved on, and,
as we proceeded, we were amused
by many of the inscriptions ; not
that there was on them any thing

really humorous, but because they,

in some instances, aspired to a cha-

racter of seriousness, where they

were calculated to excite any thing

but a serious feeling. It was the per-

petual struggling after the pathetic,

the constant attempt at finery, that

lent a nameless charm to many of the

compositions. A plain epitaph is a

thing that a true Irishman would
scorn to write ; he must shine, or not
write at all—the mere name or age
would never satisfy the dead, or ra-

ther the friends of the dead. Some
of the inscriptions before us were in

verse ; but never was poetry so be-
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devilled : the lines were too silly to ex-

cite a laugh, too unmusical to be re-

membered. As I strolled on, there

was one headstone, however, that

caught my attention : it was a plain

worn old flag, that had probably re-

sisted the sun, and the rain and the

wind, for upwards of half a century.

A piece had been broken off it by
some mischievous idler, but itili the

inscription was easily traced:

Good Christians

!

Pratj for the soul of Maiiheiv Walsh,

A poor sinner !

!

To those who hold it useful to pray
for tlie dead, such an appeal as tliis

was quite irresistible : it brought the

prayer at the moment fresh from the

heart. On me, thinking light, as I do,

of such prayers, the call \vas not en-

tirely lost : I stood upon the grave,

I read the lines slowly over, and with

my friend I ejaculated, ' Peace to

your spirit, poor Matt Walsh !'—But
where,' said I, turning away, ' is the

use of this prayer ? If this poor fel-

low has not been turned out of pur-

gatory before this, he must now lie

burned to a cinder—he is not worth
saving.' ' True,' said my comrade;
* but remember still, it is a wholesome
and pious thought to pray for the

dead.' I admitted it. I looked towards

the procession, and I perceived that,

the coffin-bearers Lad proceeded twice

around the churchyard with their

burden. Father O'Halloran and his

sickly fellow-traveller were moving
before them, reciting the ' De Pro-
fundis :' they were uncovered,and even
the careless-looking stragglers who
brought up the rear, kept their hats

partly off. An interruption, however,

now took place ; and, on proceeding to

the scene of action, I soon learned the

cause. The sexton, a saucy-looking

well-fed churl was there in all the in-

solence of office, and interdicted the

work of piety ; he stood upon an old

tombstone, keeping his hat on while

Father O'Halloran and all those

around him remained bareheaded.
• I have warned you, sir,' said the

man of the church— ' I have warned
you ; and, if you don't stop this mum-
mery, I must call in the police.'

' I am but reciting one of the

Psalms,' replied the priest.
' No matter, sir, for that, voii must

stop ; I have orders to hinder every

thing of the kind.'
' We have paid dearly for the

ground,' said the husband of the

dead.
' You've paid but the due, sir,—no

one will be buried here that won't pay

:

this ground is the Reverend ]Vlr. Fo-

garty's property ; it is his freehold.'
' You may excite a disturbance by

this,' said I, interfering.
' The police are at tlie gate/ said

the fellow.
' But wliat harm will a few lines of

the Psalms do? will it disturb the slum-

ber of the Protestant dead that rest

here around us ?'

' Sir, I don't want to argue matters;

I shall call in the police, I have orders

to do so if I am not obeyed.'
' Come to the grave,' said Father

O'Halloran, ' and we shall pray in si-

lence ; no tyrant, lay or ecclesiastic,

liinder us from doing that.'

They moved onward, tlie coffin was
lowered, the clay heaped upon it, and,

as the heavy green sods were smooth-

ed down, the lips of all around
were moving. Reprobate even as I

am, I felt half inclined to pray, if it

were only to annoy the bigoted tool

of authority that came there to dis-

turb us : my tongue, I believe, was

actually in motion ; I know, for cer-

tain, that my heart was decidedly

with those who sought to honour the

dead.

Father O'Halloran joined us as we
moved away from the churchyard.
' Keep near me,' said he, ' until 1 pro-

cure you some refreshment : it is get-

ting late, and none of us have dined.'
' But where,' said I, ' can refresh-

ment be had ?'

' Did you observe no baskets tied

behind the three leading carriages ?

—

These baskets,' continued the priest,

' are not empty, but come along.'

We proceeded to a house that stood

within sight of the burial-ground, and
then, indeed, I found that my friend

in black was no fabler ; the baskets

were emptying of their contents, and
three or four tables were heaped with

cold turkeys, cold ham, cold whisky
punch in jars, and lots of wine. The
jolly priest helped me plentifully to

all that I wished. AVe took a few

tumblers, emptied a few bottles of the

cheering juice of the grape, and then
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drove home comfortably together. I

learned afterwards that some of our
fellow-travellers kept up the sport to

rather a late hour. A funeral in the

neighlwurhood of Dublin is one of
the pleasantest things in the world

!

THE VETERAN LE

My dear Editor,—When I spoke

to you in my former letter of the

discursive habits of my past life, and
begged your allowance for any in-

coherence or rambling which you
might discover in my communica-
tions, I only adopted a precaution

which I knew was highly necessary.

1 am possessed by a vagrant spirit,

which has influenced ine from my
cradle, and which imparts itself to all

the feelings and actions of my exist-

ence. Instead of proceeding to detail

to you such events connected with

my chcijuered life as I tliiiik would
be interesting to you, I feel at this

moment strongly tempted to tell you
a story ; and, as you know it is the

common custom, if not the common
fault, of our countrymen to follow

their impulses without much reflec-

tion, I will e'en go on to tell you the

story.

In the first place I must inform

you how I became acquainted with

it—for it is none of my own. It wa.s

thus then :—In the tirst action at

which, to use a French phrase, I as-

sisted, 1 had the ill luck to be cut

down by a German trooper, who, with

a coup de sabre, sliced away a large

portion of my left cheek, and occa-

sioned that scar which, if it does not

improve the beauty of my counte-

nance, will at least serve to ascertain

my identity in case of accidents. At
almost the same moment in which
the German inflicted upon me this

well-intentioned blow, he was shot,

and the bullet, passing through his

body, struck me, and broke my thigh-

bone. We both fell, and were so

much crippled by our respective

wounds as to be wholly unable to ap-

proacli each other, and to execute the

amiable intentions w'hich filled our
minds : we therefore lay sprawling
upon the bloody field, swearing at

each other—he in high Dutch, and I

in good Irish—as loud and as ear-

nestly as we couhl. I confess that,

when 1 found I could do nothing else,

I felt myself l)ound to abuse my
conqueror; and, to do him justice, he
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was not behind-hand in this war of
words. The German is a fine language
for imprecations, imd the trooper
seemed to feel great comfort in pour-
ing out his curses as long as his

breath lasted. He died, however

;

and I was saved from a similar fate bv
a party of my own regiment, who
carried me with them, and deposited
me in the military hospital. This
uas a large old house, which had been
converted to its present use with
great haste and little care. I lay in

a large room, surrounded by com-
panions in misfortune; and, as the
progress of curing wounds so severe
as tliose which we had received, was of
necessity very slow, we found the
time hang iieavily on our hands.
Among other projects which were

devised to help on its flight one was
t'.iat we should tell tales in turn.

Some of us made a very bad hand at

this exercise; others were highly
amusing. Among the latter, tlie

most eminent was a profligate little

fellow, who had been a manufacturer
of farces to one of the Boulevard
theatres, and who had joined the army
out of mere love of change. He was
a bad soldier, and not remarkable for

his courage ; but a bullet had found
him out ill the last engagement, not-

withstanding the pains he had taken

to keep out of the reach of those un-
welcome visitors. His facility at tell-

ing stories was very remarkable ; he

was very fond of making his com-
panions dictate to him certain adven-

tures, which it was to be his task to in-

terweave in his narrations. The more
bizarre and uncommon these adven-

tures were the better was he pleased,

because the greater was the oppor-

tunity of showing his skill.

One day it came to the turn of Le
Maire (tliat was his name) to tell a

story. He agreed to do so, and said

it should be called ' The Constant

Lovers;' but he insisted that every

person present should put down one

adventure which was to occur in the

life of the hero and the heroine of

the proposed tulc. This was com-
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plied on our parts ; and a card was
handed round to the bed of each of

the invalids, on which every one put
down something, according to the

v.liiin which struck him at the mo-
ment. The card, l)cing completed and
handed back to Le IMair, was inscribed

thus :

!. The hero is to be burnt.

2. He is to be drowned.
3. He shall have the small-pox.

4. He shall be hanged.
5. After all which he shall be

married to the heroine.

6. The heroine shall go mad.
7. IShe shall run the gauntlet

througli a regiment of the guards.

8. And she shall throw lierselfout

of window.
' \Vell,' saidLe Maire, when heliad

read this card, ' I must confess that

you have j>repare(l a diflicult subject

for me : but 1 hope still to overcome
it; I only beg that the commence-
ment may be postponed till after

dinner.' This was unanimously agreed

to : the dinner was dispatched, and
in the afternoon our conttur an-

nounced himself ready to begin hi.s

task, u liicli he did as follows :

THE CONSTANT LOVEnS.

Without going into all the parti-

culars of the iiirth, the childhood, tlie

education, and the character of the
hero, whose adventures I propose to

relate, I shall introduce him to you at

once, at that jjcriod when he had
completed his eighteenth year.

At this most delightful age Felix,

(for so he shall be called) came to

Paris, possessing no other wealtli than

a large comb, lint which he believed,

with the ardour natural to enter-

prising youth, he w(mld one day make
useful to himself, to his parents, and
to his country.

This instrument did not, it must be
confessed, announce any superior ta-

lents for poetry or for music, nor
dKl Felix pi(]ue himself upon such
vain accomplishments. He had aban-
doned those superfluous ac(piirements
for the purpose of devoting himself
entirely to the more noble and sub-
stantial art of dressing hair and trim-
ming beards according to the most
approved mode of his native village.

His proticiency in these arts procured
liim an engagement in the quality of

first and only assistant to JM. Tran-
chant, a barber surgeon, who lived in

the Faubourg !St. ]\iarceau, and who
had the honour ofreckoningamonghis
customers the gentlemen who tilled

the ranks in the (larde Francoise of

tiiat quarter. It is v.ell known that

these valiant men do not stand much
upon ceremony, and Felix used to

friz their locks at the rate of a dozen
in an hour. The department of the
beards fell to the lot of M. Tranchant
himself, who dispatched them with
inconceivable rapidity ; and as he was
a great talker, and frequently indulged

in a satirical style, he was sometimes
so carried away by bis own feelings,

as i!Ot to regard those of his patients,

but occasionally took a considerable

slice out of the cheek of his victim.

Some of the braves, who did not ap-

prove of this methdd of heing shaved,
would threaten to cnnt him ; but the
adroit rogue, M. Tranchant, had a

knack of appeasing them, and would
apply an\orsel of cobweb to the wound
in so delightfid a manner, that the sore

customers went away so deeply pene-
trated witli the ingenuity of his expe-
dient as to forget the pain of the

cut.

The talei.t of Felix was not, how-
ever, confined to the narrow limits of

M. Tranchant's shop, nor to the

heads of the Frencli guard. He occa-

sionally frizlcd some of the citizens

who were too lazy or too rich to go
out of their own bouses. Among
these latter, was M. Honore, an emi-
nent baker, wlio lived at the corner of

the street. Felix was always delight-

ed when it became necessary to em-
bellish the head of this old gentleman';
not, perhaps, so mucli for any regard
which he entertained for ft]. Honore,
as I'.ecause be felt a growing affection

for a certain pretty little niece, whom
the baker had educated from her
childhood to her present ripe age of
womanhood, and who listened with a

wonderful pleasure to the stories

which the gallant barber recounted to

her. He insinuated himself so cle-

verly into the good opinion of the
uncle, and into the heart of the niece,

that M. Honore proposed to let him
a small chamJier on the fifth floor of
his house, where he might commence
operations on his own account. Felix
was not backward in accepting this

I
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offer, Tior in returning his profuse ex-

pressions of gTatitude, to the infinite

content of Mademoiselle Babet Casuel

(which was the niece's name). He
took possession of his new workshop
without delay ; and on the very next

<lay the goodness of Providence, and
the zealous exertions of his host, pro-

cured him a crowd ofill-dressed heads,

which, under his hands, entirely

changed their appearance, and he

sent their owners away as content as

kings, and as handsome as so many
ApoUos.
By degrees Felix improved his lit-

tle abode, and made it as smart as un-

der his circumstances was possible, in

order that it might be fit for the re-

ception of the uncle and the niece, who
sometimes did him the honour of

spending the evening with him. The
old man was very fond of playing at

* Put,' and still more fond of winning.

The amorous Felix, in order to pro-

long- the pleasure which he derived

from the presence of Mademoiselle
Babet, would lose every hand, every

game, every rubber. Such complai-

sance was not without its effect upon
the maiden, who appreciated the deli-

cate motive by which it was prompted.
It is true, they played for nothing but
the honour of winning :—and is glory

nothing ? Felix sacrificed it to Babet,

and felt himself more than rewarded
by the favourable air with which she

received his passionate glances.

Things were in the best possible train,

and a favourable opportunity was
alone wanting for the mutual avowal
of the passion of the lovers. Such op-
portunities never fail to occur.

M. Honor^, who was invested with

the function of Jure of the Commu-
nante, was obliged to assist one Wed-
nesday at the reception of the Master.
He left Babet to take care of the

house and of herself. Of the first

part of the charge she acquitted her-
self with all possible discretion ; of
the second Love was the arbiter. The
impatient Felix, apprized of M. Ho-
nore's absence, presented himself to

Babet, witli the intention of enliven-
ing her solitude. She received his

polite ofter as it deserved : it gave rise

to some tender inijuirics, to which
Felix replied with transport. The
timid Babet blushed at his ardour ; a
kisH followed—then vows and pio-
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testations—and then they became
lovers.

The moments passed in the com-
pany of those one loves are as rapid

in their flight as they are sweet. The
night arrived without being perceived.

Happy lovers are conscious of nothing

but their own happiness. At length,

it became necessary that they should

separate, in order to prevent a sur-

prisal by M. Honore, who, in fact, ar-

rived the moment afterwards. Tlie

niece flung her arms about his neck,
and the good easy man, who thought
the raptures of Babet were occasioned
only by himself, was about to return

her embraces ; when his journeyman,
who thought he had reason to be
displeased at the rigour which IVIade-

moiselle had always displayed towards
him, drew the baker aside, and ac-

quainted him with the long tete-cl-tcte

which Felix and Mademoiselle had
enjoyed. He said that he had looked
through the key-hole, and that he had
seen the presumptuous barber behave
in a very improper and disrespectful

manner to Mademoiselle Babet. The
old Jure, furious with the suspicions

which this tale gave rise to, and feel-

ing for the wounded honour of his

house, called Felix, whd came down
to him with a gracious smile, and look-

ing as if notliing had happened. M.
Honore and his journeyman soon
made him change his tone. They
seized him by the collar, loaded him
with blows and abuse, and dragged
him unrelentingly down stairs to the

bakehouse. The distracted Babet
threw herself at the feet of her uncle,

besought him to spare her lover, and
was repulsed with a sound box on the

ears. She then screamed out for

help in so effective a manner as to

bring all the neighbours into the

bakehouse. They arrived in the

very nick of time, for, at this moment,
Felix was in the oven, and, but for

the activity of the neighbours, he
would inevitably have been baked :

—

as it was, he got off for being only

browned a little.

As his head had been put into the

oven first, the iire had not much in-

jured his feet; and of this fact he
soon gave a convincing proof by the

u-c to which he put them, running
away with all his might thiough the

watch, which had been brouiilit to JI.
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Honor^'s house by tbe tumult. M.
Honore cried out to have him pur-
sued ; and called him all sorts of

thieves, to induce the watch to seize

him. Nobody, however, dared at-

tempt this : for poor Felix looked like

a devil half-roasted, who had made his

escape from Pluto's kitchen fire.

The watch followed him, but always
at a respectful distance, to the river,

where they thoui^ht his flight must be
stayed, and the tire which seemed to

devour him must be quenched ; but
the bold Felix dashed unhesitatingly

into the water, which, after his baking,

he found extremely comfortable.

The soldiers of the watch did not

think it worth while to run the risk of

rusting their weapons, so they stood

on the bank, and saw him reach the

shore in safety. They then returned

to give M. Houor^ an account of

their ill success, who

' Bid them be damned in bis confusion,'

and said they ran like hackney-
coaches, and that their sergeant ought
to be broken.
O Love, delightful as thou art,

thy very blessings Imve sometimes
very painful co"nse(juenccs ! (This

idea is not so remarkable for its no-
velty as for its justice !) The wretch-
ed Babet, after the exposure of her
passion, and the calumnies whicli had
been spread respecting her, dared not
go out. The whole neighbourhood
knew the adventure, and believed a

great deal more. Tormented bv
anxiety as to the fate of her lover,

and afflicted by the unfeeling re-

proaches of her uncle, her only hope
of consolation was in the grave ;—

a

very melancholy plight for a young
girl to fiitd herself in, it must be con-

fessed.

Her only companion was a little

dog, of which she had once been very

fond, but whom, in her grief, she had
so much neglected, that the poor ani-

mal had nothing to eat ; and as dogs

must eat to live, the little animal re-

solved to satisfy his appetite on his

mistress's hand. He began by biting

one of her fingers, which gave her so

much pain, that she screamed out,

and this brought her uncle. The dog
showed some inclination to bite the

old sentieman, who reseated it so

warmly, th.'.t with one vigorous kiclt-
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lie entirely dispose<l of tlie poor ani-

mal. The cruel baker then told his

niece that the bite was a judgment
of Heaven upon her sins ; and, by
way of consoling her, said, he wished
the wound might turn out to be dan-

gerous.
Tills savage wish was too fatally

fulfilled. A short time afterwards
the luckless niece began to roll her
eyes, to beat her breast, to tear her
flesh, and to kick with dreadful vio-

lence, crying out, to whoever attempt-

ed to approach her, ' Go back, go
back, or I'll bite you.' These words,

the manner in which they were utter-

ed, and the thick foam which hung
upon her mouth, convinced every

body that she was mad, and that her

madness was the consequence of the

bite of the defunct favourite. The
people about her watched an opi)or-

tunity, and, having carefully bound her
hands and feet, she was carried to the

sea-side—the only, and as was then

believed a sovereign, cure for hydro-

pho!)ia.

While this fatal destiny befell his

mistress, poor Feli.x was little better

off. He had pursued his flight as far as

Poutoise ; and, although he was safe

here, he was little at his ease. His

once-graceful appearance was spoiled

by the partial baking he had under-

gone ; and this prevented his follow-

ing his former occupation, to ensure

success in which an agreeable exte-

rior is indispensably necessary. He
had seen some trilling operations in

surgery at I\I. Tranchant's, and he

thought he might venture to practise

the Esculapian art. If any one com-
plained of a head-ache, Felix offered

to trepan kim. He could not, how-
ever, persuade his patients to try this

remedy, mild and simple as it seemed
to be. They would have permitted

him to take a few ounces of blood ;

but, as he knew nothing about bleed-

ing, he wisely, and for his patients

fortunatel\% declined to attempt it,

expressing himself hostile to this part

of the practice. He prescribed, in-

stead, a ptisan, composed of liquorice

and dog's-tooth, which had great suc-

cess, au-.l did nobody any hurt. His

medical practice was, however, put a

stop to by his taking the infection of

the small-pox from one of his pa-

tients. The poor man died, although
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Felix attended hira with great assi-

duity. Felix got over the disease,

because nobody attended him.
He found, however, upon his re-

covery, that the public confidence in

his skill was entirely shaken, and thcit

his occupation was gone. His rest-

less passion tormented him too with-
out ceasing; and, in a moment of
desperation, he enlisted in a regiment
of the guards. As soon as he had
taken this step he wrote to Babet, in-

forming her of what he had done.
She had returned from Dieppe, where
the sea-bathing had effected a most
astonishing cure of her disease. But,
alas ! all the water in the sea cannot
extinguish the flames of real passion ;

nothing could damp the ardour of the

loving Babet. She was devoured by
a constant melancholy, and was deli-

berating seriously whether she ought
or not to put in practice the rash at-

tempts which her disgust of life

suggested, when her uncle brought
her Felix's letter, which he had in-

tercepted. He took this opportunity
of reading her a long and pious re-

monstrance on the impropriety of her
conduct, to which she listened, but of
which she did not mind one word.
He pointed out to her the hopeless-
ness of her passion, and exhorted her
to profit by the occasion which the

last adventure of Felix gave her of
renouncing him for ever. * You see,'

he said, ' the rascal is now become a

soldier, and is therefore more worth-
less than ever. He is a confirmed
vagabond, and you would disgrace

yourself for ever if you should only
speak to hira. Be a good girl—wii)e

your eyes—go to the confessional on
Sunday ; and, if you behave better

for the future, I will forget what has

passed.'

To all this Babet made no reply

;

and the grave old preacher, who was
himself fully convinced of the etficacy

of his sermon, left her to consider the

best means of returning to the paths
of propriety. Babet had been think-

ing upon a very diflerent subject. She
knew now where her lover was, and
she did not hesitate for a moment be-
tween the wretchedness of living with
her uncle, and the delight of following
the man whom she adored. In a very
short time, and before IVl. Honore
could have iniagined that she had

formed any audi project, Babet had
made up a little packet, converted all

the rest of her clothes into money, and,
in six hours from the time at which
she escaped from her uncle's house,
she had safely reached Pontoise.

O miraculous power of a first pas-

sion ! Babet sought, and soon found,
her dear Felix. He was no longer
handsome, but his love for her had
been the cause of this alteration

j

and his changed looks gave him an
additional and a more tender charm in

the eyes of the aflfectionate Babet.
Conjure up now, if you please, all

that you can recollect of the most
touching tragedies, of the most senti-

mental comedies, and of the most
heart-rending romances;— add to

them, if you will, all that your own
imagination can furnish—all that

your own feelings can suggest ;—and I

defy you to approach within a liundred
leagues of the transports whicli filled

the souls of these lovers. They re-

mained locked in each other's em-
braces so long, and their tears had
poured so abundantly down their

faces, which were aiFectionatcly rest-

ing against each other, that the eye-
lids of Babet were fastened to those

of Felix so tightly, that it was with
all the difticuity in the world they
could be severed. This, however in-

credible it may. appear to some per-
sons, is entirely true.

But it seemed to be the fate of these
lovers that they were never to enjoy
tranquil pleasures. Felix was ordered
on the following day to join his regi-

ment—Babet resolved to follow him
;

and the joy of being united made
them insensible to the fatigue and the

length of the journey.

On their arrival the new soldier

was incorporated in the regiment.

He applied himself to his duties, and
learnt his exercise and to mount
guard ; and, with the assistance of
the gentle Babet, he soon had his

chamber furnished with all that was
necessary for their comfort. The
beauty of his mistress made Felix the

envy of the whole regiment. The
sergeant even paid her some very

marked attentions, which, for any
less faithful heart than Babet's,

would have been too strong a
temptation to be resisted. She, how-
ever, treated his proposals with so
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much disdain, that Mr. Sergeant re-

solved 10 revenge himself upon her.

He purloined the watch of the lieu-

tenant, and contrived to throw upon
Babet suspicion of having committed
the theft. Her protestations and her
innocent tears were equally in vain.

Her enemy, taking upon himself the
authority of searching her trunk,
found an opportunity of slipping into

it the watch, which" he pretended to

be looking for; and then, pointing it

out to the two men who assisted his

search, he conducted the unhappy
girl to prison. The evidence was too
clear to admit of a doubt, and she
was condemned to run the gauntlet
through the ranks, while her lover

was among the number of those who
were to inflict upon her this unde-
served punishment. The grief and
horror of Felix may be imagined—to

describe it were impossible—when
she, whom he loved more than his

life, appeared on the parade—her
hands bound, her shoulders naked,
and she trembling, and almost over-

whelmed, at the disgrace and torture

she was doomed to endure. The exe-
cution began ; thirty stripes were in-

flicted; and the blood, following the
blows, trickled down the shoulders of

the fair victim, displaying the most
touching spectacle. What a moment
for the unhappy Felix ! The barba-
rous sergeant, perceiving that he did

not strike his mistress as she passed
him, bestowed upon him several

blows with a cane which he held in

his hand. Felix, less indignant at this

insult than furious at the torments to

which he saw his mistress exposed by
the falsehoods of the miscreant, drew
his sword, and plunged it into the

bosom of the sergeant, thus revenging
upon their author his own and his

mistress's wrongs.
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Misfortunes always tread upon e&etss

other's heels. The wretched Felix

was dragged to a dungeon ; a court

martial was assembled at the drum-
head ; his sentence was pronounced

;

the provost-marslial prepared a gal-

lows ; the rest of this frightful picture,

over which I willingly draw the curtain,

may be imagined. Babet, driven to

despair, on receiving the intelligence

of Felix's fate, threw herself out of a
svindow of the room in which she

was confined. H appily, she fell upon
a load of hay, and was not hurt. The
sergeant, who found himself at the

point of death, disclosed to the con-

fessor, who attended him, the perjury

of which he had been guilty. The
good priest hastened immediately to

the judges, who, indignant at so base

a crime, dispatched instantly an order
to have Felix, who was actually

hanged, cut down. By an accident

as fortunate as it was rare, the order

arrived in time to save him. His re-

putation and that of his mistress were
cleared, and they were soon after-

wards married—the property which
the sergeant left them, in reparation

of the injury he had done, serving as

;t portion for Babet. Felix obtained

his discharge, and a substantial pre-

sent, which was raised by the sub-

scription of the officers : they return-

ed to M. Honor^, whose heart was
touched at the misfortunes they had
encountered, and who now received

them with open arms. Happy in

themselves, and grown wise by the

eventful fate they had experienced,

they lived together in perfect bliss

and constancy to the end of their days.

This, Mr. Editor, was little Le
Maire's story ; and, if it amuses you
and your readers as much as it did
me and my sick comrades, I shall be
heartily content.

ROBERT EMMET AND HIS COTEMPORARIES.—NO. II.

Discontent the Conssinience of political Degradation.—Impediments to Emancipation.

My uncle's residence, having been

once a place of some strength, still

retains its former name. Castle

stood, and yet stands, upon an insular

rock, and can be approached only

Qver a rude piece of architecture,

which, no doubt, in hostile times,

served for a drawbridge.

The place was well adapted for re-

pelling an invader ; but, as the ne-

cessity of defence has passed away,
it now retains little of its pristine

grandeur. Tlie outworks were, in

1803, all in ruins; part of the castle

was demolished ; and a long thatched

building, which served as a dwelling-

house, had been attached to the part

then standinic. Nothing could ex-
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ceed the grandeur and sublimity of

the view from the south of the castle

:

hills rise above hills, to the right,

while a rich diversity of woods and
lawns, in picturesque beauty, extend
to St. George's Channel. For a lover

of nature it possessed a thousand
charms ; but its situation was, to me,
its least attraction. It was associated

in my mind with records of feudal

grandeur and pi-incely magnificence.
Here the heroes, whose blood was
yet revelling in my veins, repelled the
haughty foe, or congregated to cele-

brate their triumphs. I thought of
what Castle must then have
been. I saw what it was now ; and,

as I drew the contrast, a tear of re-

gret, of pride, of shame—of what you
will—started in my eye, and fell upon
the venerable ruins beneath my feet.

Before you ridicule my weakness,
remember that I was young, ro-

mantic, and enthusiastic. A mo-
ther—the best that son ever knelt
to—had related to me, in tale and
song, the chivalrous deeds of my an-
cestors ; had made my young mind
enamoured of their name and couu-
try ; and how could I view their once
proud abode humbled to uses so vile

without dropping a tear to their me-
mory ? The moralist would have
done the same, though probably from
a ditFerent motive.

Castle was, strictly speaking,
a ' real Irish dwelling.' Every thing
about it indicated carelessness and
confusion, while the almost total ab-
sence of taste and order gave it the
appearance of an uninhabited place.

But, like men and things in Ireland,

it was not to be judged from a su-

perficial view. Customs and habits

are diflFerent in dilFerent places ; and
though, at first sight. Castle

was not very promising, yet I can
assure you it was a habitation where
mirth, profusion, and hospitality, held
undiminished sway, and where Ho-
mer's maxim, ' Welcome the coming,
speed the going guest,' was every day
acted upon.
My uncle, though not so opulent

as his ancestors, was still compara-
tively rich. He rented some thousand
acres of land, part of which he tilled

himself, and the remainder he let to

under tenants. The profits which ac-

crued from this double source of emo-

lument enabled him to keep up the
characteristic hospitality of his family,
beyond which he had no other ambi-
tion. His whole income was there-
fore spent in tlie parlour, while the
exterior of his dwelling exhibited evi-
dent marks of decay. At the time of
my visit he was in his sixty-ei"-hth

year; and, though his life had been
none of the most temperate, his fine

manly countenance appeared cheerful
and healthy. His eldest son, Bryan,
was a mere sot ; and, though destined
to inherit his father's property, he
was by no means the favourite child.

Malachy had early supplanted his
brother in the old man's afl:ections;

and, as he superintended the domestic
concerns of the castle, he still retained
his influence. To him Nature had
been extravagantly prodigal in the
formation of his person ; the utmost
harmony prevailed through every
member of his body, and the sta-

tuary might have studied him as the
model of a perfect man. But, to
preserve the influence acquired by a
casual view of the tout ensemble, Ma-
lachy ought to have worn a mask;
for, like the imaginary lady with the
Death's head, his countenance was
admirably formed to remove the im-
pression his person was calculated to

excite. His face had been originally

any thing but prepossessing ; but,

when the ravages of the small-pox
had passed over it, there remained as

many, and as prominent, inequalities

on his cheeks, as those which form the
attractions of his native country. A
pair of portentous eyebrows lowered
on the excavations of his protracted
jaws, while a nose of unusual promi-
nence was in perfect keeping with an
extraordinary amplitude of chin. To
obviate the natural and accidental

defects of his countenance, Malachy
took no trifling pains: his hair was
dressed with care, and his cravat and
collar arranged with studious solici-

tude, while his clothes were always in

the first style of fashion. But what
tended more than these to remove
any unfavourable impression was the

elegance of his manners and the po-
liteness of his address. My father

often proposed him as a model to my
brothers; and during his short stay

in London his conversation had made
him many friends—even among the
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ladies. Of his history I knesv but

little ; he had, I understood from my
mother, been educated for the Church
of Rome, but declined holy orders,

and was now preparing for the Bar.

My uncle and cousins received me
with every mark of affectionate kind-

ness ; and on the morning after my
arrival, as I was expressing to Ma-
lachy the happiness I really felt, he

replied ironically, * Oli, you will be

quite comfortable; the Collough* a

Knockfane beauty, arrayed in all her

native charms. Mill be vour Janme
de chamhre ; and you will have the

prince of valets in the Bockcha ,-f

while the GoviulaghX will act as your
Mercury, should any of our moun-
tain nymphs attract your regard. My
father, should you grow attached to

the bottle, will bear you company at

home, and my brother abroad. But,

if a rational companion woiild be

more agreeable than either of these,

I beg you may command the services

of vour humble cousin.'

I smiled at this description, though
part of it was quite unintelligible to

me ; and, walking over to the window,
I drew his attention to the prospect

which it commanded, by remarking
on its beauty.

* Ay, cousin,' he replied, ' un-

der other circumstances Castle

would be a delightful residence; but
its attractions have long ceased to

please me. In fact, they only remind
me that I am an alien in the land

of my fathers, and that the natural

advantages of my country are to be
enjoyed only by strangers or rene-

gades.'
' Come, come,' I returned, ' your

observations must be unjust. Talents

such as you possess need only be ex-

erted to be rewarded ; and, if the first

place in the country is not attainable,

a more enviable station is—independ-

ence and respectability.'
' My dear cousin,' he replied, ' you

are a 'Protestant and an Englishman,

and know not the privations which
we Papists and Irishmen are obliged

to endure. Accustomed to the admi-
nistration of impartial justice, and
familiar with the triumphs of merit,

you imagine that talents are every

where sure of reward, and that law

imposes no obstacles to the progress
of industry. But '

' Englishmen,' I interrupted, ' are

neither so foolish nor so happy as you
imagine ; for they, like other men,
have to encounter difficulties in their

progress to fame and fortune ; and
probably the same perseverance here
would meet with similar success.'

* I spoke, of course,' he replied,
' in general terms, and, if understood
in that sense, my observations were
correct. The impediments of circum-
stances only stimulate industry, as

the violence of the mountain stream
is increased by the rocks that inter-

rupt its progress ; but where law, au-
thority, and prejudice, interpose their

influence to mar the designs of indi-

viduals, miscarriage is without blame,
and defeat is to be expected.

' As an apposite illustration,' he
continued, ' let me allude to myself.

I do not mean to say that my talents

are of the tirst order ; neither will I

affect to deny that they are respect-

able. IMy education has been liberal,

and the total absence of fortune and
patronage are circumstances sufhcient

to make me diligent. Yet what can I

do? Nothing but mope about these

old ruins, hunt hares upon the moun-
tains, and vegetate in these secluded

wilds, discontented with my situation,

a burden to others, and useless to

myself.'
' I thought,' said I, ' that you were

preparing for the Bar?'
' Ay, ay,' he replied, ' like a hun-

dred others, who propose doing some-
thing because they are in want of em-
ployment. How can I hope to suc-

ceed where so many have failed ? The
Four Courts, indeed, are open, and the

law at length permits a Catholic bar-

rister to raise his voice for a client ;

but where he is prohibited from wear-
ing a silk gown, or filling the meanest
office in the court, is there any won-
der that his bag is briefless ? Practice,

prejudice, and precedent, are against

him ; and, from their perpetual ope-
ration, to contend with these would be
to attempt the labour of Sisyphus

—

to do one day what you had done the

day before, and every evening mur-
mur to find yourself still disap-

appointcd.

* An ugly old woraan. t A lame man. X A kind of rational idiot.
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' No,' he continued, ' I have from
the present state of thing-s no hopes
from the Bar. The profession I have
relinquished has in it more of cer-

tainty. He that could humlile him-
self to beg from paupers might keep
himself from starving, and perhaps
grow rich on the donations of poverty

:

but neither my feelings nor my pride
would allow me to stoop to such
practices ; and therefore I declined a

vocation which, ho^vever, I reverence
and respect.'

' Confess the truth,' said I, laying

my hand on his shoulder as he walked
over to the window where I was stand-

ing ;
' confess the truth, cousin Ma-

lachy, for I have heard it surmised in

London that it was some bewitching

earthly vision, some creature scarcely

.mortal, who first distracted your
piety. Say, sinner, was she not

clothed in petticoats ?'

* I will admit,' he replied with a

smile, or at least an endeavour to smile,
* that the ill-natured and censorious

have attributed what they call my
apostasy to some such cause ; and
perhaps I cannot deny but they had
some reason. With you I will be
candid, and acknowledge tliat most
of my unhappiness, and a sense of
my political degradation, have, in a

great measure, proceeded from a pure
and sincere attachment to a woman
of virtue and accomplishments. I

might, it is true, unite my fate with
hers ; augment the number of slaves

;

and stand myself a nucleus for col-

lecting the reproaches of her friends,

and the censure of the world. Sooner
than make myself,' he proceeded ve-

hemently, ' such an object of scorn

and contempt, I would risk my life in

any endeavour to redress the wrongs
which cut me off from every honor-
able pursuit, and debar my progress
to respectability and independence.'

Our conversation was here inter-

rupted by the announcement of a

stranger, who proved to Iiave been a
schoolfellow of Malachy's. He had
been obliged to expatriate himself
from Ireland during the preceding"

five years, in consequence of his con-
nexion with the business of Ninety-
eight, and had only then returned to

his friends, who lived in the neigh-
bourhood of Castle . As his

story is a long one, I must defer it to
a future occasion ; and, as I am not
at liberty to disclose his name, I

shall introduce him here under the
cognomination which he bore among
his friends—the Exile. He consented
to stop to dinner ; and 1 was not a
little pleased by the arrival of another
guest—my recent acquaintance, Em-
met. Of his business or purpose I

was then ignorant ; but his manners,
conversation, and eloquence, were so
attractive and pleasing, that I had
formed a very high opinion of his

merits, and esteemed him accord-
ingly. Would to God ! but there
is no use in moralizing now.
When the cloth was removed, the

conversation turned on the politics of
the day, and the state of Ireland.

Emmet, always the enthusiast, in-

sisted that there were no hopes of re-
dress unless by an appeal to arms

—

the last resource of the oppressed.
* The patriot and the philanthro-

pist,' replied the Exile, ' will hesitate

to recommend the application of phy-
sical force to the removal of a politi-

cal evil, because the benefit of suc-

cess is problematical, while the mi-
sery of failure is certain. Abortive
rebellion has ever been the forge
wherein tyrants have wrought chains
for nations, and by which the spirits

of men have been the most effectually

subdued. Insurrections, prematurely
commenced, have done more injury

to the cause of truth and freedom than
all the kings that ever existed.

' Leave revolutions to the progress
of events, and to the march of public

opinion. Tliese will do their work
with the certainty of fate ; and, what
is more, they will do it appropriately,

and suit the light of freedom to the

national vision ; they will gradually

accustom the slave to walk without

his chains, and suit the measures of

the government to the disposition of

the people.

'It is a principle in society that it

must resolve itself into its original

elements, which consist in individual

benefit and general happiness. This

is the end of all society ; and to this

end it perpetually tends, under what-

ever form of gove.'-nment men may
live; and there is no form from which
they cannot derive a portion of feli-
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eity, as bees extract tlieir liquid sweet

from the flowers of the most noxious

plants.
* But the moment existing institu-

tions prove inimical to general good,

from that moment their downfall may
be dated ; for they then become a ty-

ranny ; and, as tyranny is not the off-

spring of Nature, it quickly meets the

fate of all abortive things :—it is either

overwhelmed in the general indigna-

tion, or it drops all its ferocity, and
sinks into insignificancy ; as Sylla,

from being the most atrocious of pa-

tricides, became the humblest of Ro-
mans. Tyranny can have no perma-
nent existence, as it is always op-
posed to the designs of Providence
and the interests of society.'

* With some limitation,* said Em-
met, ' I am inclined to subscribe to

your opinion, that the politic body,
like the corporal frame, possesses

within itself a radical cure for many
external diseases, as well as most in-

ternal ones ; and that the application

of supposed remedies, in many in-

stances, serves only to obstruct or im-
pede the progress of convalescence;
or, at best, does only for Nature what
Nature would have done for herself.

But this is one of those rules which
admit of exceptions, whether applied

to society or individuals; fur there
are certain cases in which Nature re-

quires assistance : and, though the in-

stances are few, the necessity of ap-
plication is not the less obvious. The
mortified limb requires amputation,
and the career of oppression should
be arrested. Nature here solicits aid ;

and, if not timely obtained, death and
tyranny triumph.'

* And the triumph,' interrupted the

Exile, ' is accelerated if the physician
mistake the case.'

* But,' rejoined Enunct, ' there are

symptoms and appearances which in-

dicate the disease beyond the possi-

bility of doubt ; and, if ever it was the

duty of men to oppose injustice and
oppression, that duty devolves now
on the people of Ireland. Every cir-

cumstance imperiously calls upon
them to assert and enforce their

rights ; and, as they cannot be with-
held, it only requires an effort to

snatch them from tlie feeble grasp of
Jvrannv.'

' But,' interrupted my uncle, * sup-
pose we should admit the Irish Go-
vernment to be a tyranny, we must
not forget that it may be irritated

to revenge any attempt at self-eman-

cipation, should tliat attempt fail

of success. We know such efforts

have already proved abortive ; and, if

we cannot profit by experience, Ave

must submit to the consequence of
error. Your enthusiasm does honour
to your heart ; and, if there be a fault

Avhich admits of palliation, it is that

amiable and generous one which
springs from excessive partiality to

freedom— that idol of mankind, so

often sought for, and so seldom found.

But, like the adventurers in search
of the land of the living, we may, in

pursuit of the goddess, discover new
regions to compensate for our toil,

and reward us for our journey :—we
may light upon rational freedom while
we are seeking liberty. But what no
nation has yet realized it is not a de-

gradation to us to want : and, since

the British constitution is acknow-
ledged to be the most perfect system
of government in Europe, let us be
content to seek admission into that

without plunging into the sea of
anarchy, to dive after Utopian
pearls.'

'Even admitting,' returned Emmet,
* that the English constitution be the

best possible form, it does not follow

that it is therefore more available to

Irishmen. On the contrary, the very

attributes for which it is lauded are

those that must for ever exclude them
from a participation in its blessings.

The Irish Catholic, like the foolish

peasant in Horace, may wait for ages
on the verge of the constitution with-

out seeing the flood of intolerance

pass, for the fountain which supplies

it is inexhaustible.
* What,' he continued, ' is the

boasted English Government? Is it

not a compound of Church and State ?

and if the preservation of the forms
of the constitution, and of its prin-

ciple, be the same, we must admit
that whatever should separate these

must occasion destruction to the

whole. This is the opinion of all

the political writers, from Hooker to

Paley ; and what has been so often

enforced, and so frequently acted
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upon, is not likely to be disregard-

ed vvlien Catholics ask for emanci-
pation.

' Men, however obtuse their intel-

lect, know pretty well when they pos-

sess an advantage ; and the more de-

ficient they are in understanding, the

more obstinate arc they in denouncing
all innovations that tend to impair or

undermine their own privileges. The
Church, as established by law, is

nearly omnipotent in the legislature

;

and it is not in the nature of things to

expect that it will admit Catholics to

a participation of power, when they
know one claim only leads to an-

other; and that the man who has once

beheld Liberty will not desist until he
possesses her. Emancipation cannot
satisfy the Catholics; for, though it

may put them in possession of most
ef their rights, it v/ill not procure
them justice while the Protestant

Church, like a mighty incubus, tor-

tures the people, while it paralyses

their energy, and blasts all hope of

improvement. The abolition, or com-
mutation, of tithes, would follow

emancipation as surely as the dawn
of day is succeeded by the rising

sun; and so well is the Church
aware of this, that emancipation never
will be granted.

* The self-interest of the Church
alone is sufficient to exclude Catho-
lics from power, even overlooking its

intolerance, prejudice, and bigotry.

But, taking all these into considera-

tion, what rational hope of emancipa-
tion can the Irish Catholic entertain ?

Would you have him remain, like the

foolish peasant, idly waiting on the

verge of freedom for the torrent of

interest and animosity to pass by, that,

at the expiration of a thousand or

ten thousand years, he might step

unobstructed into the possession of

his political rights ?

• But not only the Protestant

Church, but the Protestant laity,

must, while men's interests influence

their actions, oppose emancipation.

There is scarcely a Protestant family

in Ireland that does not benefit, di-

rectly or indirectly, by the system that

oppresses the country. They hold,

exclusively, places of trust and emo-
lument. The Church is open to the

son, the Corporation to the father,

and the Castle to all. Protestantism
Vol. ].—No. 3.

in Ireland, like the pigeon in Paley,
is fed by the toils, privations, and
hardships of millions. Corruption is

the bud it springs from, and whatever
destroys that corruption destroys Pro-
testantism in Ireland.'

' Rather say,' interrupted my uncle,
' that it would destroy its luxuriance,
but improve its fruit; that it will

make it the religion of the heart, and
not of the passions ; and that it would
direct men in the way to heaven, and
not to the Court. This is what it

wants; this, however needful, is not
to be eflFected in a moment, lest, in
eradicating the weeds, we destroy the
hopes of harvest. The progress of
right thinking, and proper feeling, is

rapid in Ireland. I remember when
the opening of Parliament closed the
doors of the Catholic Chapels, and
when a Papist could not vote for a
member of the legislature that was to

tax him. But now how different the

case is ; and who shall be presumptive
enough to say, thus far liberality shall

go, and no farther ? Protestant jus-

tice has done much in redressing Ca-
tholic wrongs.'

' Pardon me, sir,' interrupted Em-
met, * but I cannot admit your posi-

tion. That Catholic privileges have
been increased I don't mean to dis-

pute; but I am borne out by facts

when I allege that they have been
wrung from Protestant fears, and not
conceded by legislative justice ; and
that they were bestowed upon Ca-
tholics, not for their benefit, but to

increase the power and wealth of
Protestants, as the Roman bondsmen
were patronised by their masters.

' What have Catholics gained these

fifty years ? The privilege to vote at

elections ; but, recollect, they must
vote for a Protestant candidate. The
privilege to serve in the army, but
only in the rank of subalterns, under
Protestant officers. The privilege to

hold and purchase lands, because Pro-

testants wanted to let and sell them.
W^hen you add to these the privilege

of going to mass, because Protestants

dare not prevent them, you have enu-

merated the mighty blessings con-

ferred upon Catholics. To call this

justice is to libel common sense ; and
to tell the Catholics to be grateful

is to insult their reason and their

feelings.'
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But Imve they not,' asked my
uncle, * been made eligible to certain

situations of trust ?'

* Yes,' rejoined Emmet, * tlie le<^is-

latiire gave them the key of certain

offices, but the Protestants remained
inside to bolt the door, it was an
act of solemn mockery ; for, when
men are excluded from privileges by
practice, it is a poor compliment to

make thera eligible by law. But the

little concessions from time to time

made to Catholics fulfilled their pur-
pose : they were the rattles intended
to please the infancy of national dis-

content, but tl)ey could not please

long ; for, as the people grew cut of
leading-strings, they re(]uired some-
thing more substantial than the bau-
bles which pleased their childhood.

* To prevent growing discontent

from bursting into hostility has been
the temporizing policy of the Go-
vernment. Justice never entered into

their measures ; for Justice is con-
sistent, and would not have granted
to a Catholic in Ireland what she
refused to a Catholic in England.
Here the cloven-footed motive ap-
pears, behind the folds of the acts

of parliament. From the English
Catholics, few in number, they had
nothing to fear; but from those of
Ireland, if their constitutional appre-
hensions were sincere, every tiling to

dread : yet they neglected the Catho-
lics at home, and transmitted their

conciliating liberality across the
Channel. Can you doubt the reason ?

Was it not to bribe the Irish Ca-
tholic to forbearance ? and, had their

brethren in England been equally
as resolute and as formidable, they
Avould have experienced the same
bounty upon their loyalty. Ireland

has received nothing from Government
but what has been extracted from its

fears by the course of events and the

force of circumstances.'
• A wise nation,' said the Exile,

* will expect nothing from the justice

or generosity of others, but will hope
every thing from their selfishness and
their pride. Ireland, it is true, haa
not received any thing because it was
a right, but because it was neces-
sary ; nor need the Catholics expect
any further privilege while it can be
Safely -ivitulield by" the Government,
without incurring natiouai reproach,

or risking national tranquillity. Con-
cession first sprung from one or both
of these causes, and, like water, must;
run on while they continue to operate,

till it comes to its own level ; that is,,

until there is nothing more to con-
cede. The progress ot knowledge
and events are neither to be resisted

nor evaded, and these must shortly

place the Catholic on a perfect equa-
lity with his Protestant fellow-sub-
ject. They will then find their inte-

rests to be the same, and every benefit

to be mutual.'
* A consummation devoutly to be

mslied,' rejoined Emmet; ' but, like

the base of the rainbow, however near
it appears, is, I fear, never to be ar-

rived at. Legislators are but indif-

ferent barometers for ascertaining the

strength of public opinion—and ours
least of all ; for an act, before it be-
comes effective, has to run the gaunt-
let through every form of govern-
ment, from democracy to despotism.
The House of Commons might pass
it, but it would be cushioned either

by the aristocracy or the monarch;
and, on the subject of Catholic eman-
cipation, his Alajesty's opinion is

pretty generally known. Thus the

hope of Catholic freedom has noli

only to encounter the intolerance and
interest of one part of the legislature,

but the ignorance and prejudice of
another. After this, whoever would
preach patience would be well quali-

fied for undertaking the cleansing of
another Augean stable.'

* Kings,' said my uncle, * are mor-
tal, and live only the natural age of
other men. His majesty, it is said, is

oppQsed to tinqiialitied emancipation,
but it is hoped his successor will be
of different principles ; and we know
the will of the king is omnipotent.
His prerogative, like the caduceus of
Mercury, can lay tlie bench of bishops
asleep, or infuse into their souls all

the attributes of Christian charity.

It can hush the still small voice of
expectancy, and command the vote
of every man in office. We may say
of it, as a foreigner, enamoured of
the British constitution, said of par-

liaments—" It can do any thing but
make a man a ^voraan and a \voman a

man." What then may we not ex-
pect nhen George the Fourth shall

fill the throne in all the omnipotence
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of regal power? He has only to say
the won!, and it will be done.'

' Hope may flatter,' returned Em-
met, ' till ruin approach ; but it is

the province of the patriot to correct
the folly of expectation where there
can be no rational probability of see-

ing it realized. IVc need not travel

* But patience,' returned Emmet»
' ceases to be virtuous when it dege-

nerates into criminal apathy : and he
that suffers deserves neither pity nor
praise, when by laudable exertion he
could free himself from pain. lean
readily fancy a Hercules at the dis-

taff wlien surrounded with winning
beauty; but Hercules with his club.far for precedents cf erroneous con

iidence placed in the promises of mi- patiently enduring the taunts and
nisters and the goodness of our own insults of tyrannical Numians, is so
t^ause. The people trusted once in monstrously absurd, that the imagi
the saving power of Government,
quitted the ark of the constitution
on the invitation of an impostor, and
sunk in the ocean of slavery; the
waves of corruption swallowed" up the
rights and liberties of Irishmen ; while
the Union, buoyant on the indignant
waters, floated from the shore, a tes-

timony of our credulity and our de-
gradation ! We gather experience
irom the past, but of the future we
can know nothing : and it is in vain

nation rejects it at once.
^ I will not libel my countrymen by

supposing for an instant that they are

so degenerate as to continue, year
after year, sending forward their men-
dicant petitions, and, in all the hu-
mility of suppliant knaves, soliciting

as a boon wliat they should demand
as a right. This is not natural, nor
is it to be expected ; and let not our
I'ulers lay the '' flattering unction to

their souls" that they can continue
to conjecture where all is necessarily to disregard the prayer or v.itlihold

uncertain. • the rights of Ireland. She has out-
' The present king may live these grown her chains, and needs only to

thirty years; and his successor, when make one effort, and shake off the
he comes to the throne, may be deli- iron of slavery, as the Apostle did the

cient in energy; for we needed not venomous reptile at Melita.
Johnson to tell us that age seldom
performs the promises of youth. Two
generations may thus pass away, and
our grandchildren still live under an
intolerant king, and have to do what
we should have done for them

—

eman-
cipate Ireland.'

' Where much is due,' said the
Exile, after a short pause, * much is

to be expected; but a creditor is not
to refuse any sum, however trifling,

when it goes to diminish the debt.
A small stream, when it flows con-
stantly, will soon fill a large reservoir

;

and though the concessions to Ireland
are like " Angels' visits—few, and far
between," still they are concessions.

* Let not England imagine that we,
her equals in intelligence and physi-
cal resources, will tamely submit to

wrongs* for fear of her enmity—that
we will basely hug the chain she has
thrown around us. No—Heaven for-

bid! Liberty is at least worth an
effort, for life without freedom is a
burden too heavy for enlightened
man.'
Such were the opinions of Ro-

bert Emmet respecting emancipa-
tion. Does he not read a lesson to

our legislature ? ' When the Catholic

question was first seriously agitated,'

said Napoleon Buonaparte, ' I would
have given yZ/if^/ millions to be assured

and must in time satisfy all our just that it would not be granted; for it

demands. This will happen in the would have entirely ruined my pros-
natural course of events, and may be pects upon Ireland : as the Catholics,

accelerated by some lucky circum- if you emancipate them, would be-
stances; for a pious man will rather come as loyal subjects as the Pro-
predict good than prognosticate evil testauts.'f
as ti)e reward of virtuous patience.' Coofrky K N.

* ' Let not England think that a nation containing-, at least, tuv-tbirds of the mili-
tary population of the empire, is to remain upon her knees in hope of the interval when
cruelty and folly may work themselves to rest, and luimanity and justice awaken.— I
say forbid it the living God ! that victim man should not make his election betvieen
danger and degradation ; and make a stniggle for tJiat freedom, -^^-ithoiit which the
worship of His name has no value."— Ciinn.\N.

t ' Voice from St. TIdena.'
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RECOLLECTIONS OF
THE LIFE AND WIIITINGS OP WILLIAM SHAKSPEARE JINGLE, ESQ.

By Himself.

It was with mingled feelings of in- Life'-

dignation and contempt, Mr Editor,

that I read the malignant libels which
Mr. O'Toole has thought proper to

M'rite upon me, and which you have

not hesitated to insert in your last

Number. It is thus that I am ever

treated ; it was the purest feeling of

kindness and compassion which in-

duced me to notice, at the Cigar
Divan, the person who has made so

ungrateful a return for the honour I

conferred on him. At first I had an
idea of calling him out ; but, upon
reflection, I thought that such a course

would not be wise. I have had some
experience of your countrymen. A
few years ago I sent a challenge to

one of them, and the blood-thirsty

ruffian accepted it. ' An 1 had thought

he had been valiant, and cunning in

fence, I'd have i-een him damned ere

I'd have challenged him.' In the

pages of ' The Dublin and London,'
thought I, in the very spot where he
committed the offence, will I gibbet

him. * Good, good ; the justice of it

pleases ; very good.'

Sir, there is a malignant mixture of

truth and falsehood in the story told

bv Mr. O'Toole. That I wrote ' Hunt's

thai I edited ' Harriette Wil-
son'—that Mr. Martin's lachrymose

orations on the tyranny of men over

the nobler part of the creation, and
Cornet Battler's veracious epistles to

the Editor of the ' Morning Chro-
nicle,' were all indited by me, is true

—most true :
' I own the soft im-

peachment.' But that I ever com-
posed dying speeches for vulgar ma-
lefactors, or valentines for boarding-

school misses, is—Mr. Editor, you
will excuse my warmth—what I will

not mention. It is true, that, wheu
my late lamented friend, Mr. Thur-
teil, got into trouble, I wrote that ce-

lebrated speech which drew iron

tears down Justice Park's cheek

;

but then Mr. T. must not be con-

founded with the * servum pecus' of

murderers. There was a boldness

and originality in his plan, which ele-

vates him to the rank of a poet ; and
the craniologists, moreover, have
proved that all he did was the result

of benevolence and purity of heart.

As for valentines, I was never guilty

of more than one, which I send you
below, and which !Sir John Stevenson

employed in setting toIS now
music.

TO A ' great' BEAUTV.
Believe rae, n)y corpulent fair,

I love your tat arms and full face

;

Oh ! my heart ! your eye kindles love there.

And I sink in your charming embrace.

The poor buzzing fly does the same,
While yet inexperienced and callow;

First burns his bright wings in the flame.

And then tumbles into the tallow.

Then, sir, as to my person, Mr.
O'Toole has most wickedly deceived

you

—

' Grace is in all my steps— Heav'n in my
eye.'

It is probable that I may not pay
quite so much attention to my toilet

as your correspondent ; but then, sir,

I have no looking-glass in my apart-

ment. Not that I cannot afford to

purchase such a piece of furniture

—

no, thank God ! fifty pounds a month
from my friend at the Opera Colon-
nade, and thirty guineas a sheet from
the Editor of 'The Dublin,' would

alone furnish eut a tolerable income ;

but, at once to give the lie to

O'Toole's aspersions, such an article

would have been fatal to my peace,
and I must have prayed to Heaven
to make me

—

' Like Cupid blind.

To save me from Narcissus' fate,'

But I am wandering. I feel that the
title of my paper and its contents
have but a very slender relation to

each other ; but then you know, Mr.
Editor, that if they were too near
akin they could not be united. This
seems to be the principle upon which
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the Editors of the 'Quarterly' and
' Edinburgh Reviews' proceed, and I

should like to see it adopted in your
Magazine.
To begin, however, at the begin-

ning.—I have one chance of escape
from the gallows. I was not ' born
of respectable parents,' or ' brought
up in the strictest principles of reli-

gion and piety.' Turn, Mr. Editor,
to the ' Causes Celebres,' or the

camped to join a company of stroll-

ing players.

Here I was in my element : my
fine person, my learning-, and my
knowledge of the world, secured me
the first parts and the best salaries

;

and, with my heroic struts and sono-
rous cadences, I frightened the rats

from half the barui^ in the country.
In the theatrical line of life I was

acquiring both fame and profit, until
* Newgate Calendar' (in which, by- my evil genius whispered in my ear
the-by, the most piquant biographies
are the productions of my pen), and
see if this has not been the parent-
age and education of all the rascals

that were ever born and hanged. I

will not mention my father's name,
because I never could rightly learn it.

Like Jack Cade, ' I am of an ho-
nourable house, for the field is ho-
nourable ; and there was I l)orn un-
der a hedge.' As I grew up I was
distinguished for my parts. I was
an adroit pilferer, and a tolerable
liar. I acquired a competent share

' Be ambitious !' I thought that it

was degrading my fine talent to be
merely giving utterance to the ideas

of others, when it might be so much
better employed in enlightening the
world with my own. From that in-

auspicious moment I became an au-
thor and a beggar. Before, how-
ever, venturing to bring my produc-
tions before the great world, I tried

their power in a more contracted
sphere. There was a lovely Colum-
bine in our company, of oriental,

alias gipsy, origin, of whom I be-
of learning, and, when my education came deeply enamoured. I remem

ber writing a florid description of
her charms, of which the following,

are the only lines that I can recol-

lect:—

was completed, I was apprenticed by
the parisji to a baker, under whose
roof I had not remained a week be-
fore I broke open the till, and de-

' Sylph-like her form, yet stately as the pine
That grows upon the mountain-top, and wooes
Heav'ns kisses to its brow ; her auburn locks
Fell rich and ripe as the vino's clusters down
Her snowy neck ; her forehead, high and tall.

Beneath the shade of those ambrosial curls.

Rose like a throne; broad spread her soft smooth brows.
And her dark lashes shaded two sweet orbs.

That, black as night, yet brighter than night's queen,
Shower'd noon-tide radiance round.'

These, you will allow, Mr. Editor,

are very pretty lines, and such as

ought to have won the heart of any
woman. Not so thought my fair

Columbine, who, not content with
preferring the embraces of a corpu-
lent Harlequin, took every opportu-
nity of treating me with derision. My
love was changed to hatred, and I

thirsted for revenge. The surest way
in which to attain it was to otfend her
vanity, which would be best done by
depreciating her charms. But how-
to do this was a matter of some difti-

culty, after the eulogiums which I

had published upon them. Still, when
I considered the subject more deeply,

I thought that her hair, which I had
called auburn, was too much inclining

to red ; and the expression, which I

had admired in her eyes, appeared

to be owing to a certain obliquity of

vision, which I had never remarked
before. I remembered that the poet

Simonifies, when employed to cele-

brate certain mules, who had won a

race, began his poem thus

:

* Hail ! daughters of the generous horse.

That skims like wind along the course.'

But, finding that his reward was refused to proceed further, saying,

not to be as much as he e.xpcctcd, he with disdain, that he would not write
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upon denfi-asses. la this spirit I sat time, and produced the following

down, Vf'ith pen in hand, to celebrate portrait :

—

Miss Columbine's charms a second

* An eye, the emblem of her mind, which hints

Its dark obliquity whene'er she squints
;

Of teeth a somewhat uninviting- stud.

Looking like bits of green glass set in mud ;

A chin, whose length v,e should undue suppose.
Save for its loving counterpart, her nose,

Whose redness looks as if its tip was scratch'd

By the black beard that's to her chin attach'd ;

A deaf 'ning voice obstrep'rous as a war-gun.
Save when it sn\iffles through her nasal organ ;

A lip for any thing but kisses meet

;

And then a breath " by distance made more sweet :"

Locks lank and carroty, yet taught to flow,

la corkscrew ringlets, down that neck of snow.
No—not of snow, but saffron hue, which, when
Those curls twine round it o'er and o'er again.

Resembles most, in colour and in sliape,

A roll of parchment tied up with red tape.'

My lines were handed about, and
were universally read, but, contrary
to my expectation, excited universal

indignation. The men became the

partisans of Columbine, on account

married a wife with some eight or

ten thousand pounds as her portion,

of which the Cockney poets were
doing their best to ease him. I had
a volume of poeais in my head, which

of her pretty facej and the women only required to be written; and I

sympathized with her, because they
reflected that they might themselves
be the next sufferers. I was found
guilty of wit, and, had I not made my
escape abruptly, I should have been

thought that, by working night and
day, I should be able, before this gen-

tleman w'as ruined, to get some of his

money myself. By keeping in bed
all the morning to avoid duns, and

burnt for a poet. I made the best of writing all the night, I managed to

my way to the great city, where I de-

termined at once to astonish the
world, and satisfy the cravings of my
stomach, by the efforts of my genius.
I was tolerably successful at first. I

got introduced, at a literary soiree,

to a little fat man, who kept a book-
seller's shop in Bond Street, and had

make very considerable progress. I

remember that one night, after a

day in which I had seen nobody, and

had enjoyed no other meal than a

thin potation of water-gruel, I was

finishing a jovial bacchanalian song,

of which the last stanza ran thus,

—

' Let old Time beware, for, if he should dare
To intrude 'midst companions so blithe,

We'll lather his chin with the juice of the bin.

And shave off his beard with his sithe
;'

when my garret door opened, and in

walked a figure more fearful than
old Time himself—a bailiff, with a

document in his hand which works as

woful a change in the human coun-
tenance as the sithe of that arch

destroyer. I was hurried to the

King's Bench Prison, v.diere the first

person whom I encountered was my
friend the little fat bookseller, who, I

found, had arrived there under cir-

cumstances similar to my own. I was
released from my dungeon by a book-

seller who had purchased Mr. Hunt's
biography, and who stood in need of

sosnebody to do the orator's manu-
script into English. This,together with

rcv'ising ' Nursery Rhymes,' written

by ladies who could not spell, and
v/riting Parliamentary orations for

gentlemen who could not speak, fur-

nished me with constant employment,
and kept the wolf from my door. Still

I did not neglect my volume of poems,

I copiedout my manuscript tVir—two

pages in a sheet, and sixteen lines in a
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page ; and then, scorning to make ap-

plication to any meaner bibliopolist,

1 determined that the person who
shoukl enjoy the fame and profit of

publishing my volume should be no
other than the Emperor of the West,
the magnet of Albermarle Street.

Published by Mr. Murray, and pufl'ed

in the ' Quarterly Review,' I reckon-

ed upon iheir producing me not only

unbounded reputation, but a comfort-

ble annuity for the remainder of my
days. To Albemarle Street, there-

fore, I dispatched my manuscript

;

and, making allowance for Mr. Mur-
ray's numerous avocations, I deter-

mined with myself not to expect any

answer, still less the one hundred
pound check as a deposit to secure

the bargain, for five or six days at the

earliest. Six days—six weeks—six

months, however, rolled on, and I

heard nothing either of the manuscript

or the check : I grew impatient, and
wrote a very polite letter to remind
Mr. Murray of the circumstance of

such a manuscript having been left

with him. I waited for a week, and
received no answer: the blood of all

the Jingles boiled within me. I wrote

fiercely, and demanded my manu-
script. This was answered by the

arrival of the precious packet, to-

gether with a note—not fronj Mr.
M. (for the emperor never writes

himself), but from Mr. Manfriday,
* by his desire,' to inform me tiiat my
poems were the most beautiful poems
in the world—so very beautiful, in-

deed, that Mr. M. felt the greatest

regret that he could not publish thorn.

Stung to the quick, I determined to

be the ruin of Murray. There was a

rival bookseller in Conduit Street

—

the proprietor, moreover, of a rival

periodical. He, therefore, should be
the happy man ; and, to convince him
of my disinterestedness, I resolved to

inform him that I did not require any
money down, but tliat, if he would be
at the cost of the publication, I would
be contented with a moiety of the
profits. I was received by Mr. C
with smiles and bows, and volubility.

This gentleman talked much and
long ; but he had a hal)it of dropping
his voice just as his discourse was

coming to a point, so that the con-
clusions to which his conversation

led were wrapped in Cimmerian dark-
ness. He talked of my fame, and the

beauty of my poems ; and then a word
which sounded something like ' pub-
lish' was lost in abdominal murmur-
ings. He spoke part of a very in-

telligible sentence, v/hich, to be
complete, required the word 'remu-
neration,' or, as my friend Ackermann
calls it, * renumeradon j' but instead

of it were substituted a parcel of

vague and incoherent sounds, of
which I vainly attempted to collect

the meaning. I parted from Mr.
C- -, however, in pretty ^ood hu-
mour on the whole; but f had not
been half an hour in my garret when
I received an epistle from him. His
letter was not more intelligible than
his conversation. Here and there I

could trace ardent expressions of

kindness, and vehement ejaculations

of regret ; but the pith of the epistle

was lost in fantastical scratches and
flourishings. But, however mysterious

the text, the returned manuscript was
a commentary which clfectually ex-

plained it.

I was afterwards doomed to run the

gauntlet through the Row. The
leviathans, the Baldwins, and a very

small person, v.'ho happened, during

the year in which I applied to him, to

be a very great one, were all attacked,

but were all too wary and too wise to

be caught.

But my communication, Mr. Editor,

has run to a very unreasonable length,

and it would scarcely interest your
readers to be informed of the various

arts by which, at length, I triumphed
over the prudence of an unfortunate

young man who had recently begun
business. The poems, however, v.ere

published, but were not sufficiently

successful to remedy the rapid con-

sumption in my breeches-pocket j

when, at length, the ' Memoirs of the

fair Harriette' appeared to make the

fortunes of author, editor, and pub-

lisher, besides (urnishing a surplus

fund for the support of the Orange
Institution, and the suppression of

popery and immorality in your re-

bellious island. AV. S. J.
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ON THE MUSIC AND GENIUS OF THE IRISH.

America is not more distinguished

from Europe by the f^randeur and
magnitude of her geograjihical fea-

tures, than is Ireland from this coun-

try by the vivid wildness of her

scenery, and the quick, generous,

and inartificial feelings of her inha-

bitants. The personification of the

Emerald Isle might be given by the

face and figure of a beautiful woman,
whose attitudes and gesticulations

are less remarkable for their expres-

sion of artificial accomplishments,
than as indices of that sweetness and
simplicity which are almost exclu-

sively found in the pure and unso-

phisticated state of nature and the

passions. This sweetness and sim-

plicity are nowhere more promi-
nent than in the character of the

Irish people. Their minds, like their

soil, are naturally rich and fertile,

and only require tlie advantage of

that cultivation and encouragement
enjoyed by the population of this

their sister country to beam forth

with all the splendour of mental
eminence. The parliamentary and
forensic orators of Ireland, her poets

and her dramatic writers, have con-

tributed to the intellectual lustre of

the British empire. Her Grattans

and her Floods, her (]urrans and her

Phillips's, her Congrcves and her

Sheridans, her Parncls and her

Moores, have wreathed for her crowns
of fadeless flowers ; and the music,

no less than the verse, of her ancient

bards, is qualified to manifest the na-

tive beauty of her imagination. The
strains of the Harp of Erin are too

original, sweet, and impressive not

to delight the dullest ear ; not at once

to evince the liveliness of Hibernian
sensibility, and a power of fancy to

lend it the charm of melody's lan-

guage.
Diversified as are the claims of

Irish genius to the ackncjwledgment

and admiration of this country, it is

on the evidence of its musical ema-
nations that we here chiefly mean to

dwell. In the bardic ages, when the

simple unscientific harp, a stranger

to artful transition and harmonic re-

finement, flung forth its sounds wild

as the wood-note, and spoke to the

heart with the naivete of its own se-

cret sensations, the music of Ireland

was at least equal to that of England,
Scotland, and Wales ; and the pre-

served beauties of ancient Irish me-
lody'—a melody stamped with a melli-

fluousness of character purely its

own—bear in every bar proofs of cre-

ative talent, and a delicacy and force

of conception that no less bespeak
the tenderness than the animation of

the natives of Ireland. Distinguish-

ed by strong originality of style, yet

not wholly untinged with that of the

Scotch, its passages breathe the sen-

timents of nature, and affect us as

much by their eloquence as their

euphony. Though the bagpipe is as

decidedly the national instrument of
North Britain as the harp is of Ire-

land, the latter was employed in both
countries ; but the old Hibernian
bards did by no means so invariably

avoid the fourth and seventh of the

key note as did the ancient scaldi

of Scotland. This circumstance would
alone lie sufficient to indicate that

the harp of Ireland was more perfect

in its scale than that of the High-
lands or Lowlands of Scotland. But
we have surer evidence of this fact.

Fortunately a degree of information
has been gleaned on this subject by
various modern authors, which throws
upon the ancient constructions and
powers of the Scotch and Irish harps

considerable light.

That, from the remotest ages, the

harp has been the favourite instru-

ment with most of the northern na-

tions, is pretty generally known, be-

cause of that truth innumeral)le

proofs have, from time to time, been
adduced ; and our readers will not

require to be told that this instru-

ment, always of a triangular form,
and in that respect so varied from the

Grecian lyre as very properly to bear
a different appellation, gave birth to

the idea of a harpsichord, which is

little else than a horizontal liar}),

furnished with keys, or levers, by
the aid of which the fingers are en-

abled to give vibration to, without
coming in contact with, the wires.

By various authors the invention of
the harp has been attributed to vari-

ous nations. Bruce, Denon, and
Brown, have attempted to establish

its affinity with the Theban harp.

Martianus Capcila found the harp
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\a use among the Celts in the iifili

century ; and Eiu-herius, Bishop of

Lyons in tliai age, informs us that

the nabluni was like the barbarian

cithara, and shaped like tlie (ireek

Delta. V'enantiiis Foitiinatus, in t.ae

sixth century, makes the harp a bar-

barian instrument, distinii;uishino- it

from the Britisli or Sootcli cnvLh

;

which seems to imply that the crvvth

was of Scotch origin ; an idea sanc-

tioned by the fact that that instru-

ment had but six string's ; the kc/-

note, its accrndt tlnrd,J'Jtk, sixt/i, nnd
riglifh ; which intervals not only ac-

cord with those exclusively adopted

in Scotch melody, but impart to it

all its national peculiarity. But the

liarp, in its more perfect state, not

only sounded all the notes of the

octave, but possessed at least thirty

.Htrings; and, l)y consequence, pro-

duced exercise, and a greater lati-

tude for the expatiation of the per-

former's skill and fancy. By Vin-

centio Galilei the honour of the in-

vention of this more perfect instru-

ment is given to Ireland. Ihis writer,

though father of the great Galileo,

admits tliat, most pro!ial)ly, we owe
the harp to llie Druidical bards; to

whom, as probably, its construction

was first suggested by the lyre of the

ancients, notwithstanding its very

considerable departure from it, both
in form and tone.* However correct

may be this latter conjecture, certain

is it that the early i)assion of the

Irish for music, and j)ai ticulurly for

that of the harp, is satisfactorily re-

corded bv {'and)ren^is, and fur! her

manifested bv tlie traditional fame of

»S^. Futrir/i's Harp as early as the

fifth century : and, after the informa-

tion, that l)ot]i that Saint and C^-luiiib

ma<le singine otie of their monastic

exercises, we need r.o argument to

show that the Irisli liave long been
attached to tlie elegant gratification

lierivable from the ' concird of sweet

sounds.' This musical t;isto, no dn-

bitaide mark of innate geriius, ' grew
with the growth' of the country, and
became so conspicuous, that the Irish

or Gaelish bards, in the early periods

even of .Scotch history, are spoken of

as having been univeisallv held in

high estimation, and admitted to ex-

hibit their talents in the palaces of

princes: and in ' Si riitt's Dresses of

the People of England' we see a
figure of a king, playing, in tiie thir-

teenth century, on a portai)le, or
chamber, harp, of the form of the

present Irish harp ; which form, says
l\lr. Beauford, in his ' Essav on the

Capability of tlie Irish Harp,' the

Hibernian bards found to be the true
musical figure of the Invrp. ' Tlui
old bards,' says he, ' l»y making the
plane of their harps an oblique-angled
trianirle, fell into the trueprftportiou
of their strings ; that is, as the dia-

meter of a circle to its circumfer-
ence.'

According to Brompton, in the
reign of Henry the Secoml the Irish

had two kinds of harps : the one
iiold and rapid ; the other soft and
soothing. The latter of these—the
smaller of the two—was used by
ladies and ecclesiastics as an accom'-
jtaniment to their sonijs and hvmns;
the foimer was sounded only in the
public assemblies of the i)eople. But
nothing more than this general de-
scription of these instruments is now
extant; no vestige of the in-tnunents

* This author, in liis ' Dissertation on Ancient and ^Modern Music,' lias the fullow-

iu;^ obs(:'ivations :
—

' Among tlie strii!;.;td instruments now in u.se in Italy, the first in

the harp ; v. Inch is only an ancient citliara, so far aUeieil in form, by llie artiJicors of

those days, as to adapt U to the addilional number and telision of the strings, contain-

ini.', from the highest to the lowest note, more than tlnee octaves. This most ancient

instrument was brought to Italy from Ireland (so Dante says"), where haiiis are es-r

celleutly made, and in great numbers, the inhabitants of that island having practised

on them for many, many ages : nay, they even place the. harp in tlie arsns of the king-

dom, paint it on tiieir public buildings, and stamp it on iheii coin. Tie harps which
this people use,' Galilei proceeds to say, 'are cons.derably larger than ours, and have
I'.enerally the strings of brass, and a few of steel for the higher notes, as in the chivi-

chord: and the niusiciaus who jievforni on tl.eni keep tl'.e nails of their fingers long,

forming them with care in the shape of the quills which strike tiie strings of the
spinnet.' This latter remark oi Galilei is sanctio ed bj the present practice of tl'.e

faw remaining harpers oi Ireland, who trim thtir finger-nails e:;a':lly in the manr.ef
t? describes.

VCL. 1.—No. 3. a
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tlicinsohes is to be fonnd.* The
most ancient liarp, probably, now
remaininir, is that which is said to

have helonsfod to Brian Boironihe,
Kin<)- of Ireland, ulio was slain in

battle with the Danes, at Clontarf,
near Dublin, A.D. 1014. His son,

Donouh, having- murdered his bro-
ther, Teif;e, in the year 1023, and
l)eing- deposed by his nephew, retired

to Rome, and carried with him the
crown, harp, and other reg'alia, of his

father, which he presented to the
Pope, as the price of his solicited ab-

solution and blessing. Tlicse reg'alia

were deposited in the Vatican till the

Pope sent the harp to tlie first Earl
of Clanrickard, in whose family it

remained till the beginning of last

century ; when it came, by a lady of
the ])c Burgh family, into that of
]M*i\Iahon, of Clenagh, in the county
of Clare ; after whose death it passed
into the possession of Commissioner
M'Namara, of Limerick. In \7S2
it was presented to the Right Hon.
William Conyngham, w!io deposited

it in Trinity College, Dublin, where
it still remains.

Having said thus much uf tlic na-

t'wnalinstrument i)i Ireland, it is now
time to pay tlie honours due to the
gcniiis displayed in her nnisical cnm-
jUjsitlons. Though, in higher matters,

she may claim tlie respect of all en-

lightened nations, as the replenisher

of the lamp of morality and science

when it scarcely glimmered, amid the
profound gloom of Gothic darkness

—

%vhen the northern swarms were
blighting the germs of knowledge,
and the ' Land of Saints' formeil one
of the few foundations of forlorn

Ivope among tlie territories of Chris-

ti-in Europe—though her unshaken
])iety was engaged in fanning the

fiani'c of religion, and her industrious

ingenuity was employed in the revival

of letters, her taste created leisure to

cultivate the elegant arts ; and wiiilc

the improvement of that among
thorn. Which seems dearest to the

Muses, was in rapid progression,
she gave birth to a Conollan and a
Carolan, to increase her r..elodious

store, and refine her style. These
have been succeeded by others, to

whose strains the Irish still listen

Avith rapture ; and numerous are the
existing proofs of the genius of their

country for musical composition. A
meeting of the harpers in Ireland,
living at the latter part of the last

century, was fortunately convened at

Belfast, for the purpose of hearing,
taking down oy note, and rescuing
from oblivion, all the old melodies
which they were in the habit of per-
forming, or could at all remember.
In repeating the tunes of their youth
they often wept ; for the tender, the
lively, recollection the passages i>ro-

duced upon their sensibility—the
images of past relati\;es and of
friends which they revived in their

imaginations—touched tliem deeply
;

and equally proved the delicacy of'

their sensations, and the power of
their art over themselves.
Among these precious and aflcct-

ing relics were, ' Eilighc Gheall
Chiun' (The Charming Fair, GiJy)

;

* PlangstighEiwin' (PL-inxty Irwin)

;

' A Phlur na Alaighdion' (Thou
Flower of Virgins) ;

' Anna na Gc-
raoibir (Nancy of the Branching
Tresses) ;

* A Gliaoithe on Ndeas ;'

(O, Southern Breeze !) and many
others of equal pathos and sweci-
ncss. It is worthy (sf remark, that,

as the airs transmitted are more an-
cient, they are found to be less irre-

gular in their construction, and more
susceptil)le of legitimate basses; a
fact which seems to prove that the
old Irish bards were sounder musi-
cians than the harpers of later times.

It would seem that their profession,
like every oth<'r, was inea])able of
continuing to flourish under inade-
quate encouragement ; and tiuit as it

failed of patronage it sunk in excel-
lence. It is true that, independciitlv

of the remains of the melodv of their

•About thirty-five years ago, a curious harp, perhaps a snmple of the lesser of
these, was ioi^'ul in t!ie county of Limei'ick, on the estate of Sir Eicliard Harte, by
whom it wa.s given to L)r. O'Halloran. At the doctor's death it was thrown into a
luniber-rooin, and thence removed by a cook, whose igcoraiice consigned it to the
fiames : its exact figure we have not been able to obtain. Several gentlemen who saw
it declare ihat, in construction, it was totally difl'crent from the harp now known in Ire-

land ; that it was smaller ia size, and still retained three metal strings, with phis for

seveial others. •
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anciont poet-inusiciaiis (for, like the

(ircciau rhiipsodists, their itinerant

2)crfovuie!S sung- and played their

()\vu verses and tunes), the Irish may
boast of a variety of beiiutiiul and
impressive melodies, sueh as ' Gra-

muciiree Molly,' and ' Shepherds, I

have lost my love ;' but these are the

od'spring' of modern genius under
the guidance of modern science, and
constitute a new series of Hibernian

compositions—a series unconnected
with tliat of ancient bardism. These
specimens, however, of melodial

imagination, exercised under what

may be called ' the new order of

things in Irish music,' are so many
additional evidences that talent, in

its higher sphere, is indigenous to the

sister island ; and tiuit, under the

same generous and clieering beams
that liave fostered British aljility, it

would prove equally prolific, and not

less exalted in its quality.

So well known, indeed, and so can-

didly acknowledged, are the mental

energies of Ireland, I)y those who
have associated with her men of ge-

nius, that even if, instead of argu-

ment, we had employed assertion, or,

in lieu of facts, had resorted to argu-

ment, our language would not have

been listened to with inditfcrence, nor

proved devoid of persuasion. As if

well versed in '^Esop,' as if profit-

ing to the utmost of the moral of

his fai)le of ' Jupiter and tiie Wag-
goner,' Erin's men of mind have put

their own shoulders to the wheel of

ths.-. car of Fame ; and, by conse-

quence, require little of the aid of

our eulogy. In numerous instances

have their intellects and industry an-

ticipated the wishes of their English
friends and advocates ; but the dis-

advantages under which the policy of
England's governn)ent has compelled
them to struggle could not but damp
their ardour, and, in a degree at

least, lower the tone of that spirit for

which they are so justly admired, and
which contributes to render their

country worthy of being politically

united with the greatest nation in the
\vorld. Here we are speaking of the

Irish as men and fellow-citizens, not
as religionists or politicians ; as bre-

tliren, not as Christians differing

from us iu the minutiae of spiritual

faith, and deeming themselves hardly

dealt with by the adversaries of their

creed; or we should have much more
to say ere we closed this article.

But it was the genius and musical
character of that people, that it was
our purpose here exclusively to dis-

cuss ; and, therefore, waving some
other points, we shall at present for-

bear indulging ourselves in any re-

llections not necessarily connected
with the intellectual pretensions of a
country, whose orators, poets, and
musicians, have asserted the brilliancy

of her genius, reflected honour on
the empire of which she constitutes

a glorious portion, and filled the

world with her high and lasting re-

nown.

GLEAN-DALACH ;* 0!!, THE CULDKES' CAIRN.

A Ballad.

Before the mild west wind the light clouds were driven,

And the round moon shone bright in the deep blue of licaven.

And the twinkling stars seem'd to whirl through the sky.

As the white fleecy clouds floated rapidly by.

Not a sound was heard on the earth or in air.

Save St. Kevin's lone bell for the midnight pray'r.

As it sullenly swung in the abbey tower.
And broke the calm of that stilly hour.

And, silver'd o'er by the moon's pale blaze.

The slender ' round tower of other days'

Seem'd form'd in. that valley for aye to remain.
For time and the storm have swept o'er it iu vain.

* (iieau-dalacli, or tlic Glen of the Two Lakes, is that romantic spot m the counfy
of Wicklow, better known by the uanie of tlia 'Seven Chiirclics.'
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The la=t: booming sound of the dee;?4ou'(l bell

li'ad saii'd fnr away o'er the gioouiy (-ell,

Carv'd in the steep rock's hattlin^- t)reast.

By good Saint Kevin's memory bless'd.

The lake beneath was uniuov'd by a breath,

As it hiy in the darkness and silence of death;
And so peaceful and still was that lonelv glen.

That it seeui'd not the haunt of living- men.

Yet thousands of voices in melody there.

At sunset, were chanting the vesper and pray'r:

Not one shall remain ere the morrow's sun shines

—

Nut one living, to weep o'er their desolate shrines.

Already are Iirandisli'd the sabre and spear,

And Norway's (h'cad raven is hoveling near;
And the river that rolls by its murmuring flood

Shall be stain'd ere the morning witli innocent blood.

Already is heard the dull tramping sound.
As the men of death rapidly pass o'er the ground

;

'J'i>c Hood cannot stay them, they dash through the water.

And rush on, like famishing wolves, to the slaughter.

Then bursts the wild shout : hark ! again and again.

Like tliuiider it rolls down the echoing glen

;

The eagle is scar'd as tiie sound rends the sky.

And the deer bounds away at the death-pealing cry.

.Soon the red sheeting fiames mounted high hi the air.

And spread in the mountains one tiery glare
;

Tiie monks to the altar for refuge are flying,

And the valley resounds with the shrieks of the dying.

The priest rais'd for mercy his trembling hand.
As o'er hia head wav'd the red infidel brand

;

And his grey hair is giusp'd j-.y the merciless Dane

—

Oil the steps oi" the altar the martyr is slain.

There e!^CJ\p'd from the slaughtev* i?ot one to record
The havoc, that night, of the flame and the sword

;

And the ashfs still smok'd, where llieir dwelliniis had stood,

^^'hen the njorning first dawn'd on that valley of blood.

Now the fierce bands have gather'd, tlie plunder to share

;

The slirines are profan'd, and the relics laid bare :

The cross on the ground, in derision, is cast.

And the infidel raven waves free in the blast.

But short was their triumph, for vengeance uufiulM
The Sun-Burst once lov'd in the ' <f&m of the world;'

And the flaxcn-liair'd daughters of Norway shall mourn.
For the warriors of Odin will never return,

'Tis past ; am', tliough many long ages, since then.

Have roU'd o'er that ruin'd and desolate glen.

Seven chnrches' grey walls round tJie cloghadf remain.

And memory still lingers o'er each hallow'd fane.

Near you ruin'<l chapel, where waves the tall fern,

Though their l)ones rest in peace, 'neath the grass-cover'd cairn,

Yet fancy, at midnight, ^till hears on the breeze
The death wailing shrieks of the dying Cnldees.

* There is an old Irailitiju of 2000 students being murdered, at Glen-dalacli, by tlio

Danes.

t The name i;ivca by the liiah to the round towers.
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SIJPKUSTITIONS OF THE IRISH PEASANTRY — NO. III.

THE CITY IN THE SKA.

The sun, oa a lovely suinmer's

evening', hail scarcely hidden his se-

rene face behind the sombre moun-
tains of Leinster, when the peasantry

«»f Lacken and its neighbourhood be-
.

gan to flock to the wake of Peter

llevel, whose corpse was now laid out

in his own spacious barn. The 'house

of mourning,' though always gloomy,
was on this occasion associated with

fearful and melancholy ideas ; for su-

perstition, ever active, had imparted

its terrors to the presence of death.

The deceased v/as the last of his fa-

mily ; for the table on which his body

lay" had, within the last twelve

months, waked his wife and six

children.

Lacken, as the name imports, is a

piece of ground that gradually de-

scends to the water, formed by the bar

of Lough, and lies in that part of the

county of Wexford called Bargic, be-

tween the little villages of Duncor-
inick and Bannow. immediately be-

fore it stretches out the burrow of

Ballyteige, protecting it, as it were,

from the waves of St. George's (Chan-

nel, while the angry waters, as they

rush through the l)ar, keep up a deaf-

ening noise, the modulations of which
serve as a barometer.to the country-

people for ascertaining the changes in

the weather.* The scenery here is

not luipleasing. The waters within

the burrow—or, as they are called,

the little sea—have all the appear-

ance of an expanded lake, covering

several thousand acres, and abound-
ing with fish ami wild fowl. To the

south is seen, thro\igh the hazy ex-

halations of tlie sea, the conspicuous

town of Feathard, the tower of Hook,
and the Mouth of the Suir ; while

on the other hand rise up the Sal-

tees, fronting the highly-cultivated

lands of Kilmore, on which is re-

flected the shadow of many a sail, as

the vessels, on passing here, are

obliged to keep near the shore. The
inhabitants are decidedly the happiest

in Ireland, and coa^equently the

most moral and independent. Their

language is a mixture of Irish, Eng-
lish, and the dialect spoken in the

barony of Forth ; and wlrich ^^alency

and others suppose is the ancient

British. They have, of course, their

superstitions ; and that of ' The City

in the Sea' is not the least remark-
able.

The wake on this night was well

attended. Pipes and to[)acco lay in

abundance on the table ; and bread,

cheese, and whisky, were distributed

with an unsparing hand. The prac-

tise of keening was then unknown in

these parts ; and the absence of mer-
cenary mourners left the attendants

to a more natural expression of their

feelings.
' The Lard be gud an' marciful to

your poor ould sowl, Peter astore,'

says an old woman, who sat, with a

short black pipe in the side of her
mouth, near the head of the corpse,
' for 'twas yourself was the gud war-

rent to go to wake or liirnf when any
o' the neighbours went to their long

home.'
* Poor man,' said another, * he's

had a sorrowful handful of it this

long twelmonth, Katty, hunny '

* Faith, jMolly, agra,' replied

Katty, ' you may say that ; for,

though the poor and the stranger

were ever and always welcome to his

corneal, J some evil eye fell upon the

Revels, and a cromsmaul in particular

on pour Peter.'
' That comes,' said another old

woman, 'of building his house in the

path of the " gud people." '

' Fade§ is that you say?' asked an

old man.
* Ich|| am sayin,' she replied,

' nothin but downright truth ; for,

since the hour Peter Revel built his

house in the path of the Sheeoges,^

he had'nt a day's luck. His cow,

his caul,** his' pig, and his sheep,

died ; but, as he did'nt take warnen,

his children died one afther another

;

then his maun,tt and now himself.

Sure, is'nt it well known that his

house is haunted every liven night in

the year V

* M'Swiiic's Gun, in llie north of Ireland, serves, with unerring accuracy, for the

same piirpusc. t Funeral. { Comer. § What. || 1.
«i!

Fairies.

** Ilorsc. tt Womaa.
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' flow is that ?' enquired Kalty. where's the woud'jr in his not believ-
' Why, because,' replied the old iiijj^ in Shecoges, since tlie brute ata

woman, ' it stands where it oughl'nt meat of a Friday—on tliat blessed and
to stand, in the way tlio gud people holy day, that a dog- would hardly
travel from the zvratli to the " City in touch it ?'

the Sea"—that is, Bauuow that was.' This observation was well timed.
' Hah ! hah I hah !' roared out a The people were shocked at Luke's

thoughtless young fellow, named irrevereace, but being now rciniuded
j/uke Sjiarrow, alias the Buck of that he was a Protestaiit, they soon
Duncormick, who sat, with Peggy comforted themselves by reO'ecting

Roach, on his knee, in the far corner

of the barn. ' Och 1 nuisha,' he cou-

titi-ued, ' ho\v ould women's goster

sickens me out and out !
" City in the

Sea !" psha ! Avho knows that ?'

' Ich knows it, garsoon,' replied an
old fisherman, ' and is'nt it a shame
and scandal for a pnsiKgliaivn like you
to be mciken a gawky o' himself, and
bringing other innocent people into

diuiger with your liah ! luih ! hah

!

just as if those oiiLler and wiser than

yourself did'nt know, ay, and were
ui the " City in the Sea," too ? Many
and many and many is the tiiiic Ich

liave seen the cliii.'uieys, and the tops

of the castle buried in the water, as

ich sailed over it ;* and, troth 1

that his opinions respecting anothci-

world were entitled to no respect.

The good humour, so lately inter-

rupted, was now restored ; liurry-the-

b rogue commenced ;
' God speed the

Plough' was played ; and the boys
and girls were certainly as liappy a.s

the spectators of an Italian Opera at

the Kiu'j^'s Theatre.

Luke Sparrow was one of the l"evv

Protestants in this neighbourhood,
and though he occasionally boasted
of his loyalty, he took special care
that it should not prove oftensive,

lest his residence might turn out, as

he said himself, to be a hornet's nest.

He went, therefore, to every place,

the other boys went; ^e.xcept to cha-
tliere's not a man from Ballyhack to pel ; and as he had a good ]ierson.

Raslare, would throw out his nets

over Bannow.'
* And fade brought the city there ?'

iisked the Buck.
' Some say,' replied the tisliennan,

' an earthfjuakc; but I believe it was
enchantment.'
Luke, at this, gave another irre-

vercnd laugli ; and, in the course of

and was fond of dressing it out to the
best advantage, he acquired the name
of the Buck of Duncormick. Luke's
education or fortune did not exalt

him above the condition of his neigh-

bours ; and, though he affected to

despise the popular belief in Shee-
oges, there was not a man in exist-

ence more in dread of their power.
argument, denied, in tnto, the e.xist- Passing a cross-road, at night, he
€nce of Sheeoges, or fairies. The old always whistled ; and if rifling or
woirion appeared shocked at his seep- walking l>y a wrath or mote, he made
titism, and in the hope of reclaiming the sign of the cross ; because if it

Mm from what they apprehended a did no good (said Luke), it did no
thuigerous error, related many sur- harm ; and, since the Papists believed

prising instances of fairy revenge in it, perhaps it might be serviceable

upon those who dared to question to a Protestant.

their existence or deny their autlio- The Buck being one of the volun-

rity. Still the Buck appeared incre- teers of this period, set otf, in his

dulous ; and, though numerous per

sons were mentioned who had been

in the ' City of the Sea,' yet he per

regimentals, the morning after the
wake, to attend parade at Taghmon ;

and, as he was one of the cleanest

sisted in saying, to the horror of all and best-mounted of the troop, the
the old people present, that there was commander chose him to carry a
HO such place. ' The Lard enlighten dispatch to Duncannon. Luke was
liim,' said Katty, as the Buck an*- vain of the appointment; and, as he
Peggy withdrew from the wake 1

' But cantered on his way over GofF's

* The belief in subaquaneous cities prevails in various parts of Ireland, and no
doubt i' proceeds from the same cause—optical deception. Tlie spires and towers of
Bannow, lik« those of Loi!f;b Pv'eagli, were pointed out to me in ItjlO, diuring an excur-
sion from Cullenatown to I'eathard.
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Bridge, tlie (Usc-ordant prating-s of his

saddle, boots, sword, <ic. was the

most delicious music to his ears. As
he thought of his own importance,
he stood more erect in his stirrups

;

and thoiiofh the idle villaj^ers laughed
at him as he passed, he did not allow
himself to suffer any diminution of
dignity, but attributed their conduct
to the envy little minds always feel

for those above them.
At rather an early hour in the

evening- he arrived at Duncannon ;

and, having delivered his dispatch to

the proper authority, he called on a
cousin wlio belonged to the garrison,

and proceeded with him to view the

fort. Luke, however, loved whisky
better than forty-pounders ; and knew
more of jugs, quarts, and glasses,

than of bastions and parapets ; and
accordingly took an early opportu-
nity of inviting his guide to Jaek
Rea's alehouse. The punch was ex-
cellent ; and nagghi followed naggin,
until the roll of the drum warned
the Buck's cousin that it was time to

return to the garrison. Luk'e, who
wished him to wait for another jug,
bade him farewell with some reluc-

tance ; and then, mounting his horse,

he (jiiitted the town. There were
tM'o roads by which he might return
home, but tiiat over the Scar of Bar-
ristown was by many miles the

shorter. Luke cast his eye up to the

moon, which tiiuig his shadow before
hiui, not wjtli the poetical intention

of returning thanks for its ' silvery

light,' but for the more useful pur-
]K)se of ascertaining its position. He
was not eDtively ignorant of nautical

aft'airs ; and when he sa^v in what
j)art of the heavens the limiinary of

niiiht was situated, he said to himself,
' It is now over the gable-end of my
father's barn, and of course the tide

is out : I'll therefore cross the Scar,

and ciiii to see Peggy Roach before I

go home.'
Viith this res(dution he turned his

horse to the rii;ht, am! tield his course
throtiglt Tintern, which village he
passed just as Air. Colcluugh's abbey
clock slrucic eleven. Apprized of the
lateness of the hour, the Buck stuck
the spiirs into the sides of his horse,
and proceeded at nearly a full gallop.

Ju a short time the screech of the

* W

curlew, and the cry of the plover,

assured him that he was near the

Scar; and in a few minutes after the

broad expanse of strand and water
shone as \':hite as silver beneath the

beams of a declining moon. This
sight relieved Luke from the few ap-
prehensions of Sheeoges which now
and again crossed his mind as he
passed by lonesome places ; and as

he descended the steep hill which
leads immediately to the Scar, he
commenced whistling ' God speed the
Plough.' ' Whistle and be sure of
the Fairies,' v>as an observation he
had often heard ; and, thinking that

he had done wrong, he looked about
him to see if his imprudence had
subjected him to any ill consequence.
On the left side he saw nothing but
the furze ditch ; but, when he turned
to the rigiit, he was not a little

startled by the presence of a horse-

man alongside of him. He thought
he knew the rider ; but no, it could
not be him. No later than last night

he saw the corj)se of Peter Revel laid

out in his own barn ; and yet the per-
son beside him wore the clothes and
rode the same horse as his deceased
neighbour ! His ' fetch,' thought
Luke. No, he is dt^m], and there

could be no ' fetch ;' it therefore

must be his ghost. Horrible appre-
hension ! He would have crossed
himself, were he not prevented by
the dread of ridicule ; for, if tiie

stranger turned out after all to be a
mere man, the laugh of the ;)aiisii

would be heard at the Buck's ex-
pense. After snatching a few hasty

gh'ucesat his strange companion,Luke
ventured to break silence ; but he had
not uttered the first word of the usual
salutation, ' (jod save you,' when a

flash of lightning prevented his

tinisliing it ; and, ere he could pro-

ceed, the apparition asked, ' Fadie*

art thou goin ?'

' H-o-o-me,' stammered out Luke,
as he recognised the voice of Peter

Revel.
' It is too late,' returned the other;

' vou may as well stop with an ould
neighbour for one nii^ht :' and he set

otf at full gallop—Luke's horse, in

spite of his endeavours, following.

\Vhen they came to the channel of
the Scai- the water separated ,• and

here.
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the Buck, to his great terror and

amazement, found himself sinking

into the earth, and thought he heard

a noise over his head, as if the waves

were closing above. But there was
no time for reflection, one wonder
was so quickly succeeded by another

;

and at the moment when Luke
thought he was lost forever, he found

himself agreeably riding along a de-

lightful road, apparently on a fine

summer's day, though he could no-

where see the sun. In about half an

hour, himself and companion entered

an antiquated town, such as Luke
never saw before ; nor could he sup-

press a smile at the singular dresses

of the people, as they passed in pur-

suit of eitlier business or pleasure.

A moment after, they alighted before

a spacious mansion ; and the BiM'k

was welcomed by troops of ladies and
gentlemen—all very strangely dress-

ed, to be sure, but extremely polite.

Their attentions were so flattering,

and tlieir manners so pleasing, that

Luke forgot his situation, and entered

witliont reluctance into the gaieties

of the place. The viaiuls that were
set before him had a most <lelicious

taste, and the fruits and flowers a be-

wildering perfume ; but,al>ove all, the

wliiskv exceeded any thing that ever

entered the Buck's lips before or

since. It was so rich and mellow
that it tasted like honey ; and so

strong, that it warmed like love. The
very remembrance of it, ever after-

wards, was sutticient to tiirow Luke
into ecstacies ; and he would drink it

in imagination by smacking his lips,

and showing by other indications the

pleasure it gave him.

The tippler dreads nothing so much
as old whisky, because it impercep-

tibly incapacitates him for protracted

erijoyujent ; and tlie Buck was, in

the bucchanalian phrase, soon ' done
up' bv the good spirits. He began
to talk thick and loud, laughed im-

moi)erately. and at length tumbled
under the table ; from which position

he was carried to a bed-chamber, all

the time singini'' otit in a most dis-

cordant key, 'The day we crossed

the \^'ater,''&c. &c.
When he awoke, he found himself

lying on a bare rock, close to t!ie

tower of Hook, the sprav dashing

over him ; and, vviihuut uuili.jg to

recall the past, he made all possible'

haste from his disagreeable situation.

When fairly on the dry strand, his

tenacious memory began to embody
the events of liis late adventure ; and,

though his senses were a little bewil-

dered, he did not forget his horse
;

which not finding, as usual, between
his legs, he proceeded to walk, in his

heavy cavalry boots, for his father's

house at Duncormick. As he pro-

ceeded along the road, he was sur-

prised to see no sign of any men
stirring ; while such women and chil-

dren as he saw precipitately fled

from his sight in terror and amaze-

ment : and, what was still more won-
derful, he knew none of the females

he met, though now within two miles

of his native village. His surprise

was soon increased when he heard

the shout of war ; and almost tiie

next instant beheld the confused ap-

proach of a retreating army. They
wore red coats, however j and this

was a most cheering circumstance, as

the Buck recollected with satisfaction

that he had the honour to be a loyal-

ist. With a bold front, therefore, he

walked forward ; and was not a little

chagrined to find his fellow-soldiers

staling at him, and laughing at eacii

other. ' Who is he ?' asked one.
• Cut him down!' cried another. ' I^et

the old rascal live!' exclaimed a third-

'Oldl' said Lnke, instinctively put-

ting his hand up to his chin, which

he intended to stroke, with compla-

cency, when a wild cry of horrt)r pro-

claimed his anguish at finding twelve

inches of beard hanging down upon
his breast. The laugh uf the soldiers

at Luke's strange conduct was here

interrupted by news from the rear ;

and they proceeded in great haste,

making a cut of their swords at the

poor Buck as they passed. These,

however, he avoided ; and, when the

road wa^ cleared, liQ proceeded to-

wards Duncormick ; but iiad not

gone far, when a score pikes were
presented at lulu. ' An Orangeman !'

they exclaimed; 'pike him! run

him through, the Protestant rascal

!

don't you see his regimentals?' and
they were about putting their threat

into execution, when Luke espied a

school-fellow among his assailants,

notnithstaniiin^ that he looked neaily

tweiitv veai^ elder thun when he laoc
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MY grandmother's GUESTS AND THEIR TALES.*

It is long- since we have passed an
teVenincr so pleasantly as in the peru-
sal of these two volumes. ' My Grand-
mother's Guests' is, indeed, a work of
extraordinary merit, and (if the au-

thor be, as we suppose him to be, a
young- man) of still more extraordi-

nary promise. The style is pure,

unadulterated, Eng^lish—no slight

merit in these fantastic times, when
the Cockney, the Scot, the Hibernian,
and so many others, have their schools

and their disciples, who threaten
utter destruction to ' the tongue that

Shakspeare spake.' The tales are

nine in number—some grave—some

ceited' work. We dare not venture

to disturb the gravity of our readers by

presenting them with any extracts ;

and, indeed, our own sides have

ached so painfully, that we do not

know whether we would willingly run

the risk of turning over the pages

again, for the purpose of selecting

them.
But by far the most finished and

interesting tale in the work is 'The
Magic Mirror.' The hero, Leopold
Von Desterreich, is a student at Got-

tingen, and an accomplished profi-

cient in all the licentiousness and de -

baucheries for which universities in

gay—some painting the scenes of general, and German universities, jja

every-day life—some founded on tra- eminence, are distinguished. The au-

dition or history—some depicting the thor tells us, however, that, 'notwith-

manners and characters of our own
country—some those of China, Italy,

and Flanders—but all interesting and
amusin*' in an extraordinary degree.

The first tale is entitled * Sir Roger
de Calverley's Ghost.' The scene is

laid in the north of England during
the civil wars ; and the skill and fide-

lity with which Mr. Slingsby has
portrayed the covenanters, cavaliers,

preachers, soldiers, zealots, and hy-
pocrites of that turbulent period,

make us regret that he has chosen
to confine himselfwithin such narrow
limits. Sir William Davenant, the

eccentric godson of Shakspeare, is

introduced into this tale with great

effect :—as true and striking a por-

trait of his illustrious sponsor would
be invaluable. Surely the hand which
produced one would not find much
difficulty in portraying the other.

' Hours of Peril' is another nari-a-

tive of intense interest. It is an anec-
dote of the French revolution, found-
ed, we believe, upon fact ; but Mr.
Slingsby's invention has added inci-

dents and characters which render it

altogether one of the most agreeable
tales in the series. ' The Feast of
Lanterns' is 'a ryghte merrie con-

standing all tkese follies, he was a

young man of excellent talents, and

of a kind and generoixs heart. His

imprudences were the mistaken ex-

cesses of a haughty but noble temper,

from which experience and a more ex-

tended knowledge of mankind could

not fail to produce far more worthy
results.' The tale opens with a de-

scription of the close of a debauch at

Gottingen, on the eve of All-hallows

Day, when Leopold, and Schwartz-

waid, a captain in a regiment of

Jagers then quartered in the towi;,

have outsat all their companions, and
are continuing their potations in a

state of comparative sobriety.

" Captain," saidLeopold, "youandlare
the only liouest men in Gottingen. You spi-

the whole pack of those nois)' curs, v/ho

but liow were barking so loudly, havedi;iw:i

off ; and, spite of good wine and good com-

pany—for the wine is excellent, and such

company as yours and mine is almoyt as

good—the drowsy sots have sneaked into

their beds. May the devil rouse them
for it!"

" Amen," said the captain, as lie set

dov/n his empty glass ;
" but I wish little

Reichard had staid. When he gets suffi-

ciently drunk he grows devout, and tells

stories about saints and miracles, that are

* My Grandmother's Guests and their Tales. By Henry Slingsby, 2 vo
Robins and Co. London ; and J. Robins, jun. and Co, Dublin.
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more comical, and not less true, than the
' Fairy Tales.'

"

" You, captain," said Leopold, " are

little better than an atheist. You have
been trying to convert little Reichard from
the faith of his fathers to your own no-
belief: but you can't succeed; he is a
worthy pillar of the church, and defies the

foul fiend. What is the matter with the

dog, that he howls so"!" he asked, as a
large black hound that always accom-
panied the captain whined,

" Ke doesn't like cant," replied the cap-
tain.

" Then I wonder he remains your dog
so long; for you have been pouring the

cant of infidelity (which is no less hypo-
critical than Reichard's) into the ears of

all the striplings that would listen to you,
until there is not as much piety amongst us

as would serve a monk."
" Piety !

—

Vou talk of piety !" said the
captain with a sneer.

" Under your favour, noble captain,"
said Leopold, " I do not talk of jjiety in

my own person ; I only mean to say that
you are one of the most impious and mis-
chievous incendiaries that ever got within
the walls of a college, to the ruin of foolish

young fellows : not that you ever did me
any harm ; for, although I am not vain, I

do think myself a match even for you in

almost all shapes of wickedness. I mean,
however, to take up, and mend ; and as
the first step towards it, since my j)i])e is

out, I'll empty the bottle, and away to my
truckle-bed."

" What, thou turned sneaker to !" said
the captain ;

" thou flinch from thy liquor,

like a shoem.aker's 'prentice, who fears a
drubbing from his master!—Nay, then, if

thou goest, all good fellowship is gone."
" Why, look ye, soldier," said Leopold,

" I like drinking as well as another man
;

and I have been trying for the last five

hours to see you under the table, without
being able to make the least impression on
you. By nil the gods of antiquity, I think

that every hair in those black mustacliios

of yours acts as a conduit-pipe to carry off

the fumes of the wine you drink, or you
could never stand it ! Now, I am as de-

cently drunk as any gentleman could wish
to be ; while you sit there with your im-

perturbable ugly black face, and, savbig^

that you look more stupid, you are, for

aught I can see, as sober as when you
begun."

" You do me honour, most learned

flower of college wit," replied Schwartz-
wald ; " but, if I'm not so dru-ik as you
would have me, I am no less a good fellow

:

I'll join you in any plan of rational amuse-
ment you like to propose. Shall we take
a walk ' Shall we storm the governor's

house, and run away with his nieces 1

Shall we break into St. Ursula's convent,
where the blue-eyed girl is going to take
the veil, and prevent her locking up so
much beauty from the world ? Any thing
that is mad and wicked, and I'm your
comrade."

" 'Tis All-hallows Eve," said Leopold.
" Hark how the wind blows ! the devU
and all his imps are riding on the night-
blast ! Would you walk on such a night ?

Do let the dog be turned out," he added,
as the animal again whined loudly.

" I like to hear the wind," said Schwartz-
wald ; '"and, as for the devils, surely

you, who defy almost every thing in this

world as well as in the other, don't pre-

tend to care two straws for all the fiends

that ever plagued the earth."
' Scliwartzwald knew very well that the

only thing that Leopold feared— if he feared
at all—was the agency of supernatural
beings; but he knew also that he would
rather die than confess so much. The sol-

dier had discovered this point in his com-
panion's character, and he was resolved to

persist in his attack upon it.

" Come," he continued, " if you really

don't fear the devil, and would like to run
the chance of meeting a pretty wench, take

a stroll with me to the house of the old

witch, Alice, and let us have our fortunes

spelt."

" Will you go and have a peep in the

old hag's magic mirror 1"

" Have with you then willingly," cried

Leopold ; and, quitting the tavern, they

sallied forth into the street.

' It was now twelve o'clock. The night

was totally dark ; not a star was visible

through the thick black clouds which
palled the heavens. The wind blew in

fierce gusts ; and, as it rushed through the

ample sky, shrill sounds, which seemed
honible and unnatuial, were mingled with
its fitful blasts. The old houses shook,

the signs creaked in the wind, chimneys
were heard to fall into the silent streets,

window-shutters flapped, and watch-dogs
howled. The hoarse cry of the sentinels

placed in different parts of the city were
the only human voices to be heard; and
these, as they mingled at certain intervals

with the other noises of the night, seemed
like the shouts of roving demons. No-
thing could be more gloomy, nor oppressive

to the spirits, than Jiis weather ; and Leo-

pold, more than once, wished that he had
never begun the adventure.

" We shall be sure to find company at

the old crone's," said Scliwartzwald :
" the

girls will be afraid to return home while

the wind blows thus."
" A man need have some inducement to

go out on such a night," replied Leopold
;
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*' I mean something beyond that old wo- abruptly, as he pushed into the cottage,
man's juggling. I look for some pretty and was followed by Leopold,
wenches ; and, if I find them, they shall ' The place exhibited the most desolate
pay for it. I won't take ail this trouble appearance. On the hearth were some
for nothing ; nay, if I should even find scanty embers ; on a table near it stood
some of those fiends, which, as folks say, the homely food on which it seemed that
visit the old sorceress, provided they come the old woman had been regalmg when
in the shape of young and pretty women, her visitors interrupted her supper. This
I will boldly make love to them." Leo- consisted of some of the coarsest bread of
pold said this merely for the sake of say- the country, and a raw onion. A starved
ing something, and for keeping up the black cat was lying near the fire, and was
character of a dare-devil, which he had not disturbed either by the entrance of ihe
got. He knew Schwartzwald was a man, student and the soldier, or by the black
who, if he gained the slightest advantage
over him in the -vay of ridicule, would not
fail to bring upon him the quizzing of all

their companions.
" Well said, Orlando Innamorato !" re-

plied the soldier ;
" even such a cold wind

as this, I see, cannot cool hot young blood
;—but here we are at the ijale." He gave

dog of the latter, with whom she seemed
to be on very good terms.

' Leopold looked about in astonishment

:

he was sure that he had seen lights and
heard sounds of rude merriment a few
moments before ; and he was sure too that

they could proceed from no other place
than the room he was in, which now

the word, which, as an officer of the guard, was as dull and gloomy as a midnight
be was acquainted with ; and being, more- toinb.

over, well known, he and his companion
were permitted to pass.

' They quitted the to^\'n, and struck into
a path diverging away from the road,
which led them on to a barren heath. A
quarter of an hour's rough walking brought
them to a low hovel, the lights in which
they had seen some time before they reached

" Come, mother," said Schwartzwald,
" we thought to have found some of the

lasses of Gottingen here, who liad cojne

to see their future husbands in your famous
mirror."

" What! on this night?" cried the old

woman

.

"Aye! whynof!" said Schwartzwald :

it. A loud sound of laughter, mingled " when were mad-cap girls to b« frightened
with screams, was heard, but ceased as by had weather from what Aey had set

the soldier and the student approached, their hearts on i"

The lights, too, were extinguished ; and, "There is not a girl in all Gottingen,"
by the time the visitors were at the door, said Alice, " that wouW come out to-

all was dark and silent. night, even if she were sure of getting a
" This is odd," said Leopold : "it seems husband to-morrow by doing so."

Come, come, m; good old dame,"

said Leopold, " tel' us where you have

hidden these younf ladies. I am sure that

I heard sounds aF i came along the heath,

which could H^ no other than female

voices. Besef^li them to come forth now.

we are just too late; the revelling is

finished."

" We shall make them begin again,"
replieifSchwartzwald. " After coming so
far, and in such a night, we must enforce
old Alice's hospitality."

' He knocked sharply at the door with my gentle g/bH
; for> if yon don't, I must

his sabre-hilt, and his dog set up a loud begin to co^ft you. I am pledged to make
and disagreeable bark. love to so'Je one this night."

' Immediately afterwards the door was ' The j'd hag grinned, and shook her

opened, and the withered face of the palsieH head, swearing over and over again

wretched beldame, who called herself the that -here was no female in the house but

mistress of the hovel, was seen by the light her'elf.

of a small lamp which she bore. ' You have some wine hidden, if you
"How now, mother 1" cried Schwartz- hive no women," said Schwartzwald:

wald ;
" are they robbers or goblins that 'come, produce that, mother, and then

you fear, since you are so cautious in ^e'H talk about the other aflairs ; but the

opening your doors ?" wine in the first place, for my walk and
" You are not alone," mumbled the nd the night-blast have made me as cold as a

corpse
" *

' The old woman removed one of the tiles

with which the floor of her hut was paved,

and produced, from a hole which it cover-

ed, a large old-fashioned flask. She placed

it on the table with glasses.

" Come, Alice," said Schwartzwald,
" let us have a peep into thy mirror."

woman, without replying to the soldi-r's
observations, as she saw the figure ofLeo-
pold beyond.

" I am not," replied the captam ;
" I

bring a gentleman to vi>it you or this au-
spicious night ; he wishes to sje some of
your hut, zouuds! why uo you keep
us standing in the cold herd'?" be said
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" What woulii'st thou seel" asked the

old woman emphatically.
" Nay, / care not for thy tricks," he

replied ;
" but Meinherr there will like to

view some of thy juggling ; and I can tell

thee also, by way of putting thee on thy
mettle, that he has no faith in it—he thinks

thee an arrant cheat."
' The old woman looked angrily at each

of her visitors ; and Leopold, who thought
that in his character of guest, and an un-
invited one too, it would be the extreme of
ill breeding to affront the lady of this noble
mansion, disclaimed his friend's imputa-
tion, and assured the old woman that he
had the highest opinion of her skill.

' The hag muttered some unintelligible

words between her teeth, but in such a
manner that Leopold did not know whether
his compliment had appeased her, or whe-
ther she was still indignant at his want
of faith in her practices. Ho therefore

repeated his request that she would per
init him to see the mirror.

' Schwartzwald, in the mean time, seemed
tc enjoy mightily the old woman's anger,
and Leopold's endeavours to propitiate

her. " Corae," he said at length, " pro-
duce thy charmed mirror, and let us see
what 'is to be our destiny,'

" The mirror is destroyed," said the old
woman; "and, if it were not, you know
it is against the laws to make use of it."

" Thou di-st mistake, gentle Alice,"
said Sthwartz^Nald, " it is not destroyed

;

and, when thou valkest of laws, for whom
dost thou take U81 Are we Philistines 1*

are we ineek and hypocritical tradesmen ?

are we like the quakng citizens who come
to consult thy art <f)out stolen spoons;
and who, if ttiey Cynnot find them,
would denounce thee, or-loom thee to that
singeing from which 1 onct had the honour
and the happiness to rt^^ue theel

—

Come, come, my good lady, away with
ihy scruples ; Meinherr is a gtntleman

—

the mnia-spring and iife-l>lood, ts it were,
of college jouths—true ns st*<3|^ and
secret as a father confessor. Induce,
then—bring forward thy wonders, and
without delay."

' Leopold repeated his request that S^e

would do so ; for his curiosity was no>
highly excited, as well by the speech of

Schwartzwald as by the old woman's evi-

dent reluctance to comply with their re-

quest.

'The hag yielded to their united impor-

tunities ; and, still muttering, while her

aged frame shook with an increased agi-

tation, she arose, and began to make her

preparations for exhibiting the mirror. She
jjrst carefully raked up all the embers of the

fire into a heap, and covered them with a

close vessel, so that the faint light which
before streamed from them was now
wholly obscured. She nest went to a re-

cess in one corner of the room, and, re-

moving a quantity of rags and lumber

which stood against the wall, she opened

a door, vnithin which was seen a black

curtain. She then took Leopold by the

arm, and, placing him directly opposite

this curtain, she extinguished the lamp,

and the room was left in utter darkness.
" Now," mumbled the old crone, " what

is it yoti would see V
' Leopold had, in spite of himsetf, been

in some degree overawed by the hag's

manner, and the caution of her prepara-

tions. He hesitated as to what lie should

choose.
" I should like," said Schwartzwald,

" to see the place of my burial, as, in all

probability, when I visit it for the last time,

I shall not be able to recognise it."

" Thank you for the hint," said Leopold
;

" it shall be so ;—show me my grave."

' I'he curtain was heard to be slowly

withdrawn, and Leopold saw a small square

mirror before him, which was perfectly

distinct, and in which light seemed to be

reflected, although there was none in the

chamber. He looked again, and the surface

appeared to be dulled, as if by some vapour

passing before it. This soon cleared away,

and he saw within the mirror a sight which

rivetted his attention. A small square en-

closure, surrounded by high walls, and

thinly planted with cypress-trees, seemed

to lie before him. The walls were like

those of a cloister, and were covered with

a climbing shrub : the branches of some

acacia-trees, loaded with blossoms, hung

over ; and in that part which was opposite

to liim, and beyond tliem, he saw the

spires of a building, which seemed to be

either a church or a monastical establish-

ment. Looking down, he perceived that

the small enclosure was thickly covered

with graves, on each of which a small

wooden cross had been placed, and flowers

thickly planted. One gTave was open, as

if it had been just dug : he looked upon

the wall against which this open grave was

made, and he saw upon it a: marble tablet,

with an inscription. He gazed upon the

tablet, and read his own name, " Leopold

Von Desterreich," in large and distinct

lexers. An emotion, for which he could

not^iccount, held him fixed to the spot :
he

rubbtd his eyes, to be sure that he was
under xio delusion ; still the silent burial-

ground lay before him— still his owti name
seemed t^ be uttered from the marble on

which it vas written, and to ring in his

In college slang it is common to call the citizens ar>d tradespeople Philhtines.
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ears as well as to pain his eyes. A cold

sweat settled upon his brow—his head
turned round—and he would have fallen

but for Schwartzwald.
' The hag, who knew well enough,

although she could not see, what was going
on, called out, in an almost unearthly
voice, " You have looked upon it once

—

of the third time beware !"

' A hollow and discordant voice, which
he bdieved to be hers, then gioaned,
rather than sung

—

" Hither, hither, shall you come
;

This your last and lowly home.
' Wheresoe'er your way you bend.

Hither must your travel tend :

Roam the earth, or swim the deej),

Hither, hither, still you creep.

In this dull cold bed to sleep."
' While this melancholy strain still lin-

gered in his ears the curtain was again
drawn, and the lamp lighted. Leopold
felt sick <it heart, and could not rall3' his

strength so as to reply to Schwartzwald.
" Why, zounds !." said the soldier, " the

old woman has frightened you indeed."
' Leopold heard the taunt, but he could

not reply to it.

" Here,"' said Schwartzwald, pouring

him out a large glass of wine, " try this

never-failing specific against the blue and
every other sort of devils."

' Leopold swallowed the wine, which
was at once delicious and powerful : his

spirits returned, his heart glowed, and even
more than his wonted animation pervaded
his frame. He felt a powerful excitement,

and laughed aloud, all the fears which the

sight of the grave had occasioned being

forgotten.
" Why, what matters it," said Schwartz-

wald, " where a man is buried '( We shall

all be in our graves some day, perhaps
;

and the knowledge where they are situated

cannot bring them one step nearer to us.

Drink, then; and, let Death come when
he will, he shall find us properly prepared

for the journey, as far as good liquor can

prepare us."
' Leopold filled his glass again, and, as

he drained it, a noise like that of suppressed

laughter was heard at the door. Old
Alice opened it, and began to talk to some
persons who were standing on the outside.

It was soon apparent that the new-comers
were females ; and Leopold, who was now
in very high spirits, leaped from his chair,

and, rushing to the door, swore that,

whoever they were, they should enter.

Schwartzwald followed him, and they

dragged in two girls, whom they found
talking to Alice.

' The wenches struggled a good deal, and
seemed very averse to entering the cottage :

but the two gallants were men not to be

denied ; by main force the fair ones were

seated near the fire, and their cloaks

taken oft.

' Leopold pressed his suit very vigor-

ously ; he was going through the forms
usual on such occasions, swearing all those

oaths which he had found to prevail often

before, and which your accomplished lover

always swears, and never means to observe,

when Schwartzwald slapped him on the

shoulder.
" Bravo!" he s ud, " you redeem your

pledge bravely : you said that you would
make love even to fiends if they should

come in j'our way ; and who do you think

our friends here are"!"

" I think they are very true flesh and
blood, and no fiends, but the daughters of

some good Philistines of Gottiiigen."
" To see how a man may be imposed on,

now ! and a learned man too—a student

—

a sage that is to be ! But I must undeceive

you. Know, then, most renowned Bnrsche,

that you have been gulled, and that you
have fallen into a trap I have long laid for

you. I thought that your daring impu-
dence and rashness must at some time or

other yield you into my hands, and that all

the pains I have taken with you could not

be thrown away. Once 1 was as you are
;

now it is my business to make such as you
are what I am. Your profligacy and your
audacity have made you an e:isy prey to

me ; and you have this night, by dabbling

in forbidden, and, as you would call them,

unholy things, sealed my power over you.

Still I would rather be your friend than

your foe ; and, if you will give yourself up
to me voluntarily, I will secure to you all

the happiness that, in your wildest mo-
ments, you ever dreamed of. Refuse this,

and it shall be my business to poison every

moment of your life—to drive you to

despair and to death by torments at which
you now cannot even guess. How say you 1"

' Leopold was stupified. The hellish

potion he had drunk had bewildered his

senses ; the events of the night—the horror

of the open avowal of Schwartzwald, or the

demon, as he now seemed to be—had
shaken his reason to its very centre. He
looked around, and saw that the two sup-

posed girls were as old and as ugly as

Alice; and they all three now stood to-

gether in a group, with their sunken glazed

eyes fixed upon him, waiting to know
whether they should hail him as a brother

or not. He gasped for breath, and, putting

his hand to his neck, he opened his collar.

As he did this he felt a small cross, which

his mother, who was a very pious, but

superstitious woman, had caused to be

made from an unquestionable relic of St.

Anthony's stiilF, and which she believed

was a never-failing preservative against

witchcraft and evil spirits. Upon this occa-

sion it brought back toLeopold 's recollection
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subjects which he had but too long neglect-

ed. He thought of his mother—of the care

she had taken in training his infancy to

pious habits : he remembered the satisfac-

tion he had once taken in the practices of

devotion, and a ray broke in at once upon
the dark despair that had begun to over-

spread his heart. He grasped the cross
;

his courage revived ; and with a great

effort he said to Schwartzwald, " In the

name of Heaven, and of the God of

Heaven, I defy thee !"

' A loud scream burst from the hags,

and Schwartzwald advanced to him with a
threatening gesture. Leopold drew his

sword, and made a fierce lunge at him.
The sword glanced off his breast ; and the
captain, or, as he should now be more
properly called, the demon, seized Leopold
by the throat. The youth felt his strength

was unavailing : he struggled, but it was
in vain ; he fell, and saw the eyes of the
demon glare exultingly over him. The
power of sensation forsook him ; he be-

lieved he was dying, and uttered a groan,

with which, as he imagined, his spirit de-
parted from him.'

He is discovered the next morning,
apparently dead, by some peasants,

and proper measures are taken for

his restoration. His first care is to

obtain an explanation from Schwartz-
wald, but the amiable captain has
decamped. The curiosity of Leo-
pold's companions is aroused, but
he declines to gratify it further than
by informing them that he had seen
some dreadful sights at the old
woman's hovel, in company with
Schwartzwald. A long illness, both
mental and bodily, afflicts him, on
his recovery from which he seeks the
society of his former friends, for the
purpose of diverting the melancholy
which still preys upon him. He
finds that their conduct towards him
has undergone an extraordinary
change. He has become an object
of reserve, of curiosity, of fear, and
even of detestation. He at length
experiences an insult from a fellow-

student, whom, in return, he canes
most unmercifully, and is conse-
quently expelled the university. He
then enters as a volunteer in the
French army : the gaiety and activity

of a military life dissipate his

chagrin, and almost efface from his
memory the horrors of All-hallows
night ; and, on a beautiful summer's
evening, when the officers of his regi-
ment take up their quarters at Santa
Croce, a convent of nuns, situated

among the hills beyond Bergamo, he
is among the most cheerful and viva-
cious of the party. The abbess re-
ceives her guests with much courtesy
and hospitality, furnishes them with
a delicious repast, and shows them
through the apartments and the gar-
dens of the convent.

" There is another part of my do-
main," said she, " which, although it is

somewhat melancholy, looks so very beau-
tiful by moon-light, that I will show it you,
if you will permit me."

" By all means" was uttered simulta-
neously by the whole party.

"It is the cemetery," she said ; and,
calling to the gardener, she bade him un-
lock a door in tlie garden wall.

' They entered the burial-ground, which
was one of the most striking that, per-
haps, was ever beheld. The moon was
now declining, and threw its broad light

against one side of the square, while the
other was in deep shade. Cypresses were
thickly planted within the square, and the
white marble pillars of the cloisters which
surrounded it shone in the clear moon-
light between their black trunks and their
sorrowful molionless foliage.

" This cemetery," said the abbess, " is

one to which I have almost become at-

tached ; and, weak as you may believe it,

I should feel great pain if I thought that
my bones were destined to rest in any
other. The perfect tranquillity which pre-
vails here—the beauty of the situation

—

those eternal mourners, the cypresses

—

the soft broad gleams of the moon's light

—all combine to make it, in my opinion,

most fit for the calm resting-place of mor-
tal bodies, until that change which is to

transfer them to another sphere shall take
place. This is, I know, a weakness, and
you must think I am wrong to indulge in

it ; but, when you consider how much our
lives are swayed by fancies, you will find

some excuse for me."
' Leopold assured the abbess that he

thouglit her selection so good a one that it

needed no apology.
' They had now walked down one side

of the quadrangle, and had passed under
that cloister which was in shade. On
turning out of it a sight met Leopold's
eyes, which fixed him to the spot with
astonishment.

' The moon, which was now at his

back, shone full upon the wall of the op-
posite cloister ;—behind it arose the aca-
cia-trees, loaded with their white stream-
ing blossoms, and waving like plumes in

the soft night-air. In the distance were
seen the slender white spires of the con-
vent, against which the moon-beams fell,

and showed distinctly the richly-carved

crochets which decorated them. In short,
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he saw the very scene which lie had be-

held in the mirror at old Alice's hovel

!

He looked again at the wall nearest to

him. The stone upoa which, in the

mirror, he had seen liis name inscribed,

was not there ; but the brandies of a cle-

matis that had been trained against the

wall had left a square space of exactly the

size of the tablet of his vision. Nothing
was wanting but the name. He gazed at

it with horror ; a cold sweat stood upon
his brow, and a groan burst from his over-

charged bosom.
" You are unwell, I fear," said the

abbess, who saw the paleness of his lace,

and felt the trembling of the arm she

held.
' Her voice recalled Leopold to himself.

"I find the night-air chill," he said;
" and the length of the march has fa-

tigued me more than usual. With your
permission we will return."

' The company proceeded back to the
convent, and Leopold was able to master
his emotiim so well that his momentary
indisposition was universally believed to

have arisen wholly from the cause to which
he had attributed it. Having taken some
wine, at the entreaty of the abbess, he
retired to his chamber.

' In vain he attempted to sleep : when
he closed his eyes the scene in the ceme-
tery was as vividly before his sight as it

had been when he gazed on the real sub-
stance. At length, feverish, and worn
out with tossing in his bed, he arose, and
went to the window. Upon opening it he
found that it commanded a view of that
part of the garden vi.'hich adjoined the
burial-ground, where it had been foretold
his own grave should be dug. ITie moon
was now nearly sunk, the night-breeze
had freshened a little, and, blowing
against the tall cypresses, they seemed to
beckon him towards the narrow spot which
at some period he believed must be his
own. He gazed at them until, his fancy
aiding the impressions he had before re-
ceived, he became convinced that this was
the place destined for his dissolution

—

perhaps this was the very time when that
event was to happen.

_ ' As he pondered over the events of
his life, and reflected on the bitterness
with which they had been tinged since the
fatal All-hallows Night, he felt little oc-
casion to regret even if this should be his
fate. At this moment the notes of the
organ in the chapel of the convent fell
upon his ear ; and, soon after, the voices
of the nuns were heard in celebration of
the funeral office for one of the sisters
who had lately died. Leopold listened:
the coincidence was so striking, that for
a moment he could have fancied that his

apprehensions had been realized, that he
had in truth ceased to exist, and that it

was for him that these midnight orisons

were sung.
' It was not long, however, that he re-

mained under this delusion. Shaking off,

by a violent effort, the thick-coming fan-

cies which crowded upon his brain, he
recommended himself to the protection of

Heaven ; and, resolving that he would no
longer vex himself with speculating upon
an accident, which, however friglitful it

had been rendered by circumstances, he
could neither prevent nor hasten, he
closed the window, and retired again to

his bed, where his attempts to sleep were
more successful.'

At Berne Leopold falls in love with
the beautiful Laura Baldini, is ac-
cepted both by the lady and her
father, and a day is fixed upon for
the celebration of their nuptials.

Time has now brought round another
anniversary of Ali-hallows Night,
but our hero is enjoying the mirth
and gaiety of a ball in company
with his Laura. Here, however, ia
the course of the evening, he is

horror-struck at seeing her father in

close and earnest conversation with
the student whom he had caned at

Gottingen. Signor Baldini and his

daughter quit the ball-room abruptly,
without taking leave of Leopold ; and
the latter, having no doubt as to the
person to whom he is indebted for

this slight, fixes a (juarrel upon the
student, to decide which they meet
upon the ramparts at five o'clock
the next morning; Leopold having
left a note at his lodgings, to be
transmitted to Laura, in case this ad-
venture should end fatally. Here
our hero, to his amazement, discovers
the identity of the student with his

old tormentor, Schwartzwald ; and
the latter, after an unsuccessful at-

tempt to assassinate his opponent,
seeks his safety in flight.

Leopold remains in a weak and
almost insensible condition for seve-

ral days. On his recovery he finds

that Baldini and his daughter have
left Berne, but he is unable to ascer-

tain whither they have gone. At
length, after a search of several

weeks, he arrives at a convent, in

which he is given to understand tliat

Laura has been placed.

' The abbess was a prim, but kind-look-
ing, old lady. She received Leopold with
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an air of stately politeness. He looked

about the room, and could have fancied

that this was not the first time he had been

in it. He thought of the nunnery of Santa

Croce, but this abbess was not like the

principal of that house ; besides, he was
convinced of this being situated in a dif-

ferent part of the country ; and, upon look-

ing again, he saw that, although the gene-

ral plan of the rooms might be the same,

that in which he was now sitting was de-

ficient in the severe elegance which cha-

racterized the parlour of Santa Croce.
' The religious emblem*, which are com-

mon to all such establishments, were

there—the bad painting of the Madonna,
and the crucifix, hung against the walls

;

but the fresh-filled flower-vases were ab-

sent, and every description of even allow-

able ornament was rigorously banished.
' Leopold, mastering his agitation as

well as he could, a])proached the abbess,

and, telling her his name, said he had
come in search of the Signora Laura, who
he had reason to believe was now within

these walls.
" I assure you," replied the abbess,

with a cold and formal manner, " that she

is not."
" I beseech you, madam," said Leo-

pold—while his features expressed the

anxiety and pain of his mind— " I beseech

you not to trifle with the feelings of one

who is already on the very edge of despair.

I implore you, by all that you hold most

sacred, not to make two persons utterly

wretched. This cannot be the end of true

religion ; and this, perhaps worse than

this, must be the consequence of your

separating me from Laura. Our passion

is mutual ; our happiness— our lives— nay,

the salvation of one of us— depends upon

our being permitted to meet once more."
" My son," replied the abbess, who,

apathetic as she was, could not avoid feel-

ing moved by the vehemence of Leopold's

manner, "it is not any more in my power

to unite you than to increase the space

which separates you. Pray calm your

emotion, and arm yourself with Christian

patience to endure those evils which must

be the lot of all of us in this world."

•' Is she heref cried Leopold impa-

tiently.
" My son, she is not," replied the ab-

bess.
" But she has been here V
" It is very true that she has been here,

iut she has departed hence."
" When did she go, and whither "! Tell

me, and the speed of the winds of Heaven

shall not equal mine in pursuit of her."

" Again I say to you, be patient ! Re-

member that sorrow and suffering are the

lot of mortals, and that it is by them alone

we can hope to enjoy that true happiness
which is in Heaven."

' Leopold would have rushed from the
room without listening to any more of the

old lady's exhortations, but the desire of
learning whither Laura had gone restrain-

ed him.
" If you will moderate that transport,

which even now shakes your every limb,

and will promise to bear like a man that

which man is bom to suffer, I will tell you
whither our dear sister is departed."

' Leopold bowed. There was a solem-
nity in the manner of the old lady's last

address to him which shocked him. He
had thought that to find the place of
Laura's abode was to be happy. Now, for

the first time, he began to think that some
sinister accident might have happened,
more fatal to his hopes than even her
flight.

" I do promise," he said, and the blood
receded from his cheeks as he gazed al-

most breathless on the abbess.
" The track of many years had oblite-

rated, I thought, the very scars of former
sorrows from my heart," said the abbess,

as her eyes streamed with tears ;
" but the

sight of your sufferings makes me feel the
old wounds again. My son, the sister

Laura has gone to her home—she is

dead !"

' Leopold gasped, and looked in stupid

astonishment for a moment—then fell at

the old lady's feet, as if a thunderbolt

had struck him.
' She immediately rang for assistance ;

tlie porter, a priest who performed the re-

ligious services of the cloister, and some
of the elder nuns, entered. At first it was
thought that Leopold was dead : no pulse

could be felt in his veins, no respiration on
his lips, and his face was pale and rigid,

as if death had already inflicted the last

blow of suffering on him. At lent;th, how-
ever, the cares of the surrounding persons
were successful ; he slowly opened his eyes,

and, as the recollection of the fatal in-

formation he had received recurred to him,
a cold shuddering convulsed his frame.

*' Tell me, when did she die '!" he asked,
in a scarcely audible tone.

"Five days ago," replied the abbess;
and yesterday she was buried."

' Leopold groaned deeply.
" I know," said the abbess, (who

thought that if she could get him to listen

she might be able to relieve him by divert-

ing his thoughts,) " the whole history of
your ill-fated attachment, and I pity you
most heartily. But you are not yet aware
that we believed you were dead."

' Leopold made no answer, but by his

gestures showed that he was attending to

the abbess's discourse.
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" Sister Laura," she continued, " loved

you too well to be moved by the absurd

reports which her father so readily be-

lieved ; and she lived in the hope of being

united to you, until the receipt of that fatal

letter, by which she understood you were

dead."
" What letter do you speak of?" asked

Leopold.
" The letter which you wrote, and in

which you said you should be no more at

the time it would reach her hands. This

it was that killed her ; this destroyed the

hope that sustained her ; and she died,

because, without you, the world had no
joys for her."

" Show me that letter," cried Leopold,

with a faint eftbrt.

' The abbess did so immediately ; and

he recognised the letter which he had
written on the morning of his duel, and

which he had since sought in vain. He
sunk back in despair. " The fiend tri-

umphs!" he said; " it is in vain to con-

tend further. The last blow is now
struck."

' After a few minutes he recovered again,

and, fixing his lustreless eyes upon the

abbess, he said, " Lead me, I implore you,

to hor grave."
' The abbess, hoping that the sight of

this melancholy spot might, by exciting

his tears, assuage that mortal agony wliich

racked his heart, complied with his re-

quest. She added some words of conso-

lation, which fell as much unheeded upon
the ear of Leopold as if he had already

been laid in the grave he sought to

visit.

' The old priest and the porter sup-

ported him, for his own limbs almost re-

fused their office ; and, followed by the

abbess and the nuns, all of whom wept at

the piteous spectacle which Leopold exhi-

bited, they proceeded towards the convent
cemetery. Leopold never raised his head
from the shoulder of the kind priest until

they stopped.
" Here," said the father, " is the,low

grave in which lies she whom you loved,

and who was the personification of beauty
and virtue."

' Leopold looked up. One glance was
enough—the well-known spot, which no-

thing could have erased from his memory,
was before him. The ivy-covered wall

—

the tall cj'presses—the white tablet, on
which the moonbeams fell with a silvery

lustre—the sparkling marble spires of the

convent in the back ground—all convinced
him at once that this was the cemetery of

Saata Croce—that the spot on which he

stood was that predestined to be his grave.
' Once he looked round, as if to assure

himself—once he gazed on the grave of his

Laura, where the flowers strewed by her

weeping companions lay yet unwithered

—

then turned his eyes to the dark blue sky,

and, sinking again upon the shoulder of

the priest without speaking a word, and
uttering but one long sigh, his spirit fled

for ever
!

'

Such is the close of this sweet and

melancholy, but intensely interesting-,

story. Oar extracts have been copi-

ous, but are, nevertheless, inadequate

to give our readers a just idea of the

beauty and power of the connected

narrative, which our author has re-

lieved by several happy touches of

that dry quiet humour with which

these volumes abound.
' Lady Arabella Stuart' is another

highly interesting tale, founded upon
a tragic incident in the history of the

reign of James the First. ' Le Mort
a tue les Vivans' is, we believe, also

founded upon fact ; and, together

with the ' Knight and the Disour,*

which closes the series, will amply
repay the time bestowed upon their

perusal.

These tales are connected by de-

scriptions of *My Grandmother's

Guests,' who are the supposed nar-

rators. Here Mr. Slingsby is, if pos-

sible, still more successful than in

the stories. The whim, and truth,

and spirit, with which he has painted

his dramntis personcc, make them
marvellously entertaining. The Vil-

lage Lawyer—the clever, half-starved.

Country Apothecary—the old lady,

' My Grandmother,' herself—-but,

above all, the retired Sea Captain

—

are each, and all of them, persons

of infinite wit—of most excellent

fancy. The humour and verisimili-

tude of the last sketch would induce

us to believe that the author was

some ' deboshed fish,' who had spent

all his days on the briny element

;

while, on the other hand, the volumes

contain abundant evidence to prove

that his life has been passed in Gray's

paradise, ' loUinj,' upon a sofa, and

reading eternal new romances.'

Vol, I.—No. 4.
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A SUNDAY STROLL.
I HAVE been long in the habit of

visiting all the little villages, and all

the places of city resort or of rural

recreation, in the neighbourhood of

Ireland's beautiful metropolis. I

have passed, at sunset, over the cele-

brated green of Donnybrook ; crossed

the winding Dodder ; toiled throiigh

Windy Harbour ; and taken up my
abode for the night at Dundrura, for

the sake of sleeping beneath the

healthy breeze of the mountains,
and of enjoying, in the morning, the

far-famed luxury of goats' milk. I

have wandered to Golden Bridge to

drink of the spa ; or driven to Dun-
leary to behold its bustle, its dust,

and its rocky nakedness. On the Jst

of May I steer to Fiuglas, to gaze
upon the beautiful IVIay-maids. I

have been at Leixlip to view the

Salmon-leap ; I have dined in the

ivy cabin at Drumcondra; and, in the

blackberry season, I shall always be
found lingering in the vicinity of

Saggard. In each, and in all, of

these places, I have found something
to cheer and enliven me—much with
which I felt amused. Even in the

Phcenix Park, lying, as it does,

within the very eye of the city

—

spreading almost within the smell of

its smoke—even there I have enjoyed
many a pleasing ramble, and witness-

ed many a scene and many an inci-

dent that, for me at least, possessed
something of interest.

My last visit to that quarter oc-

curred some years ago. I had passed
a restless night, it was late when I

arose, and I felt myself wearied and
feverish : the task of shaving, dress-

ing, and breakfasting, being over, I

began to turn my thoughts on the

manner in which I should pass the

day. There were some long-pro-

mised letters to be written, but my
head and my hand shrunk from the

labour. I felt disposed to read, but

no book was near ine : the bells of

the chapels and the churches were
ringing around me, proclaiming to

all that it was the morning of the

sabbath;—I heard them, but I had
no heart for prayer. I ventured out

;

I reached that haunt of all the idle—
the Library ; but the incessant prattle

of the little politicians who strutted

through the room was not to be
borne. Driven from this quarter, I

had only one more resource—the

green fields and the open air. I

went slowly up Sackville Street,

crossed Blessington Street, and, after

passing the Circular Road, found my-
self at last upon my favourite path
in the Park. The day was one of the

finest which the season had given us,

and the crowds of the metropolis

seemed eager to avail themselves of

the enjoyment that it aflforded : the

place was all life—all gaiety and ani-

mation. In one direction you beheld

a group of sprightly-looking young
men engaged in leaping ; in another
quarter a party appeared throwing a

weight or stone ; here were the play-

ers of foot-ball, and there was a

crowd of hurlers : the jaunting-car

of the citizen hurried along the

beaten road—the chariot or the cur-

ricle passed rapidly; while the un-
fledged horseman risked the safety of

his own neck, and endangered the

lives of others, by the velocity and
irregularity of his movements. As
you advanced a new scene presented

itself: where the rich green slope

arose, and the hawthorns grew thick,

there rested the happy swain, with

the girl of his heart sitting by him
;

others were strolling on in pairs,

carelessly plucking the blossoms that

overshadowed them, or chatting on
matters that might, without difficulty,

be guessed at. The picture, alto-

gether, was a striking, and indeed a

pleasing, one. The fineness of the

day, the asssciations of the season

itself (it was spring), the rich green-
ness of the trees, the variety of blos-

soms, the singing of the little birds

that fluttered around me, the Sunday
neatness of the girls and of their

companions, the quiet pleasure that

seemed to beam from every counte-

nance—ail this gratified, nay, sub-
dued me. I melted into the spirit of
the scene, and, for once, felt happy.
By this time I had reached the

Spa, one of the sweetest resting-places

that a v-'anderer ever selected. I

found the little cottage crowded with
visitors, and groups of idlers stood

around the fountain. An ill-con-
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structed eagle is placed above the

spot, as if to guard the sacred spring

;

he exhibits a rhyming inscription, in

which Jove and the old Duchess of

Richmond are rather freely spoken
of. I stood for a moment to read this

precious composition. * That is mi-
serable doggrel, sir,' said a pale-

looking youth who stood beside me.
* Why,' said I, ' it is not very credit-

able to the poetical taste of your Dub-
lin folks : it argues rather a dearth of

genius.'—* Nay, sir,' replied _the

young man, ' there is genius enough
amongst us, but there is nothing to

call it forth, and few to appreciate its

worth when it appears ; much better

verses than those here could have
been easily procured; but there is,

among persons in authority, a sym-
pathy, a sort of inborn affection, for

the productions of dulness. I write

occasionally. 1 offered an inscription

that many thought superior to the

one before us, but it was rejected

—

it was too simple, and it wanted,
moreover, the rich sauce of flattery.*

While conversing, we had moved a
little from the crowd : I looked again

upon my young acquaintance, and
the countenance was one that pleased

me. * Then you think,' said I, ' that

persons in authority, as you call it,

generally lean to the side of the

dunce ?'— 'We see too many instances

of it,' answered the young poet

:

' look to Trinity College, with her

prize poems—look to the selection

they made when the king came : they

gave a premium, on that occasion,

for a production that even the " Old
Monthly," or the " Gentleman's Ma-
gazine," would indignantly reject.

Better poems, I know, were offered :

my friend, Bertridge Clarke, the au-

thor of " Ravenna," wrote something
at the time ; I remember one high-

sounding stanza

—

" May God of thy enemies baffle the arts.

Make them drunk with the red wine offear and of ivonder

.

May the eye of thy lightning, Lord, wither their hearts.

And mock at their fears with the laugh of thy thunder."

* This, sir, is very fine ; but my
friends are going, and I must join
them.' He bowed, and was out of
sight in a moment. I looked after

him—he had dropped a paper; I

snatched it up, and found, as I ex-
pected, that it was a poetical effusion.

Oh ! sad may the lonely orphan be
That bends by a parent's bier

:

Most sad ! even though no eye can see

That orphan's starting tear.

And deep is the pang in the mother's breast.

When each cherish' d hope is gone ;

When the bed of death by her hand is drest.

For the child she hath doated on.

It bore no title, but there had been
something written at the top about
the defeat of Kosciusko : over this,

however, the pen had been after-

wards drawn. The lines I give with-

out alteration

—

eye.The widow may mark, with moisteiied

Where a husband's dust is \^\mr
Or her dead lover's name call u^he sigh ^

Of the sorrow-stricken maid.

But what of these ? there's a grief more keen.

Which the world's cold crowd scarce understand

;

Let the hero speak wIiq hath stood and seen

The ruin of his ownloved land.

As I read the lines I walked on.
I reached an open part of the Park :

there were a number of persons ga-
thered on a little slope before me

;

in the centre I beheld an old man,
who had placed himiself upon a stool

to be the better seen and heard by

those around him—he was preaching

away with extraordinary fervour.

He had lost an eye, his hair was
combed sleekly over the forehead, his

cravat tied behind, and his coat, of
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holy brown, carefully buttoned. I

am thus minute in describing his ap-

pearance, because, at the moment, it

really made a strong impression on
me. The expression of his counte-

nance was most dismally puritanical.

Of his sermon I caught but a few
Avords ; they were forcible enough !

* You Papists, that are fortunate in

being here, come close, and hearken

to me ! Heed not the mummery of

your priests ! your religion is not from
God ! It is Paganism, under another

name—it is an abominable system of

idolatry !'—
' Well done, Gideon Ouse-

ley !' said a fellow from behind him,
levelling, at the same time, a heavy
clod at the head of the preacher.
* The sword of the Lord and of Gi-

deon !' cried an enthusiast, who stood

near the stool. Gideon became
alarmed, and, descending from his

perch, made his way hastily through
the crowd. ' An abominable out-

rage'.' said a prim-looking personage

who was next me. ' Nay,' said I,

* you must admit that the preacher

committed a sort of outrage on the

feelings of the crowd. These poor

people love and honour their reli-

fion ; and, even if that religion be
efective, its blemishes are not to be

pointed out in this rough way. The
multitude are not to be won by tell-

ing them that they are all Pagans and
idolaters !'—

' They are idolaters I'

said the saint, growling, as he walk-

ed off.

A crowd of wrestlers had assem-
bled near mc—a regular ring had
been formed—and, on the verge of

this ring, upon his small bay pony,
appeared that pink of gymnastic ama-
teurs, the eccentric Dr. Brennan.
Of this gentlemtm 1 had already heard

much : lie is one of those whom the

Dui)lin wags denominate 'dusts,' or

oddities of the town. He writes

pleasantly, prescribes readily, charges

moderately, and, by those who could

relish low humour, might be looked

upon as rather an agreeable boon
companion. Some say that he pos-

sesses skill, but that the bluntness of

his manners and the vulgarity of his

habits have kept him from rising in

his profession. In his practice, also,

as a physician, there are some pecu-

liarities : he is as much attached to

the preacribing of turpentine as San-

grado was to hot water. It is as a

wrestler, however, that he is princi-

pally distinguished : to this tugging

science he has served a series of ap-

prenticeships. He has blackened

himself in the embraces of the ath-

letic coal-porter; he has become
white again in the arms of the flour-

carrier; he has hugged the brawny
drayman, and grown greasy in the

clutches of the butcher's swab ; he

has sought improvement by contend-

ing with rivals of every cast and co-

lour ; and he now stands before the

world as a finished and absolute

master in the science. On the pre-

sent occasion the work did not appear

to go on to his satisfaction ; there

was much clumSy handling. A broad-

shouldered fellow, however, now en-

tered the ring. * Morrow, Hughey !'

said the doctor. Hughey grinned,

and made an awkward bow. This

worthy, I found, had once been a fa-

vourite of the doctor's ; they had
quarrelled, however, and the story of

their falling out was rather a charac-

teristic one. The doctor, it appeared,

was accustomed to bring the other to

his house in the evenings, to practise

wrestling in a friendly, or, rather,

a domestic way. He was conscious

that Hughey was an overmatch for

him ; but, as Mrs. Brennan was to be

present, he did not like that this su-

periority should appear. It was ac-

cordingly stipulated that Hughey was
to have a certain number of tumbles,

while the doctor was to be allowed

to tumble him as often as they con-

tended. This went on well for some
time : Hughey took the whisky-

punch, and calmly endured the mor-
tification of defeat. On one unlucky
evening, however, as they struggled,

the doctor, in aiming at an ' outside

hook,' happened to strike his friend

too heavily on tlie shin : the latter

got angry, shook himself, and swore
that he would not endure such usage
for all the drink in the doctor's cel-

lar. As he spoke he stretched out

his brawny arms—he raised'his trem- -

bling antagonist aloft. Mrs. Brennan
screamed, the tea-table was upset,

the unfortunate physician lay sense-

less on the floor, ancl Hughey retired,

accompanied by curses and execra-

tions.

A whisper ran among the crowd
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that the police were coming : the was now inevitable, and I held it pru-

doctbr overheard the word, turned dent to withdraw. As I moved I

round his pony, and rode slowly off. heard two pistols discharged, and be-

I retired only a few paces, for I was held twenty swords gleaming in the

anxious to see the result of this visit, air. The struggle, however, did not

In a few moments the ' men in blue' continue long. On reaching the Spa
arrived; they were headed by the I met with some stragglers, from

prim-looking saint to whom I had whom I learned the result. The
been speaking. ' There,' said he, police had succeeded in securing six

pointing out poor Hughey, ' there is prisoners, while two or three others

the ruffian who attacked the man of had been borne away from the field

the Lord.' The offender was in- dangerously wounded. ' Verily,'

stantly seized, but his friends at once thought I, * the preaching of the

closed about him. I saw that a fight pious one hath produced bitter fruit.'

NATIONAL MELODIES.—NO. I.

Irish Air— ' Cruiskeen Lawn.'

Ijet not the tales be told

That our bards have framed of old.

When their song was for the joyous and the gay;
When they talked of fields of fame.

Whence the wearied warriors came.
That had chased the dark invader far away, away, away.

That had chased the dark invader far away.

Oh ! what avails each story

Of Erin's ancient glory.

When the sages and the heroes were her own ?

A gloom is o'er her cast.

And the splendour of the past

Can call up shame and sorrow now alone, alone, aloae.

Can call up shame and sorrow now alone.

Our days of pride are gone.

As lost slaves we linger on.

Dark and heavy o'er our limbs rest the chain :

And years may take their flight

Ere fair Freedom's holy light

Shall beam upon our country again, again, again.

Shall beam upon our country again

Oh ! what avails, &c. &c.

NO. II.

Scotch Air—'There's nae Luck.'

Come, leave this town's o'er-crowdcd walks.

Here Folly spreads her sway.

Here heartless Fashion coldly stalks.

And scares Content away .

Gay frippery strikes the wearied eye.

Smooth nonsense taunts the ear.

And smiles the bosom's pangs belie

—

The happy are not here.

Then leave this town's, &c.

Come, then, to different walks we'll steer.

Through rural scenes we'll stray

;

Where the poor peasant's talk we'll hear.

Or mark his plain array

:

Where through the day we'll wander free

O'er fields all fresh and fair

—

Come then away, at once, and see

If happiness be there.

Then leave this town's, &c.
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LETTER FROM A LONDON" STUDENT.

Mr. Editor,—So I see yon have

been favoured with a communica-
tion from Mr. Jingle, who pretends

to be bitterly wroth with me for

the liberties I took with his name
and his sonsf. This is mere fudge :

he is delighted with the opportu-

nity it has afforded him of giving

you the recollections of his life

and writings, and would willingly be

lampooned twice a day for the sake

of replying to such attacks. It is

not, I am sure, necessary for me to

say to you, that from the beginning

to the end of my poetical acquaint-

ance's communication there is not

one word to l)e relied on. The story

of his birth may, indeed, be true;

but no thanks to him if it is, for he
knows nothing of the matter. The
attempts he made to get his poems
published, and his repulses, seem to

be probable ; but it is because this

part of his narration has an air of

veracity that I feel more inclined to

doubt it. With some persons given

to fibbing, one acquires, after a cer-

tain length of acquaintance with
them, a practice of reducing all they
say to truth by means of a sort of
arithmetical equation. Thus, if a

man tells you he is worth fifty thou-
sand pounds, you may conclude he is

about to become bankrupt. If a soi-

disunt soldier talks to you of the duels
he has fought, the men he has killed,

and so on, you may, by a similar pro-
cess, safely believe that he has been
a lieutenant in the local militia, and
kicked for a coward, until a certain

part of him can tell by mere instinct

' whether,
Boots are of Spanish or neat's leather.'

If an old maid confesses to being
six-and-twenty, you may be sure
she is just upon fifty : the lies in

each instance forming data by which
you may, with more or less dif-

ficulty, arrive at the facts.—But
not so with Mr. Jingle; his inven-
tions have often no relation, however
remote, to the truth. They are as

wild as dreams ; and the only safe
thing you can do, when he says any
thing, is, at all hazards, not to believe
it—because lie says it. You may,
perhaps, now and then be >vrong ; but

ninety-nine times out of a hundred I

will answer for your being quite
right. True or false, still Jingle's

paper was an amusing one, as I have
no doubt your readers think ; and I

am not sorry that I was the means,
unwittingly I confess, of introducing
him to you.

But to my task. London, I assure
you, is at this time of the year one of
the most delightful places to live in

that can be imagined. You, I know,
are fond of the country

; you have a
kind of passion for rural objects, and
like quiet and solitude, and the con-
templation of the beauties of nature.

I like all these too, and perhaps not
less than yourself; but then I have,

besides, a warm admiration for the

beauties of art. I don't say I can
enjoy the quiet, but I can have as

much of the retirement, in London,
as I like. Never did one of those
anchorites, who, in former times,

retired to a desert and lived there

on herbs and prayer, in the hope
of making themselves acceptable to

Heaven, enjoy a more perfect s(ditude

than my rooms afford me. In one of
the gayest parts of town I can be as

much to myself as if in a wilderness.

I have only to tell Larry that I am
not at home, and if a whole army of
morning-callers were to present them-
selves they would not gain admit-
tance. A dun would make no more
impression upon his heart than a
pauper upon an overseer's ; and even
the bailiffs, if they had (as, thank
Heaven, they have not!) any business
with me, would never be able to

penetrate into the recesses of my
chamber. Larry is a jewel of a ser-

vant, and tells a harmless lie, for his

master's sake, with a power of face

which does honour to himself and his

country. Then, as to the beauties of
nature, Covent Garden contains as

it were a concrete essence of all of
them : from the earliest primrose to

the biggest potatoe, there is no such
place in the world ; and all these I

can make my own without possessing'

any more land, as Charles Surface
says, * than my liower-pots contain.*

As for the progress of vegetation,

that goes on much more rapidly in

the square before mv window than I
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ever saw it before. It is true that I

see no pretty milk-uiaids, nor the

other pastoral deities which you are

so fond of contemplating, because

milk-maids ^vere always rather scarce

commodities in London, and the

Joint-Stock Milk and Water Com-
panies have now cut up their trade

;

and so I console myself by looking- at

the nursery-maids, of whom there is a

prodigious quantity.

Even if I should be induced, out of

complaisance, to confess that you
have any superiority in the beauties

of nature, still, in the beauties of art,

you must admit that this metropolis

has an advantage over every other

place in the country. This naturally

leads me to speak of the exhibitions

of paintings, with which, at this time

of the year, London abounds. Among
others there is one got up by a society

called the British Artists. I am so

fervent a lover of the art, and so glad
to see any thing which can have the

effect of raising it to that place in

the public estimation which it ought
to hold, that I approve infinitely of

this institution. You know—every

body must know—that in the Royal
Academy there is no small degree of

favouritism prevalent. Certain men
are marked out as never to be ad-

mitted ' of the crew,' in consequence
of some offence they may have com-
mitted against the majesty of the

R. A. Haydon is one among many
instances of this injustice ; and is,

perhaps, the best known, because he
has made so much noise about it.

Others of as great merit, but not so

obstreperous, have been ill treated by
the Royal Academy, and the ^vorld is

unacquainted with the fact. Dis-
couraging as this is to many painters,

there is another inducement which
led to the formation of, not a rival,

but an independent, establishment.
The Royal Academy's rooms are not
big enough to hold "half the pictures

which are annually painted for exhi-
bition, and the British Artists, there-
fore, determined to build a place in

which their pictures would have a fair

chance of being exhibited, and where
they might avoid the injustice and in-

solence of the Hanging Committee.
Their collection of the present year
(which is their second) is in every way
creditable to them.

In the landscape department the

paintings of Linton, Hofland, Glover,

and Roberts, are in the very first style

of the art. The others are unques-
tionably of an inferior degree, and
some of them are not above medio-
crity. This is easily accounted for,

when it is considered that the Royal
Academy must of necessity command
the best artists in the kingdom ; and
that all the painters who have an
ambition to become R. A.'s feel a

little shy of enlisting with the rebels

of Suffolk Street. The w^orst pictures

in the collection, I mean with reference

to the talents which he has proved
himself to possess, are those by Hay-
don. They are hideous and vulgar

caricatures, and enough of themselves

to destroy the reputation of the artist,

and to sink that of the gallery in which
they are exhibited. Still I am so well

convinced of the utility of this insti-

tution, that I shall hope to see it pros-

per, and in another exhibition to have
either none of Mr. Haydon's pictures

or much better ones. His best style

would not be too good for such a

place.

But the exhibition at the Royal
Academy is really a triumphant one.

The portraits by the President are

such as we have a right to be proud
of. His women are all beauty ; his

men all intellect ; and while he is,

perhaps, as great a master of colour-

ing as the world ever produced, there

is so much of truth and nature about

his paintings, that you would ' almost

say the canvass thought.' Of the

portraits of Mr. Canning, the Duke
of Wellington, and the Lord Chancel-

lor, it is impossible to say which is

the best. The first seems to breathe

all the intellectual gracefulness of the

original; the second, although the

artist has softened down something

of that vacant, almost foolish, expres-

sion of his Grace's mouth, conveys

not only an admirable likeness, l»ut a

forcible idea of the character of the

original. The last is the first really

good portrait that has ever yet been

painted of the Chancellor. He looks

exactly what he is, an acute lawyer

;

one whom age has made wary, and
whom long practice in chicaneries,

which are unworthy of the age we
live in, has rendered the most accom-
plished quibbler of the day. There
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is in his eye, which sparkles out from
an immense eyebrow, a minsrjed ex-

pression of cunning and scorn, where
caution tempers malignancy ; and, if it

diminishes something of its bitter-

ness, does not make its blow less cer-

tain.—In the historical department

there is a very fine Crowning ivith

Thorns, by Hilton, in the first style of

the art. The Combat, by Etty, is a

beautiful painting ; but the design is

not very good, nor at all original.

There are some smaller pictures of

infinite merit. Wilkie has the Inte-

rior ofa Highland Cottage, painted in

that beautiful sober style, which, to

my thinking, is far beyond those more
popular pictures in which he has in-

troduced so many figures. Allen's

Death of the Regent (Murray) is not

only remarkable for excellent paint-

ing, but for the power with which the

story is told. It would not be very

amusing to you if I should give you
a catalogue of all the excellent pic-

tures in the collection ; I must, there-

fore, shortly dispatch this subject, by
assuring you that in every depart-

ment of the art, excepting landscape,

this is the best exhibition that has

been seen in London for many years

;

and that it is not only a creditable

but a trhimphant eflfortin modern art.

Then there is the (Jpera, which,

after being beset by all kinds of un-
lucky accidents, has at length reco-

vered itself, and proceeds brilliantly

to uphold its reputation as the fir.-^t

and best dramatic establishment in

town. The company is small, but
complete. Garcia, Curioni, De Beg-
uis, and Porto, in the male depart-

ment—and, in the female, Alad.

Pasta, Caradori, Ronzi de Begnis

—

form a host of talent which can hardly

be exceeded. Pasta has just come,
and has played in her old parts of

Desdemona and Semiramide, with, if

possible, more than her old excel-

lence, and has been most rapturously

received. The passion and energy of

her style are beyond all praise. The
graceful elegance which distinguishes

Mad. Caradori, though of a different,

is not of a less admirable character.

This lady seems to form an exception

to all the other artistes of this, per-

haps of any other, theatre. Her
talents and accomplishments place

her in the very first rank of her pro-

fession, and her manners are those of

a lady; the effect, beyond question,

of an education wholly different from
that of most professional persons. In-

stead of borrowing, as the greater part

of those people do, any consequence
from the stage, she confers upon it a

lustre which it has so rarely possessed

by her refined manners, and infuses

into every part she plays that simpli-

city and unstudied grace which is the

result of a cultivated mind. Mad.
Ronzi de Begnis is full of animation

and beauty ; the very perfection of

Italian beauty, ' black eyes, arched

brows, and sweet expression :' she

has a voice of which every tone is

music ; but she wants most all that

Mad. Caradori has in the utmost per-

fection, grace and refinement. The
ballet at the Opera is, I must confess,

only so so ; still it is one of the de-

lights of London, with this slight

sketch of which I must now end,

having hardly room to tell you, what
I trust you knew without being told,

that I am yours, infinitely,

Terence O'Toole.

ORMOND QUAY DURING TERM.

Let not the slow-paced invalid

—

let not the agitated trembler, whose
nerves are unbraced—let not the

drooping child of rheumatism, or the

wry-faced victim of that concentra-

tion of evils, the gout— let not such
be found lingering on Ormond Quay
during Term time. On the footway,

by the river, he may enjoy a walk of

tranquillity ; but, if he dares to tread

upon the general path, he suffers for

his uncaiculating temerity. There
move the guides, the guardians, and

the offspring of litigation ; the tribe

of the pen, the parchment, and the

seal ; the men of the quibble, the

cavil, and the lie ; the meagre scrive-

ner, the sly attorney, the wily bar-

rister, and the ever-expecting client,

all thronging eagerly forward, all

looking in varied ways to the same
end ; and, each and all, too deeply

engrossed by their own peculiar inte-

rests to heecl for a moment the pain

which they occasionally inflict on

other?. A gouty toe may be trampled
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on, a rheumatic shoulder may be

roughly jostled agaiust, or a nervous

and debilitated frame may be harshly

shaken ; but the perpetrator of the

evil marks it not ; he turns not to

apologize with his pocket full of

parchments ; and, his head full of

his own importance, he goes onward,
sheltering his rudeness under the af-

fected hurry of his profession ; and
the poor sufferer's only remedy is pa-

tience, or the venting of a hearty

ourse if he feels so disposed. These
matters might be managed better. I

remember a time when the Castle-

guards were accustomed to march

—

with screwed bayonets, and some-
times with drums beating and colours

flying—along the footway : the citi-

zens felt seriously aimoyed ; the press

took up the subject ; its remon-
strances were frequent and forcible

;

until at lust the evil was remedied.
The military gentlemen now proceed
in all their pomp along the open
quay. Il strikes me that some regu-

lation of this sort ought to take place

with regard to the lawyers. Probably
after the publication of this article

the proper authorities may feel in-

clined to take the matter into con-
sideration.

If one could forget for tlie moment
the inconvenience just spoken of, the

range of quay alluded to would atlbrd

rather an agreeable walk : an hour
might be passed there pleasantly

enough. It is amusing to stroll that

way at noon, and look for a time
upon the variety of countenances and
characters that present themselves in

an almost bewildering rapidity of
succession. Stand for a moment
upon the steps of the Four-Courts,
and you can mark them as they ad-

vance. The attorneys seem to drop
in irregularly, late or early ' as the

case may be ;' but the judges and
the lawyers appear to move at stated

hours. Amongst the earliest of the

early arrivals you have invariably the

solicitor-general, Joy. Go for three

successive mornings to the spot 1

have mentioned, choose the same
hour, and his sour but strongly
marked countenance crosses you with
a pertinacious punctuality ; indeed,
from viewing the exterior of the man,
you would feel disposed at once to

pronounce him the creature of me-
Voh. I.—No, 4.

thoil. T!iere is a system in the verv
compression of his lips; and even in

his step there is something thiit

marks him out as a man of fixed

habits, a man with whom the morrow
shall pass as did to-day. As you pro-

ceed slowly from the courts to Rich-
mond Bridge, you meet the gaunt
figure and the mummy-like counte-
nance of the chancellor, with his

eternal appendage, that little time-
worn compendium of bitterness anil

bigotry, Sauriu. la their movements
to and from the courts these men are
inseparable. In allusion to this the
waggish attorneys here have stvled

them ' Brothers in Law :' indeed they
have been caricatured under that ap-
pellation. The scriveners, in their

plain way, call them John Doe and
Richard Roe. Their political, and I

believe their religious principles,

have been formed in the same school

:

both are narrow-minded and illiberal

in point of intellect ; however, Saurin
has a decided superiority. IMeel them
when you may, and you beliold them
engaged in the closest conversation ;

the ' great functionary/ striving to

catch the uuder-tones of his dimi-
nutive companion, or forcing a
* ghastly smile' when an observation

happens to be made that pleased him
by its wit or its novelty. The Lord
Chief Justice Biishe 1 seldom meet
with on his way to the courts ; and,

whenever I miss him, it is with me a

subject of regret : his countenance
affords a kind of intellectual tr^at ;

it imparts a sort of cheering sensation

that leaves you in an agreeable mood
for hours after. Quite of another
order is the countenance of his cele-

brated friend, Mr. Plunkett. The
man of mind, indeed, may be easily

traced in tlie features ; l)ut their

general expression is [)y no means
prepossessing. The closely-gathered

browf and the high-raised lip, bespeak

the temper, and their testimony is

unfavourable. With the heart of the

man I have nothing to do ; I know-

not the stufl'of which it is made ; but

the countenance comes before me ;

it is free to my observ'ation ; and
there the hand of Nature has stamped
harshness, unbending pride, and irri-

tability, in characters that cannot be

mistaken. Mr. Plunkett generally

follows close on the heels of the
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ehaucellor and Mr. Saurin : he usually

walks alone. He stoops oousiuerably,

although there is nothing- of feeble-

ness in his step and -general move-

ment. The master of the rolls, the

excellent Judge Burton, and some
of the older lawyers, may be seen

riding- slowly to the scene of business.

Among the ' mounted,' however, the

Baron Norbury cuts the most dis-

tinguished figure ; he rides rapidly,

and is generally accompanied by two
ser\'ants, who, instead of foliovving

him at a distance, as is the usual

custom, keep constantly at his side.

In the fat red face of this renowned
judge you can trace notlnng but ex-

treme stupidity : he seems to have

lived merely to eat, drink, and joke.

He has acquired a celel)rity, but it is

a celebrity of rather an unenviable

cast. The utter silliness displayed in

his cliarges and addresses has drawn
upon him the contempt even of the

mob : they sneer at him as he passes ;

the frequenters of the Common Pleas

are heartily tired of him, but he wants

the viriuc of resignation. To use his

own elegant language ' he v/ill die in

the liarness.' As you proceed to-

wards Essex Bridge your eye is caught

hy the imposing figure of O'Connell.

Some fat attorney, some country

client, or political follower, usually

hangs upon his arm ; and the con-

versation probably takes a legal or a

political turn, according to the cha-

racter of the individual. The step oi

O'Conuell is quite cluu-acteristic ; in

his movement there is a palpable out-

pouring- of vanity, a locomotive evi-

dence of self-complacence. As if to

make the contrast more striking, you
will, in ail probability, find at the very

heels of the ' great leader' the j^entle

and over-modest Mr. North. This
gentleman is one that an observer of

human nature cannot look upon with-

out feeling interested. He is young,
vet his locks are thin and silvery :

his step is slow even to a fault; he
stoops, and wears his hat rather

<lo\vn. His countenance is expres-

sively intellectnal ; but there is a hue
of sickliness spread over it that ope-

rates to its disadvantage. Moving
along the Lower Quay you meet Shell,

fastened to the arm of some over-

grown attorney, generally talking,

supplying all the conversation him-
self. Indeed Shell appears to be
what )3r. John.son would term ' a

tremendous converser ;' but to such
a man few would refuse a long and
patient hearing. After him stalks in

solemn loneliness the talented son of

a talented father, W. IT. Curran. l"o

that father he bears a striking resem-
blance ; he is taller, however, and
has infinitely less of animation. A
few fat-headed briefless stragglers

bring up the rear ; they generally

seem in as much haste as the others,

going forward simply to do nothing.

THIS STRANGER.*

M. LE VicoMTE d'Arlincourt has
published another romance in the

style of those which have already

gained him so much popularity in

France. Although it is conceived in

the same spirit, and written in the

same peculiar manner as the ' Rene-
gade' and ' Ipsibo^,' we doul/t whe-
ther it will experience the same suc-

cess. The p-athos and the situations

of the first, and the interest and quick

succession of incidents in the second,

gave to each of them a merit which
the ' Stranger' does not possess. M.
Je Vicomte does not improve ; and
we fear the cause of his failure, in

the latter instance, may he attributed

to the anijer which some recent criti-

cisms on his works have excited in

his mind.
In the metropolis of France there

is always a prevailing mode by which
the public taste is regulated :

' Fashion in every thing bears sov'reign

sway ;'

and literature, and millinery, are

obliged to conform to the dictates of

this. arbitrary and ever-changing in-

fluence. Sometimes, unfortunately

for the ^luthors and for the milliners,

there are more than one mode : some-
times there shine two stars in the

same s;>here, and the most discordant

confusion results from their oppo-

site decrees. Two ladies of supreme

T/Etrangere. By M. !e Vicomtf> d'Arlincourt. Paris, 1825.
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haut ton will appear in boanets as

different from each other as the

costumes of the Icelanders are from
those of the Hottentots. The poor
people, who only set their caps ac-

cording to the examples of their

betters, are then in utter consterna-
tion. They have a faint notion that

both fashions cannot be right; hut
they dare not say which is wrong.
They wish they had no heads at all,

or that Nature had given them two,
and enabled them to follow each
mode without off'ending the pa-
troness of either. At length they
resolve upon one, which, having
chosen, they must wear, but Avhich is

no sooner on their heads than they
•t^are convinced they have made an un-
lucky selection. So, niagnis parva
cOmponere, is it with the affairs of the

literary world. There are two par-
ties which divide all Paris on such
subjects : they are the Classic and
the Romantic factions. The adhe-
rents of the former can see nothing
good but what is written according
to rule ; they would have all the ex-
cursions of Fancy made on the beaten
turnpike-roads directed by the com-
missioners of antiquity, and think
that books ought to be made as forti-

fications are built, after a fixed plan,

and upon unchangeable principles.

So accurate are the rules which
they would lay down, and, as they
say, so firmly established by the ex-
amples of all great geniuses of anti-

quity, that we hear it is in contem-
plation at the French Institute to

make public a steam-engine for

writing books upon every subject.

All the experiments hitherto made

—

particularly those upon dramatic
compositions—have been found to

answer very much ; and we under-
stand Mr. Elliston is now in treaty

with the academy for several bales of

new tragedies. He is quite delighted

with the invention, because it will

save him the trouble of beating his

refractory authors ; a practice which,
however necessary to the proper con-
duct of his establishment, he finds

extremely fatiguing at his advanced
time of life. They decry modern
literature generally ;' and the objects
of their most bitter denunciation are
those of England and of Ciermany.
On the other hand, the lovers of the

Romaatic scorn the fetters by which
genius has been held down in other
times. They confess that Homer,
and Virgil, and the Greek tragedians,

were tall fellows of their hands : they
do not deny that the ' Iliad' was
very well in its day ; and even now is

not altogether unamusing ; but the
public taste has changed. What was
good once is relished no longer ; and
they think that the ancients, how-
ever respectable their memory may
be, would, like all other dead people,
make disagreeable companions for

the existing generation. They are
therefore so good as to strike out a
new system, which they call romantic,
and which is more like a masquerade
than any other thing in the world.
' Ossian's Poems,' 'Young's Night
Thoughts,' (\vhich, chose etonnante !

is a great favourite with the gayest
people in the world), ' Goethe's
Faust,' and the late Lord Byron, are

absurdly mingled in their notions of
the sublime and beautiful.

Between these two parties the
Vicomte d'Arlincourt has been ban-
died until his talents seem to have
suffered from the discipline he has
undergone. The Classiques vote him
a Romantique, while the Ronutntiqucs
deny his fellowship, and insist that
he is * of the adverse faction.' Each
of them praises in the unlucky works
of the Vicomte just those parts which
the others condemn, and vice versa.

He, trying to please both parties,

shares the fate common to all people
so amiably disposed ; he satisfies

neither, and cramps his own exer-
tions. He attempts a severe and
simple style, and he succeeds only in

making it obscure and flat. He would
express passionate emotions, and the
stormy excitement of high minds ,• but
he only describes maniacs, and spoils

what would really be good l)y exag-
gerating it. He liimself feels the dif-

ficulty of his situation; and is indig-

nant, we must say with some justice,

at the treatment he has experienced
from his friends as well as his ene-
mies ; and exclaims, with hearty

good \vill, ' A plague o' both your
houses !' In a jpassage which is written

with a good deal of feeling, he explains
his own opinions as to the romantique
style, and disclaims the authority
whicli it is attempted to exercise over
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him by the crUica who pretend to pa-

tronise his works.
' If,' he says, ' the Rninantique

(and thus it is that M. d'Arlincourt

understands it) means tiiat passion-

ate aspiration of a lofty and religious

spirit towards the sublime and the

infinite ; if it consists in constantly

elevating the thouglits beyond the

narrow limits of ordinary life ; if its

principal object is to fathom the

mysteries of the soul, and to develop

the most noble passions of the heart

;

M. d'Arlincourt is of this school. If

the romantique consists in continually

keeping up the analogy between
things earthly and things heavenly ;

in otfering as a consolation to the

miseries of the present existence the

blessings of that which is to come ; to

give to every recital, every picture,

every idea a moral tendency, as has

been done bvBernardin de SaintPicrre,

Chateaubriand, Byron, Goethe, Schil-

ler, &c. then M. d'Arlincourt is ro-

mantique.

'But if the romantique (and thus it is

that the fanatics of the school under-

stand it) consists in the absence of

all rule and all fitness, in tiie disre-

gard of all propriety, in the aban-

donment of every thing like a wise

and deliberate plan, in the cultivation

of bad taste, in disdain for the talents

of all who have gone before, in ad-

miration of every existing monstro-

sity, in the mixture of the ignoble

and the grandiose, of the true and
the false—in short, in a hatred of all

that is elegant and refined in style

—

then IVl. d'Arlincourt is not, and

never will be, romantique.'

The fault of these partisans, is, that

the blindness of their zeal makes that

degenerate into idolatry, which, kept

within proper bounds, would 'be not

only rational, l)ut praiseworthy. None
but a blockhead would seek to impair

the venerable character which the

works of classical antiquity so justly

enjoy ; and he must be worse than a

blockhead who would insist that in

literature every modern efibrt is to

be limited and regulated by models,

which, however pure and beautiful,

]»elong to times wholly different from
our own. It is not from a disregard

of ancient literature that a more
modern style is cultivated ; but be-

cause the spirit and tone of society

are changed, and the feelingi and
habits of mankind must be expressed

in other forms, and under other mo-
difications. Provided that this can be

effected without any violation of the

rules observed by the authors of an-

tiquity, or, which is the same thing;,

without violating good taste and
nature, the romantic style is in its

way no less worthy of respect than
the classic ; and much better entitled

to our affection and regard, because
it comes more ' home to men's busi-

ness and bosoms.'
Nor.e of the literature of modern

Europe stands so much in need of

improvement as that of France. An-
tiquated prejudices, and a formal af-

fectation, have overgrown the best,

literary efforts of a people who'je

genius and language are calculated

perhaps beyond all others for bril-

liant, if not for the most sedate,

efforts. The ingrafting upon their

own old stocks some of the hardy
shoots of the more northern nations

will have the effect of improving
both, if it shall be pursued without
exaggeration on the one side, and not

met by an unreasonable hostility on
the other. The advantages of such
an importation are already appi'e-

ciated by many of the literateurs of

France, one of whom speaks of the

end and the effect of Le Roman-
tique on the literature of his own
country in terms not less remarkable
for their good sense than for the

eloquence with which they are ex-

pressed.
• To add,' he says, ' another chord

to the lyre of antiquity ; to twine for

the Graces a coronal of fresh flowers,

which shall replace that which time
has begun to wither ; to furnish more
vivid and more various colouring to

poetry ; to infuse a religious subli-

mity in its more majestic efforts ; to

invest our language with a more
frank, decided, and bold tone ; to

revive the declining sap of our lite-

rature ; to open new regions to the

flights of genius ; to purify, and at

the same time to multiply, the sources
of figures and comparisons ; to ex-
tend the bounds of the French drama

;

to restore their elasticity to some of
its springs ; to enrich it with new
characters ; to choose rather oi)ey-

ing the inspirations of religion, and
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of recollections which are peculiarly

our own, than to yieldinjr servilely to

impressions foreign from us ; in short,

to rely only upon ourown resources ;

—

this is the glorious mission which La
Litteraturc Romantique has come to

fulfil amongst us ; this is the end
which it is intended to accomplish.'

The examples of Casimir de la

Vigne, of M. de la Martine, of M.
Hugo, and of M. le Vicomte d'Ar-
lincourt, will show how far and how
beneficially the i-omantique style has

penetrated into the literature of

France.
We must now return to the ro-

mance of the ' Stranger,' from which
these observations have in some de-

gree led us, but by which they were
suggested. It relates to the adven-
tures of a young nobleman of France,
to whom nature has given a mind open
to every noble impulse, and to whom
his evil destiny has given for a tutor

an old cold-blooded person, who does
all in his power to control the ardour
of his pupil. Instead of attempting
to effect this by reason, he seeks to

accomplish it by deception. The
hero, Arthur de Ravenstel, is, when
the romance begins, on his journey
to the castle of Muntolin, where he
is to be married to its young and
beautiful mistress, the Lady Izolette.

^ These events take place in the pro-
vince of Brittany, under the reign of
Philip Augustus, who has -been com-
pelled, by the excommunication of
the Catholic Church, to give up his

beloved consort Agnes de Aleranie,

and to permit her to retire from his

throne into solitude.

In the neighbourhood of the castle

of Montolin, a female of singular
habits, and of extraordinary beauty,
has recently appeared. Her bene-
volence makes her adored by the
peasantry; but she shuns all attempts
to learn her history. Arthur meets
her by accident ; and the slight im-
pression which the charms of Izolette
had made upon his heart is effaced
by the attractions of the ' Stranger.'
He loves her, and swears never to
marry any other. In her language
and demeanour there is a mysteri-
ousness which even adds to Arthur's
passion for her, because it prevents
him from exercising his judgment.
The following description of the

stranger is in IM. le Vicomte's hap-

piest style :

* A young female, clothed in white,

beautiful as a divinity, graceful as

Love, was kneeling on the opposite

bank before a figure of the Virgin,

placed in the hollowed trunk of an

old willow. She was motionless, and
praying. Her form was the realiza-

tion of our ideas of her by whom
the destiny of the poet of Vaucluse

was swayed, or of the ill-fated re-

cluse of the Paraclete.
* Her face dejected, and on which

an expression of pain was imprinted,

had no longer the glow of the first

age of love, but beamed with the

finish and accomplishment of time.

It was perfectly beautiful ; and even

her grief added to its charms. In

her lovely eyes, of a deep divine blue,

sad and downcast and languishing

as they were, that voluptuousness

of which her soul was ignorant, or

which it rejected, seemed to stray.

She could not be one of the village

maidens ; for, simple and chaste as

her dress was, there was an air of

nobility in her deportment unlike

theirs. Her vestments were light

as the aerial draperies of the seraphin

of Raffaelle ; her hands were white

and delicate as the down of cygnets ;

her motion was as graceful as the

bending flower beneath the caresses

of the zephyrs ; all around breathed

grace, modesty, and feeling. Lean-

ing against one of the stones of the

fountain, she looked like a statue of

Innocence offering up her vows to

the Eternal.'

Arthur becomes jealous of the Baron
de Valdebourg, who appears to be

intimate with the stranger. He pro-

vokes him to a duel, in which he is

badly wounded, and which terminates

by his throwing the baron from a

rock in the presence of the stranger,

who cries out that he is her brother.

Arthur faints from the effect of his

wound, and is carried to the castle;

where his tutor, finding the extent of

his passion for the stranger, resolves

to destroy her. He accuses her of the

murder of the Baron de Valdebourg ;

and, unknown to Arthur, she is carried

for trial before the prior of a neigh-

bouring monastery. The sentence

is about to be pronounced, when Ar-

thur bursts into the chamber, having
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accidentally leanil the accusation

airainst the stranger, and proclaims

himself the murderer. The delil)era-

tions are again disturbed, when the

Baron de Valdehourg', nho has been

miraculously preserved from death,

appears, and puts an end to tiie in-

vestigation.

The stranger, in an interviev/ with

Arthur, informs him that she can

never be his ; and makes hira promise

to marry the Lady Izolette, who loves

him no less than he loves the stranger.

The marriage is concluded ; but Ar-
thur feels that his heart is too deeply

engaged to the stranger ; and his

passion is at its height when he
learns that she is the dviposed

queen of Philip Augustus. In a pa-

roxysm of despair, he tears open his

wound, and dies. The queen refuses

to reascend the throne, and dies the

victim of her passion for Arthur;
\vhile the amiable Izolette, who is

much more to be pitied than any one

else, retires to a monastery. Thus
ends this romance, ujion the moral of

which the author piques himself not a

little. ' It displays,' he says, ' ihe

dangers of passion in n pure and
ardent mind which has not learnt to

moderate itself ; which has disdained

the trammels of ordinary life ; whicli

is involved in vagueness and idealism j

which is lost in contemplative re-

veries, and of which no religious

principle has formed the basis. It

shows to what excesses a heart full

of virtuous and honourable senti-

ments may be led, relying only upon
itself, and despising acknowledged
customs and sacred duties.'

The chief fault of this romance is,

that it is wanting in all those details

which form the chief charm in

writings of this description. It is

full of that passionate and poetical

feeling for which the Vicomte is so

remarkable ; and we learn with re-

gret, which is, however, tempered l)y

our incredulity, that this is the last

romance we are to expect from him.

He is going to devote himself to histo-

rical, perhaps to poetical, composi-
tions—at least he says so

—

ncus

verrons.

THE WOES OF WAR.

Btj the Author of ' The Plagues of Ireland,' S^c.

Lo ! the dark page is opened, and we read

The tale of thousands in one conflict perishing—

Of thousands shaped and gifted as ourselves.

Formed e'en like us for sorrow or for joy.

Dropping unwarned into a hasty grave.

Mangled and gory with their sins still on them.

Because some ideot willed it !—And this tale,

Though touching, moves us not ; for the weak world

Hath to this sport of sovereigns lent its sanction.

Oh ! could we walk the fields where crowds have died.

And view them in their dark and dreamless slumber.

And think that each poor sufiferer rotting there

Had in his distant home some tie that bound him
To earth's mixed multitude,— a sire, a mother.

Or wife, or babe, or sister, whom he loved

—

Could we but mark these lonely and unfriended ones

—

Could we but scan the agonies of each,

Hearing or viewing their first burst of sorrow

—

The orphan's sob, the wife or mother's shriek.

Or the sire's tearless misery—might we not

Turn, and, in utter bitterness of heart,

Call on the God of Justice to look down.

And, in the fulness of indignant pity.

Send forth his slumbering lightnings to consume

Those sceptred pests that desolate the world ?
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ROBERT EMMET AND HIS COTEMrOrtARlEy.—NO. III.

The Resources of Ireland, fy.

Having spent a fen- days in admir-

liifj tlie beauties of the county of

Wieklow, I made a trip to Dublin
to transact some business of my fa-

tlier's. The person oa whom 1 had
to call was from home, and, in the

absence of al! other ent^agements, I

amused myself in strolling- through
the streets, and viewing the public

buildings. From the Castle I was
proceeding to St. Patrick's Cathedral,

wlien, in an obscure lane, I met ray

young friend Mr. Emmet. With
that kindness which ckaracterized

him he seized my hand, gave it -a

friendly squeeze, and then inquired

if I had dined. Being answered in

the negative, he took my arm, and,

after walking through several by-

streets, he led me into an obscure

tavern, and ordered dinner in a pri-

vate room.
I have seldom spent a happier

hour, in my life, than I did that even-

ing with Emmet. His manners, his

eloquence, and the sincerity, as well

as the kindness, which breathed

through every thing he said, banish-

ed all reserve on my part, and we
conversed more like long-tried friends

than casual acquaintances. We talked

of literature, of London, and of po-

litics. My sentiments regarding Li-

berty—the goddess he idolized—were
warm ; and^ as I spoke with becom-
ing abhorrence of tyranny, he seemed
delighted with my opinions. Before

we separated he made me promise to

call on him that night at his lodg-

ings ; and, when I did so, about eight

o'clock, I was agreeably surprised to

find the Exile there before me. After

supper the conversation took a poli-

tical turn, and Emmet, whose mind
was then filled with the project of

liberating his country, began to ex-

patiate on the ease with which Ire-

land could throw oft" the English

yoke, and the benefits tliat would
ensue from such a measure.

' Your enthusiasm, my friend,' said

I, interrupting him, ' carries you be-

yond the bounds of probability ; for,

in anticipating a revolution in this

country, you forget that England
calculates on the subjeclinn of Ire-

land, and that she is able to conipel
what it is her interest to desire.'

' That she desires it,' he replied,
' I have no doubt ; but that she is

able to compel it I unhesitatingly

deny. The belief in England's su-

perior strength has too long prevailed

in this kingdom } but is now, happily,

begi fining to disappear. In compar-
ing tlie two countries, we must ex-
clude from our estimation every thing
but physical strength alone, and then
the balance will be entirely in favour
of Ireland ; for, I believ6, it will be
readily admitted that she has the
greater military population; and, in

a struggle for liberty, men only are

valuable. It is a matter of arithme-

tical calculation. Ireland can, in the

event of a well-organized revolution,

turn into the field between seven and
eight hundred thousand elFective

men—an army certainly more nume-
rous than any force England could
send against her.'

'Adaiittiug your calculation to be
correct,' I returned, ' you are not to

deny the superiority of disciplined

troops over rebel numbers. An
army of fifty thousand men would
soon rout your invincible phalanx.''

' The time has passed, my dear sir,'

he rejoined, ' when such an exploded
notion found credence among man-
kind. In a barbaroTis age, Avhen two
armies drew up within gun-shot of

each other, each serving as an im-
moveable target fot^iis opponent to

fire at, such abclierwas natural, be-
cause he who possessed a musket had
a fearful advantage over the man who
had not one. But modern times

have a different and n)ore n.atural

mode of warfare : personal prowess
now, as in periods of antiquity, is

likely to be victorious; and all neces-

sary discipline can be learned in a

very few days. A man does not ne-

cessarily acquire either superior cou-

rage or address from the colour of

his coat; and a soldier with a fixed

bayonet has no advantage over a fierce

peasant with a well-tempered pike.

Almost every victory of modern times

has been gained by coming to close

action ; arid that mode, to which a
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well-regulated army is indebted for

success, is as available to a deter-

mined band of freemen as to any
hired troops in Europe.

' But, as diiTerent animals have
different modes of attack and de-

fence, an insurgent army has a dis-

cipline of its own, recommended by
reason, and sanctioned by experience.

With walled towns and close garri-

sons tliey have nothing to do : the

hills of their country serve them as

places of retreat ; marshes, rivers,

and lakes, are their best bastions

;

while defiles afford them opportu-
nities of attack, and v.oods and val-

leys serve them as places of ambush.
• The face of nature solicits the

oppressed to regain their freedom

;

and, certainly, no country on the

globe has so many invitations to re-

volt as our own. Scarcely a mile,

from one extremity of the island to

the other, in which an hostile army
could not be successfully harassed,

and, if needful, successfully op-

posed. To this may be added, that

an Irish insurgent army would mate-
rially differ from a similar one in any
other kingdom of Europe ; for nearly

every peasant, and certainly every
man above the rank of a peasant, is

intimately acquainted with the use of

fire-arms. Those near the sea-shore

(and those are a large portion") are ex-
cellent marksmen ; while the inha-

bitants of mountains, and the neigh-
bourhoods of bogs, lakes, and
marshes, are expert fowlers. The
Wexford insurgents, in the late re-

bellion, gave a proof of their abili-

ties ; and showed that the peasantry

of Ireland, when aroused, are nothing
inferior to the best disciplined troops

in Europe.'
' I know it,' interrupted the Exile,

' for I witnessed their skill in bring-

ing down an enemy ; and I must con-

fess that, had they leaders of expe-

rience, they were nothing inferior,

man for man, to any force that might
be brought against them.'

' There is always a deficiency,' said

I, ' in some part, that renders every

effort of the remainder abortive.

Out of a hundred revolts, scarcely

one has been successful.'
• Pardon me,' said Emmet, ' if I

set you right; for history furnishes

us with few instances of failure where

a nation has been unaiiimons. It is*

giving the enemies of man a new
weight, to add to the burden of op-
pression, by dignifying pigmy insur-
rections and partial rebellions with
the name of open revolt. They should
rather be called sanguinary riots:

and, thus reduced to their proper
level, their ghosts might not be sum-
moned from oblivious neglect to scare

mankind from an assertion of their

rights. Instances of national resus-
citation are neither fe\v nor unfre-
quent. Tyranny was expelled from
Rome by the rebellion of the people ;

and Switzerland and the Netherlands
are memorials of successful revolts.

In our own day America has shown
what a few thousand peasants could
accomplish when actuated by a
love of liberty. Ireland is superior
in numbers to any of these ; equals
them in address and courage ; and is

stimulated by wrongs greater than
have been experienced by all these
together.

' Soldiers are but men ; and, gene-
rally, the most imbecile of men.
Let the ])eople be taught to despise
the glare and glitter of polished arms,
and the terror they are wont to in-

spire will bo converted into objects of
ridicule and contempt. Happily an
opinion prevails in Ireland that a
soldier is an inferior mortal; and
that three hundred athletic peasants
would be equal to a regiment of a
thousand men. I don't say that this

opinion is correct ; but it must be
admitted that, in case of a rising, it

would be of infinite service, as tend-
ing to inspire confidence in the in-

surgents, and contempt for their ene-
mies—two things that materially con-
duce to victory.

' Leaders, in a harassing war, would
be easily procured ; for the sagacity
of an unlettered peasant might serve
for the purpose. Who does not re •

member the servant-boy at Oulard,
whose advice was followed by the de-
struction of a whole regiment?

—

Great occasions produce great men
;

aiul generals are formed in the study
as well as in the camp. The Catho'-
lics are not now what they formerly
were : intelligence is diffused ; thou-
sands of them are in the British
army; and every man of these would
desert on the first opportunitv, if
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tl^cre were a hope of their rountry-

men being sncoessfal ; for tlie amor
putricE is not exting'uished by the im-
position of the military oatli.'

'All this is very plausible,' I re-

turned, ' over a tumbler of punch

;

but saying and doing are two things.

While your rebel thousands would be

cutting off one regiment, the British

navy would be landing twenty.

Money is power; and, while Eng-
land has an Exchequer, she can easily

procure soldiers. A host of Ger-
mans, as in Ninety-eight, could be
landed on your shore ; and, if need-

ful, the Autocrat of Russia would
furnish twenty or thirty thousand
Cossacks.'

' Oppression,' replied Emmet, ' per-

petuated by knavery, is to be removed
only by prudence. There is a sea-

son (said the wise man) for all things ;

and a time for sowing tlie seed of dis-

affection as well as sowing the seed

of plants. Tyranny is a monster
that is to be attacked only in the

weakest parts ; and experience tells

us that the Irish Government is most
feeble when England is engaged in

war. In Eighty-tivo, Ireland olitain-

cd from Great Britain all she de-

manded ; because her oppressors,

being unable to oppose, were com-
pelled to concede. Such opportuni-

ties of casting off the yoke of foreign

domination have occurred, and will

perpetually present themselves to the

people of Ireland ; for it is one of

the ways of Providence, for which
mankind should be grateful, that no
nation need endure permanent op-

pression, as the means of freedom
are, in the revolution of events,*

from time to tiuic, in the power of
the people.

' Your dreaded armies of barba-

rous Cossacks and German boors

could not, in time of war, be spared
to murder the people of Ireland

;

nor would the British navy be at lei-

sure to convey such unworthy freight.

Take the present time, for example,
(and such a time will often occur,)
and where are the forces, even for
English money, to a^ve the people

* 'The people, generally ill treated, and contrary to right, will he ready, u])0.i all

occasions, to ease themselves of a burden that sits heavy upon them : they will wish
and seek for the opportunity, wliich, in the change, weakness, and accidents, of
human affairs, seldom delays Ions; to oft'er itself.'

—

Locki on Govenimcnt.
Vol.. I.—No. 4. z

of this country? They are not to be
procured.'

' The loyal part of the people,'

said I, ' would volunteer in defence

of their king and laws. Many Ca-
tholics, and nearly all the Protest-

ants, would support the army.'
' Loyalty in Ireland,' rejoined Em-

met, 'is a very scarce commotUty;
and, when brought to the test, I be-

lieve the greater part of what is pro-

fessed would be found, like the shield

of Martiinis, to be a deceit. In tlie

event of rebellion, few Catholics

would he trusted ; and the Protest-

ants, when opposed to the people,

would be only like an infant in the

grasp of a giant. But it would be
libelling the independent Protestants

of the kingdom to suppose they do
not feel the degradation of their

country with as much quickness as

any other body of men, or doubting',

for a moment, that they would not

lend their assistance in achieving her
liberty. The base and grovelling

wretches who feed on the tainted

carcass of corruption might, indeed,

make a show of resistance ; but
thousands of Irish Protestants, and
the great body of the Northern Pres-

byterians, M'onld fly to the standard
of independence, and unite with their

Catholic countrymen in resisting the

enemies of freedom. Can this ad-

mit of a doubt, when we recollect

that these very men were the origina-

tors and fomentors of the last re-

bellion ?'

' But did not,' I aske;!, ' the lead-

ers of the last rebellion calculate on
foreign assistance ?'

' And so may all future leaders,'

returned Emmet. ' I know the opi-

nion of the French Consiil on that

subject, and have no hesitation in as-

serting that another Hoche would be

sent out, were there once a rising' in

Ii-eland. Where then would be the

chance of England holding this coun-

try in subjection? The very effort

would be her own ruin ; for, if sluj

refused to acknowledge the indepen-

dence of this island, an united Irish

and French army would, in less than
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fix luonths, sit before the g"ates of

London.'
' I ijuist say you are au enthusiast,

Blr. Emmet,' said I ;
' and, if a Cock-

ney heard your statement, how he
would shake his sides with laughter!'

' Ridicule,' rejoined Emmet, ' is

Even if he wished it, he could not;
for the people who arose to shake off

one yoke woidd never submit to en-
dure another ; and Ireland is fully

aide to expel the most potent power
in the world who should attempt to

enslave her. Fashion has too long-

I)ut a poor weapon against the force coincided with interest to treat this

of reason. The Grecians despised couiitry with indifference; but, the
Thebes ; but Thebes humbled both moment she compares her strength
Athens and Sparta. Rome contemn- with that of other nations, she will

ed those she called barbarians; but, blush for her present abject condition,

behold, those barbarians ultimately Of the twenty states of Europe, she is

destroyed Rome ! The history of the inferior only to four,f equal to four J
world is full of such instructive les- others, and superior to the remaining
sons; and those who will nof learn

wisdom from the volume of experi-

ence must expect to endure the con-
sequence of folly. England once
held the same opinion of America
that she does now of Ireland ; and no
doubt she will, one day, be made to

acknowledge the latter as erroneous as

the former; for Ireland is now nearly

twice as strong as America was at the

time of the revolution.'
' There is no doubt,' returned the

Exile, ' but, with foreign assistance,

Ireland might separate herself from
England ; but I am very far from re-

garding such an event as desirable,

for then we should only change mas-
ters ; as those who came as friends

would remain to domineer, and, in

place of being subject to England,
we should be subject to France.'

' Such an opinion,' returned Em-
met, * is prevalent in England, and
has found some advocates in Ireland

;

but it is quite erroneous. America
was assisted by France without being

enslaved. The French never con-

'tcmplated such a thing; for, if they

had, Ireland was long since lost to

England : and I know Buonaparte in-

tended to make this country an inde-

pendent republic* at the timelloclie

twelve. § I will not latul either tht

courage or enterprise of my country-
men ; but their greatest enemy must
admit that they possess these quali-

ties in an eminent degree ; and these

qualities are ail that is wanted to

make a nation independent.'
' And if separated from England

to-morrow,' said I, ' Ireland must re-

sort to some other country for what
this island does not produce.'

' That is,' replied Emmet, ' sho

belongs to the great family of na-
tions, and must resort to commerce

;

and so must all countries. But,
though a wall of brass, as Berkley
said, were raised round Ireland, she
could maintain twice her present in-

habitants ; and that's more than can
be said of the sister kingdom. Spe-
culators have detected our want of

various articles ; but they might as

well say England cannot maintain her
independence because she is obliged

to go to China for tea, and to Russia
for hemp. Away with such objec-

tions—they deserve no answer : for,

if nations could not be free witliout

possessing within themselves all a
nation wants, no country, except
China, could be independent.

' If ever Providence,' he conti-

ivas sent here. The friendship of nued, ' destined any spot on this

Ireland would be much better than

Iter possession to a foreign power;

and there are so many reasons for

makhig this apparent, that no Conti-

nental" sovereign would ever attempt

holding this nation in subjection.

globe for the residence of a pure re-

public, it was Ireland. Rousseau
||

selected Corsica; biijt, had he ex-

tended his vision from the Mediter-
ranean to the Atlantic, he would
have discovered in this country all he

* ' I would have Eeparated Ireland from England ; the former I would have made
an independent republic.'— ]^~APCl.l;o^^

—

Vide ' Voice from St, Helena.'

t Russia, Austria, France, England. + Prussia, Spain, Turkey, Naples.

J-^weden and Norway, Dennaark, Portugal, Netherlands, Saxony, Hanover, Bava-

aiaj S'lvitzerland, Sardinia, Tuscany, Popedom, Parma.

j{
Du (jqntrat Social.
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admired in the land of Paoli, while

she was free from the objections that

might be urged against his favourite

island.
' A people prepared to receive re-

publicanism should not be wealthy,

frivolous, or ignorant : they should

' You are right,' he replied; 'all

men should su!)nnt to lawful autho-
rity, but no authority <?an be lawful
but that of which the people ap-
prove. " Shaking otF a power,"
says Locke, " whicii force, and not
right, hath set over any one, though

be temperate, virtuous, and !)ravc; it bear the name of rebellion, yet is

they should lore justice, religion, no offence before God, but is even

and their country ; and should have allowed and countenanced by Him ;

recently experienced the sufferings though even promises and covenants,

of oppression. Such are the people which were obtained by force, have

of Ireland. But these circumstances intervened."

would only prepare the nation to re-

ceive a good government—there are

others requisite to enable them to

procure it ; and these are disposi-

tion, numbers, and geographical po-

sition. Ireland has these : the people

are anxious for a revolution, are able

' That we might not misunderstand
what he means by speaking of force,

the same illustrious philosopher pre-
viously observes—" Who doubts but
that the Grecian Christians, descend-
ants of the ancient possessors of the
country, may justly cast off the

to effect it, and have all the aid that Turkish yoke, which they have so

an isolated country, intersected with long- groaned under, whenever they
thousand natural barriers, and

strengthened by numerous defiles,

can give a native and patriotic sol-

dier over a foreign mercenary.
' If ever a nation were ripe for a

have an opportunity to do so ? No
government can have a right to obe-
dience from a people who have not
freely consented to it; which they
never can be supposed to do, till

revolution, Ireland is. She has no they are put in a full state of liberty

wealth to neutralize her energy, her to choose their government and go-
domestic enemies are insignificant, vernors."

and there exists not a monarch either

in power or in exile who can lay claim

to her allegiance. Her oppressors

are invaders, to whom she bears an
hereditary hatred ; and the people
are unanimous in favour of a re-

public. Religion too lends its power-
ful aid- ; and long-continued insult

stimulates the people to take revenge
upon their tyrants. There is a retri-

butive justice in the world—slavery

is not immortal; and, when freedom
is deserved, it is found, Switzerland

emancipated herself from Austria

—

the Netherlands from Spain ; and
Ireland will separate from England,
as sure as the ripe fruit drops from
the autumnal bough. The slightest

commotion will effect it, for the ful-

ness of time is at hand.'

'But even the benefits you antici- dictate the civil duties of mankind,
pate,* said I, ' from the independence they usurped an authority not dele-

' Or,' said the Exile, ' " at least,

till they have such standing laws, to

which they have, by themselves or
their representatives, given their free

consent." I believe that is the con-
clusion of the passage.'

' Admitted,' replied Emmet ; ' but
recollect what Locke says elsewhere
of free consent, which can never be
supposed to exist until subjects are
free to give consent. " The people,"
says he, " owe no obligations whilst

force, and not choice, compels them
to submission." If he had written

on the state of Ireland, his words
could not have been more applicable.

' The truth is,' continued Emmet,
' Christianity does not abrogate a
single law of Nature ; and, though
popes have sometimes attempted to

of Ireland, are not to be acquired in

opposition to the obligations of reli-

gion, which command all men to be
subject to lawful authority.'

gated by their Master ; for we have a

high authority* for saying, that

Christianity has, in respect of civil

rights, left us where she found us.'

* ' We affirm that, as to the extent of our civil rights and obligations, Christianity

has left us where she fomul us ; that she hath neither ahercd nor ascertained it ; that
the New Testament contains not one passage which, fairly interpreted, affords either

argument or objection, applicable to any conclusions upon the subject, tliat are deduceil

from the law and religion of Natui'c.'

—

Pai.ey.
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* The whole argument,' returned

the Exile, ' resolves itself into a ques-

tion of expediency; for, if Ii-eland,

in resisting the EnoHsh government,
subjected herself to less inconveni-

ence than by submitting, she ought
immediately to revolt. But in ba-

lancing the advantages and disad-

vantages, for and against such a mea-
sure, lies the difficulty of ascertaining

the expedient. We are to consider

the state of affairs before and after

revolution ; and, estimating the ne-

cessary horrors of such an event, see

whether it would not be more for the

happiness of Ireland to continue hand
in hand with the sister kingdom,
than to wade through the blood of

millions to a republican government,
which, after all, might not be so ad-

vantageous to the country as a parti-

cipation in the British constitu-

tion.
* Leaving out the intimidating ex-

ample of republicanism in France,

which may or may not be a case in

point, ^ve must be aware that Eng-
land would not patiently surrender

her claim to our obedience, and that

consequently Ireland would be sub-

ject to a protracted civil war; the

misery of which may be partially es-

timated by those who have witnessed

the trivial horrors of the late re-

bellion.
' Supposing our arms triumphant,

and the government expelled, we are

not to imagine that Irishmen are

more virtuous than others, or expect
that we should be free from the in-

trigues of faction. Domestic dis-

cord, in all probability, would suc-

ceed to civil war, and internal hosti-

lities prove not less destructive than

the arms of our enemies j while our

folly might induce England, or some
other power, to attempt a second re-

duction of the island.'

* All this may be possible,' replied

Emmet, ' but not at all probable
;

for, where the choice of public offi-

cers would devolve upon the people,

the public functionaries would have

the confidence of the majority of the

nation ; and of course nothing more,

in a free state, is desirable. Besides,

where no situation would be perma-
nent, the excluded of this year might

hope to be elected on the next ; and,

therefore, though there might, and
would be party, there couid be uo

faction of so sanguinary a cljaracter

as you suppose.'
* Well, then,' returned the Exile,

' even admitting the possibility of an
established republic, it follows, of
course, that your new government
would not have the resources of an
old one ; and that, in the infancy of

the state, you would be subject to the
inconvenience of all feeble nations

—

that of being made the theatre of

hoslilities between the neighbouring
and belligerent powers ; and, of
coarse, you would be reluctantly

compelled to enter into an expensive
and destructive war.'

* Our insular situation,' replied

Emmet, ' secures us from such an
evil; and England, once separated
from Ireland, could only hope to

continue powerful by courting our
alliance. " If all possible ol)jec-

tions," says Johnson, " are first to

be obviated, no man would attempt
any thing great or useful." Ireland

is at present so abject and so mise-
rable, that any change must be for

the V)ctter.'

' Pardon me, my friend,' returned
the Exile, ' if I say you appear to be
under a strong delusion, which leaves

yoii almost inaccessible to argument.
Ireland wants not a change of cir-

cumstances, but a change of opinions,

to l)e one of the happiest countries

on the globe ; for her political situ-

ation might well raise envy. \A'hile

connected with Great Britain, war
can never approach her ; and an
agricultural country wants only per-

manent tranquillity to be independent
and happy. On this ground alone I

would iinplore Ireland to hold fast

the connexion ; for, if she once se-

parate, war will approach her fields

as sure as her shores are washed by
the waves of the Atlantic ; and no
form of government can compensate
a country for niaking it the seat of
hostilities.

* But,' he continued, ' do not mis-
understand me. I will admit that a
time may come when separation will

not only be advisable, but necessary
;

when the government, through obsti-

nacy, shall refuse concession to the
predomiuancc of public opinion,

whether right or not ; when a fa-

voured faction shall insult the people
with impunity : and when the nation

is brought, by the operation of the
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press or religion, to tlie decided opi-

nion of a revolt beiny necessary,

then I will sul>scril)e to your doctrine,

draw the sword, and cast away the

scabbard. But this time, thank God

!

is not come : the people are not suf-

ficiently enthusiastic in favour of re-

volutions ; their clergy preach against

rebellion, and the aristocracy depre-

cate it. [Juanimity is, therefore,

wanted ; and whoever thinks other-

wise has only to make the experi-

ment, to be convinced of his error.'

The concluding observations of the

173

Exile appeared to have convinced
Eitimet how useless it would be to

persevere in his arguments, and
tlierefore he diverted the conversa-

tion into an opposite channel. About
twelve o'clock we took leave of the

youthful Gracchus, and left him to

meditate alone on his schemes of

subverting the Irish government. I

was then ignorant of his intentions,

and would to (iod! But, as I

have said before, there is no use in

moralizing now.
Godfrey K n.

SUPERSTITIONS OF THE IRISH PEAS.VNTRV.—NO. IV.

THE RATH.
The rustic inhabitants ofAcheuree,

a town* situated in the southern dis-

trict of Kildare, were assembled, on
Sunday evening, not long since, to

drink shibbeen in the whitewashed
cabin of Jack Dooling, an honest

man, who was always remarkably
poor, notwithstanding his success in

cheating the gauger. In Jack's

brewery there was little attention

paid to the division of labour, Scotch
lecturers having never established

the principles of co-operative in-

dustry at Achenree ; and, indeed, it

was quite unnecessary that they
should, for things went on very well

without them. Jack took his sack
of barley ; immersed it in the marle-
holef beyond the ken of the excise-

man ; and,when sufficiently saturated,

he drew it forth, spread it on the
harn-floor to vegetate ; afterwards
dried it by the fire, and thus con-
verted the produce of his own farm
into good malt, from which shibbeen
was brewed in a metal pot, that spar-

kled, as Jack used to say, like stars

on a frosty night, though served up
in wooden noggins. On the evening
in question it was undoubtedly super-
excellent ; for the perfect good
humour of the guests proclaimed
the exhilarating quality of the liquor.

As the soldier talks of war, and
other professions of what tJiey best
understand, so the good folk of

Achenree, who knew little of law,

physic, or divinity, discoursed very
elo(piently about what they did know,
hurling, dancing, and courting ; not
forgetting ghosts, demons, and fairies.

Dull realities can seldom satisfy

people whose range of information
is limited. The imagination loves to

expatiate in realms of its own ; and
the vulgar fancy, perhaps, derives the

greater pleasure from these mental
excursions, as it knows nothing of

system, consistency, or design. Every
vision is received without examina-
tion ; and, while it derives pleasure

from its own creation, it never takes

the trouble to arrange or analyze.

This, in my opinion, accounts for

the superior attractions which tales,

founded on popular superstitions,

possess over tlie most laborious al-

legories of German metaphysicians.

On this night the conversation was
soon directed into a superstitious

channel ; and every one had his

story, illustrative of fairy lore, when
Luke Driscol, Mr. Power's plough-
man, raised his noggin from off the

table, t\vibted round the shibbeen in

it, and, after taking a drink, gave a

grin of incredulity.
' So, Luke,' said the blacksmith,

' you pretend not to believe in

sheeoges ?'

' Troth, I just do, Jim.'
* Then you think there's no luck

in an ould horse-shoe?'

* This word has retained its primitive signification in Ireland, being always applied
to laud, and seldom to houses. Thus a certain portion of a parish is called a town,
though tliere may not be an iudividual living in it—a thing, by-the-by, not easily met
with in the prolific Land of Bogs.

t The dunghill frequently serves the tame purpose when a bog-hole is not cou-
xienieat.
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* Nu, not quite that, neather, Jim,
agvali ! but, as for fairies, who ever

saw one ?'

This challenge was indignantly

met by the whole company. Some
had uncles, othen grannies, who had
seen hundreds of sheeoges ; but, un-
fortunately, none of the persons pre-

sent had ever that honour. * Pshaw !'

said Luke, ' that's like tlje nian that

saw the man, that knew the man,
that had seen the man, that said he
saw the man that had seen Ould
Nick.'

The comparison was liigiily offen-

sive ; and the blacksmith, as lie after-

wards said, had a good mind to give

the ploughman a poU/toge ; when
Hose Barnes, an old woman who sat

in the corner, took her skutty pipe
out of her mouth, struck it on the

nail of her left thumb to rid it of the

ashes, and, having ejected from her
moutli a globiilous liquid to extin-

guish the burning weed, reversed the

earthern tube in her hand ; and, then
leaning forward, fi.xed on the oft'ender

a look in which expostulation was
blended with anger.

' Arrah, Luke Driscol ! ent times
come to a pretty pass, when the likes

o' you would be after shaming us
for believing what's as plain as God's
truth ? May be you never heard what
liappened to Paddy JM'Dermid, at the

Rath of '

' Come,' interrupted the black-
smith, starting up from a reverie,
* ril bet three gallons of shibbcen
that Luke Driscol don't go by him-
self, all alone, to the little Rath in

his own master's big field, and bring
us this night a l)lack sally switch that

grows in the middle of it.'

' 'Tis done !' cried Luke.
* Done !' echoed the smith ; and,

as they closed the bet by seizing

each other's hand, the smack of their

iron palms might have been heard at

half a mile distant. The timid en-

deavoured to persuade Luks from
his purpose ; but, as he had often

crossed the Rath at night, he felt no
apprehension of danger ; or, if he
did, the dread of ridicule prevented
his acknowledging it. ' Give us a

shoiigli of your pipe. Rose,' said he
to the old woman, * before I go.'

' Troth, ? will, a gollh, Luke,
astore/ replied the hag; * and, if you

would be after taking an ould woman's
advice that might be your granny,
don't be fool-hardy, but stay where
you are, and drink your drap in com-
fort. Well, since the gawky must
have his way, here's the pipe, and
take a zv/iilfem you go along for com-
pany.'

Luke took the pipe, kindled it with
a coal of turf, and then placed it in

the side of his mouth, with his lingers

turned, s!ieath-like, over it, to prevent
the blaze from injuring his eye, a

precaution rendered necessarv by the
shortness of tlie tube. In a moment
after he was on his way to the Rath of
Achenree for the black sally switch.

To relieve the suspense occasioned
by Luke's absence. Rose Barnes was
prevailed on, by all the young girls

present, to tell them something con-
cerning Paddy iM'Dermid and the
Rath, a story which she was about
relating when interrupted by the
blacksmith.

' When I was a young thackeen,'
proceeded the old woman, - some
three score years ago, Paddy iAl'Der-

mid was one of the most rolhiking
boys in the whole county of Kildare.

Fair or pattern could'nt be held bar-

ring he was in the middle of it ; and,
though he beat the ould boy himself
for drinken and swearen, faith there

was worse men than Paddy ; for he
took good care of his poor ould mo-
ther—heaven rest her soul in glory

—

praise be to God for all things ! Well,
as I was sayen, Paddy was in every
place, like bad luck ; and faith, where
there is no turf, its hard for the pra-

ties to bile. Paddy's little farm was
seldom sowed in season ; and, where
he expected barley, there grew no-
thing but weeds. Money became
scarce in poor Paddy's pocket ; and
the cov/ went after the pig, until all

he had was near gone. Lucky,
however, for him, if he had gmtmh
enough to mind it, he had a most
beautiful dream one night as he lay

tossicated in tlie Rath of Monogue,
because he was'nt able to come home.'

' Ah ! what did he dream. Rose,
avflurnccn .?' asked an impatient girl,

who had listened to the story with
the utmost interest.

' Listen, and P11 tell you. He
dreamt that, under the place where
he lay, a pot of money was buried
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sinae long before the memory of

man.'
' Tare and ouuze !' interrupted

the smith, * and he got the money.'
' Not so fast, Jim Donohoe,' said

Rose ;
* he might have got it, but

there was a crumsmaul over poor
Paddy ; for, as the saying is, it is

better be born lucky than rich.'

Paddy kept tlie dream to himself

until the next night, when, taking

a spade and pickaxe, with a bottle of

holy water, he went to tlie Rath, and,

having made a circle round the place,

commenced diggen sure enongh ; for

the bare life and sowl of him thinking

that ho was made up for ever and

ever. He had sunk about twice the

depth of his knees, when zvhack the

pickaxe struck against a flag, and at

the same time Paddy heard something
breathe quite near him. He looked
up, and just foreneut him there sat

on his haunches a comely looking

greyhound.
' God save you,' said Paddy, every

hair on his head standing up as

straight as a sally twig.
' Save you kindly,' answered the

greyhound—leaving -out God, the

beast, bekase he was the devil. Christ

defend us from ever seeing the like's

o' him. * Musha, Paddy i\l'Dermid,'

said he, ' what wouUl you be look-

ing after in that grave of a hole your
diggen there?'

' Faith, nothing at all at all,' an-

swered Paddy ; bekase you see he

did'nt like to tell a stranger.
' Arrah I be easy now, Paddy

M'Dermid,' said the greyhound;
' don't I know very well what you
are lookeu for?'

' Why, then, in troth, if you do, I

may as well tell you at vvonst, par-

ticularly as you seem a civil-looking

gintleman, that's not above speaking
to a poor gorsoon like myself.'

—

(Paddywanted to butter him up a bit.)

* Well, then,' said the greyhound,
* come out here, and sit down on this

bank ;' and Paddy, like a gomulagh,
did as he was desired ; but had hardly
jjut his brogue outside of the circle,

made by the holy water, when the
beast of a hound set upon him, and
drove him out of the Rath ; for
Paddy was frightened, as well he
might, at the fire that flamed from
las moutii.
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' Oh, t!ie fool !' exclaimed all pre-

sent ; and the blacksmith asked if he
left his tools behind him.

' To be sure he did,' replied Rose ;

' for would you have him to face the
old boy himself, and he in possession

of all his holy water, too ? No, no,

Paddy was'nt such a fool as all that

;

but next night he returned full sure

that the money \vas there. As before
he made a circle, and touched the

flag ; when my gintleman, the grey-
hound, appeared in his ould place.

'Oh, ho!' said Padd}-, 'you arc
there, are you ? but it will be a long-

day, I promise you, before you trick

me again ;' and he made another
stroke at the flag.

' Well, Paddy M'Dermid, said the
hound, ' since you will have money
you must ;—f)ut say, how nmch will

satisfy you ?'

'Paddy scratched his coulaan ; and,
after a little while, said

—

* How much will your honour give
me ?' for he thought it better to be
civil.

' Just as much as you consider
reasonable, Paddy M'Dt'rmid.'

' Egad,' says Paddy lo himself,
' there's nothen like axen enough,'
so ' Fifty thousand povuids !' said he.

(He might as well have axed a hun-
dred thousand, for I be bail the beast
had money gulloure.) ' You shall

have it,' said the hound ; and then,
after trotting away a little bit, he
came back with a crock full of gui-
neas between his paws. ' Come here
and reckon them,' said he ; but Paddy
was up to hiai, and refused to stir, so
the crock was shoved along side the
blessed and holy circle; and Paddy
pulled it in, right glad to have it in
his clutches, and never crack—cried

until he reached his own home, where
his guineas turned into little bones,
and his ould mother laughed at him.
Paddy now swore vengeance against

the deceitful beast of a greyhound

;

and went next night to the Rath
again, where, as before, he met Mr.
Hound. ' So you are here again,

Paddy !' says he.

' Yes, you big blaggard,' said

Paddy ;
' and I'll never leave this

place until I pull out the pot of
money that's buried here.'

* Oh, you won't !' said he. ' Well,
Paddy Rl'I>crrnid, since I ?ee vou are
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such a brave ventursoine fellow, I'll

be after making you up if you walk
down stairs with me, out of the

could ;' and sure enough it was snow-
ing like murdher.

• Oh ! may I never see Athy if I

do,' returned Paddy ;
' for you only

want to 1)0 after loading me with
ould bones, or, perhaps, breaking my
own, which would be just as bad.'

• 'Pon, honor,' said the hound, ' I

am your friend ; and so don't stand in

your own light. Come with me, and

your fortune is made. Remain where
you are, and you'll die a beggarman.'
So, begad, with one palaver and an-

other, Paddy consented ; and, in the

middle of the Rath, opened up a

beautiful staircase, down which they

walked ; and, after winding and turn-

ing, and winding and turning, they

came to a house much finer than the

Duke of Leinster's, in wliich all the

tables and chairs were solid gold.

Paddy was quite delighted ; and, after

sitting down, a tine lady handed him
a glass of something to drink ; but

he had hardly swallowed a spoonful

when all around set up a horrid yell

;

and those, who before appeared beau-

tiful, now looked like what they were

—enraged ' good people.' lieforc

Paddy could bless himself, they seized

him, legs and arms, carried him out

to a great high hill, that stood like a

wall over a river, and flung' biin

down. • JNJurdher !' cried Paddy ; but

it Avas no use ; he fell upon a rock,

and lay there as dead until next morn-
ing, where some people found him in

the trench that surrounds the mote of

Coulhull, the good people having
carried him there: and from that

liour till the day of his death he was
the greatest object in the world. He
Malked two double, and had his

mouth (God bless us !) where his ear

should be. 1 saw him often and often

when I was a- girl.'

Towards the conclusion of Rose's

narrative the company had collected

themselves into a very narrow circle

around her, and had not recovered

from the wonder her story had ex-

cited, when the door flew open, and
Luke Driscol fell prostrate on the floor.

' 1 have won my bet !' exclaimed
the smith. ' Take care of my pipe !'

cried out the old woman ; while others,

having less cause for selfishness, rais-

ed the ploughman from the ground.
His face had all the paleness of death ;

and several minutes elapsed before he
recovered, so as to speak to those
about him. ' Luke, honey, where's
my piper' again asked the oU wo-
man, and was answered only by an
unmeaning stare. ' Oh ! ay,' said
she, ' I expected as much : it is gone,
and may I never take another shough
if Pd wish it for all the pipes in Lcin-
ster, and—

'

' \Vliist, woman, whist !' inter-

rupted Luke, ' for I have seen—

'

' Seen what?' inquired the smith.
' The witch of Tracy's Town, and

all the fairies in Christendom.'
' Peg JMartin ?' said Jem • ' where

was she ?'

' Sitting in the middle of the Rath,'
replied Luke ;

' and ten thousand of
the neatest and purtiest men and wo-
men ever you seen dancing around
her. Some of them weren't much
bigger than my thumi) ; yet they were
so nimble and so soople, that it would
do your heart good to look at them,
only for the fear.'

' Then you saw the good people ?'

' Troth, I did, and felt 'em, too.'
' \\'liy, did they beat you ?'

' Och, aye, by the powers, kilt me
quite ! One o' them, who was neither
like a goat nor a calf, but the exact
image of both, came behind me, and,
without saying as much as " by your
leave, Luke," hit's me a polthough
l)etween my shoulders ; and, though
I run for the bare life, he kept thump-
ing me until I reached the door ; and
then, with a terrible big thump, he
drove me clean into the kitchen, hero.

Och ! Pm sure there's not a whole
bone in my skin !'

' Oh ! it was only the Phooka,'
said the smith ;

' you'll not make
game of him any more, and so now
pay what you lost.' With this de-

mand Luke complied ; and, as the

whole company were now pretty well

terrified, they soon after left the
sliibbecn, and returned to their re-

spective homes, thoroughly convinced
of the existence of ' good people.'

Next day Luke was sent to work
in the very field where the Rath was
situated, and, to his amazement, was
strictly enjoined to plough through
the prohibited ground—ground held
so long sacred, and undisturbed by
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sp<wle or coiiller, that the reason why
it is so is utterly unknown.* At
iirst Luke gently remonstrated ;

' for

sure such a thing as ploughing a

Rath was never heard of before ; and
tlie master could not be in earnest to

bring the good people on his back.'

This argument proving unavaling,

Luke related his adventure of the

preceding night, at which Mr. Power
only laughed. Luke, having no fur-

ther excuse, at length positively re-

fused, on which the farmer seized

the plough—desired the boy to drive

on—but had not gone more than a

yard or two into the Rath, when crash

went the beam. Another plough be-

ing procured, it was quickly served

in the same manner; and what Luke
regarded as the work of the fairies

his master attributed to the quantity

of roots which had grown in the

ground. Abandoned, however, the

work was on this day ; and that nioht

the fanner suffered for his temerity.

About twelve o'clock his house was
assailed by a tremendous gale of
wind that threatened to carry away
the roof, while sounds and screams
of the most terrific kind filled the

bawn or farm-yard. It seemed as if

the lower regions liad yawned forth

theii;,inmates, for the destruction of

JMr. Power's property, as the cattle

had broke louse from their stalls, and

commenced destroying each other.

No one would dare venture out ; and
at day-break, v.'hen the xmearthly

storm had subsided, the out-offices

were a complete wreck, several cows
and pigs' killed, and the once com-
fortable bawn presented only a scene

of desolation. Next night the visita-

tion was repeated with more than its

former horror ; and the day follow-

ing Luke called upon Peg iMartin,

the Witch of Tracy's Town, for ad-

vice and assistance. TJie hag was
at first inexorable ; but the artful

ploughman contrived to soften her
into compliance by the present of a

guinea, and the promise of sundry
things, which he never intended to

give. In the evening he returned

home, took the paddle, and turned
back the sod into the furrow ; after

whichhe poui'ed on the Rath alibation

of cows' oeestheens, whicli seemed to

have had the effect of averting fur-

ther calamity from his master, as he
slept the next and each succeeding

night in undisturbed tranquillity.

TO-DAY IN IRELAND.f

• The demand,' the political eco-

nomists say, ' produces the supply ;'

and we must refer to this axiom for

an explanation of the sudden irrup-

tion, as it were, of Irish publications,

or, more correctly speaking, publica-

tions relative to Ireland, in the lite-

rary market Politics has its ' tens

of thousands' of pamphlets, which,
like certain insects, have the term of
their existence limited to a day, while

the labours of the polemic are quite as

brief and transitory. To cause a re-

suscitation of these, by critical notice.

would be only to imitate the dubious
kindness of the gaol surgeon, who
restores his patient to health that he
may endure a more painful death.

We have, therefore, from motives of

humanity, consigned these ephemeral
abortions to the ' tomb of all the Ca-
pxilets,' and restricted ourselves to

works of better promise—publica-

tions -of a more literary and perma-
nent cast—in whicii instruction is

sometimes blended with amusement.
The mutation of taste is proverbial

:

Scotch novels have had their day ; and

* Rath, according to Spenser, signifies a hill, but I never knew one of them to ba
particularly elevated. In general they are separated from the adjoining field by a kind
of ditch, though sometimes undistinguished exce])t by the brushwood, which, in the total

absence of cultivation, is allowed to grow on them. Some are very large, not unfrequently

occupying an acre of ground, though others do not exceed a few perches square. The
peasantry regard them as the peculiar habitations of the good people ; and, as anti-

quarians are unable to explain their original purpose, may not I as well elucidate the
mystery, by assuring them that Raths were the burial-places of the people, previous to the
introduction of Christianity. One of them is to be found in every townlaud ; and I have
myself found one of them filled with hupian bones—a fact which accounts for the vene-
ration in which they are held.

t To-dav in Ireland. ,S vols. 8vo. Charles Knight. London.
Vol. i—No. 4. 2a
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the Great Unknown, or, rather, the

well known, seems to be aware of

tljis ; for, if report speaks tme. Sir

Walter has gone to Wales and
Syria for the materials of his long-

promised, well-pufi'ed, ' Crusaders.'

Once we heard that it was his inten-

tion to make Ireland the scene of a
' Waverley' exhibition; but this idea,

we believe, he has now abandoned

;

and, considering the imperfect know-
ledge he must necessarily have of that

country and people, we think it as

well that he has done so ; for it was
impossible that he could depict Irish

life with the same felicity with which
he has drawn his Highland neigh-

bours. With the one he was familiar

from childhood, with the other he is

totally unacquainted. An erroneous
description of foreign scenery and
manners could not be easily detected

;

but the novelist who should mistake
either one or the other in Ireland

would encounter the ridicule of a

thousand readers.

Considering how fertile the liistory

of Ireland is in novel and romantic
incidents, it is somewhat strange that

a field so prolific has been so totally

neglected ; for we have no work illus-

trative of the past state of that king-

dom, unles'o those which issue from
Mr. Newman's shop, in Leadenhall
Street, and these we could never
muster courage to read. An attempt
of this kind, if made by a man of ta-

lent, well acquainted with Ireland,

would be likely to succeed. The
English people know nothing of Irish

history ; and, as the affairs of that

country now preponderate both in

the political and fashionable world,

any work that tends to throw light on
the subject is sure of attention ; and
one of the description we mention
could not but prove efficacious, in as

much as it would cheat the public into

useful information—a knowledge of

the sufferings of Ireland.

In saying thiji we do not mean to

depreciate the labour of those whose
Avorks are calculated to make Eng-
land acquainted with the present con-

dition of the Irish people. On the

contrary, we consider them of a higher
order, believing that it is much less

d'fficult to give a pleasing description

of times and customs long past than
to ilru'.v a faithful picture of existing

manners—to show us ourselves in the
magic mirror of genius, and bring be-

fore us scenes and persons with whom
we have been familiar. This is a task

to vvhich few are equal; and, knowing
the talents that an undertaking of the

sort requires, it is with considerable

apprehension that we read every new
announcement of works on Ireland,

lest, in the infancy of inquiry, wrong-
notions should be imbibed by the
public from writers biassed by party
or mistaken from ignorance.

It was not without feelings of this

kind that we took up the work before
us, and had not read far when con-
vinced that our fears were not ground-
less. The author is undoubtedly one
from whom better things may be ex-
pected, and has shown, in the present
instance, talents of no mean order,

though evidently not under the con-
trol ofjudgment or experience. Were
we to draw an inference from his work,
we should conclude he is a young
man ' just let loose from school

;'

for his ideas are only half-formed,
many of his opinions are rash, and a
great portion of his wit abortive.

Still he is not without redeeming
qualities : he abounds with that in-

dicative of genius—confidence ; and,
though this occasionally looks like

impudence, we are inclined to think

it springs from a less censurable
source. Many of his sketches are

just and eloquent, and many of his

opinions are intitled to examination;
but, taken as a whole, the w-ork is un-
deserving of praise, and seems to have
been written with little care and great

haste. It consists of four tales. The
first, entitled ' The Carders,' evinces

such a contempt of probability, that

we shall take no further notice of it

than merely to point out the author's
absurd conclusion—namely, that the

Jesuits are the secret agents of White-
boyism ! Indeed, throughout the

three volumes his hostility to the Ca-
tholic clergy is very remarkable ; and,
from the drafts he has given us of
some of them, we are persuaded he
knows nothing of that meritorious
class ef men. We are sorry for this,

because we believe he is not devoid
of candour, as in other respects he
has shown u laudable feeling towards
the Catholics of Ireland. We would,
therefore, recommend him to pay a
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visit to tke priest of the parish, drink

a tumbler of g'ood whisky punch
with hiui, and we are convinced he
will repent of having endeavoured to

bring the Catholic clergy, ay, or the

Jesuits either, into contempt.
The second tale, ' Connemara,' is

a preposterous attempt at ridiculing a
man already sufficiently ridiculous.

—

The caricature cannot be mistaken,
and every reader will immediately re-

cognise a well-known legislator in the
absurd Dick M'LoughUu. In this,

as in the former tale, all probability

is outraged, and the reader turns

away in disgust from the vapid non-
sense.

In the third tale, * Old and New
Liglits,' the author is more at home.
His high-church principles sharpen
his wit; and, as we dislike all new
lights except gas, we ahall make a
few extracts from this tale.

Charles St. George, a young man
of talents, and great inexperience,
having graduated in Trinity College,
decided on entering the Church, and,
soon after being ordained, was sent
down to a curacy at Ardenmore, in

the county of Louth. Believing that

he should have but two enemies

—

Catholicism and infidelity—to con-
tend with, he armed himself on all

points against popery and deism
;

but, contrary to his expectation, the
first person that welcomed him on
his arrival was Father M'Dowd ;—

a

fancy sketch, for the original, we are
sure, is not to be found in Ireland.

Enemies, however, he was destined to

encounter, and, u'hat was still more
strange, they lurked among his own
flock, deposited there by the Rev.
Mr. O'Sing, his predecessor, who
was removed more to the south, in

consequence of his evangelical tenets.

He was a young man of weak intel-

lects, and warm imagination, who
prayed in soiicty and conversed from
the reading-desk— ' in the drawing-
room he preached and in the pulpit
he wept;' so that the sanctified cu-
rate might have been described as
when nearest the church to have
been farthest from God. He had,
however, his disciples ; but, as the
old^ lights dreaded ^puritanical inno-
vations, they succeeded in having him
removed, in" consequence of which his

followers regarded him as a martyr.

' Amongst O'Sing's disciples the lower

order, whose feelings in loyalty, its con-

trary, in religion, or in any party-follow-

ing, are always personal if possible, looked

upon the new curate with alienation and
resentment. The liigher proselytes, whosa
attachment was to the sectarian spirit, not

to its preacher, approached St. George, on
the contrary, with the blandest coun-

tenances of favour and patronage. Of
this number, Gervas Lowrie, Esquire, of

Laylands, took an early opportunity of

visiting St. George, and begged his com-
pany to dinner on the following Saturday.

' This invitation had scarcely been ac-

cepted by St. George, and its severe and
solemn bearer turned his liorse from the

door, when a gentleman of the opposite

party came to pay his respects to the

curate. As JMr. Pennington coming, met
Mr. Lowrie departing, a smile accompa-
nied the salute of the former, which might
have been interpreted, " We are both early

in the tield, and on the same errand;"
but Lowrie, though he returned the ami-
cable salute, disdained a smile on any
such trivial occasion.

' They were both gentlemen of the first

rank and property in the country : Mr.
Lowrie, perhaps, the wealthier of the two,

although Mr. Pennington, from his affabi-

lity and style of living, was more popular,

and more respected amongst all ranks.

He came to pay the same compliment, and
make the same request with St. George's

last visitor—of his company to dinner on
the following Sunday, " But," continued

that gentleman, " as we are all at Arden-
more House anxious of your acquaintance,

and as you must b3 lonely these first days
of your sojourn, you will favour us by
waving ceremony, and partaking of our

family repast to-day.'

St. George consented, and for the

first time learned the schism that dis-

tracted the people of Ardenmore.

' During the whole course of after-

dinner conversation, St. George did not

recover his astonishment at finding him-

self thrown upon a land of controversy

—

Gulliver was not more annoyed when he

stumbled on Laputa—a controversy, too,

in which he was totally uninstructed and

unprepared. Against Deist or Catholic

opponents he had armed himself with the

breast-plate and back-plate of orthodoxy
;

but the side-armour to defend him against

those faithless allies, that attacked him
insidiously in flank, he was totally with-

out. " Heavens !" mentally ejaculated

he, " what a land!—discord and dissen-

sion are its very elements ! Here, in this

county, equally removed from Catholicism

and Presbyterianism, where th« establishad
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religion prevails moro triumphantly than
in an^' part of Ireland, the very Protestants
split instantly into parties, and, forgetful
of the common enemy that rages around
them, they combat, and argue, and hate,
for some minor points of difference, habits
of life, and such like, with more virulence
and animosity than what in other countries
separates Turk and Christian. It was to
escape this wordy warfare, this turmoil,
this ambition, that I shunned the bar, and
sought the retirement of the church ;. and
yet this very harbour, whither I have fled,

I find tossed and agitated by fiercer waves
than even the wide ocean of life."

He was not interrupted in these
meditations by Mr. Pennington, or
his guest, young Harry Lowrie, who
had refused to embrace the new light
adopted by his family. After some
time, however, he recovered from his
reverie, and found himself agreeably
entertained by Miss Marv fenning"-
ton,

^
a young artless girl, tind her

cousin, Louisa Pennington, a coquette
of thirty. With the latter St. George
falls in love. On Saturday he visited
the Lowries at Iiaylands, where every
thing was arranged after the evange-
lical fashion—formal, cold, and hypo-
critical. Even the looks of the young
ladies had a puritanical cast.

' I'he present may be the best opportu-
nity of mentioning that the introduction of
New Light into Laylands had been owing
to these young ladies. They were young,
but not very young ; say four, five, and
six-and-twenty were their respective ages;
and, consequently, there had passed over
their heads some six or eight years of their
most attractive period of bloom and beauty,
without bringing to their sides one de-
clared lover, or probable husband. That
they ever sought or desired to see such a
being, I would not affirm—young ladies
never can be suspected of such views.
But, certainly, for one month in each of
these years they had not failed to show
themselves in the gay society of Dublin

;

iind at other times the ten or twelve miles
iListance between Laylands and Drogheda
was never an obstacle to their journeying
to and from the assemblies of that gay
town. In despite of all this, however,
whether it proceeded from want of beauty,
accomplishment, or good fortune ; or whe-
ther, as is often the case, adveniurous
beaus were frightened or puzzled in ap-
])roaching the sororial trio, so it happened
that the thus vacant places at their sides

had never been, one of them, satisfactorily

filled. Now, as love is the np.tural occu-
paliou of youth, and as the 31is3 Lowries
were far too well behaved to fall in love

gratis and of theii- own accord, they L«gaii
at length to feel the necessity of supplying
its place by some enthusiastic feeling of
kindred excitement. And at the hour most
apropos, the zealous, eloquent, and sen-
sitive O'Sing made his appearance in

the pulpit of Ardenmore church, and in-

stantly decided the direction in which the
sprouting sensibilities of the Miss Lo'WTies
should shoot. Pity is akin to love, say
the poets—so is sanctity, saith observa-
tion, much given to the tender passion

;

and Miss Jemima Lowrie, as she was he-
roically bidding adieu to all further thoughts
of love, that she might devote herself ex-
clusively to

" Maiden meditation, fancy free,"

received a dart in tlie very hour of flight

from the hitlierto inattentive little deity,

that left her heart in a piteous state of

perplexity, sadly taken, not only with the
preaching, but the person, of Rlr. O'Sing.
in return, that weeping ecclesiastic, who,
through his tears had always a shrewd eye
to his interest, was neither blind nor un-
grateful to the preference of Miss Jemima.
And the lovers were meditating an holy
escapade together, when the primate's dis-

missal came to mar at once the effects of
his eloquence, both sacred and profane. It

is astonishing, that in her former graceless
state of luke-warm religion. Miss Jemima
could never for a moment have dared to

entertain the thought of flying from her
parents, and uniting herself to a poor up-
start, for such was O'Sing; but sanctity is

a supreme excellence, the consciousness of
possessing which counterbalances and ex-
cuses in its possessor a world of foible.

' How the young ladies had contrived to

win over their parents to this New Light,

as it was called, is quite as inexplicable to

me; but certain it is, that the old people
received from their offspring tliis fruit that
seemed to convey to them now, for the
first time in their long lives, a knowledge
of good and evil—the evil past, the good
to come. Mr. O'Sing was, no doubt, in-

strumental ; but the truth is, that fanatic-

ism, especially in the better or higher
ranks of life, always commences its attack
wisely upon the weaker sex, and from them
is communicated to that weaker portion of
the stronger, who find it at once peaceable
and congenial to them to follow the dic-

tates of their spouses.'

The Lowries having in vain endea-
voured to win St. George to the New
Light, he quits the Laylands without
exciting any feeling in his favour,
and next day, in his sermon, con-
firmed the fears of those who sus-

pected that he was not a worthy suc-

cessor of Mr. O'Sing. The Old LJght?^
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however, regarded liini with the ut-

most satisfaction, and at Mr. Pen-

nington's he was gratified by hearing

himself commended from the lips of

Louisa. This pleasure, however, was

not without alloy : there was a rival

in attendance—one Sir Harcourt

Lees—We beg pardon, it was the

Rev. Sir Starcourt Gibbs.

' He, was a living monopoly of argument,

and passion, and pretension—an union, in

his small sphere, of the Villiers and the

Shaftesbury of Dryden—being

" All in the course of one revolving moon,

A sportsman, statesman, fiddler, and buf-

foon."

Whilst his dimmiitive person, contrasted

with the mercurial and restless spirit that

animated, made this answer to his,

" Whose else through the pigmy body

work'd its way,

And o'er-informed its tenement of clay."

' There were other points of resemblance

between these factious courtiers of Charles'

day and Sir Starcourt, who was no despi-

cable partisan, if, indeed, he was not alto-

gether and alone a party in himself. A
man of rank and wealth, it is impossible

to conceive what preposterous motive could

have led him to chooso the church as a

profession, unless the general one, by

which that Charibdis of Irish talent and

ambition continues to swallow up three-

fourths of the Irish population. For Ire-

land is, in fact, not a government, but a

hierarchy. In the minds of all, anywise

interested in passing events, the church is

the predominant object of consideration

;

in society it is the prevailing topic, which,
^

in such society, never yields place but to

b , a word, fair readers, that for

your sake I will not make legible. Of

families, one half at least of the males are

destined to a clerical life, and this from

the noble to the shopkeeper ; the streams,

in fact, of all Irish interests, private and

public, flow and centre in this Black Sea
;

and thousands are carried along with the

current, the natural and unbiassed tend-

ency of whose dispositions would have led

them rather to be Buccaneers or dema-

gogues than ministers of the Gospel.

Commerce, the staple pursuit of English

life, is never thought of by that class of

life that always turn their thoughts thither

in England. If ten youths are met in an

Irish crowd, of all ranks of life, nine of

them, to a certainty, are going to be

ordained. The consequence is, that in a

few years there will be more pastors than

sheep ; and in the general press of all

orders and, dispositions into the ranks ot

tlie church, those pastors naturally can,

many of them, be no better than they

should be.
' Whatever motive enhsted Sir Starcourt

in those ranks, certain it is, that he was

there most grievously misplaced. His pro-

fession told him to be patient of injuries,

and to love his neighbour as himself; but

how fulfil this, when, by disposition, he

was the most impatient man on earth

;

one, who to live, must necessarily hate ?

He that was formed to be the barking,

biting terrier of newspaper or Parliament

opposition ; how was he to mope contented

with the life of a listless and pampered

house dog "? The thing was impossible. I

need not say, that the course of his zeal

directed itself against the Catholics ; they

were, in fact, the fair and obvious objects

of a churchman's spleen, and the most

ample scope was here allowed for the zeal

of partisanship. An Orangeman, a purple-

man, consequently. Sir Starcourt became
;

into a comfortable state of frenzy he soon

worked himself. And the only question

remaining- was, in what exact mode his

zeal was to be exerted. He was above

dragooning like our quondam friend, Mr.

Crostwaite ; and scorned to make hircself

a policeman, under the order of a Castle

Secretary. He chose another vent for his

restless ambition. And this was, leaving

their hackneyed ways of warfare—the

sword, the constabulary staft', and the pul-

pit, to his brethren, to write down the Ca-

tholics and their bigotry. It was an enter-

prise more bold than new, especially in

one of extreme ignorance both as to the

history of his country and to religious con-

troversy ; still he had zeal and imagina-

tion, and resolved to supply every other

want v/ith these. It was very unlucky for

, him, that Sir Starcourt resided in a part of

the kingdom most undisturbed by Catholic

bigotry or persecution ; his time being, for

the most part, spent either ia his princely

villa near the metropolis, or at his living,

not far from Ardenmore.
' It -was not, consequently, from any

facts that came under his own observation

that he gathered the mighty hostility of

the Catholics ; his imagination here Uke-

wise supplied his pen. Every month he

sent forth a fresh diatribe, more intempe-

rate and frenetic than the foregoing, till at

last this Orange Cobbett of Ireland, having

exhausted argument, fell to prophecy as a

last resource, and poured forth such dread-

ful denunciations, amountmg to such ex-

travagance of horror and absurdity, that

the better-tempered of the Catholics them-

selves began to gather up his pamphlets,

which they bound as the " Revelations of

Sir Starcourt Gibbs."

The young lady treated Sir Star-

court with so nnicli apparent con-
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tempt, that St. George considered

himself the favoured lover,and thought

himself quite comfortable, until he
received a visit from his friend, Fa-

ther M'Dowd, who came to hid him
adieu in consequence of an antici-

I)ated rupture between them, which
le feared would result from a pro-

posed Bible Meeting. The priest is

made to speak very coarse and vulgar

language, but in the following, not-

withstanding, there is much truth.

' The youug may be tauglit.'

' No doubt : young Catholics may be

taught to read iu Protestant Bibles : and
their parents and pastors are to be grate-

ful and contented for this kindness ? What
gomerils they take us to be ! That's the

way your big people are always treating us

poor Irish :—They set us down .is asses
;

lay tlieir plans and proposals accordingly
;

and when, to their disappointment, they

i'md us to be beasts of a little spirit, they

cry out against us as nothing less than cute

fo.xes and uncivilized wolves. ]\'ow, here

we are, Mr. St. George, you and I, bro-

ther clargy, over our tumbler—suppose,

for a moment, we had the upper hand
here, as we had of ould, and.\\'ill again,

j)lease God! afore long (but ye need'ut

hear that), and that ye were the perse-

cuted, suffered sect ; suppose we took your
children, kindly ofiered to instruct them,
and then set them to learu their lessons

out of the Bulls of his blessed Holiness the

Pope, and the Decrees of his Consistory,

all as sacred to us and hateful to you, and
the Protestant version and collection of

the Scriptures is sacred to you and hateful

to us,—what would you say to it? Isn't

it like erecting a charity-house for young
Jews, and then rearing tliem on porki
Would you bear it ? I ask you. And would
you not, had you the advising of us, bid us

rather leave your children in ignorance,

than force you to turn at last insurrec-

tionists, rebels, and cut-throats, instead of

being a peaceable, unreading, industrious

set of men, going to their own place of

worship.' Isn't it as clear as the sup of

native in my glass, Mr. St. George 1 Those
Layland saints, and the O'Singites, are just

ructioiiizing the country with their socie-

ties and Bible talk. Not a Roman in the

country bore ill-will to his neighbour Pro-

testant for the last ten years ; but now
ye'll be liearing another story. The first

mention of this meeting has raised every
drop of ill blood in Louth ; and discontent,

suspicion, and hatred, fdl the same hearts

that were good-natured a week ago as my-
self. A change you must look to. I must
not be even known to hold any sort of in-

timacy with you. War is declared j and
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I'll bet you any eveii sum of tonpeonies,

that afore a twelvemonth the country's a
proclaimed oae, with military and police,

horse and foot, quartered upon it, and
driving us to open rebellion ; and all this

because a few ould maids ha' takon into

their head to teach our spalpeens to read
in the Bible!'

In much of the priest's apprehen-
sion St. George participated, and saw
with regret that the little village of
Ardenmore was about to be disturbed
by a Bible meeting.

' The momentous day at length, ofwhich
hand-bill and circular had been for weeks
the dreadful note of preparation, arrived.

Crowds, more of the curious than the zea-

lous, were in attendance ; and Light, both
Old and New, for the former would not
seem behind-hand in zeal, filled the spa-
cious hall of assembly. Delegates from
the Parent Society in the metropolis
had travelled down to the meeting, with
speeches ready made, to astound and be-

dazzle rustic ears : but this was bringing

coals to Newcastle; for many among the

j\rdenmorites were as ambitious of holding
forth and making use of this, their oidy
field of display, as the metropolitans were
of missionari;';ing the godly assembly.
What there was to say upon the subject

may seem to the sterile imaginations of my
readers difficult to divine, especially .-is

there was but one opinion pervading the

assembly, and the sole end of th.e meeting
but for each comer to deposit his pound.
But l;asiness, in any country, can never be

gone through by congregated folk, unless

some innocent pastime be united with it.

In England, when people meet on matters

of importance, they devour a dinner : in

Ireland they prefer speechifying ; and
never do the eloquent natives of the Island

of Saints miss an opportunity for display-

ing their tropes, and " airing" their parts

of speech.
' As all the fair ladies of Ardenmore and

its neighbourhood were present, in their

best bibs and tuckers, to barter their half-

crown subscription for oratory, it became
a more nervous task to address the assem-
bly. Addressed, however, it was, blandly

and figuratively, with no great intellectual

ex])ense on the part of the speaker, since

he now made use of the same phrases and
metaphors for the ninety-ninth time ; and
the orator jioured forth his opinions iu all

the security and self-complacency of a dig-

nitary in the pulpit, secure in (he impossi-

bility of being replied to. Here, however,
our Biblicaa reckoned without his host.'

The sou of a shopkeeper at Arden-
more, who had studietf in the vul-
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garized college of Dublin, and who
longed for au opportunity of making
a speech, had posted down to his na-

tive village on this occasion, deter-

mined to astonish the townsmen as

well as the Bibleraen.

* Not dreaming of any debate or differ-

ence of opinion that could possibly ensue,

these gentlemen had oratorized their brief

hour in their own figurative and slovenly

style, when Master Slater arose, and com-
menced in a very eloquent and alarming

exordium, to beg leave to differ with them

on divers minor points. As Mr. Slater's

dissent arose from the dire necessity of

having some new argument and matter to

advance, and nothing more, the youth nei-

ther knew nor cared whither his eloquence

tended, or what it overturned : he had

given his imagination carte blanche to find

him a speech, without any scruples as to

sides or parties. And when he put his

tongue and arms in motion for the delivery

of this philippic, he found himself, to his

own and the assembly's astonishment, in-

dulging in most flowery and extravagant

indignation at the diabolical conspiracy

and nefarious attempt to give Bibles to the

poor.
" T, for my part, Mr. President," said

Master Slater, winding up a fairish sort of

tirade, "shudder, and am shocked at the

idea of trusting the naked Scriptures to the

peasantry;
—

'tis like trusting a sword
without a scabbard into the hands of an
ignorant savage, who is sure to grasp tlie

blade and cut his fingers, instead of laying

hold upon the hilt, and using the weapon
as a safeguard and defence !"'—here a

pause for applause ; but there was none

in Ardenmore for poor Slater. This irri-

tated the orator. He had intended this

show of opposition to be nothing but a di-

gression ; and his purpose was to rally, in

conclusion, to the Bible side of the ques-

tion, and by tliat means allow himself to

enumerate the acts and benefits of the So-

ciety to foreign countries, which would
thus lead his h:irangue an agreeable tour

round the four quarters of the globe

—

"the sandy Afric,"—"the palmy Asia,"

and the untrodden regions of the New
World. All this was written in the bond

;

but, alas ! the orator had wandered from

his track ; he had been betrayed into

warmth ; and he laboured in vain to get

back to the right side of the question for a

longtime. The regards of contempt, the

cold refusal of the least applause, nettled

the embryo advocate ; and he resolved to

abide and conclude in the opposition into

which his eloquence had led him. " Of
old," continued he, " when supplicants

asked for bread, they were given a stone
;

and now, when the poor ask for oatmeal

and potatoes, we kind-hearted folk present

them with a new Bible ; the sole conse-

quence of which is, not the extension of

religion, but that pawnbrokers' shops are

glutted with those cheap editions of the

Scriptures ; for in those sinks your chari-

table subscriptions are sure, in a little

time, to settle. Bibles, indeed !—find Bi-

bles for a starving poor ! labouring each at

sixpence a-day ! Charity, says the pro-

verb, begins at home ; but even when it

goes abroad, it should observe the princi-

ple, and begin with the stomach before it

catered for the head. And with all defer-

ence to this assemblage, I, for one," con-

cluded the orator, " had rather see Pota-

toe Societies established through the king-

dom for feeding the poor, than Bible So-

cieties to convert us all into Puritans, Pres-

byterians, and New Light."
' The clamour that arose in the assem-

bly, upon these words, may be conceived.

An harangue against the Bible might be

listened to,—there was nothing personal

in it ; but Puritans and New Light were
venturesome expressions, looked upon as

little less than treason by one half of the

assemblage. The Miss Lowries, like dam-
sels in feudal times, dependent on the

prowess of some gallant knight, overlooked

the lists, and saw no champion of their

cause. The doughty O'Sing v/as exiled,

never so much regretted as at present

;

the very tears filled Jemima's eyes at the

thought of how her beloved ecclesiastic

would have triumphed over the profane

Slater. The regards of the New Light

party were all turned upon St. George, ex-

pecting that he would take up the gaunt-

let that had been flung down ; but our

curate appeared quite an uninterested

spectator of the debate ; and was, more-
over, inclined to think, at times, that Slaler

spoke soraetlung like sense.'

The consequence of this meeting
was the opening of schools, and the

distribution of the Bible. The pea-

santry took the alarm, and the once

tranquil Ardenmore was now a scene

of heart-burning, party-hatred, and

anarchy.
" May all the curses of Ireland" (and

those are not a few) " light upon Miss

Jemmy!" became the cry of the country

around Laylauds. Every cabin was dis-

tracted and torn asunder by the struggle

between lords spiritual and temporal of the

peasant. Miss Lowrie demanded his chil-

dren, that she might teach them to spell ;

and JM'Dowd, having examined the said

children, and convinced himself that

saintly teachers could not instruct with-

out infusing in t!;eir lessons some portioR
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of the religious sentiments that occupied

them, was compelled in his turn to ful-

minate all tlie anathemas of bis cliurch

against those parents of his flock that con-

sented to deliver their offspring to the

snares of heresy, spread for them by the

ladies of Laylands. The contest afforded

but amusement and excitement, perhaps,

to the Lowries and M'Dowd ; but, like

the fable of the frogs, though play to them,

it was death to the poor cottiers, who bore

all tlie punishment and privation. That
the priest conquered finally there is no
need of my asserting; of tlie two species

of despotism under vvliich the poor of Ire-

land crouch, that of the landlords and that

of the priests, the former, in the case of

struggle, always yields to the latter. A
contested election in a county is the grand
proof : the puissant bashaw of a landlord,

all powerful in seeming at other times,

because tlie priests are an humbly behaved
race of men, finds all his authority dwindle
and pass unregarded, if opposed by the

whisper of the Catholic clergyman. This
power of the Romish clergy is greatly cried

out against, not only as a nuisance of the

first order, but as a proof of the bigoted
and uncivilized state of the lower Irish.

For my part, T think the influence of any
pastor over his flock natural and neces-
sary ; and this devotion, with which the

Catholic peasantry are always ready to

sacrifice their worldly interest to the dic-

tates of their minister, speaks more than
any other trait recorded of them, in favour
of their disinterestednf^ss and honourable
adherence to the only sort of principle they
can understand.

' The benches of Miss Lowrie's school-

house were consequently left deserted by
Catholic varlets. The lady, however
saintly, would not forego her vengeance

;

and the consequence of her benevolent
exertions was, that the peasantry were re-

duced, by petty and continual vexation, to

even a greater stLite of misery than that in

which they were generally accustomed and
contented to live. The whole family of

Laylands began to be held in detestation

througliout the country ;— there was no
longer any love for the 'squire, or respect

for his property ; and in the ways of trespass-

ing, idling, and purloining, the vexations

inflicted on the peasants by the family

were returned tenfold on the head of Mr.
I^owrie. Tn the short space of a month
Gervas Lowrie, Esq. found himself at lav/

with almost every tenant he had ; not un
fiequently foiled, and, even when success-
ful, he found both his rent and costs paid
by the key of the '.enant's cabin being left

under his door, afier a general decampment
of the poor family ;—whilst other tenants
were not to be had, unless those of such
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bad chai-acter as would grasp at any
thing. Owing to a succession of these

circumstances, the saintliness of Laylands

quite lost its good temper, and the pro-

gress of Puritanism, owing to these crosses,

both in the habits and countenances of the

mansion, became truly petrifying. In vain

the uninfected Harry pointed out to his fa-

ther the true cause of all these troubles,

that had never before started up— in vain

he urged a change of conduct, from policy

at least, if not from conviction ; the saints

scorned to retrocede, and Harry was ex-

claimed against by his sisters as a rene-

gade, who had deserted his paternal ban-

ners to join the profane ones of Ardenmore
House.'

While all this was S'oing on St.

George found consolation at Arden-
more House, and was so happy as to

gain a promise of marriage from Miss
Louisa Pennington. With a light

heart he set off to attend a Visitation

at Armagh, where the coarse samples

of the ministry, who were there con-

gregated, disgusted him.

' The honest clerics were, like other

honest men and Pats, making themselves
merry over a jug of smoking punch, in con-

versation of all careless kind, indulging in

that ease of attitude and thought, that

conviviality always inspires after fatigue.

However their conversation wandered, it

still returned to the idol, that for the pre-

sent they all seemed to fear and worship.

No mess-table, which I take to be the most
flagrant specimen of despotism and slavery

in the modern world of society, ever stood

in half such awe of the colonel as did oui-

minislruli of their great commanding offi-

cer, the Primate : his power was supreme,

his thoughts on such a subject leaned to

such a side, and were irrefragable. I

never blame the haughtiness of men,—for

the parvenu is never half so prone to be

domineering, as the candidate parvenu is

to be servile.

'St. George, who, from habits of inde-

pendence and gentlemanly breeding, as

v/ell as from the distraction arising from
his feelings, had looked forward to this

\ isitaiion with nothing like awe, began
here to participate in it. Cleric after

cleric dealt forth /ee, fan, fnm stories of

the great chief, of his imperiousness, his

reproofs, his dictatorial acts and manner
;

and it v,-as evident that all present trem-

bled for the morrow. Many owned that

they had made propitiatory sacrifices for

archiepiscopal favour, by presents of game,
of fish, and of such good things as their

respective parishes were most famous for

prcducini^. All (his was new to our
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curate, who, although he had sworn ca-

nonical obedience, yet had not the least

idea of how much in reality he was a slave.

Like a young officer, who has never been

to head-quarters, he had as yet no concep-

tion of the impertinent airs, with which

factitious gi-andeur, in striving to mimick,

always out-herods the real.'

On liis way home a coach and four

passed hitn, and at Ardenmore he

learned that the persons in it were

none other than Mias Jemima Lowrie
and the saintly 0'Sin<j-, on their way
to Gretna Green. Next day he read

in the Drogheda Journal the appal-

ling intelligence of the union of Aliss

Louisa Pennington and Sir Starcourt

Gibbs. From his mortification lie

had scarcely recovered, when the bride

and bridegroom made tlicir appear-

ance in tiie country, and soon after

Miss Mary was married to Harry
Lowrie, this young gentleman's father

having renounced the new light, in

consequence of the flight of his

daughter with the sanctified curate.

The tale concludes with the elevation

of St. George to the living of Arden-

more, the old rector having died on

his way to some watering-place in

England.
Ttic fourth and last tale has too

much of the ' Devil' in it to please
;

and before our author undertakes any

kind of historical tale again, we would
recommend a perusal of the history

of Ireland, from which he might have

learned that Glendaloch was in ruins

Ion? before the time of Cromwell.

MR. CROLY's pamphlet.*

Rory O'Rourke, Esq. to the Editor.

My dear Editor—The reverend

George Croly, A. M. F. R. L. S. au-

thor of ' Cataline,' * Angel of the

World,' &c. &c. has just written a

pamphlet to prove that I am disposed

to cut your throat on the first decent
opportunity ! Don't be alarmed ; he
does not exactly mention us both, but
the inference is natural ; for, if po-
pery be of such a sanguinary and
virulent nature that it thirsts for the

extirpation of Protestantism, where
would be the wonder that I, a zealous

Catholic, should prove myself a true

disciple of my church, and diminish

the Protestants by the destruction of

the heretic Editor of the * Dublin and
London ftlagazine.' The fact of vour but justice, however-

being my friend would only make, if give every man his

Mr. Croly be right, the immolation
the more acceptable, as I should in

that case 'sacrifice feeling to duty. Is

not this absurd ? Yet on this state-

ment a reverend follower of Christ to his pamphlet for the materials

The spirit of truth and liberality is

now abroad. This pamphlet proves

it ; for, though written by one not
' unknown to fame,' and teeming with

mistatements, too palpable to be un-

intentional, it has procured no readers

—no purchasers. Unnoticed and un-

known, it has remained on the book-

seller's shelf; for the days of Lord
George Gordon are past. Priestley

might now preach without molesta-

tion ; and Ao Popery, instead of

being a talisman to save private

dwellings from insurrectionary rage,

now stands a rubric along side of

Henry Hunt's Matchless Blacking

—

to make the beholders laugh. It is

-and I like to

due—to state

that the Rev. George Croly, A. M.
F. R. L. S. has not written in vain.

The learned (for all tutors are learn-

ed) Bishop of Chester has resorted

calls upon the people of England to

oppose Catholic emancipation ; for,

though he speaks only in general terms,

still, that which is erroneous when

which composed his late speech ; and

candour obliges me to say, that he

has not used one single argument,

mistated a solitary fact, nor ini-

applied to individual cases, cannot be puted an iota of doctrine to Papists,t

correct when applied to society. which he did not find in Mr. Croly's

* Popery and the Popish Question, being an Exposition of the political and doctrinal

Opinions of Messrs O'Connell, Keogh, Diomgole, Gandolphy, &c. &c. By the Rev.

George Croly, A. I\I. F. R. L. S. Whittaker, Loudon, 1825.

t Mr. Croly is so partial to this denomination, that he says adherents of the church

of Rome have no right to any other. He learnt this from Archbishop Magee ; but still

the believers in transubstantiation are called ' Catholics.

'
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work. The Catholic Bishop's conse-

cration oath, Dr. Dronifrolo's speech,

ani the nonsense about indulgences,

were catered for him by Mr. Croly ;

and, of course, he merits all the

laurels which bigotry has woven for

the Riu:ht Reverend Father in Guri.

Intolerance, being' ejected from the

public mind, has taken rcfu^-e in the

sanctuary of the Church, where it has

secured a momentary protection from
the guardians of religious monopoly

;

but, if they cannot find better argu-

ments in support of the exclusive

system than those put forlli by Mr.
Croly and the Bishop of Chester, the

sooner they abandon exploded opi-

nions the better ; for statements,

which can be refuted by simple facts,

will in this age < f inquiry excite only

contempt or ridicule.

' Popery,' says Mr. Croly, 'stands

up against the liberty of man. Its

civil principles are despotic ; its

government is despotism ; it has

been habitually connected with des-

potic governments. In religion, it

shuts scripture upon the people ; it

loads them with a yoke of ceremo-
nies, contrary to the spirit and com-
mand of kScripture ; it throws down
the laity at the foot of the priest ; it

claims a haughty and unlimited do-

minion over every other faith ; and it

urges this monstrous claim by into-

lerance and sanguhiary persecution :'

' A sober inquirer slioulil dare to ask, in

that resioa of free discussiou, what hin-

drance lies between the Papist and his full

enjoyment of Protestant privilege ; what
rough and towering barrier rir-es between
the luxurious possessor and the heroic and
formidable outcast? Might he not be

surprised to hear, that the single condi-

tion is that of paying the common alle-

giance of the realm to the king. The oath

of supremacy is the general demand of

the constitution. The Papist refuses this

oath (whicli every other subject takes),

and demands the unconditional surrender

of the last security of tlie rights and lives

of Protestantism. And he refuses this

allegiance to his king, v-hile he offers it to

a foreigner, and that foreigner elected to

his throne by the influence of foreign po-

tentates, who may be our enemies at any
hour ; liimself the ancient disturber of

England, and bound by the severest bonds

MR. CP.Of.Y rs PAiMl'HLKT.

of his arrogant and unscriptural faith, to

extirpate our religion, though it were in

our ashes
!'

In this extract you have the gist

of the reverend gentleman's argu-
ment—the cream of his hundred and
forty-seven pages ; and what reply

does he tnerit to this farrago of as-

sertions devoid of proof, ami charges
which have been a thousand times
repelled ? A monosyllable, a la Ben-
jdiniii Constant, might be a very
proper answer ; were it not neces-
sary, for the sake of minds still un-
der the influence of honest preju-

dice, and imposed on by similar ac-

cusations, to prove the whole devoid

of truth, and thus leave illiberality

without a shadow of support in its

opposition to the Catholic claims.

Upwards of forty years have elapsed
since Catholics swore that they nei-

ther pay nor owe civil allegiance* to

any foreign prince, potentate, or
pope ; and yet, in this boasted age
of knowledge, here is an A.M. and
F. R. L. S. ignorant, or obstinate,

enough to repeat the charge so long
and so often denied. He endeavours,
indeed, to justify himself by alleging,

that ' civil allegiance is a dream
where spiritual allegiance is not

b(mnd up with it.' When he made
this notable assertion, I suppose, he
forgot his theological studies ; and
this is not so surprising, since he is

better known as a poet than a divine,

I must, therefore, remind him, that

there is an absolute, and very mate-
rial, difference between civil and the-

ological allegiance, as well as civil

and theological toleration. The one
belongs to the individual, the other
to his God ; and there never can be
freedom where the government pre-

scribes the religion of the subject.

Experience, as well as common sense,

confirms this ; for the union of civil

and temporal power has ever been
destructive of national liberty. Ca-
tholicism, therefore, in a worldly
point of view, is superior to most
other religions ; for it disclaims any
control over the proper allegiance

of the individual, and allows him to

exercise his own judgment respect-
ing the conduct and legality of his

rulers ; while it leaves him free to

*31 Geo. lll.c, 32.
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pursue his rights in any manner which
may seem most advantageous to him-
self, provided he does not oifend

against those laws which all man-
kind acknowledge and reverence.

—

* In your proceedings, very reverend
and dearlv beloved bretliren,' savs a

Roman Catholic Prelate, who has
been unjustly stigmatized by ]Mr.

Croly as a traitor, ' avoid inter-

mingling the politics of the world
with the suiilime and heavenly
maxims of the Catliolic religion

—

tliey have not the smallest conncxinn
ivit'li each other. The one is spiiitual

and the other is temporal—the one
regards the transitory affairs of this

v.'orld, the other the eternal affairs of
the world to come. As the Catholic

faith is a religion preached to all na-
tions, and to all people, so it is suit-

able to all climes and ai) forins of go-
vernment—monarchies or republics

—aristocracies or democracies. Des-
potic or popular governments are not
the concerns of the Catholic faith.

* * * * It may well suit the laity

of your respective districts to pursue
their temporal concerns, and their

temporal politics, by such ways as

appear to them fair, peaceable, and
loyal.^-*

The history of Europe illustrates

this doctrine ; for, though Catho-
licism has been found 'in con-
nexion with despotism,' it likew-ise

has been the religion of the most free

states in Europe. At present the de-

mocratic portion of Switzerland is

Catholic ; which religion was pro-

fessed by England when she obtained
that bulwark of her liberty

—

Magna
Ctiarta. It was, therefore, in the

face of facts that Mr. Croly had the

temerity to say that 'Popery stands

up against the liberty of man.' South
America is a case in point ; for it

proves two things : first, that Catho-
lics are capable of appreciating and
obtaining their rights ; and, secondly,
that their church dares not interfere

with their temporal concerns. The
mother country is Catholic ; and if

the Pope possessed tlie malignity and
the power attributed to him, here was
an opportunity for the exercise of

both : but he takes no notice, and

187
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Catholic republics have sprung up in

spite of despotism, unassisted and
unopposed by the church they be-
longed to. Whether we consult the
records of the past, or the history of
our own times, every thing tends to

prove Catholicism more liberal than
the reformed creed. Hungary, Aus-
tria, Maryland, France, &c. set the

first example of toleration ; and in no
nation, pretending to any thing like

freedom, are men excluded in conse-
quence of religious opinions, except
in England alone ! So much for the
despotic principles of Catholicistn,

and the boasted excellence of Pro-
testantism! Oil! George Croly, A.M.
and F.R.L.S. read history liefore you
WYiie another political and theologi-

cal pamphlet.
Now for another extract •

—

' The man who dares not confess the

Pope to be the head of Christ's church and
Popery to be the true faith, is put altoge-

ther out of the pale of salvation. And in

what ferocity would the believers in this

dreadful doctrine legislate for us, if in our
blindness and folly they were suffered to

have the power I In what spirit of evil

would men legislate for those whom tliey

declared to be damned! or capable of sal-

vation only by being dragged into the
church of Rome !'

Who does not wonder, after this,

that the Protestants and Dissenters
of France, Austria, &c. &c. are not
dragged into the church of Rome, or
rather, who does not wonder at the
intolerant and uncharitable appeal
made here, to the prejudice of Protes-
tants. Argument it has none, and the
whole statement is false; for though
Catholics hold that theirs is the only
true church, they do not believe that
their neighbour is doomed to eternal
perdition, because he cnnscientiously
adheres to the Protestant faith. Their
religion, so much belied and misre-
presented, restrains them from usurp-
ing the office of Omnipotence, and
nunbers presumption among sins the
most deadly. They believe the surest
way to damn themselves would be to

pronounce damnation on others, while.

as Christians, they are taught that
mankind of every denomination are
their neighbours, and they are bound

' Pastoral Cliart'e of Dr. Husfey, B. C Bl?bop of AVaterford.
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to love tlieirneiafhboiir as themselves, form an exception. Protestants, Cal-

The Catholic Church has nevertaught vinists, Armenians, &c. &c. havepro-
the doctrine, however confidently claimed the same doctrine, and if they
it has been attriltnted to her, that had not, the world would have been
those who die without her pale are unable to determine whether their

necessarily damned. She has always wickedness or folly predominated,
drawn a line between false doctrine For if they thought the Church of

and those who conscientiously adhere Rome contained all the essentials of

to error *
; and while she condemns salvation, their conduct was at once

the sin, she prays for the sinner. absurd and criminal; because, if Hea-
Can there possibly be a relii(ion ven were to be obtained by continuing

more tolerant than this? Assuming Roman Catholics, why protest against

that no two religions can be right, and popery, and preach against papists?

concluding that God cannot be pleased The truth is, they thought no such
with error, Catholics certainly I e- thing; and every one of their profes-

lieve that in their church there is sions of faith arrogates to themselves,

every help to salvation, and this neces- as well as the Church of Rome, exclu-
sarily is the doctrine of every religion siv(^ salvation.

on the globe, unless the Arnoeuntsf I am tired v/ith hearing Protestant

* As Mr. Croly appears to liave read but very few Catholic books, I shall quote here,

for his instruction, the opinions of an American, an Iiish, and an English Catholic,

respecting the doctrine of exclusive salvation; —
' Whilst the holy Catholic Church, guided by the Holy Ghost, for ever fulminates

her anathemas, or curses, aj^ainst all kinds of heresies, or false doctrines, she feels

nothing but charity and compassion for so many individuals, professors of heresy ; she

charitably supposes them honest in their errors, and therefore not gtdlty, in the sight of

God, of the crime of heresy. She considers them as invincibly ignorant of the true

church, and consequently as excusable in the si^ht of infinite mercv.' Defence of
Catholic Piinciplcs, Ini Demetrius A. GalUtzin, a It. C. Priest, United States ofAmirica.

' Tliey consider that whoever is baptized is incorporated with (Christ, " and has
no damnation in him," and that if he retained tlie grace of that first adoption, pure and
unsullied until death, he enters Heaven, no matter to what sect or denomination of
Christians, -while on earth, he may have belonged. They believe that if there be such

ignorance of truth in any one as cannot be removed, by prayer proceeding from a pure

heart, and that industry and research which every person doubting is obliged to use

in what concerns his salvation, that such ignorance will screen him from tlie anger of

his God ; that he will not be punished for errors that are not wilful, nor judged by truths

which he could not know.' Letter of Dr. Voyle to Dr. Magee, Protestant Archbishop tf
Dublin.

' Catholic divines, and the holy fathers, at the same time that tliey strictly insist on

the necessity of adhering to the doctrine and communion of the Catholic Church, make
an express exception in favour of what is termed invincible ignorance, which occurs

when persons out of the true Church are sincerely and firmly resolved^ in spite of all

Vi'orldly allurements on one hand, and all oi>posi(ion to the contrary on the otiier, to

enter into it, if they could find it out, and when they use their best endeavours lor this

purpose. This exception in favour of the invincible ignorant is made by the same saint

Augustine who so strictly insists on the general rule. His words are these, ' The Apostle
has told us to reject a man that is a heretic, but those who defend a false opinion,

without pertinacious obstinacy, especially if they have not themselves invented it, but

have derived it from their parents, and who seek the truth with anxious solicitude,

being sincerely disposed to renounce their error as soon as they discover it, such persons

are not to be deemed heretics.' Our great controvertist, Bellarmine, asserts that such

Christians, ' in virtue of the disposition of their hearts, belong to the Catholic Church.'
Dr. Milner's End of Religious Controversy.

t ' These people, living between Christians and Mahometans, and not being skilled in

controversy, declare that they are utterly unable to judge which religion is best ; but to

be certain of not entirely rejecting the truth, they very prudently follow both ; tliey goto
the IMosque:; on Friday.';, and to the Church on Sundays, saying for their excuse, that
at the day of judgment they are sure of protection from the true prophet, but which that
is they are not able to determine in this world.' Lady Mary IV. Montague,
Letter XXViI.-
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liberality so ostentatiously proclaim-
ed, while the eighteenth article, and
the Athanasian Creed, form a part of
the Book of Common Prayer. I care

not for the casuistry tliat defends or

extenuates these ; they are there, and
while they continue to be printed and
sanctionedjlet Protestants refrain from
reproaching (Catholics with their

creed, or admit that the established

Church is inconsistent, and that the

doctrine she once taught is no longer
true. Some minor sects may not have
published these principles ; their inso-

lence may have been repressed by the

paucity of their numbers, but their

conduct annouiiced what they had
not courage to proclaim ; for if the

old religion was correct, what need of
a new one ?

I am no theologian, nor am I rea-

soning on the abstract question of who
is right, or who is wrong; all I mean
to prove is, that the harsh doctrine,

exclusive salvation, taken in its proper

sense, is chargeable on every other

church as well as the Church of Rome,
and if I had not facts to support me,

I would rely on common sense alone.

The question as it respects Protestants

and ('atholics resolves itself into a

very narrow compass. Are the Catho-
lics of Ireland right or not, in adhering"

to the religion of their forefathers ? If

the Protestants say they are not, my
assertion is proved ; and if they are,

why endeavour to bring them into the

established Church, or why deny them
the rights of fellow citizens? Who
have persecuted them because they

were Catholics ? Protestants. Who
have excluded and continue to ex-

clude them ? Protestants. And yet we
hear nothing, in or out of parliament,

but Protestant liberality.

I could quote a host of Protestant,

and other authorities, to prove that

Catholics are considered by them as

not entitled to salvation. Not many
days since, I heard Mr. Irving an-

nounce from the pulpit that Popery
was the beast, the scarlet whore, &c.

But what need of proofs ? Protes-

tants, on entering office, swear that

the Catholic doctrines are damnable,

and Mr. Croly has asserted over and
over, in this stupid pamphlet, that

those who belong to the Church of
Rome are Idolaters

!

I shall pass over Mr. Croly's expo-
sition of the opinions of O'Connell,
&c. as individual inconsistency does
not militate against general argu-
ments ; but I cannot omit correcting

two mistatements of the worthy
divine. First, he quotes from an
edition of Mr. Gandolphy's book
which was condemned, and then tells

us the work was approved of by the
Catholic Church, forgetting to say

which edition. Secondly, he says.

Dr. Dromgole's speech was hailed

with eclat ; whereas the board passed
a resolution condemnatory of it. So
much for Mr. Croly's accuracy; now
for his logic and theological know*
ledge.

' The pope calls the council and
dissolves it at pleasure. So his will

is the law after all.'

I shall show the absurdity of this

reasoning by a parody— ' The king
calls the parliament and dissolves it

at pleasure. So his will is the law
after ail.'

' None of our Lord's miracles

shock the human understanding.'

Here is a notable discovery! Pray,

Mr. Croly, did not our Lord himself,

apparently man, and declaring him-
self the Messiah, shock the human
understanding ? Which is more re-

pugnant to the ' human understand-

ing,' God in the sacrament or God in

a carpenter's son? Until you answer
this I have no further question to ask

you ; though, had I more time, I

should laugh at your contempt of

penance, and your announcement of

a prophetic war. Your comments on
the sacrifice of the mass display your
ignorance, and your knowledge of

Irish history is as imperfect as your
description of indulgences. There is

not a barefooted brat in a hedge-

school in Munster who could not suc-

cessfully repel your charges against

his religion.

I send you the pamphlet, my dear

Editor, that you may see what fudge

it contains ; and believe me yours,

RORY O'RoURKE.
Bedford Square.
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THOHIAS CAM

The life of this higlily-giftcd indi-

vidual presents few incidents calcu-

lated to impart novelty to his ' Me-
moirs ' Unlike many of his cotem-
poraries, there is nothing about him
either eccentric or remarkable ; and,

after stating tliat he has always sus-

tained the cliaracter of a private gen-

tleman, his biographer has little more
to do than specify the time of his

birth, and record the periods and
complexion of his works.

Thomas Campbell was born at

Glasgow, in the year 1777. He was
educated at the Grammar School of

his native city; and such was his ra-

pid progress in classical learning,

that at the age of twelve he was en-

tered a stiideut of the University,

where he distinguished himself the

following year by gaining an exhibi-

tion, or (as it is called there) a bur-

sary on the foundation, by a victory

over a man tlien esteemed the first

scholar in college, and who was, be-

sides, twice the age of our poet. The
career he so triumphantly began con-

tinued during his academical course,

for he successively gained every prize

for which he contended ; and, though
college fame is seldom a promise of

future excellence, yet, in Mr. Camp-
bell, more than the hopes he then

excited has been fulfilled. His ap-

plication was as unremitting as his

genius was remarkai)le ; and sucli

Avas the merit of his translations from
the Greek dramatists, that tlie last of

them elicited a high eulogium from
the Glasgow Professor, at the time of

his awarfling the prize.

Mr. Campbell, on quitting Glas-

gow, went to reside at Edinburgh,

where he published his ' Pleasures of

Hope ;' a poem of such varied and

characteristic excellence, that few in

the English language are deservedly

more popular, (hitics, however, ob-

ject to it, as exhibiting too much the

appearance of labour : but, in this

age of loose and irregular poetry,

perhaps what some consider a fault

is not undeserving of commendation.
In 1800 Mr. Campbell visited the

Continent, where he remained about

a year; the greater part of which

lime he spent in Germany. <)n Itis

PBKLL, Eay.

return he came to London, and turned
his whole attention to literary pur-
suits. In 18it3 he married, and went
to reside at Sydenham, where, we
believe, he still lives. In 180^ he
gave the world ' Gertrude of ^^'yo-

ming,' and other poems. This tale

is written in the Spenserian stanza,

and is too well known and appre-
ciated to need any comment from us.

On becoming Professor of Poetry
to the Royal Institution, JMr. Camp-
bell delivered a course of lectures,

since published in the ' New Monthly
Magazine,' uf which he is the nomi-
nal editor. He has also pui)lished
' A selection of the Beauties of the
English Poets ;' not very remarkable
for the taste displayed in the selec-

tion ; but, in the introduction, he has
given the world a code of poetical

criticism deserving a high place in

English literature, not only for the

justness of the remarks, but the ele-

gance of the style in which it is

written.

Early in the present year he pub-
lished ' Thcodric,' accompanied by
several minor pieces collected from
the 'New Monthly.' This last poem
has disappointed even his friends ;

and, we trust, the failure will only

stimulate him to some new exertion

better calculated to sustain his po-
pularity. Mr. Campbell, with par-

donable fastidiousness, has not chosen
to acknowledge any but his poetical

works; but report says he is the

author of a history of the late

king's reign. Many of his lyric

compositions and minor poems pos-
sess the highest merit; and none
more than ' Erin go bragh' and
' O'Connor's Child ;' two pieces which
declare his sympathy with the op-

pressed people of Ireland, and which
eminently entitle him to their grati-

tude and favour. His portrait, there-

fore, must be acceptable to our
readers ; and we can assure them it

is an exact likeness, being copied
from a painting by the President of
the Royal Academy. In private life

Mr. Campbell is beloved by his

friends, and in puiilic he is esteemed
for an inflexible attach meut to the

riifhts of man,
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CATHOLIC AFFAIRS.

On tlie momentous question which
has been so recently agitated in both

houses of parliament we have bnt

few o!)servations to make. The de-

cision of the lords ha- left the Ca-
tholics in tiieir degraded position,

from which they can hardly hope to

enjerge while Eiig-land continues pros-

perous, or Lord Liverpool remains at

the head of liis Majesty's "fovernment.

The acrimonious rejection of the late

bill, though painful, is instructive :

and, however melancholy the fact, it

teaches the people of Ireland to ba-

nish hope for a season, and pnrsue
their claims by other means than

cowardly concessions and useless se-

curities. The straight-forward road

being now barred against them, they

must adopt a more circuitous line of

policy, and compel their opponents,
in self-defence, to grant, without any
qualification, a restoration of violated

rights. The means to be pursued
are many and obvious ; and, though
the Catholic Association has been vio-

lently suppressed, we arc glad to find

that l\lr. O'Connell has signified his

intention of originating another. The
late gagging bill can easily be evaded

;

and any measure that would tend to

concentrate the Catholic talent of
Ireland, and unite the people in a

tacit bond of legal co-opei'ation, could
not fail to open the eyes of England,
attract the notice of Europe, and de-

velop the oppression under which
the people labour. Such a course is

now imperatively called for, and we
trust will soon be pursued.

In our first number we made some
remarks on the error prevalent among
Catholic advocates, of exaggerating
Irish misery ; and we then showed,
what has since taken place, that this

misery would be made an argument
against the necessity of granting
emancipation. Almost every oppo-
nent of the measure had a nostrum
to recommend for Irish distress. One
proposed Bible education ; another, a

new system of agriculture; and the
Bishop of Ches-ter, ' wiser than all

these together,' advised the absentees
to return home ; while they all in-

sisted, and with something of appa-
rent truth, that if the state of Ireland
was such as (Jatludics themselves de-

scribed it, emancipation would he far

from proving a panacea. \A"e, how-
ever, are fully persuaded, tliat what-
ever grievances afllict that country

arise immediately out of her anoma-
lous situation ; and that once in pos-

session of her riglits, those minor
evils which now irritate her would
disappear, as the valley, once drained

of the lake, quickly gets rid of the

sloughs that disfigured her. In sup-

port of this opinion we stated un-
answerable facts ; and, though far

from being done with the sui)ject, we
thoughc sufficient had been advanced
to warn the friends of emancipation
from their threadbare topic. But
little improvement, however, has

taken place ; and we leave them now
to reflect on the conse(|uence. Until

emancipation is shown to be abso-

lutely expedient, it never will be

granted.

To associate for a redress of griev-

ances being now prohibited, another
course, equally as productive of bene-

fits, presents itself. Let there be an
association for publishing cases of

oppression, collecting facts relative

to the Catholic and Protestant popu-
lation, and furnishing statements

respecting local taxes, tithes, church
rates, grand jury assessments, &c.

&c. and their labours, if published

weekly or monthly in London and
Dublin, will produce more good
than if IMr. O'Connell was making-

speeches every day in the week at

the Corn Exchange. John Bull will

listen to facts ; aud a few cases of

oppression, illustrative of the evil

tendency of the penal laws, will secure

more converts in England to eman-
cipation, than ten thousand appeals

unsupported by documents. Nothing
like facts : a flowery declamation

may stagger men's prejudices; but

to overthrow them at once, state

facts—figures, if possible—if not,

public and private documents. The
late Association paid too little atten-

tion to these things ; and, if we mis-

take not, they were taunted in the

house of commons for not doing so,

while their neglect was construed into

an indirect proof of the non-existence

of local and individual oppression.

One advantage of the plan we re-
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eommend would be the legal collec-

tion of funds ; for, by publisliing-

these papers periodically, and pro-

curing the subscription of the late

rent payers, ample means would be
provided for supporting the Associa-

tion in all its ramifications ; and,

though they could not send counsel-

lors to the diflferent courts of law,

they could send what would, in the

end, prove more efficient, a

—

Re-
POKTER. Publicity is all that is

wanted to deter men from crime

;

let every case connected with party

be made known, and Ii-eland will

soon have a pure magistracy, innoxi-

ous Orangemen, and upright judges.

Exhibit a few examples of partial

and unjust decisions to the people of

England, and those who now oppose
emancipation will soon be its warmest
advocates ; for John Bull needs only

to be made acquainted with a case of

oppression, to claim his assistance

for the oppressed. To secure the

utmost publicity, these papers should

be printed in all sizes and forms, dis-

tributed in some instances gratis,

and in many cases posted upon the

walls. The good effects of such a

course, we are persuaded, would be
incalculable ; and we trust, whatever
Mr. O'Connell's plan may be, that

this measure will form a part of it.

But, above all things, it is necessary

that the Catholics should henceforth

take that station which their num-
bers, opulence, and intelligence en-

title them to. Within the last

twelve months only have they mani-
fested a becoming spirit under insult

and wrongs ; and the benefits which
have accrued from this line of con-

duct, should teach them the utility of

perseverance. Never yet have they

gained any thing from the Govern-
ment by cringing to those in po\ver.

for every concession has been wrung
from the fears of their task-masters.
Even within the last four months,
events have demonstrated that firm-
ness and open complaint have aug-
mented the number of their friends,

while they have undoubtedly im-
pelled their cause considerably for-

ward—at least in the public estima-
tion. It is absolutely impossible that

the Irish Catholics can any longer
permit themselves and their religion

to be insulted with impunity by those
ignorant fanatics, whose interest it is

to hold the Irish people up to the

British empire as savages and idola-

ters. The insolence of the charge
should arouse a becoming indignity,

and the persons who make it ought
to be treated with more than silent

contempt ; for the unrefuted accusa-
tion, from continual repetition, had
wrought on the English mind impres-
sions most disadvantageous to Irish-

men. The late Bible war, however,
helped to remove some erroneous
opinions ; and the opposition given
to the saints, at their last annual
meetings in the metropolis, has had
the elFect of showing to the honest Pro-
testant people, that Catholics are nei-

ther so profligate or idolatrous as Bap-
tist missionaries represented them.
An impetus is given to the cause of
truth ; and a slight effort on the part

of the Catholics will still tend to ac-

celerate it. At all events they should

fearlessly encounter, in every place

and on all occasions, those absurd
societies established for the sinister

and insolent purpose of cheating the

Irish people out of the faith of their

fathers. To conversions fairly made
no rational man will object, but every
one ought to deprecate indirect pro-
selytism.

EPIGRAM,
WRITTEN WHEN ALDERMAN KING WAS LORD MAYOR.

Multi Reges nomine non re.

' PooRErin 1 alas !' says John Bull, with a sneer,
' How wretched the sons of thy heroes appear :

—

The descendants of Tara's illustrious supporters

Are scavengers, paviors, and dirty coal-porters.'
' Hold, hold, sir !' said Pat, ' you are wrong, I declare :

The worst of her Kings even now is—Lord Mayor.'
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THE LUPR.ECHAUN.

The county of Wicklow may i)e

justly considered the Paradise of the

Fairies ; for, thongli decidedly the

fittest place in the world for them to

reside in, there has not hej^n one of

the good people seen there for some
years. At what period, or for wliat

crime, they had been ejected from this

modern Eden, I have l)een unable to

learn; but, certain it is, there yet live

those who say that the hills and dales

ofthis romantic district once abound-
ed with those beings of another world.

One Sunday morning, in the spring

of 1822, the country people had col-

lected round the little chapel of

Greenaan, beautifully situated on the

banks of the Avoca, about nine miles

from Arklow, and embosomed in

woods and mountains. The congrega-
tion, while waiting for the presence of

Father John Cullen, ' a little round,

fat, oily man of God,' had disposed

themselves in groups about the green
yard ; and on the grass in the

neighbouring fields, while some
indolently lay against the ditches

:

but the most distinguished for con-

sequence and numbers was that party

which had encircled Jerry O'Toole,

the Nestor of (Jreenaan, who was
labouring to spell his way, with tlie

help of spectacles, through an old

ncAvspaper, lent him by his neighbour
Father Kavanagh, the parisli priest,

whose mansion, in spite of thatch,

presented the idea of tranquil inde-

pendence. The list of bankrupts and
French news presented insurmount-
able obstacles to Jerry, and he passed

over the debates in parliament as a

puzzle which he was unable to un-

ravel. At length he came to more
congenial matter ; and those, who list-

ened before only from a sense of
propriety, drew closer with looks of
intense curiositv when he read aloud

* An Account of the Luprechaun,
lately seen near Carlow.'*

' Av, ay,' said an old man pre-

sent, when Jerry had concluded the

lengthy paragraph, ' Coluinbhkill's

prophecry will now be fulfilled, and
the mill of Amberstown will be turn-

ed for a whole week with the blood
of the slain. A woman shall get upon
the highest ditch in the parish, and
shall not be able to see either man or

boy ; for all must go to battle, until

the sogers are driven into the sea

below Arklow, where a spring-tide

will drown them all. Oh ! the Lord
have marcy upon us, it will be a
murdhering wicked time, so it will, to

live in ! Christ save and protect us !'

The listeners shuddered. ' Jem
Murrough,' asked one of them, 'why
do you think this time is coming
now ?'

' Because, you gawky,' answered
Jem, ' every one knows the ould
sayen :

" When Luprechauiis appear
Troubled times are near."

' You are just right, Jem, agragh,'
said Jerrj', * for did'ntMick Kavanagh
katch one o' them a little while before

the last rebellion, and sure we've all

hard of Luprechaun Mary, who lived

at Rathdrum ; and did'nt she katch
one o'them? only she let him go
again, the omudhaun, because he
tricked her out of the money when
she was cartain sure of it.'

' How was that Jerry?' asked seve-

ral by-standers.'
' Why, Mary,' replied Jerry, ' was

the child of as honest a couple as ever

broke bread, and one day as she was
goen to school through a long narrow
boughereen, with as many turns in it

as there are curls in a lawyer's wig,

she saw walking before her a man,
who wasn't a man neather, he was so

* The writer had subjoined in a note this account from the ' Carlow Morning Post
;'

but, as the particulars are given by our worthy friend the Hermit, in his article lor this

month, we have omitted the extract. It is aot a little singular that two of our con-

tributors should have chosen the same subject.—Eo.

Vol. I.—No. 5. 2 c
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little, with a cocked bat upon him,

and a dawny furm upon his back, for

all the world like a cobbler's stool,

having at one end of it a place for his

wax and his nawls, and his pinchers,

and all his other tools. At first Mary
took him for a bochcha who was tra-

velling to some fair or i>attern ; but as

she could see not a bit of a crutch,

and as his feet appeared as natural as

any Christian's, she thought he was a

fairy, and so grew afraid, and ran

away. When she got home her

mother tould her it was the Lupre-
chaun she had seen, and that if she

had caught him, and kept her eye on
him, he would have tould her where
a crock of money was to be found.

'The Luprechaun, you must know,'

continued Jerry, ' is the fairies' shoe-

maker, and why but the crethers

should have shoes as well as otlier

people ? He is never seen without his

kit, as they call it ; and, if you once let

him out of your sight, he vanishes

like lightning on a summer's night

;

and a terrible thing it is ! But that is

not here nor there : and so, as I was
sayen, Mary was larned the whole
history of the Luprechaun, and tould

what to do the next time she should

see one. But it isn't every day you
can ketch a March hare ; and faith

Mary was long enough after before

she got sight of a Luprechaun.
* As she grew up, (and a fine girl she

was, they say, as you would meet in a

day's walk,) she went to sarvice, where
she got a sweetheart, a strapping

young fellow, who used to meet her
in the evenings at a wild Dun* near
her master's house. It was May-Eve,
above all evenings in the year, that

Mary was sitting under a tree wait-

ing for her sweetheart ; and few would
venture out on such an evening,

barren one that was in love. She was
almost tired of waiting, when sud-

denly she heard something knock,

knock, knock, just for all the world
like a shoemaker hammering. At
first she was frightened ; but, taking

courage, she got up, crept round the

tree that stood behind her, and who
should she see at his work but my

ould gentleman, the Luprechaun ?

Mary, like a greyhound, sprung upon
him, and grasped him so fast by the

neck that the pipe fell out of his

mouth, and he roared out " Milla a
7}iurdhei" like one who was kilt.

' Give me money,' cried Mary. ' I

will, I will,' said he, ' if you come
over the stile there with me, and don't

choke me.'
' To this Mary consented, keeping

her eye all the time on the little ould
fellow ; and he played several tricks

to make her look another way, but
she was up to him, and so held him
fast. He went first into this field,

and then into that field, and then into

another; till, seeing there was no
chance of escape, he stamped his

foot on the ground, and said, " Here
is the money ; have you got a feck ?"

' No,' says Mary.
' Then,' says he, ' go home and

get one ; and when you come back dig
up this place, and you'll find plenty of

money.'
* But how might I be after know-

ing this place again?' axed IMary.
' Oh, as to that,' said he, * I'll soon

put a mark upon it j' and so, taking his

stobbing-nawl, he punched it into the
ground, and, quick as thought, up
springs a great big thistle, the like ot
which was never seen before in Ire-

land, as I'll tell you by-and-by. Well,
Mary thought now, sure enough, that

her fortune was made ; and so, letting

the chap go, she ran for a feck. On
her way she met her sweetheart ; and,
hitting him a slap on the shoulder, she
asked him wouldn't he marry her.'

'Marry you! to be sure I will,'

said Paddy.
' Now, or never,' says she ;

' bekase
do you see, Paddy, I have a reason ;'

and then, putting her hands behind her
back, she looked cunning, as much as

to say, " Paddy, you blackguard, I

have got something to make the pot
bile."

'Paddy liked the thackeen, and so,

without much ado, ran oft" to the
priest, and got married out o' hand.
When Father Luke, God be good and
marciful to his sowl in glory ! stretch-

* Dun is the name given to the remains of ancient fortifications, which were always
erected on elevated positions. The celebrated one in the Queen's County, called Dun-
amase, is the largest in the kingdom. Antiquarians have confounded those with Raths,
but they had very different origins.
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ed out his hand for something for his

trouble, Mary cried, " You must have
it, sir. Paddy, get a feck, and come
along, I'll make a man of you ; for I

am as rich as if I'd Darner's estate

;

and I would'nt tell you before, bekase
I wanted to try you."
'The peoi)le, all astonished, as well

they miw'ht, at this strange conduct,
followed the new-married couple to

the field ; but when they entered it,

by the Powers, in place of one thistle

there were twenty thousand, all in

blossom.
' Och avudustrue ! what a piece of

work there was then ! Mary fell to

cry, and all the rest ran home for

spades and shovels ; but the devil a
hapeniiy a money they would get if

they dug there since, bekase they
did'nt know the right thistle. But
these thistles have been a greater
curse than that of Cromwell himself;
for, like Scotchmen, they take root
every where, and let nothing thrive

but themselves. Until Mary met the
Luprechaun there wasn't one of these
thistles in Ireland, so that she ought
to have been called Thistle Mary, in-

stead of Luprechaun Mary, a name
by which she ever after went.'

* Well, and what did Paddy do ?'

asked a youngster who stood listen-

ing to Jerry.
' Do ! what could he do ? Mar-

riage is a knot you can tie with your
tongue, but can't open with your teeth.

Himself and Mary struggled to keep
a bit in their head, and had a house
full of childer ; and, when one o' them
grew up to be a man, he was balloted
for the sogers, and couldn't pay for

a—something they call to sarve in

his place. You would think his poor
auld mother would break her heart
with grief; and one evening she walk-
ed out all alone, with nobody with
her, her stocking under her arm, and
the ball of tread tied up in her apron
before her, and she knitting for the
life and soul of her. Where should
she walk to? but to the auld Dun
and, as she sat down under the tree,

she heard the ould knock, tack
knock, tack knock ; and, thinking that
it was the Luprechaun, she dropt her
stocking, stood up, aad, putting the
branches and brambles a one "side,
she saw the little cobbler hard at
work, his three-cocked hat on him,

his silver buckles in his shoes, and
every thing about him quite comfort-

able. Now, thought she, her ould

face laughing with gladness, like a

May sun after a stormy night, I'll

git money to save my Dick from the

sogers ; and, while you'd say that, she

popped upon him. He struggled

hard to get away, but couldn't, Mary
held him so tight.'

' Come into the field,' said he,
* and I'll show you where the money
is.'

* No, no,* says Mary, ' none of

your Scotch thistles for me ; my son
is listed, and I must have money.'

* Oh ! if that's the case,' said the

Luprechaun, ' here's a purse that will

never be empty,' and he gave her a

beautiful one, sure enough, full of

money. Mary, delighted v/ith the

gingle, let go the little fellow, who
was quickly out of sight, and hurried

home ; but, what do you think ? the

money was all slates, and the purse
was given as a curiosity to Lord
Wicklow, who has it to this very
day.'

' That's the way wud'era all,* said

one of Jerry's auditors. * I never
hard of any one who ever got any
thing- from a Luprechaun in my life.

He always tricks 'em.'
' Not always,' returned Jerry, ' for

Kavauagh got a real purse from one
o' them, that, put his hand in it when
he would, there was always plenty of
money.'

* Oh, Jerry, tell us about Kava-
nagh,' was the general request.

' Why, then, you must know,* pro-
ceeded Jerry, ' that Kavanagh was
an industrious boy, who lived with
liis mother, not far from this. He
kept his little farm so tidy and cozy
that he was growing very prosperous
in the world, when one evening he
katches a Luprechaun behind a hay-
stack, and—like Mary—he demanded
money from the fairy shoemaker.'

' Dd you owe any rent?' asked the

Luprechaun.
' None, thank God !' answered Ka-

vanagh ;
' nor am I indebted to any

body living.'

' Very good,' said the Luprechaun,
• and I'll engage a hard-working boy
like you has money buried in some
place, or perhaps stuck in the thatch.'

* A little,' said Kavanagh.
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' And then pray, young man, what
do you want of more ?' said the fairy

cobbler.
' Oh,' said Kavanagh, ' I want it,

and must have it, for when I'm rich
I'll not work, but ride about and be
a great man.'
'Indeed!' said the Luprechaun; 'but

are you not very happy as you are?'
* Why yes,' answered Kavanagh,

' but then I shall be happier.'
' Take care of that, young man,'

said he, ' and let well enough alone.
I dare say you have heard of Croesus,
the rich king of Lydia.'

' No, nor the devil a word,' an-
swered Kavanagh ; ' but don't think
to be afther bothering me with your
ouldgoster about crocuses and leeds,

but out with the money, or, by the
Bed of St. Kevin, I'll cut you into

I)it8 not as big as a pipe-stopper!'

'TheLuprechaun,terrifie(loutofhis
wits, took olF his apron, and, pulling
a purse out of his right-hand breeches-
pocket, gave it to Kavanagh, telling

him to " want not, waste not."
' Kavanagh snatched the prize, and,

on putting his Iiand into it, found it,

sure enough, to contain money lashens
gullore. After capering about for a
while like a nanny-goat, he put the
purse into his pocket, and resolved
to tell nobody. Riches, they say, like

death, make great alteration. Ka-
vanagh would now work no more

;

and, instead of listening to his mo-
ther, he flew to ball-courts, hurling-
niatches, horse-races, cock-fights,
and patterns. Every one called him
a good fellow, for he flung money
about like the dirt of his shoe. At
length he l)ecame an united Irish-

man, it being then before the rebel-

lion, and was, they said, to be a cap-
tain when Boney should come over.

He attended all private meetings
j

and shared his money so freely, that

liis comrades began to suspect him,
looked on him as a spy of government,
and turned him out of their com-
mittee; which was a nasty turn of
theirs, the spalpeens, as he was real

true blue. This wasn't his only mis-

fortune, as bad luck would have it

;

for soon after he was taken up by
the yeomen, as he wouldn't tell them
where he got the money, and they
suspected he .stole it, for every body
knew he could not get all he spent
from his mother's farm, which \vas

now entirely a common for the neigh-
bours' pigs. He didn't, however, lie

long in gaol; for Counsellor Macnally
procured his pardon, long life to him!
though I believe he's dead, but that's

no matter.
' When the rebellion broke out,

Kavanagh shouldered his pike ; but,

being taken prisoner at Vinegar Hill
by the sogers, he pulled out his

purse to treat them, \vhen a drum-
mer snatched it out of his hand, and
ran away with it. His life, however,
was spared ; and, sad and sorrowful,
he turned towards home, wishing
that he had never seen a Lupre-
chaun. But it never rains but it

pours ; and when he got to Ferns he
was obliged to hide himself in the
ould castle, for fear of some yeomen
who were parading the streets.

While he lay like a hedgehog rolled

up in his den, he heard something
hammering like a shoemaker; and,
stealing into a hole of a place as

dark as murther, barren a little light,

who should he se« but his ould
friend, the Luprechaun, cob!)Iing the
shoes of the very drummer who had
run away with the purse ? Holding
his tongue for a while, he said no-
thing ; and, when the job was done,
the row-dow-dow-beater pulled out
the purse, and, haven taken the
money out o' it, flung it to the Lu-
precluuin, who, it appears, was the
principal cobbler at Ferns.* The
drummer didn't know the value of
what he parted with ; but the cobbler
was wiser, and quickly put it into

his pocket, and again began to ham-
mer away.

' Good morrow to you, Mr. Lu-
prechaun,' says Kavanagh, stepping
out of his hiding-place.

' Oh, are you there ?' says he ; ' I

hope you made good use of my
purse : you are now a happy man, I

suppose ?'

* Some years ago, a literary friend informs me, a mysterious cobbler took up his

abode in the old castle of Ferns ; he repaired sucli ishoes as were left at the mouth of

his retreal, but was never visible to any of his customers. After exciting great curi-

osity in the town, he suddenly disappeared ; according to the vulgar opinion, he was
the Luprechaun.
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'Not quite,' says Kavanagh: continued Jerry, 'he was catched
' your purse had nearly got me by the Orangemen, who hanged him
murdhered, hanged, and shot ; but upon the first sign-post they met,

still it's a good purse, and so I'll thank and there was an end of him. Happy
you for It—No goster! didn't I see would it have been for him if he

the dnimmer give it to you this mo- had never seen a Luprechaun ; for,

ment ? so out with it, auld fellow, or troth, only for the money, he might
I'll be after letting the day light have been a happy man to-day,'

through you with your own paring- ' Ay, in troth,' said an old man,
knife !' ' we should give God thanks for

' Oh, lord !' cried the Luprechaun, what we have, and be contented.
' see the sogers !' But, Jerry, you have a murdhering

' Where?' roared Kavanagh, turn- fine memory, God bless you, man!
ing about ; and instantly the Lupre- for you tould that story as well as

chaun was off, like the shot out of a the priest of the parish ; and, talkin

gun, and was never seen since. of the priest, see where he comes.'

—

* And what became of Kavanagh ?' The ringing of the altar-bell now
' Coming out of his hiding-place,' called them to mass.'

THE BENSHEE.

By the Author of ' Glcan-dalach.'

' He heard the Banshee's boding scream.'

—

Scott.

Now cheer thee on, my gallant steed.

There's a weary way before us

—

Across the mountain swiftly speed.
For the storm is gathering o'er us.

Away, away, the horseman rides

;

His bounding steed's dark form
Seemed o'er the soft black moss to glide

—

A spirit of the storm !

Now, rolling in the troubled sky.
The thunder's loudly crashing ;

And through the dark clouds, driving by,
The moon's pale light is flashing.

In sheets of foam the mountain flood

Comes roaring down the glen
;

On the steep bank one moment stood
The horse and rider then.

One desperate bound the courser gave,
And plunged into the stream

;

And, snorting, stemmed the boiling wave
By the lightning's quivering gleam.

The flood is past—the bank is gained

—

Away with headlong speed :

A fleeter horse than Desmond reined
Ne'er served at lover's need.

His scattered train in eager haste
Far, far, behind him ride

;

Alone he's crossed the mountain waste.
To meet his promised bride.

The clouds across the moon's dim form
Are fast and faster sailing.

And sounds are heard on the sweeping storm
Of wild unearthly wailing.

At first low moanings seemed to die

Away, and faintly languish.

Then swell into the piercing C17

Of deep heart-bursting anguish.
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Beneath an oak, whose branches bare

Were crashing in the storm,

With wringing hands and streaming hair.

There sat a female form.

To pass that oak in vain he tried
;

His steed refused to stir.

Though furious 'gainst his panting side

Was struck the bloody spur.

The moon, by driving clouds o'ercast.

Withheld its titful gleam ;

And louder than the tempest blast

Was heard the Benshee's scream.

And, when the moon unveiled once more.

And showed her paly light,

Then nought was seen save the branches hoar

Of the oak-tree's blasted might.

That shrieking form had vanished

From out that lonely place
;

And, like a dreamy vision, fled.

Nor left one single trace.

Earl Desmond gazed—his bosom swelled

With grief and sad foreboding

;

Then on his fiery way he held.

His courser madly goading

—

For well that wailing voice he knew.
And, onward hurrying fast.

O'er hills and dales impetuous flew.

And reached his home at last.

Beneath his wearied courser's hoof
The trembling drawbridge clangs

;

And Desmond sees his own good roof.

But darkness o'er it hangs.

He passed beneath the gloomy gate.

No guiding tapers burn.

No vassals in the court-yard wait

To welcome his return.

The hearth is cold in the lonely hall.

No banquet decks the board.

No page stands ready at the call

To 'tend his wearied lord ;

But all within is dark and drear.

No sights or sounds of gladness

—

Nought broke the stillness on the ear.

Save a sudden burst of sadness.

Then slowly swelled the keener's strain

With loud lament and weeping.
For round a corse a mournful train

The sad death-watch were keeping.

Aghast he stood, bereft of power,

Hope's fairy visions fled
;

His fears confirmed,—his l)eauteous flower—
His fair-haired bride—was dead

!

H. K.
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ROBERT EMMET AND HIS C0TEMP0RARIE3.—NO. IV.

The English and Iriah Peasantry compared,— Emmet's Opinion of the real Cause of
Irish Misery.

Next morning', while at breakfast,

I received a visit from my young
friend. He appeared somewhat em-
barrassed ; and, after alluding to our
conversation of the preceding night,

intimated that he did not wish any
person should be informed of his po-

litical opinions. ' In fact,' he con-

tinued, * I am peculiarly situated. RIy

connexions, my brother, and my own
incautious conduct while at college,

has subjected me to certain suspi-

cions—groundless to l)e sure, but cal-

culated to inconvenience me, should

the government hear of my being in

the country.'
' Then they do not know of it ?' I

interrupted with some surprise.
' Certainly not,' he returned.

—

' Some time ago I thought it prudent
to visit France, and have not long re-

turned from Bruxelles. Business of

a peculiar nature has brought me
back for a short time ; and, to avoid

suspicion, I have been under the ne-

cessity of assuming another name—

a

thing I despise, but which circum-

stances have rendered absolutely ne-

cessary. The unfortunate are not to

be judged by ordinary rules, and I

hope Mr. K—n does not consider me
less worthy of his friendship from the

nature of my situation.'

I replied in the negative.
* Then,' he resumed, * I beg you

may give me a proof of it, by calling at

my country-house—lodgings, I mean
—near Rathfarnham, on your way
out of town. Your fri«id, Mr. J—

,

as we call him, the Exile, has pro-

mised, if you accompany him, to dine

with me. Inquire for Mr. Ellis

;

our friend knows the house.'

Having promised to dine with him,
he took his departure; and, about
three o'clock, the Exile and I set out
for Rathfarnham. On our way, I was
astonished to see such a number of
the poorer classes loitering about the

doors of public houses, or leaning
over the battlements of every bridge
we passed. ' It is no wonder,' said I

to my friend, ' that the Irish are mi-
serable, since they are in such a want
of employment.'

' We must not confound,' he re-

plied, ' the want of employment with
the absence of employment ; and, to

prevent a confusion of ideas, let us

call it idleness, a word that clearly

implies the condition of a portion of

our population.
' Idleness is a relative term, and

has various significations attached to

it in different countries, and under
different circumstances. In the east,

to be free from toil is to be compara-
tively happy ; and to be exempt from
labour is every where desired, though
not every where attainable; for it

depends solely on the facility, or diffi-

culty, which man has in procuring
subsistence.

' The natural state of the body, if not
death, as some have it, is certainly a
kind of torpor which is averse to exer-

tion, because every exertion is attend-

ed with a certain portion of pain, the

dread of ^vhich is only overcome by
the application of some excitement,

and then the degree of activity de-

pends upon the degree of stimulus

that forces us into action ; but when
there is no stimulus there is no exer-

tion. The merchant, when his desire

of wealth is satisfied, flies from the

bustle of business to the indolence

of tranquillity ; and the tradesman
contemplates, as the reward of all his

toils, ease and retirement. Even the

poor labourer welcomes Sunday, be-

cause Sunday is a day of rest. So
natural, and so powerful, is the wish of

mankind to be exempt from laborious

exertion, that he is universally ac-

counted the happiest who has the least

need of application to business, either

bodily or mental.
' When first I read the theories of

philosophers, who never reflected

—

and the journals of travellers, who
described what they had never seen

—

I was of opinion that it was possible

for a high state of moral civilization

and good government to subdue this

universal propensity of our nature,

and make man enamoured of indus-

try, merely for the sake of employ-
ment, independent of the hope of gain.

The self-gratifying commendations of
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Englishmen, and the unthinking en-

comiums of those of my own country

who had visited that land of manu-
factures, tended in no small degree to

confirm this hasty conclusion. Filled

with these sentiments, I had an ex-

alted opinion of Englishmen and
English civilization : and, when I

landed at Bristol, I could not ima-

gine myself in a British city, it

differed so much from what 1 had
expected.

' My journey to London, and sub-

sequent residence in that metropolis,

convinced me that I had formed an
erroneous estimate ; for I found men
such as they are found every where,

some extremely rich, and others ex-

tremely poor ; some very good, and
some very vicious : but I never found
one inclined to work who was not

impelled by cither present necessity

or the distant hope of being one day
able to remain idle.

* An Englishman certainly works
hard—perhaps, in some cases, harder

than an Irishman ; and why ? because

from the low price of labour, and the

high price of the necessaries of life,

he toils for the most cruel of task-

masters—Want. He has no alterna-

tive but unremitted labour or the

workhouse ; for a week's idleness

would ruin a whole family. If you
want the key to English industry—it

is absolute necessity. Habit, per-

haps, has made labour in that coun-

try less dreaded than in others

;

but circumstances have certainly

made it more imperative than in any
nation I have ever seen or read of

:

and, if a modern philosopher* be

right in asserting that half an hour's

daily toil, from every person in the

community, would amply supply all

the rational wants of mankind, we
must refuse to applaud that state of

society which compels two-thirds of esteem, and which he finds sufficient

its members to perpetual labour.' for all liis wants, must be more happy

•But if employment,' I interrupted, than he who toils through the twelve
* can be always procured in such a months for a scanty portion of daily

quantity as to supply the poor man's nutriment ; and the difference must

wants, I should pronounce him com- be still greater if the first labour un-

paratively happy, whatever may be der no apprehension; while the lat-

the arguments of philosophers.' ter, like the guest of the tyrant, is in

' That every man in England,' re- continual dread that what is aUvays

plied the Exile, ' who seeks employ- suspended over hhn may, at any hour,

ment, does not find it, must be descend; for, when the la I lour of the

* Godwin's ' Political Justice.'

t In 1803 the amount of ])oor-rates was 10,000,000/.

evident, even to a stranger, who reads
the reports on the poor-laws. The
magistrate has instructions to pro-
cure employment, and has power to

compel the vagrant to work : yet
every eighth labouring man in Eng-
landis idle ; and idle, because neither
the influence of authority, nor the
dread of hunger, can provide him
employment. Pauperism in Englandf
devours an annual sum that would be
adequate to the maintenance of every
agricultural labourer in Ireland in the
common diet of the country; and
we may form some idea of British

misery by recollecting that the po-
puhxtion of London, vast as it is, is

not equal to the number of those
who receive parochial relief' in the
country.'

' Admitting this to be the case,'

said I, ' it only shows the utility of
those laws which relieve so much
misery.'

• It shows, my dear sir,' returned
my friend, ' that misery is not ex-
cluded, though it be somewhat miti-

gated ; and it shows how much hap-
pier Ireland is than England, always
bearing in mind that the lower orders,

in every country, form the nation.'
' You cannot persuade me to this,'

I rejoined, ' for it shows no such
thing. Warm clothing and good eat-

ing must have the advantage of cold

and hunger, unless you can make us

forego all our ideas of comfort and
happiness.'

'iVJere animal happiness,' replied

the Exile, ' consists in the gratifica-

tion of desires ; and, of course, must
be greatest where the smallest num-
ber of desires are excited, and the

means of gratification most easily ob-
tained. He that can exchange six

months' labour for an annual supply
of those necessaries he has learned to
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day is to supply its wants, we must
suppose that, wliere tliere is no em-
ployment, distress and its concomi-
tants must prevail.

' These two cases exactly apply to

England and Ireland. In the former
a great portion of the labouring class

is employed in manufactures ; and,

consequently, subject to the fluctua-

tions of traie. They live in con-
tinual uncertainty—an evil only sur-

passed by the stings of immediate
want. Add to this, that custom
has made animal food tlie neces-

sary diet of all ; and, by compar-
ing the price of meat with the price

of labour, we shall find that it must
always be scanty.

' In Ireland is found the reverse of

this. The people are agriculturists,

and agriculturists in a peculiar sense
;

for nearly every man has a farm

;

and, though the English monopolist
may feel indignant at the prostitution

of the term, I must tell him that the

Irish cottier''s farm, whatever may be
its size, supplies its owner with as

much as he derives from his thousand
acres—the means of subsistence, and
probably as large a quantity of real

enjoyment. Our peasantry, in which
class may be comprised all our work-
ing people, are frequently idle, but
sehlom hungry. Potatoes are gene-
rally so abundant, as to be converted
to manure*; and, though the croj)

may fail in some counties, the defi-

ciency is made up by the quantity in

others. Common industry must place

every man beyond the possibility of

want ; and, in fact, so little exertion

is requisite for this purpose, that, like

the bees in Hindostan, abundance
has made the people indolently care-

less, while in some places they have
neglected making any provision for

an approaching winter, when they
have found the former one had passed
off without causing any distress. The

occasional sufferings of the peasan-
try, which are always local, have, for

this last century, originated in super-
abundance ; for a year of extraordi-

nary plenty has generally been suc-

ceeded by a year of privation. This
is a fact which clearly shows that
the princrpal evil to be complain-
ed of consists in the facility with
which the necessaries of life are

obtained.'
* But you forget,' said I, ' that

the food of the Irish peasant is no-
thing but potatoes, diversified with
the occasional luxury of bacon and
oatmeal.'

' The palate,' replied the Exile,
' should never be allowed to decide
upon v;hat is fit for the stomach.
Meat may be more grateful than po-
tatoes and oatmeal ; but is not more
wholesome, nor does it appear neces-
saryt for either promoting health or
prolonging life, the two "legitimate
objects of all nourishment. The ap-
pearance and habits of the Irish pea-
santry declare that (heir simple diet

is not only nutritive, but satisfactory.

Their athletic and active forms are a
sufficient proof of the first, while
their contented and cheerful counte-
nances, as well as their full flow of
animal spirits, sufliciently demon-
strate the latter. The general com-
plaint of the English projectors, who
have visited Ireland, is the aversion
of the pe:isautry to constant and re-

gular labour J ; another proof, if

proof be needed, that they are neither
under *'le necessity of working hard,
nor ii Ctisfied with the common diet

of the country ; for, amongst all the
stimulants that impel men to labour,

the apprehension of want is the great-

est. Whenever the peasantry feel

this necessity, they quickly forego
their indolent habits ; and, like all

persons similarly circumstanced, ap*-

ply themselves to industry § : but the

* This I have seen myself; and the English reader may form some idea of the

abundance of potatoes in Ireland, when he is told that a common beggar will not
accept them as charity.

t ' It may indeed be doubted whether butchers' meat is any where a necessary of
life. Grain, and other vegetables, with the help of milk, cheese, and butter, or oil,

where butter is not to be had, it is known from experience, can, without any butchers*

meat, afford the most plentiful, the most wholesome, the most nourishing, and the most
invigorating diet.'

—

Wealth of Nations.

i See the Irrigator's account in Mr. Wakefield's work. Vol. I.

§ ' It is not,' says a Report of the Southern District, published in the distressful year
of 1822, ' uncommon to find labourers at the piiblic works, who travel tliree or foua-

Vol. I.—No. 5. 2d
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moment want, or the dread of it,

ceases to infiuence them, they relax

in their exertions, and prefer the

luxury of oriental indolence to toil

badly remunerated. Among such a

people the absence of employment is

far from being an evil ; perhaps their

moral happiness depend* upon its

continuance, for greater opportuni

man was only the copy of ten thou-

sand others. Mankind may be di-

vided into two classes—the prejudiced

and the ignorant. The enlightened

belong to one, the uninformed to

the other; and both produce that

medley of truth and falsehood which
passes Current through the world.

* I appeal to yourself for the truth

ties of earning miiney could not fail of the picture I have drawn of your

of making them dissipated, and con- countrymen.'

sequently vicious.' ' My opportunities of observation,'
' All your arguments,' I returned, I replied, ' have not qualified me for

* would not be sutiicient to deter an judging, as my travels from London
Englishman from ridiculing your have been rather limited. I know,

habits, or induce him to dine on pota

toes.'

* The progress of events,' replied

the Exile, ' are likely to compel him
to both. " In the last century," says

Paley, " the diet of those who now live

upon flesh was milk, fruits, and ve-

getables ;" and, as this is the period

Englishmen love to dwell on, is it not

strange that they should reproach us

for living now as their happy fathers

did then ? But our grateful esculent,

once deemed poisonous, is now rapidly

becoming the only resource of the Bri

however, that complaints of distress

are very frequent in England, but I

must say that our peasantry appear

better lodged than those of Ireland.'
* They live in more costly buildings,

you mean,' he returned; ' but he that

would exclude comfort from a thatch-

ed cabin knows not how much hap-
piness is enjoyed on an earthen floor.

If it be fair to estimate the value of

the tree by its fruit, it cannot be
wrong to infer, from the cheerful-

ness, health, and vivacity of our
peasantry, that they enjoy a considcr-

tish peasant against pauperism ; and able portion of felicity and content

wherever they have been introduced

human misery has been diminished.*

—Thus our neighbours have been

obliged to imitate our temperate eco-

nomy; to abandon their carnivorous

habits ; and to content themselves

with that food which Providence

seems to have intended for the sup-

port of man.
' During my sojourn in that land,

which the natives call a land of liber-

ty, I often mixed with the lower

orders; and have been sometimes
amused, and frequently indignant, at

In many parts of England, such as

the west riding of Yorkshire and in

Devonshire, are habitations as mean
as those of Irelcnd, and the dwellings

of the Scotch peasantry arc, if pos-

sible, much worse ; while those

throughout the Continent are scarcely

better, and in many parts not as good

;

yet their contented inmates are per-

haps the happiest portion of the

human race. The aspect of England
is deceitful ; the people mostly reside

in villages, where they endure all the

inconveniences of a city ; for they live

hearing a fellow, over his dinner of in lodgings, several families being

four ounces of meat, revile the filthy huddled together in one house, which,

and superstitious Irish, going through like a splendid sepulchre, has all its

the catalogue of accusations from attractions on the outside. These

priests to pigs, while his countenance houses are built in the spirit of trade :

indicated encroaching disease,brought the proprietor gains by letting them
;

on by the nature of his occupations ; but the cot of our peasant is his own,

his distorted frame, at the same time, and he pays rent only for the field at-

bearing evident marks of premature tached, v-hile his door is agreeably

labour, and protracted toil. Yet this encumbered with poultry, goats, anJi

miles to their work every morning before six, and return in the evening, for ten pence

or a shilling.

* ' We have no doubt, indeed, that if potatoes were made the principal article of

food, in the southern and middle, as they are in the norlhern counties, and in Scotland,

the number of paupers would be diminished, and the expense of their maintenance

greatly reduced,'

—

Quarterly Review, No. XXIV.
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a pig' ; domestic animals which the

poor English labourer can never pos-
sess. Ideas of cleanliuess and comfort
are purely national ; and, perhaps,

after all, he who has the least is the

most likely to be happy.' •

We were now within view of Rath-
farnham ; and, turning up a secluded
lane, with hedges on each side, we
knocked at the door of a respectable,

but solitary-looking, house. We ob-
tained immediate admission, and found
our friend waiting for us in a drawing-
room, badly furnished. After dinner
the conversation, as usual, took a po-
litical turn; and while Emmet saw,

in every circumstance of the country,

nothing but indications of distress,

the Exile would not admit that the

want of manufactures, or the absence
of the aristocracy, was an evil at all.

* You must admit,' said our host,
' that Ireland is misgoverned ; and
surely the consequence of bad laws
must be misery.'

' God,' replied the Exile, ' has done
so much for the happiness of man-
kind, that government can do but
little ; it can neither make the land
more fruitful, nor the seasons more
favourable.'

* But,' though incapable of adding
to the blessings of Providence,' in-

terrupted Emmet, * it may do much
mischief, as plants that won't nourish
may kill.'

' Man,' returned the Exile, * either

conforms to circumstances or evades
them

J
submits to what he cannot re-

move, or flies, when flight is more
desirable than subjection. Oppres-
sion, in a great measure, ceases to be
oppression when it becomes habitual;

and habit is the great pervading law
of animated nature. Thus we are

endowed with such wonderful proper-

ties, that the effects even of tyranny
are in a great measure obviated;

and Providence has been so bountiful

that the best government can do but
little good, and the worst but little

mischief. Whoever will not admit
this tacitly accuses the Almighty of
injustice, in enduing the many with
dispositions to submit to the dictation

of the few, unless there was some-
thing in our nature to counteract the
folly and wickedness of legislators.'

203

' According to your theory,' said

Emmet, * tyranny and liberty ap-

proximate more closely than man-
kind have as yet imagi»ed.'

' I believe,' replied the Exile, 'that

liberty and tyranny are phantoms of
the imagination ; or, if they ever
had existence, their duration must
have been very short ; for no nation
has been ever governed by them.
All governments have been so modi-
fied as to be alike free from the agi-

tations of unrestricted freedom, and
the sufferings of uncontrolled des-

potism ; while every nation possesses
some, no nation perfect, liberty;*

and the degree depends solely upon
circumstances, the happiness of so-

ciety being the same under all these

;

because Society moulds them to her
purposes, as the banks are formed by
tiie river ; and, however rugged or
smooth, narrow or expandecl, the
same quantity of water flows through,
as much passing over the shallow as

the deep parte of the channel.
' How few of all those ills which

aff*ect mankind " Kings can cause
or cure!" Happiness is individual;

inequality is the consequence of in-

dolence and industry, improvidence
and avarice, imbecility and strength
of mind. It springs from individual

misfortune, and is found to proceed
from uncontrollable circumstances.

Over these legislation can exert no
authority ; and, while the dispositions

and abilities of men are dissimilar,

some will be found immersed in de-

plorable want, while others shall

revel in all the enjoyments of luxury.'

•Inequality,' returned Emmet, 'is

not only unavoidably, but absolutely,

necessary. To it Nature owes all her
charms, and the world all its attrac-

tions. If all were equal there would
be no rivalry ; and, where there is no
rivalry, there is neither emulation

nor pleasure. Most of our actions

and desires proceed directly from the

inequality that happily exists in so-

ciety; and each man, endeavouring

to get before his fellow man, puts the

whole world in motion. In this ge-

neral struggle for superiority we must
seek the etfects of liberty and slavery.

If all are free, every man depends
solely on his own resources, makes

• Paley.
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use of such means as appear best
calculated for obtaining his end, and
is content to allow all others to do
the same. All exertion here is fair

and legitimate ; the course they have
to run over is the same for all ; and
success awaits him that best de-
serves it.

' But, where some are shackled
while others are unbound, and where
one set of men are impeded, and
others facilitated, in their course,
we must expect not only hideous
inequalities, but unavoidable discon-
tent. The favoured party cannot
conceal their triumph, nor the van-
quished their dissatisfaction. Jus-
tice is outraged, and the insulted soon
become ripe for revenge.'

'But,' rejoined the Exile, 'since
some men must l)e poor and others
rich, some elevated and others de-
pressed, it is of little importance to

society from what the cause proceeds
when the effect is invariably the
same j for equal men can never be.'

' Inequality,' returned Ernmet, ' is

not deformity ; and whatever is not
just is not natural. Man is entitled
to the produce of all his honest en-
deavours, and has a right not to have
these endeavours obstructed. Where
this is not the case, inequality is

never the result of events; but the
pernicious offspring of a partial and
tyrannical government, begotten on
corruption, and fed by the monstrous
productions of an unnatural state of
society. This is the inequality,' con-
tinued Emmet, ' that has long pro-
duced distortion in Ireland. The
energies of the people have been fet-

tered, and every blessing of heaven
and of nature is rendered fruitless

in consetjuence of this inequality.'
' To dispute this with you,' inter-

rupted the Exile, * would be only to

recapitulate the arguments I have

already used. I admit its existence
;

but I deny that it has any influence

on industry.'
' But you must admit,' returned

Emmet, ' that its consequence is

woi'se ; that it arms man against man,
renders life insecure, and produces a

moral convulsion through the coun-

try. In consequence of it, faction,

like the ancient monster, is constantly

fed with hiiman victims ; while injus-

tice and murder, like hideous spec-

tres, stalk about the frightened coun-
try'

—

' Pardon me,' interrupted the Exile

;

' these are things I can neither defend
nor palliate.'

'Then you will admit,' said Em-
met, ' that there is an evil, and that

Ireland is miserable ?'

' I will admit', replied the Exile,
' that she is so in idea, though not

in reality ; that the minds of men are

unhappy, but not their conditions ;

and that their complaints proceed
from their feelings and not from their

sufferings. The people, from the

fulness of enjoyment, have become
fastidious ; and, having all tlieir na-

tural wants satisfied, they have ad-

mitted artificial ones. The once timid

Catholic, discontented to be sure, but
his sufferings disavowed, has grown
dignified in his own opinion, spurns
the subterfuge of concealment, and
exalts his character by openly pro-
claiming his discontent. Before he
might have been despised or pitied ;

but he is now to be admired and
dreaded.

' There is a laceration of feelings

as painful as stripes upon the body

;

and, as political distinction* is the

most fascinating of allurements, ex-

clusion from political honour becomes
the most cruel of penalties. It may
be only nominal, but is not the less

galling on that account; and, when
indignity is the consequence of reli-

gion, bigotry is added to the evils of

faction.

'But let not any man,' continued
the Exile, ' imagine that the removal
of Catholic disabilities would stifle

the clamours of faction, or supersede
national complaints. In England
Whigs and Tories, both Protestants,

hate one another as cordially as
Orangemen and Catholics do in Ire-

land ; and the party in power always
effectually and designedly excludes
the other from places of trust and
emolument, in the same way that
Protestants, among us, shut the doors
of the Castle against their religious
and political opponents. Party in
England has produced all the "evils

which, in Ireland, result from religi-

' T!ic rewr.rd wliich, of all others, most awaliens tlic ambition of Ihu !}uti;ua niiiitJ

polilics'l dignity and iinporlaiice.'

—

PAhzv's PhUanphy.
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ous rancour; it has caused a perver-

sion of justice—the loss of human
life—individual misfortune and na-

tional commotion ; and these, pro-

bably, in as great a degree as they
ever have been among us ; for I do
not call the late rebellion a religious

one.
' Emancipation, therefore, would

not prove a panacea ; neither would
it be without its benefits :—it would
destroy imaginary superiority, and
humble insignificant pride, while, it

would flatter ilie vanity of Catholics by
an ideal elevation. It would do more :

it would deprive agitators of a popu-
lar topic of declamation, and gra-

dually subvert the fallacious notion

of Ireland's degradation ; for Irish

misery is nothing more than the pre-

valence of an erroneous opinion uni-

versally received as truth. The ex-
istence of discontent proves nothing
to the contrary ; for the poor, of all

nations and of all times, are very will-

ing to believe that their poverty pro-

ceeds from a conspiracy among the

rich. Nothing is more easy than to

persuade the bulk of mankind that

they are vi^ronged, oppressed, and in-

sulted; and, when these epithets are

repeated for a short time, they be-
come, like religion, a most important
and sacred article of the people's be-
lief. Whatever could occasion the an-
nihilation of this erroneous opinion
in Ireland would be a real blessing

;

but, I confess, I know not any thing
so likely to do it as emancipation,
which would, most probably, expel
the hereditary notion that there is

" no law for a Catholic." It is, how-
ever, cheering to know that emanci-

pation cannot be much longer with-

held.'
• There you speak as you wish,'

said Emmet, 'not as you think ; for

you know well that the very nature

of the British constitutioA is inimical

to Catholic freedom.'
' Institutions,' returned the Exile,

' must give way to imperative neces-

sity i if not, an army of circumstances

quickly surrounds them, and if they

do not yield they are destroyed.'
* And, like Sardanapalus,' said

Emmet, ' before they surrender an
iota of their privileges, they will

perish in the tiames of their own
temples. I have heard you, Mr.
J , with pleasure, and admire the

extent of your acquirements ; but
your arguments, so far from proving

the absence of misery from Ireland,

absolutely tend to show that it is per-

manent, by demonstrating that while

we ai"e subject to England we can
neither have trade, manufactures, nor
a resident aristocracy. You have ar-

gued relatively ; but, in place of at-

tributing our complaints, or rather

the cause of them, to a mistaken opi-

nion, you should have charged them
all to the absolute fact

—

foreign
DOMINATION. That is the fountain

of evil which irrigates the land with
misery ; and whoever should destroy

the source from which it springs

would deserve what he could not fail

to obtain—the gratitude of the na-

tion.'

'Well!' returned the Exile, 'you
will have it as you wish ; and, as the

evening grows late, we must bid you
good'by.' So saying, we arose and
took our departure.

Godfrey K n.

THE HERMIT IN IRELAND. NO. V.

DOINOS AT CARliDW.
Carlow is a thriving place, and

not an unpleasant spot for the pass-
ing residence of a mere idler; it

possesses, in common with other
small towns, its portion of old maids,
of tea-drinking devotees, of scandal-

mongers, grave-looking politicans,

clerical meddlers, and professional
gossips : these nuisances, however,
affect a mere sojourner but slightly ;

your true tranquil wanderer, where-
ever he turns, is prepared for a
reasonable mixture of the disagree-

able and the delightful. If he is

wise, he will endeavour to imitate

the bee, by trying to extract some
sweets even from the midst of the

poison which surrounds him : it is

his interest, and it should be his

inclination, to keep constantly before

him the bright side of things ; he
should make the best of every cha-

racter, and of every circumstance.

—

He who pursues this course will

find enjoyment in general to pre-
dominate:—this, at least, is the

Hermit's philosophy.
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I had idled about the town for a

few days ; I bad been on the look-out

for every thing remarkable; I had
seen the Catholic College, a plain but
extensive building ; 1 had visited the

old castle ; I had wandered along the

banks of the weedy Barro\v> and
gazed for hours upon the lofty green

hills of Clogrennan; I had grown
familiar with the gaol, the chapel, the

church, and the meeting-house; I

cared not to look upon the barrack,

for, of all the forms and fripperies of

this foolish world, I hate military

forms and fripperies the most ;
—

' And
is this,' said I to the friend who
chanced to accompany me, ' is this

all your town has to show?—have
you nothing more here that's re-

markable?'— ' Indeed little more,'

said he. ' I shall show you one thing,

however, that's somewhat remark-
able, as we happen to be upon the

spot ; look over that ditch.' He
pointed to a small but pretty garden
that was just beside us. ' Do you
perceive that little sheltered spot like

a summer-house in miniature? it lies

near the upper end.'— ' 1 do,' said I
;

'but what of it?'— 'That,' replied

my friend, in a very serious tone,
* is the den ofthe Leprachaun.'*

* The Leprachaun !'

* Yes,' continued my companion ;

' did you never hear of the visit that

one of those little gentry paid us ?'

' I do,' said I, ' recollect having seen

something in the ' Carlow IMorning
Post,' at one time, about a small shoe

that was found, and about a strange

little being that was seen near it.'

' The shoe was shown at Price's

office for months after, and all who
saw it agreed that it never was made
by the hand of m.an.'

—
' The Lepra-

chaun then,' said I, ' is shoemaker
to the fairies ?—But have you heard

the particulars of this very curious

affair?*

* Mrs. Doran,' replied my friend,

• has told me it over and over ; indeed

she has almost made me a believer

in the story: you must have it as 1

heard it.' He looked up the garden

for a moment. ' Faith, I believe

there goes the Leprachaun-catcher
herself.— Well, sir, it was about
nine o'clock of a fine evening in

June, when Mrs. Doran lay down
to rest for a while upon the bed in

her little back parlour ; she had been
in the morning as far as Bagenal-
stown, to see some friends, and she
was wearied after her journey j she
was quite ready for a good sleep

;

and, as her daughter says, snored
beautifully for almost an hour: she
moaned, however, and appeared at

some moments rather uneasy. At
last she stirred and called out ' IMary.'

The daughter didn't answer ; she
called again, ' Mary, are you thei'c?'
' I am, mother,' said the other,

'what d'ye want?' 'Oh! Mary,
jewel !' said she, * I've had such a
dream ! such a terrible dream en-
tirely ! Pm all in a tremble after it.

Oh ! Lord, save us all—God pity our
poor dear clargy! Pm afraid there's

mischief brewing for them.—Oh !

such a set of black Swaddling-look-
ing men as came to judge tliem

—

and such things as they said ! Pm
all trembling after it'—but was any
one singing in the street there, Mary ?

I thougiit 1 heard a beautiful song;
was there any one there ?' 'No,
mother,' said the girl. Mrs. Doran
lay quiet for a few moments. ' Why,
Mary, 1 tell you there is somebody
singing there : but it's in the garden;
what brings anv body into our gar-

den?' ' Mother,"' said 'Mary, ' I don't

hear any song : Pm afraid you're still

dreaming.'— ' No ! no !' said the

other, arising at the moment and
opening a small door that led into

the garden, * I am not dreaming.'
She trod slowly along a little gravelled

walk, until she reached the spot I

showed you, and there, sure enough,
she got a peep at the strange cus-
tomer I told you of. She was a little

frightened at first, but she soon saw
what he was; for your old women
are all up to these things : he didn't

hear her coming, he was so busy at

his work ; he wore a cobbler's regular
working dress ; he had no hat on him,
but a little red night-cap that came

* Our contributor, the author of ' Superstitions of the Irish Peasantry,' writes this

word Luprechaun, that being the usual pronunciation. Lady Morgan, liowever, spells

it Leprechaun, and Mr. Croker the Leprechan. According to the la.st author Cluricaune
of the Southern Counties is the same as the Luprecauns of Leinster, both words being

probably derived from the Irish for pigmy.

—

Ed.
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down over his forehead ; his eyes were
small and sharp, but his mouth
spread entirely across his face : he

was labouring away at a little shoe

that he had nearly finished ; he

seemed as merry as a kitten, for

he was singing as he worked.'

—

J\]rs. Doran remembers only one

verse

—

Oh ! the days are coming fast.

And we'll all be snug at last.

He at length raised his head, and,

seeing Mrs. Doran before him, he

made a desperate jump towards a

hole in the hedge, but she had him
fast before he could say ' Thank ye :'

she laid hold of the shoe, held up
the stranger by the back of the neck,

turned him round three times, and
then kept him with his face to the

east. This is the sure way to manage
your Leprachauns ; hold them tight,

and they must do what you please.

He cried like a child— ' What d'ye

want, Mrs. Doran ?' said he. * I want
a little money,' said Mrs. Doran,
' if you please, for I know ye good
people have lots of it.' ' How much
will do?' said the Leprachaun, striv-

ing still to get loose. ' Just enough
to make me snug in my old days,'

said Mrs. Doran, ' and to make Mary
easy after 1 die ;' as she spoke she

helcl him still tighter. ' Bring me
over that ditch,' said he, ' into the

little green field there.' She dragged
him over. ' Come to the middle of the

field,' said the Leprachaun. * Here,'

continued the fairy, as they reached

the centre of the field, ' here is

enough to make you and all belong-

ing to you happy—come here at sun-

rise, dig straight down, and you'll

find a crock of gold that has been
hid for a hundred years and more :

—

give me the shoe now, and let me
away.' ' Are you telling me the

truth?' said Mrs. Doran. ' On the

honour of a Leprachaun, the gold is

here,' replied the stranger. * Well,'

said she, ' I'll keep the shoe, at any
rate, as a pledge ; go away then, and
join your people.' She loosened her
grasp, and he was out of sight in a
moment. ' How,' said Mrs. Doran
to herself, ' will I know this spot at

sun-rise ? how will I find it ? Ay ! ay

!

I'll drop my red pincushion here ; it

will be a good mark.'—She laid

down her red pincushion and returned
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home, taking care not to tell Mary a

word of what had passed. At sun-rise

she was sure to be up : she took a

small spade with her and went to

the green field ; it was no longer a

green field—it was covered all over

with red pincushions. *0h! the

murdering thief of the world,' cried

Mrs. Doran, ' and has he tricked me
in this manner? Well, wait till I catch

him again ! May-be I wont hold him
fast: but I've the little shoe at any

rate ; he must come for that.' She
returned from the field. Mary ques-

tioned her, but she was quite sulky
;

she went at once to bed, and lay

there until the next day !' * Well, but

what became of the pincushions?'

said I.
—

' There are many stories

about them ; some say that a storm
carried them off, and others declare

that about noon they all crumbled
into dust ; the field, at any rate, is not

the same since. As to the shoe, IMrs.

Doran left it at the News-office :

numbers saw it j it was the talk of

the town, and all wanted to know
what was meant by the Leprachaun's
visit, for old people say

—

When the Leprachauns appear,

Times of trouble still are near.

It was quite clear that some harm
would come on us, but no one knew
what it would be. The Ribandmen
were quite thick in the county Kil-

dare, but Doctor Doyle kept them
out of our county : the Orangemen
were too feeble ; we did'nt dread them.
We were still puzzled, when at last

the coming of the Bible-men ex-

plained ail.'
—

* How:' said I. ' Why,
the moment Mrs. Doran laid her

eyes upon them, she singled out

Mr. Pope, and said aloud that he
was one of the black Swaddling-look-
ing men she had seen in her dream
on the evening that she caught the

Luperchaun. I believe this was re-

markable enough.'
* Very remarkable,' said I ;

' but,

about these Bible-battles, what harm
did they do ?'

' A great deal of harm,' answered
my companion. ' I can't say what
may have taken place in Cork or iu

Kilkenny, but I know for certain

that here they did do mischief. From
the moment that these men entered

the town, there was a visible separa-

tion of Catholic and Protestant

;
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people began to look on each other

with suspicion ; some, who never

thought of controversy before, now

beo-an to cross-qtieslion each other

—

men who met every day, without once

thinking of religious diiFerences, now
laid a°great stress on every little

point. " Do you approve of circulat-

ing the Scriptures indiscriminately?"

"No I"—" Then you are opposed to

God and his word." This was the

bone of contention, and here began

many a serious quarrel.'

< Were you present,' said I, ' at

any part of the discussion ?'

' I was present for a short time

on the first day, but the little meet-

ing-house was so thronged that I

couldn't bear it. I must own to you

that I trembled for the poor "okl

church, when I saw the contending

parties. On the one side there were

three practised preachers, two of

them of great eminence from the

metropolis, and the other a person

who had obtained great celebrity as

a controversialist in Cork ; opposed to

them there were three plain country

priests, all very young, and all ap-

parently knowing very little of the

world. I say nothing of the other

speakers, but I didn't liiink the match

at all fair. Doctor Doyle, from the

first, refused to take any part in the

dispute.'
* The people, no doubt, were greatly

excited ?' ' I may say they were half

mad while the affair was going on

;

all inquiry, all eagerness, all anx-

iety, but by no means disposed to

violence.' 'You maintain, I suppose,

that the priests had the victory? I

know the other party claim it for

themselves.'
* Let the public decide on that

:

I believe the chairman, a very \yorlhy

Protestant, gave it against the Saints,

there is another proof of their being

vanquished, which is their getting

angry: they spread stories abroad

that they had a narrow escape from

being murdered. One of the speakers,

it is said, had to leap over a wall near

the meeting-house ; this is really a

bounce, for the wall happens to be

nearly eighteen feet high ; but have

you seen any of their late letters?

Thev are still striving to keep it up-
still' struggling, like old women, for

the last word : but here am I safe af

home
;
go you at once to your lodg-

ing.' —Thus, for the night, we sepa-
rated.

Some of my friend's remarks on the
Bible folks were, as I thought, reason-
able enough ; in a country like Ire-

land they can do no good ; they want,
in the first place, the confidence of
the people ; those that listen to them,
or appear to be converted, are gene-
rally interested hypocrites. How can
the bull; of the populace think any
thing good which comes from a
body of men who not only revile

that old religion which they love,

but stand constantly opposed to their

claims as subjects of a free state ?

The Saints, as politicians, are illiberal

;

as members of private life, their

charity has, generally, a view to prose-
lytism ; and, as a religious sect, there

is too much of gloom about them to

suit the gay and volatile temper of
the Irish. Their plan of forcing or
smuggling the sacred volume into

circulation will ultimately produce
an injurious effect ; it is calculated to

render the book an object of sus-

picion among the ignorant ; it goes
almost to bring it into contempt.
They are not dealing fairly with the

priests when they accuse them of
withholding the Scriptures altogether.

Numbers of the Catholic laity arc

expert enough at controversy. Mr.
Pope, the black surly gentleman
alrccwly alluded to, was baffled at the

last Kildare Street meeting by a poor
popish layman. The latter quoted
Scripture from memory, while the

divine had to call for a Bible! So
much for popish darkness.*****
Doctor Doyle was away in another
part of his diocese when I left

Carlow ; but his hand and his care

are visible in the schools and other

institutions of the place. I visited

the chapel during what is called the

children's mass ; and such a mass of
children I have not seen since. In
this I do not speak profanely ; up-
wards of a thousand boys and girls

attended, all whom, I am told, are

educated by the clerg-ymen, assisted

by some religious, lariies who devote
their time to that object almost ex-
clusively.
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My dear Editor—Since you found ing at the scene, and jokinj^ the naeTi

Le Maire's story an amusing one, it for their folly in placing- any credit in

has occurred to me that another of what this beldame told them, she
our hospital tales might not be disa- turned round upon me with a spiteful

greeable, and I therefore send it you. grin, which only made me laugh the
We had taken among our prisoners more, and asked if I would have my

the Baron Waleski, a Polish officer, fate foretold.

who commanded a hussar regiment,
and who had been badly wounded in

an early part of the action. His rank
and his reputation as a soldier caused
him to be treated by our people witli

"Oh, willingly," I said, putting out
my hand, tfad giving her at the same
time the customary piece of silver.

' She looked at the lines in my hand
very attentively for some moments.

The

all possible attention : he was lodged and then, putting up her fin'>-er as
in the same hospital with us, and his she fi.xed her dark eyes upon mine,
bed happened to be next to mine. ' •

i i
^ ^ .

I found him a perfect soldier, and
one of the most agreeable men I ever

knew. He had been in the army
from a boy; but he had been also in

the best society, and had mixed with
the most accomplished as well as the
bravest men of his time. Our being
of different parties in the war then
waging did not prevent our being ex

she said, slowly and solemnly,
twentieth of August!"

' I asked her to explain what uas to
happen on the twentieth of August

;

but she stood shaking her head, and I

could not get another word out of her.
I was soon tired of this farce, and
walked away. When I had got about
two paces from her, she called out
again, in her shrill voice, " The twen-

cellent friends in the hospital; and tieth of August!" and, although I did
I am sure the Baron was as much
liked by the Frenchmen as any officer

of their own nation. He was very
happy at telling anecdotes of his cam-
paigns, and of the chances he had en-

countered. His first service had been
in the year 17S7, in the war against

the Turks, when he was a lieutenant
in the Czekler Hussars, one of the

most distinguished regiments in the

service. He related the following
circumstance, M'hich happened to him
in his first campaign:

—

not place the least faith in her pre-
diction, and believed her to be a
good-for-nothing hag, I confess that
I found myself recalling her words,
and the tone of her voice, several
times aftenvards in the course of the
day.

'We soon joined the army; and,
having- got my recruits into a little

order, they and I came in for a full

share of all the dangers and fatigues
of the campaign. It is well known
that in this war the Turks did not

'In the spring of 1788 I set off give themselves the trouble of making
from Miclos Var, in Transylvania, prisoners. Their commanding officers

with a party of recniits which I had
been raising to join my regiment,
then quartered in the neighbourhood
of Orsowa. An old gipsy woman,
who had been long hanging about
the camp, and acting as a sutler oc-

casionally, came to see my recruits.

She was an useful person to us, often

had offered a reward of a ducat for
every enemy's head that was brought
into the camp ; and the janissaries

and spahis lost no opportunity of
earning their ducats. The conse-
quence was very fatal to our outposts.

Not a night passed but the Turks
came down in considerable numbers

supplying us with wines and other to look for heads ; and their attacks
delicacies, which it was not easy for
us to procure, but which she' had
some means, unknown to us, of get-
ting at. My new soldiers, who were

were made with so much secrecy and
promptitude, that they seldom missed
carrying away several at their sad-

dle-bows. It often happened, that.

most of them peasants, and of course at day-break, one part of the camp
very superstitious, wanted to try her would be guarded only by bodies
skill in another" waj', and to have without heads. The Prince de Co-
their fortunes told. She readily bourg, for the purpose of putting a
complied ; and, as I stood bv, laugh- stop to this traffic, used to send out

Vol. I._No. 5. ' ' 2 e.
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strong' piquets of cavalry beyond the

line of the videttes, to protect them.

These piquets, which consisted of

from one to two hundred men, only

protected the videttes for a short

time, because the Turkish guards
sent down stronger bodies of their

men, and so carried away more heads
of ours, although they occasionally

left behind some of their own. These
accidents made the piquet service of

such a nature, that no one went out

upon it without settling his little

affairs beforehand.
'Things were in this state wheii the

month of August arrived. We hud
had some fighting, and the position

of the army was not changed. About
a week before the twentieth I saw the

old gipsy again, who came into my
tent to offer me some provisions.

'While I was making my bargain with

her, she reminded me of what she

had said when we last met,
" And now," said she, " will you

leave me a legacy, in case you die on
that day ?"

" Not I, indeed," I replied ;
" I

shall choose a younger and a prettier

girl for my heiress."
" What will you stake with me,

against a hamper of Tokai, that you
die on that day ?"

' I thought thai, although I was
likely enough to die before that day,

at least the odds were greatly in

my favour that it would not be on

that day; and Tokai was a wine I

was very fond of, and one which was
extremely scarce at this time. So I

answered, " I'll bet you two horses

and fifty ducats that I do not die on
the twentieth of August."

" Done !" said the old woman ; and
I called in my quartermaster-ser-

geant to make a memorandum of our
wager; which he did, and not without

some jokes against the old woman.
* The twentieth of August arrived.

There was not the least prospect of

an engagement ; and, although it was

the turn of our regiment to supply

the piquet, yet two of our officers

were before me in rotation to accom-

pany it. In the evening, as the hus-

sars were getting ready, the surgeon

came to announce to the colonel,

with whom I >vas standing, that the

officer who ought to h^ve commanded
ihe piquet had been taken suddenly

ill. The officer who followed hinss,

and who preceded me, was ordered
to take his place, and immediately
went to his quarters to dress. He
had just got upon his horse to ride

after his men, when the animal, which
was one of the best-tempered and
gentlest in the world, seemed on
a sudden as if the devil had taken
possession of it ; it reared, kicked,
and plunged in such a manner, that

at length it unhorsed the officer, who
broke his leg in the fall. It was then
my turn, and of course I set off; but,

I must confess, not in as good spirits

as usual, and with a firm conviction

that I should not come back to drink

any of the old gipsy's Tokai.
' I had eighty men in my troop, and

v/asjoined by one hundred and twenty
of another regiment, which made
altogether two hundred men. I

posted them about half a mile beyond
the line of the left wing of our army,
and we were flanked by a marsh cover-
ed with high rushes. We placed no
sentinels in advance, but the men re-

mained mounted, with their swords
drawn and their carbines cocked.
Every thing was quiet until about
two o'clock, when we heard a loud
noise, and soon afterwards shouts of
" Allah !" Before we had time to see

whence the noise proceeded, the

whole of our first rank was thrown
down by the fire, or by the charge,
of 800 Turks. They "did not fare

muck better; and at least as many
fell on their side, either by their

own impetuosity or by our fire.

They, however, knew the localities
;

we were utterly ignorant of them
;

surrounded on all sides, and, in short,
defeated. We laid about us as well
as we could ; struck friend or foe, as
chance and the darkness would have
it ; and, for my own part, I received
eight sabre wounds. A shot struck
my horse, and wounded him mor-
tally ; he fell upon my right leg in
such a manner that I could not ex-
tricate myself.

* J saw by the flashes of the fire-

arms that our people were defending
themselves bravely; but it was wholly
in vain to contend against such num-
bers of the Turks, who were, besides,
drunk with opium. They made a
horrible slaughter of my poor hus-
sars. When they found the resist-
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Mice was over, they set about plun-
dering first, and then cutting otF the
heads of my comrades. Most of us
had learnt a little Turkish; and I

heard them urging one another to

finish before succours could arrive.

They promised not to leave a single

ducat's worth behind, and added, there
must be exactly two hundred; by
which I perceived they must have
been very accurately informed. A
random shot struck my horse, who,
in a convulsive movement, freed my
leg. Immediately I thought I might
escape by throwing myself into the
marsh, which was not above twenty
paces from me. I had seen others
try it, and they had all been caught ;

but it was the only chance that pre-
sented itself, and I resolved to essay
it at all events. I sprung over men
and horses as they lay on the bloody
ground before me. The Turks saw
me, and some tried to stop me

;

others aimed blows at me; but,

thanks to my good fortune and my
agilit}', I escaped them all, and
reached the marsh. At the very first

step I sunk up to the knees ; but I

persevered, and, notwithstanding the
difficulty, I proceeded twenty paces
in it, when I stopped, wholly worn
out. I heard a Turk cry out, " An
infidel has escaped ! let him be pur-
sued !" and another voice replied,

"It is impossible to enter the marsh."
I know not what took place after this,

for the faintness from the blood I had
lost deprived me of all consciousness

;

and, when I recovered my senses,

some hours must have elapsed, for

the sun was high in the heaven^.
* I was up to my hips in the marsh

;

my hair stood on end as I recollected

the events of the night ; and the

twentieth of Augunt was one of ray

first thoughts. I counted my wounds
to the number of eight, but none of
them were dangerous ; they were all

sabre cuts, and on the arms, the

chest, and the back. Thanks to the
coldness of the nights in that coun-
try, I had worn a very thick pelisse,

which had prevented the blows from
taking effect. I was, nevertheless, very
weak. I listened, but heard nothing
save the groans of the wounded
horses ; as for the men, theTurks had
effectually prevented their groaning.

* At the end of an hour's hard work

I succeeded in extricating myself
from the marsh. I cautiously put
my head out from the high reeds

;

and, although a war against the

Turks blunts one's sensibility a good
deal, I could not look at the scene of

carnage before me without shudder-
ing. My sympathy was, however,
abruptly terminated, when I found
myself seized by the arm, and, turn-

ing round, saw myself in the grasp

of an Arnaout, six feet high, who
had returned to the field in the hope
of finding something which had
been overlooked in the darkness of

the night. I immediately addressed
him in the bestTurki«h I could muster.
"Take my watch, my purse, my

uniform," I said, " but do not kill

me."
" They are mine already," he re-

plied coolly, " and your head be-

sides." He thenprooeeded to unfasten
the strap of my shacko and my stock.

I had no arms ; and, at the first move-
ment I should make, I knew he would
plunge the sword he held in his hand
into my heart. I continued to sup-

plicate him ; and I threw my arms
about his body to move his compas-
sion, while he, with the greatest sang
fruid, was baring my neck. I told

him that my family was rich ; and
that, if he would make me his pri-

soner, he would ensure a considera-

ble ransom.
"That would take too long a time,"

he replied ; "and, before your ransom
arrives, it may be my turn, as it now
is yours, to lose my head," and he
took the brooch from my shirt. He
did not attempt to loosen the hold I

had of his body; perhaps because

he relied upon his own strength and
his arms, and because he saw that I

was exhausted. It might be, too,

that he felt something like compas-
sion for me, but not enough to out-

weigh the gain of a ducat. As he
was taking out my brooch I felt

something hard in his girdle : it was
an iron hammer.
" Now hold yourself still," he said

;

and these would, perhaps, have been

the last words I should ever have

heard, if the horror of the death

which I saw before me had not in-

spired me with the idea of seizing his

hammer. He was so busied in the

work he was about to perform that
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he (lid not perceive it ; and was hold-

ing niy head in one hand and his cut-

lass in the other, meditating the best

way of making liis blow, when, by a

sudden and violent movement, I dlis-

engaged myself from his grasp, and
at the same moment struck him with

the hammer as hard a blow as I could

on his face. The hammer was heavy,

and I did not miss my blow. The
Arnaout tottered ; I struck him again

;

he fell, and in falling dropped his

sword. I need not tell you that I

seized it, and it was twice through
his body before he knew any thing

about it. I mounted his horse, and
gallopped to our outposts, where I

saw the arms of the sentinels glitter-

ing in the sun, and thence on to the

camp. Nobody had doubted my be-

ing dead, and they looked at me as if

I had been a ghost. On tiie same day
I was attacked by a fever, and car-

ried to the hospital, where I remained
more than six weeks. As soon as I

joined the army the gipsy came to

me to confess she had lost, and to

bring me the Tokai. I learnt that,

during my absence, she had predicted

the fate of many others, which had
in every instance proved true ; and
that she had gained a great deal by
wagers and legacies of tlie officers.

I thought it was altogether very
strange ; but I did not know what to

make of it.

' Very soon after this two deserters

came to the camp ; they were Chris-
tians from Servia, and had been em-
ployed in the waggon train of the
Turkish army, whence they had de-
serted to avoid a punishment they
had incurred. As soon as they saw
my prophetic gipsy they recognised
her, and declared that she was fre-

quently in the habit of visiting the

liirkish camp by night, to give them
intelligence of our movements. This
surprised me a good deal ; because
she had often rendered us services,

and we had admired the address with

which she executed commissions even
of some danger. The deserters, how-

ever, persisted in their account : they
added, that they had often been pre-

sent, and had heard this woman de-

scribe our positions to the Turks,
discover to them our projects, and en-

couraged them to attacks, which had
in fact been made and had succeeded.

A Turkish cipher served her for a

passport. This paper was found upon
her; and, being looked upon as con-
vincing evidence, she was condemned
to be hanged for a spy. Before her
execution I interrogated her respect-

ing her prediction to me. She con-

fessed that, by acting as a spy in

both armies, she had made a profit

upon each, and that she had informed
both of so much as was likely to turn

out to her own advantage. She said

that those who consulted her on their

destiny usually discovered as much.
as was necessary to enable her to

guess, and that she left the rest to

chance. As to me, in particular, she

told nie that she had selected me for

the purpose of giving an example of

her pretended skill, which should es-

tablish her influence among the sol-

diers, by fixing the day of my death
so long beforehand. At the end of

the time she had persuaded the Turks
to make an attack on the posts of our
regiment. She knew very well that

two of the officers were to go on duty

before me. She sold to one of them
some wine, into which she had pre-

viously put some deleterious in-

gredients ; and, at the moment the

other mounted his horse, she went up
to him as if to offer him something

for sale, and had taken that oppor-
tunity of blowing a small morsel of

(jernian tinder, lighted, up the horse's

nostril.'

The Baron added, that, notwith-

standing the gipsy's confession, which
was made public, the soldiers believed

that she possessed a supernatural

power. 'But, for my own part,' he
said, 'the disbelief I always had in

such stuft' (and which, I admit, had
been for a moment shaken) was con-

firmed.'
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THE DlPLOMAl'IC DEVIL.

Political satires of any sort have

becoine rare, and good ones have been

ahnost unknown for many years past.

In England this kind of satire has fallen

into disuse, because the liberty of the

press is, with us, carried to such an

extent, that it is not worth any man's
while to say that allegorically, or by
fanciful means, which he can say so

much better, and more forcll)ly, in

plain English. If Dean Swift were
alive he would not condescend to

write his ' Tale of a Tub,' but would
denounce the vices and follies of par-

tics, and of the age, perhaps, in the

shape of letters, to the 'Dublin and
London Magazine,' and a mighty
pretty contributor we should think

him. In other countries, where the

right of expressing opinions is more
rigorously fettered, it is by means
of satire alone that the indignant

groans and. complaints of the op-

pressed can find a vent. Even this

imperfect and unsatisfactory appeal

to the common feelings of humanity,

in behalf of the sufferers, is subject

to the tyranny which pervades the go-

vernment of the countries to which
we allude ; and a satire must be so

much diluted and weakened as to be

wholly impotent before its pul)lica-

tion would be allowed. Still, how-
ever, satires, like those plants which
thrive best upon rocks, will thrust

out their hardy growth, in spite of

the obstacles which intervene ; and,

as an instance of this, we cite a small

book that has lately appeared in

England, under the title of ' Le
Diable Diplomate,' which proves that,

although the allied sovereigns can

prevent the publication of such at-

tacks within their own dominions,

they cannot repress it elsewhere

;

while their attempts only add to the

bitterness which fills the writer's

mind. It is written in French; the

style is good ; and there is no lack

of that earnestness and severity which
ought to characterize a work of this

description. A satirist, like a pirate,

ought to give no quarter ; for he can,

of course, expect no mercy himself
when he falls into the hands of those
against whom he has declared war.
The satire supposes that Satan,

mnnarch of hell, Avas holding a

court, in honour of some new arrivals

in his dominions. All hell kept holi-

day, the new-comers were cordially

greeted, and the tires were stirred. At
this time dispatches were received,

in consequence of which the monarch
made a speech, in which all the diplo-

matic elegancies and compliments
are whimsically and happily inserted.

He ends by appointing two demons to

be his ambassadors to the various

courts of the earth, for the purpose
of spreading the maxims of the po-

licy of hell, and of keeping up its

population from the redundant one of

the earth. The chief of these demons
is called Asrasrafel ; and the other,

who acts as his secretary, is I\I. Dur-
aux-Hommes. They proceed to the

earth, and alight first in Africa,

where they soon make the blessings

of their mission known. Greece,

Turkey, Naples, Rome, are all, in

turn, visited by the devils ; and, in

most places, things are found to be
so bad, that even the devils cannot

make them worse. A rapid sketch is

given of the afl'airs of Europe for the

last twenty years nearly, and the

members of the lioly alliance are held

up to the scorn and detestation which
they merit. If we had space enough
we should willingly give our readers

some specimens of the manner in

which the satirist handles the govern-

ments and the politics of the Eu-
ropean states ; but, as England comes
in for no small share of his labours,

our love of our own country compels
us to give that the preference. Suf-

fice it to say that, of all the crowned
heads, the Emperor of Russia, the

King of Prussia, and the Emperor of

Austria, are by no means spared.

England is called, in the satire,

the country of the Centaurs ; and, in

speaking of its customs, although

there is a reasonable share of preju-

dice, and much of that misrepresen-

tation which foreigners are led into

from not understanding them, the ridi-

culous points are still so well pre-

served that we must be amused in

spite of ourselves ; and not the less,

perhaps, since it is at our own ex-

pense.

It will ahvays happen that persons

nhose knowledge can only be super-
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ficial will take those things to be

roated in a system which they see

upon its surface ; and, as it is the

business of a satirist not to draw por-

traits, but to make whimsical carica-

tures, we must admit that England
offers him an ample and fertile field

for his exertions. Rira bien qui

rira le dernier is a good saying

;

and, when he has done quizzing us

for what he thinks our follies, we
shall console ourselves with the re-

flection that England is the only

country which would permit him thus

to mock her to her face, and the only

one in whicli he can mock others

without the fear of losing his ears, if

not his head. But we proceed to

give a specimen of his work.

The two diabolical travellers, l)eing

UBCcrtain whither to bend their

course, the chief resolved, as we
have said, to visit the country of the

Centaurs. The secretary approved
of this highly, because, he said, he

was very desirous of seeing the fair-

haired nymphs of that nation, who
were so fund of virtue that they

thought there was none of it left for

the women of any other country.

As to wish and to do is nearly the

same thing with the devils, they soon

reach the English shore, and proceed

to the capital, the smoke of which is

very agreeable to them.
The atmosphere of the city, heavy

and impregnated with coal-smoke,

was extremely grateful to the lungs

of Dur-au.x-Hommes. He was strong-

ly disposed to take up his abode im-
mediately adjoining an immense ma-
nufactory, which was eternally vomit-

ing forth smoke and flame, because

it reminded him of his native coun-
try, and he could liave always warmed
himself for nothing. Asrasrafel,

however, who was better acquainted

with the world, knew that to lodge

in such a quarter of the town would
ruin him for ever in the opinion of

the good Centaur society. He was

fully aware that a man's merit is al-

ways ascertained by the place and
style in which he lives. He, there-

fore, took a splendid lodging in the

most fashionable part of the town;
he hired servants, whom he clothed

in a dashing livery, and called him-
self the Count Asrasrafel ; for he

knew exactly the way in which to

gain the hearts of the Centaurs.—
How nobility grows upon one by tra-

velling !

On the following day the new
count and his secretary, the Cheva-
lier Dur-aux-Hommes, waited upon
the diplomatic officers, to whom they
had letters of introduction. These
gentlemen received them very civilly,

and afterwards proposed to present
them to the Centaur minister. He,
with the prudence which distin-

guishes his nation, evaded the visit;

asked three weeks to consider, and
to make inquiries, lest they should
be mere swindlers—a class of men
which has of late become very nu-
merous. This formality having been
fulfilled, he was upon the best terms
with the two strangers; he intro-

duced them at his parties, and an-

swered for their being creditable per-
sons, and of good reputation. A
very respectable old dowager con-
ceived an extraordinary predilection

for Asrasrafel, on account of his title

and his elegant figure, but chiefly be-
cause he spent his money like a no-
bleman. She had, besides, a pretty
little grand-daughter, Avhom she in-

tended to complete the count's hap-
piness. The little lady, on her part,

had calculated that the count would
suit her marvellously well ; for, with
the Centaurs, evtry thing is per-

formed by arithmetic. The ambas-
sador gave himself little trouble

about this matter, but carried on a
very extensive flirtation with some
excessively sentimental ladies, who
said they had souls for poetry, and
who prated about profound and eter-

nal aftcctions. He pursued one of
these affairs so warmly, that, one fine

morning, he was discovered, as he
was studying the language, at the
house of a lady of the highest repu-
tation. The husband of the lady,

who made this unpleasant discovery,
prepared to throw him out of the
window ; but Asrasrafel, by a checque
on his banker, and the promise of
paying his debts, obtained from the
indignant lord permission to retire

through the door. This afforded fine

sport for the newspapers of a country
in which the disgrace and weakness
of the few form the amusement of
the mass of the people. Scandal is

a certahi source of fortune amonjj
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them. Tlie papers were filled with a
thousand dull stale jokes, as usual

;

while the seductive devil found him-
self much better otf than before.

The ladies now disputed the pos-
session of him—only, however, for

the purpose of reforming' him—say-
ing that it was not his fault, but that

there are certain creatures of so much
effrontery, that—&c. &c. &c. Many
of them came to see him out of pure
compassion, in order to make him
sensible of the impropriety of his

conduct ; but he gave them such
good reasons for what he had done,
that they went away his zealous de-

fenders. In short, the ambassador
was all the rage ; his carriage, the

cut of his clothes, and of his hair,

were every where imitated—every

thing was a la inode d'Asrasrafel. If

he had even taken it into his head to

display his devil's tail, all the fashion-

able world would have mounted simi-

lar ones ;—so fond are the Centaurs
of any thing strange!

All the ladies who had marriage-
able daughters beset him. He was
compelled to listen to some, who
sang romances in a manner that

would make a man melancholy for

the rest of his days ; and to others,

who played some twenty pages of de-

testable music, which had been dedi-

cated to them by an amateur. Some-
times he was obliged to praise the

drawings of other young ladies, where
landscapes shone in all the glowing
glories of bright green ; sometimes
groups of trees, elegantly disposed

in the form of birch brooms round a

castle in ruins, for the purpose of

affecting the spectator by its deplor-

able condition ; sometimes a flight of

ill-omened birds, which looked as if

they were nailed against the sky, har-

monized with the subject of the pic-

ture ; sometimes beautiful dark blue
lakes, with some very white swans,
and a boat, where a fisherman ap-

peared quite resigned to his fate. All
these admirations were, in their turn,

inflicted upon him. At length these
ladies grew indignant at the aversion
he displayed for marriage. They
said, in all companies, that Asras-
rafel would be very happy of an al-

liance with them, but that they had
objections to it ; and, when they said
this, nobody believed them.

Notwithstanding all these thbgs
(and I can hardly tell why) Dur-aux-
Hommes got very tired. He one day
met a good-looking, well-fed. Cen-
taur, who was walking with the most
tranquil air in the world, and holding

a cord in his hand, to a tree near
him. ' Whither are you going, my
friend:' asked the secretary. ' I am
going to hang myself,' replied the

Centaur: *I am too rich, too fat;

things go on too well with me, and
I can bear them no longer. I have
no time to stay chattering with you,
so good-by r—and he hanged himself.
' I shoxild not care if I did the same
thing,' said Dur-aux-Hommes, ' but
that it would be to no purpose—so

tired am I of this country !' Luckily
for the secretary, at this moment,^
crowd arrived ; a ring was made^ and
two men began to box in the most
agreeable and edifying manner ima-
ginable. The secretary was so pleased
that he betted on both of them ; in

an instant they were covered with
blood. Some one told him they were
fighting for money. ' Ah !' he cried,
' indeed the people of this nation de-

serve their wealth, since they take
such pains to get it.' These boxing-
matches were very much to his taste.

One day, as he was riding into town
from one of them, he went along at

a great rate, whipping and spurring
violently. Soon after his arrival he
was summoned before a magistrate,

where he found a gentleman (Dick
IMartin) who apostrophized him very
severely, and insisted upon the ma-
gistrate's fining him heavily. ' I will

let you know, my friend,' he added,
' whether yon are to be permitted to

trate poor dumb craturs in this bar-

barous manner!' Dur-aux-Hommes
was about to make a beautiful speech

in reply, when the magistrate told

him he was an impertinent person,

and doubled the fine. The secretary

made some very profound reflections

on this affair, and came to the con-

clusion that, in this country, horses

were treated with greater care and
consideration than men. ' But why
should I complain of that ?' he said ;

' the horse is the worthier of the

two.'

The satirist proceeds, through the

means of the observations which the
infernal diplomatists make, to pass
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his strictures upon the customs and
manners of the English people. Diir-

aux-Honimes spends so much money
jn a boroug-h durinif an election, that

the burgesses propose to return him
as their member. He refuses, with
some rudeness ; upon which a stout

elector is about to give him a thresh-

ing, when, by an adroit disposition of

some more nionej', the secretary en-

gages the other voters on his side,

and they duck their fellow-freeman

in a horse-pond. A projector waits

upon the ambassador with several

prospectuses of joint-stock compa-
nies : but the time when such things

were ridiculous is gone by; and no
effort of human ingenuity can exceed
the real follies which have been com-
mitted on this subject. Asrasrafel

goes to dine with the lord-chancellor

;

and here the great law officer's pub-
lic as well as his private conduct is

jolivient fustige.

This great man (the chancellor)

entertained him before dinner with a

discourse on the necessity of public

and private economy ; and assured

him, in the course of it, that prodi-

gality was the mother of all possible

vices.

The appearance of the l>utler, who
came to announce that dinner was
served, proved to the diplomatist

that the great lawyer, his host, did

not confine himself to merely talking

on his favourite subject, but that he
practised economy also. All his ser-

vants seemed half dead from inani-

tion ; they might have been taken for

so many skeletons in livery. To be
fat was reckoned a mortal sin in this

household. They sat down to a din-

ner which was execrable ; and, al-

though they did not eat much, they
talked a great deal, having nothing
better to do. T'he man of law praised

the institutions of his country. ' The
laws of the Court of Chancery,' ob-

served he, 'are incomparable in all

respects, but particularly for the ex-
pedition with which they are admi-
nistered ; in this respect, I believe,

nobody can complain. Come to-

morrow, and you will hear some
causes.' Asrasrafel went accordingly.
The first thing he saw was a very
melancholy looking old man of
eighty, at the door of the court.
* What is the matter, my friend ?' h«

asked. 'Alas! sir,' replied the old

man, ' I have a cause depending in

this gulf, and I have been expect-
ing its decision for the last seventy
years. I am, however, told now not
to be discouraged, for that in a few
years it must be terminated ; so that

I still live in hopes.' This rencontre
changed Asrasrafel's intention to

enter the court ; and he went home,
smiling at the inconsistency of man-
kind.

Asrasrafel and his colleague find

their residence in the country of the
Centaurs very dull, and are reduced
to try to amuse themselves by read-

ing the newspapers from one end to

the other, and by betting that there

would not be one fine day in a month.
Asrasrafel goes to pay a visit to the

Centaur minister, whom he finds cut-

ting his nails. He expresses some
surprise at this, and concludes that

he is quite at leisure. ' Never less

so,' replies the minister ; ' and never
was tlie correspondence of my office

carried on so punctually and expedi-
tiously.' He then explains to the
ambassador that he does all his busi-

ness by means of a steam-engine,
and shows him three cast-iron clerks,

who are working witli the greatest

accuracy in an adjoining room. The
minister expatiates upon the advan-
tages of this invention to the nation ;

notwithstanding which it appears that

not one soui is saved, and that the

llesh-and-blood clerks who have been
dismissed to make way for those of
cast iron are starving.

Asrasrafel afterwards dines with
the minister, and is enchanted to find

several very agreeable ladies of the
company, and promises himself the
pleasure of passing some delightful

hours with them after coffee ; when,
to his surprise, at a given signal, the
fair ones arose precipitately, and re-

tired to another room. The ambas-
sador thought the house was on fire,

and he was astonished to see that the
gentlemen tranquilly kept their places.
' Sit down, my friend,' said the master
of the house ; ' we shall enjoy our-
selves, now that we are freed from
them.' — ' For Heaven's sake, ex-
plain !'—

' I mean the women, whose
presence annoys us.'— ' Yes,' cried
the others, ' they annoy us; they
annoy us. ByG—d, we thought they
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were nailed to tlieir chairs. The
women, iiow-a-days, take great liber-

ties ; we must do something to pre-

vent them.' The company then be-

gan to talk upon two subjects, when
the presence of the ladies might have

been useful to them—they were gal-

lantry and fashions ; and, on both

these, it is well known that the fair

sex usually talk much better than

men.
Asrasrafel becomes very tired of

England, when his secretary comes
to bring him news that a subject of

contention has arisen, which has

thrown the whole country into con-

fusion. This is no other than the

question of Catholic emancipation,

which is treated by the satirist with

great impartiality, and both sides

blamed, as both sides deserve to be

blamed. It will be seen that it was
written before the recent decision

had put a temporary suspension to

the hopes which had been entertained

that this question would be set at rest

for ever. Still the views which are

taken of the subject are correct in

the main ; and it may, perhaps, not

be unprofitable to us to learn the

opinions of a by-stander on a ques-

tion which we are too near, and too

much interested in, to see all the bear-

ings of. Asrasrafel thinks that the

intelligence of his secretary is too

good to be true.
* It is impossible,' he says, ' that,

in a country so free and civilized as

this of the' Centaurs, there should

exist factions so dreadful and so fero-

cious. Besides, does the government

not see that the prosperity of this

country is looked at with a jealous

eye by all others ? that they will

hasten, by all the means in their

-power, its dissensions and its ruin ?

and this they can do without dis-

bursing a sous.' He had been medi-

tating for some time when Dur-aux-
Hommes returned. ' Well !' he said,

rubbing his claws together with glee,
* it is as I told you, and even worse.

We have nothing to do but begin.

The most violent faction insults the

most numerous one, and is willing to

push things to the great^est extremi-
ties, that they may share the spoils.

I never in my life met with more
zealous friends ; they are absolutely

our own. They raise the cry of re-

VoL. I.w-No. 5.

hellion to blind the government, and
to urge it to sanguinary measures.

Their adversaries unite, they display

their forces, and they have at their

head some persons to whom modera-
tion is a part so new, that they play

it rather badly. The crowd follows

them blindly, "as crowds always do.

Justice is, however, on their side,

and they claim only what they are

fully entitled to ; they are right, and
that is reason enough why we should

oppose them. Listen to me, my
friend : since we are by ourselves, I

will point out to you the course which
a wise and good government would
pursue under such circumstances; it

will serve as a contrast to that which
will really be taken; and so much the

better for us. Without permitting

itself to be influenced by the one or

by the other, it ought to respect both

;

this conduct is obvious, but it is diffi-

cult to follow. To do justice to a

sect composed of a great part of the

force of the state is not less politic

than it is just and necessary. It is

not surprising that men who are op-

pressed will unite, to shield them-
selves from that oppression. But it

is not the government that oppresses

them—it is not against the govern-

ment that they have to defend them-
selves—but against that infamous

sect of political pedlars who embroil

and disturb every state for their own
mercenary ends, and who have long

been our only support in this fine

country. Let the government weigh
well this important truth. The wise

and rational members of both sects

are convinced of it. Let the adverse

party be neutralized, but by gentle

means ; let them be induced to break

up their confederacy ; but, at the

same time, let the insolence of the

other party be checked. This con-

cession obtained, let the odious yoke

be removed from their necks ; letthe

political pedlars, who are the origin

of all the evils, and who are always

hunting out blood and misery, be

driven from the country. The people

will then enjoy, in peace, all the

blessings of a just and enlightened

government.'
' And is it you v/hom I hear talk-

ing thus?' cried the ambassador.
' Yes, it is I,' replied the other

devil :
* but I speak ironically ; men

2 F
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^re too fond of raking in their own
duntrhills to divest themselves so eud-

denty of their fatal prejudices, and to

follow so politic and generous a

course.'
* You are right—you are right ! I

am rejoiced 1 A horrible war is

about to break out ; we sliall swim
in blood, and glut ourselves with it

!

You are right! There are no men
to be found generous enough to cry

out " Stop ! unhappy people ! What
is it you would do ? Behold us, ready

to save you from the abyss in which

you are about to fall—to restore to

you peace and happiness—to heal

the deep and bleeding wounds of your

ill-fated country!" No! there are

none such. The executive power will

be influenced by interested views. I

already hear the frantic cries : the

work is begim ! No such noble men
are to be found !'

• Yes ! they are to be found !' cried

a loud voice. The thunder rolled

over the apartment in which the de-

mons were, and the Genius of the

Empire stood before them, holding

by one hand the king of the threaten-

ed nation, and by the other the minis-

ter whose philanthropy, talents, and

eloquence, have made him universally

renowned. ' Behold,' cried the Ge-
nius, 'such men ! Avaunt, wretches',

back to the darkness whence you
sprung, and learn that the empire I

protect is beyond the reach of your

machinations. The fame of this

country, and its power, shall increase

by the union of its people ! They
shall deserve the title of Jtist, as they

have already won that of Victorious !'

His two supporters raised their hands,

and swore that it should be so. At
this moment a terrible voice, pro-

ceeding from the lowest depths of the

earth, recalled, by their names, the

two infernal emissaries, and said,

' Your mission is ended.'— ' Let us

curse our destiny, then,' they shout-

ed, ' for the country is saved ."

The prediction has not been ful-

filled ; and, without adopting any
more of the satirist's tone than may
be necessary, we may be permitted to

say that the devil himself must be in a

government which could renounce

the obvious course of justice and con-

ciliation for that which is in itself

unjust ; and which, in its effect, car-

ries disappointment and discontent

into the l)osoms of a large and valu-

able portion of the community.

THE CHURCH OF IRELAND.

It has been remarked that Ireland

can claim but few profound thinkers ;

that, while her literary children stand

conspicuous in all the departments

of wit, humour, and eloquence, she

has produced but few philosophers

;

that she can boast neither a Newton
nor a Locke ; and that, in fact, the

vivacity and superficial nature of

Irish niind is averse to laborious and

abstract inquiries j the consequence

of which is, mistaken notions in poli-

tics, and the other inconsiderate fail-

ings for which Paddy is remarkable.

Into the truth of this last assertion

I am not going to inquire ; but, were

those who make it called upon for

proofs, I think they might reason-

ably adduce the fact—that, while the

Catholics complain of grievances,

they have totally neglected to remove
the cause which perpetuates their

slavery ; and that they seek justice

from those they should arraign at

the tribunal of the public. In thi?

conduct there is an evident want of

comprehension ; an impolicy border-

ing on fatuity, and a silliness only

equalled by that of the peasant, who,
instead of killing the viper, warme((

it in his bosom until it stung him to

death.

I remember the time when a Diem-
ber of the Catholic Committee Avas

threatened with expulsion for a re-

mote allusion to tithes, so apprehen-
sive were that body of off"ending the

Church ; and, later still, they passed a
vote of censure on Dr. Dromgoe, for

delivering sentiments which were in

perfect accordance with the doctrines

of Catholicity. Conciliation pursued

at the expense of patriotism and

candour can serve no purpose but

that of exposing the duplicity ami
folly of those who are alike deficient

in courage and policy ; and the result

of Catholic forbearance has been

i5uch as any man of common sense

might have foreseen—a retrogressioii
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fof a meaeure neitlier openly nor

fearlessly pursued.

It would appear as if the Catholic

leaders of the period I allude to were
guided by a kind of left-handed po-

licy, by which they hoped to smuggle
themselves, as it were, into their birth-

rights, without a detection of their

real principles, and hoodwink their

opponents by an appearance of con-

cession they did not intend to make.
It was impossible they could have
been sincere, unless we suppose them
blind to the Immediate interests of

their country; for emancipation it-

self would be only useful as a means
of procuring the people justice, and

a relief from local and national insti-

tutions, whose existence are incom-
patible with the happiness and wel-

fare of Ireland. In seeking emanci-

pation, however, before they had ex-

posed the nature of church mono-
poly, lay their great error, for nothing

but extreme inexperience, and a total

absence of reflection, could have in-

duced them to believe that their

claims would be granted while it

was in the power of those who lived

by tithes to withhold them. The
Church, like the sensitive leaf, feels

at every point the first contact of

assailants, however gently they ap-

proach her ; and, while she stands

the strong hold of intolerance, she

has abroad her thousand bigoted

conductors, who wait, in sable so-

lemnity, to quench every flash of libe-

rality that may chance to irradiate the

darkness that surrounds her. Her
influence extends to every corner of

the British empire, and while she has

power she will exert it to ])erpetuate

exclusion. Viev*ed apart from tem-
poralities, I don't mean to assei't that

she is 7nalum in se. God forbid 1 But
while her ministers are supported, as

they are at present, by laws which
unjustly tax the Catholics, it is not

in the nature of things that she could

be otherwise than intolerant and per-

secuting ; for m^n always feel least

for those they havfe oppressed. Eman-
cipation is therefore an useless pursuit

until the Church is modified in a

manner that will completely leave

her without an apprehension in case

of Catholic freedom, and which ap-

prehension she never can be freed

from while an iota of her income is

derived from the Irish farmer.

The Catholic leaders have, from
time to time, acted very absurdly in

disclaiming all idea of hostility to-

wards this church. For my part,

I never thought them sincere in so

doing, because I consider it impossi-

ble for the Irish Catholic to view the

establishment otherwise than as a

deadly blight upon the energies of
his country—as a religious innova-

tion—as a strange creed,—as a biack

pool, which sends forth periodical

locusts to devour the tenth of his

harvest. He regards it, and justly

too, as the source of past evils, and
present sufferings—as the harlot of
the state, whom he is obliged to dress

and support, notwithstanding his

moral and religious antipathy. For
her aggrandizement he sees that his

own Church has been despoiled of her

fair possessions, stripped of her ho-
nours, and pursued with hatred and
contumely. He finds the legislature,

for the last three hundred years,

prodigal of its bounty to institutions

established for the avowed purpose
of kidnapping and proselyting his

children to the faith of this church

;

whose abuses and exactions are de-

fended by the government, and pro-

tected by the civil power.

' On either side, with ready hearts and
hands,

Her chosen guard of bold believers stands.

Young fiae-eyed disputants, who deem
their swords,

On points of faith, more eloquent than

words.*'

His feelings must be hostile, and
the history of Ireland proves that

they are so. But what gives them
poignancy and force is a sense of op-

pression, too apparent to be doubted

;

and thus every thing that can act on

the human mind impels him to hos-

tility, which, if not always openly

avowed, is continually evinced by
discontent, complaint, or open con-

flict. On these occasions he fre-

quently overlooks his own interest

;

and charges the Church with even

more injustice than she is really

guilty of.

I diflfer with nearly all those who

* Lallu Kookh.
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have given us their opinions on the

income of the Irish Church ; and
consider it a proof of bad policy in

the Catholics to make any complaint

whatever respecting- the affluence or

non-residence of the Protestant cler-

gy. Their misconduct could only

increase the growing disrespect; and,

the richer they are, the more certain

they would be to prove inattentive ;

for where have a wealthy clergy been
efficient ministers of religion ?

The opponents of the tithe system

liave acted very inconsistently in

supporting laws to compel the resi-

dence of beneficed clergy ; and few
measures of parliament, during the

last twenty years, have proved more
oppressive to the Irish peasantry.

Previous to the introduction of

discussions on this subject by Sir

John Newport, l\lr. Hume, and others

in the House of Commons, the ex-

istence of the Protestant religion

Avas only known, in several parts of

Ireland, by the demands of the tithe

proctor ; but within a comparatively

short period a new and hea\^ tax

has been levied. The building of

churches, and erection of glebe

houses, have been carried to an un-
necessary extent ; and tliough the

spires, in the estimation of the Bishop

of Limerick, give the country a civi-

lized appearance,* in several parishes

they produced any thing but civil

treatment for those who collected

the tax which was to pay for such
rustic ornaments.f Thousands and
tens of thousands of pounds have
been levied on the Catholic peasantry,

for building- churches where there

was no congreg-ation, and glebe

houses where ministers had no occa-

sion to reside, unless to give an ad-

ditional proof of civilization by ap-

peari ng in the proper season accoutred

as sportsmen ; for it must be admit-

ed that they are

—— Oftener seen

With belted waist, and pointers at their

heels,

Than in the bounds of duty,'

And where is the use in telling them
that

' The province of the soul is latge enough
To fill up every cranny of their time.

And leave them much to answer if one

wretch

Be damned by their neglect,'

since the whole province, in all

probal)ility, docs not supply one soul

who asks or requires their spiritual

• Some men have taken singular appearances as indicatibns of civilizatioti. I once

read of a traveller, who, seeing a gallows in a desert, exclaimed, ' Thank God, I'm now
in a civilized country !

tit would appear that Iconoclasts no longer exist in the church, for the Protestants are

now as partial to ornaments as ever the Papists were, as the following extract from the

evidence of the Rev. Mr. Collins, P. P. of Skibbereen, will show:— ' The island of

Innisherkin is a small island, forming part of the parish of Tullali, and being off the

liarbour of Baltimore. The island is not in my district, but the main part of the parish

is ; it is separated from the main land by a distance of about a mile. The inhabitants

are about a thousand, having about 200 houses. They are very poor ; so much so,

that when the attempt was made by the priest residing there, not long since, to levy

an assessment of threepence halfpenny per house for the repair of the old chapel

,

which was in utter ruin (it was a mere hovel, partly covered with ragged straw, and
without door or window), he failed in raising that sum, from their inability to pay it

;

and shortly after the churchwarden, residing on the main land, came in with his

assistants, to levy a tax of 4s. 6d. in the gneeve, imposed by the church vestry, for the

repayment of a sum of money, advanced by the Board of First Fruits for the building

of a church on the main land, to which they were liable. The common people thought
it hard and unnatural, that whereas they could not contribute any thing to shelter

themselves from the vrind and rain in their cliapel, they should be obliged to pay a

heavy tax for a cliurch not in the island, but far from them ; fend particularly when
they recollected that that church was built more for ornament than for use ; inasmuch
as a good church had previously e.xisted in another part of the parish, which might
have been kept in good repair at a moderate expense. But it was deemed more orna-
mental and more picturesque to transfer the site of the church to a prominent point at

the opening of the harbour, where it would have a pretty effect of landscape. The
church was built there, and a tax has been these five years annually levied upon the
small and poor population for the building of that church, unnecessary both in the

minds of Cathohcs and Protestants.'

V
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assistance ? Inactive, however, they

no longer are. The bench of magis-

trates have found many of them
zealous supporters of the civil

power; while not a few are era-

ploved in disseminating the nezv

light, which in time, it is appre-

hended, will swallow up the old one;

as Aaron's rod did that of the magi-
cian. Converted themselves, they
have endeavoured to convert others,

by the distribution of Bibles, and
tlie opening of proselyting schools.

Some wealthy patron lends his aid,

and a war commences between the

parish priest and the landlord : re-

ligious liatred has been thus engen-

dered to an extent unknown even in

the times when the penal laws were
in full force ; and Ireland, in conse-

quence, presents at the present mo-
ment a conflict of opinion more in-

tense and determined than any other

nation in Europe. The cause I have
pointed out ; for I have watched its

progress, and I am satisfied it origi-

nated in the laws and discussions

relative to the residence of Protes-

tant incumbents ; for such is the

situation of the church of Ireland,

that any attempt, as the law now
stands, to give every parish entitled

a place of worship, must create ex-

tensive local distress, great injustice,

and consequent complaint.

It is necessary, however, to bear
in mind that the Protestants of Ire-

land, be they few or many, obviously

require religious instruction and
places of public worship; but it is

equally obvious that the Catholics

should not be compelled to pay for

either.

Fortunately there exists, if the

legislature and the church are not

foolish or infatuated, no occasion to

oppress the one, or deny the other

spiritual superintendence, as a fund

is already provided, fully adequate to

the purpose, ^vithout encroaching on
the industry or property of any sect

or individual in the community.
Great misconception prevails re-

specting the nature of church pro-
perty, and those who assert that it is

taken out of the pockets of the
people labour imder a strange mis-
take. At the present day it matters
little whether the original grant of
tithes and church lands was wise or

mischievous ; enough for us to know
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that such grants have been made,
and that the Protestant church oif

Ireland is now in possession of them,
having wrested them from the Catho-
lic clergy, to whom they of right

belonged. Opinions and tnnes, how-
ever, have so changed, that, if now
oifered to be restored, they would
not be accepted, experience having
convinced the people of their mis-
chievous tendency. With the Protes-

tant church, therefore, they are likely

to remain, and it is only necessary

to see whether it can hold them
without injury to the community.
Church or glebe lands are let

(with some slight ditl'erence) and
cultivated like other lands ; and
surely it matters little to the farmer
whether he pays his rent to a gouty
bishop or a bloated lord ; the one is

as likely to spend his money as the
other, so that it is quite immaterial
whether the landlord be lay or cleri-

cal; and, if titles are examined, no
doubt one of them could show
equally as good a claim as the other.

Respecting, therefore, that portion
of the income of the church which
is derived from glebe lands, the pub-
lic have nothing at all to do with it

;

and, though the legislature could un-
doubtedly dispose of it, I don't see

any benefit that could accrue from
such a measure. Mr. Hume's pro-
posal to limit the bishops to four
would prove of no benefit to Ireland,

though it might be of some service

to religion. One thing, however, is

wanted,—a law to restrain members
of the church from taking or enact-

ing ^He*.

Tithes are the next source of in-

come to the church : less it appears
than the former, but still much
more obnoxious. Were one-tenth

of the earth's produce collected, cer-

tainly tithes would be a monstrous
impost on industry and capital ; but

the truth is, this never was, nor ever

could be, generally the case. By a

return lately laid before parliament,

it appears 417 parishes have entered

into a composition for their tithes at

a rate \vhich would give something

like 600,000/. for all Ireland; from

%vhich we may infer, that on an aver-

age, the church only receives one-

thirtieth in the place of one-tenth.

Mr. Wakefield estimates the rental

of Ireland at 17,228,540/.—a auin
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nearly thirty times as much as the

amount of tithe, and it will not be

jroinif too far to suppose the produce

of the earth twice as much as the

rent. If so, it would appear that the

farmer possessed no small advan-

tage in consequence of tithes, not-

withstanding his hatred of them, for

it is a well-known fact that land,

tithe-free, let for more than ten per

cent, higher than land which paid

tithe. Mr. Goulburn's bill, there-

fore, if made imperative on both

parties to enter into composition,

would ])rGduce incalculable advan-

tages. But, to render the benefits last-

ing, the amount of tithe, when ascer-

tained, should be made perpetual,

according to a fixed scale, always

bearing the same proportion to the

rent of the hind that it did at the

moment of composition. Such a

course is absolutely necessary to

prevent a return to the old method,

for the church, on seeing its de-

ficiency, will, in all likelihood, en-

deavour to augment her income.

Mr. Goulburn's bill stands, there-

fore, in need of amendment.
If this is done the landlord alone

supports the church; and this he

has every right in the world to do

;

for he cither received his estate from

his ancestors, or purchased it sub-

ject to this impost, consequently he

is as much obliged to pay it as the

crown rent ; but, as he stands in-

debted full one-tenth of his income

to the church, why not compel him
to discharge what he owes ? In conse-

quence of the tithe-composition bill,

he will have to pay only one-thir-

tieth; but, as that sum goes ex-

clusively to the incumbents, why not

compel him to pay the remainder, or

at least a portion of what remains

due, to the churchwardens, or some
other authorized persons, who would
apply it to the wants of the church ;

such as building and repairing,

clerk's fees, &c. &c. and save the
Catholic peasantry from one of the
most unjust imposts that ever was
levied on an unfortunate people ? It

is tyranny, in its most hideous fea-

tures, to compel the members of a
church supported by voluntary con-
tributions to huild and keep in re-

pair the temple devoted to the re-

ligion of the state. Algiers could
not furnish a more cruel law ; and
what renders parish cess still more
oppressive in Ireland is the wav in

which it is levied, by a thing called a
vestry, whose assessments are gene-
rally partial, and frequently illegal.

Let the legislature, at once, repeal

so abominable a law, and fix the

burden on those who have a right to

bear it. The landlords have been
too long in possession of the

church's property, for it is now
full a century since they arrogantly

exonerated their rich domains from
the visit of the tithe-proctor, whom
they sent to the cottier's potatoe-
garden. It must be admitted that

some churcli has a right to certain

i-evenues ; and since the Protestant

Church is in possession of them, in

the name of goodness let her keep
them. But, if she studies her own
interest, she will now make those

pay who are in debt, and cease to

persecute the peasantry, who cer-

tainly owe her nothing. By follow-

ing this obvious and direct course,

she will no longer inspire the Catho-

lic with hatred, or feel it her interest

to oppose his entrance into the temple
of the constitution. Her own inde-

pendence will be permanently se-

cured, without the consciousness of

having obtained it by tyranny aud
injustice.

The facts I have stated and the

principles I have laid down admit of

no contradiction ; those whom they
concern will do well to profit by the

instruction they impart. Z. Z.

TO
I THINK of thee by silent night,

I think of thee by day ;

I think of thee when in thy sight,

I think of thee away :
—

When gay, when sad, I think of thee

;

And some by this would jirove

That love's my only malady.

And thou my only love ! 0.
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TALES OF THE CRUSADERS.

The new Waverley novel has made
Its appearance, after a longer prepa-
ration and more ri^peated disappoint-

ments than usual. We do not pro-
fess to be so deep in the mysteries
of the trade as to guess for what
reason the hopes of ' the reading

fmblic' liave been mocked for the
ast nine months with the announce-
ment of this work ; but unless there

be some such, better and more cogent
than we can imagine, we must think
that the delay is ill judged and has

too much the appearance of coquetry
to produce any good effect. Let us,

nevertheless, be thankful for the good
we have, however long it has been in

the coming.
One of the disaflvantages insepa-

rable from ' the Author of Waverley'
is, that the reputation which he has
already obtained has begotten in his

readers an expectation that every
succeeding production shall be better

than those which have preceded it

;

and this it is, according to our notions,

that has induced so much cavilling

and criticising at his later works.
Novel-readers are an ungrateful set

;

and we doubt very much whether a
man who has already satisfied them
onoe, ought not to be content with
liis good fortune, and forswear ever
again trying or trusting them. It is

perhaps impossible for a man to go
beyond a certain mark ; it is very
likely that, if not in his first, at least

in his early efforts, while all the
freshness of the task inspired him,
he reached that mark ; and although,
let him write as often as he will,

(with due care,) he will never fall

back from the point he has achieved,

yet it is not in his nature to make a
higher flight—and this we believe to

be the case with t!te author of Wa-
verley. We do not, however, mean by
this, to disparage his talents in the
slightest degree ; we are too warmly
and too sincerely his admirers to seek
to detract or abate from his merit
one single iota, and we do not think
that he has, in the whole of his career,
either deceived or exceeded the hopes
which his first novel gave rise to,

with two exceptions : the first ' the
Bride ofLammermoor,' which stands,
in that branch of the literature of

this country to which it belongs, along
and unequalled ; and * St. Ronan's
Well,' which is not above the ordi-

nary run of tolerable novels.

We think that the author (for to

talk of a plurality of pens in such
productions seems to us iittle short of
absolute stupidity) is the first of his

kind, in this or in any other language,

who united the same qualities in his

own person. His invention, wit, in-

genuity, learning, knowledge of man-
kind, and skill in composition, are

such as never met before in any one
novel-wriler ; and, although it might
be possible to give examples of these
various qualities in various writers,

it would be impossible to find one by
whom any of them are surpassed,
and not less difficult to find one who
possessed them all. The author of
Waverley is identified with the lan-

guage and literature of England, and
as long as they last his fame must
endure. His works are no more for
an age than were Shakspeare's ; and,
without making between him and
the immortal bard a comparison, at

which (if he be the man we take him
for) he would scoff, we pronounce
unhesitatingly our opinion, that,

Shakspeare excepted, he has no
rival among the past and present
authors of works of imagination in

England.
This much premised—and we have

felt it a duty, on the first occasion
that has presented itself, to express
our opinions as to this popular author
—we proceed to the task of examin-
ing his last novel. It consists of two
distinct tales; the first called 'The
Betrothed ;' the second, * The Talis-

man.' The first opens vv'ith a de-
scription of the warfare carried on
in the Welch marches between a
Norman knight. Sir Raymond de
Berenger, who held the fortress called

Garde Doloureuse, and the British

Prince Gwenwynwen, Lord of Powis.
The Welch prince proposes to

marry Eveline, the fair daughter of

the Norman ; but his offer is refused

by her father, on the pretext that

her hand has been promised to Hugo
de Lacy, the Constable of Chester.
The Briton, who, notwithstanding
his old blood, is little better than a
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savaoe, immediately attacks De Be-

ren-rer ; and tlie latter, from a chival-

rous feeling, in which the point of

honour is carried sufficiently far,

goes out of his castle to give him
battle, and is defeated. The fortress

is then in great danger ; but is pro-

tected by the good sense and courage

of a Fleming, one Wilkin Flammock,
who had settled upon the knight's

estate, and who had, with good rea-

son, left his mills, and withdrawn

himself and his people to the castle

as soon as the news of the proposed

attack reached him. The Lady Eve-

line, in the moment of her terror,

swears before a holy relic in the

chapel that she will bestow her hand
upon whomsoever shall deliver her.

The Constable of Chester no sooner

hears of the attack than he comes
up with his forces, routs the Welch,

kills the prince, and sends his ne-

phew, the gallant Damian de Lacy,

to relieve the castle, he himself being

under a vow not to enter a house

until he shall have visited the Holy
Land, where the wars of the crusade

Avere then waging. The Lady Eve-

line sees in Damian her deliverer,

and falls in love with him o(f-hand

;

whence spring all the disasters which

ensue. Let any young lady read the

description of this same Damian,
and then, if she can blame the Lady
Eveline for falling in love with him,

we shall think (although we dare not

say) that she is manellously hard to

please.

' A single horseman advanced from the

constable's army towards the castle, show-

ing, even at a distance, an unusual dex-

terity of horsemanship and grace of de-

portment. He arrived at the drawbridge,

which was instantly lowered to receive

him, whilst Flammock and the monk (for

the latter, as far as he could, associated

liimself with the former in all acts of au-

thority) hastened to receive the envoy of

their liberator. They found him just

alighted from the raven-coloured horse,

which was slightly flecked with blood as

well as foam, and still panted with the

exertions of the evening ; though, answer-

ing to the caressing hand of his youthful

rider, he arched his neck, shook his steel

caparison, and snorted, to announce his

unabated mettle and unwearied love of

combat. The young man's eagle look bore

the same token of unabated vigour, min-

gled with the signs of recent exertion.

Ilis helmet, hanging at his saddle-bow,

showed a gallant countenance, coloured

highly, but not inflamed, which looked out

from a rich profusion of short chestnut curls;

and, although his armour was of a massive

and simple form, he moved under it with

such elasticity and ease, that it seemed a

graceful attire, not a burden or incum-

brance. A furred mantle had not sat on

him ^vith more easy grace than the heavy

hauberk which complied vrith every ges-

ture of his noble form. Yet his counte-

nance was so juvenile, that only the down
on the upper lip announced decisively the

approach to manhood. The females, who
thronged into the court to see the first en-

voy of their deliverers, could not forbear

mixing praises of his beauty with blessings

on his valour; and one comely middle-

aged dame, in particular, distinguished by

the tightness with which her scarlet hose

set on a well-shaped le^ and ancle, and

by the cleanliness of her coif, pressed

close up to the young 'squire, and, more

forwartl than the rest, doubled the crim-

son hue of his check by crying aloud, that

our lady of the Garde Doloureuse had
sent them news of their redemption by an

angel from th.e sanctuary.'

Eveline's affection is, however, an

ill-starred one. Her father had pro-

mised her to the elder De Lacy, who
claims her hand. Damian does not

woo her ; she cannot woo him, nor

can she refuse sxich an alliance (re-

member, ladies, this happened in the

feudal times, when people did not

enjoy so mucli freedom as at present)

as that of the constable. She, there-

fore, becomes his affianced bride, and

is betrothed ; that is to say, the pre-

liminary ceremony of marriage is

perfornied, but the consummation is

postponed until the constable's re-

turn from the Holy Land, whither

his vow leads him.

Previous to this the Lady Eveline,

on a visit to an old relation of hers,

has been inJucejl to pass the night

in a chamber said to be haunted by

the spirit of one of her female ances-

tors, who had been murdered by her

husband, and who foretels to all the

daughters of her house whether their

fate' in wedlock shall be happy or

otherwise. She is accompanied by

Rose Flammock, the daughter of the

Fleming, who is, however, not al-

lowed to enter the haunted chamber.

Rose keeps watch ; and, hearing her

mistress scream, shu ealls. out for
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help to a Norman soldier on guard,

who bursts the window of Eveline's

chamber, and carries her to Rose ;

after which he retires, without dis-

covering- himself. Eveline tells Rose
that she has seen the spectre, who
predicted to her a fatal doom in these

mysterious words :
—

' Widowed wife and wedded maid,
Betrothed, betrayer, and betrayed.'

After the fianciuUes the constable

ffoes to the wars, leaving" Damian at

lome to keep his own castle, and
guard that of his bride. Damian
pines, and is almost at death's door,

for love, which he dare not utter, of

the Lady Eveline; and both of them
are as miserable as any pair of lovers

can be imagined.

By a contrivance of Randal de

Lacy, an unprincipled relative of

the constable, Eveline is decoyed,

under the pretext of a hawking-

match, from the castle, and, at a

convenient distance, is surprised by

some Welch outlaws, and carried oft".

Daujian goes to her rescue, which
he achieves ; but is so dreadfully

wounded in the attempt, that he is

confined for a long time to his bed in

the castle of Garde Doloureuse, his

hopeless passion, at the same time,

retarding his cure. His military du-

ties, in the mean time, are neglected
;

his soldiers mutiny, and refuse to go
to the assistance of one of his feudal

allies, who is in consequence de-

stroyed. The king is incensed ; his

enemies take advantage of his ab-

sence ; and at length he is de-

nounced as a traitor, and an officer of

the king sent to seize him. The
Lady Eveline, like her father's daugh-
ter, refuses to give him up ; the cas-

tle is attacked and taken, and Damian
doomed to a dungeon.
At this juncture the constable, who

has been wrecked on the coast of

Wales, returns disguised as a pil-

grim, with a single follower and a

minstrel, Renault Vidal, who has

accompanied him during the whole
of his travels in the Holy Land. His
presence sets all things to rights ; he
visits his nephew in prison, in the

disguise of a palmer, and after try-

ing his fidelity, which stands the

proof, he discovers himself, and re-

VoL. L—No. 5.

nounces his bride, whose passion he

has learnt, to her more youthful

lover.

A good deal of interest is made to

turn upon the following incident, in

which the minstrel, Vidal, whose
character has always been myste-

rious, plays a conspicuous part. It

happens at an assembly of the con-

stable's tenants, when he is about to

grant a charter to Flammock, and is

immediately after the return of the

pilgrims from the Holy Land.

' Vidal made incredible exertions to ap-

proach the leader of the procession, whose
morion, distinguished by its lofty plumes,

and right hand holding his truncheon or

leading-staff, was all he could see, on ac-

count of the crowd of officers and armed
men around him. At length his exertions

prevailed, and he came within three yards

of the constable, who was then in a small

circle which had been with difficulty kept

clear for the purposes of the ceremonial of

the day. His back was towards the min-

strel, and he was in the act of bending
from his horse to deliver the royal charter

to Wilkin Flammock, who had knelt on
one knee to receive it the more reveren-

tially. His posture occasioned the con-

stable to stoop so low, that his plume
seemed in the act of mixing with the flow-

ing mane of his noble charger.
' At this moment Vidal threw himself,

with singular agility, over the heads of the

Flemings who guarded the circle, and, ere

an eye could twinkle, his right knee was
on the croup of the constable's horse

—

the grasp of his left hand on the collar of

De Lacy's half coat; then, clinging to

his prey like a tiger after its leap, he drew,
in the same instant of time, a short, sharp

dagger, and buried it in tlie back of the

neck, just where the spine, which was
severed by the stroke, serves to convey to

the trunk of the human body the mysteri-

ous influences of the brain. The blow was
struck with the utmost accuracy of aim
and strength of arm. 'J'he unhappy horse-

man dropped from his saddle, without

groan or struggle, like a bull ia the am-
phitheatre, under the steel of the tauridor;

and in the same saddle sat his murderer,

brandishing the bloody poniard, and urg-

ing the horse to speed.'

This, however, is not the real con-

stable, but Randal de Lacy, who,
upon a false report of his kinsman's

death, had assumed his title and
state. The supposed Vidal is, in

fact, Cadwallor, the bard of the

Prince of Powys, who, upon his nias-

2g
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tei's death by Hugo de Lacy's hand,

swore to be revenged on the latter.

For this be assumed the character of

a Norman minstrel, and for this he
foUowed De Lacy to the crusades.

He is seized, confesses his intentions,

and is immediately executed. The
Lady Eveline, in a vision, sees the

spectre again, who, with a smiling

face, revokes her prediction. The
news of De Lacy's return, and of

his generous intentions, arrive im-

mediately afterwards ; the lady is

happily married to Sir Damian ; and
thus ends the tale.

The second story is superior to

that which we have just left in all

respects, save that most important
part which relates to the loves of the

hero and heroine. The scene is laid

in the Christian camp, in Palestine.

The hero of the tale is a young Scot-

tish knight. Sir Kenneth, who has

joined the Britisli standard with a

small troop of men, all of whom the

wars have destroyed, Avith the excep-
tion of a single esquire. Upon a

journey, which he has undertaken at

the request of the council of Chris-

tian princes, to the hermit of En-

gaddi. Sir Kenneth encounters a Sa-

racen cavalier, with whom, after a

short skiriJiish, he comes to a parley,

and, like generous foes, they proceed
together to the hermit's abode. Sir

Kenneth, notwithstanding the lowli-

ness of his state, has fixed his affec-

tions upon Edith Plantagenet, the
cousin of Coeur de Lion ; and her
heart, although as proud as that of
her kinsman, owns a passion which
her tongue has never yet uttered.

Sir Kenneth is introduced at the her-

mit's abode to a mysterious chapel,

in which he discovers among a troop

of ladies, who had come thither upon
a pilgrimage, his mistress and hor
royai relation, the queen of Coeur de
Lion.

Sir Kenneth returns to the camp,
where Richard is lying sick of a fever,

Avhich has baffled the skill of his phy-
sicians. The sultan, the glorious

Saladin, whose fame was never sur-

passed by the ancient or the modern
world, hearing of the king's illness,

sends him a physician to effect his

cure, and a present of cooling fruits.

Sir Kenneth visits the royal tent, but
is repulsed somewhat rudely by the

Lord de Vaux, the faithful friend of

the king, who, with a justifiable dis-

trust, refuses to admit the knight un-
til he has seen some proof of his

skill. This Sir Kenneth offers him
in the person of his own esquire,

then sick of the same fever; but he

makes some excuses to the English

lord for the poor appearance which
his quarters present. They are thus

described'; and this little sketch will

serve better than a more lengthened

extract to give a correct notion of

the persons we have mentioned, and
the style of the work :

—

' The interior of the liut was chiefly oc-

cupied by two beds. One was empty, but,

composed of collected leaves, and spread

with an antelope's hide, seemed, from the

articles of armour laid beside it, and from

a crucifix of silver, carefully and reveren-

tially disposed at the head, to be the

couch of the knight himself. The other

contained the invalid, of whom Sir Ken-
neth had spoken, a strong-built and harsh-

featured man, past, as his looks betokened,

the middle age of life. His couch was
tiimmed more softly than his master's

;

and it was plain that the more courtly

garments of the latter, the loose robe, in

which the knights showed themselves oii

pacific occasions, and the otlier little spare

articles of dress and adornment, had been

applied by Sir Kenneth to the accommo-
dation of his sick domestic. In an out-

ward part of the hut, which yet was within

tlie range of the English baron's eye, a
boy, rudely attired with buskins of deer's

hide, a blue cap or bonnet, and a doublet,

whose original finery was much tarnished,

sat on his knees by a chafing-dish filled

with charcoal, cooking upon a plate of

iron the cakes of barley-bread, which were
til en, and still are, a favourite food with
the Scottish people. Part of an antelope

was suspended against one of the mairi

props of the hut ; nor was it difficult to

know how it had been procured, for a
large stag greyhound, nobler in size and
appearance than those even which guarded
King Richard's sick bed, lay eyeing the

process of baking the cake. 'I'lie sagacious

animal, on their first entrance, uttered a
stifled growl, which sounded from his deep
chest like distant thunder. But he saw
his master, and acknowledged his presence

by wagging his tail and couching his head,

abstaining from more tumultuous or noisy

greeting ; as if his noble instinct had
taught him the propriety of silence in a
sick man's chamber.

' Beside the couch sat on a cushion, also

composed of skins, the Moorish physician
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of whom Sir Kenuelli had spokeu, cross-

legged, after the Eastern fashion. The
imjierfect light she. ed little of him, sare
that the lower part of his face was covered
with a long black beard, which descended
over his breast—that he wore a high tol-

pach, a Tartar cap of the lambs' wool ma
nufactured at Astracan, bearing the same
dusky colour, and that his ample caftan,
ot Turkish robe, was also of a dark hue.
Two piercing eyes, which gleamed with
unusual lustre, were the only lineaments of
his visage tliat could be discerned amid
the darkness in which he was enveloped.
The English lord stood silent with a sort
of reverential awe ; for, notwithstanding
the roughness of his general bearing, a
scene of distress and poverty, firmly en-
dured without complaint or murmur, would
at any time have claimed more reverence
from Thomas de '\'aux, than would all the
si)Iendid fonnalities of a royal j)resence-

chamber, unless that preseuce-chamber
were King Richard's own. JS'othing was
for a time heard but tlie heavy and regular
breathings of the invalid, who seemed in
profound repose.'

The hakim cures tlie squire, and
afterwards the king. The first use
which Richard makes of his restored
health is to put down a tumult which
had begun in the camp, and which
had been caused by the Duke of Aus-
tria's planting his banner near that of
England. Richard makes a disphty
of his prodigious strength upon a
Hungarian baron, who had been fore-
inost in this disorder ; and then tear-
ing down the Austrian l)anner, and
trampling upon it, he leaves his own
in the guard of Sir Kenneth, who,
with his hound, remain upon the
spot.

Berengaria, by way of playing a
trick upon lier cousin" Edith, sends a
dwarf in her name to induce Sir
Kenneth to leave the pennon ; which,
in an unlucky moment, he does. He
is led to the tents, finds that he is

made a fool of, and gets back to his
post just time enough to find the
pennon stolen, and his faithful dog in
the agonies of death. His own shame
and grief cannot be described ; he
gives the expiring dog to the physi-
dan, who happens to come up at the
time, and walks to Richard's tent,
where he denounces his own neglect
and ruin. The king, in the first

movement of passion, is about to slay
him ; but restrains himself, and, in-
stead, orders him to execution. The

news reaches the queen's tent, wliere
Edith, who then learns what use has
been made of her name, insists upon
the queen's disclosing the truth to

the; king, and so to obtain the pardon
of the knight. The king listens to

the tale, but refuses the pardon ; so
deep is his sense of the indignity that
has been done to him in losing his

pennon. Intercessions of all kinds
are tried ; but all fail, and poor Sir

Kenneth stands a narrow chance of
being beheaded, when the Saracen
physician, to whom the king has pro-
inised any boon for saving his life,

implores the pardon of Sir Kenneth.
It is granted to him, the disgraced
knight is given to him as a slave, and
they leave the camp together. In
the mean time cabals are formed
against Richard, of which the Grand
Master of the Templars and Conrad
of Montserrat are the chief insti-

gators.

The Sultan Saladin sends to the
king a present of a Nubian slave
and a hue deer hound. The king
asks the slave if he can clean armour

;

and, upon his answering in the affir-

mati\e, he sets him about burnishing
a pavesse, or steel shield, which is in
the tent. The slave proceeds with
his task, while the king is busied
reading some letters. At this time
some of the soldiers, in the front of
the king's tent, have been amusing
themselves with a marabout, or san-
ton, who, after his giddy dance, has
fallen down upon the ground, which
the soldiers, fearful of disturbing the
king, have withdrawn to a distance.
This man's design is to murder the
king.

' The marabout, meanwhile, glided on
gradually and imperceptibly, serpent-like,

or rather snail-like, till he was about ten
yards distance from Richard's person,
w-lien, starting on his feet, he sprung for-

ward with the bound of a tiger, stood at
the king's back in less than an instant,

and brandished aloft the cangier, or po-
niard, which he had hidden in his sleeve,

Kot the presence of his whole army could
have saved their heroic monarch—but the
motions of the Nubian had been as well
calculated as those of the enthusiast, and
ere the latter could strike the former
caught his uplifted arm. Turning his
fanatical wrath upon what thus unexpect-
edly interposed betwixt him and bis object,
the Charegite, for such was the seeming
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marabout, dealt the Nubian a blow with

the dagger, which, however, only razed

his arm, while the far superior strength of

the Ethiopian easily dashed him to the

ground. Aware of what had passed,

Richard had now arisen ; and, witli little

more of surprise, anger, or interest of any
kind in his countenance, than ail ordinary

man would show in brushing off and crush-

ing an intrusive wasp, caught up the stool

on which he had been sitting, and exclaim-

ing only "Ha, dog!" dashed almost to

pieces the skull of the assassin, who ut-

tered twice, once in a loud and once in a

broken tone, the words " Allah ackbar"

—

God is victorious—and expired at the

king's feet.'

The king discovers in the Nubian
slave the disgraced Sir Kenneth, but

he does not impart his discovery.

He agrees to his proposal, of disco-

vering the felon who has stolen the

pennon by means of the dog he held

in a leash ; which is no other than

Sir Kenneth's own hound, cured by
the skill of the physician ; and it is

by the advice and the good offices of

the same person that he has been

enabled to come thus disguised. The
king proclaims an assembly of the

nobles, at wliich the dog tears down
Conrad of Montserrat, and the king

impeaches him of the treason. The
marquis denies it, and a day is fixed

for deciding the quarrel; the king

by his champion, (since his known
prowess prevents any one from will-

ingly coping with him,) and the mar-
quis' in person. The Sultan Saladin

is requested to grant a neutral spot

on which the combat shall take place,

and he complies. The day arrives.

Sir Kenneth is the king's champion

;

he defeats the marquis, who confesses

his treachery ; and in the person of

the Scotch adventurer is found the

heir of the king of Scotland, who had
joined the Christian army in disguise,

and he is married to Edith Planta-

genet, no obstacle then intervening.

But the chief discovery remains—it

is, that the Saracen cavalier of the

desert, the physician El Hakim, and

the Soldan, are one and the same per-

son, the gallant, accomplished, wise,

and honourable Saladin.

The limits by which we are bound,
and which we have been induced by
the interesting nature of the sub-

jei;t to sketch to the utmost, do
not permit us to dwell longer upon
it. \\c quit it, however, with re-

gret ; and, as we do so, we express

our decided opinion, that ' The Tales

of the Crusaders' are not inferior in

any of the best (jualities of romance
from those which have preceded

them, and have built up the high

reputation of the author.

GREENWICH HOSPIVAL, OR LIFE OF A MAN-OF-WAR's MAN.*

* The wooden walls of old England' prehension ? But Te?npora mutantur,

is a favourite toast at all the political et nos mutumur in illis; and, by-and-

dinners which al)ound in this gor- by, we may speak of a British sailor

mandizingnation;yethowlittle,com- as Goldsmith did of his friend, and

paratively, is known of the chequered say, 'What spirits were his! what

lives of the brave fellows who man wit, and what whim !' and think of

them ! While the trump of war him only as one of those that have

sounded in our ears, the name of a been— as a character we may read of,

British tar was synonymous with that but can never see.

of protector, aiid was venerated ac- Under circumstances like these, is

cordingly. Gratitude, and a still re- it not pleasing to find ' an Old Sailor'

maining sense of danger, led us to stepping forward, and giving us the

do justice to his valour; but no very ' form and pressure' of his com-

sooner came these sluggish days of rades—conveying us, with more than

peace, than the man-of-war's man the old guide's good humour, into

was forgotten. Dibdin's songs are Greenwich Hospital, while, in that de-

seldom luno- ; and a genuine Jack pository of human fragments, the re-

Tar, if peace continues much longer, mains of a man-of-war's man are to

is likely to become a rara avis in be seen ; his timbers shivered, to be

te7-ris. Is not this a melancholy ap- sure, but still his hulk above water?

* Greenwich Hospital, a Series of Naval Sketches descriptive of the Life of a Man-

of-War's INIan : by :ui Old Sailor. With Illustrations by George Cruiksank. Robins

and Co. London. 1825.
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' Full of wise saws/ and abounding
in anecdotes of his messmates, his

officers, and the enemy, he is made to

amuse his visitors with huihorous

details of what he has seen and
known—tells us about Billy Culmer's
goose and Cornwallis's retreat—spins

a good and a tough yarn—and sends

his auditors away with sides sore

from laughter.

Reader, do not imagine that the
* Old Sailor' stands, like that jolly-

looking fellow at Exeter 'Change, in

a strange dress, to show you the way
up to the 'lions' of Greenwich Hos-
pital : oh, no ; he does not want you
to stir from home—lie sends you his

'Man-of-War's ]Man' in the shape of

a demy quarto ; and, until you have

time to read it, permit us to extract

one of his sketches as a sample of the

remainder.

TOUGH YARN.*
" Travellers see strange things."

' To be sure they do, or else what's (lie

use of crossing the ocean 1 and though at

the same time many hardships must be

encountered, yet what of that ? If it

warn't for a stiff" breeze now and then, we
should have all the old women going upon
voyages of discovery, aud peeping into

every corner of the world with the same
ease that they overhaul their neighbours'

consarns. Besides, arn't travellers amply
repaid by the wonderments they come a
thwart? Only read Mr. Brookes's " Jour-

ney to the North Cape," about the lem-
mings and the manner of catching puffins.

Many persons would be led to doubt the

tmth of this account, and consider the

narrator as cousin-gennan to Baron JMun-

chausen, or the more amiable Tom Pep-
per, particularly about the foxes. In such
matters I am little skilled ; but the follow-

ing plain statement of facts was given by
old Ben Marlin to some young sprigs of

fashion, who listened with wonder and as-

tonishment :
—" Why ay, young gentle-

men, yoU may well say sailors see strange

things. They are a sort of hum-lib-ius

animals, that often stand in the imminent
deadly breach, as Shakespur has it ; for,

d'ye see, the breech of a gun is its stern,

as a body may say ; and I've often ele-

vated and depressed my breech when the
shots were flying about so thick that you
couldn't stick a marlin-spike alwixt 'em.
Well, I often wonder I didn't get knock'd
down in the many blows-up I've been in,

but suppose I was bomb-proof. I reinem-

* Yarn, among sailors, signifies a story :

devoid of truth.

ber when I was boatswain's mate of the
Firefly frigate. Captain Tommyhawk, we
were cruising off" the coast of Norway to

look for the flying Dutchman, 'cause, d'ye
see, the Nabob of Arcot—him as lives at

Pondieherry, in the north of Scotland

—

had sent an express to the lords of the ad-
miralty in a fire-balloon, to inform 'em she
was cruising about there, to the great an-
noyance of our merrytime subjects

; so we
were commissioned to send the ghost aloft

in a shower of Congreve's rockets. Well,
d'ye see, we'd got as far northward as
sixty-six, w'leu one afternoon, about three

o'clock, it being then pitch dark, we
cotch'd sight of her. Up comes Captain
Tommyhawk ; he was a rum subject, al-

ways full of spirits, and so was the first

lieutenant, for matter o' that. Up lie

comes ; and, clapping his speaking-trum-
pet to his eye, and the glass to his mouth
—No, no ; I mean he put his eye to the
speaking-trumpet, and his mouth to the
glass—Avast! I don't mean that either.

IJuwsomever, you knows what I mean.
Well, we made all sail in chase, and the
officers swore it was she ; for, whichever
way we put the ship's head, still she was
on the starboard bow, and none but a fan-

tom could do that. The rockets were
prepared, the matches were lighted ; and,
just as we were going to fire, the officer of
the watch discovered we had been chasing
the anchor-stock that stuck up above the
cathead, and loom'd large in the dark

;

but that warn't the best i>f it, for it came
on to blow great guns. The wind was at

south-sou-north, and we lay a north-east

and by west course. The night was as
black as the Emperor of Morocco ; how-
ever, we got her under close-reef'd pud-
ding-bags, balanced the cook's apron for

a trysail, and stow'd the masts down in

the hold Away she went—sky-pole and
bobbing-pole, scupper-hole and hawse-
hole, spanker-boom and jib-boom, all

under water. It took five men to hold
the captain's hat on, and we were obliged

to shove our heads down the hatchwajs to

draw breath. The fiist lieutenant had all

his hair blown oft', and has worn a wig
ever since. The boatswain's call was
jamm'd so fast in his jaws, that it took a

dozen men to bowse it out with a watch-

tackle. The master was bellowing through

his speaking-trumpet, when a squall took

every tooth out of his head as clean as a
whistle. His gums were as bare as the

hour he was born, but that didn't matter
;

he lived on suction, grog, and bacca,

though he's chew'd upon it ever since.

Oh, what a sight to see the whales and
dolphins jumping over us just like flying

aud a tough yarn a well- told tale, utterly
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fish ! and a shark swallowed the tolly-

boat at one gulp ! We drove all night

;

and about eleven o'clock next forenoon,

just as day began to break, we heard a

most tremendous roaring ; it was like

—

but I carn't tell you what it was like.

The charts were examined, and every body
pull'd long faces, for it was discovered to

be the Moll-strum, that swallows every

thing up. Ivly eyes, there was a pretty

perdickyment ! When it was broad day-

light we were close to it, and nothing could

save us. You've seen soap-suds run round
in a ring down a gully-hole 1 Wf 11, what
do you think of a '*\hirlwind—a whirlpool

I mean, whose horror-face was as wide as

it is from here to Jerusalem ? Ah, you
may stare ! but it was a complete earth-

quake. Up comes the chaplain, and he

soon began his dive-ocean, for a lump of a
sea lifted him up above the heads of the

people, and overboard he went ; but we
saw him afterwards on the back of a

grampus, making the best of his way to

the North Pole. Well, we were suck'd

in, and run round and round, just as peo-

ple do when they run down from the top

of the Blonument ; but still we kept on an

even keel, though I'm certain we went at

the rate of fifty miles a mmute, and floated

on the surface of the whirlpool. They
s.'iid this was occasioned by gravitation.

I know we were all grave enough upon the

occasion, expecting to be buried alive.

Well, we kept at this for some hours, and
then the captain swore we should come
out on the opposite side of the globe, if

we could only keep clear of the planet

Pluto ; and he su])posed the Frenchman
who found out that the variation of the

compass proceeded from an internal mo-
tion had gone that way before us. For
my part, 1 couldn't tell what to make of

it. Well, we kept at this, as I told you
before, for some hours, when it began to

get plaguy hot, and the water steamed
again. 'Boiling springs 1' says the cap-

tain ;
' we're under Lapland, and the

witches are all at work under this huge
caldron!' We had only to dip our beef

overboard, and it was cook'd in iwo lui-

nutes ! Well, young gentlemen, we soon

found out where we were ; for, though

'twas as dark—aye, as black as my hat

one minute, yet in an instant, in an ama-

graphy, 1 may say, we burst from the

water into the middle of a roaring fire,

and was shot out of the top of Mount
Hecla like a pellet from a pop-gun. How
would you like that now? How high we
went 1 can't say, but the sparks got hold

of the rockets and set them off ; and 1 un-

derstand the astronomer royai, at the

house up there, was looking out that

niglit, and look it for a whole Heet of

comets. We had a find bird's-eye view
of the world—saw Captain Parry jamm'd
up in the ice, Captain Franklin cha.^ing

the wofves, and Mr. Brookes killing the

lemmings. Well, I can't say how high
we went. Says the master, says he,
' A little higher, my lads, and we shall be

able to catch hold of the tail of the Great
Bear, pass a hawser round it, and make
fast to repair damages ; but mind your
helm, boy, or you'll sjiur us on to Bootes,

knock Kiss- you-peeper out of her chair, or

run away with the Northern Crown-
though ihe Emperor of Russia takes pretty

good care of that.' However, we didn't

go quite so high, but came rattling down
in a tremendous hurry, jiass'd close to

Riggle-us in Li-o, and nearly poked the

eye out of Medusa's head. Well, we fell

at last upon a mountain of snow, keel

downwards ; it broke our fall, and haj)pi]y

we sustained but little injury—made a fine

dock for ourselves— shored the frigate up
— got all ataunt in a few days— and
waited for the melting of the snow ; when
one morning the stocks fell, and we were
left upon the wide ocean. The fact was,
we had tumbled on to the back of a
kraken that had been asleep for a cen-
tury ; the snow had gathered upon him in

mountains; our thump woke him, though
I suppose it took a fortnight to do it tho-
roughly ; down he went, and we returned
in safety to Old England ! So

' Here I am you see,

God bless his ISIajesty !

All dangers past.

Safe moor'd at last,

In Greenwich Hospital.*

I've nothing to complain of but one thing
;

and I think, if I was to write to the com-
mander-in-chief at the parliament-house,

he'd take it under his i)ious consideration
;

and that's this here : We ought to get our
bacca duty free, as we used to do in actual

service. My old captain. Sir .Joseph,

might jaic a bit about it, and come York
over 'em ; and Sir Isaac Coffin, however
grave on other subjects, ought not to be

mute in this, but commence undertaker in

the cause, and re-hearse our grievances,

that we mayn't get pali'd at last, and have
it shrouded in obscurity, or buried in obli-

vion ; for d'ye see, right Virginia is a
baccunalian treat to such a dry quid nunx
as An Old Sailor.''

We are told by logicians that it is

very difficult to prove a sclf-evideiit

fact ; and we know that a reviewer
linds great difficulty in praising what
needs no commendation. We shall,

therefore, say no more than recom-
mend the work before us as one of
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the most entertaining- that we have
for some time met with ; and can as-

sure them that, thoug'n every phi'ase

is correct, there is not a wc.rd calcu-

lated to offend the chastest ear, or

deter the most innocent from the

perusal. The author is evidently

what he describes himself—an Old
Sailor ; but there is about him a

freshness and vigour that evince, in

every page, the man of mind.
We have been so much pleased with

the matter of the work, that ^^e had
nearly forgotten to mention the em-
bellishments. Our task here, how-
ever, is a short and aa agreeable one.

George Cruikshank is the artist, and

what more need be said by way of

eulogy ? There are, in the first part,

a'lK wood cuts, and three copper-plate

etchings. That representing Billy

Culmer roasting the goose is excel-

lent; but the horse-marine pleases us

better. Tlie grouping of the sailors

in the boat displays Cruikshank's

talent to great advantage.

The work, we understand, is to

form fotir five-shilling parts ; and, if

the forthcoming ones be equal to the

first, we can promise the ' Old Sailor'

that he need not much longer remain
under hatches ; as his readers, we
have no doubt, will be glad to see

him, in his proper person, upon deck.

IRISH EDUCATION INQUIRY.*

' The idea of national education,' became so arrogant, that they dis-

says a once-popular author.f ' is dained laying the usual falsehoods be-

founded on an inattention to the na- fore the government ; and the parlia-

ture of mind. Whatever each man
does for himself is well done : what-
ever his neighbour or his country un-
dertake to do for him is done ill.'

The truth of this observation was
never made more apparent than by the

Report before us. In fact, the labours

of the commissioners completely il-

lustrate the remark of Godwin, with-
out, it would appear, having convinced
them of its undeniable truth ; for,

though they have been compelled to

meut was so corrupt, that they grant-

ed annual thousands, without ever in-

quiring how they were expended.

Things went on in this way, until

Howard, the benevolent enthusiast,

visited Ireland in 1782; and such was
the picture he then drew of Protestant

Charter Schools, that the present

commissioners might have adopted

his sentiments, so similar has been the

state of these schools in 17S7 and
1825. We forbear to shock our read-

condeuin nearly all existing institu- ers with extracts from the Report be-

tions, they have concluded by recom- fore us, descriptive of the uniform

mending a plan which, if ever adopted, misery which has prevailed in the Pro-

will prove as inefficient as any of the

former.

Since the days of that royal ruffian,

Henry VIII. the education, alias the

proselyting, of the poor of Ireland,

formed a conspicuous object of each
successive legislation ; but, finding

their labours unproductive of fruit.

testant Charter Schools in Ireland.

The few unhappy inmates have been
the offspring of profligate parents,

sent either directly by local patrons,

or drafted, periodically, out of the

Foundling Hospital, Dublin. After

reading Mr. Howard's statements and

the Report before us, we could almost

they adopted, in 1733, the advice of have wished that infanticide had not

Boulter, and opened depots, called been a crime—that the inhuman parent
Charter Schools, for the reception of had been permitted to expose her iu-

the kidnapped children of Catholic fant, rather than commit it to the care

parents. In aid of such a blessed of institutions which rendered life a

scheme, the legislature was prodigal long disease, a protracted prison, and
of the public money ; and each Report an age of beggary. The juvenile Bas-

of the commissioners gave hope of tile is now, we hope, demolished for

seeing Ireland, one day, completely
Protestant, particularly as Popish
schoolmasters were prohibited from
teaching. In time, the commissioners

* First Report of the Commisssioners of Irish Education Inquiry.

Majesty's commands to both Houses of Parliament, 1825.

t Godwin's folitical Justice.

ever ; and, if the present inquiry was
productive of no other good, huma-
nity will be grateful for having even

effected this.

Presented by his
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By an act of parliament, passed in

the 28th year of Henry VIII. cap. 16,

and subsequently confirmed by other
statutes, every incumbent, on his in-

duction, is obliged to take an oath to

the following effect :
—

' I do solemnly
swear that I will teach, or cause to be
taught, an English school within the

vicarage or rectory of , as the

law in that case requires.'

Notwithstanding this solemn obli-

gation, there are few or no such
schools as the statutes contemplate

;

and the clergyman, adroitly enough,
avoids the legal consecjuences, by pav-
ing forty shillings per annum to his

clerk, or any person that may happen
to keep a school in his parish. But,
in most instances, even this precau-
tion is not taken ; and we can see no
causeforattachingblametothe clergy;

for, what would be the use of opening
a school where there existed no Pro-
testant scholars ? and all others thev
are prohibited from teaching. The
law, and not the church, is deserving
of censure.

Old Watson, the bookseller, of Ca-
pel Street, Dublin, seeing, in 1792,
that there had not been quite as many
proselytes from Popery as a Protes-
tant bigot wished, originated a society
for ' discountenancing vice, and pro-
moting the knowledge and practice of
the Christian religion,' which was in-

corporated by act of parliament in

1800; since which time it received
annual grants, and went on doing
much mischief, and enriching one, at

least, of its founders.
The education of poor Paddy was

next taken into consideration by some
religious fanatics, who associated in

London, in 1806, under the cognomi-
nation of 'The London Hibernian So-
ciety ;' and the commissioners have
candidly stated, that, after examining
a pair of witnesses, Messrs. Gordon
and Pringle,* they are convinced
proselytism is the object of this

society. The Baptist Society is stated

to have the same object in con-

templation ; and their origin and la-

bours are unworthy of particular

observation.

The next education mart is that

Society,' established in 1816; since

which time it may be said to have kept
the public mind in a state of unusual
ferment ; and, like all its predecessors,

to have failed of its object. * It has

frequently been imputed to this so-

ciety,' says the Report, ' that their real

object is to make converts from the

Roman Catholic to the Protestant re-

ligion. Nofact has come to our know-
ledge that leads us to doubt their own
repeated disclaimers ofhaving any such
intention. 't Yet, at page 56, we are

told, by the same Report, that 427 of

their schools were in conjunction with

other societies, whose object, the com-
missioners say, is proselytism ! !

!

—

The whole number of schools which
owe the society any obligation was, in

1824, accorduig to a very doubtful
statement, 1,124; nearly one-half of
which \vere proselyting nurseries.

Now, either the society intended to

make converts from the Catholic to

the Protestant religion, or their con-
duct has been grossly negligent. We
are astonished at the conclusion of the

commissioners; for, even from the

evidence they have given, we should

have drawn a very different inference.

Throughout that part of the Report
devoted to this Society, there are

many tacit proofs of conflict between
the commissioners. Statements of

interested parties, highly injurious to

the Catholic clergy, are given as facts;

while, in the very next paragraph, we
are told the whole was a mere hear-

say. The writer, it would appear, la-

boured to criminate the priests, while

some superintending authority cau-

tioned him to be just. Such a suppo-
sition is necessary to explain the sin-

gular mixture of accusation and ac-

quittal which we meet with; and,

although there was not a shadow of

direct evidence against a single Catho-

lic priest, we meet in the Report,

p. 57, the following observations ;

—

' We have stated instances, which we
have heard, of clergymen proceeding

to imprecate curses on the parents

who should send their children to for-

bidden schools ; such a practice, ive

hope, has been very rare. We have
already stated that it is condevmed, in

the strongest terms, by the Romanusually called ' The Kildare Street

* Whoever wishes to see a fine specimen of absurdity need only turn to the exasai

nation of this precious pair, given in the Report.

t Page 48.
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Catholic prelates wliom we examined
on the subject.'

Why condemn by implication,when
there was no proof? Why hope such
a practice is very rare, when there

was no evidence of such a practice at

all, particularly when theCatholic pre-

lates disclaimed it ? Alas ! men can-

not forget their prejudices, even in the

dischai'ge of a solemn duty : and Mr.
Blake had neither the talents nor the

firmness to control his colleagues.

The last education project was, that

of empowering the lord-lieutenant

to issue sums of money from the con-

solidated fund, in aid of various kinds

of schools. Abuse soon crept in here
;

and the commissioners recommend a

different application of the funds.

Thus we find that some millions

of public money have been grossly

misapplied; and Ireland affords an-

other instance of the folly of legisla-

tors attempting to do for individuals

what individuals v/ould have done for

themselves.

National schools must be support-

ed either by the state, or thf charita-

ble donations of private persons. If

by the first, corruption and inatten-

tion aresureto make a part of the sys-

tem : and, if by the second, we may
expect to find the pupils—such as a
virtuous man would never wish to see

—juvenile slaves ; for, how can that

natural and necessary independence

—

that seed of every virtuous action—be
more eflfectually subdued, than by
making the school-boy a pauper ?

Slaves may have exalted minds, but

all mendicants are the same—degrad-
ed in their own estimation, and despi-

cable in the eyes of mankind.
Unhappily there are occasions when

both individuals and the state are

called upon to protect and educate the

friendless ; but, fortunately, instances

of this nature, though individually

numerous, are comparatively small,

when considered with reference to tlie

bulk of society ; and the great error

lies in confounding poverty with pau-
perism—tlie children of living parents
with the orphan. A wholesome dis-

crimination should be made between
those who are and are not able to pay

:

while parents, in no instance, should
be compelled, by the influence of their
superiors, to send their children to

charity schools.

Vor>. I.—No. 5.

It is, in these times, nearly as ne-

cessary to learn to read as to learn to

walk ; and that which is so easily ac-

quired, and so ruinous to want, will

be procured by all without any assist-

ance from the state or associations.

Wherever these needlessly step in be-

tween the parent and his duty, they

commit an outrage on human nature

;

and, while they degrade the child,

they deprive his natural protector of

future love and gratitude. Besides,

the parent, being released from a

pleasing charge and a wholesome re-

sponsibility, is indirectly encouraged
to become thoughtless and impru-
dent ; and those who know any thing

of the poor must be aware that their

earnings and expenditure are gene-
rally suited to each other; so that, if

excused from the payment of a few
pence weekly for the education of

their children, they would uniformly
spend it in the gin or whisky shop.

Still we are aware that in large

towns, such is the profligacy and mis-

fortune of many, thousands of chil-

dren would remain untaiight, unless

there existed places for giving gratui-

tous instruction. Under such circum-
stances, we are far from depreciating

their utility. On the contrary, we are

persuaded that their existence should
notb^allowed to depend on the caprice

ofindividualbounty,but derive support
at once from the legislature ; and, that

they might be rendered efficient, every

place of public worship should have
an institution attached for the educa-
tion of poor children, who profess the

religion taught there. Such unhappy
beings peculiarly require religious

superintendence ; and who so likely

to bestow it as their respective clergy ?

The benefit to be derived from educat-

ing children of different religious

creeds in one school is very proble-

matical ; and, most of all, where the

scholars are poor. Respecting the

country parts, these schools are sel-

dom needed. The Hedge Schools, as

they are erroneously called, are open
to all; and those u'ho arc unable to

pay are never excluded. Perhaps

the method of instruction may not be

the very best in the v/orld ; yet it must
be admitted that the pupils are more
healthy and active ; are sooner taught
the rudiments of knowledge, and
always make more useful members of

2 11
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society than those who arc brought

up in the best-reg'ulated charity

schools in Ireland. The books* read

there are certainly not by Mrs. Trim-
mer ; neither are they like those used
in English academies. They do not
inculcate hatred or contempt of those

who profess a dilFerent religion, like

many school-books, published by Sir

Richard Phillips, and others, in Lon-
don. We are no advocates for immo-
ral publications ; and we speak with-

out the fear of contradiction when
we say no place in the world is freer

from such books than Ireland. The
advocates for Bible-reading in school
should show that its absence has been
attended with bad consequence ; that

the Irish peasantry are more immoral
than the English ; and that crime has
diminished since the establishment of

scripture-reading schools. This they
cannot show; for the records of the

last fifty years declare to the con-

trary.

The commissioners admit that

these schools exist in profuse abun-
dance ; that they are literally crowded
with scholars ; and that the utmost
harmony prevails in them between
Catholics and Protestants. Why then,

we may ask, seek to destroy them i

or, rather,why not adopt some method
cf making them more efficient ? Erect

school-houses for qualified teachers,

and authorize the Catholic clergy to

have a complete control over them.
Let there be an annual bonus pro-
portionate to the number of scholars,

iuid the poor will obtain admission
gratis, while the pay of the wealthier

would be sufficient to secure the
master's attention to the whole.

The c<mimissioners seem to have
been aware of the principles we have

laid down ; for they recommend that

})upils, unless when particularly ex-

empted, should I'AY for their ediica-

tion. The principle is a good one

;

but the other parts of their project are

too complicated. They propose era-

ploying two teachers, a Protestant and
a Catholic ; and devoting a portion of

two days in each week to religious

instruction, under certain regulations,

which they detail. We will not say

that they have any but the best of

motives; but, when we recollect that

the government 7nust desire to see

Catholics Protestants, that local pa-

trons will be over-zealous, and bigots

obtrusive, we are not presumptive in

giving it as our opinion that the plan

is defective. In fact, the Report bears

ample testimony to the discordant

materials which compose the Irish

community ; and we need only refer

to what has already happened to the

Kildare Street Society, as a proof of

what is likely to happen to any future

society, even more liberally consti-

tuted. We are aware of the difficulty

of the task imposed upon the commis-
sioners ; and we are quite sure that

no plan of education will ever prove
efficient until the people are put in

possession of their rights. Expedients
will neverdo ; and the Catholics might
justly say, ' Give us emancipation, and
leave us to educate ourselves.' Until the

people are put upon an equality, har-

mony can subsist neither in schools

nor public institutions ; and the de-

signs of the government, however well

intended, will be frustrated. It is a

wretched expedient, therefore, to as-

sume the care of the child, while you
refuse justice to the fatlier.

The Report, though partial in some
instances, and defective in others, is,

notwithstanding, calculated to disa-

buse the EHglish mind of many im-
pressions unfav(mrable to Catholicity.

It bears testimony to the universality

of education in Ireland; and very

distinctly declares that the education

afforded in Roman Catholic free

schools is the best.f It disapproves

* The commissioners adopt a catalogueof Burton books, published in a former Report

;

unioiig which we find Rousseau's Eloisa, Tristram Shandy, Chevalier de Faubles, and
several others, which a Dublin bookseller assures us he never met, although he is in

the trade these thirty years.

t In one of the schools, under the exclusive charge of the Brothers of the Christian

Schools, tl:e cGmmissioners found between five and six hundred orderly pupils. On the

desk, however, lay the History of Ireland, by Miss Young, a religious lady at Cork
;

and, as it was an accurate statement of facts, the commissioners severely censured it.

We protest against any system that goes to the concealment of truth ; and, if the an-

nals of Ireland are calculated to arouse angry feelings, who are to blame ? Certainly

not the impartial historian.
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of the Bible being made a school- sequence of what they call the ' evils

book, yet places a proper value on a of separate education.' For our own
religious education ; but too much, parts, we can see no more evil in chil-

we are convinced, on a system which dren of different persuasions going to

would blend Catholic with Protestant, different schools, than in their parents
* We had,' say the commissioners, ' in going to different places of worship ;

the course of our inspection, paid nor are we sure but that separate

particular attention to three classes of education is the best ; particularly

Roman Catholic schools ; we mean where the pupils are of the lower

the schools of the Brothers of Chris- class. ' Much of the prejudice exist-

tian Doctrine, the schools of the ing in Ireland,' says the author of

Nunsf for the instruction of females, ' Tales of Irish Life,' in the tale of

and the Roman Catholic free Lancas- ' Protestant Bill,' ' between Protes-

terian schools, generally attached to tant and Catholic, is engendered in

chapels. These three classes appear- schools, because they are all unequally

ed to be severally capable of extension, attended, from local circamstances and
and to admit of the possibility of other causes ; and the predominant
forming the basis of a system of edu- party will always give occasion to the

cation, which might readily be made minor one to feel rancour and dissa-

to comprehend a great majority of the tisfaction.'

Roman Catholic children!' When the Appendix is published.

The obvious course pointed out we shall return to this important

here, is, however, abandoned, in con- subject.

DAYS OF OLD.

' Let Erin remember the days of old,
' Ere her faithless sons betrayed her.'

—

Moore.

Bright flourishing through many an age

Of tempest's shock and battle's rage.

Gem of the West, alone you stood.

Bound by the desert and the flood

!

Clasped by Atlantic's giant water.

Peerless you stood, his loveliest daughter ;

Briglitest—though faded is that lustre

—

Of all the sparkling gems that cluster

In the world's diadem— alone.

First brilliant of that glittering zone.

Green sea-girt isle of war and glory-
Land of love, and song, and story

—

Whither do all thy glories fade.

Like phantoms, in the twilight shade ?

For now, alas ! what lives of thee ?

Gone is thy soul—thy liberty!

Thy glory, race, thy language, lost

—

All these but phantoms, and thyself a ghost

!

******
When Time was young and men were few.

Nor Earth, as yet, her vastness knew,

* In thirty schools attached to thirty nunneries in different parts of Ireland, the com-
missioners found 6,310 female scholars. ' The nuns are the teachers,' say the commis-
sioners, ' and devote themselves to the duty of instruction with the most unwearied assi-

duity and attention. We were much impressed with the appearance of affection and
respect, on the part of the pupils towards their teachers, which characterizes these in-

stitutions in a remarkable degTee.' Yet these are the schools which they say are (in-

worthy of extension, for fear of thu evils of separate education

!
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A patriot tribe from Sidon's* shore
Three gallant vessels westward bore.
Long- had they fought for liberty

Against abhorred slavery.

Cold lay their kinsmen on the plain ;

These, sad survivors of the slain,

Trusting the seas, desert their land.

Expectant of some happier strand.

A hundred years they wandered round
The western world's remotest bound,
'Till Baal's brightest ray from high
Played o'er the ' isle of destiny

:'

And brightly it beamed from the glittering throne,.

For the land that it lighted was Liberty's own !

And long they grew, and flourished fair.

For Justice mild sojourned there

;

We mourn alone the bended knee
Bowed at thy shrine. Idolatry 1

Yet was their faith most pure and bright

;

They worshipped fire—the eternal light
;

They bowed before the rolling Sun,
With whom the universe begun :

Author of life—the glorious sire

Of each young plant, whose tendrils spire

Up to their parent in the sky

—

Whose burning kisses downward fly.

Borne on a sunbeam's golden wing.
Herald of life—bright usher of the Spring I

But say, oh ! say, what mortal hand.
When discord rends the hapless land.

Can stem the tide or bar the flood

Of hatred, treachery, and blood ?

When rival rulers fierce disdain

To right their feuds at Justice' fane.

But, swept by jealous rage afar.

Beyond the hate of common war.
Tear up their country, rend its inmost core.

And foemen fight where kinsmen dwelt before !

Thus didst thou fall, thou land of woe.
Thus was thy freedom stricken low

;

Prostrate thou art, as first thou fell

—

That black day heard thy funeral knell.

When curses rose o'er Dermot's head.
Thick as the treach'rous bands he led;
And, did not dark avengeful ire.

And thwarted villany, conspire
Against the green sod, whose wayward fate

Nursed such a royal reprobate.
Nor Henry's force, nor Pembroke's wile,

Had e'er set foot on the 'Emerald Isle !' R.

* So says O'Connor, in his Chronicles of Eii; the incredulous reader must at least

allow the tradition to be not unpoetical.

t Dermot M'Murrah, Iving of Leinster.
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SITTINGS OF THE ELDON CLUB.

^GENE.

—

The Black Rock—The Par-
lour of Sir Harcourt Lees.

PRESENT.
Rev. Tighe Gregory, Rev. Sir
H. Lees, H. B. Code, Sir A. B.

King, Colonel Blacker, Joj?.

T. Haydn, John Helton, Tra-
vers Burke, Sheriff Lamprey,
AND A Crowd op minor Wor-
thies.

Blacker. We should have held

this sitting' at the York Tavern—it

Avas so understood. Poor M'CuUagh
deserves to be supported : he has lost

a good situation, and got into diffi-

culties in his zeal for the good cause.

Gregory. He's not the only one

that has sulSFered, Colonel.

Haydn. True, doctor, he is not.

I wonder where is my recompense for

all my labours :—I have given up my
old religion—I have established the
* Star'— I have endured abuse—

I

have submitted to a caning—I have
borne the expense of sixteen actions

at law in my eagerness to support

Protestant ascendency ;—yet curse the

thing Protestant ascendency will do
for me. I came forward some time
ago, merely to ask subscriptions in

advance ; but no one understood me^
all gave the cold shoulder.

SheriffLamprey. There are worse
things than a cold shoulder, Mr. Edi-
tor Haydn.
Haydn. Be quiet, most sapient

knife-grinder

!

Code. I too, as a literary defender
of church and state—as a strenuous
supporter ofour glorious and exclusive

constitution—I might look, I think,

for something like gratitude among
loyal men : but we live in strange

times ; my excellent correspondent,
the Archbishop of Dublin, and a few

others of the cloth, are the only per-
sons that have aided the ' Warder.'

Gregory. And I, Mr. Codey, may-
presume to mention what is past : ' I

have done the state some service ;' yet
the inspectorship of prisons went to

that ninny of a knight with the red
nose.

Sir Harcourt. Who talks of red
noses ? have we not Bardolpbs enouah
here.' Try that other bottle of ' Sneyd's
1811 ;' and, if there remains a cold-
looking nose among you, I'm no true
sportsman.

Gregory. Pardon me, my dear Sir
Harcourt, we were talking on rather
a serious subject—the recompense
that a loyal man should naturally look
for and obtain.

King. Be calm. Doctor! As
sure as foolscap is foolscap, there
will shortly—ay, very shortly— be
something in the way of employ-
ment, and of reward too, for everv
loyal man in the country. I think we
shall have rare doings : the papists
sir, are touched to the quick ; they
won't bear their late disappointment

;

they are naturally rebellious : look at
their late meetings, their association
buttons, and their uniform.

Sir Harcourt. Right, Sir Abey
we may see good times again, fine
jobs, new clothing, permanent pay,
free quarters—* tally ho ! and away
after them' Hem !

Blacker. Sir Harcourt's song—si-

lence, gentlemen..

Sir Harcourt. No hunting song,
I assure you.

Blacker. Well, what you please.

Sir Harcourt. Hem ! I'll give you,
gentlemen, a new ballad—• the Pro-
testant's Song of Triumph:' it goes
to an old air— ' Croppies, lie down.'

(Sir Harcourt sings.)

Oh ! the throat-cutting' papists at last are put down ;

Crushed, humbled, and scattered, they sneak through the town.
Since Anglesea hinted that sabres cut sore.

And Liverpool told them to tease him no more.
Down, down ! Papists, lie down !

And still we shall grind them, nor give up a right

While we've churchmen to argue and soldiers to fight

;

For, if preaching or prosing" won't settle the crew.
Faith! we'll try what the bayonets and bullets can do!

Down, down ! Papist?, lie do>vn 1
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They may prate in their way of ' six millions of men,'
But to ' hell or to Connaught' we'll pack them again;
The spirit of William shall smile on our toil.

And Ireland shall be a true Protestant soil.

Down, down ! Pa pists, lie down!

King. Bravo ! By all the gods. Sir

Harcourt has grown poetical, and a
right loyal and hearty song has he
written us.

Sir Harcourt. It is not my com-
position. Sir Abey;it has been written

by this poor fellow here, Travers
Burke, my poet in ordinary—the
translator of Macpherson's 'Ossian's

Darthula'—my hack editor of the 'An-
tidote •'

it is a good and loyal song,

however, and suits the temper of the

times. That ninny. Canning, has been
overpowered : after all his blarney,

old Liverpool has been guided by me
at last ; through him I have gained
my point; I have sheltered the church,
and preserved the empire.

Code, ^^'ho else could have done
it? J\dmirable claret this, Sir Har-
court ! Benecarlo, by-the-by (in an
under tone).

Gregon/. Gentlemen, the address

of our guild to the Duke of York has

just been received from the hands of
the scrivener ; it is a beautiful copy.

Blacker. The address, doctor, as

a literary composition, does you in-

finite credit.

Gregory. It has some merit, I

think, but one of the popish journals
stated that I had also prepared an
address for Mrs. Clarke, begging of

her to get me to preach before
' Royalty,' like Dr. O'Meara. I had
no such thing in contemplation—her
day is gone by. I had, however,
some notion of a private or personal
address, in a poetical shape, for the

duke, I being, like him, a soldier and
a clergyman.

Haydn, Tell me, doctor, in what
character do you intend appearing

when you go forward with the address
from the ' Guild of Merchants?' Is it

as a merchant, a soldier, or a doctor
of divinity ?

Gregory. As all the three united.
Haydn. Well done, Cerberus 1

what merchants will accompany you ?

Gregory. The following have of-

fered their ser^-ices :—the merchant
i\Iajor Sirr, the merchant the Rev.
Litton Crosbie, the merchant Attorney
Glascock, and the merchant Colonel
Blacker.

Haydn. Rare merchants indeed

!

the trading interest of Dublin shall

be nicely represented. Doctor, doctor,

tliough I support the cause, I must
say you Orangemen arc a strange set.

But, about the private personal poeti-

cal production, did you write it?

Gregory. Not entirely, but I've a

scrap here ; it begins ' Hail, Royal
York !' I also wrote that song now
selling in London, beginning 'Thanks,
Royal York !'

Haydn. The devil you did !

Gregory. I did ;
' Royal York*

sounds quite poetically : shall I read ?

Haydn. By all means, doctor ; I'm
upon the hinges of anxiety.

Gregory. ' Hail, Royal York !'—

Mr. Helton, will you keep silence ?

We've heard enough about that speech
of yours : let me advise you never to

speak again : don't expose yourself

;

' Hail, Royal York ! Star'

Sheriff Lamprey. Who speaks of

the * Star ?' It's one of the most
liveliest and most notedest papers in

Ireland : I tould the lord-lieutenant so,

Gregory. Peace ! peace ! my gentle

knife-grinder! Listen only :

—

Hail, Royal York ! star of the Brunswick line.

Head and sole hope of Ireland's Orangemen,
Turn thy mild eye to mark this strain of mine.

For such, perchance, thou shalt not see again.

I'm a prime, brisk, political divine

—

I've held the sword, can preach and wield the pen;

In each and all some think me rather clever :

Perchance, most Royal York, about the court

A nmn like me might get some small support

;

Just think of ine, and I'm your slave for ever.
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A chnrchman and a warrior thou art,

A churcliinan and a warrior am I.

Against the Papists York has played his part

—

I hate the rascals, too, even from my heart

;

That there's a likeness here now who'll deny ?

Tiiink of a brother soldier, peerless prince !

Think of a brother churchman. Royal York,
Think of a brother biffot

Sheriff" Lamprey (snatching the
paper). Why, what strange stuflP is

this ! see the state he's in ! Why, doc-
tor, we must take out a statue of

lunatism against you, as Torny Glas-

cock says. Poor dear man !

Sir Harcourt. Brethren, I believe

you're all mad : let us talk of rational

matters—what think you of swallow-

shooting ?

Code. It must be a charming
amusement. Sir Harcourt. This is ad-

mirable claret ; but pray, as a sports-

man, what think you of my ' Angling
Excursions ?'

Sir Harcourt. Indeed and truly I

never could get beyond the preface :

the rest, I ifra sure, must be good.
Code. Oh ! very good ! it is a most

entertaining book : I said so in my
own paper, the ' Warder.'

Sir Harcourt. No one, Mr. Codey,
had a better right to say so.

King. Doctor Gregory, when are
we to have the painting of the duke
done for the assembly-room of our
Guild ?

Gregory. Never, I believe : the
guild of merchants is not the thing it

appears ; the members abound in big-

words, but are slack in money; they
have more of profession about them
than of real loyalty. I speak it in

the bitterness of my heart—three

members yesterday offered me six-

pence each as their subscription for

the painting ; I flung the paltry trifle

from me. Others, not belonging to

the guild, have been more liberal.

Handwich, the bottle-tlirower, offers

to make a frame ; Sibthorpe, the
glazier, will give tlie colours and a
plate of glass ; but we want some one
to sketch the portrait and use the
brush.

Blacker. Couldn't we make a
grand-jury business of it, and get it

by presentment ?

King. No! no; the grand juries
must be careful now : there is a cursed
' Report' just printed that won't serve

them ; it is stated in this Report that

a certain stationer sat on nineteen
grand juries out of twenty, and fre-

quently audited his own accounts.

Blacker. And what if he did ?

Should such a person act like your
ordinary characters? He and his

brother corporators are privileged
men ; but how goes on your election-

eering affairs. Sir Abraham ?

King, Swimmingly, my dear Co-
lonel! I have promises of support
from every quarter; the weavers of
the Coombe and the nailers of Kevin
Street are on my side, even to a man.
The corporation have not been idle

either—they will not suffer their

champion to be bafiied; they have
been making freemen by the score

:

some of the honest fellows got in

without paying the stamp-duty, for

the Stamp-office is now looking after

them. I think Dublin will at last

have an efficient representative—

a

member worthy of her. They may
talk of old Grattan : but what was he ?

a mere pitiful blunderer. I shall

show the Imperial Parliament some-
thing new.

Code. By-the-by, Sir Abraham,
the last number of the new magazine
took a sly hit at you.

King. What new magazine ?

Code. ' The Dublin and London
Magazine.'

Gregory. Oh yes ; a very danger-

ous publication that, Helton ; it is no
friend to our cause, doctor ;—alono-

with its partner Captain Rock, it will

make the Londoners too knowing ;

they will soon know too much ofIrish

affairs. Works of this character will

soon put them up to every thing

;

they will learn from them how mat-

ters are arranged here—that the guild

of merchants are not merchants—that

the corporation does not represent

the citizens—and that civic honours

are looked upon, in general, as any
thing but an honour.

Gregory. We must establish a
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rival publication ; what think you of King. Good night. Sir Harcourt

;

the ' Monthly Williamite?' I must walk on towards Dunleary.
Ml. An excellent idea, doctor ! Sheriff Lamprey. Good night, no-

Do start it. ble baronet : where's my coach ?

Gregory. Your names as sub- (Sir Harcourt shows the gentlemen
scribers, gentlemen. out; Tighe Gregory bows to each

—

Blacker. Sir Harcourt, good night

:

puts up his memorandum-book in

I hope my jingle is in waiting. despair—and departs.)

Gregory. Gentlemen, subscribe.

By the Author of ' The Plagues of Ireland.'

The bigot's word hath gone forth,

The tyrant hath pressed the chain.

And the voice of wisdom, and wit, and \vortli,

For millions hath pleaded in vain.

Bright prospects are overcast,

Fond hopes are harshly broken,
And words from royal lips have past.

That in evil hour were spoken.

The hireling his boast hath made

;

He looks to the lawless spoil

'Jliat may crown the crew, who, for rapine arrayed,
Shall rush on a friendly soil.

He may mock o'er a fallen land,

But let that vain lord beware
;

For wounded pride hath a deadly hand.
And a giant's strength hath despair.

Let him vaunt not of former deeds.
Fresh laurels may cease to grow

:

For proiuler hosts than the host he leads
Have shrunk from a slighted foe.

'Tis not the proud one's frown.
Nor the learned one's sophistry

—

'Tis not the sword can keep millions down.
When millions resolve to be free.

Thou shalt triumph, my country, at last

!

Thou shalt smile 'midst thy circling Avaves

—

A spirit of might through thy valleys hath past.
And thy sons cannot be slaves.

A LONDON PAPER HAS STATED THAT, IN CONSEQUENCE OF IRE-

LAND BEING UNABLE TO SUPPORT A SINGLE PERIODICAL, THE
DUBLIN AND LONDON MAGAZINE HAD BEEN DISCONTINUED. A
SALE, INFERIOR TO THAT OF NO LITERARY PUBLICATION OF THE
DAY, MIGH'l' BE A SUFFICIENT ANSWER TO THE INVIDIOUS FALSE-
HOOD; BUT, IN JUSTICE TO THE NATION AND OURSELVES, WE
SHALL REPEL THE CALUMNY AT LENGTH IN OUR NEXT.
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THE TRADE AND MANU

In our first numberwe endeavoured
to prove that Ireland wants only a

restoration of her political rights

—

that the sum-total of her grievances,
with a few local exceptions, was the
non emancipation of her people—and
that both the public and the legisla-

ture had imbilied very erroneous no-
tions respecting the cause of discon-

tent. The events of the last five

months have tended to confirm these
opinions ; and it was with no small
regret that we have listened to the
friends of Ireland, declaiming on the

benefits lil;ely to result from the an-

ticipated influx of English capital,

and the establishment of manufac-
tures. These unfounded expecta-
tions have been echoed by the Parlia-

mentary Committees on the Stale of
Ireland ; and those who ridicule the
zcisdom of legislative bodies may find

in their Reports* ample food for

laughter.

It is really very extraordinary, in

this age of Scotch lecturers, to "find

such a mass of political ignorance

;

and those who attribute the supposed
miseries of Ireland to the absence of
trade and manufactures are certainly
unacquainted with the first rules of
political arithmetic, and strangers to

the situation which these kingdoms
now bear to each other.

' In the political body,' says Adam
Smith, ' the natural eflfort which every
man is continually making to better

his condition is a principle of preser-

vation capable of preventing and cor-

recting, in many respects, the bad
effects of political economy, in some
degree, both partial and oppressive.'

The truth of this is exemplified in the
history of Ireland ; for, ' in the poli-

tical body,' says the same author,
' the wisdom of Nature has, fortunate-

FACTURKS OF IRELAND.

ly, made ample provision for remedy-
ing many of the bad effects of ilie

folly and injustice of man ; in the

same manner as it has done, in the

natural body, for remedying those of

his sloth and intemperance.'

Neither persecution nor oppression

can prevent men from acquiring

wealth. The Jews have been prover-

bially rich, notwithstanding the sys-

tematic cruelly with which they have
been treated ; and the Catholics of

Ii'eland, even during the first fifty

years of the penal laws, contrived to

engross a large portion of the trade

of the country ; and eventually se-

cured the partial destruction of that

ferocious code, by making the Protes-

tant aristocracy of the country their

debtors.f Such were the capabilities

of the country, and such the fertility

of the soil, tiiat individuals might he

said to be prosperous, notwithstand-

standing the political degradation of

the kingdom. We are well aware of

the unjustifiable conduct of the Eng-
lish government, on various occasions,

towards the mercantile and ^manufac-

turing interests of Ireland ; but,

though their laws and restrictions

originated in gross selfishness and
political ignorance, they effected little

or no mischief; and the complaints
of the Irish people on this subject,

though very natural, have no founda-
tion in reality; for the statutes of
William were nothing more than im-
pertinent badges of slavery, imposed
iipon a trade which could not possibly

have rivalled that of England, and
which, in nil probability, required no
such opposition to prevent its ever

arriving at maturity. A brief histo-

rical summary of the manufactures of

Ireland will make this apparent.

We have in contestable proofs of the

* The Report talks cliildishly about small farms and manufactures, but says not one
word respecting Catholic disabilities ! So much for parliamentary inquiries.

+ ' The provision trade, till broken by repeated embargoes, had enriched several

Catholics; who, unable to purchase land, had created a multiplied adherence by mcneii,

which they lent at legal interest ; and to members of both Houses, among others.'

—

Hardy's JJfe nfCharlcmont.

Vol. I.—No. 6. 2 i
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great proficiency of the people of Ire-

land, in the fabrication of linen and
woollen cloths, previous to the estab-

lishment of the En<4'lish power in their

country. The extrava<rant profusion
of both in their ordinary dress is well
known ;* but in those times the ma-
nufacture was exclusively domestic,
and made for home consumption. As
there is seldom enough where there
is not superabundance, we find the
Irish, according- to Maddox's History
of the Exchequer, exporting their

surplus woollens to England, in the
reign of Henry HI. fifty years after

the arrival of Strongbow.' In 1327,
Irish frizes vvere imported, duty free,

into England ;f and about the same
period. Lord Charlemont informs
us, Irish serges were the fashionable
material of Italian mantles ;J but, ac-

cording to others, it was the make,
and not the cloth, which was Irish.

In 1542, howerer, woollen yarn was
an article of considerable export ; but
in the reign of Elizabeth, an act being

f»assed to prohibit the exportation of

inen, llax, and linen varn, the people
turned all their attention to the cloth

manufacture, in which they made
such progress, that, in \G73, Sir Wil-
liam Temple published a formal over-

ture for relinquishing that branch of
industry, and pursuing tlie linen

trade ; for which, he said, Ireland was
much better adapted. It does not

appear that his advice was followed
;

for, at the period of the Revolution,

the Liberty, in Dublin, was the resi-

dence of several English manufactu-
rers, who first established the woollen

trade in that district ;
previous to

which it is doubtful if there had been
any cloth fabricated in the metro-
polis.

The Irish people are too soon

elated, and, probably, too soon de-

pressed. Like the Spanish adventu-

rers in South America, they are too

apt to anticipate wealth from every

new enterprise ; and on this occasion

raised, by their vauntings, tlie envy of

the English clothiers,§ who succeeded,

in 1699, in procuring those unjustifi-

able restraints on the woollen manu-
facture of Ireland,which are supposed
to have annihilated it.

We are far from wishing to justify

this wanton act of power ;|| but still

we must say that too much import-

ance has been attached to that branch
of manufacture affected by it. At
best, the woollen trade was, in a great

measure, merely experimental. The
fabricators were foreigners, and had
to contend with rivals in the enjoy-

ment of three material requisites

—

possession of the market, ample ca-

pital, and enough for the demand. The
Irish manufacturer could only hope
to effect sales in a market already

open to his powerful rival ; and, defi-

' An act of Henry \'III. limits a shirt to seven yard.s, which previously contained
thirty. 'I'he linen \va» dyed yellow, not with saffron, as has been erroneously stated,

hut with a plant called Buidmor, (great yellow wild wood,) which grows wild in nearly all

marshy soils, and which is used at the present day by the peasantry, for the purpose
of dyeing yellow.

t Anderson's Commerce.

t See an Essay by Lord Charlemont, in the first volume of the ' Transactions of the

R. I. Academy.' His lordship's authority is the following passage in an Italian Poem,
by Fazio delli Uberli, entitled ' Dittamondi,' printed at Vicenza, according to some, in

1357, and others in 1474 :

Siniilaraente passamo en Irlanda,

La qual fra noi e degna di fama,
Par le nobile saie clie ci manda.

5 See ' Commercial Restrictions of Ireland,' by the Right Hon. John Hely Hutchinson.

j{
Whatever injury Leland may have suffered from the patrons of the English woollen

trade, England herself has suffered somewhat more. ' The cruelest of our revenue
laws,' says Adam Smith, ' I will venture to affirm, are mild and gentle, in comparison
of some of those which the clamour of our merchants and (woollen) manufacturers has
extorted from the legislature, for the support of their own absurd and oppressive mono-
polies. Like the laws of Draco, these laws may be said to be all written in blood.'

By the 8th of Elizabeth, the exporter of sheep, lambs, or rams, had his hand cut off,

and forfeited all his goods for the first offence ; and, for the second, was hanged ! !

' I could prove,' says Mr. Wakefield, ' that the woollen manufacturers of England, in

consequence of the acts in their favour, pocketed annually 3,000,000/. of the income
of the land-owners.'
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<;ient in all the advantages which ge-

nerally constitute success, could he
long contend with establishments fos-

tered for a century by a partial and
prodigal government ? We are pretty

certain that he could not ; and the

subsequent history of the Irish cloth

trade confirms this opinion ; for,

though the home market was still

open, he was undersold at his own
door by the English weaver. The
truth seems to be, that the domestic
manufactures of the country were,

at this period, and for a century after-

wards, fully adequate to the home
consumption. Cloth fairs wereholden
every where ; and, even at the pre-

sent day, the peasant purchases his

frize at similar places of sale. The
trade of a linen-draper is almost un-

known in the South ; while in every

fair and market are places allotted for

the convenience of those who have
bandel cloth* to dispose of.

Let it not, however, be forgotten,

that, while the legislature acted inimi-

cally towards one branch of industry,

they patronised another ; and it must
be admitted, in a moral point of view,

at least, that the linen trade is the

most unexceptionable of all those ma-
nufactures which require the co-ope-

ration of many hands. Unlike most
others, it is rural and domestic ; and,

though sedentary, yet it is not so un-
wholesome as those employments
which are followed amidst the vitiated

atmosphere of a heated manufactory.
The notorious Earl of Strafford, of
• whose rare abilities God gave him
the use, and the devil the applica-

tion,' was the first to deal by wholesale

in the linen trade. He ventured, in

1642, thirty thousand pounds ; and
the event fully justified his expecta-

tions. He gained considerably by his

speculation ; and, from that time,

linen may be called the staple manu-
facture of Ireland. ' It has thriven

much more,' says Mr. Newenham, in

his ' View of the natural, political, and
commercial Circumstances of Ireland,'

' than the cherished and boasted

woollen manufacture of England ;'

and he instances the fact, that, while

the exports of woollens from England
were little more than trebled in ahun-
dred years, the exports of linens from
Ireland had been nearly thrice trebled

in a period of seventy years. The
success of this branch of national

industry might reconcile us to the

tyrannic act which forced Irish capi-

tal into such laudable channels, did it

not yet remain doubtful whether the

country would not have prospered

quite as well if this manufacture had
not participated in legislative bounty

no more than many others.

Whoever attentively reviews the

whole proceedings of the Irish Parlia-

ment, respecting the trade and com-
merce of the country, must be struck

with the obstinacy they successively

displayed in persisting to consider

Ireland a manufacturing nation.

—

They appear to have been strangers

to the natural and political circum-

stances of the country, and conse-

quently they blundered on from one

absurd measure to another. In

place of seeking to participate in the

trade of England, they resolved to

have a trade of their own ; and, by
a prodigal use of bounties, diverted

the capital of the kingdom from its le-

gitimate channel—agriculture—into

manufacturing schemes, which uni-

formly terminated in the ruin of the

proprietors, and the misery of thou-

sands. This was the case with Mr.
Brooks' cotton-manufactory at Pros-

perous ; with ]\Ir. Talbot's, at lAJala-

hide; with Mr.Hamilton's, at Balbrig-

gan; with Sir John Parnell's, Lord De
Vesci's, &c. &c. ; and similar success

seems to have awaited every attempt

to establish a permanent manufacture

of woollens,f though aided, at once,

by the Parliament and the Dublin
Society.

During the operation of these mea-
sures, the people were taxed to raise

the price of nearly all the commodi-

* A bandel of linen is a piece seven yards long, and eighteen inches in width, the

making of a man's sliirt. In several parts of the country, however, the linen is

folded in large pieces, oif which any required complement is cut.

t The same may be said of the silk trade ; though its want of success is mainly
atU'ibutable to the general and absurd predilection which the people of one coun-
try entertain for the fashionable commodities of anolher. This branch of manufacture
never extended beyond Dublin, and was iutrodured by the French refuses. In many
ai tides they excelled the English artisan.
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ties of life ; for that has been the uni- nation are manufacturers, and the ma-
versal effect of bounties ; and, while jority of the other are agriculturists

;

they were in vain struofgling to com- and prudence, it would appear, pro-

pete with English manufactures, more hibits either party from interfering

than two-thirds of the arable land of with the occupations of the other.

Ireland remained undisturbed by the Whatever the capabilities of Great
plough.* The progress of national Britain were in former days, it will

prosperity has been generally from be readily admitted that they are now
the feeding of cattle to the grov-'ing ample. Her capital is superabundant

:

of corn ; and manufactures the last she is in possession of the home
resort: but this natural order was at- and foreign markets; her artisans

tempted, without effect, to be inverted are expert ; and, what is of the ut-

by the Irisli legislature ; for, ulti- most importance to our inquiry, she
mately, agriculture triumphed ; and, is more than adequate to the demand,
though yet capable of vast extension. Scarcely an article is required either

its progress has been rapid within the for the conveniences or elegancies of
last fifty years. To it, and not to the life, either by individuals or nations,

linen manufacture, the nation is in- which she has not l)rouglit to per-
<iebted for whatever prosperity she fection ; and such is the extent of her
has enjoyed. fabrications, that there remains no
The efforts of the legislature, though opportunity to establish new nianu-

mistaken, were laudable. They had factures, or increase the capacity of
to liquidate national expenses out of those already in operation,

a national exchequer ; and, seeing that This is a state of things certainly not

England was enriched by manufac- calculated to fill the Irish patriot with
lures and commerce, they thought the either envy or regret; for, while the
only way left for them to increase British artisan is enabled to purchase
their revenues was by following her the produce of the Irish soil, Ireland

example. Modern economists, from must continue prosperous. Four-
the very l)est of intentions, have inhe- fifths, at least, of her people, are

rited their opinions, notv.ithstanding agriculturists ; and it matters little

the material changes which have since whether they find a market for their

taken place. Ireland lias no longer beef, grain, butter, &c. in Dublin or

an exchequer; is no longer taxed to London, Kilkenny or Manchester. In

pay her own expenses ; and has now fact, the more extensive the market,
no interest separate from that <»f the higher arc the prices obtained

;

GreatBritain. Itis therefore an inquiry and, such is now tbe facility of trans-

«f the utmost importance to ascertain ])ort, that Irish commodities are

whether the supposed necessity of sent quite as cheaply from provincial

native manufactures any longer exists, towns to Liverpool or Bristol as to

Since the abolition of those duties, Dublin or Cork. The Irish farmer
which were imposed upon the transit is now situated similarly to the Eng-
of goods across St. George's Channel, lish farmer; and surely the latter

the circle of British interests includes would as soon reside in Wiltshire as

the whole capital and industry of Ire- Lancashire—in an agricultural as in

land. In acommercial point of view, a manufacturing district,

at least, the inhabitants of these king- As far, therefore, as it regards the

doms are now identically one people
; majority of the Irish people, it is of

a'.id whatever benefits the one must no material consequence whether

prove advantageous to the other. Cir- the weaver, who consumes their sur-

cumstances have given them dissinii- plus produce, resides in England or

lar occupations : the majority of one Ireland; and, were it possible to re-

* Duiino- the first forty years that succeeded the Revolution, famine successively

made its appearance in the manufacturing district of Ulster ; for that province, from

the introduction of the linen trade to the present time, lias not been able to raise pro-

visions enough to supply its inhabitants. On more than one occasion the whole pro-

duce of Ireland was scarcely sufficient to keep the people from starving ; and Munster

was often tlie scene of riot in consequence of the demand for corn to feed the linen

weavers of the North. Hov/ silly, therefore, to talk about the absence of manufactures,

when such was. the sutc of agricuUurc !~- See Voung, Wahejield, &:c.
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move all tlie manufactories in Man-
chester to Balbriggan, the nation
would not benefit an iota by having
spinning jennies nearer home. The
reason must be obvious to all. A
thousand looms elfectively employed
in Ireland must cause an equal num-
ber in England to remain idle ; and,
as the artisans of both kingdoms can
pass to and fro without interruption,
an establishment of manufactures in

Ireland would l)e only a transfer of
hands and materials from one part of
the empire to another. More beef
and butter might, indeed, be then
consumed in Ireland ; but that cir-

cumstance woukl not put a penny a

year more in the pocket of the laud-
lord or farmer, because less would be
consumed in England. Neither would
it increase employment ; for the ope-
ratives, who are now engaged in Eng-
lish factories, Avould then find their

way to Ireland, and soon place the
labourer in a situation similar to the
one he occupies at present ; for, it is

always to be borne in mind, that ex-
isting manufactures are adequate to

the demand, and that those who can-
not find employment in one kingdom
are at liberty to seek it in the other.
The local advantages of Ireland,
though many, are much overrated.
Labour is now fully as cheap in Eng-
land as it would be in Ireland, were
factories established there ; and, con-
sidering that land is only about fifteen

years' purchase, he would be an
ideot indeed who should neglect to

secure an ample annuity, and invest
his money in the precariousness of
trade ; and, such is the system of co-
operative labour, that without an al-

most immense capital, no man can
hope to succeed as a manufacturer.

Whatever, therefore, Ireland may
have suffered, when she was a sepa-
rate nation, from the jealousy of
English manufacturers, she has no-
thing now to apprehend from their

monopolizing spirit. Without regret,
she can behold them the weavers of

the world ; conscious that they are
toiling in unwholesome pursuits to

secure the means of purchasing the

natural productions of her soil. But
Ireland is not devoid of manufactures.
Able men have deprecated their

extension ;* and while a market,
which she is unable to supply, is open
exclusively for Irish agricultural pro-

duce, let Irishmen apply to agricul-

ture. England must look to them for

the necessaries of life ;f and,whilethe
present situation of things continues,

they will possess the greatest of all

advantages—that of an industrious

frugal people, administering to the

wants of a luxurious nation, without
suffering from the connexion.

J

Agriculture will be sufficient to

absorb all the capital that may come
into the kingdom for a' century. Mil-
lions of acres are yet to be reclaimed,
and ten millions more will admit of
improvement, ^^^lile these demand
the people's care, let them dismiss all

ideas of manufactures. The unthink-
ing may declaim on their ignorance
of spinning jennies ; but the cause is

easily found, and, when found, ex-
cites neither wonder nor regret. The
arguments in favour of native manu-
factures do not apply to Ireland. She
is an integral part of the British em-
pire ; and Nature seems to point out
the proper pursuit of her inhabitants.

The history of the world demonstrates
the superior advantages which agri-

culture possesses over manufactures.
A parallel might be easily drawn be-
tween them ; but, as that is an in-

quiry 'unconnected with our present
purpose, we shall not enter upon it,

but rest contented with having proved
that Ireland owes none of her griev-

ances to the supposed absence of

trade and manufactures—in neither

of which is she deficient ; for, while

she continues an agricultural nation,

inland commerce—the best species

of commerce §—and its concomitants,

must flourish.

The linen trade may be said to be

*
' I will not hesitate to assert, that the general extension of this (the linen) manu-

facture would carry with it an extension of poverty and famine ; and that, if it could
be effected, even for a short time, it would prove the greatest curse that could be en-
tailed on an unfortunate people.'

—

Wakefield.
t ' It is to Ireland Great Britain must look for corn.'

—

Hid.
' The English, without the importation of foreign grain, would be reduced to a state

of famine.'

—

Ihid.

} Paley's Philosophy.
"

$ Adam Smi'''
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indigenous to tlie country; and, ticularize here, must, while the Union
while Enofland is obliged to draw from exists, keep England the depot ot

her the necessaries of life, the price manufactures, and Ireland has only to

of labour must continue such as to pray that she may long continue the
afford individuals great advantages in emporium ofcommerce ; for it is now
several species of manufacture, which isnmaterial which port of the empire
must flourish, though in a subordi- foreign traders enter, or in which
nate degree, through the kingdom, town the shuttle plies. Probably the

To the speculation of individuals, moralist would rejoice in the absence
therefore, Ireland, v.'ithout apprehen- of both ; for truly has the Irish poet
sion, may commit her manufacturing exclaimed

—

interest ; and, if weavers, &c. can be
, „ •

i .1 ,• •. .
, , , • lit ' IJow wide the limits stand

emnloyed, and mines worked, to t, , i j/ 1 t 111
1 J > • T^ 1 1 Belween a. spiendtd and ii hnvpii land \

greater advantage than in England,
p^.^^^i ^^.^ji^ ^^^ ^-^^ ^^^j^ 1^,J3 of freight-

the self-interest or capitalists will al-
^.^ ^j.^

ways be suflScicnt to put both in ope- And shoiiting Folly hails them from her
ration, without any other inducement shore

,

than the hope of gain. A variety of Yetcountourgaius, this i(.'ea/(/i is 6ut a ?iame

causes, however, too numerous to par- That leaves our useful products still the same.'

ON THE BURNING OF MOSCOW.

Calm is the evening, the western sky

Is seen in the mirror of snow ;

There's no sound on earth, no sound on high.

Save the streams as they struggle to flow.

But though the West glows with the setting ray.

And still is the evening as night

;

111 Moscow the flames shall be clear as day.

And darken the moon's misty light.

lu the firmament now the stars arise.

And the earth is lit with the moon's pale beam ;

But what are those fires that flash on our eyes.

And, like beacon-lights, far away gleam ?

Oh ! what are the wailings that float on the breeze,

x\nd with horror harrow the soul ?

Oh ! what are the groans that the streams of life freeze,

And the murmurs of sorrow that roll ?

In the pillars of flame there are forms that appear

—

These are beings to misery born :

There is nought in the scene that the soul can cheer.

Save that freedom is bought by those beings forlorn

Fairest of angels, soft Pity, advance.

And sigh for the deeds of our race

;

In a sense of deep sorrow our feelings entrance.

And give us one beam from thy face !

Hark to the moans ! how they rise to the sky !

See how the towers of ages now fall 1

Oh Moscow ! thy glory, thy wealth, is gone by.

And the flames of a night have destroyed thy sons all

!

In thy broad spacious streets the long grass may now grow.

And the sound of each voice may lone Echo return

;

Though under thy ruins thy sons are laid low.

Yet thy glory shall rise o'er the flames that now burn

!

No monarch of France shall thy heroes enslave.

The hosts of thy regions no king shall subdue !

Though the fate that awaits tlicm be death and the grave,

Vei onward they'll rush, to their liberty true ! F. (t.
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THE HERMIT IN IRELAND.— NO. VI.

REMAINS OP NINETY-EIGHT.

A CELEBRATED historian, in a mo-
ment of philosophic sourness, has

said that he looked back to the

days of his childhood without pleasure

—that there was little of the agree-

able in his recollections of that pe-

riod ; but, on the contrary, much that

was calculated to excite feeling's of

rather a melancholy cast. Whether
this declaration was made in simple

sincerity, or put forward in a spirit of

paradoxical affectation, I shall not

say. The voluntary confession of the

individual comes before us, and Ave

must take it even as it is given. His

case, however, appears rather a sin-

gular one. The great bulk of man-
kind express a different sentiment.

The multitude will tell quite another

tale. The majority will agree in stat-

ing that they have not only expe-

rienced positive enjoyment in infancy,

but that the remembrance of these

enjoyments affords them a gentle and
cheering sort of gratification, even in

the close of life. The childish days

of some may go by more smoothly, or

more happily, than those of others ;

some will have their little privations

or their passing troubles ; but, in the

young mind, pleasure, after all, is the

predominant sensation— life is then

in the spring'—the heart throbs lightly

—hope looks forward undamped by
experience—evil remains unantici-

pated—sorrow is momentary—and
joy, when it comes, possesses a thou-

sand charms which arc wanting in

nfter-life. Who then could be un-

happy in infancy, when expectation

is tantamount to certainty, and every

trifle capable of producing happiness ?

What would 1 not now give to procure
again that ecstatic feeling with which
I have once hailed the arrival of a

long-e.xpectcd holiday? Who shall

restore to me that delight which the

praises of our plain schoolmaster
have imparted? What shall bring
back that rapturous enthusiasm with
which I have joined in every little

sport? With what joy have I and
others of my age welcomed the stran-

gers, who thronged from afar to be
present at the rural fair? With what

eagerness have I started up on the ap-
pointed morning, and looked toward
the busy scene—gazed upon the many-
coloured tents, with their variegated

standards floating in the breeze

—

watched the blue wTcaths of smoke
that arose from the place—heard the

deep hum of the assembling- multi-

tude, and wished to be among them ?

The country fair, indeed, or the

crowded pattern, formed, with me,
through childhood, what I may call

the 'joy of joys.' The little green
of Scarawalsh is endeared to me by
many a gay and delightful recollection.

I loved the spot Avhen young, and
even to this hour I feel pleased in

hearing it spoken of; it is situate on
the edge of the Slaney, not far from
Vinegar Hill. For some years after

the rebellion, when party differences

ran high, it was usual for the Orange-
men and the Croppies to meet here,

and try their strength in a regular bat-

tle: theformer generally brought their

bayonets ; wliile the others relied,

and not id!)^ upon the shillelah.

—

Aljout sunset the fight began ; and
they have sometimes kept it up for

hours. I have often seen seven or
eight of the combatants carried away
nearly lifeless. These contests were
usually followed up by a war of war-
rants, of swearing, and counter-swear-
ing, that gave employment to the

magistrates and the constables for

months after.

I had some business to Ferns but
a short time ago. I was delayed there
something longer than I had antici-

pated : the fair of Scarawalsh was ap-
proaching, and I at once decided on
being present. The sixteenth of
August arrived : I spent the morning
in strolling about ; and, after taking

an early dinner, proceeded with a

friend to the fair. The roads imme-
diately leading to the place were
thronged with cattle j a retired and
sheltered spot had been reserved for

the cake and apple stands ; and upon
the centre of the green stood the

tents, where the Enniscorthy native,

and the stout Wexford ale, were gaily

circulating. These temples of jollity

extended along even to the river side;

many of them were jthronged, though
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as vet the good folk had not riglitly naiuental. I fancied that I recollected
' set their shoulders to the work :' the the features : I gazed again—it was
open path which crossed the centre indeed the same, though much alter-

of the green was crowded with com- ed—the poor maniac, Bab Russell

—

pany—old men looking around them a being that, during my childhood, I

for their old comrades ; old women had learned to look upon with min-

in groups chatting over family mat- gled curiosity and terror. Her story

ters; young fellows w^ith their well- was a melancholy one. She had re

-

greased brogues, sheep-skin breeches, sided, for several years before the re-

and brown coat—the hat on one side, bellion, near Vinegar Hill, in a small

a black-thorn stick under one arm, cottage,with an only brother, to whom
and a rosy lass probably resting on she was fondly attached, and to whose
the other; a few beggars, with little labour she looked for support; he
clothing and great eloquence :—such had taken no part whatever with the

were the visitors who idled along the rchels ; he remained quietly at home,
path. After straying about for some and calculated on being safe ; in this,

time, I entered a large and well-con- however, he was miserably mistaken,

tttructed tent, which stood upon the A few days before the gathering on
edge of the river. My friend willingly Vinegar Hill, three armed Orangemen
followed, for the evening was warm,
and the long walk from Ferns had
fatigued him. We were surrounded

by a number of parties, or of compa

entered his dwelling; he lay sick in

bed, but they dragged him forth, and
literally hacked him to pieces in the

presence of his distracted sister. She
nies, as they call thenu Each of these next became their victim; but, in

companies seemed, as if for sake of a cruelty, they allowed her to live. Life

contrast, to be engaged upon a diifer- remained, but reason was extinct;

ent topic: the harvest, the price of her thirst for revenge, however, was
cattle, and many other matters, were hot. The moment the rebels took the

regularly, or rather irregularly, dis- field she joined them—followed them
cussed. Tiiere was one little knot, in all their movements—was present

however, just before me, to which I at their battles—and there, it is said,

paid particular attention ; it consisted wreaked her vengeance upon many
of about a dozen persons of various a wounded or dying Orangeman.

—

ages, most of them of an easy farmer- After the rebellion had past, she wan-
like appearance. Their conversation dered about among the country-peo-

ran on politics : they talked of the pie; every one pitied her, and every

news of the day ; made many sapient one listened to her story : she could

remarks, and, afterwards, by a very talk of nothing but her wrongs, or

easy sort of digression, introduced the exploits of her brethren in arms,

some of the transactions of 1798. At I found that in this she was still un-

a little distance from this group sat changed ; she had still her short pro-

a female, who, though remarkable verbs, and her confused fragments of

enough in her appearance, had, at the rebel songs ; one of the latter she

first, escaped my observation. She was now humming. * Bab,' said a

wore a large old straw hat, which young man who sat near her, ' would
protected her from the sun ; but the you like to see the Boys on the Hill

rest of her dress was a tatteredgather-

ing of worn-out finery, which had al-

most ceased to be either useful or or-

agam .'"

' By my own sowl I would,' cried

Bab—
' For then the days will come to pass,

When the Protestant boys must go to mass.

Carrying their beads and —crass,

On a Sunday morning.'

' God knows they were horrid

times,' said an old man, whose warm
big coat bespoke comfort. ' God
knows they were ; and I hope we'll

never see the like ofthem again. Oh !

mv lads, I've sufi'ered enough.'

' Troth, and you did so, Ned.'
' You all know,' continued Ned,

* that I was neither one thing nor

t'other; the Croppies called me a

purple man, but the Orangemen did

not trust me. Oh ! boys, jewel, only
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think liow I was sarved ! between tlie party, and conducted toEnniscortli)',

two I was well off.'

Of this old man I had heard some-
tliins>-. He held at one tisnc au ex-

tensive farm, and was always remark-

able for his prudence and fru^-ality.

He kept away from the rebels during;'

the whole of their proceeding's ; and
for this his life was often tlireatened.

When the rebellion broke out, he re-

mained at home,bent upon doin^ e^ood

;

he lived on the road side, and his

house was ever open to shelter those

whose dwellings had been burned or

taken from them. One day, as he sat

at his fire-side, with a crowd of women
and children around him, two pikes-

men, well mounted, made their ap-

whcre he very narrowly escaped hang-
ing, though quite guiltless. Perjury
was then but too liberally patronised.

When tranquillity was at last restored,

he was advised to urge his claim as a
suffering loyalist. His losses and his

innocence were both but too appa-
rent. No redress, however, was
given him—he was a Papist ,• it was
the king's troops who burned his

place, and they could do no wrong.
It was whispered, however, that his

titled landlord received the sum which
Ned had demanded.

' Bab,' cried the young fellow who
spoke before, ' there goes Limpy
Masterson.' A person labouring un-

pearance at the door: they requested der a paralytic complaint just passed

a drink ; milk was the only beverage by ; he rested on the arm of another,

at hand. One of them drank freeW * Limpy Masterson 1' cried Bab, with

off; the other was about to raise the an hysterical sort of laugh, ' let him
vessel to his lips, when his comrade go—he'll not say mass again.'

suddenly exclaimed—'Away ! away !'

gallop for your life, for there are the

troopers—I see them through the

trees.' Down went the drink, and oft'

went the horsemen. Eight dragoons

passed in pursuit ofthem,vvhile a much
larger party appeared at a distance :

' It was a horrid thing,' said old
Ned, ' that that fellow done, wasn't
it, boys ? Only think of him going-

with his devil-skins into the chapel,

getting on the blessed altar, putting
on the holy vestments, and all this to

make a mock of the mass ; and thea

the women Vud children became to take the chalice and put dirty water

alarmed—they rushed from the house, in it.'

* Well, he paid dear for it.'

' Aye ! he'il never shake holy water
with that hand again ; the whole right

side is as dead as if it was in the grave!'
' A just judgment,' said one.
' God is stronger than the devil,'

cried another.

Bab was silent for a time ; the mi-

and forced the owner of it along with

them ; they reached a neighbouring

hill, and, in a short time, beheld the

dwelling which they had left involved

in flames ; a fine haggard of corn was
destroyed, as well as a number of

young' cattle, that were locked up.

Ned, after wandering for a few days,

was at length taken by a military litary fit, however, came on her :

—

* At Vinegar Hill

We fought wid good will.

At Enniscorthy, and New Ross, and Gorey ;

They called for reprief,

But'they got no relief

Till we made 'em drink grief

In Bunclody,'

She changed her tone at once :

—

' At the Windmill Hills, and at Enniscorthy,

The British fencibles they ran like deers ;

But our ranks were scattered, and sorely battered.

For the want of Kean and his Shilmaliers.'

' Ay 1' cried Ned, ' the Shilmaliers
were the boys ; thev can shoot the sea- of May, Mr. Davis,' said Ned, stretcl

fowl a mile off, and they can take ing out his hand to a person who he

down the officers, too ; their long just entered the tent. Mr. Dav
arras never miss.

Vol. I—Njo. 6,

You're as welcome as the flowers
^

" saidNed, stretch-

d-

J
— - ' _ I'is

bowed, and sat down.
2 K
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What !' said I, ' is that Charley

Davis, tlie auctioneer?'
' The same,' replied my friend,

• Charley the resurrectionist.'

Charley was indeed a resurrection-

ist ; he was long- known as a violent

Orangeman ; and, when the rebels

got possession of Enniscorthy, he was

one of those whom they selected for

the grand sacrifice on Vinegar Hill.

He was led out about dusk, hisclothes

solemnly taken oflf", and a few mo-
ments given for prayer ; three or four

muskets were then discharged at

him, and half a dozen pikes sent on

to examine the state of his bowels :

this latter operation they called
• giving the gruel.' The poor victim

sunk, of course, under the torture :

he was apparently dead. He was
thrown with others into a shallow

grave, and a light covering put over

for soirie time, he

got loose, and, at the dead of night,

passed all the rebel sentries; near day-
light he reached the cottage of a poor
widow, a Catholic; she freely admit-
ted him, cleansed his wounds, and
gave him all the assistance in her
power. He lay there for three days

;

when an Orange party, going their

rounds, called in ; they found him in

bed, and, suspecting him for a

Avounded rebel, were about to dis-

patch him : the gun was actually

levelled, and (he poor widow scream-
ing. Charley was unable to speak
out; but he raised his hand, and made
an Orange sign, and his life was saved.

He passed through many other trying

scenes before the rebellion ended.
* Well, Bab,' said he, turning to the

poor maniac, ' are the Boys getting

readv V
' Orange Charley, be quiet ; ask me

no questions, and I'll tell you uo lies :Liin. After lyin

fame to his senses—the fresh clay had the Boys will be ready.

served to revive him : he struggled,

'Billy Byrne, of Ballymanus, he's loyal and stout,

And he done his best endeavours to put all traitors out ;

But as for Captain Perry, sure all must know his fame,

Och ! he sends our foes arowling down la eternal flame !'

• Yes Bab, but these nice Boys were
hanged.'

Poor Bab burst into tears, and left

the tent. My friend and I arose

—

it was quite dark; all was tranquil

around us—the people showed no dis-

position to (juarrel. We reached the

road, and proceeded on our way to

Ferns.

THE RETURN OF THE DEPUTATION.

Mr. Editor,—At this period, when
even minds the most degag^s from
the political concerns of every party

are attracted, and perhaps not unin-

terested, by tlie prominent peculiarity

of Catholic attairs, it is not extra-

ordinary that a stranger, finding him-

self in Dublin on the day of the first

meeting of the Irish Catholics after

the return of the deputation, should

feel a curiosity to view the effects of

the late keenly-felt disappointment.

To this meeting then I went, not in-

duced alone by the publicity of these

concerns, for another and a stronger

cause held out its lure for me.

It is generally remarked that ad-

versity tries and exhibits the charac-

ter of him who sustains its rigour to

the extent of its capab-lities, its

weakness, and its strength: and this

uxiom apppurj, to me as applicable in

a national as in an individual point of
view.

The inhabitants ofcountries equally

prosperous, peaceable, and free, ap-

pear with a monotonous similarity

not only of habits, but of thoughts ;

their minds are borne on the same
stream of commercial interests or
agricultural concerns, without often

pausing, even to consider the nature
of those blessings which make their

course so smooth, or to admire the
evenness and verdure of those banks,
through whose barriers the river of
their happiness flows so securely. But
the people of a country that feels or
fancies wrongs, obstructions, or im-
pediments, in the path that leads to

honour, fortune, or content, will of

necessity be led to think on great and
abstract themes. The nerve of selfish

feelino- is first waked ; but the nerves
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lead to tlie brain ; and deep thought
will be roused by a slight passing
touch. Circumstances affecting pub-
lic interest awaken public considera-
tion ; and, by the agreement or

disagreement of feeling' and opinion,
tiie similarity or diversity of charac-
ter, national or individual, is elicited,

and may be traced.

I went then to this assembly, Mr.
Editor, not to remark a party, but to

note men ; therefore I do not intend
to detail speeches or resolutions. The
daily prints will supply you with those,

as a sort of outline to my picture,

which I shall fill up by the colour-

ing, the life, the animation of the
scene.

Having inquired my way to the
place of meeting, I proceeded about
three o'clock ,to North Anne IStreet

Chapel ; all the avenues leading to

the different entrances presented a

crowded bustling aspect, which served
to dispel the unpleasant sensations 1

e.vperienced from the curious junction
in this part of the city of a J'ruit-

markct and a prison ! the heavy pro-
jecting scaff'old of the one presenting
an image of repulsive contrast to the

fancy, from the luxuries which arc
exhibited within the other.

The gallery vestibule was dis-

heartening to all who like myself had
come late : the pale looks and di-

shevelled tresses of its occupants
plainly indicated the heat, and the
crush must be very great above ; for

the regret so visible in every face
told that necessity alone had induced
a retreat. There was a brightening
of countenances Avhen the tones of
some favourite speaker met the ear.
' Is that O'Connell ?' ' Is that Shell ?'

' Oh ! I wish we were above,' was
buzzed around.
The staircase was thronged to ex-

cess
; yet following the example of

some ladies, who continued to insi-

nuate themselves gently, but perse-
veringly, through the croAvd, unap-
palled by the repeated assurance of
the inutility of the effort, I gained at
length the centre of the gallery, and
found that my conductors (the ladies)
were right : for, though room indeed
was scanty, there was much more air,

and a greater chance, at least, of
hearing, than could be hoped for in

the passage.

About a third part of this large build-

ing, from the chair (occupied by Lord
Gormanslown), was boarded off for

speakers, or those more immediately
concerned in the business of the day.

The remainder of the body was occu-
pied by poor but eager listeners. All
below appeared one moving mass.
The open windows were hung with
men and boys, who had climbed up
from the exterior : all this appears to

me as proof of the interest with which
every order attends to these concerns.

' By an incident,' (Sterne would
have said) ' which never occurs to

any traveller but a sentimental one,'

I, who came to see the people, rather
than to hear their cause, gained a most
desirable situation amongst the crowd.
A party of three or four men avIio,

from their appearance, I suspect were
of the class of \vorking tradesmen {ope-

ratives, I should say), stood before me,
whose conversation at intervals was to

me a rich treat.

RIr. Lawless
was the person who was speaking at

this time. Mr. Lawless has the air of

a man whose happiness—whose very
life and being were centred in his

cause ; and those who know him say
his looks proclaim the truth. Care
and anxiety have so strongly im-
pressed their tints and lines upon his

strong'-marked face, that

' Seldom he smiles ; and smiles in such a
sort

As if he mock'd himself; and scom'd his

spirit

That could be mov'd to smile at any thing ;'

at least at any thing that touches
this object, about which his thoughts
are all so serious and intense. He
is a fiery and fluent speaker : his

voice is hollow-toned ; and the earn-

estness of his manner strongly indi-

cates the devotion of his mind.
Of the purity of this gentleman's

motives, his rank, as a literary man,
(which scarcely could be affected by
the measure of emancipation,) pre-

sents a convincing proof. Yet, if

Mr. Lawless was as politic as he is

disinterested, he \vould never indulge

himself in hasty or severe censure or
insinuation against any one of the

body of which he is a member. A
party should be as a family : and when
did one individual of a family oponlv
condemn another, witbout drawing'
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down a measure of dishonour on
himself?
Mr. Lawless would scarcely answer

to hold Mr. O'Connell's place as
' leader.' He is perhaps too im-
passioned for that : yet his talents,*

his long-devotedness, his enthusiasm,
and eccentricity, render him an im-
portant and interesting- feature in this

cause.

My friends, the supposed operatives,

seemed to take great interest in the

debates about t!ie forty-shilling free-

holds recurred to by Mr. Lawless ;

but, while they approved his argu-
ments, they made exceptions to

some parts of his discourse. Indeed,
in this respect, I observed a general
discrimination in this people not
usually attributed to a popular
audience. They heard all : but, with
the decisive tone of firmly established

opinions, they approved and disap-

proved, in part and paragrapli, even
the speeches of their greatest favour-

ites, without regard to rank or person.

Some gentlemen successively ad-

dressed the meeting, who must, I am
convinced, have profited by a hint

lately given to the public on brevity

of speech, to the great perplexity,

however, of the operative parly.
' What's that he says now ?' de-

manded at one time a cross-looking

man, in a threadbare blue coat. *Och
never ask me, I'm as deaf as yourself,'

replied a sharp-visaged personage,
with a humorous eye, in dirty grey
frize. ' There, don't you hear?' "for
the good of the Irish people." Why
don't you cheer ?' ' But what is it ?'

said the cross man. ' Oh leave that

to himself; he knows what he inanes

better than tve do, any way.'

There v/as now a general impa-
tience of the non-audible speakers,

and loud cries of ' Shell ! Shell !'

were heard on every side ; and here

a dialogue, unique, I think, in its

kind, arose between the party near

whom I had the good fortune to be

placed.

I will not pretend to identify the

dramatis personae, for ray eye was at

the moment engaged in trying to ob-

tain a glimpse through the crowd of

the object of their discourse.
' Shell ! Shell !' had been reiterated

once or twice ; .
when a young but

clumsy voice, very near, exclaimed,
' Ay, Shell's the orator ! the clas-

sical orator ! There's not one of

thetn to come up to him, after all, in

the way of larnin.'

' In any way, I'll engage O'Connell
could be equal to him, if he liked to

show off—but— I can't describe, you
see—but I know myself he does'nt

talk as fine as Shell does, some way.'

Here some observation which I did

not distinctly hear caused a laugh.
' You may laugh. I like O'Con-

nell as well as any of you ; but give

every man his own —Shiel is mighty
clever. There's not a speech of his

hut's made according to the rules of
oratory. > Is there any escapes him ?

Histh'ry, and poathry, and every

thing. Why I'm sure its like larnin

to be listening- to him.'
' Well, ofthe two, O'Connell pleases

me, thoug-h I know Shell's the best,

except him.'
' At all events,' said a new voice,

' Shell may share the laurels with

O'Connell any day.'

What are we to think of these

people, Mr. Editor? Here were a

group of men, certainly not above
the rank to which I have referred

them, not only well informed on the

actual state of afiairs, and deeply

interested in the downright business

of the day, but stealing moments of

literarij leisure to comment on the

style and method of their advocates,

and applying their crude intelligence

with such shrewdness, and rude skill,

as could not fail to convince the ob-

server that Nature had been partial to

them in the distribution of her intel-

lectual gifts.

Mr. Sheil.
I have Shell now before me in idea

;

his wild poetic eye, iiis minute form,

the singular tones of his voice, are

all exterior characteristics as pecu-
liar to himself as the quality of his

glowing, rich, and animated speecli.

Since the renewal of those debates in

which he has taken such an active

part, this gentleman has appeared to

the public eye under an aspect dif-

ferent, though not less interesting,

than that beneath which he had be-

fore attracted public praise. The

* Mr. Lawless is author of an Irish history, lens kiiown, perhaps, than it merits.
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earlier part of his \ife was spent in

the cultivation of poetry—chieHy ro-

mantic, I believe—but poetry and pa-

triotism are nearly allied. That enthu-

siasm, which gives birth to tiie one, is

the parent also of the other ; and,

although every patriot may not be a

poet, yet the pure, zealous, and effi-

cient lover of his country, is an object

on which poetry dwells with peculiar

interest and delight. It is not vvon-

derful, then, tliat the cause whicli

Ireland seems to have almost identi-.

fied with herself should have allured

Mr. Shell from the fascinating scenes

of fancy, to take an active part in a

drama of real life, which, exhibited

by such actors, is not deficient in

poetic character and effect. He is

now more known than hitherto as an
orator, even in professional duties at

the bar, and seems to have disengaged

himself from the witching fetters of

the mistress of his youth ; but the

Muse, mindful of his former devotion,

still hovers round, scattering witli a

tasteful hand her flowery treasures

o'er his thoughts—bestowing on his

words those attractions that give fas-

cination to reason, weight and influ-

ence to truth.

Mr. Shell is a general favourite in

these assemblies. Indeed, in the

minds of the people, O'Connell alone

gains precedence of him ; while, in

the estimation of those who viewed
them but as orators, Slieil certainly

seems entitled to the highest rank.

He opened, by relating an incident

from Roman history, alluding to the

interest which his countrywomen
seem to take in these affairs. It was
of that daughter of Fabius Ambustus,
whose discontent of the disabilities

by which the people were restrained

from holding any honouraltle office

in the state induced her father, and
husband (Licinius), to attempt those

measures which caused at this period
such a diminution of patrician power.
The ladies, nozv convinced that

their * eyes' do ' rain influence,' will

no doubt be forward on every occa-
sion to 'adjudge the prize,' or, at

least, to watch the progress of the
combatants, and encourage their

champions by their presence.
Mr. O'Connell

was the next person of much conse-
quence, as a speaker, whose voice was

lieard. In addressing his Catholic

associates, O'Connell has all the ease

which certainty of pleasing never

fails to confer. Although his coun-

tenance is not exactly one of those

which serve talents as a sign-board,

to tell the superiority of the stories

which are hoarded up within
; yet,

look attentively on it while he speaks,

and your eye will catch many fine

rays of full and good expression,

which, Vv'hea they have formed a

focus in your mind, give forcible evi-

dence to the character with which he
is endowed by common fame.

You see alternately in his looks an
air of honest boldness ; confidence in

his own powers ; sincere affection for

those around him ; quick and power-
ful comprehension ; some occasional

gleams of wit., and rich genuine hu-
mour, which nothing can depress.

Like particles of air, embodied for a

moment in a liquid, this buoyant
charm of his discourse, even when
under damping pressure, springs

sparkling to the top.

It is this same humour, and the

pathos that so often mingles with it,

which makes O'Connell the man in

possession of the people's hearts, as

it exhibits him to the world an epi-

tome—-a specimen—of that country of

which Nature as well as circumstance

has made him representative. I wish,

Mr. Editor, you could have seen the

countenances around me, when the
' great leader' mimicked the Kildare

Street School mem])ers, as he fancied,

* walking away with eyes upturned,

and hands in empty pockets :' you
would have said their soul was ridi-

cule—their trade was laughing. I

wish, too, you could have viewed the

same faces a moment after, when he

exclaimed, ' We ivill be united !' It

was not the words alone, but the

round and tender tone in which they

were enrolled, that found them such

an immediate passage to the heart,

as a flower is made dearer to the

mind by the fragrance of its breath.

There was an involuntary motion for-

ward, as if they v/ould have sprung

into the arras, which, ' suiting the

action to the word,' he held forth as

to embrace them. Some great fat

fellows behind me looked absolutely

blubbering ; and I remarked a nuui

of no mean appearance dash a tear
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from off liis cheek with the edge of

Lis hat, as he raised it to wave in

token of unity of mind.
Amongst those who rose to move

resolutions, or otherwise to speak so

as not to he heard hcyond the table,

I was particularly struck with the

personal appearance of O'Conner
Don. His tall and time-bent figure,

while locks, and still graceful courte-

ous air, render him an interesting

picture of the fine gentleman of the

old school.

My sketch is ended, Mr. Editor,

though, perhaps, not finished ; and I

have but to remark, that from what I

have observed in this day's assembly
pf an interesting body, however the

separate feelings of each might have
been intimidated or hurt, yet, in the

Catholics thus assembled and united,

hope, and confidence of ultimate suc-

cess, seemed to be infused very gene-

rally throughout every breast. To
disunite them would appear at pre-

sent to be impracticable. Agreed to

be incorporate, they seem to be as-

suming a Proteus-like nature, deter-
mined to elude every grasp by adopt-
ing a new form ; and I suspect we
shall soon hear them exclaim, like
Bolingbroke

—

As I was banished, I was banished Here-
ford

;

But, as I come, I come for Lancaster.'

Should they next appear (as is now
spoken of) zvith courage as a golden
ray, darting its sunny beam from the

blue sky of hope, and should I be in

a scribbling vein, you may perhajts

hear from me again. Indeed, their

portrait, as an entire, is not quite
finished. 1 mean, of course, the most
eminent of those Catholics, who ap-
pear as active agents in their own
cause—such as are worthy to be
placed as the head of the whole body.
I may have given you the eyes, the

moutJi, or the projecting grace of the

aspect ; but there are other very
worthy features, without which cer-

tainly a likeness cannot well be
deemed complete. y.

TOxAI FID.

BY AN OLD SAILOR.

Tom Fid was up the Mediter-
ranean with the gallant Sir Sidney

Smith, and there he was in his glory
;

for never boy loved play half so

much as Sir Sidney did bush-fight-

ing. Tom soon displayed his abili-

ties in daring acts of intrepidity,

and was made coxswain ; after which
they managed matters famously be-

twixt 'em. Many a night they would
be pulling along shore with their oars

muffled, to have a brush v.ith the

enemy ; and there was always a great

degree of romantic feeling in their en-

terprises, that considerably heighten-

ed the interest, while the enchanting

scenery on the coast of Italy increas-

ed- the sentiments almost to a pitcli

of enthusiasm. One night the boats

were close to the beach, when a

French trooper came riding down
full speed into the water, and hailed

them. Up jumped the captain and

answered him in his own lingo, and

so they had a long parley woo, and
then away scampered the sodger as

fast as the horse could lay his heels

to the ground. ' Launch there
!'

cried Sir Sidney, as soon as the

fellow was out of hearing. ' Sir,'

replied the officer, ' Load your
cannonade with grape and canister.

Let the pinnace and green cutter

take you in tow, and keep close to^

the barge. Have the marines ready
to land, and be silent.' When these

orders had been issued, they pulled

smartly for about ten minutes ; not
a breath ruffled the bosom of the

ocean—it lay like a clear mirror re-

flecting the dazzling gems that

sparkled in the blue expanse of hea-
ven ; and, as the boats swept along
the bay, the huge masses of rock
frowned in darkness and grandeur
upon them ; while the thick em-
bowering forestb above added sub-
linuty to the scene, and filled the

mind of the sailor with reverential

and superstitious awe. Not a sound
was heard but the measured sweep
of the oars as they dipped in the
briny element, leaving behind a
track of brilliancy and light. ' Oars,'

cried the captain, and the boat's

crew remained motionless with their

oars parallel with the water while
the (ither boats pidlc<l uj). Tom
waved his hand when they were
tossed perpendicularly, and the little
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squadron rowed alongside. * Mr.
B ,' said Sir Sidney to the lieu-

tenant in the pinnace, but loud

enough for all hands to hear him,
' Mr. B , Fortune befriends us

this evening; a convoy is expected
about midnight v.ith a strong escort,

both by sea and land. Have you
seen any thing of the frigate's boats ?'

—
' No, sir ; I don't think they can

have left tbe ship yet.' ' Well, well,

we must do our best alone.'

At this moment the splash of distant

oars was heard, and eager expectation

was pictured on every countenance
—all longing for the affray. A
death-like silence prevailed among
the party, and every ear was bent to

catch the direction of the sound

;

but it was so confusedly echoed
among the deep ravines and broken
crags on the shore, that it was im-
possible to determine. Scarce a

breath was drawn, while all eyes

were strained gazing round the verge

of the horizon. ' I see 'em, sir,'

whispered Tom, as he inclined his

head close to the captain's, and
extended his arm to point them out

;

* there they come, sir ; stand by, my
boys, and—' ' Silence !' said Sir

Sidney ;
' tliis cannot be what we

want, it is too early j beside, there

is only one.' Every eye looked to-

ward the spot, as the dark body
emerged from the gloom, throwing
aside the spray glistening in lumi-
nous brightness. The vessel was
rowing iu'a course without the boats,

so that she might have passed on
and not have seen them; but, just

at the time she g'ot nearly abreast,

three dark specks were observed
coming in from sea. ' Mr. B ,'

said the captain, softly, jump into

the cutter, and reconnoitre the stran-

gers in the offing, while I board the
enemy in shore ; wait, however, till

you conjecture I am alongside, before

you shove off, and on no account
fire, or suffer any noise to be made
which can give the least alarm.'

—

' Ay, ay, sir,' replied the officer

;

* and if they're the frigate's boats?'—
' Then lead them down to me.

Now, my lads (addressing the Barge's
Crew), we must carry that vessel
without firing, for, if those are not
the frigate's boats, no doubt they
will fall in with her, and then my

schemes will be blown up. Bend
to your oars, my boys, and stretch

out.' A simultaneous low whisper-

ing ' Ay, ay, sir,' was the only
reply ; to which, however, Tom added
' We'll stretch 'em out presently, I

warrant
;
give way, my sons of thun-

der !' and instantly the barge cut
through the yielding element, track-

ing her wake with dazzling foam.
When they had got the stranger

a-beam they struck off directly from
the shore toward her, and discovered

their opponent to be a large gun-boat.

Sir Sidney hailed them in French

;

the noise of the oars ceased, and the

hail was returned. ' They take us
for one of their own row-boats,' said

the captain in a low voice, cocking a

pistol with his right hand as he
loosened his cloak with the left.

' Steer for his quarter, coxswain;
and, as soon as I get on the deck,
and the sweeps are in motion, all

hands spring on board except the

two bowmen. Have your pistols

ready, but do not use them unless

through absolute necessity : the cut-

lass must decide it this time. In a

few minutes the orders were punctu-
ally obeyed. Sir Sidney mounted
the quarter, wrapp'd in his boat-

cloak, and beufan to converse with
the officer. The oars again were
plied, when Tom and his brave crew
suddenly appeared on the deck, and
rushed among the Frenchmen. Sir

Sidney put his pistol to the lieu-

tenant's breast, and ordered him to

surrender: the astonished officer

readily complied; and, after a short

but sharp struggle, the vessel was
carried with only a few wounds given
and received on both sides.

' Here's more of them bearing

down, sir,' said Tom ;
' shall I salute

'em ?'—No, no, let them come ! secure

the prisor^ers :' but Tom was deceived,

for they proved to be the pinnace,

with the frigate's boats in company,
and in a short time the gun-boat was
towed alongside the launch. All

was bustle and preparation—the

prisoners were divided among the

boats, and threatened with destruc-

tion if they made any stir, while a

party was selected to man the prize.

Sir Sidney now addressed all hands,
and told them that the French trooper
had mistaken him for a countrvman
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on the look-out for the convoy, as

the shore was expected to be lined

with armed vessels and row-boats.

That a valuable convoy was to pass

by land under an escort of artillery

and cavalry, and protected by a

flotilla. This it was their duty, and
lie knew it was their inclination, to

intercept: two divisions were in-

stantly formed, one for the shore

and the other for the boats. * I

hope your honour won't think me
pertinent,' says Tom, * for, as for

the matter o' that, I'd rather be
dumb-foundered than offend your
honour ; but the leadsman, you know
is always the best judge of the depth
of water any how, and so, your
honour—'

' Well, well, be brief,'

replied the captain.— ' Why, your
honour, as to being- brief, there's

nobody can tax me with that, at any
rate, seeing as how I don't know
Avhat it means ; but I was just going
to say that about a quarter of a

mile a-head there, just under that

bluff point, there's a capital spot

upon the beach, a sort of No Man's
Land, just atwixt wind and water,

where we might cut 'em off, and
nobody be the wiser. Tom's sug-

gestion was attended to : the boats

moved toward the place, and Sir

Sidney landed. Here the men were
posted behind a jutting rock, extend-
ing nearly to the water's edge, and
rendering the passage so narrow that

not more than three horsemen could
pass abreast. The boats were to

wait for a signal, and then, after

discharging two or three rounds at

the cavalry, they were to engage the

flotilla at close quarters. Scarcely
had the necessary arrangements been
completed, when the dashing of oars

and the trampling of horses gave
notice of the enemy's approach. Sir

Sidney, with Tom at his elbow,

mounted the rock, where they could

plainly distinguish the convoy pass-

ing beneath them. When they had
advanced far enough for one half to

lay exposed to the shore party, and
the other to the boats. Sir Sidney

discharged his pistol, and imme-
diately a most destructive fire com-
menced from ail hands l)oth on land

and afiO?vt. The flotilla fired in the

same direction ; and, while their
shots passed over the boats, they fell

upon their own people, and did con-
siderable execution. The shore party,
led by their brave captain, took
possession of the pass : all was in-

stantly confusion among the French ;

their escort was divided, and they
made the best use of their heels,

leaving the waggons and part of the
artillery behind.

This conquest was hardly effected,

when a rude figure, with appearance
scarcely human, rushed from among
the rocks, and, grasping the captain's

arm, hailed him as a deliverer. In ano-
ther minute or two a whole l)and of
desperadoes folloNved, and pursued the
flying troops: their leader, I forget
his name, but they^ used to call him
Fry-de-devil, * or some such happy-
lation, was known to Sir Sidney

;

and he it was who spoke to him.
While this rumpus was passing
ashore the boats were not idle;

they dashed intrepidly among- the
flotilla, and bore down all opposition.

As soon as they had secured one
vessel her gun was directly turned
against the rest; but the struggle

was very arduous, from the great

force of the enemy. The barge had
boarded the conmiodore, who was
the largest of all the vessels; but
they found more tiian treble their

number to oppose them, and one
after the other fell bleeding on the

deck : still they fought with a deter-

mined resolution to die rather than
yield. Where was Tom ? one of his

wild shouts would have inspired

them with fresh confidence, and re-

newed their vigour ; but hope seemed
almost to abandon them as they
desperately continued their exer-
tions, though with a diminished
force. At this moment, when valour
appeared unavailable, that exhilarat-

ing sound so dear to every seaman's
heart, three British cheers, resounded
alongside. ' Ware hawse,* roared
Tom, as he sprung upon the deck
brandishing his cutlass; ' here I am,
my Britons ; don't leave a man to

find the number of his mess again

—

>

Hurrah !' and he rushed into the
thickest of the fight, follo^ved by the

cutter's crew. The Frenchmen de-

* Frere de diable.



fended themselves bravely, sLowing
the most determined resistance, when
another boat boarded on the bow,
and Sir Sidney himself headed the

party. The two captains met, and
science was called into action by
both; but, at the second longe. Sir

Sidney's sword passed through the

Frenchman's body, and he fell. Be-
fore the captain could diseng'aj^'e his

weapon a tall fellow raised himself

on the dead bodies, and made a des-

perate thrust at him ^vith a pike ;

but Tom parried it with admirable

skill, and the next minute the man
laid by the side of his commander

;

the remainder were driven below.

and the prize secured. The victory

was complete ; the captured vessels

were towed to the station, and prize-

crews put on board ; after which,

with a fair breeze, they steered out

for the offing. Tom and his captain

landed ; and the party collected the

waggons together, and overhauled

the booty. Fry-de-devil and his

band joined them ; and, after every

man had helped himself to what he

pleased, the horses were shot and
the waggons burned. The Guerillas

returned to their mountains, and Sir

Sidney, with his brave fellows, pulled

off' to the ship.

ROBERT EMMET AND HIS OOTEMPORARIES.—NO. V

A Peasant's Tiilt.—A Rebel Rendeziuius.

The county of Wicklow possesses
so many beauties, so many cataracts,

glens, hills, and dales, that it was im-
possible for one like me, who had
lived only on poetry and romance, to

feel any thing like ennui during my
sojourn at Castle . Independent
of external objects, however, there

were others of a social nature, per-

haps of a more attractive kind

;

and, while I enjoyed the pleasure
of daily rambles through the most
bewitching scenery, 1 spent my even-
ings where there were the * feast of
reason and the flow of soul.' Elm-
grove, the residence of Mr. J ,

the Exile's father, was not more than
three miles from my uncle's castle

;

and, as Malachy was often from home
on business, 1 paid frequent visits to

the house of my new acquaintance.

Mr. J was a venerable-looking
man, of strong mind, and independent
spirit. He had only two children

—

the Exile, and a lovely daughter, in

both of whom his happiness was con-
centrated. Eliza J was young,
handsome, accomplished, and good.
She was—every thing a man, who
could write a sonnet, might love ; and
I had not been long in her society

before I began to l)reathe thick and
short, and betray other symptoms in-

dicative of a mind diseased. In such
cases young ladies are admirable phy-
sicians, at least in detecting the ma-
lady ; and I flatter myself that Eliza
early knew the cause of my sighing,
absence of mind, and languishing
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looks, that express every thing-,

though they seem to mean nothing.
She sang for me some of the sweet
wild melodies of her country ; played
Italian music for me on the piano

;

and gave me her arm when we walked
in her father's garden. You may be
sure my visits were long and frequent;

and, indeed, had there been no such
attraction, I should have availed my-
self of the Exile's conversation. He
had seen and learned much ; was full

of anecdote ; and deeply read in the
history of mankind. One Sunday
evening he was amusing us with some
particulars of his adventures in the
county of Wexford, in the year Ninety
Eight. At the battle of New Ross he
was wounded, and must have been
trampled to death, were it not for the
humanity of a peasant, named How-
Ian, who carried him to a place of
safety, and subsequently attended
him till his recovery.

On his mentioning the name of

Howlan, the old man seemed agree-

ably surprised ; asked his son if it

were not the person called the Hero
of Oulard ; and, being answered in the

affirmative, told us that the brave fel-

low \vas now residing in the neigh-

bourhood ; upon which the Exile in-

sisted on immediately seeing him, and
requested me to accompany him.

After walking about a mile, we
came to a neat thatched cal)in, situated

in a very sequestered valley. A river

ran before it, and a few aged trees

shaded the simple roof. The door
2 L
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was open, and, on our entrance, a

peasant rose to receive us. He smiled

as he handed me a chair, and looked

inquisitively at my companion.

'Don't you recollect ftlr. J ?'

inquired the Exile. This interroga-

tion was followed by a momentary
pause, during which Howlan seemed
lost in reflection ; after which he

burst into an exclam.ation of surprise

and pleasure.
* Oh ! blud-and-ounze!'he repeated

several times, ' is this yourself—your

own four bones whole and sound after

all ? Well, well, I knew I should see

you again, though I was certain you
were dead ; and many is the peter-

nnd-avi I said for your soul, though
I believe you are a Protestant. But,

where's the harm in that ? did not you
fight like any Roman for ould Ireland?

and what more could a real true-born

Catholic do? Troth, some of them
didn't do as much, the spalpeens, or

we wouldn't have now to begin again.'

' So, so, Howlan,' said the Exile,

' you have'nt yet learned to be loyal ?'

' Loyal !' repeated the Hero of Ou-
lard; *"no, in troth, for it is not in my
grain ; and faith, I believe, if 1 was

paid for it, these stripes on my back

would not let me. Oh, no, the crow
will get white feathers before Denis

Howlan will forgive the Orangemen
—bad luck to 'em.'

' I recollect,' returned the Exile,
* a part of your story ; but the appre-

hensions 1 was under when I lirst

heard it pi-evented me from attend-

ing to the whole. Was not your fa-

ther murdered?'
' Murdhered 1' repeated Howlan

;

' ay, murdhered over and over again

;

and wasn't I murdhered myself? But,'

he continued, ' I'll just tell it all here

to you both.' Then, drawing his stool

close to where we sat, he proceeded :

' My father (Lord be marciful to

his sowl in glory !) kept a snug little

farm on the right-hand side of the
road that goes from Gorey to Ferns

;

and, though I say it, there was not a
more sast// man in the county of Wex-
ford. I, myself, was the youngest of

three sons and two daughters, and
the devil a more genteeler family at-

tended mass of a Sunday than Paddy
Howlan's. My two brothers were
able strapping fellows ; and, faith,

there were worse boys in the parish

than myself. You may be sure we
^vere real Croppies ; anil why bvit we
should for our religion and country ?

' The winter before the Rebellion
the Yeo's* were out every night ; and
dreadful work they made of it—burn-
ing, whipping, and shooting'. A poor
(Catholic could not live at all at all

;

and, as we expected that tliey would
some time or other give us a call, we
hid our pikes and guns in the ditches,

and, to he sure, appeared as innocent
as lambs. I shall never forget the
15th of November; no, never, while
there is a drop of Irish blood in my
sowl ; for, when I think of it, my
brain boils, and my very flesh creeps,

as if there was a blister all over me.
A^^eil, as I was saying, on the 15th of

November I was coming home from
Enniscorthy market ; and, being after

taking a glass of the creature with
one friend or another, I was pretty

merry, and, to make the road light, I

was singing to myself " The f'ictim

of Tyranny '."f and the ould mare a-

self was so pleased with the tune, that

she kept the track as straight as a die,

though the night was as dark as

pitch.
* Just as I came to the top of the

houghareen,X that led down to our
house, a fellow seized my beast by the

halter, and, while you'd be looking

* A contemptuous name for Yeomen.

t A rebellious song, in which occurs the following stanza :

—

' I had a tyrant landlord base.

Who saw my heart to Erin yearned

;

Ev'n with the ground my Cot did rase.

And fired my substance dearly earned.

Unmoved, remorseless, now he sees

My cottage falling, as it burns
;

My wife for meicy on her kness.

From her with ruthless frown he turns.'

Alas ! this picture exhibits but too faithfully the scenes that were then acted

throughout the country. i A small road.
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round you, a score bayonets was ready
to pop into poor Denis. "Hallo!"
said I, " what's this r" " You Popish
rebel," cried out the ofBcer, for it was
a party of the North Cork, " what
song' is that you were singing?"
"Och, nothing at all," said 1, " only

new words to an ould tune."
" Ah ! then, by ," said he,

" you sliall soon sing another tune,

unless you tell us of al! the people you
know to be United Irishmen."
" Faith, and that's what I can soon

do," says I, " for I know nobody."
The word wasn't well out of my
mouth, when he ran his sword into

my arm, saying, " That's a tickler to

help your memory." " Thank your
honour," says I ;

" but as you are not
Yeo's, I hope you will act decent, and
let a poor boy pass. JMy name is

Howlan, and never did any man an in-

jury." " Howlan !" crietl the officer ;

" you are the very man we want.
Have you not two brothers ?" " Ay,
and a father too," I answered, quite

calmly, though I was in a terrible

pickle, with the blood streaming down
my arm.

' I was then bid to drive down to my
father's house, and they all kept quite

close to me. The family were all in

bed ; and I, foolish enough, called up
my poor father, then seventy years of
age, and my two brothers. They came
out into the lawn in their shirts, for

they were so frightened they forgot
to put on their clothes ; and, if they
hadn't, they could not, for want of
time.

' My father said he had no arms ;

and when he protested, which was

the truth, that he was no united man,
the sergeant knocked him down with
a pistol, and some of the soldiers be-

gan kicking of him while he lay on
the ground. My brothers, of course,

(for what Christian would turn in-

former?) refused to confess anything;
and, accordingly, the eldest was taken
and tied to a car, and a drummer-boy
proceeded to flog him at a desperate

rate, while one of the party, to give

him light, set fire to the barn. As the

flames mounted up to the skies, I

could see my poor brother's back,
hackled into a raw griskin, while the
poor fellow refused to gratify his

murderers with a single groan. My
motherrushed out, and, falling on her
knees, beseeched the villains to for-

bear ; but one of the soldiers gave
her a kick in the stomach, and
stretched her on the pavement.'
Here I interrupted Howlan' s hor-

rid narrative by declaring my disbe-

lief, thinking it impossible for any
officer to permit such brutal conduct

;

but the Exile assured me that tor-

ture* was then regularly resorted to,

for the purpose of extorting confes-

sions; and, to remove all scepticism,

and to show the extent to which party
hatred was then carried, related a
disgusting anecdote of a young lady,

the daughter of a magistrate, who, iu

the excess of her loyalty, actually

stirred her wine with the fragment of

a finger which had that day been se-

parated by a blow of her father's

sword from the hand of a rebel If

Denis smiled at my incredulity, and
proceeded.

' Knowing how soldiers then treated

* Englishmen would scarcely credit it that torture was at this time the common
metliod resorted to by the magistracy for the purpose of discovering arms, &c. Yet
such was the fact, attested by all the Protestants who have written histories or ac-

counts of the Rebellion.
' On the morning of tiie 23d of May,' says JMr. Gordon, a Protestant clergyman,

' a labouring man, named Denis M'Daniel, came to my house with looks of the utmost

consternation and dismay, and confessed to me that he had taken the United Irish-

man's oath, and had paid for a pike, with which he had not yet been furnished, nine-

teen pence halfpenny, to one Kilty, a smith, who had administered the oath to him and
many others. While I sent my eldest son, who was a lieutenant of yeomanry, to

arrest Kilty, I exhorted M'Daniel to surrender himself to a magistrate, and make his

confession ; but this he positively refused, saying, that he should, in that case, be

lashed to make him produce a pike, which he had not, and to confess what he knew
not. I then advised him, as the only alternative, to remain quietly at home, promising
that, if he should be arrested on the information of others, 1 would represent his case

to the magistrates. He took my advice ; but the fear of arrest and lashing had so

taken possession of his thoughts, that he could neither eat nor sleep ; and on the morn-
ing of the '25th he fell on his face, and expirculiu a little grove near my house.'

t In Hay's ' History of the Insurrection of the County of Wexford,' it is stated that
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younggiils, I made signs to ray sisters, see the poor ould house in flames, the

Avhohail come to the door, to shut it, soldiers having set fire to it, to get my
and remain inside. They did so before sisters out; but they were disappoint-

the soldiers could prevent them ; and ed, as the girls had made their escape
one of them, having seen what I had while they were hanging me.
done, told the others, and in a minute
there were a dozen stabs in my body.

My eldest brother was then released,

and the other tied up in his place ;

' To make a long story short,' con-

tinued Denis, ' my father, myself, and
two brothers, were thrown into the

cart, and marched off to Ferns. Next
when my father, who had recovered, day my father died in the guard house;
rushed forward, and seized the drum-
mer's arm. Poor man ! the savages

had no pity on his tears, and he re-

ceived several stabs !'

and, after a week's confinement, my
brothers and I were turned out, with

pitched caps upon our heads.* We
had now no house nor home ; for, my

Here Denis was overpowered with father's life being the term of our
his feelings ; and, after hastily wiping lease, the landlord had seized on our
away one or two natural drops from little all, and so we went to sarvicc,

his cheek, continued. as did my sisters, my mother having
' I was now questioned about united died in a month after my father. My

men, and arms ; and, as I also refused brothers were long before they reco-

to make any discovery, they took and vered; and, for myself, I'll feel the

bound my hands behind me, and then, effects of that bloody night to the day
taking the halter from the mare's of my death.'

head, they placed it round my neck, Denis having concluded, the Exile
and, raising the car up, hung me out assured him that he had not forgotten

of the back-band ! They were too his obligations to him, and should
cruel to let me die a natural death,

and so cut me down a few minutes
afore I went to Paradise. I can't tell

consider it his duty to make him com-
fortable for the remainder of his life.

I expressed my gratitude also, and
any thing about that time, but my put a couple ofguineas into the hands
ould mother tould me that my face of a little boy, who had ran in before

was as black as a pot, and my tongue his mother.
out a handle long. The first thing I The effect produced on me by the

recollect, after being hanged, was to horrible narrative I had heard com-

Hunter Gowan, a brutal magistiate, paraded the streets of Gorey, at the bead of his

corps of yeomanry, with a human finger stuck on the point of his sword, ' After tho

labour and fatigue of the day,' continues the liistoriau, ' Mr. Gowan and liis men re-

tired to a public house to refresh themselves, and, like true blades of game, their punch
was stirred about with the finger that had graced their ovation, in imitation of keen fox-

hunters, who whisk a bowl of punch with the biush of a fox before their boozing com-
mences. 1 his captain and magistrate, afterwards went to the house of Mr. Jones,
where his daugliteis were, and, whiletaking a snack that was set before him, he bragged
of having blooded his corps that day, and that they were as staunch blood-hounds as
any in the world. The daughters begged of their father to show them the croppy
finger ; which he deliberately took from his pocket, and handed to them. Misses
dandled it about with senseless exultation ; at which a young lady in the room was so
shocked, that she turned about to a window, holding her hand to her face, to avoid tlie

liorrid sight. Mr. Gowan, perceiving this, took the finger from his daughters, and
archly dropped it into the disgusted lady's bosom. She instantly fainted ; and thus
the scene ended! !

!'

* ' It is said that the North Cork regiment were also the inventors—but they cer-

tainly were the introducers of pitch-cap torture into the county of Wexford. Any per-

son having their hair cut short, (and therefore called a Croppy, by which appellation

the soldiery designated an United Irishman,) on being pointed out by some loyal neigh-

bour, was immediately seized and brought into a guard-house, where caps eitlier of
coarse linen, or strong brown paper, besmeared inside with pitch, were alvvays kept
ready for service. The unfortunate victim had one of these, well heated, compressed
on his head ; and, wlien judged of a proper degree of coolness, so that it could not
easily be pulled off', the sufferer was turned out amidst the horrid acclamations of the

merciless torturers ; and to the view of vast nun\ber.s of people, who generally crowded
about the guard-house door, attracted by the afflicted cries of the tormented. '

—

Hav'?
Hiiiary of' the Iniurrtclion oj the t'ounlnof Wexford.
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pietely disqualified me for returning
to Eluigrovc

i and, having begged of
the Exile to apologize for my absence,
I set off for Castle , Denis pro-
posing to show me the way, as he had
business on that road.
A particular instance of cruelty

operates more powerfully upon the
human mind than the most laboured
description of an extensive massacre.
The tale of this untutored peasant,
told in his own vulgar, but expressive,
language, produced a painful interest
in my feelings, while it excited my
indignation to that degree of frenzy,
which made me instantly determine
upon the Quixotic resolution of find-

ing out the officer under whose com-
mand the family of Howlan had been
tortured, and call him to an account,
or, at least, expose him to the world.
Filled with this extravagant notion, I

inquired of Denis, as we walked along,
where the North Cork were now sta-

tioned.
* Lord bless your honour,' replied

Denis, * there's not a man of them on
the land o' the living, for I was at the
killing of them all myself—and quick
work we made of it—on Oulard Hill.'

* Oh, I remember,' said I, ' IVJr.

J spoke of your generalship
there. How was that ?'

' Why,' replied Denis, * when I

went to sarvice, my master lived in

the very parish with Father Murphy,
who, God bless him, coming one day
through Ferns, saw the Yeo's shoot-
ing poor Catholics like dogs, trying
how many of them a musket-ball
would go through at once ; so in the
evening he called his congregation to-

gether in the chapel. It was as dark
as bags, and not a candle lighting to

show us the way to say our prayers.
We were all as silent as death, and
you could hear a pin drop on the floor

while the priest was speaking. He
tould us 'twas better die fighting for

our religion and country than be
butchered like sheep by the Orange-
men. He said what was Gospel, and
faith we took his advice, and marched
in fine order after him, and he in the
middle of us, to Oulard Hill, where
we encamped for the night. The
Yeo's fled like murder at the sight of
us, for they are the greatest cowards

in the world, and sent the sogers to

frighten us ; but faith their day was
passed, and once,we burnt the candle,
we'd burn the inch. When the red
coats appeared, our faces were all

manner of colours, and many pro-
posed to run away. " No, no," says
I, " the priest and God is with us, and
what have we to fear ? Here is a ditch
and gravel hole, and lie in them till

the sogers come quite close, and,when
I cry out Erin go bragh,\et every man
start up, and use his pike. My advice
was taken, and FatherMurphy blessed
us all. The sogers came up, sure
enough, with a fellow, like a turkey-
cock, strutting before 'em on his

horse; and,when they came quite near
the ditch, he went behind them, and
we could hear the words, " Ready,
present, fire!" Pop^ pop, pop, went
their muskets; but faith I shouted
out, like a lion, Erin go bragh* and it

would do your heart good to see what
sport we had. They weren't a break-
fast for us ; and I had the pleasure,

thank God, of sticking my pike into

the rascally lieutenant who murdered
myself and my father. You can read
all this in any book you open, for it

is every where printed.'

I could not but commend Denis's
generalship, and involuntarily wished
that I had been at Oulard with him.
* Oh, as for that,' he replied, ' there's

as good fish in the sea as ever was
caught ; and, by-the-by, you may kill

a hushion (Hessian) for yourself.' I

expressed my ignorance of his mean-
ing, and desired him to explain ; at

which he came to a full stop, and
asked, * Aren't you one of ourselves ?'

This question was not less puzzling
than his former inuendo ; and when I

requested of him to speak plain, and
use no ambiguity, he stepped quickly
on ; and, shaking his head, observed,
' Be easy now, sir ; you haven't lived

so long at Castle , without know-
ing what the boys are about. But I

suppose it is bekase you haven't seen

me at one of our meetings that you
are shy of me; but, troth, you
needn't.'

It now struck me that seditious

practices were going on in the coun-

try, and, from what I had heard and
seen, no doubt renuuned but that

Hay's History of the Insurrection in Wexford.
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Malachy and Emmet were, to say the

least, deeply engaged in tlie con-

spiracy. The silence preserved on

the subject by ray two friends ap-

peared to me an unworthy reflection

on my courage and love of liberty,

and in the pique of the moment I re-

solved to show myself as ready as

they were to stand forward against

the oppressors of Ireland. Treason
could not have approached me at a

time more favourable; like Juffier,

circumstances had prepared me for

the reception of seditious principles.

The horrid history of Howlan's suf-

ferings had made so 4eep an im-
pression on me that I burned with
the desire of being instrumental in

relieving Ireland from such monstrous
tyranny. I was, it is true, an English-

man by birth, but Ireland always had
my affection ; it was tlie land of my
parents—of my ancestors—of every

thing that was noble in the family ;

and for it I felt a most ardent and
proud attachment. That she was
oppressed by a herd of local tyrants

I could have no doubt ; for I had

heard Malachy relate his grievances,

and listened to the tale of Howlan's
wrongs. I was young, enthusiastic,

and generous ; somewhat ambitious

of renown ; and desirous of signal-

izing myself in some achievement that

might preserve my name from ob-

livion. The opportunity, as I thought,

now presented itself, and I willingly

embraced it. I eagerly learned from
Denis that the conspirators met in a

valley not far from where we were,

and that he was hastening to join

them : I signified my readiness to

attend him ; and, as Denis was
not a man of ceremony, he did not

stand long upon punctilios, but im-
mediately conducted me across a

heathy and desolate hill, towards the

place of rendezvous.

The night had closed around us as

Ave approached a mountain chasm
;

and, after scrambling through a rude

aperture in a stupendous rock, we
found ourselves in a kind of natural

recess, formed by an amphitheatre of

surrounding hills, whose overhanging

acclivities frowned in gloomy horror

upon the little valley. By the light

of the stars we could discern some
persons, who had entered before us,

proceeding towards the opposite side.

and we accordingly followed in their
footsteps. We had not proceeded far

when the voice of a person speaking
fell upon our ears, and I liad not to
listen long before I recognised the
deep, but harmonious, accents of my
friend Emmet, as he addressed the
people arouiul him, who appeared to

be about the num!)erof five hundi-ed.
His harangue was on popular topics
of Irish grievances, and he spoke with
a fervency of manner that showed
him sincere iti the sentiments he ut-

tered. When he concluded Malachy
took his station, and proceeded to

address the peasantry. I could not
but observe in his speech superior
ingenuity. Emmet was more elo-

quent, but less artful; more im-
passioned, l)ut less logical. There
was sincerity in every word he utter-
ed, and patriotism appeared to pre-
dominate in every measure he re-

commended, whilst humanity breathed
throughout his discourse. But Ma-
lachy addressed himself directly to
the passions, and so intimately blend-
ed religion with politics that his

auditors could scarcely suppress tlie

operation of their feelings ; and when
he concluded an involuntary burst of
applause followed.

Denis, who had listened with the
utmost attention to both of the
speakers, now took me by the hand,
and led me into the throng. Malachy
cast his eye upon me, and instantly

exclaimed • A spy !'

' A spy !' was re-echoed by a hun-
dred voices, and in a moment the
deferential horror of all present
caused a circle to be formed around
me, every man l)eing eager to get as

far as possible from what he consider-
ed the contagion of my presence.
The indignation I felt atMalachy's

imputation for a moment deprived
me of speech, and I felt as if rivetted
to the place, when Emmet kindly
stepped forward and took me by the
hand. 'My friends,' said he, 'there
is some mistake ; Mr. K n is a
young man of liberal principles, and
high notions of honour, and I am
certain that he is incapable of betray-
ing our secret, much less acting as a
spy upon our proceedings.' ' You
do me but justice,' I replied, 'fori
came here this night to learn if your
cause was such as required or de-
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served the assistance of a freeman's
arm, and not basely to betray my
countrymen, for I trust those that
surround me will not refuse me the
fraternal embrace because I was born
in England, while my parents and
heart were ever Irish.' This remark
elicited much applause, and I pro-
ceeded :

' I trust that the person who
has imputed such a base motive to
my presence here lias mistaken me'

—

' You are right, Godfrey,' inter-

rupted Malachy, with the utmost
familiarity ;

' I " did indeed mistake
you for another person.'

* I thought as much,' said Emmet,
* and let us now rejoice that our
cause, the noblest in which man was
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ever engaged, has received tlie ac-
quisition of a pure spirit whe feels

indignant at our wrongs, and who
burns to avenge them.'

Harmony being thus restored, the
meeting, after some desultory pro-
ceedings, dispersed, and Emmet, Ma-
lachy, and I, proceeded to Castle .

The arguments of my enthusiastic

young friend during the evening
served to make me enamoured of his

ideal republic, which he painted in

all the rich colours of his vivid and
excursive fancy. For the first time
in my life 1 retired to rest with the
sin of disloyalty on my soul.

Godfrey K n.

SUPERSTITIONS OF THE IRISH PEASANTRY.—NO. VI.

O'DONOHUE's BAGPIPES.
In the kingdom of Kerry, where

the men are l)rave, and the women
chaste—the cows little, and the

hills many—lived one Mick M'Con-
nell, a dark* man, who played upon
the bagpipes; and a most beautiful

fine piper he was, without an equal in

the whole country, for a thousand
miles round. Mick, though lilind,

knew every nook and corner from
Kenmare to Tralee ; and had a great
advantage over those who could see,

for he could travel just as well by
niglit as by day without ever making
a false step or once missing hi^ road

;

and that was a great blessing indeed,

and only for it poor Mick would have
been badly off; for he had neither
wife nor child, kit, kin, or relation,

to say as much as ' How do you do ?'

or ' Do you want any thing, Mick ?'

Poor Mick was a wet soul to boot,

and was never sober when he could
get any thing to drink, and that was
always and all weathers ; for he was
born in the good old times, when the
real gentlemen lived in the country,
that hadn't their hearts in a trifle:

there was nothing then but coshering
and patterns, dancing and hunting.
Peelers were then unknown ; and a
ganger daren't show his nose within
fifty miles of the Devil's Punch-bowl

;

and very bad punch it was the last

time I tasted it; and, ' if old Nick' can't
make better, he might as well stay
where he is, and never open a public

house within sight of Mangerton
mountain.
Of all the days in the year, it was

May-eve that Mick was in the tow n of
Killarney ; and, as he met one and
another who was right glad to see

him, he had a shake hands here,

drank a glass of whiskey there; a
tumbler of punch in one place, and a

pint of ale in another ; until Mick
became as noisy as his own pipes,

which he always carried with him,
and particularly on this day, because
he was on his road to visit Mr. Her-
bert, at Mucruss, whose house stands

upon a spot which, of all places in

the world, I'd like to live and die in,

if the proprietor vv'ould only let me.
Mick was in no hurry out of town,
because, you see, he did'nt know the

sun had gone to bed for the night

among Mac Gilly Cuddy's Reeks, and
only thouglit of going about his

business when told by Mrs. Fitz-

gerald, the landlady of the Brien

Boro, that she couldn't let him have

any more whiskey that night, that she

must go to befl, and that it was time

for all honest people to be in theirs.

* Oh! very well, avourneen,' said IMick;

and, putting his pipes under his arm,

grasped his long staff, and walked

away the best way he could ; and that

was bad enough, for the sorrow a

well he could stand. He walked and

walked till he couldn't tell where he

was walking ; and, at length, growing
fatigued, he sat down upon a stone.

* Blind.
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screwed up his pipes, mid began play-

ing' Stazvk Aa Faragu.* Before the

tune was half finished Mick cocked

his ear, like an eve-dropper, and
heard the sound of horsemen ap-

proaching, and, willing to show his

abilities, he put elbow-grace to the

pipes, and sure enough he made them ried to O'Donohue's cave

speak, that you might have heard away, but I tell God's truth.'

them at Coombui, if you had been

' No in trotli, Tom W'Gordon,' fur

he knew him at once, ' for a drop
didn't cross my lips, barren a few
mouthfula at Mrs. Fitzgerald's. But,

Lord bless us all,I've seen,last night'

—

' Arrah 1 you seen, Mick?'
* Y^es, Tom, I did ; for I was car-

laugh

there at the time.
* Ciiisleanacli,' (that is Piper), says

one of the horsemen, ' \viil you come
with us?'

' May be I would, and may be I

wouldn't,' answered Mick ; 'but some
how or other I don't happen to know
your voice. Are you a Kerryman ?'

' What's that to you,' said the

stranger, ' who I am. If you accom-
pany me you'll not be soiry.'

' That's somethiiig,' said the piper,

'for sorrow a much aragittli-chisc,

poor Mick has seen this many a day,

and faith it is now much wanted. I owe
three teastcrsf to Mrs. Fitzgerald,

four liug^l to Widow Murphy and'

—

' And never mind,' interrupted the

Well, let us hear it.'

So Mick began, and told him that

he v/as walking to Mucruss ; that he

sat down on the side of the road, and

began to play 0i> his pipes ; that

horsemen came up and carried him
away ; and that he didn't know where

they took him to. ' They dashed
through thick and thin,' he continued,
* till at last they bid me alight.

" Welcome to O'Donoluie's palace,

Mick M'Conncll," said a strange

voice.
" Be easy now,' said I, " and don't

be goen the mursha over me—O'Do-
nohue, indeed !"

" Unbelieving piper," said he, "open
your eyes and see;" and sure enough I

got my sight, the Lord be praised for

horseman, ' say whether you'll come all things ! and where should I find

or not.
' Why what's the hurry ?' asked

Mick :
* I'm no midwife ; but may be

it's a Avedden you'd be taken me to.'

• Something like it,' replied the

stranger.

*0h then, if that's what you want
me for, I can't go ; for I'm engaged
for Mr. Herbert's to-morrow—the

pattern next day
after, and'

myself but standing in a great hall,

much finer than Lord Kenmare's,
though that's a very fine one too.

" Cross o' Clirist about us," said I,

" what's all this?"
" The palace of the great and good

O'Donohue," said he.
" Well, by the powers," said I, "this

beats Bannacher, and, any how, I'll

the wake the night give him a tune :" so saying, I yoked
the pipes, and commenced the " Fo.\-

And to-night for us,' inter- hunters," when a hundred ladies and
rupted the stranger, seizing Mick, gentlemen, all in silks and satins, ran

and, lifting him up on the horse, in to hear me ; and sure enough
gallopped away as if the Puck was at every body likes to please the great,

their heels, and never crack-cried till and why should not Mick M'Connell ?

they came to the lake; nor didn't stop The ladies laughed with their pretty

there neither, but dashed into it, and smiling faces, and pity they'd ever do
went God knows where; for next any thing else; and the men cried

morning Mick was found asleep under out, " Hoop ! halloo !" for you know
a tree in the Eskamucky Glyn by J can do any thing with that same
Tom M'Gordon. ' Get up, you beast,'

said Tom, giving the piper a kick ;
' an

isn't it a burning shame for a Christian

soul to be seen in your situation this

time o' day, on the king's road?'

'O Lord,' cried Mick, and awaked up.
' Drunk again last night, Mick ?'

said Tom.
* Correctly written Staca an Mharaga
t Three Sixpences.

tune. Troth, I am complete master
of it ! However, what's hunney to

one is pison to another, as the saying-

is ; and the ould bard, with a beard
as long as my arm, and as white as

my shirt, got so enraged, that, failing

to stop his ears with his hands, he
seized a rusty sword, and popped it

-The Market Stake.

i Shillings.
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into my poor bellows, and of course

the tune was ended; hut one of the

grandees present soon mended the

matter, by bringing me a span new
set of pipes, twice as good as the

ould ones.

'They were all so delighted with my
music that they would hear no other

play ; and, having placed me in a
great grand chair, they forced me to

eat and drink of the very best, for I

was a little 5/?^ before such fine ladies

and gintlemen.. But troth they
wern't more pleased vvith me than I

with them ; for, when they began to

dance, it would do your heart good to

see them handle their feet. Jigs,

reels, and country dances didn't come
amiss for them, and the sun performed
a hornpipe on Lough Lane before

they had concluded. Just at that

moment a trumpet sounded, and I

was led out, where a most beautiful

horse wailed for me, and in a jifty

the whole train was mounted ; and,

what was most wonderful of all was,

to see the horses walk upon the water

without sinking. O'Donohue himself,

on a white horse,* marched before

his train, to sounds of music ; bur, by
the powers ! I was myself the best

musicinner among 'em , so I was ; and
so O'Donohue said when we all re-

turned to the palace.
" Mick M'Connell," said be, " will

you stop and live with us ?"

" I'd be mighty glad, your honour,'
said I, " only I am engaged this day
at Mr. Herbert's, to-morrow at the

pattern "

" Oh, never mind," said he, inter-

rupting me, " about Mr. Herbert or

patterns, but stay here, and you must
have eaten and drinken to your heart's

content."
" But sure, your honour," said I,

" wouldn't have me break ray word

;

and if you'd just be after letting me
so to

"

" If you =tir,*' says he, "I'll strike

you as blind as brick-bat again."
" (Jh your iionour vvouldn'tdo that,

any way, for the sight is a mighty
great blessing, and so 1 argufied tha

matter with him ; but, if I said mass
on the hobstone, it wouldn't satisfy

him : and so, when I said I should go,

he gave me a polthogein the side, and
I never knew what became o' me
afterwards until you awakened me
here."

' A fine dream you had of it, Mick
agra,' said Tom M'Gordon, ' some
drinken buckeens wanted to have
their fun with you, and so carried

you a piece of the way, but seeing

you were too drunk to play, they
pitched you here, where you lay like

a lump of a block.'
' Ay you may think so,* said Mick,

' but see the pipes which I brought
away with me.'

' They're quare looken ones sure
enough,' returned Tom, ' but you are

like my Kate, a great i)e!iever in

ramuslits. Troth, if I took my bible

oath, she would'nt believe but that the
child at home is one o' the fairies.

He's a mighty odd child sure enough ;

his limbs are like spindles, his hands
like I dinna what; and, though he's

ten years ould, he isn't much bigger

than a little honncen.'f
' Very odd,' said Mick; 'but how

goes on the world with you, better

than it used, I hope ?'

' Oh yea diogha-dinghadh,' replied

Tom, ' the bit of ground is too dear,

the cess is too high ; and yesterday I

was cast in the tithe court to pay
fifteen pounds instead of thirty shil-

lings ; so you see, Mick nvoitrnteu,

that I am nearly heart-broken. But
come, Kate has yet something for

breakfast.'

As Mick lived always upon ' God
send,' he didn't refuse, and so accom-

panied Tom to his cabin, a poor place

* O'Donohue, according to a tradition yet brief among the Irish peasantry, was a

prince of great vii'tue and renown, who lived near Lou^jh Lane, now the Lakes of

Killainey. He, as a reward for his teiTene acts, is permitted occasionally to visit the

scenes of his former greatness, and is to be seen on each May morning on his white

horse gliding over the lakes, accompanied by the most delicious music. The particulars

of this tradition may be found in ' Derrick's Letters,' in ' Weld's Killarney,' &:c. The
foam caused by the waves breaking on the shore is called, by the peasantry, ' O'Dono-
hue's White Horse.'

t Sucking pig
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it was, sure enougli, for even in those

good times there was plenty of misery
;

and niore's the pity, for poor Paddy
would be happy if he could then

as well as now. In the corner next

the fire stood the old wooden cradle,

and ill it the brat, who set up a pul-

tillne the moment he saw Mick, and
couldn't be pacified until he got the

pipes to please him, but then he seem-
ed Iiighly delighted, and laughed Avitii

gladness.

Scarcely had they sat down to the

dish of sturabout, wiien in walked the

titiie-proctor, to demand the award of

the bishop's court; and, while poor
Tom was apologizing for not having
the money, the landlord's bailiff' en-

tered, followed by the constable, who
came for the grand jury cess. ' Any
more of your' asked Tom. 'Yes,'

answered the parish-clerk, * I come
for the church rates.'

' God bless you all,' said Tom, as

he turned around to wipe away the

tears that stood in his eyes.
• Father, fatlier,' cried the brat in

the cradle.
* \\ hist, you czn',' says Kate, * there's

no ho with you when your father is in

the house.'
' Oil, don't be cross, Kate agfmdli,'

said Tom, ' the poor child wants
something ;' and sure enough it did,

for it was nothing less than to yoke
the pipes for him ; and so he did, and
the brat slipped into them as if he
had been a piper all his life.

' He's a genius,' cried Mick, on
hearing the first screech of the pipes;
and the brat gave a loud laugh.

' Try it again, my boy,' said the
tithe-proctor, and so he did, when he
set them all instantly laughing; nor
could they help it ; and, uhen he
changed the tune, they began, as loud
as they could bawl, to sing Gan-ijoue

na gloria.

That'll do,' said the little fellovv

in the cradle, who seemed highly

delighted with the effect produced by

his music. ' Now for i\\ejigpolthoge,'

and up bounced the tithe-proctor, the

constable, the bailiff, and clerk, and
commenced dancing like madmen,
with their sticks (for every man in

Ireland carries a stick) in their hands.
* Fogha-boiUacli,'* cried the brat,

at the same time changing- his music,
and whap, whajj, vvhap, went the sticks

upon their heads. Mick crept under
the table ; Tom jumped up on tiie

dresser; and Kate sought safety in

the ashes' corner, while the little

fellow kept screeching in the cradle

even louder than his bagpipes. Once
more he altered his tune : the com-
batants desisted ; but, instead of
stopping to carry away poor M'Gor-
don's furniture, they ran from the

house as if it had been infected, with-

out saying as much as " Good by to

you, Tom."
The astonished cottier turned his

eyes up to heaven ; Mick crept from
his hiding-place ; and Kate, after

blessing herself, seized upon the brat.
' I knew you weren't good,' she ex-
claimed, ' you spazvn of a Shceoge

!

but now I'll settle you,' and she
flung him into the turf fire, and a
good one it was after boiling the
sturabout.

' Bad luck to you, you ould hag,'

says he, ' I often suspected you for

this, and wereii't it for the kindness
ofTom M'Gordon, I'd have made you
sup sorrow long since.' So saying
he floated like a balloon up the
chimney, and father or mother's son
never saw him afterwards.

As for the bagpipes, they were im-
mediately purchased by the minister

of the parish, for such an instrument
in the hands of the Irish peasantry
would prove dangerous to the interest

of those who live on tithes. The
drones, it is said, were committed to

the flames as not quite orthodox ; but
the bellows are yet shown to the curi-

ous as the remains of O'Donohue's
l)agpipes.

* Strike altosrether.
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ABSEN

WifATEVER were the demerits of

the Union, it produced, at least, one

imporiant benefit to Ireland— it com-
pletely abolished the evil of absen-

teeism, by leading to the consolida-

tion of the revenues of these king-

doms. Previously to that event, the

Irish aristocracy * derived,' says

Adam Smith, * a great revenue, from
the protection of a government, to

the support of which they did not

contribute one shilling.' But since

Ireland is no longer obliged to sup-

port her own establishments, and

since she has an unobstructed access

to the English market, her hereditary

aristocracy may reside as lon^;" as

they like in London, without detri-

ment to the interests of their country,

however injurious it may prove to

their own.
We have been explicit in the

avowal of this opinion, and regret

that it was not sooner made ; for the

mistake into which the Irish people

have fallen, in attributing so large

a portion of their grievances to ab-

senteeism, has done more mischief

to their cause than would have been
effected by the desertion of every

landlord in the kingdom. This sub-

ject is thus treated by Sir (Jharles

Morgan, in a profound and elegantly

written preface to the volume before

us :

' So natural is it for men to complain of

the evil which strikes the most powerfully

on the senses,—so convenient is it for those,

who are determined in the denial of justice,

to make absenteeism the causa causans of

calamities which they want the humanity

to relieve, that all classes of persons, the

Protestant and the Catholic, the mere
Irish and the lord of the pale, the op-

pressor and the oppressed, the Irish cor-

porator and the English minister, have
joined in a common cry against absentees.

It is not therefore very surprising that the

mere John Bull, wrapped in his own affairs,

and buried in his counting-house, should

believe what every one repeats, and should

shut his eyes against the real causes of

that turbulence and that discontent which,
though they have given him so much
trouble and uneasiness, are yet too far

removed from his gaze to allow of the

formation of an independent judgment. It

is not very wonderful that he should credit

TEEISM.*

the assertion so hardily made, that Catho-

lic Emancipation is not the one tiling need-

ful to Ireland, the essential preliminary,

without which no practical relief can be

afforded to the economical distresses of

the country.'

And in another place he says, with

equal elegance and truth.

Notwithstanding the intense interest

whicli is felt throughout all England con-

cerning Ireland and Irish affairs, notwith-

standing the frequent debates in parlia-

ment, and more frequent jiamphlets and
volumes published on points of Irish poli-

tics and economy, the prevailing igno-

rance on these subjects still operates

powerfully in maintaining prejudices the

most unfounded and the most fatal, and
in retarding those measures of wisdom
and of justice without which Ireland can
never be happy, or the British Empire
secure.

'It is this ignorance more especially

which enables the party opposed to tho

settlement of Ireland to occupy public

atteation with minor grievances, behind
which the danger and malice of their sys-

tem are concealed from a nation too gene-

rous to tolerate open and avowed opjires-

sion. No sooner is the question of Catholic

Emancipation proposed in the senate, with
some chance of obtaining a favourable con-

sideration, than one or other of these con-

venient abuses is thrust forward to dis-

tract attention and to puzzle the wilj.

The absentees, tlie deficiency of employ-
ment, the potatoe diet, the want of poor
laws, or the want of education, are, from
time to time, put forth as the paramount
evil, the gushing fountain of every misfor-

tune of Ireland ; while tlie main subject

of complaint, the Catholic disability, is

studiously represented as afl'ecting only a
fev/ briefless barristers, ov ambitious land-

lords. The advantage which is thus ob-

tained in preoccupying the public mind,
and in affording additional ground for a
superstructure cf sophisms, is immense.'

To tliese sentiments we have given

utterance in tlie iirst number of this

work, and rejoice to meet with even

one economist of acknowledged in-

formation whose opinions coincide

with our own.
The prevailing errors respecting

the cause of Irish grievances and
discontent, arise from neglecting to

apply the fundamental rules of im-
mutable truth as a test to individual

opinions, and rejecting them if they

* Absenteeism, by Lady Morgan, cue vol. 8vo. Colburn, London, 1825.
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militate against principles universally fanner, the farmer i^ves it to Kis a!)-

correct. Had this been done, the late sentee landlord, and he again pays it

parliamentary committees on the state to the manufacturer. These are the

of Ireland would not have been con- hands into which it ultimately conies,

demned to listen, day after day, to no matter how many intervening
the conflicting evidence of each sue- traders it may circulate through,
cessive witness, nearly all of whom An opinion pretty generally pre-

were evidently biassed by party or vails among the people of Ireland,

prejudice, and ignorant, in most in- tliat they would be much more pros-
stances, of tlie first principles of legis- peruus if the amount of their exports
lative justice and political economy- were spent at home instead of in a
With the exception of Dr. Doyle and foreign country. But in the first

a few others, the greater number of place it must be observed, that Eng-
those who appeared before the com- land cannot, properly speaking, be

mittee might have delegated the duty considered a foreign country ; and, in

of giving evidence to a deputy, who, the next place, that the absentees'

on being informed of their religion incomes, now spent in England, would
and party, could not fail to have sup- find iheir way there, were even the
plied their places. two hundred and seven lords, dukes.
The arguments which show how and earls, which compose the cata-

immaterial it is in what part of the logue of Ireland's nobility, residing

en)pire manufactures are established within view of the equestrian statue

equally apply to absenteeism. When in Stephen's Green. By much the

an Irish proprietor spends his income,
it is of little consequence where, pro-

vided it be in his majesty's dominions.
The facility of modern intercourse be-

larger portion of their fortunes is

usually spent in articles of luxury and
dress ; and, as Ireland produces few
or no fabrics of a superior descrip-

tween towns the most remote brings tion, they would of course be import-
home a market to every man's door, cd from England. The money would
and makes it a thing of no import- thus be sent out of the kingdom,
ance to a Munster farmer whether though in a more indirect way ; and
the consumer of his butter reside on by consulting the Custom-house re-

Stephen's Green or in St. James's
Square. He pays his engagements
mth the produce of his land ; and the

price he obtains for this regulates the

amount of his rent, which always de-

pends upon the probable state of the

markets.

The absentee, by spending his

money in London, Bath, or any other
town in Great Britain, contributes to

turns, previous and subsequent to

the Union, we find that, though the

imports have increased in amount,
the articles of wine and foreign spirits

have considerably decreased ;* a proof

that only at the tables of the nobility

were consumed those foreign and ex-

pensive commodities, which contri-

bute nothing to the wealth of the

nation, or to the benefit of the people.

the resources of England, and there- A resident nobility, however, would
by enables her artisans to consume
more Irish Hour, butter, beef, and
bacon. His income, though drawn
directly from Ireland, was originally

English, paid in exchange for the

commodities of the sister island. It

may be said to circulate through

serve to increase, if not to enrich,

Dublin. A greater demand would
undoubtedly exist for milliners, and
fabricators of ices ; but the benefit

conferred on the nation at large

would be highly problematical. We
do not say that they would pro-

three classes of people : the English duce mischief, but they would do

manufacturer gives it to the Irish little good. Shopkeepers would in-

* The importation of foreign spirits and wines since the Union has dechned as

follows

:

Rum
Biandy
Geneva
Portuguese wines
French ditto

Madeira ditto

Spanish ditto

from 1,000,000 to 28,000 gallons.

208,000
83,000

5,700
640
9.T

1,160

8,000
4,000
1,200 tons.

69
63
720
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Gf6as6^ but the profits of business

would not be augmented ; for it

should never be forgotten that the

demand never fails to produce the

supply. Where one haberdasher

lives in a street now, three would live

then, and thus make it equally dif-

ficult for the inhabitants to support

themselves under either circumstauce.

In a literary point of view it deserves

no consideration ; for the Irisli au-

thor has now the whole of the British

peoj)le for his patrons—and it must
be acknowledged that they are much
more generous ones than all the no-

bility of Europe united.

But, say the Irish economists

—

* Those who reside in one country,

and draw their revenues from an-

other, tan only do so advantageously,

all other things considered equal,

when their expenditure is less in the

country of their adoption than it

would be in the country of their

birth. The reverse of this is well

known to be the case with our ab-

sentees. They live where their no-

minal rank brings them into contact

with the English nobility, whose se-

cure, and princely revenues enable

them to lead a fashionable life, with-

out incurring censure for their extra-

vagancies. The Irish absentees, with

their modicum of ill-paid annuity, in

attempting competition, soon involve

themselves in ruin, or silently skulk

into some insignificant station, for-

gotten or despised. To renovate their

broken fortunes, they grasp at any
expedient ; and, in the hope of pro-

viding for their present necessities,

are regardless of all suggestions re-

specting the future. Their Irish

tenantry may be refractory, or in a

state of open rebellion : but they care

not; they live securely in London;
and, if any desperate adventurer is

mad enough to promise a high rent,

or, what is more desirable, will pay a

large fine, the infuriated peasantry

may burn or butcher him : still they

care not ; for their exhausted finances

have been replenished, and they are

enabled to continue on their career

in that great resort of fashion and
dissipation. Absentees are necessa-

rily inconsiderate and thoughtless
;

they are generally in want of money,
and endeavour to supply the defect

in their finances by lettmg their lands

to the highest bidder, or to whoever
can pay the largest fine. Such con-
duct cannot fail to excite discontent,

and contribute to our local griev-

ances.'

Now the evil complained of here
is one that works its own cure ; and
the more violent it is, the sooner it is

remedied. But it is not true that

discontent is the consequence of ab-

seenteeism ; it is solely attributable to

the anomalous situation of the coun-
try, in consequence of the disabilities

the people labour under, and the

grievances growing immediately out
of these disabilities.—The nuijority

of the aristocracy of all countries are

dissipated ; and probably such of the

Irish absentees as are extravagant
abroad would not be economical at

home. Many of their estates were
mortgaged while they remained in

Ireland ; and the same is now the

case with several of the resident

gentry of England, whose wants are

not less pressing than those of the

sister island. Nothing is more com-
mon than to hear of the superior

humanity of English landlords, and
nothing more false. Such of them
as are Irish proprietors (and their

numjters are by no means small) do
not ditfer from other men. Some of
them are humane, and others are un-
feeling ; while they all get the high-
est possible rent from their tenantry.

English landlords, like other proprie-

tors, study their own interest, and
know too well the value of money not
to make the mos* of their property
This is natural ; and the testimony of
human nature is to be preferred to

a host of witnesses. England, too,

has her middlemen, as every nation

whose government i- not despotic

must ; and, perhaps, after all, there

would be no great harm if every

acre of land in both kingdoms
paid a rack-rent to these kind of

upper tenants, because that circum-

stance could not increase the price

of land, or at least could not diminish

the profits of the operating farmer,

who generally pays the highest value

for the ground he tills. Land, like

other commodities, is a saleable ar-

ticle ; and, in an open market, will

have buyers and sellers, whose oppo-

site interests are sure to decide on

a bargain mutually advantageous.
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Where farius are to be had in abun-

dance, who but an ideot would give

more to a mid'ileman than to a

nobleman's steward ?* The fact is,

middlemen have done much good to

Ireland, by counteracting an erro-

neous and prevalent opinion respect-

ing the letting of small farms. They
have occasioned the subdivisions of

those lands, which fifty years ago re-

mained literally waste, in the posses-

sion of a brutal, ignorant, and unfeel-

ing aristocracy,f who, wanting taste

to require refined luxuries, spent their

time in the grossness of such sensual

enjoyments as an imperfect cultivation

of their ill-gotten domains supplied.

Whole districts were consigned to

deer and weeds ; while the unfortunate

peasants, like those of England at the

present day, starved for want of food,

though the face of the country look-

ed lovely ; for, to a poetic eye, no-

thing appears so unseemly as plough-

ed fieldsj and thatched cabins. For-

tunately the apathy of this worthless

race was, at length, awakened, in

consequence of the temptations held

out by the middleman, and agricul-

ture raised its head. Like every
other pursuit, it required nothing
but freedom from absurd restrictions

and foolish interference to become
the business of the nation.

§

It is really ridiculous to hear the
encomiums which are passed by way
of reproach on the absentees. They
are told, in and out of parliament,
that discontent in Ireland necessarily

proceeds from their absence, and
that their presence there would ba-
nish misery, promote industry, and
improve the morals of the people.

Unfortunately the bulk of mankind
are too ready to pin their faith to the
sleeve of those placed above them,
and thus we find these erroneous
opinions received as irrefragable

axioms by the public.

Respecting the morality likely to

be inculcated by an hereditary nobi-
lity we have no very high opinion ;

and, as we happen to know some-
thing ©f the Jruits it produces, we
think the people of Ireland will find

it their interest to absent themselves
as huig as possible from such school-
ing, it is time the parasitical praises

* Some of the dearest land in Ireland is that let by resident proprietors. We could

mention fifty instances in one county alone. Middlemen, however, if mischievous,

are not the necessary consequence of absenteeism. The large proprietors, Fitz-

•witliam, Devonshire, Downshire, &c. admit none properly called middlemen on their

estates; and, perhaps, if the truth were kno^\"n, there are fewer of them in Ireland

than is generally supposed.

t See VVatkius's Survey of the South of Ireland ; Smith's County Surveys ; O'Con-
nor's History of the Catholics, JJissertation on the History of Ireland, &c. &c. &c.

% ' \\ lierever the surface is covered witli the most abundant crops, and the finest ver-

dure, there generally is to be found the greatest portion of indigence.'

—

Colquhuon on

the Wealth, Power, &;c. of the British Empire.

§ The vast improvement in husbandry must be inferred from the following compa-
rative view of agricultural produce exported in 1802, 1806,(u) and 1821 :

—
1802. 1806. 1821.

Wheat (barrels) — 117,277 649,435
Oats, ditto — 342,720 1,634,8 s:0

Barley, ditto — 18.053 164,946
Beans, ditto — 4,670 12,334
Flour, (cwts.) — 21,707 193,252
Oatmeal, ditto — 32,760 44,753
Beef in barrels 58,911 88,619 .52,591(6)

Pork, ditto
'

73,496 91,996 105,973
Butter (cwts.) 260,620 233,771 490,843
Hams, ditto 1,290 2,464 12,425
Bacon (flitches) 39,619 184,042 496,248
Bullocks and cows 31,643 21,862 38,971
Sheep 2,879 10,988 24,159

(a) The corn trade, until 1806, depended upon the average price in England, and
was opened and closed by proclamation.

(b) Ihis trade has of course declined in consequence of peace ; but, in 1S14, the ex-
port was 121,516 barrels.



of a perpetual aristocracy—those
remnants of an iron system—should
cease. From their origin they have
fed, sloth-like, upon the fruits of

national industry, or sat an incubus
upon the prostrate liberties of man-
kind. No country has ever emerged
from barbarism and slavery until they
were either shaken off or trampled
on ; and, though the political institu-

tions of these kin^^doms have happily
rendered them less noxious than else-

where, still the sphere of their influ-

ence is far from being paradisaical.

A prostration of independence is the
necessary consequence of their pre-

sence ; while their attendants, more
corrupt than themselves, are but ill

calculated to promote morality, or
instruct a simple peasantry. The
great in all countries are by prescrip-

tion freed from all moral restraints
;

chartered libertines, they are privi-

ledged to sin with impunity; and too

many of them are disqualified from
any other achievement than that of

seducing innocence, or, as Johnson
said, debauching a milkmaid. My
lord's footman would soon corrupt a

secluded village, and a noble minor
would quickly triumph over nearly
every beauty in a parish.

We are continually hearing of the

joy diffused through remote districts

in consequence of the residence or

arrival of this or that nobleman.
To be sure there are idle fellows

enough every where, who would burn
tar-barrels or faggots at a rich man's
expense ; but the truth is, the English
peasantry would have no objection to

the perpetual residence of the land-

lords in London. The people of Ire-

land have no idea of the oppressive
nature of the game-laws, or of the
number of lives annually sacrificed,

that some noble idiot may have a
week's sport, shooting pheasants.
While the prisons are filled with
poachers, and man-traps legalized by
act of pai'liament, let no one tell us
that the English aristocracy are be-
loved by the peasantry.

But, apart from all moral conside
rations, we are at a loss to see in what
manner the landlord, v/hether Irish or
English, can benefit his tenantry by
residing at his country seat. Only com-
paratively few of them can live near

* At least had not
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him 5 and what advantage can even
these few derive from his presence ?

They will neither get their farm
cheaper, nor a hig'her price for its

produce. The rewards of industry
are sufficient to stimulate them to ex-
ertion, without the eye of their land-

lord ; and, as to example in modes
of cultivation, the usual practice on
extensive farms can never be imitated

by the poor man. Regarding pro-
tection and justice, the peasant has a
right to expect the.-<e from the laws,

and not from a capricious proprietor
;

and the friends of virtue and inde-
pendence would be sorry to see him
rely upon the charity of any man for

that which his own labour and in-

dustry entitled him to. It is a sin-

gular fact, that the only county in

Ireland which has not* to complain
of a single absentee has been uni-
formly the most distressed. We
mean Galway, in which misery pre-
dominated in 18:22 ; while in Wex-
ford, whose large proprietors are
nearly all absentees, the people nei-

ther solicited nor obtained any grants
from the Crown and Anchor com-
mittee.

We are no enemies to gentlemen
residing on their estates : we only
want to prove the unimportance of it,

as far as it concerns Ireland, whose
tranquillity, paradoxical as it may
appear, depends in some measure
upon the continuance of absenteeism.
There are hundreds of Irish pro-
prietors who have not, in their own
possession, a single acre of land in

the kingdom. Can these be induced
to return ? and, if they did, would
they not disinherit their tenantry on
the expiration of their leases ? Would
they not be desirous of trying the

English system of husbandry on an
enlarged scale? The boundaries of
their ancient parks would not be suf-

ficient for this purpose : a thousand
acres more must be added ; fifty or

sixty farm-houses must be levelled
;

and three or four hundred friendless

beings must be turned helpless on
the world. Supposing only a hundred
such absentees to return, we must
calculate on the disinheritance of, at

least, four or five thousand families.

Thirty thousand souls, without house
or home ! what a mass of misery !

a few years a.go.
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If the case is at present bad enough,

it surely would he much worse then
}

for one-fourth of the peoj^le would
not be employed on the adoption of

the new system, which, acconhng to

a Scotchman,* requires only twenty-

two labourers to every thousand acres.

But these poor people, if disinherited,

would not become day labourers
;

they would apply for farms else-

where, and thus augment the preva-

lent cause of discontent.

In the foregoing we have consi-

dered the subject in its most en-

larged sense, and treated it as if every

nobleman ami man of property in

Ireland had been a permanent ab-

sentee. This, however, is far from

being the case ; and we are quite

confident that there are, compara-

tively, many more English tiian Irish

land proprietors resident in London ;

consequently, if absenteeism were an

evil, the peasantry of one country

suffer more than t!ie peasantry of the

other ; for thoy have precisely the

same market for the disposal of their

farm produce, and absenteeism af-

fects the native of Tipperary no more
than the native of Devonshire. The
manufacturer is similarly situated

;

and we are at a loss to understand

Sir Charles, who repeats the opinion

of his lady, when he tells us there is

no room for enterprise in Ireland.

A variety of circumstances are in

continual operation to keep a large

number of the Irish gentry in Eng-
land ; but it is satisfactory to tliink

that their absence from their native

country is no longer an evil. Let

the legislature abolish the odious dis-

tinctions which keep man from man,
and remove the cause which poisons

the social intercourse of life. In a

word, let them give the people their

rights, and Ireland will possess so

many real advantages, that she pro-

bably will become the residence of

many of those who now resort to the
Continent from motives of economy.
At all events. Irishmen of small for-

tunes will not then desert their coun-
try ; and, if they do not serve to pro-
mote industry, they will add to the

charms of society—a society perhaps
more pleasing in consequence of the

absence of those who, big with their

own ridiculous importance, think
themselves privileged to prescribe

the kind of persons who shall pass

the cordon of high life, or figure in

the circles of the hcati jn07idc.

The contents of the volume before
us originally appeared in the ' New
JMonthly Magazine,' and are written

in that style of energetic eloquence
which characterizes all the produc-
tions of the Irish De Stael. The
work bears ample testimony to her
ladyship's love of country, her deep
research and extensive reading, the

playfulness of her fancy and digni-

fied satire. But we cannot say that

her views of ' absenteeism' are al-

ways correct. The preface, which
introduces the volume, is written by
Sir Charles Morgan ; and concludes
with the following just and candid
observations, which must be our apo-
logy for not having made any ex-

tracts from her ladyship's work :

' In taking up the subject of absenteeism,

the pecuUar bent of Lady Morgan's mind,

and the cliaracter of her habitual pursuits,

liave inevitably given a picturesque turn

to her ideas, and iuduced her to view the

matter less as an economist than as a

poet and a woman. But the great truth

lias not escaped her, that absenteeism is

less a cause than an effect : and while, in

the romance of her imagination, she has

delineated what Ireland might be under

the fostering protection of an enlightened

and liberal aristocracy, she has not for-

gotten that under existing circumstances

it must remain for ever the blighted vic-

tim of an oppressive and ignorant bureau-

cratie.'

* We have known several of these Scotch Stewarts in Ireland, and never knew one

of them to succeed. Different soils require different modes of cultivation.
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MEMOIR OF THOMAS SPKIXG RICE, ESQ. M.P,

It must be admitted, in point of

equity at least, that Ireland is not

fairly represented in the Imperial

parliament. A hundred ineml)ers are

not a just proportion for seven mil-

lions of people,if the interests of four-

teen millions require live hundred and
fifty-eight. This becomes more ap-

parent when we consider the circum-
stances of that country. Remote from
the seat of government, distracted by
factions, and discontented with the

state of the laws ; trade and agricul-

ture only in their infancy; oppressed
by monopolies, and burdened with a

church, which the majority of the

people disclaim ;—the evils which
spring from such a combination of

misfortunes can only be effectually

made known by the representatives

of the people. It is impossible for

those who want local knowledge to

apply proper remedies ; and perhaps
this accounts, in a great measure, for

the tardiness with which Irish griev-

ances are redressed. Imperfect, how-
ever, as the Irish representation is, in

regard to number.*, it is more imper-
fect, as far as political kno\vledge and
honesty of principle are concerned.
Avast proportion of the one hundred
members are the mute supporters of
every bad scheme for enriching them-
selves, or oppressing the people ; and
such of them as have talent enough
to act even a subordinate part in the
political arena of the country make
use of their power and opportunities
to disseminate national calumnies,
suppress the growing appetite for

truth, and perpetuate exclusion, by
filling honest English minds with un-
founded and religious prejudices. To
this charge, however, there are some
splendid exceptions ; and none more
conspicuous than the talented and
patriotic statesman whose portrait*

embellishes our present number.
Thomas Spring Rice, Esq. is de-

scended from an opulent and highly
respectable family, and was born at

Limerick, in Fel<ruary, 1790. At
eighteen years of age he was entered
a fellow-commoner of Trinity Col-
lege, Cambridge, where he soon o^ave

indication of those splendid abilities

which were one day to make him the
ornament, not only of his native coun-
try, but of the British senate. In
1810, being the second year of his re-

sidence at college, he obtained Dr.
Hooper's first prize for English ora-

tory ; and, in consequence, delivered
a prize declamation in Trinity Chapel,
in December, 1811. On this occa-
sion he evinced his sound political and
moral principles, by selecting for his

subject Mr Fox's celebrated maxim,
* What is morally wrong can never
be politically right.' In the same
year he led to the hymeneal altar the
amiable and highly-accomplished
lady, Theodosia Pery, daughter of the
E^rl of Limerick, and niece to the
celebrated Lord Pery,f formerly
Speaker of the Irish House of Com-
mons, and the friend and correspon-
dent of Burke and Grattan.

i\Ir. Rice was not one of those who,
amidst all the pleasures of wealth,
literature, and domestic enjoyment,
could remain insensible to the claims
which his country had to his services.

Seeing, in 1814, the abuse of the Irish

grand jury system, he published in

London a pamphlet on the subject,

which had the effect of leading to a
correction of this, perhaps, greatest
of all local grievances. Soon after

this his countrymen began to regard
him as one lifcely to do the ' state

some service,' and, accordingly, soli-

cited him, in !S1H, to become a can-

didate for the city of Limerick. This
corporation, like all corporations in

Ireland, had long degenerated from
its original purity; and, as Mr. Spring

Rice started on liberal principles, his

* This portrait is a most correct likeness, and was drawn by Comerford, a Dublin
artist, whose superior talents are jastly appreciated in the Irish metropolis.

t ' It may be justly said, that there was scarcely any great public measure adopted
in Ireland, whilst Lord Pery engaged in business, which had not its seminal principle

in his comprehensive mind. The'corn laws, the free trade, the independence of the
Irish parliAment, the tenantry bill, were framed with his assistance, and would no'
have been carried without it. The tillage of Ireland may be regarded as his child, '-

Hardy's Life of CharUmont.
Vol, I.—No. 6. 2 n
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epponent was returned, after a eon-

test of t.venty-one days. ]\Ir. Rice

petitioned, and failed only on a point

of form. The recurrence of such a

case was, however, prevented, by a

subsequent act of parliament.

At the f,^eneral election in 1 820, Mr.
S. Rice auain stood forward as candi-

date for his native city, I'ut his op-

ponent v.as as^aiu returned by the

sheriff and coi i;rvration. Once more
he petitioned ; an in(|uiry was insti-

tuted—the tonn-clerk was reprimand-

ed—the recorder committed to New-
gate for gross prevarication—and
Thomas Spring Rice, Esq. declared

sitting member. The decision of the

committee on this ca^e was the most
important since the Union, as it de-

prives city corporations of the power
of making non-resident freemen.

It must be quite unnecessary, as it

would, indeed, be almost impossible,

to particularize every occasion in

which the sul)ject of our memoir has

distinguished liimself in his ])lace in

parliament. Tliere has been, since

his return, no question connected

with his native country on which he

lias not taken a leading part ; and all

who have watched his zeal in the

cause of her liberty and rights must
pronounce him the most able and
efficient Irish member at present in

the House of Commons. Such were

his services in the two first sessions

as to force his political opponents to

an expression of thanks ; and, though

th« advocate of Catholic emancipa-

tion, the bigoted corporation of Dub-
lin voted him the freedom of the city,

on Friday, the 18th of October, 1822.

While labouring for the good of Ire-

land, Mr. Spring Rice has not !)een

neglectful of his constituents ; for, in

1823, he obtained an important bill

to regulate tlie city of Limerick, and
procure justice for its inhabitants.

On this occasion he displayed even
more than his wonted abilities, and
facilitated the progress of the mea-
sure, by printing, and puttinir into

the hands of members, remarks on
the bill.

Mr. S. Rice, though a very young
man, is listened to in parliament with
that respectful attention, which ex-
tensive information, and splendid
talents, are always sure to command.
His opinion, particularly on Irish sub-
jects, is looked up to bv both sides of
the House as a kind of directing

beacon whereby to stt. r; and, though
usually opposed to ministers, they
have frequently followed his advice.

His voice, though not loud, is pleas-

ing ; and, as a puldic speaker, he
ranks very high, though the matter
of his speeches is never sacrificed to

oratorical display.

In private life, Mr. S. Rice is es-

teeme<l and beloved by all who have
the pleasure of his ac(|uaintance;

and, in or out of parliament, there is

no measure, even remotely calculated

to be advantageous to Ireland, which
does not receive his support and con-
currence.

CLONTARF.

I GAZED, Clontarf, upon the waves
That whiten on thy shore.

And, as they dashed the Lochlin graves.
This thought my mind came o'er

:

And there, O sea! thou rollest still

The same, unfettered, free

;

While they who brooked not Lochlin's will

To Albion bow the knee.

But here, Clontarf, thy beach shall stand.

To ages yet to be,

When Erin draws th' avenging brand.

The base of liberty

!

0.
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Nations, like individuals, seldom brave men—and ig'norant nations en-
retain the j(Ood opinion of their neiufh- lightened ones. It will, we hope,
hours vvlien they cease to respect have the effect of arousing- the self-

themselves. Irishmen have so long res[)ect of the people of Ireland—of
made a merit of their sufferinijs—so shaming them out of an unworthy
long endeavoured to convert the re- silence, and forcing them into an
proaches of their enemies into proofs assertion of their own merits. To
of bad treatment—that the country prove that the charge so often and so

has been insensil»ly degraded almost confidently made respef ting Ireland's

without ever having made an attempt inability to support a literary work
to interrupt the progress ofmisrepre- is founded in error, we have written

sentation. Whenever she has been this essay; and, though we might con-
charged with ignorance, the falsehood tent ourselves by alluding to the first

was admitted by implication ; for the names in English literature, as a proof
reply was, ' You may attribute it to the of the intellectual character of the
government ;' and a similar answer
was returned to almost every moral
a«d physical accusation. The conse-

quence of this was at first universal

pity, but in the end universal con-

tempt : for pity and contempt are

twin-sisters. The government, God

Irish people, we shall, on this occa-
sion, take another method, and show
that, if Ireland hitherto has had no
literary journal, it was because no
means had ever been taken to es-

tablish a permanent one; and that
in fact, no one had ever l)een started

knows, was bad enough ; but, to cover deserving of national patronage,
it with shame and excite the indigna-

tion of mankind, it was only necessary

to assert the truth—to show to the

world that tyraimy is impolicy; and
prove that profligacy and oppression
had not been able to triumph over
the human mind ; that, notwithstand-
ing centuries of misrule, the people
had continued to possess all the attri-

butes of freemen, courage and patriot-

ism, religion, virtue, and learning.

Instead of this a very different course
was pursued, and one n^ore unpolitic

could not have been adopted; it gra-

dually begot a contempt in the mind
of other nations, and at length
brought the people to believe that

this contempt was deserved.

The bad effects of this self-degrada-

tion are obvious, but in nothing has it

been more injurious than as it respect-

ed the literary character of the coun-
try. After our last number had gone
to press, we read in a Loudon literary

journal that our publication had been
discontinued, in consequence of Ire-

land being unable to support a single

literary periodical. Of this we took
immediate notice ; but how could we
blame our cotemporary? He only
asserted an opinion generally enter-
tained both in England and "Ireland,

and thought himself quite correct,
though his publication does not reach
one-fourth the sale which our Maga-
zine has in Ireland alone. It is thus

We copy from 'Walsh's History of
Dublin' the following list of all the
periodical works which have ever ap-
peared in that city, and have numbered
them for the convenience of refer-

ence :

—

1. Weekly Advice of Dublin Society
2. Exsliaw's Gentleman's Magazine
S. Walker's Hibernian Magazine
4. Baratariana

5. Batclielor

6. Pranceriana

7. Cyclopedian Magazine
8. Anthologia Hibernica
9. Masonic

10. New Hibernian Magazina
11. Cox's Irish Magazine
12. Ireland's Mirror
13. Dublin Satirist

14. Flapper
15. Antiunion
16. Medical Journal
17. Examiner
18. Sentimental Magazine
19. Evangelical Magazine
20. Gleaner
21 Union Star

22. Panorama
23. Milesian Magazine
24. ftlinerva Magazine
25. The New Irish Magazine.

Numbers 2, 3, 7, 9, 10, i2, 18, and
22,were monthlycompilations from the

worst species of English magazines,
and several of them obtained a great
deal too much patronage : for they
continued to be published for several

that pigmies insult giants^cowards years. Numbers 5, 6, 14, 20, 24,
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were ephemeral weekly trash or po-

litical squibs. Number 13 died,

of course ; and what became of Num-
bers 1 and 19 we are unable to say,

except that they have loncf since

eeased to exist. Number 4 (Barata-

riana) appeared in 1770. ' It was,'

says Mr. Walsh, a 'keen and vigor-

ous attack on the administration of

Lord Townsend.' Number 8 (An-
tholosfia) was a monthly work, de-

voted to antiquities; it contains some
articles of merit, but, taken as a

whole, it was specially dull and unin-

teresting'. Of Numbers 21, 11, 15,

and 16, Mr. Walsh gives the follow-

ing history :

' Union Sta7-. This atrocious composi-
tioa appeared in the year 1797. It was
published at irregular intervals, printed
only on one side, and was secretly posted
during the night in the most conspicuous
parts of the city. It commenced with the

motto, " Perhaps some arm more lucky
than the rest may reach his heart, and
free the world from bondage," and de-

nounced by name and description such
men as were inimical to the cause it advo-
cated. A reward of seven hundred pounds
was offered by government for the author
and publisher, but, though well known, he
was never avowed.

' Antiunionist. This appeared in 1779,
with a view to oppose the legislative union
then in agitation. It displayed some wit,

but it seemed to want the energy and
spirit which alone give efficacy to opinions

in great political discussions. Like the

last efforts of the French under Napoleon,
the Antiunonist displayed the imbecility of

an exhausted subject and worn-out people.
' Irish Mu^razine This was first pub-

lished in 1807. Itwas edited liy an extra-

ordinary man of the name of Cox, a gun-
smith, whose father, as he says liimself,

was a bricklayer in the county of JMeath.

ITie magazine was almost exclusively mat-
ter compiled by himself. It contained
biographical notices ofthe dead, and {everc

attacks upon the living. I'he work was a

series of scurrility, calumny, and vulgarity
;

but there was witlial a fund of information,

a strong sense, and a humour and drollery

so captivating, that its circulation extended
to all parts of Ireland, and continued for

some time the only periodical publication,

and became even a school-book in some of

the hedge schools. The usual number
printed and circulated annually amounted
to sixty thousand, or about five thousand
monthly. The author was convicted of a
jjbel in 1811, continued his magazine while

• In London more periodicals have prov
for tlie last fifty.

in Newgate, with an increased circulation'

was convicted of a second, and finally

agreed to transport himself to America,
and put an end to his magazine in 1815.

lie has since returned, and enjoys a pen-
sion from government.

' Medical Journal was first published in

1807. It was the first ever attempted io

Dublin, and intended as a receptacle for

all medical essays and communications
which might be made on the subject ; but,

notwithstanding the extensive hospitals of

Dublin, the rising reputation of the schools

of surgery and physic, and the talent sup-

j)Osed to exist in the respective professions,

this work could only be supported for

eighteen months. Its place is now, in

some mtjasure, supplied by " Hospital Re-
ports," two volumes of which appeared in

the summer of 1817 ; one anonymous, and
the other under the sanction of the College

of Pliysicians.'

Number 23 (Milesian Magazine)
was the production of the notorious

Dr. Brcnnan, and came out at inter-

vals. It consisted of abuse of the

Dublin physicians, attacks on Cox,
and praise of turpentine as a medi-
cine. It had an extensive sale, but
was discontinued in consequence of a

threatened prosecution.

Number 17 (Examiner) appeared
in 1816, and continued monthly for

nine months. It was sold for two
shillings, and contained about half as

much matter as our Magazine; for it

was printed in large type. It con-

sisted of badly-written reviews, dull

political articles, and intolerable

poetry. Yet the proprietors, on at-

tempting to revive it, acknowledged
that the sale, for some months, mare
than covered the expense. .Such a

periodical in London* would never
have sold a hundred copies.

The last Dublin periodical M^as the
' New Irish Magazine,' written with

great spirit ; but, singular to say, the

press was never corrected; conse-

quently it appeared with all the ori-

ginal errors of the proof-sheet.

Such is the brief history and de-

scription of Irish periodicals : several

of them, it appears, were mere time-

serving publications, and the greater

number piracies from English works.

Cox's Magazine had an ample sale,

and is alone sufficient to prove that

Ireland is ready and able to support a
periodical even of dubious claims. It

is preposterous, therefore, to say that

ed unsuccessful, in one year, than in Ireland
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there is no encouragement for litera-

ture in Ireland because such trash

as the above has been discontinued.

Their failure reflects the highest credit

on tlie intellectual discernment of the

people ; for, had they met with patron-

age, it would evince a strange want of

taste and understanding in their read-

ers. It may, however, be asked, what
has hitherto prevented the appear-

ance of a periodical work worthy the

literary character of the country?

The answer is, simply because it had
never been attempted until the ap-

pearance of the ' Dublin and London;'
and in the next place it may be ob- tinually on sale. Other publishers
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of local interest, and some school-

books, used exclusively in the coun-
try. In this instance, therefore, the

effect of the regulation has been
wholly to the prejudice of Ireland

;

she has been deprived of an advantage
without receiving an equivalent, and
has lost the privilege of separation

without acquiring the benefits of
union.'t

But, while these impolitic laws were
in operation, Irish juiblishers carried

on an extensive trade in Catholic
works,large quantities of which, under
more than two thousand titles, are con-

served that there were three ctiuses

which intimidated persons from such

an undertaking.

In the first place, the prevalence of

an opinion of Ireland's inability to

support a work completely deterred

the booksellers from having any
thing to do with periodicals.We believe

there is not an instance of any one in

the trade being a proprietor; and in-

dividuals, even in London, have never

been able to establish a literary jour-

nal, when unassisted by the book-

sellers. This alone would be suffi-

cient to account for the want of such

a work in Ireland.

carried on a singular trade in books
peculiar to Ireland. • It may be as-

serted, with truth,' says Mr. Walsh,
' that any defect in the moral state

of the peasantry of Ireland does not
arise either from their ignorance of
letters, or their want of books.

—

We have heard many intelligent and
impartial men state it as their con-
viction that more than a comparative
proportion know how to read, and we
are assured that the experiment was
tried. A certain number was taken
indiscriminately from atnong the

privates of an English and Irish regi-

ment of militia, and it was found that

The next reason is, the facility of a greater proportion of the latter than
procuring English periodicals at the

London price, and the establishment

of the Dublin Library and Literary In-

stitution, in both of which all re-

views, magazines, &c. are taken in.

But probably the most powerful

reason was the law, as it operated,

until lately, on the Irish publishers.

'It is not unworthy of remark,' say

the commissioners on the public re-

venue in l822,* 'that at the time of

the Union the copyright act was ex-

tended to Ireland, and the Irish pui)-

lisher was then deprived of the power
of reprinting British publications for

the supply of the home market. This

extension of the law, however just in

principle, has had the eti'ect of nearly

destroying the trade of publication in

Ireland; and the press at this time

the former could read out of the book
presented to them. We have not
been able to ascertain to what shire

or county the regiments belonged.
From the number of Irish catechisms
annually sold, it is inferred by Dr.
Stokes that twenty thousand persons
in Ireland are able to read their native

tongue. The number of ' sixpenny'
or ' Burton books' annually sold, was
formerly immense. Four booksellers

in Dublin used to deal exclusively in

them, and one had four presses con-
stantly employed, and published on
an average fifty thousand annually; be-

sides these there were presses in Cork
and Limerick employed on no other

work. It was supposed that in this way
three hundred thousand were every

year printed and circulated. They
affords no -'ipply beyond a few tracts were a principal commodityofhawkers

* Third Report.

t There was a contervailing and draw-back duty of threepence a pound ; but, as the
expense of obtaining the latter was more than the sum gained, unless the parcel was
large, consequently in most instances it was entirely lost. The effect of this was to

obstruct the trade ; and Mr. Archer said he would rather not get any orders for

periodicals, &c. &c. &c. as he could not send them back, ifunsold, without paying a duty
of threepence per pound.

—

Ed.
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and pedlars : and in every country

town they were exposed on tables in

the streets for sale, and the markets

resembled a Leipsic fair. On the

recurrence of a fair it was a practice

with children to cry ' my fairino' on
you' to whomsoever they knew. The
person addressed usually i^ave some
cheap article or small sura of money.
To obtain in this way a sixpenny book

for a fairing was the great object of

young ambition.'

Whatever were the moral or literary

defects of these books, the eagerness

of the Irish peasantry to possess them
evinces their love of reading,* and

shows the fault was not in tliem, but

in the booksellers. These publica-

tions arc, however, now discontinued,

and books of better matter circulated.

The intercourse with England is now
open, and in the spirit of free trade

our publishers have been the first to

embrace the advantages it presents.

Let Irish publishers imitate their ex-
ample, and it only requires an efibrt

to enable them to participate in the

English market. Twenty years ago
a Scotch oook could not be sold in

London, yet now there exists no pre-

judice whatever ; and the same tiling

must happen respecting Ireland

wlietiever a Dublin publisher has

courage enough to venture into the

London market. The silly talk al)out

Irish printers, &c. is not worth a

thought : they can procure the same
types, the same presses, and, if they

wish, the same hands. Our Maga-
zine (and we challenge comparison)
is the work of Irish compositors : and
what is to prevent Irishmen from
working as well in Dublin as in

IRISH LITERATURE.

London, if supplied with the saiu
materials ? We admit that no boo
has yet been printed in Ireland fit for
the English market ; and we jriontion

it as a rcproHch lo the Irish printers,
in the hope that it may have its

proper effect.

One word now for ourselves : we
have deinonstrate'i that Ireland is

ai)le to support a literary periodical ;

for, though we have as yet been
scarcely six months before the public,

'

our prospects both in England and
Ireland are most cheering: and we
refer to the contents of our present
number as an evidence of our en-
deavours to deserve a continuation of
support. We have no apprehension ;

and, injustice to the literary taste of
the Irish people, we could not with-
hold this statement.

Perhaps we should not close this

article without alluding to a cotem-
porary, in somewhat a ditierent

walk from ourselves, though not
less usefully empl()ye(l. We allude,

of course, to the great Captain of the
age, and his ' Gazette.' Although
Rock is not backward in doing justice

to his own merits—in fact, though be
sometimes acts the part of his own
trumpeter— we cannot but acknow-
ledge that we liave fre(|uontly derived
amusement and instruction from his

weekly lucui)rations, and consider it

another ])ro()f of the taste for reading
in Ireland that this little periodical has
obtained an unprecedented sale, of

which, by-the-by, it is well deserving;

for it contains such a happy variety and
piquant humour, that the learned

may peruse it with pleasure, and the

peasant with advantage.

* It having been industriously circulated through England tliat eleven counties iu

Ireland were without a single bookseller, we subjoin Mr. Paniell's statement before the

commissioners of revenue. We do this to sliov/ thai, though there arc no booksellers,

there are books, and probably some individuals in these places would find it their interest

to devote themselves exclusively to this trade.

' The gentlemen who met me this morning, were Mr. Dugdale, Blr. Keene, Mr. Mahon,
Mr. Gumming, and Mr. Milliken. I have before me an abstract from the map and
post towns in Ireland, prepared hy those five gentlemen, who deal very largely, respect-

ing the trade of booksellers in Ireland. I will hand it in ; it has been done in haste, but

I believe it is accurate.— [The witness delivered in the sume.'\—From that paper it will

appear, that there are eleven counties in Ireland in which there is not a single book-

seller ; there may be a certain description of booksellers, but I mean those that are

recognised by those in the trade ; I wish, therefore, to be correct in this account. I do
not mean to say this contains a list of all those who sell books, because hardwaremen
and grocers sell books. The conunon mode of getting books in Ireland, the kind of books

the peasantry buy for their children, is through the means of grocers and hardwaremen
;

tliey keep a shelf for what they call Burton's, and spelling-books, and almanacks, and
books of that kind. They cannot, of course, be considered booksellers.'
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The amusements to which the bulk

of tlie people in any country appear

particularly partial may l>e taken in

general as a tolerably correct standard

for judg"in;>' of thf national taste—as

a sort of test by which we may decide

on the national character. The ob-

servation holds good as far as it con-

cerns the majority of our Continental

friends. It holds with reui'ard to

France, Holland, Germany, and Spain,

and probably many other countries.

The pastimes of each are distinguislied

by some peculiar feature that fur-

nishes the intelligent observer with an

easy clue to the general temper and
disposition of the people. Wiiile we
venture to judge of our neighbours

upon this principle, we must observe

that we should feel some uneasiness

if we thought that strangers, while in

England, were generally disposed to

form their opinions on a similar

ground. We are afraid the test \vould

be altogether uufavouraI)Ie, and the

result any thing but creditable to the

national character Our favourite

amusements are not such as would be

likely to convey to the mind of an en-

liglitened foreigner a very high idea

of our taste or our civilization—they
are noc calculated to strike him as

very engaging or very amiable fea-

tures in the character of the people.

In fact, the recreations of our prize

ring, and the sports of our rat-killing

amateurs, with some more of our pub-
lic follies, have produced a most un-

favourable impression upon the minds
of many who have visited our shores

with highly raised expectations.

—

These wretched exhibitions are cal-

culated to lower us in the estimation

of the good and the wise : they tend
to spread through the entire com-
munity a spirit of heartless ferocity

—

a disposition to the worst species of
idleness—and a taste for gambling of
the most unprincipled and unjustiti-

able description. Under such circum-
stances it becomes the duty of every
one who wishes to support the cause
of decency, taste, and morality, to de-
liver his sentiments freely and fear-
lessly. We, in our capacity of jour-
nalists, shall not hesitate for a mo-
ment in denouncing these master-
nuisances of our time. Tastes, of

trSEMENTS.

course, will differ. Many of our
readers may see the matter in quite

another light—they may even feel

hurt at the honest earnestness with

which we have pronounced our opi-

nion ; but this consideration shall not
restrain us : we would sooner even
offend than fail in the performance of

what we look upon as a duty. In
some of the late attempts which have
been made to check the abominations

of the prize-ring, the constituted

authorities of the land had very rea-

sona!)lv calculated upon the aid of the

periodical press. It was natural to

suppose that men living by the exer-

cise of their literary talent—that men
who, from their hourly avocations,

are perpetually reminded of the su-

periority of mind to matter—it was
natural to think that such men would
willingly endeavour to check the pre-
tensions of the host of vulgar, mutton-
flsted heroes, who were drawing after

them in their career the attention,

and the applause that should be given
to exalte 1 virtue, or to intellectual

superiority. This, however, was an
erroneous anticipation. Two or three
respectable journals commended tiie

judges and the magistrates for the

course they had taken ; but the greater
numlterof the London and provjncial

papers took quite a contrary direction.

—Some of the scril)es connected with
them stood forth in defence of what
tliey styled the ' Fistic Art :'—they
continued day after day to detail the

savage encounters that occasionally

took place—dwelling upon the cir-

cumstances as if delighted with what
they described—insulting public taste,

and vitiating the language of the

country by the introduction of what
may be denominated the phraseo-

logy of the mob. The only excuse

that can be offered in favour of the

journalist who devotes his columns to

the cause of pugilism is the old one,

'that those who live to please must
please to live.' We are quite willing

to admit that those who exist but by
the favour of the pul)lic are bound to

indulge the multitude in many of

their prejudices or partialities. We
are ready to allow, that, when one or
another of these barbarous contests

becomes an object of general interesi
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—when great numbers happen to be

concerned in the result ;—we say tliat,

under such circumstances, it is quite

reasonable in a journalist to consult

even the vitiated taste or the culpable

weakness of his readers ;— it is natural

enoujirh that he, in such a case, would
publish the matter that appeared
likely to conduce to the sale of his

paper. We quarrel not with the edi-

tors or owners of these papers for

giving to the world the particulars of

a prize-fight—they act but as the

chroniclers of passing events ; they

observe and record them. We con-

demn them not for this, l>ut we
blame them for the extra interest

which they appear to take in such
matters : we blame them because

they seem pleased with wliat they

publish : we condemn them because

they, as directors of the national

taste, have not endeavoured to turn

it into a more laudable channel : we
condemn them because, as guardians

of the public morals, they liave not

sought to check the wanton career of

brutal insolence, titled depravity, and
vulgar ferocity.

When we see the press sanction-

ing—the people supporting—and the

nobles of the land patronizing the

recreations of the * Ring'—we feel

that our simple expression of disap-

probation is a matter of little mo-
ment. Let our opinions, however,

stand upon record : we have not dis-

guised them : we look upon these

recreations, and upon the general

patronage which they receive, as

forming one of the worst features in

the character of our times. The
practice of prize-fighting is almost
peculiar to ourselves : it may be
called an English vice ; and, for the

sake of our country, we feel sorry for

being obliged so to denominate it.

The advocates of the ' Science,' as it

tB called, have much to say in its

behalf; but their arguments have

never struck us as very forcible, or

very likely to produce conviction.

We are told that the prize-ring is

a sort of school for the development
and the support of ' British bravery:'

we are told that it is calculated to

form the heroes who are hereafter to

defend our homes, our property, and
our right?. We learn this, and much
more to the same effect ; but who is

to Ite vvon by such reasoning.? Our
ancestors were never taught to study
pugilism as a science before they
marched to victory : our Irish and
Scottish brethren are not the heroes
or the patrons of the ' Fancy ;' and
yet we believe they have not been
useless in the day of battle:—away,
then, with all this idle varnishing ! it

can impose upon none ; the prize-

ring is simply a more open—a more
popular—gaming-table : tlie feeling

that prompts the vulgar pugilist and
his titled patron is the thirst for

money—the object of the one and of

the other is gain. The high tone

assumed by these despicable charac-

ters is ludicrous enough; but the

prevalence of their sports, and the

splendid support which they have
received, and continue to receive,

furnish rather a melancholy proof
of the little progress which we have
as yet made towards perfect civiliza-

tion. It shows, after all, how little

literature has been able to etFect for

the bulk of the people : we al)ound

in literary works : we riot in wealth :

we leave all the nations far behind ua
in the application of science to the

purposes of life: yet the stranger,

who might chance to hear the nature

of our favourite recreations, would be
almost justified in calling us a nation

of plated savages—a community of

lacquered barbarians— fair and polish-

ed upon the surface, with ignorance

and ferocity lurking beneath.

We were on the point of mention-

ing executions as another species of

public amusement in which numbers
of our countrymen delight: there are

many, we believe, who look upon ex-

hibitions like Thurtell's or Fauntle-

roy's as treats of the highest order.

This subject, however, is not to be
sported with ; he who could be merry
upon such a topic must have less

feeling than the monster who is saicl

to have preserved Thurtell's skin.

We have allmled, at the opening of
this article, to the rat-killing amateurs

;

and to these we would earnestly ad-

dress ourselves. To say that rational

beings, that men enjoying the ad-

vantages of education, can calmly
pay and sit down to see a given

number of rats mangled within o,

given time—to hear that this has

happened, and to know that it does
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happen, is a matter that might excite

our pity if it did not bring along with
it a feeling of disgust. To these

amateurs we would give a brief ad-
monition: if they have wealth, we
would tell them to expend it ration-

ally : if they have families, we would
urge them to be cautious of giving

an evil example: if they have common
sense, we would call upon them to

use it : if they have a respect for

their own characters,we would whisper
to them that the society of rat-

catchers is not calculated to improve
the minds or soften the manners of

gentlemen. F.

THE NEW ASSOCIATION.

When men unanimously resolve to

be free, no power on earth ean pre-

vent them ; and it is a melancholy
fact, that three-fourths of the world
are in bondage, merely for want of
the wish to be emancipated. Ireland

has at length resolved not to continue
silent under her wrongs, and to this

national spirit we look with more
confidence than to any other circum-
stance for the ultimate accomplish-
ment of the people's rights. It is an
indicative of success—a proof that

Ireland deserves to be free.

On abstract principles we are

averse to all kinds of associations ;

they never fulfil their promises, and
are frequently productive of indivi-

dual and national calamities. But
Necessitas quod cogit defendit is per-
haps a good political as well as poet-

ical maxim ; and we are firmly per-
suaded that the situation of the Irish

Catholics, at the present moment, re-

quires such a permanent body as the
Association just formed in Dublin.
On Wednesday, the 13th of July, the

following plan of a New Association

was adopted at an aggregate meet-
ing. We give it insertion, as it is

likely to become matter of history :

HF.PORT.

The Committee appointed by a general

ballot, to consider, in pursuance of the re-

solution of the last aggregate i>.eeting,

' whether there can be framed, without any
violation of the existing law, a permanent
body, to assist in the conducting or manage-
ment of such portion of Catholic affairs as

it may be by law permitted lo liave ma-
naged, without resorting to the too frequent
holding of aggregate meetings, and, in par-
ticular, without in any way infringing on a
recent statute,' have agreed to the follow-
ing report :

—

The Comraittfee have anxiously en-
deavoured to fulfil the duty imposed upon
ihem. They have been deeply' impressed,
on the one hand, with the conviction, that

the cause of the Catholics must retrograde.
Vol. I.—No. 6.

and the calumnious imputations of tlieir

enemies increase in number, power, and
effect, unless there be some permanent
body, watching over Catholic interests,

and taking care to maintain and preserve
the station the Catliolics have already at-

tained, while it is not permitted to proceed
further; and, on the other hand, we were,

and are, unalterably determined not to

suggest or advise any course, which could,

with any degree of fair dealing or justice,

be deemed any, even the slightest, infringe-

ment on tiie law. We are determined to

obey a statute which we cannot respect,

and to set to our countrymen the example
of a dutiful and ready submission to that

whicii is law, notwithstanding our convic-
tion of the impolicy of its enactment.
We have, in fact, lately received from

our Protestant fellow-countrymen such
support as requires our utmost gratitude,

and such advice as commands our ready
and respectful obedience—we allude in

particular to the advice of the illustrious

noblemen lately assembled in London.

—

They have recommended to the Catholics

firmness, temperance, and union ; we place
full and cordial confidence in them and in

their councils, and we are resolved to merit
their patronage and protection by the ala-

crity with which we ourselves submit at

all times to the law of the land, and the

zeal and activity which we shall ever dis-

play to procure a similar submission from
all classes of our countrymien.

With these impressions, we have come
to the determination to recommend to the

Catholics of Ireland to conduct their affairs,

in future, in strict obedience to the law, by
managing, by means of a permanent Asso-

ciation, such portion thereof as has no re-

ference to obtaining reliel or redress, or any
alteration of the existing code ; but to re-

serve every thing that relates to petitioning

for relief, or obtaining legal redress, or al-

tering the existing code, to such separate

or aggregate meetings, of short duration,

as shall be in strict conformity with the

recent statute.

We therefore beg leave to lay before the

public the following plan of a New Catho-
lic Association, and to express our unani-

mous and fixed conviction, that it will not

2 u
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ill anvwise vii)late or infringe upon any
law or statute whtitsoever:—

PLAN OF THE NtW CATHOIIO
ASSOCIATION.

No. 1. As it is desirable that the pro-

posed New Catholic Association should
combine Irishmen of all religious per>ua-
lions, it is expressly declared that no per-
sons professing any of the forms of religious

faith, allowed or tolerated by law, shall be
excluded therefron; ; but, on the contrary,
Christians of all denominations ate invited

to become members i hereof.

2. No member of the New Catholic As-
sociation shall be required to take any oath,

or make any declaration whatsoever.

3. To avoid the possibility of its being
alleged, even by means of any perverse in-

terpretation of the act of 6th George IV.
cap. 4. that the New Catholic Association
can come within the provisions thereof, it is

expressly declared, that the New Catholic
Association shall not assume, or in any
manner, or by any means or contrivance,

exercise tlie power of acting for the purjiose

or under the pretence of procuring the re-

dressof grievances in church or state, or the

alteration of any matters bv law establish-

ed in church or state, or for the purpose,
or under the pretence, of carrying on, or

assisting in, the prosecution or defence of
lauses, civil or criminal.

4. That ihe New Catlmlic Associafri(;n

shall not be composed of different divisions,

or of different parts, acting in any manner
separate or distinct from eac'h otlier ; and
that there shall be no separate or distinct

kecretary or delegate, or other officer, elect-

ed or appointed by, or for any particular

part, or authorized to act forany particular

part ; neither shall the New Catholic
Association communicate or correspond

;

neither shall its constitution coiitain any
provision for communication or correspond-
ence with any other society, committee, or
body of persons ; neither shall it in any re-

spect act in any manner inconsistently witli

tiie said statute of the 6th Geo. IV. cap. 4.

5. The New Catholic Association can
.".nd may be formed merely for the purposes
of public and private cliarity, and such
«-ihcr purposes as are not prohibited by the

said statute of the 6th of Geo. IV. cap. 4.

6. The first purpose of the New Catholic

Association is, ;;nd shall be, that of pro-

moting ])ublic peace and tranquillity, as

well as private harmony and concord,

atiiongst all classes of his Majesty's sub-
jects ihroughout Ireland.

7. The second purpose of the New Ca-
tholic Association is, and shall be, the en-

couragement and extension of a liberal, en-
lightened, and religious system of educa-
tion, founded on the basis of Christain
tharity, and perfect fair dealing.

8. The third purpose of the New Catho-

lic Association is, and shall be, that of as-

certaining the number of the population of
Ireland, and the relative proportions which
the professors of the various Christian per-

suasions bear the one to the other; and in par-

ticular to ascertain the n umber of cinldren of

each persuasion, in a course of education.

9. The fourth purpose of the New Ca-
tholic Association is, and shall he, to de-

vise the means of erecting suitable Catholic

churches for the celebration of divine wor-

ship, and to procure and establish Catholic

burial-grounds, wherein the Catholic dead
may be interred without being liable to any
species of contumely or insult.

10. The tifth purpose of the New Ca-
tholic Association is, and shall he, to pro-

mote all improvements in science, and in

Irish agriculture, to encourage the con-

sum()lion of Irish manufactures, and the

extension of Irisli commerce.
1 1. The sixth purpose of the New Catho-

lic Association is, and shall be, to encou-

rage, as much as possible, a liberal and en-

lightened press, to circulate works calcu-

lated to promote just principles, and mutual

toleration and kindness; and to vindicate

the principles of the Catholics against the

unjust and slanderous a-ttacks daily made
upon thera.

If. 'Ihe seventh purpose of the New
Catholic Associationwill l)c, to prepare a

detailed statement of the various charges

made against the Catholics, in the peiitiinis

presented to Parliament during the recent

sessions, and to publish authentic refuta-

tions of such charges in the places wliere

they respectively originated.

13. That every person who fhall think

fit, on or before a day to be named, to pa^"

the sum of one pound on his admission,

shall be a member of the New Catiiolic

Association; and after that day, each per-

son paying one pound, and procuring one

member to propose, and another to second

him, shall also be a member.
The Committee having thus stated, affir-

matively and negatively, the limits within

which the New Catholic Association can

and ought to act, deem it their duty to call

the attention of the Catholics in general to

those provisions of the statute of the 6th

Geo. IV. cap. 4. which must restrain the

sphere of the New Catholic Association,

and render it necessary for the Catholics

in general to seek for redress and relief

through the medium of other meetings, and
by tlie intervention of other instruments.

That most unconstitutional statute pro-

hibits these two things :

—

l.The sacred right of petitioning for the

redress of real and substantial grievances,

in the only mode likely to be successful

—

namely, by the intervention of a Committee
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nr Association of sufficient duration to be and oppressive iin'ure of tliat statute, and
expose t(( Pariianicnt the falsehood of the

pretexts on which it was enacted.

The Ci)mmittee furtlier beg leave to sug-

gest, that in tlie management of the future

petitions of the Catholics of Ireland, care

be taken to have our claims for relief

brought before Parliament, and kept free

able to make useful, and, in fact, neces-

sary arrangements.

t'. The rightof such Committee or Asso-
ciation giving any pecuniary assistunce to

the poor and oppressed, in order to enable
them to punish, by the due course of law,

llieir oppressors, it being obvious that,with-

out money, there can be little prospect of from any extraneous matter, or any details

being able to take the measures necessary on subjects of any other description, we
to obtain redress from an^' legal tribunal. being convinced, that the simple and sin-

Now, as the New Catholic Association gle object of obtaiuiug unconditional and
cannot interfere in any way to procure re- unqualified relief from our disabilitic'',

dress from parliament, or tlie courts of law, should be solely attended to as well by the

and as the Catholics certainly suffer the Catholics themselves, ashy their friends in

crudest oppressions, and the mo^t unjust Parliament.

exclusions from the undoubted rights of

British subjects, it is incumbent on them
to adopt other means, altogether uncon-
nected with the New Association, of pre-

paring and presenting petitions to parlia-

ment; and aNo for preventuig and punish-
ing acts of individual oppression, and of
party violence-

'"he petition? to Parliament must, of
course, be altogether unconnected with the

New Catholic Association, and must ori-

The Committee have further agreed to

the following resolution:

—

Resolved,—That the Committee of
twenty-one gladly avail themselves of the
present opportunity to return to Daniel
O'ConncU their marked thanks for the
undiminished zeal and taletit with which
he has prepared the plan of a Report, for

the formation of a new association.

Grenville Ffrench, chairman ; Gorman-
ston, Killeen, E. Preston, Jr)hii Burke,

ginate with, and be conducted by, general O'Connor Don, Nicholas Malion, C.
or aggregate meetings ; which, as the law IVI'Loghlin, James John Bagot, Daniel
now stands, may be continued by adjourn- O'Conuell, Nicholas P. O'Gorman, Wm .

ment for fourteen days, and no longer. IMurphy, Michael O'Brien, Richard Shell,

It is obvious that it would be impossible Pliili|) Fogarty, AJichael Bellew, Stephen
to arrange all the petitions necessary to be Coppinger, George Eryan, Hugh O'Con-
presenled to Parliament during the ensuing nor.—July 11, I8'..'5.

sessions, in the space of fourteen days.
It is deemed advisable to have a petition ^^ ^^"' "^ seen from ttic above that

pre.'ented from every parish in Ireland. much extraneous matter is intro-

The country should be therefore taken duced ; and perhaps it had been bet-
separately by counties. Tliere can, in ter if their sphere of action had been
point of law, be fourteen days given to each more limited. All bodies are weak-
county separately and distinctly; but the ened by expansion, and the more
business of petitioning for such county business the Association prescribe
must be conducted by general or aggregate for themselves, the more imperfectly

"!^f!"^.':.,"'\'.°".''''!'^,r'!.''l''^^'"_P': ^jery portion of it will be done.
Some of their objects, however, are

tholic Association ; and such genera
aggregate meetings can contiiuie to sit fur

the petitions of each county during four-

teen days, according to the provisions of

the statute.

'F'hus the New Catholic Association will

have to attend to details in Catholic af-

fairs, consistent with the duration of our
present grievances, and with ;ni acquies-

cence in our present sufferings.

quite unattainable ; and, in a poli-

tical point of view, absurd. Com-
merce, we are sure, will neither be
retarded nor facilitated by any inter-

ference of the Association ; and if, by
' encouraging the consumption of
Irish manufactures,' they mean the
domestic manufactures of the pea-

The separate or aggregate Mieetin^s must santrv, we agree with them, though
and will seek for the redress of grievances, ^y^ cannot see in what way they are
and the alteration of those matters in ^^.^^^ j^ effect it ; but if they mean,

pressed

' ^ '
'
"' ''^ °^'

""' ^^''- O'^'^nnell hinted, to wear no

The Cou,mittee further ver^ earnestly ^'.^[^' ^V*
^hat of the Irish loom they

recommend to the Irish people, to make '^'" evince a Strange want of pru-

the repeal ofthesaid statute ofthe 6th Geo. dcnce, and an ignorance of political

IV. cap. 4. the first object of a petition to economy not _to_ be expected from
the legislature; and that such petition do persons of their information.

state to the legislature the uiiconstilulional The first article in OUT Magazine
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had been written before the proceed- them—it is their disqualificationa

ings of the Catholics had reached us, which make tyrants of their enemies.

or probably we might have entered

more at large into the subject ; but
enough, we are persuaded, has been
said to convince every thinking man
that Ireland reaps as much advantage
from a loom eflfectively employed at

Remove these, and Orangemen will

cease to insult, and Catholics cease

to complain ; unanimity will be re-

stored, and Ireland will be happy-
The other objects of the Associa-

tion perfectly coincide with the ad-

Manchesteras at Kilkenny ; and, if any vice we ventured to give two months
laws existed which did not make that ago ; and, though probably it is not
the case, the sooner they were abo- in the power of any such constituted

lished the better. The time has body to effect any of these in the
passed when it was needful to put way proposed, yet they must do all

Swift's advice into practice—that of the good that can reasonably be ex-

*_burning every thing that came from pected from them under all the cir-

England but coals'—for, if England
retaliated, Ireland would be in a bad
way indeed.

It appears to have been forgotten,

by those who talked about encou-

cumstances. They will keep their

question before the public, and force

that inert mass of prejudice which
still exists in England into thought.
They will compel the intolerant and

raging Irish manufactures, that, for the bigoted to examine the merits of

the few yards of broad cloth Ireland

takes annually from Great Britain,

England pays full thirty per cent,

more for the produce of Ireland*

than she could import them for from
other countries. The interests of

these kingdoms are now the same

—

the benefit of one is the benefit of

the other—and we hold the Irishman
who would pay one shilling a yard

more for cloth, because it was not

manufactured at Leeds, a fanatic of

the very worst species.

From the commencement of our
publication we have endeavoured to

impress upon our Irish readers one

their claims ; and as John Bull, with
all his faults, is rational, time and
argument will convince him of their

justice. It is to England the Catho-
lics must look for emancipation ; and
only convince the British public that

the real cause of Irish grievances is

the penal laws, and they will soon
strangle the faction which prevents

their repeal. To this end we have
laboured, and shall continue to la-

bour.

It has been objected to the New
Association, that they admit persons

of all religions. This, in our opi-

nion, constitutes one of their merits.

important truth—that the monster and proves that they are not so much
which oppresses them has many
fangs, but only one head—that the
penal laws are the Alpha and Omega
of Irish grievances—and that, by
complaining of imaginary wrongs,

they only divert public attention

from the vital cause of their suffer-

ings. Ireland is, indeed, a most un-

happy country—perhaps the most
unhappy in the world—but, remove
the disabilities which affect her people,

and show us, in Europe, a lovelier

spot, or one possessed of so many
real advantages. Let the Associa-

tion, therefore, concentrate all their

energy on one point—let them cease

to talk idly about manufactures and

absentees—and hold up to the gaze

of the world the chains which gall

them. It is their fetters which pain

a religious as a national body ; and

we can see nothing inconsistent in a

Protestant sitting down to vindicate

Catholic principles. These objec-

tions have acquired some weight, in

consequence of being urged by a man
who was the fulsome eulogist of all

the proceedings of the late Associa-

tion : we mean Cobbett. Of this

man's talents, as a political writer,

there is but one opinion ; and of his

gross inconsistency and mean hypo-
crisy there is, in England at least,

but one opinion also. The Catho-
lics, contrary to their own notions,

have profited nothing by the advo-
cacy of this man; for he has long
since ceased to possess any influence

over the minds of thinking English-

men. They regard him as a politi-

* In Ireland five millions depend upon agriculture for support, and not more than

six thousand are employed in the manufacture of cloth.
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cal weathercock—inconstant as the

breeze that blows ; and, when he

lately undertook the cause of Ireland,

they knew it was not from the love

he bore the Catholics, but from a

desire to profit, by procuring a sale

for his works among a people who
were unacquainted with the history

of his life. We have no personal

enmity towards Cobbett ; but, in

justice to an abused people, we
thought it right to state this much,
in the hope that members of the New

Association will refrain from disgust-

ing the English mind by praising a
man who can do no good to their

cause ; and who is at best only an
advocate for them, because all other

parties have discarded him. With
his attack on Mr. O'Connell we have
nothing to do—we leave that gentle-

man to defend himself—for we pre-

tend not to be of any man's party ;

but are the advocates of the rights of
Irishmen, on the broad principle of
political justice.

AllCHBISHOP MAGEE—BLANCO WHITE'S EVIDENCE AGAINST THE CATHOLICS
—LORD SACKVILLE THE AUTHOR OF JUNIUS

—

PEPY's MEMOIRS—STEVEN-
SON'S TWENTY YEARS IN SOUTH AMERICA

—

LINGARd'S HISTORY OF ENO-
LAND—IRISH NOVELS—SIR WALTER SCOTT—MINERAL WATERS.

Rory O'Rourke, Esq. to the Editor.

Dublin, July 1825. mob is of Paddy's morality. After

Here I am, ray dear Editor, as

Taylor and Hessey's Magazine *

would say, in the metropolis of all

Ireland, a description of which I

need not send you, as you know it

yourself even better than I do. Yes-
terday morning I received your letter,

reproaching me for not having fur-

nished the promised article last

month, and requesting one for your
August number. * Curse the fellow,'

said I ; * does he think I am made for

nothing but to write ?' But then, recol-

lecting how attractive any thing of

mine must be, I did seriously deter-

mine to send you a page or two.

Daniel O'Connell—a good subject,

hut too hackneyed. Richard Shell

—

not time to do him justice. Catholic

affairs—that is the province of the

Editor himself. None of these pleas

all, perhaps coquettes and would-be-
religious people are the most fasti-

dious.

Despairing now of being able to

send you any thing, I sallied into the

street, when, luckily, whom should I

meet but Archbishop Magee. The
presence of the pompous prelate re-

minded me of his evidence before the

Parliamentary Committee ; and now,
thinking that I had hit upon a good
sul)ject, I hurried to the Dublin
Library. As usual, O'Connell had
his knot of admirers around him ;

and, amongst others, the celebrated

Barney Coyle; but, as it was yet

early, the group soon dispersed, each

person in pursuit of his own imme-
diate business. Silence being thus

restored, I turned over the papers on
the state of Ireland, and commenced

ed mc ; and, after finishing the cup of very seriously to read Dr. Magee's

tea, rubbing my forehead, and pacing

up and down the room, I sat down
to comment on the reception given

to Kean and Miss Foote by a Dublin
audience. Pshaw ! said I, flinging

down the pen, who would condemn
England, because Lord Deerhurst
and that natural Hayne patronise

bull-baiting and Cannon ? and surely

these are as good a representation of

John Bull's taste as a playhouse

evidence. When I had got to the

middle of the page I was obliged to

recommence, for I could not possi-

bly understand it. Again and again

this occurred ; and, after making a

trial in almost every page, I threw

the Report down in despair, for un-

derstand it I could not. I wish to

God the British Parliament would
act like 011am Fodhla in the Great

Fes, or Irish House of Commons, and

• By-the-by, what has happened to the ' London r Alas ! your Magazine has given it

a death blow, for die it will, like other consumptive things, at the fall of the leaf, since

it has got into poor Hunt's hands. I suppose we shall have now a few dissertations on

the natural beauties of Hampstead ; and, bad as they mmt be, yet they will, perhaps, be

more readable than the sad stuff it recently contained.
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employ a certain number of Fileas,

to turn tlieir proceedings into verse.

We should then, at least, have rhj'me

where there is no reason. Archbishop
Magee's evidence stands in great

need of such a process; for, at present,

it is quite as unreadable as his stupid

volumes on the Atonement. I can,

therefore, say nothing about his opi-

nions on the ' Thirty-nine Articles,'

* Maynooth College,' or ' Arianism.'

Mr. Phelan's evidence is not worth a

thought.
Quitting the Reading-Room I went

to the Library, and took up Blanco
White's evidence against the Catho-
lics. This gentleman writes for the
* New Monthly Magazine,' and is

the author of ' Doblado's Letters from
Spain.' He is the son of an expa-

triated Irishman, and was himself

educated for the Catholic Church.

Growing up, however, one of those
' weeds,' which, as Swift says, ' the

Pope throws over the wall when he's

cleaning his garden,' he came to

England, where the Established

Church ever expands her arms to

receive the discarded ecclesiastics of

Rome. Mr. Blanco White is un-

doubtedly a clever man, and knows
very well what way the cat jumps.
He can see as far as another into a

mill-stone, and of course is an enemy,
imder present circumstances, to the

emancipation of the Irish Catholics.

Perhaps he may be sincere : I doubt

it, because I never knew one of these
apostates who was not a Catholic in

his heart, notwithstanding all exterior

appearances. His book is not worth
a refutation : it is only an echo of

Croly's pamphlet, already dissected

by your humble servant.

Several new works lay scattered

around me. Coventry proves to a

demonstration, that Lord George
Sackville was the author of ' Junius's

Letters;' and ' Pepy'slMemoirs' is a

good gossipping picture of the age in

which the author lived. It is, how-
ever, more useful than entertaining,

for a great portion of the book is

very dry reading.
* Stevenson's Twenty Years' Resi-

dence in South America,' is really a va-

luable work. The author is candid, im-
partial, and full of information. He
gives us an accurate description of
men, manners, and things in Peru
and Chili ; and is qnite free from
those vulgar prejudices which blind

English travellers to the moral worth
and happiness of other countries.

Alas ! lover as I am of liberty, I fear

the inhabitants of these divisions of
South America will benefit nothing
by revolutions. ' Let well enough
alone' is a good maxim, and surely

these people were happy enough.
The principal actors in the late revo-

lutions, with the exception of O'Hig-
gins,* and one or two others, were
great scoundrels. Mr. Stevenson

* 'Don Bernardo O'Higgins, tlie supreme director of Chile, possesses a considerable

share of real courage; is resolute in executing a determination, but tardy in forming it:

diffident of Ins own abilities, he is willing to take advice from any one, but always
inclined to consider the last as the best. Thus, without forming bis plans on the

judicious analysis of the counsels offered, by eschewing the good, and rejecting the
evil, he has often been le<l into ditlicultiea in his political adminisliation. '1 hese
waverings were highly injurious to the furtlierance of Chilean prosperity, which was,

no doubt, the idol of bis soul ; and this same watit of determination often produced
evils of no less moment in the military department. His love of his country was doubt-
less sincere, and perhaps his earnest desire to be always right, sometimes led him into

errors ; but in this case it is more just to judge of the motive, or the cause, than of the

action, or the eiJect. Tlie establishment ol the senada cousulta was, in itself, a virtuous'

measure; but the expectation of finding five individuals wlio should see the good of
the country, and the advnncement of its true interests, through the same medium as

himself, was one of the virtuous mistakes ofO'Higgins, which placed him u:ider the

controul of his own creatures ; and often retarded the execution of plans ol vital im-
portance to the state, and rendered their execution abortive or nugatory.

' The private character of O'Higgins was truly amiable, lie was kind and conde-
scending; apparently more at home at his evening tertulias, than when ucder the

canopy of the Supreme Directorship. In the whole of his conduct it might be truly

said, that
" E'n his vices leaned to virtue's side."

' Being the son of an Irishman, Don Ambrose Higgins, who died in the high situation

of Viceroy of Peru, he was passionately fond of the countrymen of liis father, ancjJ
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jives us a complete history of Lord
Cochraine's proceedings m South
America.

Linoard's ' History of Eugland' is

a work deserving an encomium from
your own pen. Another volume has

been lately published, and furnishes

additional proofs of the author's

powers, A Catholic priest, after uU,

is the only man who has written a

valuable history of England ; for

even the critic in the ' Edinburgh
Review' is compelled to acknowledge
Dr. Lingard's superiority over Hume.
The exceptions taken by the reviewer

amount to nothing, and it was sin-

gularly unjust of the scribe to charge

the doctor with having made partial

quotations in the instances men-
tioned.

Three Ii'ish novels have been lately

published, but uone of them calcu-

lated to do honor either to the coun-

try- or their authors. ' Thomas
Fitzgerald, Lord of Offaly,' is not a

bad one for the Minerva press, but

the * Adventurers, or Scenes in Ire-

land in the Reign of Elizabeth,' is sad

stuff indeed. ' The Eve of All-hallows'

is by my friend Harstonge, of Moles-

worth Street, an honest fellow, but

one who, I fear, will never acquire

much fame by writing novels. He
brings his heroine into the world at

the time James XL mounted the

throne, and in a page or two after

tells us she vvas near a score years

old when that monarch landed in

Ireland ! Mr. Harstonge being a

member of the Royal Irish Academy
is, I suppose, privileged to make
such a bounce as this, without being

called to account for it, particularly

as the work is dedicated, by permis-

sion, to Sir Walter Scott.

Harstonge, you must know, is Sir

Walter's friend, and is now employed
in showing the ' Great Unknown' the

lions of Dublin. As I was preparing

to quit the library, he entered—recog-

nized me at once, and, after a cordial

shake of the hand, invited me to din-

ner. * You will meet,' said he, signi-

ficantly, ' somebody there ?' I did.

indeed, meet no less a personage than
Sir Walter Scott, and his son-in-law,

Lockhart, Mrs. Lockhart, and ftliss

Scott, and some other ladies. Sir

Walter is just the same as when you
and I saw him in London. His face

is real Scotch, and indicates but little

of the mind within. He is very lame,
and dresses plainly. Lockhart has
rather an intellectual countenance,
and looks as if he could write some of
the worst articles in Blackwood ; a
work, by-the-by, which some people
think he edits.

During dinner the conversation had
nothing very particular in it. Har-
stonge had it nearly all to himself,
and he talked incessantly of Irish an-
tiquities, and of the Irish academy.
When the cloth was removed, the
ladies retired to the next room, and
left us to our wine.

* I'd prefer a drop of the native,'

said Sir Walter, mimicking the Irish

brogue, ' for,' he continued, in a
strong Scotch accent, * Irish whiskey
is precisely like Irishmen—pure,
brilliant, and sparkling, when un-
adulterated, but the worst liquor
in the world when spoiled by admix-
tures.'

Wa all laughed at this comparison.
* Ay, ay,' Sir Walter, ' returned our

host, ' though Edinburgh may be
called the modern Athens, we have
some pure spirits still in Dublin. Our
Curran's and Grattan's are not yet all

dead. We can boast a Morgan, a
Shell, and others ; while Dublin has
given birth to the modern Anacreoa
—Thomas Moore.'

' And let us drink his health in a
bumper,' said Sir Walter.

This proposition was instantly com-
plied with.

' Not long since,' said Sir Walter,
in a feeling tone, ' you might have
numbered poor INlaturin among your
resident literati ; but he is gone to

that bourne from whence no traveller

returns. The mention of his name,
however, reminds me of a particular

friend of his, Mr. Furlong. He lives

in Dublin, I believe?'

believe an Irishman was never deceived in bis expectations of support and protection

in O'Higgins. In short, the character which a Chilean gave to me, conveys a very
accurate suniniviry of his general outline. " There is too much wax, and too little steel

ill his compubiiion; however, there are few better, and many worse men than Doq
Bernardo."
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* He does. Sir Walter,' replied Har-

stonffc
' Then I must see him,' said Sir

Walter, ' before I leave it. I admire

some specimens of his poetry, sent

me by Maturin, and, as a " brother

poet," I shall pay him a visit.'

* He writes for the " Dublin and

London," said Lockhart.
' It is so reported,' returned the

host, ' at least some of the poetry is

his ; and, though I dislike the politi-

cal turn of Furlong's muse, I cannot

but admire his talents. " The Love
of Life," beginning, " Oli ! life thou

art as the broken dreams," is parti-

cularly beautiful.'

Sir Walter requested to see this

poem, and, after perusing it, declared

his admiration of it. ' Byron,' said

he, ' was right ; the Irish mind is pe-

culiarly poetical. The common con-

versation of your peasantry abounds

with imagery and metaphor.'
* It has often surprised me. Sir Wal-

ter,' said I, that the " Great Un-
known" has never introduced an Irish

character into any of his novels. You
did not forget us in " Rokeby."

' Oh !' he replied, with a good.hu-

moured smile, * perhaps the novelist

you speak of is not an Irishman.'
* Even so,' I returned, * he might

have sketched Irish character. She-

ridan left this country at a very early

age ;
yet he introduced an Irishman

on the stage.'

* Yes,' rejoined Sir Walter, ' but

Sir Lucius O'Trigger is the mere out-

line of an Irishman. The author of
" Waverley" never leaves any of his

characters in so untinished a state.

But, perhaps, the " Great Unknown"
will not forget you.'

' It is to be hoped not,' said Har-

stonge, * an Irish Waverley would do

infinite good. It would attract atten-

tion to the state of the country, and

bring Englishmen acquainted with

our condition.'
* I should think that is scarcely

wanted now,' said Sir Walter. * Par-

liamentary discussions have made
Irish grievances pretty well known,
and it must be the fault of yourselves.

if you don't make Irish literature po-
pular also. Imitate the example of
Scotland. A strong pull, a long pull,

and a pull altogether, will soon bring
you up the hill.' Saying this, he
suited the action to the word, and
joined in the laugh he excited.

' Dublin,' said Lockhart, ' is a much
larger city than Edinburgh, and yet
the Scotch capital supports two ma-
gazines, a quarterly review, and other
periodicals, while all Ireland has but
a single magazine.'
Harstonge explained the reason

;

and I insisted that ' Blackwood's Ma-
gazine' was indebted to England and
Ireland, for nine-tenths both of its

readers and writers. SirWalter smiled,
and changed the conversation by ob-
serving, ' Nothing in our day is more
remarkable than the improvement in

periodicals. You shall now find in a
monthly magazine articles, as well
and as profoundly written, as in any
of the quarterly reviews.'

At this moment Sir Walter's son,
who had been prevented from coming
to dinner, entered, and the con-
versation took a very uninteresting
turn.

The above will, no doubt, remind
you of the anecdote of Locke and the
three noble wits. Great men talk

somewhat like ordinary individuals ;

and if you find nothing remarkable in

the foregoing conversation, the fault

is not mine. I have reported it accu-
rately.

To-morrow I set out for Kilkenny,
where you will direct to me. I stop

some time at Ballyspellan, where I in-

tend to drink the waters. By-the-by,
have you seen Dr. Ryan's pamphlet,
on the ' Mineral Waters of Ireland.'

It is well written. The doctor seems
to be a very clever fellow, and his

treatise is well worth the perusal of
those who labour under complaints,
that drive them to Harrowgate and
Cheltenham. The pamphlet is print-
ed in Kilkenny, by Reynolds, and does
infinite credit to the Irish press.

Yours,

Rory O'Rourke.
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As Ireland has latterly attracted a

degree of attention commensurate
with her importance, it is necessary,

in order tliat she may enjoy the full

benelit of future laws, to have her
i^eal condition made known ; for,

when economists reason from false

data, and draw inferences from erro-

neous statements, the public are de-

ceived, the government misinformed,
and legislative enactments prove
either useless or mischievous. It is

not for an individual so humble as I

acknowledge myself to be to enter

upon the vast field of Ireland's

wrongs, to discuss abstract questions

of a political nature, or set myself
up as an oracle on national affairs.

Aware of my incompetence for such
an undertaking, I choose for myself a
less aml)itious task—that of describ-

ing the condition of the Irish pea-

santry. With them I have been ac-

quainted for more than five-and-

twenty years—with them I have spent
some of the happiest hours of my
life—and with them, had I a choice,

I should spend the remainder of my
days. I have seen other climes and
other men ; I have made myself in-

timate with the condition of the

people of other countries ; and am
thus enabled to appreciate more ac-

curately the state of the Irish pea-

santry.

Notwithstanding these undoubted
advantages, perhaps some persons

will be inclined to question the truth

of my statements, particularly as

they difler from those of others, and
militate, in many instances, against

the evidence given by most respect-

able individuals before the Parlia-

mentary Committees on the State of
Ireland. I have certainly uo right
to demand implicit belief in what I

PEASANTllV.

Tales of Irish Life.'

state ; but, while I shall scrupulously

adhere to truth, I shall adduce all

the proofs in support of my evidence

which the nature of the subject will

allow. Many of those who had been
summoned before the committees
were persons who could possibly

know but little of the peasantry

;

many of them confessed their igno-

rance on the subject ; and many more
were evidently influenced either by
favourite theories, or less excusable

prejudices. Lest I should commit
the faults I deprecate, I shall state

nothing but facts which have eome
within my own knowledge, and leave

to others the task of assigning causes,

and suggesting remedies where re-

medies are required.

The first thing which strikes the

traveller in Ireland is the apparent
wretchedness of the habitations of
the poorer classes. Unlike those of
France, which are generally built of
the same materials—mud and straw

—

they don't look well even in per-
spective * There is too often a total

absence of trees ; and no great taste

displayed either in choosing a situa-

tion, or in ornamenting it after it is

chosen. Dunghills and pools of
water surround them, instead of pad-
docks and gardens. There are sel-

dom to be seen gravel walks, trim-

med hedges, or flower borders, as in

several parts of England ; and, though
the better sort of farmers display a

superior taste, the face of the coun-

try—apart from its natural beauty

—

is unsightly in the extreme. Hence
the stranger who passes rapidly

through it, and who takes his infor-

mation from some ignorant and
bigoted squire, returns home to con-

firni the popular opinion respecting

Irish misery, the barbarism of the

• Mr. James Cobbett, iu one of his ' Letters from France,' dated Vesoul, says

—

' The prettiest villages, in perspectite, that I ever saw ; but, in reality, the moat insuf-

ferable masses of viirc timt can be conceived.'

Vol. I.—No. 7- 2 p
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people, Ihcir slovenly habits, and

gross superstition.

Nothing', however, can be more
erroneous than to infer all these from

the appearance of the houses ; for,

had the cabins been all whitewashed

and surrounded with trees—had the

dunghills been removed to the rear,

and a little attention paid to the

Inzvn—casual visitors would be im-

pressed with very different senti-

ments ; they would draw inferences

quite opposite to those which, at

present, naturally arise from appa-

rent wretchedness ; though it must
be evident, to any reflecting man,
tliat the addition of trees and white-

wash could neither add to nor dimi-

nish the enjoyments of the inmates.

We arc all the creatures of habit;

and the Irish peasant, accustomed to

his simple dwelling, feels no incon-

venience from its dreary aspect. To
him it is a home of comfort; it is

associated, in his mind, with lender

ties and past recollections; and he

finds in its very mud walls and
thatched roof— its rude hearth, and
earthen floor—mute incentives to

love it. Those only who have seen

the cottier forced to quit his cabin

can know how ardi'nlly these poor
people feci attached to the place

where ihey have resided for any

length of time. The bulk of man-
kinil have scarcely any idea of ' fine

views' and ' enclianting prospects.'

Mountain and valley, hill and plain,

are all one to iheui ; and, as orna-

ments of any kind are merely artifi-

cial luxuries, those v.ho have never

experienced a desire to possess them
can certainly feel no inconvenience

from their absence. Recommend an

Irish landlord to remove his dung-
hill, and plant flowers before his door,

and he will look on you as one in-

sane ; because, in the estimation of

Ids neighbours, a large dunghill, kept

square, is the best evidence of his

industry, wealth, and management.

Such a' man will, and perhaps with

reason too, rather see the exhala-

tions rise from a heap of manure,

than inhale the odour of a moss

rose.

That which proceeds from either

the negligence or habit of some, is

the consequence of policy in others.

For this reason we find the dwellings

of wealthy farmers in Ireland built

of the same materials as the cabins

of cottiers, because that class almost

invariably affect poverty, when they

are comparatively rich. They do this

for many reasons ; but more particu-

larly to deceive their landlord respect-

ing the produce of their lands, and to

avoid the payment of fines on the

expiration of their leases. I have
known several of them, in various

parts of the country, who would not

permit their sons and daughters to

wear any clothes l)Ut those of the

coarsest kind, lest their landlord, who
lived hard by, should consider a dress

of shop cloth an evidence of their

farms Iteing let too cheap.

I was once at a wedding, where
the fortune of the bride was four hun-
dred pounds, yet the bridegroom

wore a felt hat, because his landlord

was present. Without any motives

of this nature, however, the people

were, imtil very lately, all dressed in

their own manufactures ; and, though
this commendai)le and primeval cus-

tom has been, within these few years,

departed from l»y the wealthier farm-

ers, it still prevails among the lower

classes, unless the Sunday dress of

the females forms an excei>tion. The
growing vanity has also imparted a

desire for slated houses, among those

who can, or think they can, attbrd to

build them ; but still the thatched

houses prevail ; and, if they are un-

sightly, it must be confessed they are

warmer in winter, and colder in sum-
mer, than houses covered with either

slate or tile; while they arc much
more easily erected.

But, if the habitations of the Irish

peasantry are rude and inelegant, so

are the dwellings of the same class

in other countries. With the excep-

tion of certain parts of England and

Holland, the cottages of the poor

are, throughout the world, what is

generally "called miserable. Ame-
rica, France, Spain, Scotland, &c.

form no exception to this rule; and

yet the people of these countries are

comparatively happy. It follows,

therefore, of course, that, if the

Irish peasantry are miserable, the

cause is not to be found in their

cabins ; neither are these cabins the

consequence of misery, since they

are iidiabited by those who could
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;itrord to Luild more hpleudid dwell-

ina^s.*

Poets tell us that the business of

life is love. The i^reater part of man-
kind, however, seem to think other-

wise ; for nearly all their time is spent

in providing the means of gratifyini{

hunger and thirst. They generally

estimate human happiness by the

quantity and quality of food which in-

dividuals consume, and regard the

man who has plenty to cat and drink,

and little to do, as enjoying the high-

est state of mundane felicity. Those
who call the Irish peasantry half-

starved have never been across Saint

George's Channel ; or, at least, have
never had any intercourse with the

poorer classes. No people in the

world—and I say it from extensive

observation—coususne larger quanti-

ties of wholesome food. A laliourer's

family hi Munster sit down to a klsh

of potatoes, whicii contain iiearly as

much of that useful esculent as are

dressed in a day for all the inhabitants

of Bedford S(iuare ; and that they

are never stinted must be evident

from i\\'i abundance which they leave

for the pig.

Neither is it true that the Irish

peasantry live exclusively on pota-

toes. Nothing can be more erroneous

than such a supposition. No farmer

will attempt to place a dinner of pota-

toes only before his labourers ; and,

during spring and harvest, the break-

fast invariably consists of bread or

sturabout. The latter is the disli in

general use for this early meal, in the

kitchen of the l)etter sort of farmers,

throughout the year. It is to me sur-

prising that so many travellers should

have asserted that the Irish peasan-

try eat no'ihing but potatoes, since it

was impossible for them to have tra-

velled two miles in any direction with-

out seeing whul and water mills, em-
ployed exclusively in the manufacture
of barley and oatmeal for home con-

* Mr. Walsh, in his ' History of Dublin,' speaking of the turf-cutter's cabins in tlw

bog of Allen, says, ' Tho wretched manner in whicli the lower class of the inhabitants of

this country is lodged has been long a subject of reproach to us, as a civilized people
;

and it must be acknowledged that rack-rents and unfeeling landlords are among tlie

efficient causes of the evil : that it may, however, be sometimes traced to other sources,

is evident from a contemplation of the present scene ; the proprietors of these hovels
earn an easy subsistence ; nay, some are comparatively opulent, and one was pointed
out to me, by a person of credibility, who had saved above one hundrcil pounds ; and yet
his habitation, the only oue he poiiocsscd, was pcifcctly similar to that of his neigh-
bours.'—Vol. ii. p. 1230.

sumption; for, of these two articles,

scarcely any is exported, and wheatcn
bread only is used in towns. Had
they visited the kitchens of the
homelyfarmers, they might have seen
evidence of animal food ; for I have
frequently stood under the chimney
of the cultivator of thirty or forty
acres of land, while there hung over
my head, suspended in the smoke, as
much bacon as would stock a London
cheesemonger's shop.

It may surprise the English reader
to hear, although nothing is more
true, that in several parts of Ireland
it is customary for a farmer to Idll an
ox at Christmas, for the sole use of
his family; and I can tell him that
this class of people entertain their
friends—and, in their vocabulary,
every one who honours them with a
visit, is a frientl—in a manner, and
with an elegance, that must surprise
tliose Avho are unacquainted with their
politeness and resources.

All, however, are not thus affluent.

The Irish labourer, or, as he is called,
—the Irish cottier, is a man literally

steeped to the lips in grinding pover-
ty : he, indeed, earns his bread by the
sweat of his bro\v, and is the very
child of Want. Still, unless where he
is peculiarly unfortunate, or where
he is not thoughtless and improvident,
he is not worse situated than the la-
bourer in other countries. He is cer-
tainly better olT than the English
labourer ; and, contrary to an opinion
I once entertained, I am confident he
eats and drinks better, works less,

and consumes even more animal food,
though his family may not; for he
generally dines at his master's table.

Instances of great distress among this
class are undoubtedly frc(iuent. They
are so every where; but, in nine cases
out of ten in Ireland, the oliject of
relief will be found in the vicinity of
towns, and not in the country.

It is likewise worthy of remark.
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that distress—nnliko the same thing

in other places—is, of late, ostenta-

tious in Ireland. The prevalence of

an opinion rcspectin^f the misery of

the people has banisned the former
spirit ofindependence j and' few labour-

ing men now consider themselves dis-

£^raced by accepting charity. Distress

is, therefore, frequently assumetl

;

and I know, from personal observa-

tion, that some years ogo, in Dublin,

it was usual for room-keepers to con-

ceal their funiiture and clothes when
some benevolent gentlemen under-

took to seek out objects entitled to

charity. Of the late distress in the

South I know nothing personally
;

but that something similar to this

conduct of the room-keepers took

place strikes me as probable, since I

find that half the population of a

county* received charitable relief!

—

a thing unknown there before or since.

The effect of jjermancnt poverty,

and a want of sufficient food, is a po-

pulation stinted in their growth, defi-

cient in strength, and dishonest in

their habits. Paddy, it will be readily

admitted, is neither feeble nor de-

formed ; and the criminal records of

his country show that a more honest

rural population than that of Ireland

does not exist on the face of the earth :

unless in ' troubled times,' it is not

usual for the peasantry to place locks

on their doors, while no one ever

thinks of employing watchmen to

guard exposed property. The moral

feeling and religious impressions of

the people are certainly great pre-

ventives of crime ; but, even these,

powerful as they are, would, I fear,

be insufficient, did the whole popula-

tion labour, as some have stated, un-

der unmitigated distress. Their bois-

terous mirtli, their attachment to rural

sports, and their frequent quarrels,

are unanswerable proofs of a freedom

from tantalizing poverty ; for those

who have nothing but misery at home
will seldom be found partaking of

rustic sports abroad. I mention fre-

quent (juarrels, because Paddy, much
as he loves fighting, is by no means
pugnacious, unless when primed, as

he says himself, with whiskey ; and,

plentiful as that article is, it is seldom
to be procured without money.

I don't wish it should be luferreu*

that, because Paddy drinks whiskey

—

and who could live in Ireland without
drinking it ?— he is intemperate. On
the contrary,few are more abstemious.
He will refrain for months from his

favourite potation ; not because he
thinks it prudent to do so, but be-

cause opportunity does not serve.

—

At fair, or patron, he never thinks of

saying No to the invitation of a friend,

ami frecjuently gets intoxicated more
from the warmth of his feelings, and
goodness of his heart, than from any
extraordinary love he bears to the

Tiative. At such a moment he is by
no means inclined to keep the peace
towards all his majesty's subjects

;

and hence the returns of persons com-
mitted and convicted in Ireland, in

1823, present the singular contrast of

liundreds being arraigned for riots,

assaults, &c. whilst not more than
two appear to have been convicted in

some counties for larceny

;

—a fact

which speaks volumes in favour of

the untamed spirit of the people,

while it dcm?»nstrates their superior

honesty, and absence of motives to

temptation.

Those who attribute all the mise-

ries of Ireland to the want of capital

arc certainly wrong as far as it re-

spects agriculture. I do not mean to

say that the people adopt the best

methods of husbandry ; but,whatever
the defect may be, it proceeds more
from an ignorance of a better system
than from any want of money. Few,
very few, of those farmers who culti-

vate any quantity of land above twenty
acres, are without • a cool hundred or

two,' deposited in some secret place.

It is by no means uncommon for one
of these small proprietors to give his

daughter a hundred or a hundred and
fifty pounds for a portion on her mar-
riage ; and those who may doubt the

truth of my statement will find, in

Mr. Wakefield, abundant proofs of
small farmers having guineas buried
in the ground. During the late war
it appears, from Custom-house re-

turns, that the gold imported into

Ireland exceeded the exports more
than two-thirds. Such was then the

anxiety of the peasantry to possess

guineas, that I have known as high as

^ Clare.
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thirly-thrce shillings frequently given

for one. Since then tlie country has

not been so prosperous; but, previous

to the rise in the price of farm pro-

duce, the independence of this class

may be inferred from the fact that it

was, in several places, quite common
to see the corn of two, three, and even

of seven years' growth, lying in stacks

in the yard. In 1807, I spent nearly

the whole year in the county of U'ex-
ford, and the greater part of that time
in the baronies of Forth and Bargic,

where I found this to be almost uni-

versally the case. I shall mention an
instance. In the parish of Duncor-
mick, in Bargic, I could see, by only

turning round, the houses of seven-

teen, farmers ;* everyone of whom
had hundreds of barrels of old corn in

their yards, or, as they call thom,
haggards : none of these occupied

more than from thirty to sixty acres

of poor ground ; for this part of Ire-

lanil owes none of its prosperity to

the goodness of the soil. There was
not a magistrate, and of course not a

resident proprietor, within eight or

nine miles ; yet crime was almost un-

known, and of absolute poverty thero

was scarcely any.

Comparative wealth is frequently

found in Ireland, in conjunction with

apparent poverty. INlr. Wakefield,

speaking of a tenant of Admiral Pak-
enham, says— • He is an old man ; has

made a fortune, and can give his

daughter two thousand pounds ; yet

she was feeding the pigs, dressed in a

liusey go\vn,witliout shoe or stocking.

She has been taught to read, write,

and cast accounts, at one of the com-
mon schools.' I could multiply in-

stances in hundreds to prove that in

general the Irish farmers are not de-

ficient in capital : and, though it must
be confessed that they are not the

best husbandmen, yet they are by no
means either so slovenly, or so igno-

rant of agricultural science, as is ge-

nerally supposed.

It is a fact, however—and the sooner

the Irish peasantry are informed of it

the better—that it is in their own
power to add considerably to their

comforts. The cottier who should
uKvke his acre of land produce four

times the quantity of vegetables which
it does at present would be increasing

his stock of happiness ; and, if by
making his pig eat more potatoes, and
his family less, he procured meat for

his dinner, he would be increasing the

sum of human enjoyment. Yet hap-
piness, after all, is so fugacious, that

It is not easy to say what policy or

what conduct will l)est secure it. Per-

haps that principle, which impels
every man to study his own ad-
vantage, is sufiicient to promote the
best interests of society ; and that it

is better to undermine bad habits by
the force of public opinion than by
positive laws. It is, however, in the

power of the legislature to add consi-

derably to the happiness of the Irish

peasantry : but this is a subject on
which I have promised not to touch.

In the course of next month, how-
ever, I shall point out the feeling, the

opinions, and the persons, on which
wise laws would have a salutary cflfect.

LETTER FROM A LONDON STUDENT.—NO. IV.

Leamington,

You wonder, you say, at my si-

lence ; and I wonder no less that you
should expect me to write in such hot
weather as we have lately suffered

under. Why it is almost impossible

that any man could undergo the fa-

tigue of holding a pen in such wea-
ther—still less that he should be able

to use that pen : even a feather-

weight was insupportable ; and, if I

had not been so fortunate as to get

under a cloud (the first that has been
seen for several weeks), I should not
have been able noAv to tell you in

what part of the world my destiny has

thrown me. You will not be sur-

prised at the date of my letter, be-

cause you know that I am easily in-

duced to ramble ; and you will ima-

gine that I could not stay in London
during the hot weather. I came to

* These seventeen farmers lived within a circle of two miles. Whoever stands at

the cross of Sirakaan mtiy see them all ; and, if he wishes for further particulars, my
friend, the Rev, Mr. John Barry, P.P. of Kathangan, will, I have no doubt, communi-
cate them.
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London vvitli ()' Brady, whom you

know, and who is in pursuit of a lady

whose estates he has fallen despe-

rately in love with. He offers to

lay odds that she is Mrs. O'Brady
within six weeks; and if you, or any
of your readers, are disposed to ac-

cept them, there is no time to be

lost, for he has begun the attack

with great vigour, ami, I think, with

a very reasonable prospect of success.

I detest this kind (all kinds) of

watering-places ; and Leamington is

not one of the best, even among bad
ones. It is but lately that it has

come into any kind of repute ; and
even now its fame is of a so-so cha-

racter. Some patriotic shoemaker,
whose name I forgt-t, but whose me-
mory is held in such veneration i)y

the grateful people here that they

think of building altars to him, was

the first to bring it into notice. lie

procured subscriptions from the

neighb(mring gentry, in order to

make the wunu springs available for

the use of the poor adlicted with

chronic diseases, in the cure of which
it had been found very successful.

After him the great lessee of Drury
Lane shed the influence of his dig-

nity and power upon it. Under his

auspices reading-rooms and assem-

bly-rooms,—and boarding-houses,

—

sprung up as quickly as changes of

scene in one of his own pantomimes.

By dint of pulling he raised it into

something like fame ; and, as the re-

port runs, even made money by his

speculations. At all events he made
Leamington a great place among very

little ones, and even flattered himself

that it would divide the favours of the

fashionable world with Cheltenham.
This, however, has not come to pass

;

and, between ourselves, 1 don't think

it ever will. The vicinity of Birming-

ham is againstits being generally liked.

To the great hardwaremen of that

most renowned town it is of course a

perfect paradise of delight ; but still

there is a kind of plated look about it,

to my thinking, a sort of counterfeit

shining, which is very much against

its cliance of becoming any better

than it is at present. It shall be, if its

admirers like, to Brummagem what
Cheltenham is to the rest of the

world ; but beyond that it must not
pretend.

The hotels at Leamington are very
fnll, but there arc many houses to
let; that is to say, there is a great
concourse of visitors, but few people
who mean to uiake a long stay. How
long ! may be here I can't tell. I

came here out of mere ennui, and to

keep O'Brady company ; but, as ma-
trimony is a mighty silly aflair to ail

third persons, I do not promise that I

shall stay here a longtime. At present
the originality of the company amuses
me; and I have a lingering wish to see

how ( )'Brady, who used to exclaim
so much against matrimony, will con-
duct himself, and whether he realize

the hopes of success which he so

warmly indulges in.

Never, since the day in vvhich the

Patriarch Noah shut up a specimen
of all created animals in his floating

menagerie, has been so incongruous
a collection of beings as I saw gather-
ed together at the tabic d'hote, on the
first day I joined it. The loudest
talker, and the most important per-
sonage,Js the Dowager Countess of
Die-hard, who, for tlie last five-and-

twenty years, has been keeping poor
Burton out of an establishment she is

entitled to for life, and of which he
will have the succession—that is to

say, all that his friends, the Jews,will
leave him. By virtue of her long re-

sidence here she sits at the top of the

table ; and, as I am a very late arrival,

I am so happy as to be <iuartered at

the other end. The table is pretty

long; and, although I must ascend
in rotation as the upper guests drop
off, and as new ones arrive, I console
myself with the hope that I shall quit

the place altogether before my destiny

shall have tontined me up to her
ladyship. Blind and stupid as she is,

she contrived to learn my name ; and,
upon the strength of having met me
once at the house of a distant relation

of mine, upon Avhom she was then
inflicting a visit, she had me appre-
hended by her maid, and carried be-
fore her, to talk about all friends in

Ireland. I made a point of not know-
ing any thing about it ; and, after

being quite teased out by her imper-
tinence, I revenged myself, and si-

lenced her, by telling her that her
kinsman. Burton, was quite well, and
(God forgive me !) that he had re-

cently tome into possession of a good
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property. I understand, from some of

tlie other guests, that she has the re-

putation of being' the most scandal-

ous old woman in the world ; and
that she is particularly hated, by all

the young and pretty girls here, for

the lies she invents, and the ill-

natured thing's she says of them.
Another lady of scarcely less im-

portance, and, if less, only inferior to

Lady Die-hard, is Mrs. Hornblowcr.
She is excessively fat ; still more vul-

gar than fat ; and, with a voice like a

link-hoy's, she is always carrying on a
conversation during dinner with sonic

one at the other end of the tabic. Her
obstreperous coarseness is beautifully

contrasted with LadyDie-hard's super-

fine quality airs; and, although they are
l)oth sufficiently disagreeable, I could
sometimes hug the fat old dame Horn-
blower for the delightful impudence
with which she contradicts the count-
ess as often as opportunity offers.

—

Another of our guests is a Miss Grace
Hornet, who, I am told, is a blue-

stocking of no small pretensions. I

had the good (or ill) fortune to sit

next her at dinner, and she was kind
enough to let me into the characters

of some of my neighbours. She is a
lean pale-faced light-haired person,
of what one may venture to call a
critical age ; for it is just that at which
people, who arc not so ceremonious
as I, would say she had attained the

honourable title of an • Old Maid.'
I could not say so for the world, as

well because the natural forbearance
of my temper would not allow me, as

because, if I did, and she knew it, she
would \)\\t mc into tlie novel which,
as upon half an hour's acquaintance
she told me, she is writing. Next to

her in consecjuence is IMrs. Fuzmuf-
fin, a fat West India widow, with
three daughters, of complexions and
features so various, that no one would
suppose they were related. I heard
some one say they were sisters ; and,
doubting the fact, I asked Miss Hor-
net, who first simpered, then put on
a serious look, attempted ablush, and
said, with her eyes cast down—' I am
told so.' I saw something was wrong,
and that Miss Hornet intended to
telegraph some kind of scandal by her
grimaces. I would not indulge her
by asking an explanation ; and, as I

had some curiosity to have this sin-

gular fact accounted for, I asked
Ladv Die-hard whether Mrs. Fuz-
muliin had been married more than
once.

' Oh, dear, no, not that I ever
heard,' replied her ladyship. * But
why do you ask?'

' Because,' I said, * her daughters
are of such different appearances, that

I should have thought tiiey were by
different marriages.'

* Oh, for shame,' said the countess,

trying another version of Miss Hor-
net's signal. * She was never married
but once. I have heard, but I cannot
tell you how true the story is, that

she was the wife of a sailor, who died

in the West Indies, and left her wholly
unprovided for. She had the good
fortune to captivate the fancy of Mr.
Fuzmuflin, an eminent planter, then
advanced in years. My cousin Sulli-

van, ^vho was captain of the Fircdrake
sloop of war, used to talk often of

Mrs. Fuzmuthn, who had treated him
with great hospitality at Jamaica,
where he took the fever while his ship

was repairing. You would have been
ready to die with laughing at hearing
him descrii)e the wretched old man
she was married to ; and I assure you
that the sccoiid girl, Seraphina, is the

very picture of iiim.'

I looked as she spoke at the young
lady, and the likeness was indeed
strong enough to make me think I

saw Roger Sullivan's broad good-
humoured stupid face, blue eyes, and
curling jlaxen hair, before me. * She
is indeed very like Captain Sullivan,'

I said.

* The likeness may be accidental,'

said my Lady Die-hard, * and Heaven
forbid that we should say any thing

to affect the good woman's reputa-

tion ; but you are a discreet person,

and will not talk of this again ;' (you

see how I obey her ladyship's caution ;)

' and, since we are upon the subject,'

she continued, ' I may tell you that

the youngest girl, who is almost a

mulatto, is not yet seventeen years

old ; while I know very well that the

old planter, Fitzmuffin, has been

dead more than eighteen years. They
have, however, all of them great for-

tunes; and the old mamma brings

them here to get them off. She has the

impudence to think that I will assist

her, but she is mistaken.'
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' Think of poor Roger Sullivan,

dear Lady Die-fmrd/ 1 said; ' can you
look at the broad Atlantic of tliat un-

meaning flat face, and not think of

the poor captain's ? Wasn't he your
flesh and blood ? and isn't Miss bera-

pliiua'

—

'Hush!' said her ladyship, 'the

vulgar old mother approaches us.

My dear Mrs. Fuzinuflin,' she said

immediately, and without blushing,

although I was still within hearing,

how cliarmingly your three girls

look! Do you know I heard Sir

Bumble Puppy to-day say they were
the handsomest girls in Leamington ?

And then he compared them to the

cast ofCanova's Graces, which stands

in t!ie lounging-room ; but he said

that they surpassed the invention of

the sculptor, because, while they

possessccl as much beauty, they dis-

played it in all possible variety.'

Mrs. Fuzmullin did not understand

one syllable of what her kind friend

had been saying to her, but she re-

plied at a venture, ' I can't say, my
lady, that ever I saw these Miss

Comeovers as you mentioned ; l)Ut

my girls needn't be afraid of showing
their faces along with any in Lea-
mington.'

I did not wait to hear the conclu-

sion of the discourse between these

two ladies, bccatise my disgust at the

duplicity of the countess, and a

strong inclination to laugh at the

other lady's mistake, made me think

it would be safest to decamp without
loss of time.

The lady, upon whom O'Brady has

resolved to confer the distinction of

being his wife, is here also. She, too,

is a widow, but very much unlike all

the persons I have been describing to

you : she is about six-and-twenty years

of age, extremely handsome, of an
agreeable disposition, as far as I can

judge, and of very polished manners,

O'Brady is unremittingly attentive

to her ; and, although she receives all

his assiduities, yet 1 suspect she will

not be persuaded to admit any warmer
sentiment for him than that esteem

which liis open manly character is

sure to inspire. He is unquestionably

very much attached to her ; I don't

say in love, for at his years (he being

as you know, four-aud-tllirty, tliough

he would call any man out who ven-

tured to say so), and after the hard
service he has seen in the army, he
is not capable of any romantic feel-

ing. Still he can love quite well

and warmly enough to make any
reasonable woman happy. There is

an air of sadness, which, m spite of all

her efforts, and the natural com-
placency of her temper, at times is

apparent in Mrs. Wilton's flue coun-
tenance, and which makes me think

some incurable sorrow is preying upon
her heart. When I told O'Brady
this, he laughed at mc, and said,

* Don't I remember,' said he, in his

rattling way, ' the first time I was in

love myself? By my soul, I uttered

more sighs in an hour than you could
get out of any two pair of bellows in

all Kerry. The dear creature's grief

is only for fear I wouldn't make her
Mrs. ()'Brady; but I'll soon comfort
her, and convince her how much she

is mistaken. It's nothing at all, I

toll you, but love;' and oflThc ran,

singing.

C'est Tamour, I'amour, Tamour.

Among the male inliabitants of our
ark we have some oddities not a jot

behind the female part of the guests
in singularity. Sir Bumble Puppy is

one of the greatest coxcombs for his

age that you ever beheld. He is now
nearly sixty, dresses in a most youth-

ful style, and wears nearly as many
different colours as there are separate

articles in his habiliments. I really

expect to see him appear some morn-
ing with stockings of different colours,

like Touchstone in the play. Miss
Gi'ace Hornet is very fond of prome-
nading it with the baronet ; and, as

there are few ladies besides who will

accept of his escort, he is glad to

avail himself of her protection. She
is affected and pedantic to an insuf-

ferable degree, and delights in classi-

cal illusions. She came the other

evening, leaning on Sir Bumble
Puppy's arm, to the end of the room
at which O'Brady and I were stand-

ing, to summon us, in the name of

Lady Die-hard, to a quadrille. I

come,' she lisped out, twisting her

lean neck into all kinds of ugly

forms at the same time, * by com-
mand of the queen goddess, to call

you to her throne. I um Iris, the

messenger of Juno.'
' I am sure you are, and nobody
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else,' said O'Brady, ' because you are

never seen witliout your many-co-
loured beau.'

'Excessively good, upon my ho-

nour,' drawled 0',xt Sir Bumble Pap-

py ;
' very brilliant iudeci!, Captain

O'Brady /' and lie repettted tiie pun
as well as he could, sonietimej cor-

rectly, sometimes incorrectly, to all

the people who would listen to him,
ending every vorsiou with * Isn't it

uncommonly good now ?' and mak-
ing himself ri-diculous with a most
astonishing pertinacity.

The Reverend Mr. Flint is a tall

languishing sentimental parson, who
talks with the young ladies, and
makes himself interesting iipoa all

possible occasions. He says Grace at

dinner, and is so long about it that

tlie soup gets chilled before he has

finished. O'Brady, who is a graceless
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person, says that, owing to the pai'son

and Miss Hornet, there are two
languid and more disagreeable Graces
at this tal)le than at any he ever met
before. Nothing but his function

has saved him from O'Brady' s re-

sentment. He dared to cast his

clerical eyes at Mrs. Wilton with an
expression of admiration, which is

high treason against the captain's

dignity ; and he caught him, besides,

talking to her about a society for

distributing baby-linen. He swears
that the parson is attempting to cant
himself into her good graces ; and,

for my own part, I can't help sus-

pecting that he is a great hypocrite.

Such are some of the guests here,

and I expect they will produce me
some amusement. If they do, you
may rely on my communicating it to

you ; and that I am always yours, &c.

Clinton's life and writings of lord bykon.*

Among the many volumes which
have been published,since the lament-
ed death of Lord Byron, relating to

him, we have seen none which, in all

respects, satisfies us so well as this.

It supplies a deficiency which has
been felt to a great extent, and at

the same tirpe pays a just tribute to

the illustrious memory of the great-

est poet of our times. The life of

such a poet as Lord Byron would be
comparatively uninteresting, but for

the immediate reference and connex-
ion which it must necessarily have
to his works. Devoted as the

greater part of his existence was to

the composition of poems, which
must last as long as the English lan-

guage is spoken, a critical notice of

those poems, and a history of the

times at which they were written,

and of the circumstances which, in

some instances, influenced their pro-
duction, seems as essential a part of
' the life' of Lord Byron as the de-

tail of the events which befell him

;

and which differ in few respects—ex-
cepting its catastrophe, perhaps, in

none—from those which fall to the
ordinary lot of mankind. In the life

of a general, a description of the
J)attles in which he signalized himself
is an important and necessary part of
it. Who could understand the life

of a painter or a sculptor, or an
architect, unless the productions upon
which their several reputations are

established should be described in

words, or represented by engravings ?

Not less expedient is it that the life

of a poet should be accompanied by
analytical descriptions, criticisms, and
extracts, of such a nature as may en-

able the reader to form an estimate

of the justness of the opinions which
are expressed concerning the poet.

In the volume before us this end
seems to have been very successfully

attained. It presents a regular and
well-Avritten account of the principal

incidents of Lord Byron's life, up to

the period of his making his first ap-

pearance in the literary world. His
juvenile poems, now become doubly
interesting, ai'e given at some length.

The criticism which they provoked,

and the revenge which the poet took

upon his assailants, are also described

with suflicicnt minuteness. From this

period his lordship's life and his lite-

rary productions are inseparably con-

nected; and they are treated of in

this natural junction, which it would
be impossible to loosen without in-

jury to both. The extracts are nu-

merous and copious : necessarily re-

stricted within certain bounds, in or-

der that they may not infringe upon

* Memoirs of the Life and Writings of Lord Byron. By George Clinton. Robins, 1825.
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the property of others, they are still

extensive enough to enable the gene-
ral reader to form a correct estimate

of their merit, and to convey a just

idea of the subjects to which they
relate, as well as of the interest

which they create. The voluminous
nature of Lord Byron's poems renders

it obvious that they are not within
the reach of every class of readers

;

but this volume, which, for its size,

is singularly cheap, will enable all

])ersons to acquire such an acquaint-
ance as almost every man ought to

possess with the works of this poet.

It has been deeply and bitterly re-

gretted, by.many sincere admirers of

Lord Byrou, that his ' Don Juan' is

not a proper book to be put into the
liands of all persons, and that the

mind of youth may be inflamed and
depraved, and that the modesty of

that sex, of which modesty is the

chief ornament, maybe wounded, by
an indiscriminate perusal of the whsle
of that poem. This is the more
lamentable, because 'Don Juan' con-
tains, mixed up with much of that

which has deserved these severe re-

prehensions, some of the most ex-

quisitely pure and passionate poetry
tliat our whole literature can pro-

duce. In the volume of which we
speak this difficulty has been ob-

viated, and the poem is described so

as to make it perfectly intelligible,

while none of the extracts are at all

objectionable.

It is difficult to select extracts

from a work like these Memoirs,
because every part of them is equally

interesting. Tlie following, however,
shows, in an original point of view,

a personage who has been much
talked of—Lord Byron's servant,

Fletcher :

—

' Lord Byron was attended during the

whole of his stay in Venice by his servant

Jletcher, who seems to have been as

faithful and as foolish a servant as ever

man had. This man had been a shoe-

maker in the neighbourhood of Newstead,

and was so much attached to his master

that he even found courage enough to ac-

company him on his travels in the East ;

—

no unequivocal proof of affection in a man
who hated foreign parts, and loved a wife

whom he left at home. Lord Byron's

letters to his mother were full of jokes

about Fletcher, who seems to have given

him at least as much trouble as he occa-

sioned him amusement. He says that in

Turkey the valet used always to be sighhiir

after the delights he had left in England,

among which were included beef, porter,

tea, and his wife Sally. His fears (for

valour was no part of Fletcher's charac-

ter) were troublesome enough sometimes,

when it was necessary for the travellers to

" assume the virtue of courage if they had
it not." When the letters from Lord Byron
to his mother shall be published—and
why ihey are withheld no man can guess,

for there is not a word in them to hurt

the feelings of any human being—it will

1)6 seen that the faithful servant cuts a

prominent and always a funny figure. In

one of them, if we remember rightly, Lord
Byron says something to this eft'ect

:

" Fletcher, after having been toasted,

roasted, and baked, and grilled, and eaten
by all sorts of creeping tilings, begins

to philosophize ; is grown a refined

as well as a resigned character ; and
promises at his return to be an ornament
to his own parish, and a very prominent
person in the future family pedigree of the

Fletchers, who I take to be Goths by their

accomplishments, Greeks by their acute-

ness, and ancient Saxons by their appetite.

He, Fletcher, begs leave to send half a
dozen sighs to Sally, his spouse, and
wonders (though I do not) that his ill-

written and worse spelt letters have never
come to hand. As for that matter, there

is no great loss in either of our letters,

saving and except that I wish you to

know that we are well, and warm enough
at this present writing. God knows you
must not expect long letters at present, for

they are written with the sweat of my
brow, I assure you."

' Lord Byron used to say that Fletcher

vexed him past endurance upon one occa-

sion, when he was so much provoked that

he was near shooting him. It was when
Lord Byron was visiting the Pantheon

;

and, while his soul was burning with in-

dignation at the havoc which had been

committed there, Fletcher came up to him
with a look of ineflable stupidity, and said,

pointing to one of the massy fragments of

the ruin, " Law ! if we had this marvel in

England, what nice mantel-pieces we
could make out of it, my lord." It will

be admitted this was enough to move the

choler of a less irritable person than Lord
Byron. Poor Fletcher, however, escaped
shooting.

' Lord Byron was at all times of his

life plagued by female correspondents,

some of whose letters breathed the passion

wilh which his lordship's poetry had in-'

spired them in no equivocal language.

His lordship did not treat their favours as

they deserved, for, if he did not choose to
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reply to the epvstles> he should have con-

signed them to the flames. He had no
secrets himself, and was the worst man in

the world to keep those of other people :

the letters were tossed about, and fell into

Fletcher's hands, who, when he had a
love-letter to compose on his own account,

availed himself of the passionate expres-

sions of his master's fair correspondents.

One of his favourite figures extracted from
one of these letters, and that which he

used when he wanted to make an irresisti-

ble impression upon the object of his

passion, was to say, that he was " a blast-

ed laurel struck by a metre."
' The assiduity with which he imitated

his master's whimsical extravagances, and
which, odd as they were in poor Lord
Byron, became in Fletcher's traueslimento

a thousand times more funny, procured

him the nick-name of Leporello, by which
title Lord Byron usually designated him.

' Notwithstanding these and some other

oddities, Fletcher was a very affectionate

and faithful servant to a master who de-

served a good servant, and who knew his

good qualities too well not to look at his

whimsicalities in the right point of view.'

Nothing can be more interesting

than the contemplation of the manner
in which such a poet as Sir Walter
Scott speaks of Lord Byron : the

praise he bestows upon him is true

to the letter. The justice and elo-

quence with which it is expressed are

as honourable to the writer's judg-

ment, as the kind and touching tone

of manly sorrow which pervades it

is to his heart :

—

' As various in composition as Shak-
speare himself (this will be admitted by

all who are acquainted with his " Don
Juan"), he has embraced every topic of

human life, and sounded every string on
the divine harp, from the slightest to its

most powerful and heart-astounding tones.

There is scarce a passion or a situation

which has escaped his pen ; and he might
be drawn, like Garrick, between the weep-
ing and the laughing JMuse, although his

most powerful efforts have certainly been

dedicated to ftlelpomene. His genius

seemed as prolific as various. The most
prodigal use did not exhaust his powers,

nay, seemed rather to increase their vi-

gour. Neither " Childe Harold," nor any
of the most beautiful of Byron's earlier

tales, contain more exquisite morsels of

poetry than are\ to be found scattered

through the cantos of " Don .Tuan,"

amidst verses which the author appears
to have thrown off with an effort as spon-

taneous as that of a tree resigning its

leaves to the wind. But that noble tree

will never more bear fruit or blossom ! It

has been cut down in its strength, and
the past is all that remains to us of Byron.

We can scarce reconcile ourselves to the

idea—scarce think that the voice is silent

for ever, which, bursting so often on our

ear, was often heard with rapturous ad-

miration, sometimes with regret, but

always with the deepest interest

:

" All that's bright must fade.

The brightest still the fleetest."

' With a strong feeling of awful sorrow

we take leave of the subject. Death
creeps upon our most serious as well as

upon our most idle employments ; and it is

a reflection solemn and gratifying that he
found our Byron in no moment of levity,

but contributing his fortune, and hazard-

ing his life, in behalf of a people only en-

deared to him by their past glories, and as

fellow- creatures suffering under the yoke
of a heathen oppressor. To have fallen

in a crusade for freedom and humanity, as

in olden times it would have been an
atonement for the blackest crimes, may in

the present be allowed to expiate greater

follies than even exaggerated calumny has
propagated against Byron.'

The author of the volume ends
with the following passage, in which
we heartily concur :

—

' The death of Lord Byron has, how-
ever, reconciled all opinions. Envj is

dead, and that spirit of criticism which
induced some persons to cavil at what
they had neither hearts to feel nor heads

10 understand is at rest for ever. The
bitterness of the griefwhich Lord Byron's

decease occasioned has also lost much of

its force, and it is now regarded 'only as a

loss deep and irreparable, but one which
must be endured. In the mean time his

fame has soared to the highest point, and,

in all the range of English poetry, there

are few who claim a more brilliant place.

In the memory of all who knew him he

will live while they exist ; and, when all

who breathed the same air with him shall

have gone to join him in the world which

he now inhabits, his works will hold tlie

same station as they now occupy in the

minds of all men while the literature of

England shall continue. This shall be

really to live, and in this fame is the real

triumph over the grave.

He is not dead, he does but sleep—
He hath awakened from the dream of

lile:

'Tis we, who, lost in stormy visions,

keep

With phantoms an unprofitable strife,

And in mad trance strike with our

spirit's kmfe
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Invulnerable nothings. We decay an interesting biography of one of
Like corpses in a chamel ; fear and the country's most distingllislied or-

g^^^^ naments.
Convulse us, and consuine us day by day,

-yvhilst Mr. Clinton appears to have
And cold hopes swarm like worms witl.m

.jniaently embodied all that is most
our living clay. . , '^ ^' • ., ,,.

" ' interestmg in the numerous publica-

To the memory of Lord Byron tions which have issued from the

there can be no more just or grateful press respecting Lord Byron since

tribute ; because it shows at once his decease, he has displayed talent

the grounds upon which his fame as well as diligence ; and in his vo-

rests, and the just title he has earned lume will be found much original

to that deathless reputation which his criticism, written with perspicuity

name must for ever enjoy. To the and beauty. Another of its attrac-

public no present can be more ac- tions must not be passed over : it

ceptable ; because it exhibits to contains no less than forty designs,

.them, in a concise form, the prorai- from the exquisite pencil of George
nent beauties of the best modem Cruikshank, which are alone worth
English poet; and, at the same time, more than the price of the volume.

FRAGMENT FOUND IN THE BOOM IN WHICH CHATTERTON DIED.

* * * * *

Arm'm for death, I wait the coming hour ;

Sure God approves, or He'd deny the power

;

For life unasked He gave me ere I knew
'Twas boon or curse, or aught which might ensue ;

No choice was left, did not his justice give

The means of death, when I dislike to live

;

Yet, ere on death's dark dreary path I go,

And quit a world which gave me nought but woe,

I must indulge a few regrets, that still.

Like human duties, act against the will

They would persuade—that yet protracted days

Might find reward in fortune and in praise

—

That youth's first dreams (alas! how grand and frail)

Might be fulfilled, and better hopes prevail.

So when the raft on angry waves is tossed.

And hope and life appear together lost.

Some master mind still grasps the useless oar.

And cheers his messmates with the hopes of shore ;

But hopes are vain, new storms around them sweep
Till wretched life finds refuge in the deep.

Live me ! ah, no ! my youthful hopes are dead

—

My prospects fade, and every joy is fled.

Relief I've sought—unless withheld by shame;
Yet three days' hunger still oppress my frame.

j

Conscious of merit, my unsuspecting mind
Thought in each name I should a patron find ;

To show my worth I fancied would obtain

Applause from wits, and from the wealthy gain

;

But Greatness heard not though I various sung.

And jealous Learning whispered 'He is young :'

Nay, some defamed me—though I did no more
Than Walpole's self and others did before

;

I wronged no merit and aspersed no name,
My crime was but defrauding set/ offame

;

But, worthless wits, 1 know indeed too late

How small your praises, but how large your hate !

Ignoble foes, I scorn, but envy not,

For Cliatterton shall live when you're forgot

!

« • * * * * M^
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In countries even the most despotic

there is generally deposited an inert,

or rather chaotic, mass of mind, which

requires only to be breathefl on by

some pure and ardent spirit, to make
it shoot up into the form and character

of public virtue. Ireland has frequent-

ly exhibited this moral phenomenon

;

but never more conspicuously than

at the present moment. The nation

seems now resolved, as one man, to

cast oS the slough of a slavish supine-

ness, and assert their claims to those

rights which impolicy and injustice

would withhold from them. For this

cheering and splendid spectacle we
are, in a great measure, indebted to

the patriotic individual whose por-

trait ornaments our present number.
Daniel O'Connell, Esq. was born

in 1775. He is descended from a

line of ancestors vvho once enjoyed

regal sway in that part of Ireland

now known as the county of Kerry.

Unlike many of the Irish families,

the O'Connells have retained their

ancient patrimony, or at least a rea-

sonable equivalent, being now the

most extensive proprietors in their

native county.

Mr. O'Connell, being intended for

the church, was sent at an early age to

prosecute his studies at St. Omer's ;

for the bigoted policy of the times

prohibited the education of Catholic

youths within the dominions of the

monarch whose laws they were sub-

sequently to obey. Either Mr. O'Con-
nell's parents mistook the disposition

of their son, or, what is more proba-

ble, the son discovered his want of a

vocation ; for, after finishing his

studies, he abandoned all thoughts of

the sacred profession, and betook

himself to ' Coke upon Littleton,' and
the other erudite authorities on the

English laws. Before his twenty-

third year he had devoured the usual

quantities of dinners in the Middle
Temple, and in 1/98 was called to the

Irish Bar—a profession, to the minor
honours of which Catholics had only

just obtained admission.
Mr. O'Connell had not to com-

plain of the difficulties which usually

environ a candidate in his progress at

the Bar. His great abilities, legal

knowledge, and acuteness of intellect,

soon procurwl him clients, and in a

few years he was in the enjoyment of

what might be called respectable

business. Of rather an ardent dis-

position, and having his political sen-

sibilities irritated by the insulting

vexations thrown in the way of a

Catholic barrister, he quickly identi-

fied himself with those who were
seeking redress from a code of op-

pressive laws which lay, and still lie,

incubi-like, upon tlie energies of the

Irish people. Public meetings afford-

ed a peculiar field for the display of
those talents with v/hich Mr. O'Con-
nell is gifted, and accordingly he
soon became one of the most popular
speakers at Catholic assemblies in

the metropolis. His fearless advo-
cacy of the rights of the people, his

avowed attachment to the interests of

liis country and his miconquerable
good humour, were claims on an
Irish audience which were instantly

responded to by heart-felt applause
and unlimited confidence. The Ca-
tholics instantly ixcognised him as

the Achilles of their cause; and, like

the Grecian hero, he has proved in-

vulnerable to the attacks of his ene-

mies.

During the career of the Catholic

Board, Mr. O'Connell was one of its

most zealous members ; and such
was the sense entertained of his pa-

triotic services, that his colleagues

unanimously voted his lady a piece of
plate, of a thousand pounds value.

Under the iron reign of the Rich-
monds and the Saunns, the Catho-
lic Board was suppressed, and Mr.
O'Connell was tacitly acknowledged
' leader* of the Irish people ; eiiice

which time he has published an an-

nual address to his ill-used and op-

pressed countrymen.
In 1815 politics ran more than

usually high in the Irish metropolis.

The Dublin Corporation—a knot of

monopolizing bigots—not only peti-

tioned the legislature against any
further concession to nine-tenths of

their fellow-citizens, but were in the

constant habit of insulting them at

all their convivial meetings. Being
not only insignificant in talent and re-

spectability, but, as a body, notorious-

ly bankrupt, Mr. O'Connell, at a
public meeting, called them a ' beg-
garly corporation.' The soup and-
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Strawberry (they arc too poor to cat

turtle) devoUruig faction looked big,

talked of the insult, and muinbled
something about satisfaction. One
of their needy members, cxc4ted by
the hope of deserving corporation

gratitude, assumed tlie bravo, and
undertook to chastise the Catholic

leader. The name of this unfortu-

nate and deluded man was D'Esterre.

Attended by some Orange satellites,

he ostentatiously paraded the streets,

with a horsewhip in his hand ; but,

not meeting Mr. O'Connell, he ad-

dressed to him a note, calling on him
either to fight a duel or apologize.

In a moment, we suppose, of irrita-

tion, the subject of our memoir for-

got the claims of his family—of his

country—the injunctions of religion,

and the value of his own life—com-
mitted his conduct to the discretion

of friends, and met his opponent.
The result is well known—D'Esterre
fell, contrary to the anticipation of a

ferocious few, who confidently calcu-

lated on the death of Mr, O'ComicU ;

for the victim of his own rashness

was reckoned a good shot.

Soon after this melancholy affair,

Mr. O'Connell was once more com-
pelled to intrust his honour to his

friends. A misunderstanding arose

about some words spoken between
himself and Mr. Peel, the then Irish

secretary. A meeting was to have
taken place, but, rumour of the in-

tended duel having got abroad, both
parties were bound to keep the peace.

This result not proving satisfactory,

they agreed to meet on the Continent

;

but Mr. O'Connell being arrested on
his arrival at London, on his way to

France, he was held to bail not to

fight Mr. Peel, before the Court of

King's Bench ; and thus terminated

this unpleasant affair.

As Mr. O'Connell's history is the

history of the Catholic cause for the

last five-and-twenty years, it must be
quite unnecessary to go into details

which cannot but be familiar to all

our readers. His success at the Bar
is the best evidence of his abilities as

a lawyer, and the virulence of his

enemies the best proof of his valua-

ble services as a Catholic leader.

Had it not been for his services, the

Catholics would not now occupy the

station they do— on the verge of

emancipation.

-

Our readers have, no doubt, read
in our number for last month the ob-
servations of our esteemed contri-

butor, ,S. on the merits and peculiari-

ties of Mr. O'Connell's oratory. All

who have heard the Catholic advoeate
can appreciate their justness, and we
shall not weaken their force by am-
plication ; for any further comment
would be nothino'inore.

As My. O'Connell is the life and
soul of the great cause which now
agitates not only Ireland, but the em-
pire, we shall not now enter upon the

question of his recent conduct ; nu-
merous opportunities for doing so

will be perpetually presenting them-
selves in the progress of our work :

but we cannot even liere omit doing-

justice to the good sense of the Irish

people. The brand of discord was
thrown among them by some thought-
less—^though, we doubt not, sincere

—

persons ; and the flame was augment-
ed by the polluted breath of Ireland's

worst enemies. The nation saw its

dangers, and wisely averted it, by
quenching the incipient spark of dis-

sension in the cup of union and good
fellowship. Want of success too often

cancels former obligations; but Mr.
O'Connell's countrymen are not the
' Cynthias of a minute.' They recol-

lected his past services, appreciated

the purity of his motives, and loved

him, as it were, the better for those

attributes which allowed him to l)e

in some measure deceived. His great

mistake was in judging other men by
the standard within his own breast

:

his error was an amiable one, and so

thought the people of Ireland ; for,

since his return with the Catholic

Deputation, they have drowned the
• still small voice' of censure in one

general burst of national gratitude.

Every where he has been received

with feelings honourable to the na-

tion, and worthy of the man ; who is

not immaculate, but who has render-

ed himself of incalculable service to

a suffering people.

Mr. O^Connell is the beloved fa-

ther of a numerous progeny ; and, re-

specting his conduct in his own
house—where the bad man can't be

good—there is but one opinion. Ca-
lumny has never been able to discover

aught to detract from his estimable

qualities as a private individual.
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Among the many miserable and
hiimiiiatini>' spectacles which so often

l)re:-ent thein-ielves in the crowded
streets of the richest capital in the

world, a pauper's funeral is one of

the most melancholy. It is like a

parody upon the g'orgeous pageantry
with which the opulent deck oat this

last act of their tragedy or/arce;
for, to a great portion of them, life

is cither a tragedy or a farce. A
workhouse funeral glides through the

streets silent and noteless, so hamhle
in its appearance, so slender in its

retinue, that the busy crowd who
jostle past it, on either side, hardly
see that they are shouldering a sub-

stance which is' now that which they
must soon be, and ih which but lately

the same swarm of agitating passions

and feelings was hived. The coflin

of the coarsest and worst materials

—

for your parish undertaker only finds

it difficult to provide such as are not
too good for his customers ; a pall,

once velvet, but now, by long ser-

vice, grown brown and bare ; cloaks

plentifully darned, and yet scarcely

enough to hide all the holes which time
and the innumerable wearers of these
' solemn suits of customary'—not
' black,' but russet ; and all the other
appointments bearing marks of that

niggard spirit with which the reck-

less survivors yield the last decencies
of mortality to those who can no
longer minister to their pride or their

proht.

The ' mourners' are commonly two
imbeciles, palsied or idiots ; who,
being unable to work, are made to

act dumb sorrows, which they can in-

Bj)ire in others, but cannot feel them-
selves, and to stand with their hats

oft' beside the open grave, while the

voluble parson profanely jabbers so

much of the burial service as he
thinks a pauper's soul can want or

deserve. Even the place of burial is

usually different from that of others,

whom Misery has not marked for

her own ; and a dismal spot of ground,
in some wretched neighbourhood, is

set apart for the interment of the
poor : thus keeping up, even in the
manner of rotting, a distinction be-

tween the different orders of society,

and giving the lie to the proverb.

which says that ' the grave levels all

ranks.'

I never see a pauper's funeral but

I follow it, to observe the manner in

which the cold corpse is consigned to

its mother earth. You may infer

from this that I am an idle person,

that I possess some singular tastes,

and that I am of a melancholy turn.

Your first conclusions would be suf-

ficiently correct ; but you would be

mistaken in the last. I do not seek

melancholy occasions—God knows
they find a man out often enough, let

his path lie whither it may !—on the

contrary, I love laughter, and am of

a mercurial disposition ; and yet

there are times when a melancholy
spectacle acts as a mental corrobo-

rant, and strengthens one's thoughts

up to the ills one has to bear, by
showing the misery of many, and the

vanity of all things under the sun.

Lady Montague, somewhere, in one

of her letters, written when she had
become old, and when, although not

less witty, she was more wise than in

her younger days, recommends her

daughter, who had been speaking in

terms of the strongest affection of

her children, not to love them too

much, nor to indulge even in all

their natural force those feelings

which, in a young mother, are at

once so beautiful and so powerful;

becavise she reminds her, that, by
some of the accidents to which 'flesh

is heir,' she might be deprived of her

children, and that then her griefwould
be proportioned to the intense love

which she had borne them. She en-

joins her, therefore, to love them
less ; and to prepare her mind, by

checking and curbing it, for the dis-

appointments which, in all human
probabilitv, she would be doomed to

bear. It is a cold and heartless pre-

cept, applied in this way ; and all that

this witty profligate said and did was

nearly of the same character ; but,

as applied to the things of the world

generally, nothing can be more wise.

it is hateful, as an attempt to loosen

the holiest bond that can connect

human sympathies ; but it is sage,

as a divine revelation, if it is I'egard-

ed only in the form of a caution to

men not to let their hearts fasten
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and take root upon tlie rocky path

which they have here to tread. If

any man thinks too well and too

fondly of the world, let him ejo and
contemplate a pauper's funerul.

This train of thouj^-ht was gene-
rated in my mind a short time ago,

as, in making my way from Soho
Square, I encountered, in some of the

defiles thereabouts — the name of

which I cannot recollect—one of

these spectacles. It was on one of

those days—of which we have so

many in England, and with which
no other country is cursed—a small

drizzling rain was falling, whicli,

with the assistance of the smoke and
l)ad air in the neighbourhood I speak
of, produced a sort of palpable fog,

at once uncomfortable to the feelings

and depressing the spirits : it was, m
short, such a day as a man, if he had
to choose, would wish to be buried

on. The coffin was preceded by a

fat red-faced undertaker's man, wlio

wore the xmdress costume of hia

tribe ; that is to say, all black, with

the exception of his stockings, which
were white, and over which he wore a

pair of very dirty Hessian boots.

The coffin was borne by some of the

workhouse men, whose coats and jack-
ets, of various colours, were seen

under the scanty pall. A paralytic

idiot, in a suit of gaudy liverj'—for

the parish officers can buy cast-off

finery at a cheaper rate than more
sober clothes—followed the coffin

;

and beside him walked an old man,
in whose looks there was an expres-
sion of sincere grief, which princi-

pally attracted my attention. He
was dressed in decent black, and ap-
peared to be too deeply affected by
the sorrowful task he was engageci

in to notice the grimaces of the half-

witted fool who was placed, as if in

mockery, beside him. The proces-

sion moved pretty quickly along the

streets, and, by a sudden turning,

was brought in sight of a workhouse
burying-ground, which it entered. I

followed, and saw the ceremony per-

formed in the usual cold and careless

manner, which I had witnessed too

often to be surprised at. I should,

perhaps, have quitted the place, and
have thought nothing, as I knew no-

thing more ofthe person who had been
interred, but that, as I stooped over

the grave, I read upon the cofliii-

plate a name which was familiar to

me : it was Francis Post-Obit, who,
it appeared, had died in the thirty-

eighth year of his age. I had known
a man of this name some years be-

fore, and his age would perhaps have
been just that of the corpse lying

before me; but, as his fortune was
at that time good, and his expecta-

tions much better, I thought it could
l>y no possibility be the same person :

still a feeling of curiosity kept me
near the grave until the funeral was
over. The old man, whom I had
before observed, looked sorrowfully

into the grave; and, as he turned
away, put his hand to his eyes. I

followed him, and soon learnt from
him that the unfortunate man who
had been thus obscurely buried was
the same I had once known, and that

the old man, who gave me this in-

formation, had been his father's ser-

vant. From him I obtained some
particulars, which, joined to facts

already within my knowledge, ac-

quainted me with nearly the whole
of Post-Obit's history.

His father was a clergyman in the

north of England, who, having no-
thing else to give him, bestowed on
him an education which would have
fitted him for almost any employ-
ment in which talents and informa-

tion v.ere requisite. At Cambridge
the young man acquired a taste for

expense, which he saw with bitter-

ness that he could never hope to gra-

tify ; but this conviction, instead of

making him contented with his lot,

only irritated still further his desires

;

and the possession of wealth seemed
to him the only happiness which a

reasonable man ought to strive to

attain. He often said that it appear-

ed to him there was only one good
and one evil in the world—the first

wa5( riches; the second, poverty.

Soon after his quitting college, the
death of a very distant relation, with-

out children, put him into the pos-

session of a small estate; which, al-

though it was not enough to have satis-

fied his desires, would have been very
useful in enabling him to pursue his

advancement in the ^vorld by other
' means. It had, however, a directly

contrary effect upon him ; he thought
that, as, among his relations, there
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were many wealthy persons, he
might, by exerting- himself to please
them, induce them to leave him their

fortunes when they should happen to

die; and, of all methods of gaining
money, none seemed to him at once
so easy and pleasant as that of in-

heriting. He always dressed in black
himself, and thought it in others the
most interesting habit possible. A
funeral was a gala to him ; and he
even solicited to be invited to those
of all his acquaintance, because the
lugubrious ceremonies were so con-
genial to the temper of his mind.
Among the relations whom he had

marked out, and of whom he pro-
posed to himself the pleasure of being
the principal legatee, were an uncle
and aunt. He paid them visits, and
was so assiduous in his attentions to

each—so aflPectionate in the expres-
sion of his letters— so disinterested

in all his proceedings—that, as they
were without children, or any other
near relation, they both, at nearly
the same moment, invited him to

come and take up his abode with
them ; intimating, though not ex-

Eressly saying, that it would be worth
is while to do so. A hint like this

—

for which he had been waiting—was
not thrown away upon Post-Obit

;

but there was something embarrass-
ing in the choice which he felt

obliged to make. He was aware
that to live with the one would
compel him to renounce the other

;

because, besides their hating one an-
other in that cordial manner so com-
mon among near relatives, they lived

in different parts of jthe country.
Post-Obit debated the matter well in

his own mind, and took the sagest
precautions, in order to ensure a
correct judgment on the subject. In
the first place he procured the certi-

ficates of his relations* baptism, and
he sent, at some expense, a medical
person to examine into the health of
each of them. He had estimates
made at assurance offices, and con-
sulted the celebrated dumb fortune-
teller as to the duration of their
lives. At length, having got all his
proofs together, and examined them
with great coolness, he decided in
favour of the aunt ; because she was
nearly as rich as the uncle, and was
V

. . I.-N0. 7.

twelve yfears older. He, therefore,

wrote to her that he should lie happy
to devote his whole life to making
hers happy ; and prepared to follow
up his letter by his own personal as-

surances.

The old lady accepted his offer,

and understood it literally. She ex-
pected, as rich and old people some-
times do, that her caprices were to

be laws to all around her, and that

nobody was to look or breathe but
for her pleasure. A more despotic

old dowager never lived for the tor-

ment of others. Post-Obit went
about his task with great ardour:
he studied the old lady's character,
and laid down a plan of making him-
self perfectly agreeable to her in

every respect, with the hope that
he might become so necessary to her
happiness that she could never do
without him. He was indefatigable

;

and Heaven knows that he ought to

have been so, for the old lady was
unreasonable to the last degree. She
was fond of reading, but her eye-
sight was so feeble that she dared
not exercise it j and, therefore, Post-
Obit was obliged to read to her
morning, noon, and night. She went
out but little, and then only for a
short time ; she was visited by none
but old worn-out court ladies; and
Post-Obit was as completely chained
to her side as ever house-dog was to
his kennel : nay, worse—he was not
let loose at night; for the old lady
could not go to sleep without the
help of some novel-writer ; and the
devoted young man was obliged to

sit by her bed-side, yawning over the
beauties of the Minerva press, until

his heart sickened.

This was all very irksome, but,

nevertheless, very necessary ; for the
old lady had other relations, who
were upon the watch, and who, if

Post-Obit had made the least default

in his attentions to her, would have
endeavoured to supplant him. To
increase his chagrin, his aunt seemed
to grow young again ; his unwearied
attention rendered her so tranquil

and comfortable, that her health was
better than ever, and he began to

think that he was defeating his own
object; but he was, at the saoie

time, convinced that ^0 rel^ix in his

2r
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assiduity would bu to destroy bis

hopes.
While these thoughts were upper-

most in his mind, he received a let-

ter, which informed him that his

uncle was at the point of death, and
had expressed a strong desire to see

him. Post-Obit thought that a man
given over by his physicians was
more likely to die than an old woman
in such excellent health as his aunt

was, and he therefore set off to the

dying man, without taking leave of

his aunt. When he arrived at his

uncle's bed-side, he was so attentive,

3nd so adroitly excused himself for

not having been to see him before,

that the sick man was soon appeased.

Nothing could equal the anxiety of

Post-Obit for his dear uncle's life,

and it seemed to produce the im-

pression he wished, * My dear

nephew,' said the uncle, * if you
had been with me, I should never

have been reduced to this state.'

—

' My dear uncle,' the nephew could

have replied, but did not, ' if you had
not been reduced to this state, I

should never have been with you.'

Still the old gentleman continued

in a deplorable state of health. The
physicians said they could do nothing

for him j but, like all sick men, the

patient was not satisfied unless he
took physic. A quack doctor bad
been recommended, whose skill his

uncle was desirous to try ; and, as

Post-Obit knew that, although there

are some diseases which even able

physicians cannot cure, there is al-

ways a great chance for the heir

wken a quack comes in to practice,

he consented that he should pre-

scribe. By chance, or by that ill

luck which seemed to beset Post-

Obit, this quack cured his uncle

;

and, in a few weeks, he had the dis-

appointment of seeing him restored

to an excellent state of health. The
quack dabbled a little in alchymy

;

and his success having given him a

great influence over the old gentle-

man, who was not the wisest of God's

creatures, he made him believe that

he possessed the secret of com-
pounding the elixir vita. One day

the old man broke into his nephew's
room, almost jumping for joy. * My
dear Frank,' tte said^ * I have a secret

to tell you, with which you will hg.

delighted. Tou know the doctorwho
has cured me ?'

' Yes ; and I know, too, that he
has laid me under an eternal obli-

gation by doing so,' replied the affec-

tionate nephew.
' Ay ; but you don't know,* re-

joined the uncle, ' the extent of your
obligation. He has imparted to me
a secret.*

' What!' asked Frank, eagerly,
* has he taught you to make gold?*

* Oh ! no ; better than that.'

' What can be better than that ?*

* He has taught me a secret, by
which I can prolong ray life several

thousand years.'

Frank could have told his uncle
that he was an old fool, but he re-

frained. He saw that the quack was
a dangerous man, so he quarrelled

with him the same evening, by way
of getting rid of Mm. The result

was, however, quite contrary to his

expectations ; for his uncle, instead

of dismissing the quack, besought
his dear nephew to quit his house,
* because,' he said, ' the secret of en-

joying life was too important to be
trifled with ; and the doctor could
not pursue the necessary labour and
studies under the same roof with a

person who had provoked him to

an altercation, and who evidently

bore him ill will.' Frank saw that

his empire was destroyed, and that

the old man's fear, together with the

doctor's impudence, had made the

latter lord of the ascendant ; so,

without wasting time in remon-
strances, he took his departure, in

the hope of being reconciled to his

aunt.

The abrupt manner in which he
had quitted her caused her, in the

first instance, the most poignant sor-

row. She had survived those years

in which people weep for the loss of
any object on which their affections

may be placed; but Frank had so long
ministered to her comforts, that she

deplored his absence because she

missed the care and attention he
used to bestow upon her. It hap-
pened that an Irish footman, whom
Frank had discharged, came to in-

quire for his late master ; and learn-

ipg, from the lady's maid, how things
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were, h^ presented himself in the
character of a gentleman, the junior
branch of a respectable family ; and,
in a week after his first appearance,
the old lady married him. When
Frank returned, Lawrence O'Brady,
Esq. welcomed him with the greatest
cordiality, and appeared to have got
rid of the degrading recollection
that he had ever blacked his boots.
Poor Frank was now almost in

despair. To renew his acquaintance
with his uncle was impossible, for
the quack doctor had made such
good use of his time, that he had
inspired the old man with a perfect
hatred for his nephew. It would, be-,

sides, not have been worth while, for
the doctor engaged him so deeply in

the pursuit of the elixir vita; and
the philosopher's stone, that his for-

tune was dissipated, and he died just
in time to save himself from utter

poverty. He had resolved never
again to have any thing to do with
legacy hunting, but to endeavour,
with the little fortune he had left, to
become rich by his own exertions

;

when he was informed, by a particu-
lar friend, that there was an old
gentleman of the same name as him-
self, extremely rich, without any re-

lations, who was desirous of finding
out some one of his own family, how-
ever remotely connected, to inherit
his vast fortune. He thought it

would be worth while to visit him

;

and, without raising his expectations
too high, he fancied that it was pro-
bable he might reap some benefit
from the old man's favourable inten-
tions. Here better success attended
him. The old man was fascinated
by his obliging manners ; and his de-
sire to please, which had, from long
practice, become habitual to him,
made such an impression upon his

namesake, that, after a very short
acquaintance, he proposed to make
Frank his heir. Now a prospect of
^wealth seeme<l, indeed, to open upon
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him. His new frknd possessed ex-

tensive estates, which he tookjFrank
to visit. He pointed out to him all

these advantages in the minutest
manner, in order that he might be
accjuainted with property which was
soon to be his own. He sent for an
attorney in the next town, and had
his will prepared, by which he made
Frank the sole possessor of all his

riches, of every description. After
this act of generosity he was so

complaisant as to die within a fort-

night ; and Fi-ank saw the golden
object, for which he had so long
toiled, now within his grasp, and
placed there, as it were, by acci-

dent.

He entered upon the possession of

his estates, and retained them not
quite a year. It appeared that the

old gentleman was possessed of the

property, which he had bequeathed,
under a family settlement ; and, al-

though he had the right of disposing

of it in any way he chose, yet that

disposition must be accompanied by
certain formalities, which the coun-
try attorney had wholly neglected.

The next heir commenced a suit in

Chancery, Frank was turned out of
possession, and the estate put into

the hands of a receiver, until the
question could be fully and properly
discussed. The lawyers whom he
consulted ad\dsed him by all means
to defend his claim ; he followed

their advice, sold his small property
to pay their bills, was seized witn
sickness while attending the Court
of Chancery, sent by the person in

whose house he had lodgings to the
workhouse, and there died in misery,

having no other attendant than the

old servant whom I saw following

him to the grave. Such was the fate

of a man who might have been happy
in himself, and an ornament to so-

ciety, but whose fatal passion for

legacy hunting destroyed bis hopes
and his happiness.
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THE HERMIT IN IRELAND.—NO. VII.

THE BLACK UOCK.
Gevtlk Readkr, art tliou dis-

posed to melancholy ? If tliou art, I

shall give thee wherewithal to nourish
it. Start not when I tell thee that

the sorrows and the joys of the Her-
mit are nearly over ! My days, in

reality, are numbered : I am ahoxit to

privilege of wielding the grey goose
quill—that potent weapon—* that

mighty instrument of little men'—
this privilege I was anxious to retain.

I had much to say to the world before

my departure : I had some long con-

fessions to make, and some good ad-

vice to impart. My medical guide.

be gathered to my fathers, and all however, would not hear of it. Among
the instructive observations, all the

amusing incidents, which I had trea-

sured up for your improvement or
gratification, are destined to pass away
with me. I am at this moment the

condemned, but submissive, instru-

ment of the doctor. Frienda have
been sent adrift—conversation pro-

hibited—animal food denied—the

cheering bottle removed—and the

Black Rock recommended to me as

n place in which the little remnant of

life may wear out tranquilly. The

Nay, ere I die, allow me but one rhyme.
To brand the frauds and follies of my time

;

Let me but have, ere Fate shall call me hence.

One parting hit at empty Impudence ;

Let me just touch stale Dullness on her throne,

Or make old Humbug by her leer be known

;

One little hour, in humblest mood, I ask.

To strip sly Knavery of his brazen mask

;

One buret of spleen on Quackery let me vent,—
Grant me but this, and then I go content.

other things, I was bent on leaving

after me a sort of general satire, to

show that, if mankind were vicious or

silly, there was one, at least, who
stood exempt from the common fail-

ing. This, I thought, was due to my
character and my memory. I hinted

something of it to the doctor : he
frowned, and retired. Next day I

began an expostulatory epistle : it

was in verse, and I felt certain that it

must soften him :

—

I had got thus far when he enter-

ed : he glanced at the paper. ' You
have not long,' said he, ' to remain
here, and an attempt like what you
mention would shorten your time by
at least one half:—go to the fields,

and take a gentle wallc.'

I arose with a sigh, put on my
studying head-dress (I mean my Ma-
cassar goat-skin cap),and, after stroll-

ing slowly up my favouiite green lane,

I reached the open fields that lie

betAveen the Rock and Stillorgan.

The little walk had already fatigued

me : I laid me down upon a green

bank beneath the shelter of some
spreading hawthorns : I drew from my
pocket a little volume of ' Poems, by
various Authors.' Chance led me to

the * Pastoral Ballads' of the gentle

Shenstone. I began ' Ye Shepherds,

so cheerful and gay,' and proceeded
nearly to the conclusion, when, look-

ing up, I, for the fif-st time, perceived

that I was in reality a shepherd. Se-

veral flocks of sheep were browsing

quietly around me,—apparently they

had no guide or guardian but myself.
' This indeed,' said I, * is a sign—

a

pleasing illusion before death—it is

well, however! let me expire in the

midst of pastoral joys and rural

dreams.' ' Whose sheep are these ?'

said a stranger who passed. ' Mister

Saurin's,' replied a young voice from
a bush just beside me. "the spell at

once was broken—a stately mansion,

surrounded with thriving plantations,

stood directly before me. I knew it

at the moment as the residence of my
old Frenchified friend—the ruler of

Ireland under the Richmonds—the

Talbots, and the Whitworths—the

mild prosecutor of the unguarded li-

beller—the sworn chum ofthe chubby
chancellor^—the gentle, the liberal,

the beautiful \A illiam Saurin. I

started from my seat—I crawled on
through the fields, and who should I

meet, upon a narrow path, but the
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owner of the flocks wlikh I had been
unintentionally tending? I had the

honour of a salute—a stranger's sa-

lute. * This man,' thought I, ' is evi-

dently going—he begins to break
down rapidly—his removal from of-

fice was a blow for which he was un-
prepared, and he has never recovered
from its effect : he has been declining

ever since.' I was in the courts on
the day that his great rival Phmkett
assumed, or Gather resumed, the office

of attorney-general. Mr. Saurin,

as I recollect, sat near him : he was
engaged in conversation with some
young lawyer, whose jests on that oc-

casion must have possessed a peculiar

liveliness, for they frequently brought
a smile to the grave face of the fallen

functionary ; indeed, I thought these

smiles, for the moment, were rather
assumed ; there was a tinge of me-
lancholy about them that was almost
sufficient to draw tears even from an
enemy: the features altogether ap-

peared as if made up for the day ; it

was evident that within the strife of

Eassions ran high. In the neighbour-
ood of the Rock he bears a fair

character—a good father, a stanch

friend, and an indulgent master.
* » * *

I passed round the domain of Mr.
Saurin, and returned homewards by
the Stillorgan road. The houses of

the Rock were just in sight, and
I was indulging myself with the

thoughts of a quiet rest after my
long walk, when I was suddenly
roused from my reverie by a lively

smack of a whip across the shoulders.

I looked up— it was himself—no
other but the redoubtable,the renown-
ed, * the dreaded and the dreadless'

Sir Harcourt Lees. He. was dressed
as usual—spatterdashed to the knees
'—buck-skinnod to the hips—the small
hat covered with oiled silk, and the

black coat buttoned even to the chin.

'You have been,' said he, * in our
neighbourhood for a week, yet never
called to see me ;—don't say a word
now—but be with me in the evening :

—think of Sneyd's J8111'—Before I

could reply he set spurs to his little

nag, ana was out of sight in a mo-
ment.
As the evening advanced, I thought

seriously of the invitation. I knew
not how to act—the pill-box and the

bottle of claret—Sir Harcourt and
the doctor—these were the contend-
ing parties—these were the opposing
points. ' Come,' said I, after a long

tit of puzzling meditation, ' let Dis-
cretion for once! go overboard : a fig

for medicine—Sneyd's claret and Sir

Harcourt's humour are things not to

be had every day—heregoes.'Isetout,

and in a few minutes rearched the

residence of the baronet ; it stands in

a beautiful situation at the upper end
of the town. There is something
heavy, hoAvever, in the external ap>

pearauce of the place ; the lofty gates

lined with sheet iron, trebly barred

and closed at all hours, indicate

something like fear or uneasiness ia

the mind of the man who deems them
necessary ; with this, however, I had
nothing to do—my business was with
his claret and his chat, and to both
I was speedily admitted. I was shown
in, and found Sir Harcourt attended

only by his patient secretary, Captain
Travers Burke : some dirty MSS. lay

upon the table ; they were removed
as I entered : I apologized for the in-

terruption I had occasioned. 'Be
seated, mydear fellow,' said Sir Har-
court. ' These are things that will

keep cold—there is nothing in them,
however, which we wish to conceal

—

nothing treasonable. Burke and I

were just pre{)aring an article for the

next " Antidote."

'

' The " Antidote ?"
' said I

;
' why, I

thought the "Antidote" had drop-

ped.'
' Oh, no ! We drop it and resume

it at pleasure. The securities remain
untouched at the Stamp Office, and
Burke keeps the little place in Suf-

folk Street open ; he sits there occa-

sionally writing acrostics and ma-
drigals'— eh ! Tom ?'— The captain

smiled.

'That same "Antidote,"' continued

Sir Harcourt, ' owes me nearly two

thousand pounds ; but I have done

wonders with it. Look to your glass

—

Sir, you're welcome to the Rock

—

genuine 1811, as I live!'

I admitted that it was indeed ex-

cellent.
* Staunton,' said my host, 'pro-

mised to call up—he lives here just

beside us. I like his "Register," bat

it is too much devoted to the whims
of O'Connell. Daniel is neither a
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pope nor a QkniJ^od'—he has his

faults, and it would serve him if they

Avere sometimes pointed out. I have

often called and asked my opponents
for a lashing, that I might see where
my errors lay. Haven't I, Tom V

' Yes, sir,' said the captain.

Sir Harcourt took up the papers,

Avhich had been laid aside. * This,'

said he, * is the outline of an address

to those deluded creatures who lately

disobeyed my injunction—I mean
those silly Orangemen who showed
oflf their Tom-foolery on the! 12th of

July. Poor idiots ! they have not the

cunning to be quiet : their enemies
will make a fine handle of the busi-

ness. Old Wellesley is keen enough
—he has worked steadily, taking off

limb by limb ; if not prevented he
will soon demolish even the trunk.'

* But is not Orangeism all over ?'

said I.

* No, sir, the spirit of Orangeism
will exist as long as we can support

Protestant Ascendency. When that

dies, let me die also.'

' But of what use is Protestant As-
cendency ?'

'It is of infinite use—I mean to those

concerned ; it forms a bond of union
wliich makes a small party a match
for millions—it leaves us snug places

and easy sinecures—it gives us the

government of Ireland, and may soon
give us that of England also. Think
you would I be allowed to hold my
revenue situation at Waterford, if I

were one of those called Liberal Par-
sons ? Oh, no ! I know the interest of
the Protestants, the true Protestants

;

they hail me as their leader.'
* Their leader ! do they ?'

' Yes ; and I have a much better

right to that name than Dan O'Con-
nell. Was it himself that assumed
the title, or did some of his cringing

lickspittles fasten it on him ? Poor
Daniel I he has lost ground : Plunkett

was laughing at him, and the Jesuits

made a cat's paw of him—but I saved

the country from them all. The Pro-
testants, sir, have a right to look to

me as a leader';—^my splendid services

-^ray sterling honesty—my tried in-

trepidity—and my sacred character

as a minister of the Gospel.'

—

* Minister ofthe Gospel !' thought I.

I looked at Sir Hapcourt, and
staj^^ed nith my countenance.

* Well, Sip Harcourt, 'ae q minister

of the Gospel, what think you of the
evidence given by Dr. Magee ?'

' I request you'll not asli me. I read
only that part of it which relates to

the Athanasian Creed ; the arch-

bishop says it cannot be imdcrstood
by the vulgar, and he proceeds to ex-

plain it : but, by all that is beautiful

It would require Athanasius himself,

with an entire Council of the Fathers,

to explain the explanation. Let this

go no farther ; the doctor is somewhat
peevish, and I don't like to make
enemies of men who have parishes at

their disposal.—Tom, hand me that

other bottle.'—The captain obeyed
him silently.

At this moment a sly-looking fel-

low in livery entered, and handed to

Sir Harcourt a letter, dirtily folded,

and crumpled in its appearance.
' Eh ! what is this ?'

'A letter, sir, that has just been
thrust in under the front gate :' the

fellow retired.
* The direction,' said Sir Harcourt,

' is written in blood ; odd enough ! But
let us see :' he read it aloud :

—

'Take notice, that, if you don't

leave off attacking the church of God
and his people, one will be sent,

who will serve you as the prophet
Samuel served Agag of old.

' Yours, Hatchet/ace. »

' This,' said he, ' is alarming ! Oh ye

unfortunate, ye ijjiisguided papists !

!

Tom, copy out that.'—I saw plainly

that some villain was working upon
Sir Harcourt's weakness. I knew that

the Catholics harboured no malice

against him ; they think him harm-
less. I endeavoured to divert him.
' Why, Sir Harcourt, this letter, from
its scriptural allusion, is more likely

to have been sent by the Methodists
than by any others,'

' The Methodists !'

' Yes ; didn't you say once that, if

you caught any one of their preachers
in your parish, he should be tossed'

in a blanket?'
* I did say so ; but this letter

puzzles me. No matter, however, I

am a good shot—he who can take
down a swallow flying will not die

without doing something. Are you
fond of shooting ?' Before I had time
to JTOflv the same ser^'ant entereti.
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and \vitli terror in his looks declared

that there was a party at the gate

;

who at first stood whispering, and
then suddenly hecame loud in their

demand for immediate admission.

It was quite dark— I thought of the

doctor and the pili-box, and longed

most anxiously for home.
The knocking at the gate grew

louder; we stared at each other.
* Will they give no name ?' cried the

baronet. * None ! but that they are

friends,' answered the man.
* Curse such friends,' groaned

Sir Harcourt. ' Tom, seize that blun-

derbuss, give me the small pistols,

and here, my friend, is a weapon for

you. (He handed me a dirk.) We will

receive them like men. John, unclose

the gate.'

We heard the heavy gate unclosed

—

there was a tumultuous rush across

the yard—the h-all door was slowly

opened. We looked to our com-
mander. * At them, boys, as they
enter,' cried the baronet : the foot-

steps sounded in the hall—I stood
ready with my dirk—the blunderbuss
was pointed—when the parlour door
was thrown back—and a sight pre-
sented itself—Oh, ye Powers ! !—the
pimpled and empurpled nose of my
slim friend. Doctor Tighe Gregory.
He was followed by Helton, Norton,
and Kelly. 'The Address to the
Archbishop, Sir Harcourt

; you must
come with us in the morning to pre-
sent it.'

* Doctor, let me breathe,' exclaim-
ed the affrighted baronet. * Tom, put
by the arms.'—I shook Sir Harcourt
by the hand, and retired.

SUPERSTITIONS OF THE IRISH PEASANTRY.—NO. VII.

THE CAIUNE.
Have you ever been upon the top

of Slieve-duin, alias Mountain-flat-

fist, in the county of Cavan ? If not,

you have never seen the Cairne,

which stands like a rugged pyramid
on the eminence which overhangs
Loughliagh. It was in the August of

1815 that I sat down upon one of the

stones which lie scattered about it,

and felt the convenience in more ways
than one of being a solitary pedes-

trian. Ye who wish to consult hoary
age about the histoiy of ' other times,'

or enjoy the unsophisticated hospi-

tality of the Irish peasant, travel as I

have done, alone and on foot, a black-

thorn stick in your hand, a coat

—

neither fine nor coarse—on your back,

and very little money in your pocket.

Strange as it may appear, the last

circumstance is the most necessary of

any ; for, if you are tempted to pay
Paddy for either his generosity or in-

formation, you are sure to get neither

genuine; while the total absence of
reward never fails to elicit truth ; and
the more you are his debtor the more

• friendship he has for you. Equipped
in my peculiar style, you will, no
matter what religion you profess, be
instantly taken for ' one of the right
sort ;' and, as your appearance will

invite at once both familiarity and
respect, you may rely upon learning
the amount of his hopes and fears,

his pleasures and his grievances j he

will then describe to you the ' forms
of things unknown,' and tell you of
those shadowy beings who haunt the
lake, the mountain, and the valley

;

relate the ' fantastic tricks' they play
before high heaven—the history of
the maidens they have decoyed, and
the children they have stolen.

Another advantage of being a soli-

tary pedestrian I experienced on the
occasion in question. The operating
chymists, who, in these wild districts,

extr&ct potheen from barley, took me,
at jfirst, for a ganger, and were no
doubt consulting on the best manner
of punishing me for my temerity,

when, seeing that I had no appear-
ance of a man of authority, they re-

turned to their spiritual occupations,
and left me to enjoy the sublime
prospect which this mountain view
afforded.

* God save you, sir,' said an aged
Milesian, at once interrupting my
meditations, and darkening my
view.

' Nay be,' he continued, ' you'll be
afther seeing a little brown cow of

mine, that strayed away this mornen.
Troth, I've been looken for her till

I'm as weary as a horse ; and, if you
plase, I'll sit down and rest myself.'

' With all my heart, friend, there

are seats enough here.'

* Och, musha, faith and there is,'

he returned, sitting down at a short
distance from me, ' and ^ brave apron
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full she had of her own, since she

only dropt the quarter o' em here.'
« How was that ?'

* Why,' he replied, < the neighbours
and all the ould people say this

Cairne* was made by a woman, who
carried stones in her apron, the one
quarter of which she dropt here

;

another quarter in another place ; and
so on till she dropt them all. But
that's all beuthershin ; for divil a one
but the ganconers f themselves could
carry such rocks as these. But, cross

o' Christ about us, what day is this ?'

-* Friday.'
* Oh, then the " good people" cau't

hear us, or nay be they'd sarve us as

they did Faddecn-a-iwggin.'
* What way was that ?' I inquired.
" Why then I'll lie afther telling

you, as may be you're a stranger in

this country. Paddeen was a man who
sould noggins at every fair and market
for fifty miles round, and was a boghha
to boot. But he was a mighty quare
fellow any how, so he was, and could

drink and tell stories with any man in

the seven parishes. One night him-
self and his ould horse, with a load of

noggins, were on their way to the

market o' Trim ; and, as Paddeen had
never any grass of his own, he gene-

rally maoe love to that of his neigh-

bours. So, passing by a nice fine field

of clover on the road side, he removed
the bushes out of the gap, and drove

in his poor garron. You may be sure

he didn't stop near the ditch, for feard

of being heard, but went into the mid-
dle of the field, and then, throAving

the halter about the beast's neck, he
stretched liimself, as he thought, upon
the grass, but where should it be but
in a Rath f He hadn't lain long there.

sure enough, before the little red-
capped gentlemen began to dance
about him. They were quite busy
supping dew-drops out o' their hands,
when Paddeen spoke up :

" Here's
noggins a piece for you all," and at

that they gathered about him.
"How are you,Paddeen-a-noggin ?"

axed one o' them.
" Very well, I thank you kindly,"

answered he, " how is yourself, and
the family?"
" Oh," says the ganconer, " I've

no family now ; I've lost my wife."
" Oh! blud-an-ounze, you have !"

cried Paddeen : " niore's the pity ; but
you can get another, for girls are now
as plenty as blackberries."
" Do you say so ?" said he. "Nay

be you'd be afther telling us where a
\)ody could get a purty one?"
" 'i'roth, I can," said Paddeen

;

" devil a purturcr girl from this too
herself than Luke Magrath the mil-
ler's daughter, Norah."

" Where does he live?" axed the
ganconer.

" In the county Cavan," said Pad-
deen, " not a hundred days' walk from
this."
" We shall ride," said he ; " will

you come with us?"
" Troth, I don't much care if I do,"

answered Paddeen ; " but I'd miss the
fair to-morrow, and that would be a
sore loss."
" Never mind the loss," said the

little fellow in the red cap. " Assist

me to get Norah, and I'll make you
up for ever."

" Faint heart never won fair lady,"

says Paddy, " and if you make me up,
I'm your man;" and with that every
one of the ganconers pulled a rush.

• Cairne, or, as it is properly written in the Irish language, Carn, signifies a priest,

an altar, a heap of stones, or a heap of any thing. When it is meant to signify a
monument Cuimhne is always subjoined though, vulgarly, Cairne is now understood

to mean a grave ; for, when an Irish peasant wants to signify lasting enmity, his e.Tpres-

sion is, ' Ni curfaied me leach au der Cairiie.' ' 1 would noteven throw a stone on your
grave;' it being a mark of respect for the passer-by to add a stone to these heaps called

Cairnes. A disquisition on this custom, which is very generally misunderstood, would
here occupy too much space, and I shall therefore only remark that Cairne does not

always signify a tomb or a monument. In the present instance it evidently does not

;

for there are stones in this Cairne, on Slieve-duin, that never could have been brought

thither by human means ; and yet, what is very singular, there are no stones of the

same kind in the neighbourhood, the mountain being composed of earth and gravel. In
the centre of the pile the stones are formed into something like the base of a column,

which probably served for an altar in heathen times. Such is the veneration, or rather

dread, in which these stones are held, that the peasantry would not remove one, lest

they should be visited by some misfortune.

t A name given to the fairies, alias the ' good people,' in the North of Ireland.
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isn^j piUting their legs across it, it any living" sinner seeing him, he put
grew lij) into a most beautiful tine

orse. Paddy did as they bid him,
and his rush too became a fine horse.

At the word of command, the whole
party set off as fast as they could lay

a truneen up her nose ,- at which she
gave a sneeze^ and nobody said " God
bless her^" bekase, you see, she did it

so genteel, she v/asn't heard at all at

all. Affain he did the same thing-, and
legs to ground ; and, while you'd be nobody took notice; but, when he did

saying " Jack's at home," they were
in the miller's bawn. It so happened
that there was a great " letting out"
at Luke's this night, and half the

boys and girls in the parish were at

the moment dancing for the bare life

it a third time, Paddeen cot'k! hould
out no longer, and so cried, " Sweet
bad luck to every mother't- soul of
you, why don't you say ' God bless

her?' " at which the charm was dis~

olved, Norah was saved, and Pad-
in the barn. Paddeen said something deen-a-noggin was kicked by the gau
that he was bid, and in a minute him-
self and the ganconers were perched,

like roost cocks and hens, on the

€OupIe-bock.
" By the Powers," said the little

gentleman, " she is a beauty, sure

enough ; and, if I can only make her
sneeze three times, without any one
sayen ' God bless her,' she is mine for

«ver."
* Now Paddeen, you must know,

had often ate and drank of the best of

the miller's; and, seeing Norah all

coners from the couple-bock down
upon the barn-door. The people cried
'* Milk nuirdlier !" and Paddy had to

walk back to the Rath, where he left

his beast.*
^ But poor Norah,' continued my

companion. ' didn't fare so well after-

wards j for she was confined by the
ganconers for three long years in

this very Cairne where we are now
sitting.'

' How was that ?' I inquired.
' O the not o* bit o' myself can tell

loveliness, like a May mornen, he re- you any thing about it ; only I know
lented, and was sorry he had tould this much, (for my grandfather, the
the ganconer any thing about her: Lord be marciful to his poor ould
but it was, he thought, now of no man- sowl, tould it to me often and often,,

ner of use to be talken about it, par- by the fire, in the long winter's night,)
ticularly as he vras trembling like a that Captain Dearg\ or some of his

dog in a wet sack, for feard he should people, carried her away, by some
tumble down from the collar-beam means or other, in spite of all her
and break his neck ; so he held his

whist, and said nothen.
' When Norah had done dancen she

went and sat down by her sweetheart,

Charley Smith, as good-looken a

young fellow as you'd see at a hur-

ling. Well, Charley, who was a

mighty quare garsoon in his own way,
put his arm about her neck, and stuck

people couid do. Her sweetheartj,

Charley Smith, travelled high and
low, but all to no manner of use. A
fairy-woman tould him to threaten to
burn the Cairne on them : but it

wouldn't do ; bekase, you see, Char-
ley, no more than the fox, couldn't
set fire to stones. Poor Norah might
have staid there imtil the kinsfdom

as close as a pocket to her; for you come, hadn't it been for one thing:
must know he had rivals in the barn, Nell Wilson was the most famous niid^

boys who'd be rather kissing Norah wife in the whole country, and was
themselves than looken at Charley called upon to attend both gentle and
doen it. My little gentleman, I mean simple. Well, one night, just as she
the ganconer, who had an eye like a was stripping herself goen to bed>
hawk, watched his opportunity, and after sayen her pater-and-avi, there
hopping down like a sparrow, widout came a thunderin knock to the doo^^

* Mr. Crofton Croker has given a different version of this legend. In Ulster, hovp-
ever, it is universally related as it is given here. The difference, though trifling, is yet
sufficient to show how many modifications of one tradition may exist, even in the same
country. The moral it enforces points, out its oriental origin, where ' God bless us,'

was, 1 believe, a common expression after sneezing. In the ' Talmud' will be found a
singular story respecting the cause.

I The red captain. Perhaps it should be Captain Bearg, that is, ' a ch&mpicm, or a
marauder: Dearganach (red-coat) is the name given by the Irish to an English soldier.

Vol. L—No. 7, 2 5
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"Who's tLere?" axed Nell. "O
make haste," says the person outside,
" my wife is in the straw, and is very

bad entirely ; so make haste, like an
honest woman." Nell made no more
ado, but, putting on her duds as fast

as possible, she ran to the stepping-

stone, and jumped on the pillion be-

hind the stranger. " Away, now,"
said she ; and away they went, sure

enough, for the not a much grass grew
under their horse's feet, I can tell

you that, until they came to a great

grand house, like any gentleman's.

—

Nell wasn't long about her business.

The lady was safely delivered of a

thumping boy, and she was well re-

warded for her trouble : she got the

very best of every thing in the house,

and was handed a nice suit of clothes

to put on the child ; but first she got

a bottle of some kind of oil to rub

over its skin. While doing this, her

eye itched her ; and, putting up her

linger to scratch it, the oil touched

the sight, and faith took the kippeens

off of it : for, instead of seeing a beau-

tiful palace, she beheld nothen but

caves and holes, filled with ganconers,

among whom were several of her ould

neighbours, and, among others, poor
Luke Magrath's daughter. She said

nothen, but, watching her opportu-

nity, came up to Norah. " How are

you, ucligrali ?" says she. " Oh, very

well," says t'other, " if I could get

out o' tliis place. Nurse, jewel, for

God's sake, tell Charley Smith, if ever

he loved uie, to come on AU-hoilandf
Eve, and take me from the ganconers.

Hush ! some one is comen. Cauthc-a-

raace, the fairy-woman, will tell him
what to do."

' Nell, when the business was done,

was tould to get up on the horse that

brought her, but she could see nothen
but a ganconer astride a bulrush.

—

She mounted, however, and was soon

left at her own door. You may be

sure she slept little that night ; and,

when the mornen awoke, she set off to

find Charley Smith. Charley had just

gone to the fair,and she went after him.

When she came to the place where

the standings are kept, she saw ten

thousand little ganconers filling their

red caps with cakes, apples, and every

thing else that was selling in the fair

:

she wondered to see the people take

* AU-hallow.

no notice of them, forgetting that
they were not to be seen. Going up
to one o' them, whom she knew from
the night before, she says, " How do
you do ?"

" Very well, and thanky," said he.
" Howisthemother and the child?"

says she.
" Very well, and thanky," says he ;

" but how do you happen to know
me ?"

" Since I delivered the lady last

night," says she.
" Oh, ay," says he : " but how do

you see me ?"

" With my eye," says she.
" Which eye?" says he.
'• My left eye," says she.
" Puff, puff, puff," says he, blow-

ing into her eye, and she saw him no
more ; kase why, she remained blind
of one eye, God bless us, from that

day till the hour of her death.
' She saw Charley, however, and

tould him all, just as I've tould you

;

and, as he was an honest sowl, though
an odd kind of fellow, he set off to

Cautlic-a-raace.
" Charley," says the fairy-woman,

" your mistress will be riding on AU-
hoUand Eve, with a thousand others.

You will know her by her white dress,

and a glove on the riglit hand."
" And what shall I do?" axed Char-

ley.

" Listen, and you shall hear. Get
a bag of sand, and a bottle of holy
water, and proceed to any cross roads

between the Cairne and Temorah,
where you must make a circle about
you ; and, when Norah comes near,

seize her hand and pull her into the

ring. But, above all, hold her fast, and
don't let yourself be pulled out of the

circle."
' Charley did as he was desired

;

and, while every other body was eat-

ing their callcanon,-\- and ducken for

apples, poor Charley was getting
ready. About nine o'clock a horse-
man gallopped passed, crying " A-
way, away ! I am Captain Dearg, and
you'll be ridden over by my men if

you don't leave the road." At this

Charley's hair stood up like sally twigs

;

but, having a brave heart, he made
the sign of the cross on his forehead,

and prepared to meet the worst. By-
and-by the troops came up, and passed

t Kalecanon.
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him in thousands : he thought the

road would never be empty, it was so

tlironged; but his heart leaped up into

liis mouth when he saw Norah com-
ing up the road, dressed all in white.

As slie drew near the circle she

stretched out her hand, and Charley
seized it.

" Let her go," said a red fellow.
" 1 won't," said Charley.
" You must," said the other.

" I must not," said Charley ; and so

they kept pulling poor Norah between
them across the circle, until the cock

crew ; when at the instant the gan-

coners flung her into the circle, more
dead than alive : and, to make a long
story short, she died the very next
day but one, and poor Charley left the
country.

' But,' continued my companion,
' sitting here won't get my cow, though
I shouldn't wonder if she went where
IShemus-a-sneidh's went.'

' Where was that?'
' Well then, I'll tell that too ; and

maybe, agen I'm done, the cow might
find her way home. "Once on a time"
—but the narrative is too long for this

chapter.

ROBERT EMMET AND HIS COTEMrORARIES.—NO. VI.

A Captive.—A Rescue.— A Rebel Depot.

Tjie same advice has very different

effects when given by different peo-
ple. Had Emmet endeavoured to

persuade me from engaging in his

wild scheme, I should have had no
hesitation in complying with his

counsel ; but, when Malachy recom-
mended me to have nothing to do
with insurrections, I spurned his ad-

vice, because I thought it given from
a sinister motive ; for some recent

events had sunk my cousin consider-

ably in my estimation. He affected,

however, his usual kindness ; and, an
evening or two after, it being a holi-

day, inquired if I would not wish to

witness a convivial meeting of the
peasantry at one of their shibbcens.

i replied in the affirmative ; and, ac-

cordingly, we set off together. The
•night had closed around us as we
entered a rude cabin situated on the

mountain-side. The wig-wam con-
sisted of a single apartment, which
was filled with boisterous moun-
taineers, with their wives and children,

drinking beer out of a variety of ves-

sels ; such as wooden noggins, earthen

fyitchers, &c. ; and one humorous-
ooking fellow now and then raised

to his head a metal skillet, which con-
tained what he called ' mountain
dew.' This promiscuous company
arose at our entrance, and a hundred
vessels were extended towards Mala-
chy, every one requesting the honour
of drinking with him. With the ad-
dress of a man accustomed to such a
scene, he took one cup, and, having
touched all their measure?, he bowed.

and raised it to his head ; after which
the piper in the corner struck up an
Irish air, which I understood was in

praise of my uncle's ancestors.

The best seat in the house was ap-

propriated to our use, and our * moun-
tain dew' was l.'rought us in a clean

white jug. I have seldom looked

—

let the moralist and divine say what
they may—upon a more interesting

scene than the happy group present-

ed. The cheerful sons of toil, un-
bending themselves over a wholesome
and nutritious beverage, which was
shared with those who made labour
light and home delightful ; the ' loud

laugh, that spoke the vacant mind,'

showed the absence of intrusive care;

while the ready song, and homely
anecdote, evinced an unanimous de-

sire of contributing to the general

fund of pleasure. Our peasantry

want that buoyancy of spirit, drollery,

and piquant humour of the Irisb, to

give character to such a scene. Be-
side, they are deficient in those social

habits which so frequently bring be-

gether the thoughtless sons of the

Emerald Isle, who know no selfish

happiness, being, on all joyous oc-

casions, found congregated toge-

ther.

Having laughed for an hour at the

fun and humour of the assembly be-

fore us, I proposed to Malachy to

retire ; but he looked carefully at his

watch, and said it was yet time
enough. Soon after he went out,

and, in less than three minutes, the

house was surrounded by an armed
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band of yeomanry. A friendly hand apprehension ; a supposition which
pulled me into the chimney-corner, his going out so critically seemed to

from wliicii I could, with the utmost strengthen. But that might have

securiiy, observe all that passed. The been merely accidental ; and, as I

women and children screamed vehe- knew of no possible good which he
mently, but the men seemed but little could derive from my distress, I dis-

alarmed ; and, as if accustomed to Kissed the unworthy suspicion from
such events, proceeded, with as much my mind, and attributed the whole to

deliberation as circumstances would some unfortunate mistake,

admit, to arm themselves witb forms. Having continued in a smart walk
pots, pitchers, and every other move- for about half an hour, we entered a
able article in the house. In an in- large gateway, and were proceeding

stant a party of the yeomen rushed along an avenue shaded with lofty

in, with fixed bayonets, and were re- trees, when a tremendous yell, as if

ceived with a discharge of stools and from a horde of North-American sa-

other missiles. The confusion soon vages, assailed our ears. ' It is

became general, and a desperate en- Dwyre !' exclaimed the party almost

g.agement took place ; the peasants simultaneously ; and, as if panic-

systematically supported each other, struck, betook themselves to fiight.

and soon proved superior to their as- « I knew that,' said my companion,
sailauts. The yeomen were over- quite coolly ; but, before I could in-

powered; and every individual, ex- quire his naeaning, I was seized by a

cept my unknown preserver and my- dozen mountaineers, and borne on
self, escaped. 'Your name, sir?' their shoulders to the top of a neigh-

demanded one of the party, coming bouring mountain. In a moment I

up to me, and dragging me out of the was surrounded by a hundred of the

corner. ' K ,' I replied. ' You fierce peasantry ; and a

are the man we want,' he rejoined,

calling in the sergeant, who immedi-

ately made me his prisoner. My un-

known friend was also taken into cus-

tody ; and, though we frequently de-

manded the cause of our detention,

we received no reply but the very un-

satisfactory one, that we should knov/

time enough. A cord was now pro-

duced, and the left hand of my fellow-

prisoner was tied to my right; and,

in that situation, we ware marched
off in the midst of the party, who
signified their triumph by a loud
< Huzza !' In vain I protested against

such unworthy treatment j and, when
I threatened to bring the matter be-

fore a tribunal of the country, I vvas

answered only by a sneer. Perceiving

that all remonstrance was useless, I

complied with the advice of my com-
panion, and continued silent for the

remainder of the journey.

As we proceeded I had leisure to

reflect upon my situation; but neither mantic walk of somevyhat less than

person, ap-

parently of consequence, pushed
through the dense circle of my deli.,

verers, and seized my hand : it was
Malachy. At such a moment the

presence of a friend was most grate-

ful ; and, though I could not approve
of the unadvised conduct of those

around me, yet, as the action must
have sprung from some mistaken
sympathy, I could not withhold my
gratitude. Malachy's embrace I

warmly returned; and, without en-

tei'ing into any explanation, we pro-

ceeded across the hills.

A full moon shed its ' silvery light*

upon pur path, and gave a picturesque

and beautiful appearance to the ob-

jects around; while the falling of

waters, and the distant bay of the

mastiff, served to disturb the other-

wise monotonous stillness of the

night. The mountain breeze, with
its refreshing influence, stimulated

our progress ; and, after a most ro«

knowing the charge against me, nor

the place to which I was going, all

conjectures respecting the issue of the

affair were unsatisfactory. Once, and
but once, it crossed my mind tbat

Malachy's conduct appeared strange

;

and it was barely possible that he

might have been the cause of my

an hour, the whole party arrived at

the shibbeen from which they had
been so recently ejected. A parting

cup was drank here, after which the

gay and thoughtless peasantry pro-

ceeded to their respective homes.
For a considerable time we could

hear, from opposite directions^ the
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plaintive notes of tlieir native hills,

as they carroled to themselves on
their solitary homeward paths.

' You are surprised,' said Malachy,
when he had arrived at the castle, ' at

the occurrences of this night ; but the

course I have pursued was the only
one left rae. Seein"' the shibbeen
surrounded by the yeomen, I knew it

would be perfectly useless for me to

interfere ; and accordingly I remained
at a distance, to wait the result.

Finding that you were made prisoner,

I commenced rallying the peasantry

;

and, when sufficient force had been
collected, I went in pursuit of the

party who detained you.'
* But v/ho were they ?' I asked.
* Yeomen,' he replied; ' and no

douht came in pursuit of an outlaw
named Dwyre ?'

* Was he in the house ?'

* No ; but several of his bandit

companions were.'
* I am sorry for it,' I returned.

The sergeant knew my name, and
being found in such company must
increase any suspicions that may exist

against me.'
' True,' said Malachy, ' that did

not strike me before ; but you can
easily avoid the consequence by going
to Dublin, if not to England, for a

short time.'
' Conscience makes cowards of us

all !' I had as yet sinned only in

thought, but even that deterred me
from acting openly. I took Malachy's
advice, and next morning proceeded
to Dublin. I did not meet my friend

Emmet until about eight o'clock in

the evening ; at that hour he was on
his way to one of his depots. I ac-

companied him.
In a back house, recommended by

its secluded and uninviting* situation,

were about a dozen men at work

;

some busy making cartridges, while
others were casting bullets ; some
fabricating rockets, and others mak-
ing pikes. The heaps of muskets,
and other warlike weapons, scattered

around, served to inspire a feeling of
awe in the gloomy mansion of in-

cipient treason, singularly contrasted
with the thoughtless levity depicted
upon the half-intoxicated counte-
nances of those engaged in preparing
the instruments of death.

My friend, on seeing all safe, could
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not conceal his satisfaction; and, hav-
ing distributed some money amongst
the men, he dismissed them. As they

withdrew he bolted the door; and,

throwing himself upon a rude seat,

seemed lost in the intensity of his

feelings. I was not less serious ; for

the workmen, the arms, and the

gloom of the place, had deeply affect-

ed my spirits, and brought upon my
mind a desponding impression, not
unmixed with sensations of fear.

' My friend,' said Emmet, after a
silence of several minutes, ' how un-
grateful are mankind! how thought-
less are nations ! The philosopher is

neglected, and the patriot unhonour-
ed ;

yet, without knowledge and li-

berty, how valueless all the posses-

sions of man 1 How little do those

who profit by wisdom, or glory in the

possession of freedom, know of the

student's privations or the conspira-

tor's danger! and, without study and
treason, how few could be either wise
or free ? Nations exult in the enjoy-
ment of their rights, but too often

forget those to whom they are in-

debted for the blessing. Englishmen
continually boast of their liberty, yet

to how many Britons are the names
of Sydney and Hamden as vague as

those of Gailitzin and William Tell

!

The sound is familiar, but it scarcely

raises a single association.'
' The hope of applause,' I replied,

' though it may stimulate our exer-
tions, should never be allowed to

direct our actions ; and he that is

honoured by the discerning may read-

ily dispense with the plaudits of the
vulgar.'

' True,' he returned ;
* but those

who benefit mankind may at least

expect gratitude ; and, if the danger
encountered by the patriot may be
allowed to enhance the debt, I know
of none who has so large a demand as

the conspirator, whose object is uni-

versal good. After once he imparts his

schemes to others,he lives in continual

apprehension ; every stranger is an
object of suspicion ; every incident is

pregnant with danger. The mistakes

of his friends may ruin him, and a con-
cealed enemy may lurk amongst his

associates ; for, as his designs require

numerous abettors, it is very difficult

to select many men without including

some traitor; and one informer is
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sufficient to blast all his hopes—as a

single spark will cause the explosion

of the largest powder magazine. I

have latterly felt so acutely the un-

certainty of my situation, that I am
determined to hasten the event ofour
plan ; for any conclusion would be
preferable to protracted suspense.'

' I know not,' I returned, ' whether
it is desirable to persist in your
scheme ; for the reasoning of our
friend, the Exile, never appeared to

me so rational as since I entered this

depot of rebellion. A thousand
thoughts start up in my mind, which
I can neither allay nor satisfactorily

account for. These scattered instru-

ments of destruction proclaim that, in

the event of an insurrection, numbers
must die ; but how many are to taste

the bitterness of death defies human
calculation. Ourselves, too, may be

among the fallen ; and, what is more,
our cause may be unsuccessful.'

'All these, interrupted Emmet,
' depend upon events and circum-

stances, about which we can kno\v

nothing positive ; 'tis for us only to

ascertain the probability of success,

and to persevere in the course which
honour and duty point out. Enough
for us to know that Ireland requires

the standard of revolt to be raised by
some one ; and that neither defeat nor
triumph can add to or diminish our
consciousness of rectitude. Impedi-
ments may crowd the long perspective

before us ; but beyond these are

glory, honours, and immortality—re-

wards for obtaining which no sacri-

fice is too great—no enterprise too

dangerous.
* Let not,' he continued, ' my ap-

prehensions, too carelessly expressed,

damp the ardour of your soul ; for the

reasons which first induced you to

embark in this best of causes are

the same now as then, whatever argu-

ments you may have heard to the

contrary. We are young and unen-

cumbered ; defeat can neither distress

our friends nor ruin ourselves ; for

what have to lose but life ? and life is

held by so uncertain a tenure, that a

thousand daily accidents may deprive

us of it ; and that too so suddenly and
so soon as to leave our memory with-

out an accompanying deed to keep it

afloat on the stream of time. Ad-
mittinir for an instant that we shall

(which Heaven forbid !) be unsuctess-
ful, think not that our endeavours will

be forgotten, or that our country will

cease to remember us. No, my
friend, the tyrant laws may condemn
us, and tyrant authority asperse and
vilify our characters ; but rely on it

that Irishmen shall reverence the

names of K n and Emmet while

patriotism has admirers, or Ireland

a friend. Our country has never been
ungrateful ; and so few have been her
benefactors, that she is prodigal of

thanks for even dubious favours. Of
us she can have but one opinion ; for

ingenious enmity cannot attribute any
but laudable motives to our designs.

For Ireland I will spend my private

fortune ; and for Ireland I shall, please

(iod, venture my life. Kosciusko is

a name as beloved in Poland as that

of Washington in America.
' But reverse this gloomy picture,

and look—as humanity should ever

look—upon the bright side of things
;

for defeat does not always terminate

daring enterprises. Reflect upon the

consequences of success ; our enemies

van(iaished, our arms triumphant,

and Ireland free! Our names asso-

ciated with the liberators of nations,

and ourselves overwhelmed with the

gratefiil benedictions of an emanci-

i)ated people! Our youth will increase

the general wonder; and the means by

which we shall achieve such illustrious

actions will augment the pleasing

amazement. Add to this the exalted

stations we shall occupy, and the

joyful approbation ofour own bosoms

;

and tell me, is not our present situa-

tion, taking all things into account,

one that might well be envied ? Defeat

cannot deprive us of honour, nor

death of glory ; while success, if ob-

tained, has in store for lis all tliose

rewards which ever graced the most
fortunate of mankind.

" Opportunities for great actions,"

says the moralist, " occur but seldom ;"

and surely he ill deserves honour who
lets the opportunity pass when it pre-

sents itself. Glory has found us, and
let us embrace her; the tide of our
aflfairs is at the flood, and let us em-
bark upon the waves of fortune : we
are well attended, and Heaven seems
propitious. A thousand years may
pass, and a more favourable moment
may not again occur.
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' What ! still thoughtful ? Oh, I see

Miss J • has whispered somethiiij^

into your ear which has operated unfa-

vourably upon your mind. Well, I

can excuse you j for a being of such
perfect loveliness might well disturb

a hermit's prayer, though I will not

allow her to divert a patriot's pur-

pose.'
' Then,' said I, you will not pardon

love in a conspirator?'
*I can not only pardon it.' he re-

plied, ' but sincerely wish that the

tender passion may be always blended
with the amor patrix ; for he that

anticipates the commendation of a

beloved mistress can never act dis-

honourably. My friend,' he con-

tinued, rising, and taking me by the

hand, ' I, too, have one, whose praise

I wish to merit, and whose exaltation,

next to my country, is the first wish

of my heart. She is kind, she is

lovely, and Heaven only knows how
good !'

—

' And yet,' I interrupted, ' you
would fling away this jewel, with-

out having the untutored Indian's

apology, for you know its value.'

' I know its value,' he rejoined ;

* and, because I know it, I wish to

place it where its worth may be ap-

preciated. The stagnant vale of in-

glorious ease is for those domestic
enamoured souls who are content to

pass a life of inactive worthlessness,

and who wish to enjoy affection with-

out having merited love. Mine is a
higher ambition : I must make myself
worthy of the woman of ray choice

;

and the glory which sheds its lustre

on the husband shall reflect its splen-

dour on the wife. Heaven forbid that

an excuseable passion should thwart
the great design of my life, or cause
me, for an instant, to neglect mj"-

country's good, for the purpose of
promoting ray own personal advan-
tage. What earthly possession could
equal the glory of having freed Ire-

land from foreign domination ? and,
though failure might partially ob-
struct its rays, we never can be de-
prived of the consciousness of having
deserved it.'

I was unable to make any opposition
to his arguments, and soon after we
left the depot. Godfrey K—n.

LOCH ANA PEISTHA.

Upon a dark lake's margin I have stood.

Whose gloomy waters wash a narrow shore ;

And high above that ever-murmuring flood

Black mountains rise, around whose heads the hoar
Of wintry vapours hang ;—and hoarse and rude
The storms outrageous through the deep glens roar :

From the dark mirror darker forms are given

—

The blasted pine that clings to masses rough and riven.

The red-brown heath—the stunted oak, with root

Bare as the bare rock, whence for ages past

It draws not substance for a single shoot.

Yet, stubborn still, defies the stubborn blast;

As two dark champions furious in dispute

Hush on with mutual blows, till one at last.

Subdued, not vanquished—stricken, not dismayed

—

Yieldeth not up the fight till Death him low have laid.

If ye look upward to that mountain height,

Ye'U see the red stream from the cleft rock pouring

—

The wild goat bounding, and the dizzy flight

Of the brown eaglet o'er the summit soaring

—

Ye'll see—ye' 11 see—a most soul-stirring sight

—

Ye'll hear the voices of the wild waves roaring

—

Hear the lone raven speaking from the skies.

And mark the surly grouse loud challenge as he flies !

Some love a sweet Spring day, when the young blades

Of all the tender herbs anil grasses shoot
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Their fibrous fingers forth to paint the glades,

And vales, and meads, as from each grappling root
The aspiring juice ascends, and lesify shades
Spread their green veils, where many a mellow flute

Full many a shepherd tunes for lovely ears.

And Nature loud exults, and spurns her wintry tears.

Her children all perceive proud Summer nigh.

For joy exchanging recent grief and fear
;

And each full blossom lifts its head on high.

Gently inviting some sweet songster there.

Should ' little Bob' his endless ditties try.

Or the brown throstle greet the rising year.

Revelling in music with his liquid notes

From the green tasseled larch, on which he early dotes.

Some love the year ere blustering storms have fled

(While buds and leaves still in their chambers keep)—
The golden crocus bursting from its bed.

First, hardiest, riser from its wintry sleep

—

The green-edged snowdrop with its pendant head.
Which for some long lost cause doth yearly weep

;

And, as you pass its cold lorn dwelling by.

Yearly exacts the simple tribute of a sigh.

You sigh to see a thing so fair and bright

All unprotected from the world's rude blast.

Which smites its beauties
; (as the savage kite

Rends the young linnet from the nest just past)

A tender object 'waked from a long night

Of darkness and of storm, and roughly cast.

Like some lone bark upon the blackening rage

Of the unrelenting sea, when winds and waves engage.

And some to Summer—some to Autumn—yield

That envied crown, which each in turn sliould win ;

* Behold !' they say, • the lilies of the field

—

Behold 1 they toil not, neither do they spin
;

No structures proud their bright, though frail, forms shield.

No ermined robes—golden, silk-fluttering ;

Yet they shine out their narrow span—bright days I

Ay ! Solomon was not arrayed like one of these !'

But I of each the beauties can partake.

And haunt the vale, the mountain, or the cave

;

But most of all I honour thee, dark lake !*

And view with wonder thy mysterious wave :

Below—the unfathomed dwelling of the snake ;f
Above—the grove, M'Thuile's % peaceful grave;

Deep in the vale sleeps Superstition's soul.

And sadness shades each part, and gloom inwraps the whole !

R.

* Glen-da-loch, ' a most gloomy romantic spot in the county of Wicklow.'

t Old stories tell how, when St. Kevin commenced founding his monastery at Gleu-

daloch, an enormous serpent issued each night from his watery abode, and destroyed

what the saint had built during the day, till at la,st, by the efficacy of his prayers, the

reptile was seized and strangled by Lupar the wolf-dog, whose image in the embraces
of the ' Fish' is still to be seen depicted in very rude, but curious, relief on the cornice of

a ruined arch.

t Half way up the southern mountain lies the grave of M'Thuile, or O'Toole, an
Irish king and hero. His tomb , on which some Irish character is still legible, is beauti-

fully overshadowed by alders and weeping birch—a most secluded and solitary spot.
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CROSSING THE LINE.

By the Author of ' Greenwich Hospital.'

' 'PoN deck, there !' roared the undertaking. V'ou could nae g'et a

look-out from the topsail-yard— fit body to do it for me, coad ye ? I woad
was about five bells in the morning no mind the share of a gill o' grog
watch)—''Pon deck, there!' *Hal- when they pipe to dinner.' ' Gill of

loo !' responded the second lieute-

nant, advancing along the gangway
from the quarter-deck. ' Halloo !

I can see the equinutshell, sir, a

point and a quarter upon the wea-
ther bow ; we shall crack it in about
an hour.' ' The equinoctial, eh ?

very well, my lad, look sharp out

ahead for squalls ; and try if you
can discover any thing of old Nep-
tune— we're close upon his lati-

tude. I dare say we shall see some-
thing of hiin presently.' ' Ay, ay,

sir ! Nep-chin and I are old croneys

;

I knows him by the cut of his iib.'

' Boatswain's mate !' cried the oliicer,

' sling a grating under the bows, and
send up one of the carpenter's crew
with his broad axe to stand by and
cut away the line.' ' Ay, ay, sir

;

ay, ay ! Here, forecastle-men, rig

out a stage for Jemmy Chopstick 1

Jump out, there, clap a tail-block

round the spritsail-yard, reeve the

topsail halliards thruiigh it, and pass

tbe end on board. Come, bear a

hand, my lads ! here's old Jemmy up
and rigged like a sentry-box—we
shall run foul of the line, and bring

up, all standing, directly.' While this

was passing, the forecastle-men were

grog. Jemmy !' replied the boat-

swain's mate ;
' why, J wouldn't under-

take it for a gallon of rum ; but
come, old chopstick, sling your axe,

and pass this running bow-line knot
round your body, under your arms

—

we'll try and save you. Why, man,
you've no more corporation than an
ear -wig ; the fishes will take you for

a conger if you fa 11 overboard : surely

you've got the finicking gout ; why
your legs and arms are swelled as

thick as tobacco-pipes.' ' Ha' done
wi' your faashery, do, Tom ; we needs
must when the deil drives : but are

ye sure the rope's fast, mon ?' ' Put
it round your neck, Jemmy, and try.

Come, look smart, my boy, look

smart. All ready forward, sir.'

* Very well,' replied the officer, and
then, casting his eyes aloft— ' Top-
sail-yard, there !' * Sir ?' ' Do you
see the line now?' 'Yes, bir;

it is close aboard of us, on the

starboard bow.' 'Is it ? then no
lime's to be lost ; jump over, there,

my man, and stand by to cut away.'
Out went Jemmy, full of fear and
trembling, the end of the topsail-

halliards passed round his body, and
his axe slung by a smaller rope. De-

slinging one of the fore-hatch gratings; scending to the grating which just

and the poor old carpenter's mate,

who (though lie had been at sea

from a child) had never crossed the

equator, stood looking on with a

countenance more in sorrow than in

hung suspended above the edge of

the v.ater, there he stood, with his in-

strument erect, shivering and shaking
like the jib sheet in the wind's eye,

and his face as grim as a last-year's

anger—first feeling the edge of his' almanack—a fine model for a figure-

tool, and then requesting them to be head of the ' Terrible.' * Quarter-

sure and not make slip bends. 'Is master, band ray glass forward,' cried

your axe sharp. Jemmy?' inquired the lieutenant. He took it, and,

the boatswain's mate ;
' for you'll looking through it to windward for a

have taut work of it.' ' Eh I ye dio- minute or two, exclaimed, ' Send all

nae say so ; I have nae great liking the green-horns below directly; here's

to the job from a naatural anteepathy a Triton coming alongside—he'll not

I always had to sweenging 'twixt be best pleased to see any of them
heaven and yearth ; and, although upon deck.' ' Away, there below,
there he no yearth here, but the main you green-horns !' bellowed the boat-

sea ocean, yet that's waurse, mon, swain's mate, driving them down the

that's waurse ; for, if ye chaunce to fore hatchway. ' By the Lord Harry
tumble on the first, ye canna^ faw he'll twist some of your necks into

ayont, but in the great waters. Eh, grannies' knots if he catches you!
ijion, I foresight that 'tis a fearfu' Jump down, there, you Murphy, ard

A^OL. I.~No. 7. 2t
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don't chock uj) the gangway ; bad

luck to you, I would'nt give two
two's for your ears.' * Och ! the

botheration may care for your sea-

gods ! give me a barrel of pbtsheen,
and frtith I'd face all the dry tons in

the world.' At this moment an in-

distinct roaring like thunder was
heard at a distance, and then all was
hushed in profound stillness. Again
it came apparently rolling towards
the ship, yet nothing could be clearly

distinguished, nor did the sounds con-
vey any idea as to '.vhat it was, or from
whence it came. At last the words
' Ho, the ship ahoy !' were made out

;

but broken and unconnected, as if too
far off to be answered. Again it sunk
into a rumbling noise, more confused
than before. ' We're foul of the

equinoctial !' cried the lieutenant

;

* cut away there, forward, cut away
for your life ! Well behaved, my boy !

cut away, or we shall be hove all

aback, and have the ship overboard.'

Away chopped Jemmy with all his

might and main, making a dreadful

uproar, and splashing the water about
him on all sides, like a shoal of por-

poises at play. ' Hurrah, Jemmy!'
cried the boatswain's mate ;

' nobly

done, my boy ! we shall soon be past

all safety—lather away, my Briton !'

* Eh, mon ! dinnae ye see that I'm
warking with aw my soul ? but there's

naithing comes under the axe to cut.'

' Never mind. Jemmy, you'll feel it

presently.' Away cut Jemmy again

;

but somehow or other the stage-ropes

gave way, and overboard went the

unfortunate bousewater, striking

out, and blowing like a bull-whale

in his flurry. Up they run him about
half way to the spritsail-yard, and
there he swung round like a dying
dolphin, screaming 'IMurderl mur-
der ! murder !' Dov/n he went again,

to quiet him ; and, after a few strug-

gles and plunges, up they whipt him
once more chock-a-block. Jemmy
caught hold of the foot-rope, and

got astride the yard, and there he sat

pouring forth his doleful lamenta-

tions, and dripping like a wet swab.
* Ho, the ship ahoy !' was now heard

more distinct. * Halloo !' responded

the officer of the watch. * From
whence came you ?' inquired the

voice. * From Freeman's Quay.'

—

* Where are you bound to ?* * A

man-of-war's cruise.' ' Heave-to,
till I come on board.' ' Ay, ay !

After-guard, aft to tlie braces ; let

go the maintop -bowline ; square away
the main yard.' ' Here they come
again. Jemmy,' said the boatswain's-
mate ;

' for I'd lay my life it was
some of these Tritons that played you
the trick ; but there, shipmate, may-
hap you'd like to see 'cm.' ' Not
for the warld !—not for the warld !'

replied Jemmy, crawling in upon the

bowsprit, and hurrying down below.
' Nae, Tom, I'd sooner face auld
Clootie.' In z few minutes afterward
Triton, mounted on a fine sea-horse,

richly caparisoned with sea-weed,
came over the bows, and rode aft on
the quarter-deck to the officer of the

watch, who stood leady to receive

him, with his hat off, and the emblem
of his authority, a brass speaking-
trumpet, in his right hand. As soon
as mutual salutations were over, Tri-
ton inquired ' What ship is this ?'

• The Bedford.' ' Who commands
her?' 'Captain W .' 'Nep-
tune, from time immemorial, the
sovereign of these dominions, has
commanded me to declare his inten-

tion of visiting the ship at two bells

in the forenoon watch, for the pur-
pose of examining those who for the

first time cross the threshold of his

palace, that they may undergo the

usual ceremonies practised upon the

occasion ; and, that no man may think

to secrete himself, I here present you
with a list of names, declaring that

one and all must appear before their

great and general father, to do him
suit and service.' The lieutenant

bowed ; and, having received the

paper, Triton once more returned to

his watery element, the watch on deck
giving him a single cheer as he
dropped from the head-rails over the

bows. Preparations were immedi-
ately made for the reception of his

aquatic godship. A spare topsail

was extended athwart ship, to screen
the forecastle from observation; the

jolly-boat was hoisted on board at the

lee gangway, and filled with water ;

and ali hands, who had crossed the

line before, were busily employed in

getting ready to salute their common
parent. Two bells arrived ; and,

scarcely had the sound ceased to

vibrate, when the usual hail— * Ho,
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the ship ahoy!' resounded alongside.

The captain took his station on the

quarter-deck, surrounded by the of-

ficers ; the band were ranged along

the lireak of the poop ; the men
crowded along the gangway, and
lilled the booms , while the tirsl lieu-

tenant answered the hail, and in-

vited Neptune to come on board.

Then was heard a noise like thunder,

intermingled with the dashing of

waters, and the sounding of sea-sliells.

In about ten minutes more the screen

was bricedup, the cavalcade were put

in motion, and the band struck up.

First came the chief constable, with

two assistants, to clear the way; then

followed, in a gorgeously painted car

resembling a shell, drawn by eight

sea-horses, Neptune and Amphitrite,

sitting side by side, with their son at

their feet. Neptune, a fine venerable-

looking figure, W'ith his white beard

flowing down his bare breast, grasped

his glittering trident, while a bright

crown surmounted Lis hoary brow.

Amphitrite, a neat and good-looking

goddess, liandsomely arrayed, but

who sadly wanted shaving, smiled

upon all around her with the most

attable condescension. The coach-

man, a sturdy old blade, smacked his

whip, and drove on. Behind the car

came those terrific beings, the barber

and his mates, six in number, each

carrying an immense razor, about four

feet long, with teeth like a saw ; two
others bore straps, and buckets with

the lather. Then came the clerk and

judge-advocate, with the list of no-

vices, preceded by the high-sheriff;

and, lastly, his satanic majesty closed

the procession : the whole was sur-

rounded by Tritons and sea-nymphs ;

while Neptune's bottle-holder, with a

well-replenished flask, kept close to

his master's elbow, and occasionally

supplied him with nectar. Arrived

upon the quarter-deck, Neptune
alighted from his car, and explained

the nature of his visit ; then, gallantly

taking Amphitrite by the hand, he

presented her to the captain ; but
the goddess, struck with the gay
dress of the officer, and feeling a de-

gree of awe in his presence, actually

threw out her leg behind, and, putting

her hand to her cap, made a low and
reverential bow. This ceremony con-

cluded, the whole party proceeded to

the jolly-boat, and prepared for ope-

rations. In the mean time the green-

horns were driven below. Proper
accommodations had been made for

the sitting of the court. The loftiest

place was assigned to tiie sovereigns

of the ocean, and at their baek stood

the bottle-holder. ImmediatLdy be-

low them Davy Jones took his sta-

tion, witii the judge-advocate on his

right, and the high-sheriff on his left,

according to precedent. Before them
stood the clerk with the list, while

the barber and his mates entered

their shop (the boat), and - rubbed
up their instruments. ' Call Jeramy
Chopsticks,' cried the clerk. In a

few minutes Jemmy made his ap-

pearance blindfolded between two
constables, and was placed at the bar.
' What countrvman are you?' Jemmy
was silent. The question was repeated—

' 'Tell them you're are an Italian,'

whispered the constable. ' Awm an
Etalion,' said Jemmy. ' What part

of Italy do you come from ?' ' I

dinnae just noow recollect.' * An
Italian, eh ?' replied old Davey.
' Gemmen of this here court, the

iu!)ber before you arn't half so much
of an Italian as I am, seeing as how
I know him well : why, gemmen, his

very tongue betrays him ; but the

truth on'i is, that this very old wood-
spoiler was born in Glasgow, where
his mother kept a whisky shop, and
his father was transported for stealing

a pair of breecks ;—nay, gemmen,
this man himself was compelled to

quit his native place, after being twice

set in the stocks, for knocking down
little children, and running away with
their bread and butter.' ' Ma con-
science !' bawled Jemm\', * ye lee !

you blathee red-face monkey, ye lee !

JBut what's to be expected from a carl

like yoursel', who is the very feyther

of leears r' ' Hush !' whispered the

constai)le, ' you mustn't speak irre-

verently in court.' ' Nae matter,

I'll tell truth, and shame the deil, at

any rate. IMy auld mither was an
hoiiest sonsy bodie, a descendant of

the Camerons ; and my puir feyther

carried a pack round the coontry as a

marchant, but what became of them
I dinnae ken, for, like a graceless

loon, I ran away.' * Ay, ay, we
know all that ; and you set up for a
carpenter, because somebody hove a
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eliisel at you. A rank impostor, gem-
men—put him to the torture.' In

vain Jemmy implored, abused, or

complained; he was placed on the

loose thwart in the boat, nearly up
to his middle in water, and an im-

mense wet swab hung round his neck
for a towel. ' What is your name ?'

said the barber. ' Jam ' But,

ere he had time to finish the word,
the shaving-brush, well charged with

lather, was thrust into his mouth,
and nearly suffocated bim. His face

then underwent the same operation,

and the razor was used to scrape it

off. When the barber had finished,

the bandage round the eyes was
loosed, the seat knocked away, and
poor Jemmy floundered at full length,

half dead with fright. He made a

shift, however, to scramble out of

the boat, and, shaking his fist at

Davy Jones, uttered, in the most des-

perate rage— ' You're a leear—you're

the feyther of lees, you fause loon !'

But the buckets of water came flow-

ing upon him so rapidly, that Jemmy
was glad to make his retreat, mut-
tering all the way, * It's a lee, it's a

lee !' Many others were successively

called up, Ijut notliiug particular was
elicited from their examination, wor-

thy of being repeated, till the clerk

shouted in a terrible voice— ' Send
Peter Legings, the marine, up.' ' So,

Peter, you're a Liverpool man?' said

the sooty monarch. ' Yes, your
reverence,' replied Peter. ' And
what brought you here ? come, speak
the truth.' ' I was born a gentle-

man, but unfortunaiely got pressed

from a privateer upon the coast of

Africa ; and then, desirous af ac-

quiring glory in the service of my
country, I entered for a marine.'
' Do you hear him, gemmen ? Now
I'll just give you a bit of Peter's

history. This innocent-looking- gen-

tleman, tbis picture of IMars, was

born in a garret at Wapping. His

fatber was an old Jew clotliesman,

and his mother was a cinder-sifter ;

so, d'ye see, they brought up young
hopeful to the honourable profession

of a dustman.' ' Indeed, your holi-

ness is mistaken.' ' Come, sir, no
quibblycations here;remember you're

under the strong arm of the law, as

my friends the lawyers have it.

Don't you owe a long score for small

beer and bacca at A,& chandler's

shop upon Point Beach? A\'asn't you

once a Methodist parson, and preach-

ed on a tub? There, g"/mmen, he

carn't deny it.' ' I own,' replied

Peter, * tliat I've a small account for

rum at tbe Rodney's Head at Sally-

port ; and that I once had hopes of

preferment in tbe churcb.' ' In the

steeple, you mean, for a weather-

cock ; but have you forgotten the

time you kept a huckster's shop, and

sold pickled sprats for anchovies, and

chopped yarns for the best pound
pigtail ? A worthy bubject, gemmen;
one to my heart's delight ! Why, gem-
men, as I'm a sinner, he run away,

and left three children chargeable to

the parish, all which I got blamed

for. Hand him over to the barber.'

Thus the sport continued for several

hours, till all the newcomes had un-

dergone the operation, and the day

was closed in jollity and grog.

CATHOLIC ORATORS.

Mr. Editor—Although, in an ar- sess considerable pov.-er to interest

tide of your last number, (the sub- the human mind,

stance and tone of which are highly The New Association has put itself

creditable,*) you have announced the forth. Like the offspring of the

' New Catholic Association,' and phoenix, it is arising from the ashes

given its Report, I do not conceive of the dead. It is well, if in the inter-

myself thence released from my im- val between the dissolution of the

plied promise of noticing its birth. one and the springing- up of the other.plieci p
You have chosen the spirit—be it

mine to seize the forms : and, though

less important in the abstract, theina

pringin^upi
false winds have not scattered some
of the particles which contributed to

the parent's bulk, and if its fated de-

terial part of nature, while combined generation be not increased by causes

with the immaterial, will always pos- less necessitous than that which has

* You are right ia disavowing all partyism. There is none which is not beneath

the dignity of a bterary work, but that of—justice and truth.
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limited, almost to ittleness, the

volume of its wings.

Though it may never soar to the

regions which its predecessor gained,

yet, if the body lie of weight—if it be
healthy and boTd, it may stand firm

—a buhvark, and a beacon— a sign,

that, though the species is injured, the

race is not extinct; proving, by the

use which it makes of those powers
still possessed, that it is worthy of ob-
taining that object for wliich alone it

pines on earth ! And when gained ?

Why, the self-sacrifice will be made !

it will devote itself to death ! but it

will be succeeded by a veritable rara

avis. Tiien, indeed, will float o'er Ire-

laud the stranger-phoenix of Con-
tent!

But, where have I been flying to ?

I meant not to speak of winged
things • • Mais iVimporte.' And

—

now !

—

I have watched in vain for that

array on the members of the Associa-

tion, which appeared to me so emble-
matic of the sentiments they should

adopt. ' Hope,' indeed, with its deep
blue, may envelop many breasts ;

but the ' golden ray' of coiirage

shines not yet from its bright sky.

To be brief, and direct. Was the
* New Catholic Association' uniform

a mere childish fancy, founded in

whim, without reasonable object or

design ? If so, let it not l)e adopted :

if possible, let the proposition of it be

forgotten : for to pause even for a

moment over a silly object, while en-

gaged in great pursuits, would be to

incur the charge of lig'htness of pur-

pose, or levity of mind. But, if it was
intended to have amoral connexion

—

if it was meant to be a reminiscence

to the wearer, to prevent coldness and
indifference from stealing on existing

warmth, and tluis transforming him
into an ally with the opponents of the

cause— I do not perceive any strong

reason for relinquishing the project.

Were thi^ .vs.i )ciation to be com-
posed exciubiveiy of Catholics, that

alone would form a very sufficient

objection to such a purpose : but, on
the plan which the Catholics have
been wise enough to adopt, the badge
of the Association would be but a pub-
lic pledge of honourable sentiments ;

what the Protestant loyalist might
most conscientiously exhibit, since it

would bear evidence, alone, to that

liberality of mind which is superior

to party meanness ; and that philoso-

phy of feeling, that esteems liberty

to be a good, which the religious

tenets of a people form no just reason

to deprive them of.

Perhaps the Associates think it bet-

ter to preserve only the enthusiasm
which suggested the idea, and disre-

gard the visible proof as unnecessary
or absurd. But the spirit is often so

closely connected with the form, that

if you seek to decompose them in

order to discard the one, the other,

disenga!,red,will evaporate unobserved.
Napoleon wore the dress of Frederic,

that he might nut forget what he
wished to imitate ; and read constantly

the ' Poems of Ossian,' to preserve the

fire of heroism alive.

I think too it might be urged in fa-

vour of this design, that every degree
of boldness within the limits of lega-

lity must prove beneficial to the cause:

but the novel is, to many minds, the

impossible ; and, at the entrance of

every UTitrodden path, the multitude

will still require some new impetus to

urge them on its course.

In prennsing thus much of the As-
sociation, 1 must not forget that I in-

tend to present you with a few more
sketches of tlie Associates ; however,

I have been but colouring the ground
on which the figures are to stand.

To your London readers Avhatever

relates exclusively to Ireland, I ima-

gine, will be made the more interest-

ing by particularizing objects, and
giving to the * forms of things un-

known'
' A local habitation and a name.'

Therefore, I shall take the liberty of

introducing them to the lastAggregate

Meeting, held in Clarendon Street

Cliapel— a building neatly handsome
on the inside, but having no preten-

sions to beauty of exterior.

It is an oblong parallelogram ; has

large well-formed windows ; and is

sufficiently lofty for its size. Above

the arched ceiling of the chapel are

numerous chaml)ers, long passages,

corridors, &c. (how romautic this

sounds !) whose plain square win-

dows, formed by common brick-work,

rising above the solid stone walls of

the lower building, look a.? if Boreas,
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in a humorous mood, had blown the

upper stories from the houses of the

adjacent street, and safely set them
down round the roof of the chapel of

Decor C'armeli.

At this meeting I missed tlie sculi)-

tured heads of patriarchs and saints,

who looked so gravely on me with
their black eyes from every window-
cornice in North Anne Street Chapel

:

yet, in the contemplation of the ani-

mated faces around me, I had not

much leisure to consider whether the

absence of such appendages was
cause for pleasure or regret.

I would advise the painter, who
wished to study the human counte-

nance iinder th.e excitement of every
variety of feeling vividly expressed,

to attend an aggregate meeting of the

('atholics of Ireland. From the dig-

nified representation of heroism, in-

tellect, or beauty, to the broad hu-

mour of Cruikshank's caricatures,

subjects will he here found that would
deserve to be correctly copied.

The Irish possess a flexibility of

feature, which, when acted upon by
ardent character, makes the face just

that index which pleases most in art.

But, while this observation will be
found generally applicable to the

audience part of these assemblies,

amongst the speakers may be observed

many striking exceptions to it as a

rule. These are generally of the

aristocratic class, and are quite as

dull and uninteresting as if they had
been * Aye' and ' No' [)arliamenta-

rians for years. Tliey express feel-

ings and sentiments, which we may
conceive to be ilieir own, with the mo-
notonous tone and unclianging coun-
tenance witli which a school-boy

would repeat ])y rote a lesson that he
did not understand. From their rank

it may be inferred that they are de-

scendants of the lordtt of the pale,

and not mere Irish : and, as state often

confers extraneous grace on action, it

is no doubt from remarking the Eng-
lish manners of this class that the

people of this country had fallen into

the error of believing every thing

Irish to be vulgar, and every thing

that was English genteel—a mistake

from which it is evident they are re-

covering very fast

.

The first person who usually pre-

sents himself to notice, from the na-

ture of the office generally assigned
him, is the worthy long-time Secre-
tary of the Old Association,

Mr. O'Gor.man.
In the heavy outline of O'Gorman's

head and figure there is sufhcient to

inipress both eye and ear rather un-
pleasantly at first

;
yet, in the expres-

sion of the features which lie grouped
in the centre of liis larye face, there
is something that will gradually
awaken your esteem ; there is evi-

dence of talents, and of that quality

termed good nature ; but, were the

countenance on canvass rather than
in the full relief of life, I should blame
the artist for giving the trails of both
in a slovenly ungraceful style.

O'Gorman's words indicate sound
sense and spirited thought ; his man-
ner of delivery is careless, unpolished,
and indolent. He is so much less

brilliant and useful, that there would
be some hazard of his Catholic coun-
trymen forgetting his services, were it

not for the direct remembrances of
his immediate compeers: thus votes
of tlianks frequently procure for him
iiearty recognitions of his worth.

It would be Avell if some more daz-
zling members would imitate O'Gor-
man's unaffected modesty in speaking
of himself: it would not, I think,

cause their labours to be appreciated
the ](J6S.

O'Gorman has a strong voice, which
enables him to be heard without rais-

ing it beyond the ordinary speaking
tone ; and the dryness of his manner
freipiently gives comic point to his

wit.

The report which you have given in

vour last number was next presented
by

Lord Killeen.
The mild and gentlemanlike air of

Lord Killeen is calculated to excite

attention and respect ; and a sombre
seriousness of air gives somewhat of
the efJect of dignity to his words : a

too methodical style of expression,
and a coldness of delivery, however,
permit the attention and interest of
his auditors gradually to abate, and
render him liable to be placed among
those speakers whose lifeless manner
I have before remarked.

Lord Killeen, I believe, possesses

the warm esteem of his associates.

He appears sensible and vqry unas-
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Sliming. One of tlie most constant
and perseverinir upholders of this

cause, he is still a moderator rather

than an inciter of the enthusiastic

spirit; and, if his advice is follow-

ed, his countrymen will never be
guilty of rashness in the most minute
degree.

To be active in seeking for redress
of Catholic grievances cannot be
deemed in a Catholic any very high
degree of merit, since it is a duty
which self-interest alone would urge
him to perform : yet as general good
must result from every individual ef-

fort, and as self-love, under various

modifications of refinement, is in truth

the first spring of human action, they
would be wrong who would quarrel
with a good effect, of which it was ihe
cause. Besides, whoever compre-
hends his own good truly will rarely
sin against the social weal, for

' Self and social interest are the same.'

It is not, if we analyze our ideas, to

self-love, simply, we object, when we
decry it as a source of action ; but to

that mean and contemptible view of
things which causes the mind to cling

to base and worthless objects.

' Alle beir opre

Vi stimoli la gloria

Non la merce,"

Is a sentence which might be given
as a motto of that Roman virtue we
so much praise. It is only great, how-
ever, as it makes fame alone the re-

gard worthy of being desired ; and
in this degree of refinement I think

the majority of the Catholics might
claim, since there are many to whom
the name of slavery is the most gall-

ing link in the chain.

Of apathy of manner, or monotony
of voice, at least, we shall not have to

complain while listening to

Mr. Bric.
He is a young man of large person,

and considerable talents : and there

does seem to be a farther analogy be-

tween the material and immaterial in

the form of his countenance and the

form of his mind, as it appears in the
dress of manner, language, and air,

both bold, flexible, and imposing

—

clumsy, unfashioned, and inelegant.
Shakspeare speaks of ' sawing the
air;' but Mr. Bric batters it. And
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then his ' brogue !' If the brogue be
a beauty in the language to which it

belongs, it certainly is not so in uni-
son with the English tongue ; and,
since the Irish have condescended to

adopt the latter, they should, out of
love to congruity, lay the former too
aside. The Italian spoken with an
English accent could only he as ridi-

culous as .the English with an Irish

brogue. I do not, however, object to

the ' brogue' of the Irish peasantry,
spoken as the English is by them with
such peculiar phrases—such Irish

idioms—and intermixed so frequently
with words, nay sentences, of their

mother tongue : in this way it has the
pleasing charm which things very na-
tional or very characteristic always
possess. But, when any language is

intended to be spoken grammatically
and pure, the peculiar tones and ac-
cent which suit it best, and the pro-
nunciation which the best usage has
established, should not surely be ne-
glected, forming, as they do, a consti-

tuent part of the tongue.
Mr. Bric is warm and forcible in his

style, and might claim some character
as a speaker, were it not for the de-
fects which I have just described; and
it is quite too absurd to suppose that

an educated man, possessed of any
portion of taste, should not be able to

divest himself of what so much
masks the powers of his mind.

Sir John Buhke
There is something in the manner and

countenance ofSir J Burke, ifnot pre-
possessing, certainly impressive. He
has been a soldier; you would almost
divine it : at least, when so informed,
the mind adopts the idea as readily as

if it had previously conceived it—so
consonant is that character with his

aspect and air. He is comparatively
a young man, younger that O'Con-
nell—older, 1 think, than Shell: yet

he has the rugged brow of war, and
much of that asperity of expression in

his face so naturally acquired by a

soldier's life : there is, however, a
species of warmth in his manner and
in his \vords, which would seem to in-

dicate that, though the gleams of hu-
man sympathy play not strongly on
his face, yet the milk of human kind-

ness flows free around his heart. He is

degage and unpretending ; and, were
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it not for Ms imperfect and unpleas- The subject of tnese sliglit sketches

incr utterance, would be listened to are all extremely clever men: yet

wi'th much satisfaction, as a man de- (how rare is genius !) even in the Irish

liveriu^' no mean sentiments with free- Catholic Association there has not ap-

dom, dignity, and ftre. pcared a second Shell. S.

TO THE MEN OF MILAN.

By the Author of ' The Plagues of Ireland.'

• On the the emperor and empre.ss arrived at Milan, and were received with

acclamations : in the evening tlieir majesties houoursd the Opera b^ their presence ;

after which a grand ball,' &c. &ic.— Times, July V5, 1825.

Leave to frail Fashion's tribe their toys,

Their opera and their ball;

Oh! leave them to their boasted joys,

Poor, vain, and worthless, all !

Aside let thoughts of mirth be flung.

Forth through your country go ;

And prompt the old, and teach the young, '

To grapple with the foe :

Some seeds may find a barren soil,

But others shall repay your toil.

Haunt not the tyrant's showy court.

Heed not his treacherous smile
;

Let homeborn vassals tiiere resort.

And bow and cringe the while.

To some, perchance, that scene seems gay :

Tis not the place for those.

Who think there yet may come a day /

To end their country's woes :

He, who shall join the despot there.

Is formed that despot's yoke to wear.

Smooth seems he in this easy hour
;

All, all is sunshine now;
No lingering cloud is seen to lour

Upon that changing brow :

Gay glances gi ?et the crowds around.
Smooth words to all are given.

And every joyless sight and sound
Far, far away is driven.

Oh ! go and breathe the dungeon's air,

And mark what sights and sounds are there !

There Liberty's crushed votaries sigh.

There droop tbe suffering brave
;

Chained in their cheerless cells they lie.

Laid living in the grave.

And shail they ne'er again be free

To tread their own loved soil ?

Is glorious beauteous Italy

Marked as a tyrant's spoiJ ?

Ye millions whom the clime can boast.

Why sleep ye when the land is lost ? K,.
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BETrHEEN-A-VUYNE.

The old laau h<vd but a small train

altemlinjf his obsequies. He died at

a distance from the home of his

fathers, and the person who had
been sent to warn his kinsmen and
descendants of his death came late

with the tidings. They were not

aware tliat he was coming to reside

with them for ever ; and but few were
gathered to wait on him to his last

abode.

'Twas a lovely evening, in the lat-

ter end of February, when we arrived

at the churchyard. The obsequies

were concluded whilst yet the last

beam of the setting sun was quivering

on the stream beside us, and gilding

the leafless trees that crowned the

heights above. There was no wail-

ing ; the remembrance of his age

—

the conviction which had long before

dwelt upon our minds that he must
soon depart—had robbed grief of

more than half its anguish ; ana the ex-

pression upon every countenance was
sorrow, chastened by resipiation.

You would have thought, whilst they

hung in silent prayer over the green
turf, that they were but performing
some religious rite, on which no
shadow of earthly affection obtruded
but for the stifled sobs that broke
from a woman who had thrown her-

self across the grave—his daughter

;

and the big tear that hung upon the

cheek of her child, who knelt beside

her, and uttered words of soothing in

the pauses of her prayer. At length

they quitted the churchyard, and
their talk was of him whom they had
left behind.

I lingered after the rest—his blood
was in jny veins ; I wished to give a

tear to his memory, but I would not

have it marked whilst I shed it. 'Tis

an unamiable disposition, yet I cannot
conquer it, although I acknowledge

Tears have a quality of manhood in theni'

When shed for those we love,

I loitered amongst the monuments
of the lords of the manor to conceal

myself from the others whilst they

were departing. I had just light

enough to spell out the rhymes which
told the virtues of generations of the

D s : I contrasted their last abodes
with that which we liad just closed,

and thought— ' Thou too, old man,
shalthave thine epitaph, less pompous
perhaps, but not less smcere.'—He had
—I scrawled the following with my
pencil, and fastened it with a twig to

the sod. ' The next shower,' thought
I, ' will wash it away :—no matter ; a
few years will do the same by the
marble.' I shall make no apology
for inserting it ; 'tis the epitaph of an
honest man :—

Vol. I.

J. R, AGED 90.

DIED FEB. 17th, 1825.

Though here no lofty mausoleum swells.

Its proud possessor's titles to unfold.

Beneath this grassy mound, in silence, dwells
The warmest heart that ever yet grew cold !

If costly piles should mark where virtue lies,

And worth by numbers to its grave be borne.
O'er thee the proudest pyramid should rise.

And weeping thousands at thy funeral mourn.

Though few thy train, yet every bosom there

With deep and saddening thought of thee was riven
;

Though many joined not, heartfelt was the prayer

That hailed thy spirit on its way to heaven.

And here, in this thy humble last abode.
As sweetly v/ilt thou sleep, as calmly rest.

As if the sculptured marble's ponderous load.

In its cold grandeur, o'er thy ashes prest.

Farewell ! though long on earth thou didst sojourn.

And hardly earned the meed thou now hast gained,

Forgive the selfishness that bids us mourn.
And prompts the wirfh that thou hadst still remained.

-No. 7. 2 u
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'Twas late when we arrived at the

mountain hamlet which was to be our

home durinij our stay in the country :

that stay was not long- protracted by

those with whom I came from the

city ; but tlic novelty of rural manners,

and the desire of observing the cha-

racter of my countrymen in their

less sophisticated state, tempted me
to remain for a period longer. To
relate some of these observations, as

far as they regard the superstitions

which exist in that part of the coun-

try, was the purpose for which I took

up my pen :—the occasion of my
journey obtruded itself on me, and,

rather than contend with it, I gave it

a place.

A few evenings after the funeral,

whilst I was reading by a comfortable

turf fire, around which the family sat

conversing in Irish, a neighbour came
in with a story. I did not attend at

first; 1 did not understand the lan-

guage, and so continued reading until

the earnestness, almost approaching

to awe, of the relater, and the sub-

dued tones of the commentators
around, attracted my attention. I laid

down ray book, and looked. I knew
bv the first glance that it was a ghost

story, for the women drew their

sushtheens closer to each other, the

children squeezed themselves into the

innermost corner of the chimney
nook, and the men looked at each

other and at the speaker with a mix-
ture of wonder, curiosity, and— I can't

say fear, for few are less fearful than

the Irish peasantry, though scarcely

any are more credulous ; but it seem-

ed that sort of sensation with which
we hang over a dreadful precipice,

whence we could depart, but would
not, because of the pleasure which
accompanies the dread that is excited.

I could perceive a dash of scepticism

in the countenances of some ; in the

others it was unmixed credulity.

On asking the subject of their con-

versation, they informed me that the

person who had taken the towns-

people home in a cart had seen sonw-
thing on the common at his return,

and had gone to bed sick. I ques-
tioned them as to what this something
might be, but they seemed desirous of
declining any definition : at length,

with some hesitation, they told me
'twas a spirit ; but whether it were
male or female, or Avhether a human
figure at all, they seemed unwilling

or unable to inform me : all I could
learn was, that, as LJieam came over

the common, the horse* (for it seems
horses are better ghost-seers than
men) stopped suddenly, and neither

whipping nor wheedling could get

him forward. Lheam began to grow
terrified ; his hair stood on end, his

limbs trembled, and, looking fearfully

round, he saw sointthing at the other

side of the horse. At length, by
almost dragging him along, Lheam
got the animal as far as the next
cabin, from which having procured a

spark of fire (i. e. a sod of turf), he
travelled on, without any incon-
venience from his ghostly visitor, till

the mountain wind wasted the spark,

on which it returned again. He was
now near the glen ; forced the horse

and cart down a pass nearly precipi-

tous ; crossed the stream ; and left

his unwelcome acquaintance (who it

seems could not pass running water)

at the other side. Here he tried to

check his horse, but in vain ; the

animal seemed to fly up the hill where
before he used to toil, and Lheam,
finding all opposition vain, flung him-
self into the cart, and left it to its

own discretion.

When they arrived at the yard of

the house, the noise of the cart, and
the rapidity with which it entered,

drew the family out in alarm, and
they found the horse panting at the

door, his nostrils dilated, his eyes
staring, liis mane erect, every sinew
strained, every vein swelled almost to

bursting, and his body covered with
foam and sweat ; whilst Lheam was
taken from the cart, as they said,

* A Hint to Phrenologists.—An acquaintance, a gentleman of high literary and
scientific reputation, who has observedwith attention the superstitions of his countrymen,
hns given me the gradations of the ghost-seeing power in animals. It appears that a
dog is the most highly gifted in this particular ; a mare the next. Here I must observe

that I should suppose (to use an Hibernicism) Lheam's horse was a mare, though my
ignorance of what I have since learned prevented my making the inquiry. A woman
is the next, and a man the least gifted. Quere—Have phrenologists observed in which
of these animals the organ of imaginativeness is most largely developed!
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more dead than alive. He kept his

bed the next day, but, I am happy to

say, was (jiiite recovered from his

frii^ht before 1 left the country.
I laug-hed at tlie story, and tried to

convince them that those who have
' shnffled off this mortal coil' are
likely to have more serious occupa-
tion than running- about the cotnmon
frightening poor people who were
employed on their business. That, if

spirits did return to earth, which I

neither undertook to affirm or deny,
it must be for some special purpose
oFProvidence, and to accomplish some
end which could not be effected in

the ordinary course of events. That,
viewing it in this light, we must dis-

believe the so frequent appearance of
spiritual beings, since it is impossible
to conceive that God made Nature so

imperfect as to be unable to perform
her own operations without such fre-

quent assistance from extraordinary
agents. I perceived that, though 1

made some impression on those who
were before inclined to be increduhnis,

I was only wasting my time with the
believers, who clung- more firmly to

their opinions in resisting my efforts

to drag them from them. I asked
whether ihey related these stories to

their clergymen, and what they said

on the subject ? They answered that
he made some such observations as I

did, desiring them to return home
sober, and they would fall in with no
more spirits.

This story led to another, and
another ; and a variety of instances,

which could be attested by persons
then living, were adduced ; and a
variety of arguments, by no means
deficient of ingenuity, were urged to

shake my scepticism. Amongst others
was the story oi Bttthcen-a-Fryne, who
still visited the glen beneath us ; and
some hinted that if I took a midnight
walk upon the bridge the lady might
be kind enough to dissipate my doubts
by a visit. The wild singularity of
the tale attracted my attention ; and,
ifitbenot spoiled in my narration.
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may afford some gratification to your
readers.
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Upwards of a hundred years since,

the country around Araglen was kept
in a state of constant alarm by the
depredations of two brothers, named
O'Bryne, or Byrne, who, together
with a family of the Keeffes, surnamed
Nhealeg, (the wicked,) laid every
small gentleman and comfortable
farmer in the neighbourhood under
contribution ; and not unfrcqucntly
added ill treatment, and sometimes
even murder, to the catalogue of their
crimes. Nay, so bold were they in

their villainies, that having at one
time attacked the house of a gentle-
man, named Bibl •, on the banks of
the Blackwater, and missing the
booty upon which they calculated,

after stripping the place of what was
most portable in plate, furniture, and
provisions, they departed, tying up
their plunder in the ticken of a bed,
wliich they emptied for the purpose,
and leaving word with Bible's wife (for

he himself was fortunately absent) to

be prepared with five hundred pounds
against their return on that day week

;

which appointment they actually
kept, though Bible thought it wise to

decamp in the interim to a newly-
taken residence at Youghal.
They sometimes transacted busi-

ness in a more covert manner, and
others paid the penalty of their mis-
deeds. In one of these secret attacks

on the house of a Mr. ^Vatkins, of
Waterpark, whom they robbed and
murdered, one of the O'JBrynes receiv-

ed a wound on the shin by stumbling
over an iron pot as he was ransack-
ing through the kitchen. When the
alarm was raised, two persons, named
Ryland and Keating, people of some
respectability in the county of Tip-
perary, were taken up on suspicion ;

they had been playing at goal on that

day, or some short time prior; and one
of them having received a cut on the

shin from a hurly,* the servants

* Like i.rRory, iu O'Donnell, who thoughc every liody knew the master, I imagined
that every body knew what a hurly was, till the same ingenious friend who corrected me
on ghost-seeing informed me that the English are about as well acquainted with it as
they are with potheen : that is, that some men of laste for inquiries into national amuss-
nients, like some men of beit.r taste in inquiries after national potations, Peter the
Great's Irish wine, &c. might have leaniod soraetlmig of it in the course of their

studies. I must, therefore, INIr. Editor, inform you, who I hope are a person of belter
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of Watkins, who had observed the

accident which occurred to Byrne,
took this as a corroboration of what-
ever other testimony appeared against

these unfortunate men, and tliey were
hans^ed at Cork, on circumstantial
evidence, in the year 1722.

Their innocence of the crime was
afterwards made manifest by the con-
fession of a person named William
Lyne, who, being about to be exe-
cuted in some time afterwards, de-

clared upon the scaffold that James
Byrne, Michael Byrne, another, and
himself, were the only persons con-
cerned in the murder and robbery for

which Keating and Ryland so inno-
cently suffered. The circumstance
is related in the * Cork Remem-
brancer,' and should be an everlasting

warning to judges, jurors, and wit-

nesses.of the dangers, the doubts, and
difficulties, attending circumstantial
evidence.

Great as was the terror excited by
the name of these robbers, it was ex-
ceeded by that of their sister Bet-
theen-a Vryne, who surpassed them
in bodily strength and savage daring,
as much as she exceeded them in

mental depravity. To the force of a

giantess she added the malignity of a

fiend
;
—

And, where her glance of hatred darkly fell,

Hope withering fled, and Mercy shrieked
' Farewell.'

It is related of her, that, when en-

gaged in their predatory proceedings,

whilst the brothers were ransacking

for plunder, she indulged her hellish

disposition in inflicting the most re-

fined tortures on such of the wretched
inmates as were unhappy enough to

fall into her power. It is almost im-
possible to think that such a pro-

taste, that a hurly is a piece of timber, about three and a half feet long, and shaped

) J with which a targe-sized ball is tossed from one end of a

pensity to cruelty as is attributed tO'

Bettheen could exist in any bosom,
much less in that of a woman ; but
the tradition of the whole country
is strong- against her. Nay, when
some faint gleams of humanity (and

the occurrence was very unfrequent)
would break on the rugged hearts of

her brothers, this fiend in human
form cursed them for chicken-hearted

rascals, and punished them on the

spot for what she termed their

cowardice.

Yet she could sometimes be ob-

liging ; and an instance of her kind-

ness has been mentioned, which, as it

also serves to illustrate her bodily

strength, I will relate here :

—

One day, as Bettheen was about to

cross the Blackwater, (it being a good
deal swoln at the time,) with a bag of

corn on her back, which she meant to

dispose of at a neighbouring town,

she perceived three men preparing to

cross, yet at the same time displaying

some terror at the swell which was in

the river. Seeing tiiem neighbours of

her own, and being in one of her

holiday humours, she desired them
not to be at the trouble of strip-

ping, as she would take them across

on her back. I must here inform you
(lest the good people from whom I

ha<l the story, and who seemed to lay

particular stress on this part of the nar-

ration, should, if ever tliey meet with

my version, deem it spoiled in the

telling) that these sojourners by
Blackwater's stream were a shoe-

maker, a tailor, and a weaver. Bet-

theen desired the shoemaker to mount
first upon the sack ; then the weaver

;

and, having ascertained that tl»ey were
up, desired the tailor, the lightest

portion of her load, being I forget

how many parts of a man, to settle

thus:

field to another. The game is called goaling, the favourite, and indeed the principal,

amusement of the Irish peasantry, and in which villages, parishes, baronies, and fre-

quently counties and provinces, contend for the honour of victory. It is played in the

following manner :—The ball is placed in the middle of a field or common, which an

equal number of persons elected out of the opposing parties, (whose election, by-the-

by, involving the reputation of large portions of the community, are made with a greater

regard to the end in view than some with which I am acquainted,) strike at with the afore-

mentioned hurly, each striving to opposite ends of the field, the conquest remaining with

the party which succeeded in the attempt. 'Tis a very healthful sport, affording a great

display of strength and agility ; nud, but that the angry passions, which are always

cicited in trials of strength, and which in thi:i instance are heightened by the presence of

the disputant's sweethearts, sometimes make it terminate dangerously, it would be a

aoble exercise,
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hhnself pyraaiidivlly on the other two
;

and thus laden slie crossed the river

in a high swell, with as much ease as

]WU would pass over a Dublin kennel

only encumbered with your own Ma-
gazine. I hope your readers won't

think I have given you too heavy a

burden for the effect of my contrast.

Her passengers often afterwards

blamed themselves for trusting their

lives to her capricious cruelty; and
Bettheen herself confessed that she

waa strongly tempted to disencumber
herself of her load in the middle of

the stream, and was only restrained

by the dread of losing her sack of corn

in the attempt.

Not long after the murder of Wat-
kins the JBrynes were cut short in

their career of plunder and massacre,

being hanged at Cork for manifold

crimes and misdemeanors, on tJie evi-

dence of one John Cashel, who had,

I believe, been in some degree impli-

cated in tlieir outrages.

Their conduct at the place ofexecu-

tion evinced the most hardened de-

pravity : no sign of penitence, no
token of remorse, told their sorrow

for their past offences. They died
• hoping nothing, believing nothing,

and fearing nothing !' The only ap-

pearance of any thing like remorse
was that one of them, during the

period between the passing and the

execution of his sentence, was heard

to observe that he could wish Keating

and Ryland had not been executed so

guiltless of any crime : but the care-

lessness with which the observation

was made, and the quickness vvith

which the feeling passed a\vay, like a

faint gleam of light through the gloom
of a dungeon, only served to display

the darkness it could not dispel.

Bettheen, who was present at the

execution, bore the scene with amaz-
ing firmness: not a tear was in her eye

—not a shadow crossed her cheek

—

not a word of sorrow passed her lip
;

and, but for a slight shuddering and
a stifled groan at the moment they
were launched into eternity, you would
have thought her the most uncon-
cerned spectator in the thronging
multitude that crowded around the
place of execution. But when she
returned to her native hills she gave
unbounded vent to her fury ; roam-
ing from mountain to mountain.

raging like a whelp-reft tigress, and
vowing vengeance against the author
of her brothers' deaths. Few dared
venture v/ithin her sight until the

first paroxysm of her madness had
passed away ; even the very cattle

fled from her presence ; and she spent

many days and nights without food or

a habitation, living, it is thought, on
berries or the bark of shrubs, and
sleeping (if she did sleep) on the

mountain heath.

At length her rage subsided into

what appeared a melancholy torpor,

though the event showed that it was
only the gloom of settled determined
vengeance ; and Cashel, who for some
time skulked about the city of Cork,
returned to the mountains at the end
of two years, imagining that grief

had broken down the spirit of Betty,

and that he might rest undisturbed,

save * by the worm that dieth not.'

When she heard of his arrival, her
eyes, which had long seemed quench-
ed in ideot torpor, flamed with the

anticipation of near and quick re-

venge. She started from the position

which she had not quitted for months
before, except to totter from the

chimney corner to her scanty bed at

the far end of the cabin, and rushed
with the strength and rapidity of

other times to execute her wrath.

It was dinner-time when one of the

inmates of the house where Cashel
then was discovered Betty hastening

to the place. The alarm was given,

and he had just secreted himself un-
der a bed when she entered. She
screamed wildly when she missed him
from the table; but, fastening the

door, she first searched round the

outer apartment, whence, hastening

to the bed-room, she drew the devoted

trembling wretch from his skulking-

place, and, flinging him across her

back with liis head downward, rushed

with her prey to the glen below.

A labourer who was working on a

cliff over the glen (for the people of

the house were too much terrified to

stir beyond the threshold) was the

only person who witnessed the terrible

catastrophe. He was alarmed, he
said, by the half-stifled shrieks of

Cashel, and, looking, he beheld Bet-
theen stalking up, the glen with her
victim flung behind her. She paused
when she reached a sharp jutting
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rock, which rose out of the middle of

the stream ; and, addressing a few
words, unintelligible by the distance,

to the wretch who seemed petitioning

for mercy, she dashed his head against

the projecting rock, and his last cry
of agony and despair was drowned in

the savage yell of fiendish exultation

which was echoed from the hills

around as she hailed the completion
of her vengeance. Then, flinging the

body on the sands, she sat above it,

muttering execrations, watching the

last throb of life in his quivering

limbs, and laughing, in wild delirium

of horrid delight, when some strong
contortion of fiercer pain bore evi-

dence of his increasing agony. At
length, when all was over, and no
more of life remained to glut her
insatiate vengeance, she snatched the

body from the earth, anl, piercing

into the depths of the mountains, is

supposed either to have buried it in

some enexplored chasm, or to have
torn it limb from limb, and hidden
the fragments in some exhausted turf-

pit, as no traces of the body were ever

after discovered. She returned vo the

place of her abode without any marks
of her exploit, except that some spots

of fresh blood were still visible on her
garments; the flash of revenge yet

lingered in her eye, and something
like a smile of triumphant malice was
perceptible on her countenance : but

they soon subsided, and she sunk
again into that stupid lisliessness from
which revenge had for a moment
aroused her. I expressed my astonish-

ment, at this part of the story, that

the law did not take cognizance of her
conduct; but they told me that it was
thought the efl'ect of insanity ; and,

as people would rather have nothing
to do with her, no one would busy
himself in setting on foot an investi-

gation. I was surprised to find some
even speak of her with a kind of

pity, when they described the ravages

which grief is said to have made upon
her frame and countenance ; but pity

for the unfortunate, however their

misfortunes may have been caused, is

a leading trait in the character of the

Irish peasantry.

Bettheen continued some years in

this state of insensibility,never making
any greater exertion than from her

bed to the fire-place, her mind appa-

BETTUEEN-A-VyRNE.

rently closed against any external
impression, except when her brothers
or Cashel were named ; and care was
taken to prevent any allusion to the
subject, for on such occasions her
eye would lighten up into a wild un-
earthly fury, she foamed at the mouth,
laughed savagely as when she sat

above the corse of her victim, and
then sunk again into her accustomed
stupor.

Some short time before her death,
to the astonishment of those who
l)eheld her, she walked out towards
the glen, the scene of her last bloody
performance : and those who traced
her steps described her as sitting on
the rock against which she had dash-
ed the head of Cashel, and acting
over in imagination the by-gone
tragedy ; gazing on the sand where
the body had lain ; tossing her wither-
ed arms (for griefhad wrought a rapid
change in her frame) in frightful

gesture ; and shouting, less loudly in-

deed, but not less appallingly, than
when her savage yell first announced
the triumph of revenge. This custom
she continued until prevented by her
death-sickness, which occurred soon
after, and bore her to answer on high
for the conduct of which man had
taken no cognizance.
Such is the story of Bettheen-a-

Vryne, as related by almost every
peasant on the mountains ofAraglen :

and even now, when the wintry flood

comes down, and the wind whistles
shrilly through Macrona's wood, the
cottage girls, as they gather closer

round the fire, whisper, ' There's
Bettheen murdering Cashel.'

When the story was concluded I

walked down towards the bridge, and,
as I leant over its battlements, felt

that I never beheld a spot so calcu-

lated to excite superstitious fears,

and conjure up the visions of the
dreary past. This bridge, forming a
part of a new line of road which runs
through the mountains east of Kil-

worth, has been only lately erected
over a small, but wild, mountain
stream, which discharges itself into

the Araglen. In summer, like the
river into which it runs, it is but a
scanty stream, scarcely murmuring
over its rocky bed ; but, like its

moody recipient, when the winters
torrents swell its force, it sweeps
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from side to side of the glen, bearing for a moment from its glassy sur-

large intones, heaps of heath-hound face

earth, and torn shrubs, along its rapid Whilst I gazed upon this scene, so

course. The scene, as I then gazed lonely, so tranquil, yet so wild

—

upon it, seemed to have ac(iuired a whilst I marked the grey rocks that

new and wilder charm from the tale lifted themselves up into tlie moon-
with which it was associated. To the light in various and fantastic forms,

north of the bridge, at the other side or the fleecy wreaths of smoke that

of the Araglen, the wood of Macrona rose from some unseen hovel in the

lifted its leafless branches : beliind glen beneath—I felt that I would
me, towards Kilworth, an intermina- ' scarcely start to meet a spirit there.'

ble waste of heath-clad swelling hills My thoughts went forth from me, and
lay spread in dim extension. Glen- joined themselves with the things

finishk, (Anglice, the glen of the fair around me, and,whilst I apostrophized

waters), stretched deep into the the scene, and my own sensations, in

mountains beside me, its waters at the following stanzas, with which I

one time foaming over some hidden shall conclude my communication. I

rock, giving back the moonbeam in a understood what our late lamented
thousand broken reflections ; then poet meant when he asks

—

stealing calmly in unchequered beauty, ' Are not the mountains, seas, and skies, a

save when now and again some fairy part

spark of diamond light started up Of me and my soul, as I of them 1'

Glenfinishk ! where thy waters mix with Araglen^s wild tide,

'Tis sweet at hush of evening to wander by thy side !

'Tis sweet to hear the night-winds sigh along Macrona's wood.

And mingle their wild niusic with the murmur of thy flood,

'Tis sweet, when in the deep blue vault the moon is shining bright.

To watch where thy clear waters are breaking into light

;

To mark the starry sparks that o'er thy smoother surface gleam.

As if some fairy hand were flinging diamonds on thy stream !

Oh I if departed spirits e'er to this dark world return,

'Tis in some lonely lovely spot like this they would sojourn :

Whate'er their mystic rites may be, no human eye is here.

Save mine, to mark their mystery—no human voice to scare.

At such an hour, in such a scene, I could forget my birth,

I could forget I e'er have been, or am, a thing of earth,

Shake off the fleshly bonds that hold my soul in thrall, and be

Even like themselves a spirit, as boundless and as free.

Ye shadowy race ! if we believe the tales of legends old,

Ye've sometimes held high converse with those of mortal mould ;

Oh ! come, whilst now my soul is free, and bear me in your train,

Ne'er to return to misery and this dark world again !

THE TRUANT.

The heart of a poet once wandered from home.

Having long sighed amid sunny gardens to roam.

Where flowers with the hues and the fragrance of Heaven,

To charm poets' hearts, seem by Nature as given.

Our truant crept forth at the very last line

His master was writing of Love's Valentine

;

And, having looked out on the world, he stole

Softly into the vortex, all life, pulse, and soul.
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To look for a lodging was then his first thought

;

And, as he strayed on, his attention was caught
By ' A chamber to let' on a door j—so he knock'd.
And the maid who admitted him look'd far less shockM
Than surpris'd that the heart of a poet should want
A lodging so many would readily grant.

Alas !—is it Instinct or Fate that still guides
The heart of a poet where woman resides ?

He knew not who 'twas had the chamber to let

;

But he afterwards learned it was one Miss Coquette :

He agreed to the terms, and for some weeks he lay

'Neath her roof—in her smiles ever joyous and gay—
'Till he saw other guests at her mansion put up.
And breakfast at morn there—at night with her sup:
So he left his young mistress still smiling on those
Who came last to her mansion in search of repose.

Again on the world, sans mistress, sans bed.
Our adventurous heart rather thoughtfully sped

:

* Well, well !' and he sighed as he thus did exclaim,

—

* I'll never again lodge with one of her name ;

'Twere weakness to weep, it were folly to fret

At bidding farewell to thee, heartless coquette !

Go, trifle away thy bright sunshine of youth

—

Thoul't ne'er keep a heart full of honour or truth.

He wandered on musing till evening's soft dews
Gave him some chilly hints to give over his muse.
And to look for a chamber ;—he rung at the gate

Of a house which, unlike Miss Coquette's, looked sedate :

Our heart was admitted as lodger, or guest.

And for some quiet weeks in this house he found rest

:

Miss Prude was the name of the hostess ; and she,

IMore than once, on our heart, looked at least graciously.

Yet somehow it was that mistakes would occur

;

Either she mistook him, or else he mistook her :

At her meaning he often was puzzled to guess.

For she sometimes said ' No' when her eyes answered ' Yes'

:

A problem she seemed which our heart could not solve

;

So to give up this riddle he then did resolve
;

And when he, one morn, asked Miss Prude ' Should he go ?'

She said, ' Yes,' and he knew not by that she meant ' No.'

He left her, and afterwards lodged with Miss Chief,

With Miss Fortune, Miss Chance ; but with none he missed grief;
And he wished that he ne'er had the folly to roam
From his master, with whom he was happy at home ;

—

He wished he'd ne'er given his hopes to the sex,

Who were born, it should seem, poets' hearts to perplex

;

So he made a resolve woman's wiles still to shun.

And return to his home like a prodigal son.

Our wanderer returned to the house he had left.

Of all the bright hopes of his boyhood bereft

:

His master he found sadly changed too—his eye
Had lost much of its fire since they parted ; a sigh

Was the only reproof he received from his breast

On being admitted there^-there to find rest

:

• Ah ! my master,' exclaimed our poor penitent heart.

From this hour, in despite of the sex, well ne'er part.'

Dublin. C. O'F.
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THE FATHER OF THE FORTESCUES.
IN TWO CHAPTERS.—CHAPTER I.

Years have gone, since, tlirougli the church of Clone,
In melancholy mood I walked alone ;

Years have past on since last I trod the spot.

Yet not one thought then cherished is forgot

—

Not one impression that endeared the scene.
But lives as fresh as what to-day hath been.
In that mild hour, upon the ruined pile

Softly the beams of evening dropped, the while
in that calm moment, on the cruml)ling wall.

One parting gleam of sunshine chanced to fall

;

While every mossy tuft or time-worn stone,

Touched and refreshed, with ye'llow lustre shone
;

And every broken crag that met the sight

(irew^ beautiful beneath that lovely light.

Still did this sickly brilliancy but dress
With a false charm the look of loveliness

;

Still did that lingering light but tend to throw
A mournful splendour on the face of woe.
That sunbeam seemed, as o'er the wall it ran.

Like Beauty dallying with an aged man :

On one small spot, that ray did yet remain.
And brightened it, but brightened it in vain :

O'er one worn point it poured a transient grace

;

'Twas lost—for ruin rested on the place.

* * Years, indeed, have fixed there by the trembling fingers

gone away since I visited the place of those who intended, in the pro-
which I have endeavoured to describe gress of the after-years, to repose
in the lines above quoted ; but years beneath their congenial shelter,

cannot alter the impression made It was in the delightful season of
upon me by that visit. The church autumn that I paid my last visit to

of Clone was, and I believe is still, that interesting neighbourhood : the
a beautiful ruin ; there is a mixture old church was not far from the
of freshness and of age in the ap- place of my residence, and after

pearance of the walls. The church- dusk I generally took a stroll in

yard, though latterly neglected, is that direction. 1 have sat there for

pretty: there is about it a rural hours upon some grassy grave, think-

neatness, an air of comfort, that ing to myself of the hopes and the

might almost induce a stranger to fears, of the wishes and the dis-

stop and die near it, that his re- appointments, of those who then
mains might rest there. The head- rested in loneliness around me. I

stones are thinly scattered through have lingered there in the gentle

the place ; and the openings between light of the young harvest moon,
them are occupied by a number of tracing upon the weather-beaten flags

beautiful shrubs, that seem to have the half-worn inscriptions, and smiling
been placed there by a sort of melan- at the weakness of those who could
choly foresight. Some of them, no think that, by such means, a trifling

doubt, were planted merely to orna- name might be rescued from ob-
ment the spot where a beloved bro- scurity. I may have spent many
ther, or son, or friend, was laid ; but idle hours there ; but, in that spot, I

many more of them were probably never passed a guilty one. These
Vol. !.-^No. 8. ' 2 x
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visits have furnished rac with matter

for after-reflection ; and any thinj:^

which urges a rational being to think

cannot be entirely useless. These
visits have made me acquainted with

one, from whose society i have de-

rived pleasure and improvement

—

with one whose life has been long,

and full of troubles—one whose story

of sutFering might savour of romance,
if it were not in itself more fearful

and melancholy thau any thing which
the pages of the romance-writer
have, in their wildest varieties, ex-
hibited.

A few evenings before my de-

parture from Clone, I had wandered,
as usual, towards the churchyard

;

I had gone my accustomed ro^Jids,

and indulged in the wonted train of

gloomy meditations. I was about to

(juit the place, and had already pro-

ceeded nearly half-way to the little

stile which was fixed as the mode of

entrance from the road, when I be-

held in one of the walks at a distance

some person employed, like myself,

in deciphering inscriptions. I was
not startled by the appearance, for

I was easy as to the dead ; and my
closeness to the road and to home
rendered me fearless of the living.

I was curious, however, to learn who
it was that ventured to this place of

loneliness at such an hour; and this

curiosity I was determined, at all

hazards, to gratify. I approached
the stranger, and, as I was unob-
served, I had a better opportunity
of viewing his figure and manner.
He was a tall old man, with white
hair, dressed in the garl) of the

country; that is, a broad felt hat,

and a long brown outside coat. He
supported himself upon a staff, the

end of which rested at the base of a

lofty head-stoue. He was reading

the inscription ; and so deeply was
he engaged in the task, that he was
not aware of my being beside him.
* " Here lies the body of Margaret,

late the wife of AVilliam Fortescue,

and of her daughter Jane." Oh

!

God,' he continued, * that I could only

say "and of her sous!" But, no!
their dust never shall be gathered

here. The remains of the one may
even now be thrown x)ut among the
carrion of the field ; and, as for the

other, he has no tomb, no resting-

place : his dust has been scattered

by the winds of Heaven ; his bones
have been consumed ; and of his

strength and of his beauty there does

not exist even a relic'

He turned at the moment, and
ol)served me ; but at once recog-

nised me as a neighbour. ' Sir,'

said he, ' you have dropped in on
my little hour of sorrow ; but, if I

do not entirely mistake you, you are

not one disposed to trifle with trou-

ble, or to indulge a jest at the ex-

pense of misfortune.' I assured him,
on my part, that I was not ; and, as

some proof of my sincerity, I for

the time forbore making any remark
on the nature of his visit to the

dwelling of the dead, or on the late-

ness of the hour which he had chosen
for it. I turned him from the sub-

ject by some uninteresting observa-

tions on the calmness of the night,

and the stillness and solemnity of

the scene around us. The old man
nodded, as if approving of my re-

mark ; and, as he was about quitting

the churchyard, I offered him my
arm to lean on. 'Ay,' said he, accept-

ing of the assistance which I proffered,
' it is cheering and pleasant in old

age to have something to rest upon,
some stay to uphold the limbs that

are tottering ; but I have none. I

linger in utter loneliness, in the

midst of a cold and heartless world

:

I am childless, kindredless, friend-

less ; like a worn-out tree of the

forest deprived of its branches.' He
wiped off a tear as he spoke ; we
crossed the stile which conducted to

the road, and an easy walk of about
five minutes brought us to his door,

where we parted for the night.

I was eager to know more of the

story of this aged sufferer : I made
some inquiries relative to him among
my friends at home ; I visited the

churchyard occasionally, particularly

whenever a calm moonlight night fa-

voured the ramble, for I knew that

on such nights it was most likely he
would walk abroad. In this I was
not mistaken ; 1 met him evening
after evening in his accustomed
range ; we conversed for hours toge-

ther, and I gradually gained his con-

fidence. He made me, at intervals,

acquainted with the details of his

melancholy history ; he placed in my
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possession some papers that helped
to illustrate it. From these, and
from the information collected in his

immediate neighbourhood, I have
framed the following simple narra-
tive :

—

' William Fortescue, the old man
already mentioned, was known at one
period of his life as a merchant in
the Irish metropolis ; his dealings
were extensive, and his general cha-
racter among the men of business
was high and respectable. The trade
which lie carried on was toleral)ly

successful ; his family, consisting of
two sons and a daughter, were grow-
ing up under his eye ; his age, his
ten)perate habits, and the general
state of his health, promised him a
lair career; on the entire, he was
not presumptuous when he looked
calmly onward, anticipating, in the
presence of those whom he loved,many
a_ long delightful year of ease and so-
cial happiness. His wife, however, was
u drawback on this sum of enjoy-
ment: she was the daughter of a
l)rofessional gentleman of high cha-
racter. She had figured, In her
youth, in a splendid sphere; and,
unfortunately, she carried into the
plain dwelling of the industrious
trader the extravagant and expen-
sive habits which she had thus ac-
<[uired. These habits agreed but in-

differently with the pursuits of a
commercial man: unsettled accounts
might remain in the counting-house,
but all was settled for that evening's
party

; j)rotested indorsements might
crowd the office desk, but the draw-
ing-room was crowded with the glit-

tering insipidity of fashionable life.

Mr. Fortescue was an unassuming
sensible man ; he relished not these
follies ; but, for the sake of tran-
(piiliity, he sacrificed his better in-

terest to the ridiculous whims of his
lady. The consequence, however,
was such as might have been fore-
seen : these expenses, aided by an
accumulation of bad debts, and a few
unsuccessful speculations, brought
on a temporary embarrassment. The
claims of all the creditors were fairly
settled; but the proud heart of Mrs.
Fortescue never recovered the blow :

she sunk under the unexpected mor-
tification of being obliged to suspend
payment; she fell gradually into a

deep consumptirm ; and, within a
year after the embarrassment already

alluded to, her husband and her sons

had to accompany all that was mortal
of her to the dreary grave.

' She was interred in the burial-

place of her family at Clone : her
daughter Jane, a beautiful and inte-

resting girl of fifteen, speedily fol-

lowed her. The death of the latter,

who was Mr. Fortescue's favourite

child, led him at once to form the

determination of retiring from the

crowded capital, with its business

and its bustle, for ever. The de-

clining state of his health, too,

served to confirm him in taking this

step. The measure was soon carried

into effect : with what little of pro-

perty which falling debtors, greedy
creditors, and over-pampered domes-
tics, had left to him, lie purchased a

small annuity, and quietly Nvithdrew

to a farm, which had been rented by
his father, on the banks of the river

Bann, near the ancient and venerable

ruins of Ferns.
• His second son, Henry, accom-

panied him in his retirement : he was
a youth of a gentle disposition and
delicate frame, but possessed of great

taste and sprightliness. His educa-
tion was nearly completed on his

leaving Dublin, for his father had
destined him for the bar ; but, in his

present state of loneliness and desti-

tution, he could not sutler him from
his sight. Henry, perhaps, felt deeply
affected by his altered prospects ; he,

no doubt, disliked the dull monotony
of a mere country life ; but, what-
ever his feelings might be, he, on the

present occasion, betrayed nothing-

like gloominess or dissatisfaction.

He saw that the happiness of a be-

loved parent was placed in his carej

and to the comfort and the gratifica-

tion of this parent he resolved at

once to devote all his time and all his

attention.
* Edward Fortescue was a lad of a

very different cast : he was rough
and stubborn, and unruly. While at

home he kept the family in confusion;

and, when at school, he was perpe-

tually engaged in deciding or foment-
ing (juarrels : yet at bottom he was
not void of good nature : he was
most affectionately attached to his

brother. This was not inanifeoted
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by looks or words: he joined the

other boys with whom they asso-

ciated in their different amusements ;

he looked upon Henry, as he did

upon the rest, ^vith an apparent in-

ditference ; but if any dispute arose,

in which the former was likely to be

wronged, then his real character

broke out, and woe to the unfortu-

nate wight who spoke harshly of his

brother I The boy, however, was of

a restless and wandering temper ; he
was eager to see the world, and (as

he said himself) to push his fortune

abroad. During the period of his

father's prosperity he continued, day
after day, to solicit letters of intro-

duction to some friends of the family

who resided in the south of France.

In this point he at last succeeded

:

he departed amidst the tears and the

blessings of his relatives, and landed

at Bordeaux just as the memorable,
but melancholy, revolution was com-
mencing in the capital of the " Great
Nation." The letter which an-

nounced his arrival there was the

only one which his father had re-

ceived from the period of his de-

parture.
' The situation of Mr. Fortescue's

new residence was cheering and agree-

able. On the edge of a pleasantly

sheltered hill, by the river-side, arose

the dwelling—a plain slated cottage,

surrounded by a few well-built out-

offices. A large garden, stocked with
a great variety of fruit-trees, spread
far to the back of the concern ; and
the little lawn in front was skirted

by some young groves, that grew
down even to the water's edge. Alto-
gether it was just such a spot as

seemed likely, by its calm beauty, to

sooth a wounded and wearied heart

:

it was just such a place as a man of

feeling and of taste would have
chosen. The old man seemed to

enjoy the scenery; and, to Henry,
this alone was enough to make all

about it bright and beautiful. He
beheld his ifather cheerful and re-

signed ; and this, for him, was a suf-

ficient source of gratitication. For
himself, however, he was by no
means destitute of the means of

amuse?nent : he felt that high advan-
tage which cultivated minds will at

all times possess, whenever circum-
stances compel them to depend

solely on their own resources. The
cast of his education, and the habits

that he had formed, had ciualified

him not merely for enduring-, but
even enjoying, retirement. From his

first acquaintance with the mysteries
of the alphabet he was partial to

books; he was an eager, although
rather a desultory, reader ; he had a
pleasing turn for occasional compo-
sition, and a tolerable ear for music.

' In the long evenings of autumn,
while his father enjoyed an easy
slumber, he was accustomed to stroll

out through the fields that bordered
upon the river, with his flute in one
hand, and a volume of some favourite

bard in the other, reg-aling himself
alternately with the rival fascinations

of music and of poetry. In one of
these evening excursions he had
walked by the edge of the Bann un-
til he reached a narrow and unfre-
quented road, that led over it by a
pass called Doran's Bridge. A la-

bourer belonging to his father was
employed on the spot in repairing a

fence that some straggling cattle had
broken down. Henry was in con-
versation with him, when his atten-

tion was suddenly called oft' by the

sound of a jaunting-car, which just

at that moment was crossing the
bridge. It was driven by a servant,

in the plain rural costume of the

place. On the far side sat an old

man, whose dress or appearance
young Fortescue did not particularly

notice ; for all his attention, at the

moment, was directed to his com-
panion, who was placed on the oppo-
site part of the vehicle. This com-
panion was a pale, but beautiful, girl,

of about eighteen, with lively blue

eyes, and light hair : her figure \vas

principally concealed by a large

dark mantle, which she had folded
around her. The car on which she
sat Avent rapidly on ; but Henry, even
in the moment of its passage, saw
enough to render him anxious and
uneasy. He turned to the labourer :

" Ho you know the young lady that

has just passed us?"
" She on the car, sir? To be

sure I do : doesn't every body in the
parish know her and her old father,

Guinea Booker, along with her there ?

Troth, blaster Henry, I wish, i)e-

tween you and I, that you were miu-
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ried to her to-morrow ; if you wor, ye

needn't call au alderman your cousin.

She has the mocuases, sir ! The old

fellov/ has the yellow gould rusting in

crocks ; it will all be hurs ; and, along
with that, she'll have all the land from
the fur side of the road there to the

bounds' ditch at EtFernogue."
" Has her father no other child ?"

asked Henry.
" Sorrow one but herself, sir ; and,

upon my sowl, sir, she's a good cratur,

and a purty cratur; it would do you
good to hear the poor praising her."

' Henry had no inclination to pur-
sue his walk : he returned slowly

homewards ; and, after reading a

chapter for his father from a religious

book, he retired to bed—but not to

repose.
* * *• *

' A few days only had passed when
Henry had the gratification of meet-
ing the fair stranger, and of being in-

troduced to her as an acquaintance.

This was brought about in a way that

could hardly have been anticipated

;

and the pleasure which young Fortes-

cue experienced on the occasion was
as great as it was unexpected. He
had accompanied his father on Sunday
morning toFerns; they had heard what
was called twelve o'clock mass in the

parish chapel, for Mr. Fortescue and
his family belonged to the Roman Ca-
tholic persuasion. The crowd was
gradually clearing off, and Henry and
his father stood for a time in the cha-
pel-yard viewing the different faces

that passed before them : in a cor-

ner, under the shade of some syca-

mores, they observed the parish priest,

a venerable-looking old man, en-

gaged in conversation with a person
who had something in his appear-
ance that at a glance indicated

what we would call snugness ; he wore
a broad hat, with a well-curled yellow
wig; a tight brown body coat,buckskin
breeches, and new top-boots, not in-

deed embellished by the compositions
of Warren, or of Day and IMartin,

but gaily shining from a plentiful ap-
plication of grease ; the man had all

the air of a fanner, and was evidently
a substantial one. His countenance

. was by no means prepossessing ; there
was a turn in his eye, and a projection
in his under lip, that bespoke a mix-
ture of cunning and of monied pride.

He and the priest, while talking,

looked occasionally towards Mr.
Fortescue, who lingered behind the
rest of the congregation ; they at last

approached him, and Father Doyle
formally introduced the stranger.

" Mr.James Booker, sir, feels anxi-
ous to speak with you about a matter
in which both of you are concerned.
You are both men advanced in

life—both experienced and respect-

able. You are both pai'ishioners of
mine, and I would like to have you
acquainted. The present affair, sir, is

something about a joint ditch to di-

vide your farms."
' Booker looked for a moment at

the clergyman. " D'ye see me now.
Father John ? I think this an odd
place, and a cold place, to talk about
matters of this kind. What if you
and Mr. Fortescue, and this young lad
with him, come down to Effernogue
this evening ? We can have a quiet

tumbler together, and settle the busi-

ness at our aise : say but the word

—

as yourself says—and it's done."
' Father John, to do him justice,

was nothing loth—" he relished his

friend, and he relished a bumper"

—

he agreed to go. Mr. Fortescue could
not refuse : he went in the evening,

accompanied by Henry. The latter

was introduced to the beautiful Emily
Booker, and, from that hour, all the

young folks of the surrounding vil-

lages looked on them as marked out
for each other. The old people clung
to the punch-bowl through the greater

part of the time ; and, as is usual in

such cases, the affair for which they
met was not once spoken of.

' After this Henry had various op-

portunities of meeting and talking-

with INIiss Booker : in his evening-

walks by the river-side he frequently

enjoyed that gratification, but the

chapel of Ferns, on Sundays, was the

place in which they were always sure

to be found together. Whenever IMr.

Booker happened to be from prayers,

Henry always conducted Emily to her

home, and the father usually obliged

him to remain for the evening : for

this it was not necessary to resort to

very earnest solicitation ; indeed, the

voung lover (for such he now was)

appeared at all times eager to frame
an excuse for remaining there. His
music was thrown aside—his readLujj
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was entirely neglected—or, if he went

at all near his l)coks,it was only to try

if there were any among them likely

to interest or gratify one who was
now become but too dear to him. His
malady went on progressively—his

acquaintance rallied him on his fading

complexion—and his father some-
times wondered at his apparent cold-

ness. His prospects, however, were
encouraging ; Emily had in her dis-

position but little of coquetry ; she

was partial to hira, and she souglit not

to conceal it : but there was a rival in

question, and he happened at the pre-

sent period to enjoy the favour and
the countenance of old Booker. This
was a Mr. Tyndall, a smooth-tongued
Rlunsteronian ; he was said to he ex-

tensively engaged in the corn trade at

Cork, and his object in coming to

Ferns was to make some purchases in

that way : from Mr. Booker he en-

gaged a considerable quantity, and, in

the course of only one evening, he be-

came quite a favourite with him. The
secret of this sudden attachment lay

in his ready acquiescence v/ith all the

old farmer's violent theological pre-

judices. Old Booker maintained it as

an article of faith, that out of the

Church of Rome there was no salva-

tion : to this Tyndall fervently agreed.

He looked on Luther as one regularly

raised from hell to curse the world,

and the Munsterman could not doubt
it. He showed that the meeting of
the two Eightcens (that is 18-18) was
the time fixed for the destruction of
heresy—and the stranger was more
than convinced. The old theologian
was delighted : he had met with a

congenial spirit—he was apparently
a monied man—and, although elderly,

his appearance was fair and respect-

able. In the fulness of his heart he
thought of him as a son-in-law ; and
the other eagerly availed himself of a

slight hint which Booker had given.

With the daughter his case was
hopeless—she disliked him. This,

however, did not discourage him ; he
urged on his cause with the old man,
and might have succeeded but for an
unlucky accident. A friend whom he
met within the streets of Ferns,while

his intended father-in-la\v stood near
him, disclosed the unfortunate secret.

Mr. Tyndall was a pretender—he was
no Catholic—but a thorough-going.
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card-cursing, dance-damning, taber-
nacle-hunting, sleek-headed Metho-
dist. All was over ; the doors of EBer-
nogue were closed against him forever!

' Another suitor was spoken of, but
he was tardy in making his appear-
ance. The father continued, in a good-
humoured mood, to threaten Emily
with the intended favour : she thought
he spoke merely in jest, but old

Booker was of too serious a turu to

joke upon matters of the kind ; he
was for weeks upon the look-out for

the coming sweetheart, and angry was
he wlien, evening after evening, he sat

at the broad window which looked
down the road, duelling with a vacant
eye upon the objects that passed
before him—tracing the trees that

waved with the temporary wind—and
reckoning even the crows that flew
across the way—yet i)eholding the
twilight still deepening, and no
stranger approaching.

' On one of these evenings, in par-
ticular, he had been sitting at the win-
dow already mentioned "until he be-
came almost drowsy with watching

;

he had seen the sun going slowly
down—he had observed tlie neigh-
bouring farmers driving home their

cattle for the evening—he had marked
the sun-burnt mowers as they trud;^ed

down the narrow road, with their

sithes loosely thrown across their

shoulders—his own hny-makers had
returned from their \vork—and from
the gloomy marshes of Eftcrnogue
the wearied tramplers of the turf pro-

ceeded by many a route to their dis-

tant homes—the children who through
the evening had flung their quoits, or
tossed their little jack-stones al)out

the dusty path, were now obliged to

give up— the old grey-headed men,
who sat upon the green bench or the
sheltered bank i)y the road side, talk-

ing of things which probably happen-
ed in their boyhood, Mt the darkness
stealing on them, and the cold night-
dew dropping about them, and pre-
pared to retire ;—there was hardly a
gleam of light abroad. Old Booker
had been dozing at his window ; he
started, and found that all around him
was darkness ; he arose and walked
downwards to the little parlour,where
Emily sat engaged in some trifling

piece of needlework. She laid it aside

as her father entered, and proceeded
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to rouse up the cheerful pile of turf

th;it was blazhig' in the grate ; a clus-

ter of sparks flew out about her hand,

and she shrunk back.
" INIoney ! Emily ! that's money,

d'ye see me now?'—and it's not far

away neither." She smiled, and,

turning round, pointed to the candle

that stood before him. " Look at

that mark, father ; see the long wind-
ing-sheet that hangs upon the candle

there ; don't speak of money, for that

winding-sheet may be mine." The
old man laughed : he touched her

playfully upon the shoulder, and,

for a few minutes, she left the room.

' She returned, and resumed her
work : her countenance was calm, but

it had about it an expression of me-
lancholy—a something which looked

like the effect of grief ; and, if it were
such withal, it gave to her features so

beautiful, so interesting an air, that

he who would wish to have her look

for ever so could hardly be consider-

ed guilty of cruelty. She continued

her work; the slight needle was
wielded with a delicate and a dexter-

ous hand ; and Emily, as she pro-

ceeded, hummed the following little

ditty:—

" There are drooping hearts that in doubt and fear

Go through their pilgrimage of pain

—

There are brilliant eyes that still drop the tear,

Though that tear still drops in vain.

There are careless jests that are merely made
A loud and idle laugh to ^vin

;

And hollow smiles that but faintly shade

The anguish that works within.

There are youthful bosoms as pure as snow.

That heave the despairing sigh
;

And gentle spirits that onward go.

With no hope—except to die.

There are "

" Stop ! Emily ! stop with that

croaking song," cried the father,

lowering his brow, and turning up
Ills nose disdainfully :

" where,
child, did you learn this ? is it from
young Fortescue ? I never liked them
books of his, and I tould you so.

D'ye see me, Emily, I like the lad;

but that's no reason neither, I'd as

soon he'd stay away from us. I know
he may have notions, and you may
have notions—and the neighbourshave
notions; but, d'ye see, Emily, I've

notions too !—You don't want a

husband with Greek and Latin, and
Algibra, and all that jaw-breaking
lingo : you don't want a scholar ;

—

you ought to get a settled man—

a

snug man—and a respectable man.
They call me Guinea Booker be-

cause I have the rhino ; but, by my
conscience, my rhino won't beshell'd
out for nothing !—No, no 1 I know a
trick worth two of that—I'm not such
a goose yet." He shook his head
while he spoke, and the expression of
his- face was a mixture of anger and
of self-complaisance. The step of a
horse was heard outside—three loud
knocks shook the front door. The old

man looked eagerly on Emily—his

countenance brightened up, and he
had only time to whisper " This is

your sweetheart," when the stranger

made his appearance,
' Emily, as she was retiring, caught

a glimpse of her new lover—and
that glimpse shewed her more than

enough ; though apparently more ac-

tive, he was in reality older than her

father, and his air and manner had
in them a mixture of offensive bhmt-
ness and ignorant arrogance. Mr.
Doran was in reality a plain man ;

but this with him ^vas a matter of

pride : he was rich—he owned half a

dozen slaty mountains near Bun-
clody—he was a sort of ruler of a

district—and when he descended into

the plain he imagined that on his part

common civility was an act of con-

descension : he deemed himself a per-

sonage of vast importance ; and, what

was singular, he succeeded in im-

pressing this idea upon the mind of

Booker : the old farmer looked up to

him with the most profound respect,

and considered an alliance with such

a man as the greatest blessing and

the highest honour that could await
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him. This subject was soon intro- of meetina;^—they were to<Tether, and
duced : Emily was shown to the if they parted now they might never
stranger, who looked carelessly on meet again under similar circum-
her ; he stipulated, almost within her stances. This thought influenced
hearing, for the fortune ; and after Henry, and he decided accordin2"ly

;

some other preliminaries the mar- they left home on that evening, and
riage was fixed for the Sunday imme- arrived at Arklow a little after dark :

diately following. The visitor de- they stopped at the house of an ac-

parted early in the morning, leaving quaintance, whose brother, the Ca-
to the expecting domestics but a poor tholic curate of tlie parish, performed
specimen of his mountain liberality. the marriage ceremony on thefollow-

' Emily's doom was now sealed ; the ing morning in the parish chapel,

appointed day was approaching, and ' In a few days they returned, but
she was to be given for life to one old Guinea Booker was eiyaged—he
whom she did not merely dislike, but would not see either of them ; he had
utterly detest. She had not heard calculated upon a monied match, and
for a few days past from Henry For- this his favourite plan was crossed. He
tescue ; she had heard that he was swore that both in his will should be
ill, and such in reality was the case : cut off with a " blackguard shilling :"

she was conscious, however, that a he was probably glad to have an
warning in the cause of love would excuse for retaining Emily's portion

soon arouse him, and this warning in his hands, and this made him affect

was speedily given ; in a very brief to be angrier than he was in reality ,•

and incoherent epistle she made him at all events he was not to be moved
acquainted with her trouble and her by any arguments ; many of their

danger. It was enough—young For- friends interceded, but he constantlv

tescue, on receiving it, forgot his ill- declared that neither of them should
ness; he flew to the accustomed place ever sit by his fireside.'

STAXZA8.

Farewell to thee, Hope, late so brilliantly beaming
Around the green coasts of our Emerald Isle

!

Again are the eyes of fair Erin fast streaming.

Again overcast is the dawn of her smile.

Unstrung lies her harp, now forsaken—neglected

—

That harp which once pealed to each hero's fond praise
;

While from Time's darkened surface, but dimly reflected.

Shine their deeds—once the theme of the bard's kindling lays.

Oh, harp of my country ! thou pledge of her sorrow !

Be silent till Freedom once more give thee breath;
Let the hand of her foes from thy music ne'er borrow
The deeds of thy sons, or the fame of their death.

Lie silent and low till fair Liberty wake thee.

And Peace with her blossoms shall crown thee once more

;

Till Discord's foul feuds shall for ever forsake thee
;

Then—then thou may'st sound—but, oh ! never before.

Thrice cursed be the hands that to fury would drive thee,

Fair daughter of ocean ! bright gem of the west !

Thrice cursed be each wretcli who of peace would deprive thee.

And blacken with woes the dear soil we love best.

Rise, sons of Hibernia ! 'tis Reason that calls you ;

Break Bigotry's bands—be united once more :

Burst the shackle of party, that widely enthrals you

;

Then—then, oh, my country, thy sorrows are o'er

!

Oh ! then how that harp, late unstrung, shall awaken,
And countless glad voices acknowledge the sound

!

Then the standard of Peace to the breeze shall be shaken,
And Erin's green hills far re-echo around. M.

Dublin, Sept. 10, 1825.
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It is a condition inseparable frotn

exalted rank tliat its possessor should

be exposed to general scrutiny, and

that in a country like England the

censure or animadversion which his

conduct may deserve should be visit-

ed upon him without much ceremony.
The rank of the lord chancellor,

and the deep importance to almost

every class of society that the duties

with which he is intrusted should be

properly discharged, have combined
to make him, more perhaps than any

other state functionary, an object of

universal attention. The complaints,

loud and deep, and frequent, of the

manner in which the justice of his

lordship's courts (for, like the fiend

Legion, ' they are many') is adminis-

• tered, have been repeated until the ear

is tired, and the heart sickens at them.
In public and in private charges have

been brought against him, and sub-

stantiated, or at least unanswered ; in

the House of Commons the abuses

of the Court of Chancery have been
detailed with the greatest minuteness,

the censures ofthat House have plain-

ly and unequivocally expressed, (whe-
ther tacitly or not, what does it

matter?) and the voice of the whole
nation, from one end to the other,

has echoed back that expression, ac-

companied with a demand for redress

of the wrongs thus acknowledged to

exist. Now, if we were to stop here,

and ask some stranger what he
thought had been the result of these

steps, he \yould naturally conclude
that the delinquent officer of justice

. had been suspended or removed ; that

the administration had been purged
from the faults and vices which had
been suffered to accumulate upon it;

and that the House of Commons had
proved that the eulogiums passed
upon it, and upon the Constitution,

which it is instituted to preserve,
were deserved. Alas ! how different

is this from the fact ! The influence
of the lord chancellor is such that all

other powers bend before him ; the
intelligence and public virtue, and
consistency and common honesty

—

* An Answer to the Lord Chancellor's
Robberds. Hunter, 1825.

Indications respecting Lord Eldon, kc
I/mcoln's Inn. J. and H. L. Hunt, 182.^.
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that is to say, so mucli of all these

qualities as happens to be found In
the House of Commons—are not
strong enough when combined to en-
counter his gigantic power: but the

whole force of the legislation lies

spell-bound, as it were, at the feet of
the mighty wizard, who rules as he
pleases the destiny of this kingdom.
The House of Commons did indeed
listen to the complaints which were
preferred against the lord chancellor

;

alternate horror and ridicule prevail-

ed while they listened to the tyranni-
cal and superstitious enormities which
are practised within it. Families
plunged into poverty, and kept there
for ages ; individuals ruined by the
equitable villainies of others, and then
chained to the chariot of Lord Eldon,
to grace his triumph over Justice and
Common Sense, until death releases

them from him and the world

;

wealthy revenues, which, at the
withering touch of his hand, have
sunk and dwindled to nothing: these

are the objects which the most cursory
glance at the Court of (ilhancery pre-
sents, and these were all told over
and over again in the House of Com-
mons, in the very face of the country

;

and no man among Lord Eldon's
friends could be found to gainsay one
of the allegations against him.
As common decency required that

something should be done, a commis-
sion was appointed—but such a com-
mission as the history of the whole
world cannot show to have been ever
before appointed for such a purpose.
There was in it a large majority of
the chancellor's creatures, and, when
the number was completed, they were
one and all delivered over, bound hand
and foot, to that man upon whom their

verdict was to be pronounced.
Time enough, and three times more

than enough for the purpose, has

elapsed, and no Report has yet appear-

ed. As nothing can be expected to

result from the Report of such a com-
mission, it matters little how long it

is delayed ; in the mean time the fact

of its delay furnishes another instance

Question, ' What is a Unitarian 1 By J. G"

By Jeremy Bentham, Esq. BencUtr of
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of the immense power which tlie

chancelJor possesses, and that he can

not only have a commission of his

own nominating, but can bind and
loose that commission when and how
he pleases.

It would be superfluous to do more
than allude to the opposition which
the lord chancellor has offered to

Catholic Emancipation. Every body
knows that he is the only real and
formidable obstacle to that measure
being carried, and that, if he should

relax, all his myrmidons would follow

his example, and from the first to the

last—from the Duke of York to the

Bishop of Chester—the whole show
of opposition would melt away. We
confess it is an enigma which we can-

not understand—a riddle which we
have not the skill to read—how such

a man has come to have such power.

That he is a man of ability no one

ever attempts to deny ; that his natu-

ral talents are good, and that age and
experience, and the practice of a pro-

fession which helps more even than

age and experience to make men cun-

ning, have sharpened up his wits to a

remarkable degree of subtlety, is ad-

mitted on all hands. Still this does

not account for his being not only

the most powerful man in the country,

but that all the other powers combined
are nothing like a match for him, and

that there is only one power by which
he is at all assailable—that of puliiic

opinion.

By the power of the public opinion

the only serious castigation which

can reach Lord Eldon in his lifetime

is inflicted. History will do justice to

his name after his death ; but, severe

and bitter as that justice must be, he
cannot feel it in the body. In the

mean time, the public opinion visits

upon him the punishment he has

provoked in the shape of universal

hatred and scorn, and that deepest and

most acute of human feelings which

arises from a consciousness of op-

pressing, and a conviction of the im-

practicability of being revenged on

the oppressor. The public journals

are only useful inasmuch as they keep

up this tone of public opinion ; their

attacks may be answered if it be worth

while, because the chancellor can have

as many newspapers in his pay as he

likes ; nav, he can have them gratis;

that is to say, his advocates will leave
it to his generosity to reward them

;

and, truth to tell, nis generosity does
most frequently pay them as they
deserve to be paid. One newspaper
article is as good as another to that

part of the community to which it is

addressed ; but the public opinion can
neither be contradicted, nor belied,

nor bullied, nor stifled, nor imprison-
ed for libel ; but, like truth, every
time it is attacked it gathers new
strength, and the efforts of its enemies
exhaust themselves while they confirm
its power.
To see the various ways in which

this opinion displays itself is curious
in every point of view, and satisfac-

tory because it is universal. The two
pamphlets, the titles of which we
(juote, are remarkable instances of
this, diflferent as they are in tone and
spirit from each other. The first is a
sermon by an Unitarian preacher. It

will be remembered that the lord

chancellor, when a l)ill for exempting
the Unitarians from joining in the

marriage ceremony, in its present
form, was pending in the House of
Lords, asked, in that tone of cool in-

solence which a consciousness of his

own power has generated in him,
whether someI)ody would tell him
* what a Unitarian was ?' Mr. Rob-
berds took an opportunity in the

pulpit of explaining to his congrega-
tion exactly what a Unitarian is, so

that, in case any body should ask them,
they might, at least, be able to give an
answer. To a person less respected

by the nature of his function than this

gentleman, the opportunity of reply-

ing to the lord chancellor would have
been an excellent one ; but Mr. Rob-
berds contents himselfwith the expla-

nation we have alluded to, and declines

the vengeance which almost court-

ed him. His mildness is perhaps the

severest censure, as his Christian spirit

forms the most striking contrast to

the bigoted taunt which was contained
in the chancellor's affected ignorance
on the subject. He says, ' It may seem
strange that a grave and learned and
conscientious man,one too who thinks

so much dependent upon the answer
which he shall receive to his question,

should call upon others for informa-
tion, with which he must have had
good opportunities of providing him-
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self as they. The philosophers of

the Epicureans and Stoics, who
asked of Paul, " May we know what
this new doctrine, whereof thou
speakest, is ?" had, at least, the merit

of addressing themselves to the proper
person. Whatever might be the cha-

racter of their curiosity, they went
M'ith it to the best source of informa-

tion. The doctrine too about which
they inquired was literally new. It

did not as yet, probably, exist in

books; at least, the very few writings

which can be supposed to have been
in circulation at that early period

were not likely to have fallen into

the hands of any but believers. But,

in tJie tzventy-Jifth year of the nine-

teenth century, in a Christian and
Protestant country, and after succes-

sive generations of far-famed dispu-

tants on the same great subject of

controversy—the doctrine of the Uni-
tarians cannot be so new, or the books
which state and defend it so rare, or

the lives and characters of its preach-

ers and professors all so utterly ob-

scure, as to leave our legislators in

any unavoidable uncertainty on the

question, " What is a Unitarian?" '

The whole of this sectarian minis-

ter's reply to the chancellor is in the

mildest and most forbearing spirit,aiid

perhaps, therefore, it will not satisfy

him. Still if he is really desirous of
having an answer to his question, he
can apply to his colleague. Lord
GifFord, whom all the world knows to

be a Unitarian ; who, as common
fame says, will one day succeed the

lord chancellor ; and who, while the

mere fact of his being a Unitarian

does not disqualify him for so eminent
an office, will, we trust, remember that

he who claims so wide an indulgence
for himself, in matters of religious

belief, ought to be among the first to

concede the same indulgence to others.

If the lord chancellor applied to us
(which is an accident not likely to

happen), we should tell him that we,
not being Unitarians, and yet not
being, or pretending to be, wholly
ignorant of that which every body
knows, could best explain it' by its

contraries. We should say a Uni-
tarian is not a bigot, for he insists

upon no man following his particular
form of worship ; that, while he doubts
and differs from a large portion of

3i7

mankind upon subjects of equal gra-

vity and interest to them all, he con-

demns and reviles no man, nor any
form of religion ; he pretends to no
exclusive nor extraordinary piety ; he
denies to 'no man that liberty of con-

science which he exercises himself

;

he makes no loud and public profes-

sion of his integrity ; nor sheds tears,

nor calls upon God to witness the

truth of the protestations he makes,
in the face of an admiring audience

;

he is neither a hypocrite (that is to say,

by virtue of his religion), nor rapa-

cious, nor covetous ; but he tries to

practise, as M'ell as the infirmity of

his nature will allow him, that reli-

gion, the votaries of which are dis-

tinguished (notwithstanding the dif-

ferences of sects) by humility in their

own persons, and by charity to all

mankind; and with this explanation

the lord chancellor might, at some
leisure time, see the difference between
a Unitarian's doctrines and his own.
While Mr. Robberds is, however,

thus mild in his rebuke to the lord

chancellor, the ancient Bencher of
Lincoln's Inn is bitter enough for any
two antagonists. If sage Jeremy be
mad, as most people believe, there is

a method in his madness which is

truly enviable: it seems rather to be
an antic disposition which he puts on
than real insanity, because a merely
eccentric man may, for his own pur-
poses, assume the appearance of mad-
ness ; but a real madman, an eligible

candidate for Bedlam, could not write

a pamphlet upon these indications.

The object of Mr. Bentham's book
is to prove that ]-.ord Eldon, on his

coming into office, formed and began
to execute a plan for screwing up the

fraud and extortion then existing in

the Court of Chancery to the highest

possible pitch. He does this in a fair

way enough, and if any person doubts

it let them answer him. It is true

he uses hard words ; but bad deeds

deserve hard words : it is true that his

style is wild and fantastic; but, if the
matter be true and important, vre

shall not care how incoherently it be
uttered. The Sibyls' oracles were
not couched in any clear and sober
terms, but they were valuable and
wise.

Mr. Bentham says that a system
has been encouraged in the Court of
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Chancery, by which the fees paid out

of the pockets of suitors into those of

the officers of the court have been
unlawfully augmented. He shows
that this practice is pernicious to the
administration of justice, and burden-
some to the people ; and that it tends

to benefit the judges (chiefly Lord
Eldon) in a pecuniary point of view,

because it increases the value of their

patronage, and because valuable pa-

tronage is money. He then particu-

larly directs his attention to the

augmentation of fees made in 1807
by Lord Chancellor Erskine and his

Mentor, as he calls Sir William Grant,
then the Master of the Rolls. He as-

serts—we think, fairly enough—that

the increase of fees, which are sooner
or later, in part or in whole, to find

their way into the pocket of the judge,
is a species of bribery, and upon this

he has a whimsical passage, which he
quotes from that great common law
authority (an authority, by the way,
which he laughs at)' Mr. Sergeant
Hawkins. "Bribery," says the learned
sergeant, " is sometimes taken for the
receiving or offering of any undue re-

ward, by or to any person whatsoever,
whose ordinary profession or business
relates to the administration of public
justice, in order to incline him to do a

thing against the known rules of
honesty and integriti/ ; for the laiu

abhoi's [inuendo the common law,

that is to say, it makes the judges

abhor] any the least tendency to cor-

ruption in those uho are any way
concernedin its administration."

' Here the learned sergeant waxes
stronger and stronger in sentimental-

ity, as he ascends into the heaven of

hypocrisy, where he remains during

the whole of that and the next long

section.
—" Abhor corruption ?" Oh

yes, even as a dog does carrion.

* Be this as it may, note with how
hot a burning iron he stamps bribery

and corruption on the foreheads of

such a host of sages :—of Lord

Erskine (oh fie! isn't he dead?) Sir

William Grant (oh fie ! was he not an

able judge ?) and Lord Eldon, the lord

of lords,with his etceteras the inferior

chiefs.'

This seems to us as funny as any
thing in Hooke's farces, and a great

deal more true.

This augmentation was aftervvards

confirmed by Lord Eldon, although
at the same time he confessed that he
doubted whether it was legal ; but all

tills done with so much cunning, that

the persons who ought most to have
complained were silenced by the
name of Lord Erskine, upon whom
Lord Eldon, or, as Mr. Bentham calls

him, John the Second, had taken care

that all the blame should fall. We
must give this in the Bencher's own
words :•

—

' Note here the felicity of Lortl Eldon :

the profit reaped by him from the Hegira
of a few months. We shall soon see,

how, from one of the most un expectable
of all incidents, the grand design of the
grand master of delay experienced a delay
of six years : a delay, which, like so many
of his own making, might never have found
an end, but for the short-lived apparent
triumph and unquiet reign of the pretenders

to the throne. When, upon their expulsion,

the le':;itimates resumed their due omnipo-
tence,it seemed to all who were in the secrets

of providence—and neither Mr. Bailey nor
Mr. Justice Park, nor any other chaplain of

Lord Eldon's, could entertain a doubt of

it—that it was only to give safety and
success to this grand design of his, that

the momentary ascendency of the intruders

had been permitted. The chancellor, by
whom the first visible step in the track of

execution was taken, being a Whig,—not
only was a precedent set, and gi'ound thus
made for the accommodation ofLord Eldon,
but a precedent which the Whigs, as such,

stood effectually estopped from controvert-

ing. Poor Lord Erskine— all that be had
had time to do, was to prepare the treat

:

to prepare it for his more fortunate prede-
cessor and successor. Scarce was the

banquet on tlie table, when up rose from
his nap the " giant refreshed," and swept
into his wallet, this, in addition to all the

other sweets of office. As to poor Lord
Erskine, over and above iiis paltry four
thousand pounds a-year, nothing was left

him, but to sing with Virgil—6ic vos non
nobis meinjicat is apes.'.

He then shows that the same prac-
tice has been attempted, and with
similar success, in the other courts

;

and, after alternating tickling the
judges till they are ready to laugh,
and then beating them till he makes
them cry, he apostrophizes Mr. Peel
and Mr. Canning in a manner which
the latter at least must feel, and which
is perhaps the more forcible from its

being so wholly unexpected, and so
different from all the preceding parts
of the book.
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' Oppose now, if you have face for it,

" the dragging the judges of the land"

tefore the Catos whom you are addressing

—the tribunal of Parliament. Fear no
longer, Mr. Peel, if ever you feared before,

the obtaining credence for your assurance

—

that it was by Lord Eldon his majesty was
advised to commission Lord Eldon to re-

port upon the conduct of Lord Eldon. Mr.
Canning—you, who hut two years ago—so

light in the scale of sentimentalism is

public duty weighed against private friend-

ship, (and such friendship !)— you who, so

lately, uttered the so solemn promise never

to give a vote that should cast imputation

upon Lord Eldon, watch well, sir, your

time, and when, these imputations having

come on, votes come to be given on
them, repress then, if possible, your tears,

and, wrapping yourself up in your agony,

hurry out of the House.'

After this the Bencher gets a little

wild, and goes so far as to call, in

plain English, these venerable and
eminent persons ' swindlers.' He
says that this violation of the law by
the judges was greater than that

effected by the judges of Charles II.

and attempted by those; of James II.

and if he does jiot prove it it is not

his fault. He is only withheld from
asserting that Lord Eldon is 7?iost

unfit for his ofiBce by the recollection

of Lord Redesdale, whom he intro-

duces in the following whimsical
note :

' I would willingly have said most unfit,

but truth, as will be seen, forbids me.
' Saul and Jonathan were Lord Eldon and

Lord Redesdale. Lord Eldon, Attorney-

(leneral ; Lord Redesdale, Solicitor-Gene-

ral : chancellors—Lord Eldon, of England
;

Lord Redesdale, of Ireland. Scholars of

the school of Fabius, but with one differ-

ence :—by the Roman cunctation, every

thing was perfected ; by the English and
Irish, marred.

' The London laid a wager with the

Dublin chancellor, which should, in a
given time, do least business. Dublin

beat London hollow.'

The lord chancellor is universally

praised, even by his enemies, for his

courteous manners. The Duke of

Glo'ster, in the play, says, ' I can
smile and smile,' and so forth. Mr.
Bentham,in the enumeration of Lord
Eldon's virtues, cannot forget this.

' Beyond all controversy,— recognised

not less readily by adversaries than by
dependants, one politico-judicial virtue his

lordship has,—which, in his noble and
learned bosom, has swelled to so vast a

magnitude, that, like Aaron's serpent-rod,

it shows as if it had swallowed up all the

rest. In the public recognition of it,

trembling complaint seeks an emollient for

vengeance ; decorous and just satire, a
mask. After stabbing the Master of the

Abuses through and through with facts,

Mr. Vizard takes in hand the name of this

virtue—and, inuendo, this is the only one
that can be found, lays it like a piece of

goldbeater's skin on the wounds. That
which beauty, according to Anacreon, is to

woman,

—

courtesy, according to every body,

is to Lord Eldon : to armour of all sorts

—

offensive as well as defensive—a matchless

and most advantageous substitute. With
the exception of those, whom, while doubt-
ing, he is ruining, and, without knowing
any thing of the matter, plundering,— this

it is that keeps every body in good humour ;

every body—from my lord duke, down to

the barrister's servant-clerk. Useful here,

useful there, useful every where,—of all

places, it is in the cabinet that it does

knights' service. It is the court sticking-

jdaster, which, even when it fails to heal,

keeps covered all solutions of continuity :

it is the grand imperial cement, which keeps
political corruption from dissolving in its

own filth. Never (said somebody once),

never do I think of Lord Eldon or Lord
Sidmouth, but I think of the aphorism of

Helvetius— Cehii qui Ji'a ui hauntur ni hu-

meur est un Courtisan parfait.'

And, having thus gone through the

subject of Lord Eldon's conduct re-

specting fees, I\Ir. Bentham concludes

with a summary of his character, and
the feats he has performed for the

instruction of posterity, or for the

use of some future historian. It is

written with all possil)le severity ; the

last passage, quaint as it is, is not less

masterly in composition than it is

vigorous in expression ; and the

whole convinces us that Mr. Bentham's
oddity is affected, either for some pur-

pose, or merely from a habit of in-

dulging himself; but that, when he

chooses, he can write as forcibly and

as well as any other political author.

How very poor any thing of Cobbett's

would look beside this, merely in the

way of bitterness, to say nothing of

the comprehensive view which is

taken, and of which Cobbctt is wholly

incapable !

' To improve upon these hastily collect-

ed hints, and complete the investigation,

would, if performed by a competent hand,

assuredly be a most interesting as well as

useful work.
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' 1. Nipping in the bud the spread of

improvement over the habitable globe,

ruining fortunes by wholesale, and involv-

ing in alarm and insecurity a vast propor-

tion of the vast capital of the country, by
wantonly scattered doubts, leaving the

settlement of them to a future contingent

time that may never come.
' 2. Rendering all literary property de-

pendent upon his own inscrutable and
uncontrollable will and pleasure.

' 3. Establishing a censorship over the

press, under himself, with his absolute and
inscrutable will, as censor : inviting, after

publication with its expense has been com-
pleted, applications to himself for prohi-

bition, with profit to himself in these, as in

all other instances.

' 4, Leaving the line of distinction between
cases for open and cases for secret judica-

ture, for so long as there is any, at all

times dependent on his own inscrutable

and uncontrovertible will and pleasure, es-

tablishing and continually e.xtending the

practice of covering his own proceeding
with the cloak of secrecy.

' 5. llivetting, on the neck of the people,

the continually pinching yoke of an aristo-

cratical magistracy, by rendering all relief

at the hands of the chancellor as hopeless,

as, by artificial law expenses, and partici-

pation in sinister interest and prejudice, it

has been rendered, at the hands of the

judge.
' 6. On pretence of heterodoxy, by ex

jtostfacto law, made by a single judge for

the purpose,—divesting parents of the

guardianship of their own children.

' 7. Injecting into men's minds the

poison of insincerity and hypocrisy, by
attaching to pretended misdeeds, suffer-

ings, from which, by an unpunishable and
improvable, though solemn act of insin-

cerity, the supposed misdoer may, in every
case, with certainty exempt himself.

' 8. In all manner of shapes, planting

or fixing humiliation and anxiety in the
breasts of all, who, on points confessedly

too obscure for knowledge, oppose him, or

refuse to join with him, in the profession of

opinions, in relation to which there is no
better evidence of their being really liis,

than the money and power he has obtained

by the profession of them.
' 9. Pretending to establish useful truth

by the only means by which success to

pernicious falsehood can ever be secured.

Proclaiming, in the most impressive man-
ner, the falsehood and mischievousness of

every thing that is called religion,—by
punishing, or' threatening to punish, what-
soever is said in the way of controverting

the truth or usefulness of it.

' 10. Bearding Parliament, by openly
declaring its incapacity to render unpunish-

able any thing, to which the juilges, with

the words common law in their mouths,

shall have been pleased to attach punish-

ment, or take upon them to punish :—thus,

by the assumed authority of himself, and

those his creatures, keeping men under

the rod of punishment, for habits of action,

which, in consideration of their innoxious-

ness, had by Parhament been recently ex-

empted from it : as if Parliament had not

exempted men from declared and limited,

but for the purpose of subjecting them to

unconjecturable and unlimited punishment.

Witness the Unitarians, and all others,

who will not, at his command thus signified,

defile themselves with insincerity, to pur-

chase the common rights of subjects.

' 11. Doing that which even Parlia-

ment would not dare to do, and because

Parliament would not dare to do it : doing

it, with no other warraut, than this or that

one of a multitude of words and phrases,

to which owe import as well as another may
be assigned at pleasure. Witness libel,

hlaspheimj, malice, contra bonos mores, con-

spiracy, Christianity is part and parcel oj

the law of the land : converting thus at

pleasure into crimes, any the most perfectly

innoxious acts, and even meritorious ones :

substituting thus, to legislative definition

and prohibition, an act of ex post facto

punishment, which the most consummate

legal knowledge would not have enabled a

man to avoid, and as to which, in many an

instance, perhaps, it was not intended that

it should be avoided.
' All this—which, under a really exist-

ing constitution, grounded on the greatest-

happiness-priuciple, would furnish matter

for impeachment upon impeachment,— fur-

nishes, under the imaginary matchless one,

matter of triumph, claim to reward, and

reward accordingly.
' 12. Poisoning the fountain of history,

by punishing what is said of a departed

public character on the disapproving side—

while, for evidence and argument on the

approving side, an inexhaustible fund of

reward is left open to every eye :
thus, by

suppression, doubling the effect of subornU'

lion, of evidence. This by the hand of one

of his creatures : his own hand, without

the aid of that other, not reaching quite far

enough.
' The title Master of the Abuses, which

occurs in page 76, may perhaps have been

thought to require explanation. It was
suggested by that of Master of the Revels,

coupled with the idea of the enjoyments in

which he and his have for so many years

been seen revelling by the exercise given to

the functions of it.

'The Mastership of the Revels being

aboUshed, or in disuse,—the Mastership of

the Abuses appears to have been silently
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substituted ; and Lord Eldon presents him-
self as having been performing the functions

of the office, as yet without a salary : with
his masters in Chancery, serving under him
in the corresponding capacity, and on the

same generous footing, on the principle of

the unpaid magistracy. A subject for cal-

culation might be—at what anno domini,

the business of all the denominated offices,

possessed by those masters and their

grand master respectively, will have been
brought into the state, into which, under
his lordship's management, that of the sit

clerks has already been brought, together
with that of the six offices, with which the

future services of his honourable son have
been so nobly and generously remune-
rated?— at what halcyon jteriod, these

offices will, with the rest, have been sub-

limated into sinecures, and the incumbents
apotheosed into so many Dii majorum, or

jDti minorum gentium of the Epicurean
heaven ?

' To help conception, a short parallel

between the noble and learned lord, and
his noble and learned predecessor JefFeries,

may be not altogether without its use.

—

GeneralJefferies had his one " campaign :"

General Eldon, as many as his command
lasted years. The deaths of Jefferies'a

killed-off -were speedy: of Eldon's, linger-

ing as his own resolves. The deaths of
Lord Jeffisries's victims were public—the
sufferers supported and comforted in their

affliction by the sympathy of surrounding
thousands : Lord Eldon's expired, unseen,
in the gloom of that solitude, which wealth
on its departure leaves behind it. Jefferies,
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whatsoever he may have gained in the
shape of royal favour—source of future

contingent wealth,—does not present him-
self to us clothed in the spoils of any of his

slain. No man, no woman, no child did

Eldon ever kill, whose death had not, in

the course of it, in some way or other, put
money into his pocket. In the language,

visage, and deportment of Jefferies, the
.suffering of his victims produced a savage
exultation : in Eldon's, never any inter-

ruption did they produce to the most
amiable good humour, throwing its grace
over the most accomplished indifference.

Jefferies was a tiger: Eldon, in the midst
of all his tears, like Niobe, a stone.

' Prophet at once and painter, another
predecessor of Lord Eldon—Lord Bacon,
has drawn his emblem. Behold the man
(says he), who, to roast an egg for himself,

is ready to set another's house on fire ! So
far so good : but, to complete the likeness,

he should have added

—

after havingJirst

gutted it. One other emblem—one other

prophecy. Is it not written in the Arabian
Nights' Entertainments 1 Sinbad the Sailor,

Biittania : Old Man of the Sea, the Learn-
ed Slaughterer of Pheasants, whose prompt
deaths are objects of envy to his suitors.

After fretting and pummelling, with no
better effect than sharpening the gripe,

—

the Arabian slave, by one desperate effort,

shook off his tormenting master. The entire

prophecy will have been accomplished, and
the prayers of Brittanuia heard, should so

happy an issue, out of the severest of all

her afflictions, be, in her instance, brought
to pass.'

OWEN'S LAMENTATION.

Ah ! what are all the silent charms of mind,
By genius gifted, and by love refined

—

The melody of thought, whicli secret sings

Of themes sublime, sky, stars, and brightest things—
The shapes of fancy's breath—the world within.
Like blooming Eden, blighted not by sin

—

Ah ! Avhat are all to him who hath not one
To love him here, or mourn for him when gone ?

Ah ! what are all when Beauty's eye but turns

To scorn the wretch desire of beauty burns ?

Vain, vain, ye sophists, who say mind is all

—

That his alone are joys which will not pall

!

O ! there is sorrow in a world of sweets.

Where love is not, nor heart nor bosom meets !

The flowers must blow to please some cheering eye.

Or lonely man will lay him down and die O.
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SUPERSTITIONS OF THE IRISH PEASANTRY.—NO. VUT.

LOUGHIilAGH.
' Do you see that bit of a lake?'

said my companion, turning his eyes

towards the acclivity that overhung
Loughliagh.* Troth, and as little

as you think of it, and as ugly as it

looks with its weeds and its flags, it is

the most famous one in all Ireland.

Young andould, rich and poor.far and
near, have come to that lake to get
cured of all kinds of scurvy and sores.

The Lord keep us our limbs whole
and sound, for it's a sorrowful thing

not to have the use o' them. 'Twas
but last week we had a great grand
Frenchman here ; and, though he
came upon crutches, faith he went
home as sound as a bell ; and well he
paid Billy Reily for curing him.'

* And, pray, how did liilly Reily
cure him ?'

* Oh, well enough. He took his

long pole, dipped it down to the bot-

tom of the lake, and brought up on
the top of it as much plaster as would
do for a thousand sores.'

' What kind of plaster?'
* What kind of plaster I Why

black plaster, to be sure : for, isn't

the bottom of the lake filled with a
kind of black mud, which cures all

the world ?'

' Then it ought to be a famous
lake, indeed.'

* Famous ! faith, and so it is,' re-

plied my companion :
' but it isn't for

its cures neather that it is famous;
for, sure, doesn't all the world know
there is a fine beautiful city at the
bottom of it, where the Good People
live just like Christians ?'

' Indeed !'

* Troth, it is the truth I tell you
;

for Ske7}ius-a-sneidhf saw it all when
he followed his dun cow, that was
stolen.'

'Who stole her?'
' ril tell you all about it. Shemus

was a poor garsoon, who lived on the

brow of the hill, in a cabin with his

ould mother. They lived by hook and
by crook, one way and another, in the

best way they could. They had a bit

o' ground that gave 'em the preaty,

and a little dun cow, that gave 'era

the drop o' milk ; and, considering
how times go, they weren't badly off",

for Shemus was a handy garsoon, to

boot ; and, while minden the cow, cut
heath and made brooms, which his

mother sould on a market-day, and
brought home the bit o' tobaccy, the

grain of salt, and other nic-nackeries,

which a poor body can't well do
widout.

* Once upon a time, however, She-
mus went farther than usual up the

mountain, looken for long heath; for

town's-people don't like to stoop, and
so like long handles to their brooms.
The little dun cow was a most as cun-
nen as a Christian sinner, and follow-

ed Shemus, like a lap-dog, every
where he'd go, so that she required
little or no herden. On this day she
found nice picken on a round spot as

green as a leek; and, as poor Shemus
was weary, as a body would be on a
fine summer's day, he lay down on
the grass to rest himself, just as we're
resten ourselves on the Cairne here.

Begad, he hadn't long lain there, sure
enough, when, what should he see

but whole loads of ganconers danc-
ing about the place? Some o' them
were hurlen, some kicking a foot-

ball, and others leaping a hick-step-

and-a-lep. They were so soople and
so active that Shemus was highly de-

lighted with the sport ; and a little

taimed-skinned chap in a red cap
pleased him betther than any o' them,
bekase he used to tumble the other

fellows \ike7nushrn0ns. At onetime
he had kept the ball up for as good as

half an hour, when Shemus cried out
" Well done, my hurler !" The word
wasn't well out of his mouth when
tvhap went the ball on his eye, and

flush went the fire. Poor Shemus
thought he was blind, and roared out
" Mille murdher !" but the only
thing he heard was a loud laugh.

—

" Cross o'Christ about us," says he to

himself," what is this for?" and, afther

rubbing his eyes, they carae too a lit-

tle, and he could see the sun and
sky ; aud, by-and-by, he could see

every thing but his cow and the
mischevious ganconers. They were

* Loughliagh signifies tlie healing lake, or literally the doctor-lnke, and derives its

name t'roni tlie htainig properties ol the bitumen t'oiiiul deposited at the bottorti.

t Little .lames.
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gone to their Rath, or Mote ; but
where was the little dun cow? He
looked, and he looked; and he might
have looked from that day to this,

bekase she wasn't to be found ; and
good reason why—the ganconers
took her away with 'em.

' Sheuius-a-sneidh, however, didn't

think so, but ran home to his mother.
"Where is the cow, Shemus?"

axed the ould woman.
" Och, musha, bad luck to her,"

said Shemus, " I donna where she is."
" Is that an answer, you big blag-

gard, for the likes o' you to give your
poor ould mother?" said she.

" Och, musha," said Shemus,
" don't kick up such a hoUhour about
nothen. The ould cow is safe enough,
1 be bail, some place or other, though
I could find her if I put my eyes

upon kippcens ; and, speaken of

eyes, faith, I had very good luck o'

my side, or I had nare a one to look

afther her."
" Why, what happened your eyes,

agrah ?" axed the ould woman.
"Oh! didn't the ganconers—the

Lord save us from all hurt and harm !

—drive their hurlen ball into them
both ? and sure I was stone blind for

an hour."
" And may be," said the mother,

" the Good People took our cow?"
" No, nor the devil a one o' them,'*

said Shemus, " for, by the Powers,
that same cow is as knowen as a law-

yer, and wouldn't be such a fool as to

go with the ganconers while she could

get such grass as I found for her to-

day."
' In this way,' continued my infor-

mant, ' they talked about the cow all

that night ; and, next mornen, both
o* them set off to look for her. Afther
searching every place, high and low,

what should Shemus see sticking out
of a bog-hole but something very
like the horns of his little beast ?

" Oh, mother, mother !" said he,
" I've found her '."

" Where, alanna?" axed the ould
woman.
" In the bog-hole, mother," an-

swered Shemus.
' At this the poor ould creathure

set up such a pullallue, that she
brought the seven parishes about her

;

and the neighbours soon pulled the
cow out of the bog-hole. You'd
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swear it was the same j and yet it

vvasn'tj as you shall hear by-and-by.
• Shemus and his mother brought

the dead beast home with them ; and,

after skinnen her hung the meat up
in the chimney. The loss of the drop
o' milk was a sorrowful thing j and,

though they had a good deal of meat,

that couldn't last always ; besides

the whole parish faughed upon
them for eating the flesh of a beast

that died without bleeden . But the

pretty thing was, they couldn't eat

the meat afther all ; for, when it was
boiled, it was as tough as carrion,

and as black as a turf. V'ou might
as well think of sinking your teeth in

an oak plank as into a piece of it; and
then you'd want to sit a great piece

from the wall for fear of knocking
your head against it when pulling it

through your teeth.
* At last and at long run they were

forced to thowit to the dogs ; but the

dogs wouldn't smell to it, and so it

was thrown into the ditch, where it

rotted. This misfortune cost poor
Shemus many a salt tear, for he was
novv obliged to work twice as hard as

before, and be out cutten heath on
the mountain late and early. One
day he was passen by this Cairne with

a load of brooms on his back, when
what should he see but the little dun
cow, and two red-headed fellows herd-

ing her ?

" That's my mother's cow," said

Shemus-a-sneidh.
" No,it is not," said one ofthe chaps.

"But I say it is," said Shemus,
throwing the brooms on the ground,
and seizing the cow by the horns. At
that the red fellows drove her as fast

as they could to this steep place, and
with one leap she bounced over, with

Shemus stuck fast to her horns. They
made only one splash in the lough,

when the waters closed over 'em, and

they sunk to the bottom. Just as

Shemus-a-sneidh thought that all was

over with him, he found himself be-

fore a most elegant palace built with

jewels, and all manner of fine stones.

Though his eyes were dazzled with

the splendour of the place, faith he

had gomsh enough not to let go his

holt, but, in spite of all they could do,

he held his little cow by the horns.

He was axed into the palace, but
wouldn't go.
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* The hubbub at last grew so great

that the door flew open, and out

walked a hundred ladies and gentle-

men, as fine as any in the land.
" What does this boy want ?" axed

one o' them, who seemed to be the

masther,
" I want my mother's cow," said

IShemus.
*' That's not your mother's cow,"

said the gentleman.
" Bethershin !" cried Shemus-a-

sneidh ;
** don't I know her as well

as I know my right hand ?"

** Where did you lose her ?" axed
the gentleman ; and so Shemus up
and tould him all about it, how he
was on the mountain—how he saw
the Good People hurlen—how the

ball was knocked in his eye—and his

cow was lost.

" I believe you are right," said the

gentleman, pulling out his purse

—

"and here is the price of twenty cows
for you."

" No, no," said Shemus, " you'll

not catch ould birds wid chaff. I'll

have my cow, and nothenelse."
" You're a funny fellow," said the

gentleman. "May be you'd stop here,

and live with us ?

"

" No," said Shemus-a-sneidh, " I'd

rather live with my mother."
" Foolish boy !" said the gentleman,

" stop here, and live in a palace."
" I'd rather live in my mother's

cabin."
" Here you can walk through gar-

dens loaded with fruit and flowers."
** I'd rather," said Shemus, " be

cuttingr heath on the mountain."

" Here you can eat and drink of
the best."

" Since I've got my cow, I can
have milk once more with the phea-
ties."

" Oh !" cried the ladies, gathering

round him, " sure you wouldn't take

away the cow that gives us milk for

our tea?"
" Oh !" said Shemus, "my mother

wants milk as bad as any one, and
she must have it ; so there is no use

in your palavar—I must have my
cow."

* At this they all gathered about
him, and offered him bushels of gould,

but he wouldn't have any thing bur
his cow. Seeing him as obstinate as

a mule, they began to thump and
beat him; but still he held fast by the
hornsjtill at length a great blast ofwind
l)lew him out of the place, and, in a
moment, he found himself and the

cow standing on the side of the lake,

the water of which looked as if it

hadn't been disturbed since Adam was
a boy ; and that's a long time since.

* Well, Shemus-a-sneidh drove
home his cow, and right glad his

mother was to see her; but, the mo-
ment she said "God bless the beast,"

she sunk down like the breesha of a
turf rick ; and that was the end of
Shemus-a-sntidh's dun cow.

* And sure,' continued my compa-
nion, standing up, * it is now time for

me to look afther my brown cow, and
God send the ganconers haven't

taken her !' Of this I assured him
there could be no fear ; and so we
parted.

MR. BLANCO WHITE'S EVIDENCE AGAINST TTHE CATHOLICS.*

Mr. Joseph Blanco White, you
come before us in a ' questionable

shape.' You have proclaimed your-

jself a renegade Spaniard, an apostate

Catholic, an ex-Jesuit, and an enemy
of that unfortunate country which

your forefathers loved, and from

which they were exiled by the prede-

cessors of those whose champion you
have become, and whose religious

and political principles you have es-

poused. The ties of kindred and
country you have burst through, the
claims of honour you have disregard-

• Practical and internal Evidence against Catholicism, with occasional Strictures on
Mr. Butler's Book of the Roman Catholic Church : in Six Letters, addressed to the

Impartial among the Roman Catholics of Great Britain and Ireland. By the Rev.
Joseph Blanco White, M. A. B. D. in the University of Seville ; Licentiate of Di-

vinity in the University of Osuna ; formerly Chaplain Magistral (Preacher) to the King
of Spain, in the Royal Chapel at Seville ; Fellow, and once Rector, of the College of St.

Mary a Jesu of the same town ; Synodal Examiner of the Diocese of Cadiz ; Member of

the Royal Academy of Belles Lettres, of Seville, &c. &c. ; now a Clergyman of the

Church of England :—Author of Doblado's Letters from Spain. Murray, 1825.

A few Observations on the Evidence against Catholicism. By the Rev. J. B.White,

&e. &c. &c. Booker, 1825.
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ed, and you have obtruded yourself a education—and that the Breviary in
labelled and voluntary national in- Spain is a compound of lies—(and
former. Nay, more, in contradiction, these are the amount of Mr. Blanco's
we suppose, of the usual boast of Ca- objections)—what then? Why that
tholics, you have revealed the secrets in a country where Catholics form
of the confessional, yon have drawn only one-third of the population, they
arguments from your own disgust- should be emancipated at once. Ad-
ing vices, and libelled the religious mit them to the light of truth, if they
females of your native country, ad- are in darkness; for that which is sup-
vancing your own experience as a ported by reason will naturally attach
proof of the immorality of Spanish men to it, when not withheld by the
nunneries. Perhaps these are offences fear of being reproached with merce-
pardonable in our modern ethical nary motives. Mr. Blanco might
schools, and no doubt would be re- have found t\\\ifact in the works of
garded as harmless in a Court of a man, to whose writing, if the ex-
Equity; but, amongst men of honour, Jesuit is to be believed, he is
and of the world, nay, amongst pious indebted for his conversion from
men, we are convinced they will be re
ceived in a very different light. They
will consider such barefaced ex-
posures as indecent and uncalled for;

conversion
atheism to Christianity : but, alas I

Blanco is no philosopher; and, though
he has dipped into theology, it does not
appear that he read Paley's moral and

and, applying the worldly maxim,they political works at all. In the work
will doubt the statements of the
gallant who could 'kiss and tell ;'for
It is pretty generally known that he
who is in the habit of boasting of
ladies* favours has seldom been in
the enjoyment of any.

_
Mr. Blanco White, with all the

littleness of a pedant, has ostenta-
tiously * set forth' his learned titles
and academical honours ; but, what-
ever his other acquirements may be,
logic is decidedly not one of them,
for we have never met with more dis-

jointed arguments or more unwarrant-
able conclusions. His friends—and
they are the advocates of exclusion

—

have, however, declared that Mr.
Blanco White, the ex-Jesuit of
Seville, has opposed Catholic eman-
cipation by new arguments, and that
he is the ablest champion which has
yet appeared for Protestant ascend-
ency. We are glad that they have
done so ; we are glad that the ' rene-
gade Papists,' Phelan and O'Sullivan,
are put upon the shelf, because
these latter imbeciles are thus treated
as presumptuous ignoraace merits ;

and because that, if every thing Mr.
Blanco White has said respecting the
Catholic religion were true, the ne-
cessity of speedy and unqualified
emancipation would be only made
the more apparent.
Suppose we admit that the Catholic

religion generates intolerance—that
it is not infallible—that it has no
unity—that monks and nuns are im-
moral—that Rome is the enemy of

before us, however, the * Renegade*
supplies an answer to his own argu-
ments, for he repeatedly says that
men are Catholics only because they
are prevented from acquiring know-
ledge; and, in this as in other in-

stances, he adduces himself as au
irrefragable proof. Then why not
allow them the means of seeing the
deformity of their own creed ? Why
keep them for ever brooding in the
errors of superstition, when, by open-
ing the portals of the constitution,

you would be shedding on them the
light of a purer religion, and intro-

ducing them to scenes where they
could not fail to recognise the Ipve-
liness of truth ? Exclude them, and,
judging the future by the past, they
will continue for ever Papists ; remove
their restrictions, and you give them
a chance, at least, of abandoning'
error. This is the only answer sucU
divines as Blanco merit. Admit all

their premises, and then turn their

conclusions against themselves.

But we are not so slightly read in

the philosophy of the human mind as

to suppose, for an instant, that

Blanco believes in all he has stated

:

he has been for some time an author

by profession, and knows better how
to write a book that will sell than a
book that will support the interest of

truth. Indeed, when we find that the

Pope, according to his account, can
absolve a man from any crime, cancel

oaths, and do several such wonderful
things, we are half inclined to suspect
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that Blanco is onlj a Jesuit In dis-

guise—that he is, like a good Gatho-
lic, advancing the Interest of his

religion under the gown of a Pro-
testant clergyman ; for he tells us
the Papists are obliged to do every
thing for the destruction of heresy,

the purity, the benevolence, the angelic
piety of my father's life, that, at his death,
multitudes of people thronged the house
to indulge a last view of the dead body.
Nor was the wife of his bosom at all be-
hind him, either in fulness of faith or sanc-
tity of manners. The endeavours of such

^^r.,':A^A i-i J 4.1,- *!..••' parents to bring up their children in con-
provided they do nothing that injures l^^-, ^-^^^ their^eligious notions may,
theu: own religion \\e are not in therefore, be fully conceived without the
the secret; and perhaps some of the help of description.
Continental powers, or even the Pope < No waywardness of disposition appear-
hiraself, might think, that opposing ed in me to defeat or obstruct their la-

the emancipation of thelrish Catholics hours. At the age of fourteen all the seeds

is the best way to extend the influence of devotion, which had been assiduously

of the church of Rome. The daily *o^" '» ™J heart, sprung up as it were

conversions to Catholicity seem to spo.itaneously. The pious practices,

confirm such a supposition : we would ''^"^'' *''"' '"therto been a task, were now

have the Bishop of London look to it

in time.

It is now time that we should tell

the reader who Joseph Blanco Wliite
is ; but the ex-Jesuit has saved us a
part of the trouble by furnishing the
following account of liimself

:

' I am descended from an Irish family,
whose attachment to the Roman Catholic
religion was often proved by their endur-
ance of the persecation which, for a long
period, afflicted the members of their per-
suasion in Ireland. My grandfather was
the eldest of three brothers, whose volun-
toiry banishment from their native land.

the effect of my own choice. I became a
constant attendant at the congregation o£

the Oratory, where pious young men, in-

tended for the church, generally had their

spiritual directors. Dividing my time be-

tween study and devotion, I went through
a course of philosophy and divinity at the

University of Seville ; at the end ofwhicii
I received the Roman Catholic order of

sub-deacon. By that time I had obtained
the degrees of Master of Arts and Bache-
lor of Divinity. Being elected a Fellow
of the College of St. Mary o Jesu of Se-
ville, when I was not of sufficient standing
for the superior degree of Licentiate of

Divinity, t which the Fellowship required.

rooted out my family from the county of ^ took that degree at Osuna, where the sta-

Waterford. A considerable fortune en
abled my ancestor to settle at Seville,where
he was inscribed on the roll of the privi-

leged gentry, and carried on extensive
business as a merchant. But the love of
his native laud could not be impaired by
his foreign residence ; and as his eldest
son (my father) could not but grow at-

tached to Spain, by reason of his birth, he

tutes demand no interval between these

academical honours. A year had scarcely

elapsed since I had received priest's orders,

when, after a public examination, in com-
petition with other candidates, I obtained
the stall of Magistral or Preacher, in the

chapter of king's chaplains, at Seville.

Placed, so young, in a situation which my
predecessor had obtained after many years'

service as a vicar, in the same town, I con-sent him in his childhood to Ireland, that
he might also cling to that country by ^^^"^^^ myself bound to devote my whole

early feelings of kindness. It was thus
'^'^"^6 *» ^'^^ study of religion. I need

that my father combined in his person the
""^ ^^^ ^^'^* ^ ^^^ *"''y conversant with

two most powerful and genuine elements
of a religionist—the unhesitating faith of
persecuting Spain ; the impassioned belief
of persecuted Ireland.

' My father was the first of his kindred
that married into a Spanisli family ; and
his early habits of e.xaited piety made him
choose a wife whom few can equal in reli-

gious sincerity. I have hallowed the
pages of another work* with the character

the system of Catholic divinity ; for I

owed my preferment to a public display of

theological knowledge : yet I wished to

become acquainted with ail kinds of v/orks

which might increase and perfect that

knowledge.'

We take the subsequent part of
his life from the aathor of * Obser-
vations,' &c.

'Light clouds of doubt begun to pass
of my parents : yet affection would readily over his mind, and to get rid of them he
furnish me with new portraits, were I not preached a sermon on Infidelity to the
anxious to get over this preliminary ego- Royal Brigade of Carabineers. The recipe
tism. It is enough to say that such were seems strange, the effect of it still more

* ' Letters from Spain, by Don Leucadio Dob! ado.'
t < Previous to the degree of Doctor of Divinity a severe examination takes place,

which gives to the Licentiate all the rights, though not the honours, of Doctorship. These
Hiay be obtained by a Licentiate, at any time, by the payment of some fees,'
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singtilur. This sermon quickened his con-

version, and he was an atheist before the

end of the j'ear. What effect it had upon
the Royal Carabineers he does not say,

—

no doubt it made them all athiests too,

—

that is to say if they heard it, and were
not of the soldier's opinion, " Qui'l ne faut

pas parler de la religion dans la guerre."

He then gives his reasons for believing,

—

one of which was that without a living (in

sake which filial piety commanded him to

conceal.
' I cannot help remarking upon the sin-

gularity of the scene of Mr. Blanco's sud-

den conversion. Ail such speedy transi-

tions of faith that I have ever hitiierto

heard of have been made in some situa-

tion whose awfulness invoked the atten-

tion of the creature to the Creator and
claimed his devotion : but Mr. Elanco felt

fallible interpreter) the Bible was a dead the inspiring influence of Church-of-Eng

letter.* But when he found this was not

so, he gave up the Bible and its Author,

and all the arguments in favour of one and
the other and became an atheist. Now I

for one much doubt if there is any one so

unfortunate as to be utterly destitute of all

belief in a God ; but thus far I am certain

that Mr. Blanco never was. Of course I

do not say it as a reproach ; I am very

glad he never was ; but I only tell it as a

warning lest he may be in fact as little of

a Church-of-England man, as he was of an

atheist ; for as he plainly does not know
what the latter means he may perhaps be

ignorant of the meaning of the former. lu

which case he is not only deceiving him-

self, but the Rev. Edward Coplestone,

and even one whose good opinion, if I

understand him right, lie would be still

less willing to lose, the Right Rev. Lord
Bishop of London. During the whole

period of his scepticism Mr. Blanco was
incessant in prayer. But if there is one

duty of religion that would be more slight-

ed than another where all were disregard-

ed it would be that of prayer. To whom
should the atheist pray ? Did Mr. Blanco
raise altars to Reason, or adore her in the

shape of a naked prostitute ? Perhaps not,

—but he was continually assailing Heaven
with prayers for grace, though to what
power he addressed them, as he has not

told us, must remain undetermined.

landisra as he was prying about the paro-

chial church of St. James's. Much as I

admire the general doctrine of our church
;

I confess that I think it is rather by sober

reflection in the chamber—by cool reason

in the closet, that it will make converts,

than by sudden enthusiasm, caught in its

high places, and certainly than by the

warmth inspired by its London palaces.

But Mr. White entered the chuich by
some accident, unusual 1 presume, to an
atheist as he professed himself to be j he
saw the well-fed priest ascend the pulpit

and heard the enlivening tones of his voice

—he saw the glad glowing enthusiasm it

kindled in his congregation, and he im-

mediately concluded, that if there was not

peace, there was at least plenteousness in

all her palaces. Thus convinced, the scep-

tic Spaniard presently took English orders

and then he retired to Oxford, and in so

doing chose the place the least fitted to

erase from his memory the religion he
had originally professed, of any place in

the British dominions ; there he saw the

monuments of jjopish grandeur ; there he

saw the plenitude of popish institutes
;

there he saw the remains of popish bigo-

try,and relics of popish superstition, popish

feelings under Protestant garbs. Was
his sleep sound at the Mitre (may he ne-

ver sleep under one again !) the first nigiit

of his arrival at Oxford ?—Surely the

' Having excited the pity of all Chris- streets he had passed through, must have

tian readers, by declaring himself to have made him tremble to think of the piles

been an unbeliever ; he next tells us that that had been raised there for the destruc-

he was a son, and gives a beautiful passage tion of Ridley, Latimer, and Cranraer in

on his filial piety (a virtue that he fre- the darker ages of Catholic superstition,

quently arrogates to himself,) and in one Whether his dreams were of these unfor-

place compares his feelings to those of tunate martyrs ; or of the monks, martyrs

Pope with regard to his mother. But to nothing but gout and disease that now
whoever has read the poet's affecting letter possess those places he has not told us;

will see how diff"erent was the delicacy of but he was soon called away to superin-

his feeling (" qui nequeat lacrymas per- tend the education of a nobleman's chil-

ferre parentis") who brings forward no
stories of his mother's weaknesses, no la-

mentations over her obstinate enthusiasm,

but who felt in tlje true spirit of Chris-

tianity, that his God would be better

dren. Who that nobleman was, he has

not told us here, probably from some

slight feeling of shame at inserting his

name in a publication the author must be

too well aware how highly he would dis-

pleased by his preservation of his mother's approve, perhaps too, deeming that some

lieart than the declaration of his own con- of his readers might the less excuse the

version. Religious enthusiasm in vain ap- roan, who having had for two years the

plied to him to rip up those errors for her advantage of that nobleman's conversa-

• ' If the two bracketed words were omitted, this sentence might explain some of

the latter part of the Rev. Gentleman's conduct.'
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tion, had so little profited by it as to op-

pose decidedly his opinion in politics,

upon a subject upon which his own igno-

rance of the real argument and his bias as

lo the facts, made him so incapable of

judging. In Doblado's Letters however,

he says, that " this nobleman's love of the

literature of Spain and great acqua ntance

with that country, would be euough to

designate him, were he not best known by

a peculiar benevolence of heart, which no

man ever expressed so faithfully in the

afTability of his manners." It will be to

the latter of these designations belonging

to him in so great a degree, as to make
him " more than man" that Mr. Blanco will

be indebted, if he is sail honored with

the same friendship which he now boasts.

'The effect of the sight of the Rector of

St. James's had wrought rather too sud-

den a conversion upon Mr. Blanco's in-

fidel mind, for soon after he had published
" Lectures by aClergyraan of the Church of

England," he tells us he was rather puzzled

by " Taylor's Atonement," and began to

think of becoming a Unitarian. This he

considers a period of darkness, and he

prayed daily for light, which at last came
to him and convinced him that the church

of England was better than Unitarianism,

three to one; and here ends (for the pre-

sent at least) this Rev. Gent.'s doubts.

Whether if the Catholics should be eman-

cipated (the consequence of which, will

ofcourse and immediately be the establish-

ment of the Catholic religion in Great

Britain) ; Mr. Blanco White may not be

found again administering rites in St.

Giles's, and preaching to Royal l''usileers

upon disbelief in tlie Pope at St. James's,

I leave those who admire the consistency

of his character to consider. For my own

part I should wonder at nothing in Mr.

Blanco's religion, even ii he were to en-

dure the painful rites of initiation to the

Moslem creed, or were I to meet him pro-

pensd barbd, in the purlieus of Monmouth
Street.

<• all arts the hungry Monsieur

knows,

And bid him go to hell to hell he goes."

'But I insist upon it that no judge in

Ills majesty's dominions would allow such

a witness's evidence to be taken in any

court of justice.'

From this abridgment of Blanco's

piece of auto-biography it appears

that his life would form a good his-

tory of variations; and, perhaps,

when he meets by chance (he met
all his books by chance) Tom Paine's

* Age of Reason,' he may relapse

once more into infidelity. Should

he then read Dr. Milner's • End of

Controversy,' he might turn again tr>

old Popery. There is no accounting
for a man whose faith was staggered

by * Taylor on the Atonement,' and
reconverted by one of the most stu-

pid books we have ever read. ' I

have now,' says he, in conclusion,
• gone through the religious history

of my mind, in which 1 request you
to notice the result of my various

situations. Under the influence of

that mental despotism, which would
prevent investigation by the fear of

eternal ruin, or which mocks reason

by granting the examination of pre-

mises, while it reserves to itself the

right of drawing conclusions, I was
irresistibly urged into a denial of Re-
velation : but no sooner did I obtain

freedom than, instead of my mind
running riot in the enjoyment of the

long-delayed boon, it opened to con-
viction, and acknowledged the truth

of Christianity. The temper of that

mind shows, I believe, the general

character of the age to which it be-

longs. I have been enabled to make
an estimate of the moral and intel-

lectual state of Spain, which few who
know me and that country will, I

trust, be inclined to discredit. Upon
the strength of this knowledge, I de-

clare again and again that very few
among my own class (I comprehend
clergy and laity) think otherwise than

I did before my removal to England.
The testimony of all who frequent

the Continent—a testimony which
every one's knowledge of foreigners

supports— represents all Catholic

countries in a similar condition. Will

it, then, be unreasonable to suppose,

that, if a fair choice was given be-

tween the religion of Rome and other

forms of Christianity, many would,

like myself, embrace theGospel whick
they have rejected ? Is there not

some presumption of error against a

system which every where revolts an
improving age from Christianity ?

Let us examine that system itself.'

Were we to select a passage from
the most zealous advocate of Catho-
lic emancipation, we could not choose

one better suited to our purpose than

the foregoing. ' Will it, then,' says

he, ' be unreasonable to suppose,

that, if a fair choice was given be-

tween the religion of Rome and other

forms of. Christianity, many would,

like myself, embrace theGospel which
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they have rejected?' Leaving out

the cant, what kind of logician have
we here, who, after this, wrote a

book expressly to persuade Protest-

ants not to admit Catholics to a fair

choice—not to emancipate them ?

Say what you like, Mr. Blanco,

about the system—abuse Pope and
Popery if you please—but allow the

Catholics an opportunity of making
afair choice ; for we do think that
* there is some presumption of error

against a system' which deprives a

man of the liberty of making a fair
choice. Now, reader, listen to the

following sage remarks : recollect he

is addressing Catholics.

' You might, indeed, have expected

that, former Popes having unfortunately

increased the obscurity of this important

point of your faith by their political

claims, those who have filled the Roman
see in later times would have put an end

to these doubts, by tolerating no longer,

but publicly and positively disclaiming,

the doctrines of supremacy embraced by
their predecessors. Instead of allowing

the English and Irisli Catliolics to apply

to Catholic Universities for declarations,

which these bodies are not authorized to

give, the Pope himself might at once have

removed the doubt, as to the obedience

which he claims from you. Why, then,

this silence ? why this toleralion of an
opinion which casts a suspicion upon your
loyalty; which, if adopted, as you cer-

tainly may adopt it so long as it is tole-

rated, must more than divide your alle-

giance ?'

We refer this ex-Jesuit, whose
theological proficiency procured him
such honours at Seville, to the Pope's

Letter to the Irish Bishops, approving
of an alteration in their consecration

oath, for an answer. He will there

find that the Pope has disclaimed all

temporal power in these dominions.*

Being quite dissatisfied with the

answers of the Universities, he asks,
' Can the Pope, in virtue of what
Roman Catholics believe his divine

authority, command the assistance of

the faithful in checking the progress

of heresy by any laeans not likely

to produce loss or danger to the Ro-
man Catholic Church ? and can that

Church acknowledge the validity of

any engagement to disobey the Pope
in such cases ?' This nonsense, which

he prints in Italics, don't deserve an

answer; and we really suspect the

man who could, in this age, ask so

silly a question, never to have been a

Catholic priest. This is our serious

opinion ; and, therefore, we shall

call Mr. Blanco an ex-Jesuit no
more.
With Mr. Blanco White's theology

we have nothing to do ; but, when he
talks about exclusive salvation, he
knows not what he is saying. Exclu-
sive salvation, under certain modifi-

cations, must be a Christian doctrine

;

or those who deny it must admit that

a Redeemer was not required. We
call upon, the friends of religion to

stop this cant about * exclusive sal-

vation.' Once you admit that there

is no such thing", you must push
the argument a little further; and
where will you find the necessity of
atonement ? Exclusive salvation has

been, and is, the doctrine of all re-

ligions on the earth. It is the first

and most essential article in every

creed; and Mr. Blanco White believes

that salvation is or is not in the

Church of Rome. If he does believe

that he could be saved by performing
his duties in St. Ferdinand's Chapel,

we ask him why abandon his country,

friends, kindred, and religion ? He
cannot answer this question without

* The following extract from the venerable Bishop of Norwich's speech on the

Catholic petition, in 1808, is the best answer that can be given to such cavillers as

Blanco Wliite :

—

' With respect to the religious tenets of the Catholics of the present day, it is not

a little singular, my lords, that we will not allow them to know what their religious

tenets are. We call upon them for their creed, upon some very important points,

and they give it us without reserve : but, instead of believing what they say, we refer

them, with an air of controversial triumph, to the Councils of Constance or Thoulouse,

to the fourth Lateran Council, or to the Council of Trent. In vain they explicitly

and most solemnly aver that they hold no tenet whatsoever incompatible with their

duties, either as men or as subjects, or in any way hurtful to the government under
which they live : in vain they publish declaration upon declaration, in all of which
they most unequivocally disavow those highly exceptionable tenets which are im-

puted to them ; and not only do they disavow, but they express their abhorrence of
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acknowledging himself guilty of that

intolerance which he attributes to

others ; or, what is worse, that a

love of truth was not his only motive

for taking upon himself the duties of

a Church of England parson.

' As the danger which threatens this

country,' says he, in his dedication, ' in

the admission of Roman Catholic legis-

lators, depends entirely upon their reli-

gious sincerity, I shall not have troubled

the public in vain if either I can convince

the conscientious of the papal communion
that a Roman Catholic cannot honestly do

liis duty as a member of the British Par-

liament without moral guilt, or, what I

ardently wish, my arguments should open

their eyes to the errors of their church.'

On this passage the author of the

paniplilet remarks

—

' The former part of the sentence proves

Mr. Blanco's ignorance of the question,

the whole of which turns upon a compa-

rison of the danger of admitting the Ca-

tholics with that of excluding them. The
probable danger attending the first is, that

at the very most one hundred Catholics

may sit in the House of Commons, and

fifty in the House of Lords, who would

always be outvoted in any attempt to fur-

ther the cause of their own religion ; and

with whom no other religious party in the

House, either Unitarian, Sceptic, or

Clmrch-of-England man (as IMJ. Blanco

should be able from his own experience to

tell), would ever find it his interest to

coalesce. Perhaps Mr. Blanco is not

aware of this : I admire his talents too

much not to be desirous of attributing all

bis faults rather to want of knowledge

than want of virtue. The British Catho-

lics, whom he always talks of as equal

to the Irish, are so iticonsideiable in point

of numbers, that though they boast some

of the noblest and wealthiest families in

this kingdom, I much question whether a

dozen of them would be found able to

procure seats in the House of Commons.
And with these still more than with (he

Irish, religion is but a point of honour,

which they are the more bound to adhere

to, the higher the penalties are on its pre-

servation.'

We do not like these remarks the

less because they have been borrowed

from our pages ; and, as they are

conclusive, we now proceed from the

political part of Mr. Blanco's book to

that portion of it which is devoted
to scandal.* The following extracts,

however, must suffice :

—

' Of monks and friars I know compa-
ratively little, because the vague suspi-

cions, of which even the most pious Spa-

nish parents cannot divest themselves,

prevented my frequenting the interior of

monasteries during boyhood. My own
judgment, and the general disgust which

the prevailing grossness and vulgarity of

the regulars, create in those who daily see

them, kept nie subsequently away from all

friendly intercourse with the cowled

tribes ; but of the secular clergy, and the

amiable life-prisoners of the church of

Rome, few, if any, can possess a more
intimate knowledge than myself.'—P. 129.

* A more blameless, ingenuous, reli-

gious set of youths than that in the enjoy-

ment of whose friendship I passed the

best years of my life, the world cannot

boast of. Eight of us, all nearly of the

same age, lived in the closest bond of

affection, from sixteen till oiie-and-

twenty ; and four, at least, continued in

the same intimacy till that of about thirty-

five. Of this knot of friends not one was

tainted by the breath of gross vice till the

church had doomed them to a life of celi-

bacy, and turned the best affections of

their hearts into crime.'— P. 130, I3l.

' Such, more or less, has been the fate

of my early friends, whose minds and
hearts were much above the common
standard of the Spanish clergy. What,
then, need I say of the vulgar crowd of

priests, who, coming, as the Spanish phrase

has it, from coarse suaddlvig-clothes, and

raised by ordination to a rank of life for

which they have not been prepared,

mingle vice and superstition, grossness of

feeling, and pride of office, in their cha-

racter ? I have known the best among
them: I have heard their confessions; I

have hesird the confessions of young per-

sons of both sexes, who fell under the in-

fluence of their suggestions and example;

and I do declare that nothing can be

more dangerous to youthful virtue than

their company. How many souls would

be saved from crime, but for the vain dis-

play of pretended superior virtue, which

them: in vain they confirm these declarations by an oath—an oath, my lord, framed

by ourselves, drawn up with all possible care and caution, and couched in terms as

strong as language affords.'
, • ,

* Mr. Blanco is not tlie only ' renegade Spanish papist' who has dealt in this species

of smut. One Michael Montanneo Montseriat, an apostate, published, in 1633, a

book entitled ' Aviso sobre los Abusos de la Iglesia Ronian.n,' in which the poor nuns

are treated very ungallanlly.
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Rome demands of her clergy.'—P. 133,

13 J.

' The picture of female convents re-

quires a more delicate pencil : yet I can-

not find tints sufficiently dark and gloomy
to jjourtray the miseries which I have wit-

nessed in their inmates. Crime, indeed,

makes its way into those recesses, in spite

of the spiked walls and prison grates,

which protect the inhabitants. This I
know with all the certainty which the self-

accusation of the guilty can give.—P. 135.

It is in vain to reason with a man
who thtis unblushingly publishes his

own sliame; I'ut we cannot refrain

from noticinof his inconsistency. The
Spanish youth are all virtuous until

they are twenty-one—they are at-

tracted in hundreds, from the purest
and most pious motives, to enter the

Church, and then they become all

vicious infidels. Mr. White makes
no exceptions respectina' either lay-

men or ecclesiastics. If, as he tells

us with peculiar delicacy, boys are

deterred from going within the pre-

cincts of a monastery, how conies it

that so many youths become monks ?

and, if the debauchery of priests is

so notorious, how comes it that so

many virtuous youths are candidates
for holy orders ? If laymen and ec-

clesiastics are all atheists, how comes
it that all young men at twenty-one
are such good Christians ?

We are quite willing to admit that,

where religion is part and parcel of

the State, all clergymen will not be
the most virtuous of men ; but no

man hut John Bull would believe

Mr. Blanco White's exaggerated
statements.

Adam Smith has laid it down as a

rule, and no man can dispute it,

that the majority of mankind will

instantly revolt against luxurious and
immoral religious teachers ; and that

they are never attached to any but
austere and pious ones. The history

of the world proves the truth of these

observations ; and, when we are told

that the priests in Spain are grossly

immoral, and that the people are

ruled by them, two things are stated

which never can exist at the same
time. That the bulk of the people
arc attached to them, the event of

the late revoltition proves ; and that

the monks deserved this attachment,

Mr. Townsend, a Protestant, hears

testimony. We have no doubt that

court bishops in Spain, as well as

elsewhere, may be bad men ; but let

no man tell us that the whole clergy

are scandalous and impious wretches,

Avhile they enjoy the confidence of the

people. To Gay that their vices are

private is nonsense : a whole body
of men could never commit such
practices as Mr. Blanco attributes to

them with impunity ; and the very

allusion to secrecy proves that they
would not be endured in public. We
abhor the inquisition and despotism
as much or more than Blanco ; but
our dislikings shall never blind us

to truth.

THE SCOTCH PEASANTRY.

In our endeavour to relieve Ireland
from imputed degradation we have
been encountered by a host of pre-
judices. We have been asked, Can all

the world be wrong respecting the
misery and ignorance of the Irish

peasantry ? or can we dispute the
many instances of distress which from
time to time are presented to the eye
of the philanthropist ? W'e answer
that distress is not local—that it is to
be found in every country as well as
in Ireland, and this we are prepared
to prove. An abundance of letters
now lie before us, from persons of
distinction residing in Ireland, thank-
ing us for the light we have thrown
upon the subject, and furnishing us
Vol. I.—No. 8.

with new proofs of the propositions
we have laid down. Of these we
shall make the proper use hy-and-by,

for we pledge ourselves to turn the

current of public opinion on this most
important question. We do not stand

alone ; and, even if we did, we can
see nothing to deter us : erroneous

opinions gather strength by time, and
those who are prepossessed in behalf

of a favourite theory easily collect

facts in proof of what they are inclined

to believe. Thus Sir Matthew Hale
hanged witches by scores; and Black-
stone asserts that they did exist. Nay,
Bishop Jewel, in a sermon, addressed
his sovereign as follows:^-' It may
please vour grace to understand that

3 A
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loitches and sorcerers have wonder-

fully increased j these eyes have seen

most evident marks of their wicked-

ness. Your Grace's subjects pine

nzvay even unto death ; their colour

fadeth, their flesh rotteth; their

speech be removed, and their senses

bereft. WTierefore your poor subjects

petition that the laws, touching such

malefactors, may be put in execution

for such horrible doings.'*

Here we see a bishop assert that

there were exterior proofs of the ex-

istence of witchcraft, and we all know
now that there was no such thing : we
know that ao one either pined unto
death or lost their speech, and yet

the world believed then that they did.

This proves that popular opinion has

been, and may be, wrong ; and we do
believe, notwithstanding all that has

been said to the contrary, that the

poor man can procure the means of

subsistence as well in Ireland as in

any other country on the globe. We
shall do more than assert this ; we
shall prove it. Example is better

than precept, and we shall, therefore,

proceed to lay before our readers the

real condition of the peasantry in

every country in Europe, Our au-

thorities shall be indisputable; and we
begin near home—with the next pa-

rish, as Paddy would say—with Scot-

land. Yes, reader, in Sawney's boast-

ed country you will find quite as

much ignorance, wretchedness, and
misery, as can exist in Ireland. In

proof of our inclination to state no-
thing but facts, we shall make no
comments ; and our extracts shall be
taken from the work of a Scotchman
—from ' The Highlands and West-
em Isles of Scotland, &c. &c. by
John MaccuUocb, M.D. F.R.S. L.S.

G.S. &c. &c. &c. This is not the

Ricardo Lecturer : but we can assure

our readers that he is a much better

authority ; for he is a philosopher, a

scholar, and a philanthropist. To
begin with our extracts : and, first

—

' AN INN.

'Whenever jou may be tempted to as-

cend Ben Lawers, 1 recommend ^ou to

Peter Mac Nauchton's inn. Not merely

because it is convenient, but because of

Peter himself, who is a pattern Highlander,

whatever his house may be. Yet that is a

pattern liouse too : for it is a pattern of

what is here called a " kind of a white

house ;" a species, of which I remember
another, performing the same ofBce, in

Glen Roy. I have had occasion to notice

the generic dilFerence, between a black

house and a white house, elsewhere : but

the former has its species. The genuine

pure black house is built entirely of turf;

walls and roof: it is a "good black house"
when the roof is of thatch. The true white

house consists of masonry and slate, as all

the world knows ; but the heteroclite

" kind of white house," is covered with

thatch, and, what is much more essential,

possesses a chimney. But Peter's house
was decorated with a cognizance of Bread-
albane, which had suffered as severely

from the blasts of Ben Lawers as the

great Sir Colin's could possibly have done
in the holy wars. What was of more va-

lue, it contained excellent port wine. We
reconcile ourselves to our fate, and nestle,

without grumbling, in a " good black

house," or even in the worst black house
that ever was fiead off the common, when
we are travelling in a land of black houses :

and there we hail the " sclate house" as we
should the house of that very civil gentle-

man at Newark, of whom honourable men-
tion is made in Kenilworlh. But, in a
land of white slate houses, Peter Mac
Naughton's house did look very black
indeed. Still blacker looked the truly

Augean stable, in which cows and horses

had been indiscriminately sojourning to-

gether, without even a iiint from shovel

or broom, since immemorial time. Was
there any hay ? Yes, rushes. Corn ? Yes,
in the sheaf, or growing in the field. Any
ropes, to tether the cows, and to prevent
them from tickling the Saxon horse with
the ends of their sharp Highland horns?
But what were all these wants when ba-
lanced against t!ie good humour, and acti-

vity, and contrivance of Peter MacNaugh-
ton,and his wife and his two tall daughters?
In a trice they " shooled the gruip" as

clean as ever did Hercules; and Mrs.
Mac Naughtcai produced her best blan-
kets and whitest sheets, and every body
did every thing that could possibly be
done for the stranger's accommodation,
I declare I would have slept, like the bride
in the song, without blankets or sheets
either, and my gallant chestnut should have
lain in the embraces of the Highland cows,
rather than I would have left Peter's
house, to have insulted its blackness and
his poverty. It was his only fault ; and,
if 1 was my Lord Breadalbane, he shoultl

* In consequence of this sermon the laws against witches were put in force, and for

a century after nothing was heard but the hanging and drowning of unhappy wretches,
to who\n witchcraft was imputed.
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have a better lionse to manage to-morrow, genuine specimen of the Mactarty species •

He seemed ashamed both of it and of and is indeed so generic, that it will serve,
himself, and looked surprised when I had as well asTyndrum or any otlier, fora mo-
seltled myself to remain. Nor did I take del of what this kind of hostelry is and
my leave of it and him, till I had con- may be.

vinced hira that, as his poverty but not his ' When you hear Pe ggy called, as
will consented, so it was my time and not if the first vowel was just about to thaw
my repugnance to his house that drove me like Sir John Mandeville's story, and when
irom him

' English travellers are apt to complain
(hat they do not meet with this species of
Highlander; and it cannot be denied that

a ditTerent one is somewhat more promi-
nent ; as is always the case where merit
and demerit compete for notice. But lie

may be found by those who choose to seek
him : and 1 fear that, if he is often spoil-

ed, we have only ourselves to blame, and
that in more ways than one. In ascend-
ing Ben Lawers I had met with a j'oung

you hear Pe ggy answer co mine,
3'ou must not prepare to be impatient, but
recollect that motion cannot be performed
without time. If you are wet, the fire

will be lighted by the time you are dry ; at
least if the peat is not wet too. The
smoke of wet peat is wholesome: and, if

you are not used to it, they are, which is

the same thing. There is neither poker
nor tongs; you can stir it with your um-
brella : nor bellows

;
you can blow it, un-

less 3'ou are asthmatic : or, what is better
sheplierd boy, who eventually proved to still, Peggy will fan it with her petticoat.

be Peter's son. I asked him to accom-
pany me, for the sake of conversation,

and, when about to part, offered him a
shilling. This he refused: but it was
forced on him, and, in so doing, I am sure

" Peggy, is the supper coming ?" In
time comes mutton, called chops, then
mustard, by-and-by a knife and fork

;

successively, a plate, a candle, and salt.

When the mutton is cold, the pepper ar-
I did wrong; for it is likely that he will rives, and then the bread, and lastly the
never refuse one again, and will possibly

end by demanding five. Certainly he
will never ascend the hill again with a
stranger without expecting a reward ; and
if he does not receive it, he will be disap-

pointed. I have probably taught him to

sell the civility which he was accustomed

whisky. The water is reserved for the
second course. It is good policy to place
these various matters in all directions,

because they conceal the defects of Mrs.
Maclarty's table-cloth. By this time the
fire is dying ; Peggy waits till it is dead,
and then the whole process of the peats

to give. It is thus that Englishmen assist and the petticoat is to be gone over again
in corrupting the Highlanders, as they
have long since corrupted each other; by
an ostentatious display of that wealth
whicli, to a genuine Englishman, is the

substitute for all the virtues ; nay, is vir-

tue itself. The condition of society is heavy that you expect to get warm in

It is all in vain. " Is the bed ready ?"

By the time you have fallen asleep once
or twice, it is ready. When you enter,
it is damp : but how should it be dry in
such a climate ? The blankets feel so

wrong where every thing has its price
;

when even the common charities of life,

the friendly intercourse of man with man,
is matter of barter and sale.

' ANOTH"ER INN.
*I wish I could speak of the inns at Cal-

lander as I have spoken of that at Dollar
;

but it is a mixed world, inns and all, and
we must take it as it comes. I mistook

tunc. Not at all : they have the pro-
perty of weight, without warmth : though
there is a fulling-mill at Kilmahog. You
awaken at two o'clock ; very cold, and
find that thej' have slipped over on the
floor. You try to square them again, but
such is their weight that they fall on
the other side ; and, at la'^t, by dint of
kicking and pulling, they bp'jomc irrcme-

the golden head over the door for that of diably entangled, sheets and all; and
Galen or Hippocrates: if it is not yours, sleep flies, whatever King Henry may
it ought to be ; for the owner is certainly think, to take refuge in other beds and
more indebted to 3'ou than to either of other blankets.

these worthies, or to any merits of his ' ft is vain to try again, and you get up
own, for his practice. All the varnish of at five. Water being so contemptibly
this inn is insufficient to varnish its defects: common, it is probable that there is none
from the stable to the kitchen, and the present : or, if there is, it has a delicious

kitchen to the parlour, and the parlour to flavour of stale whisky : so that you may
the bed-room ; wants of all kinds, except almost imagine the Highland rills to run
of pride and negligence ; and of bells,

which, the more you ring, the more no-
body will come. But what is this to

John MacPherson's iini, to which you

grog. There is no soap in Mrs. Maclar-

ty's house. It is prudent also to learn to

shave without a looking-gliiss ; because,

if there is one, it is so furrowed and striped

may go if you please, and whither, possi- and striated, either cross-wise, or pcrpen-
bly, you may be compelled to go"? It is a dicularly, or diagonally, that, in conse-
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quence of what Sir Isaac Newton might

call its fits of irregular reflection and trans-

mission, you cut your nose if it distorts

you one way, and your'ear if it protracts

you in the opposite direction. The towel

being either wet or dirty, or both, you
wipe yourself in the moreen curtains, un-

less you prefer the sheets. When you re-

turn to your sitting-room, the table is co-

vered with glasses, and mugs, and circles

of dried whisky and porter. The fire-

place is full of white ashes : you labour

to open a window, if it will open, that

you may get a little of the morning air ;

and there being no sash-line, it falls

on your fingers, as it did on Susanna's.

Should you break a pane, it is of no con-

sequence, as it will never be mended
again. The clothes which you sent to be
washed are brought up wet ; and those

which you sent to be dried, smoked.
' You now become impatient for the

breakfast; and, as it will not arrive, you
go into the kitchen to assist in making the

kettle boil. You will not accelerate this :

but you will see the economy of Mrs.
Maciarty's kitchen. The kettle, an inch
thick, is hanging on a black crook in the

smoke, not on the fire, likely to boil to-

morrow. If you should be near a forest,

there is a train of chips lying from the

fire-place to the wood-corner, and the

landlady is busy, not in separating the

two, bjt in picking out any stray piece

that seems likely to be lighted before its

turn comes. You need not ask why the

houses do not take fire : because it is all

that tlie fire itself can do, with all its

exertions. Round this fire are a few oat-

cakes, stuck on ed^e in the ashes to dry
;

perhaps a herring : and on the floor, at

liand, are a heap or two of bed-clothes, a
cat, a few melancholy fowls, a couple of
black dogs, and perchance a pig, or more

;

with a pile of undescribables, consisting of
horse collars, old shoes, petticoats, a few
dirty plates and horn spoons, a kilt, pos-

sibly a bagpipe, a wooden beaker, an
empty gill and a pint stoup, a water buck-

et, a greasy candlestick, a rake, a spin-

ning-wheel, two or three frowsy fleeces,

and a shepherd's plaid, an iron pot full

of potatoes, a never-washed milk-tub,

some more potatoes, a griddle, a three-

legged stool, and heaven and earth know
what more. All this time, two or three

naked children are peeping at you out of

some unintelligible recess, perchance con-

testing with the chickens and the dogs for

the fire, while Feggy is sitting over it un-

snooded : one hand in her head, and the

other no one knows where, as she is won-
dering when the kettle will not boil

;

while, if she had a third, it might be em-
ployed on the other two. But enough of

Mrs. Maclarty and her generation ; for

I am sure you can have no inclination t\?

partake with me of the breakfast, which
will probably be ready in two hours.

' CLEANLINESS.
' But it would be unjust to censure the

Highlanders for (heir inattention to clean-
liness, as if it was exclusively the fault of
this portion of Scotland. Where Mrs.
Hamilton's Glenburnie lies, no one knows

;

but we need not be very anxious, as we
can find a Glenburnie every where, and,
assuredly, as easily in the Lowlands as in
the Highlands. The Maclarty s are an
ancient and a powerful family j I wish
I could add that it was an antiquated
one also; but I fear that it is still a
thriving race. If it was but possible to
prevail on this family to have one thing,
but one thing, clean about them, the rest

would follow of course. If it was their
persons, then their houses would soon be-
come clean, as a necessary consequence :

or if it was their houses, their persons
would probably follow, for the sake of
uniformity. If but the water or the salt

was clean, if there was a clean spoon, a
knife, a plate, if there was even a clean
surlace on a looking-glass, it would detect
the vices of the rest so effectually, that,
like one sturdy honest man in a parish, it

would in time reform, or at least shame,
the whole. But unfortunately, in this fa-

mily of the Maclartys, ever3' thing is so
consistently, constantly, uniformly, pere-
nially, dirty in every part, inside, outside,
top, bottom, middle, sides, longitudinally,

transversely, and diagonally, that no ar-
ticle, nor any part f>f any article, is left to
tell the tale on another, or to blush it iHto

reform. Were I the Dey of Algiers, or a
Highland Laird, I would enhance even on
Lord Gwydir, and keep an ofl!icer of
health, with power to wash Mr. and Mrs,
Maclarty and all their family by force,

or to fumigate them like rats, and, in de-
fault of ultimate reformation, to burn
them out.

' BAREFOOTED PEOPLE.
' It is extremely rare to see a man bare-

footed ; and even that only happens on
some specific occasions, not habitually in

any individual ; but it is equally rare to see
women with shoes, except when in full

dress, on Sundays, or on the borders of the
Lowlands. Even among females, how-
ever, their use is fast creeping in; but
the children of both sexes are bare-legged
even to an advanced age, not only among
the poorer classes, but also in families of
condition. It is not long since domestic
female servants, even in Edinburgh, as

you well know, paddled about their du-
ties unshod : the fashion is still to be found
by those who will seek it, and it must be
confessed that it is somewhat repulsive to

southern feelings. But out of doors, and
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in the Highlands, h adds much to the ge-

neral picturesque effect of the female at-

tire, which consists of a short jacket and

sliorter petticoat; and, as the limbs of the

fair sex here are well turned, far dif-

ferent from those of the WeKli women,
which seem as if they had been shaped in

a lathe, a painter will be sorry for the day

when the progress of improvement shall

have swept away this distinction. I can-

not equally praise the mode of dressing

the hair ; the smoothed locks of all hues,

drawn tightly back so as to stretch the

face till it shines, and secured by a huge
black comb, form a termination to the ge-

neral effect of the figure ivhich is far from

picturesque. In the Long Island, chiefly,

though it is found elsewhere, there is a

head-dress consisting of a dirty-coloured

handkerchief tied round the head j the ef-

fect of which is even worse than that of

the comb or snood, as there is no attempt

to give it a pleasing form. But enough,

for the present, of tailoring and millinery.

' EXTORTION.
' It was on my last visit to Glenco that

I formed the courageous resolution of ex-

ploring this almost unknown S|}0t ; unjust-

ly, perhaps, neglected, since it might form

an easy connexion between the central

Highlands and the Western Sea. If you
know how yi)u may breakfast at Tyanuilt,

why sl.ould I not also tell you how you
may hire a horse in Glenco 1 I had taken

the precaution of engaging mine on the

preceding evening, and it was promised by
six in the morning ; the distance to Ran-
noch being called twenty miles ; a day's

journey. The price for the horse and
guide was two guineas ; v/hich, for one
day's ride upon a Highland pony with

two shoes, whose value w is five pounds,

and whose annual keep was nothintj, while

the usual dav labour of the guide was a

shilling, should have satisfied even a Glen-
co conscience. The same sum would have
procured a chaise and a man and two
horses, for the same distance, or more, at

London or York ; but Donald, no longer

able to make a creagh on Saxon cows,

must now, he seems to think, compensate
for it by a creagh on a Saxon purse. In

the morning, the equipage, of course, was
not to be lound; as the horse had slept

on the hill, and was to be caught, not
before six, but after nine, and was then to

be shod, and saddled, and haltered ; and
as the shoes were to be made, the saddle
to be borrowed from some one two or three

miles off, and the halter from some one
else. There is a pleasing prospect in all

these cases, a train of pithy reflections, by
which you amuse the hours of waiting :

calculating, at every hour that passes, in

which of all the coming bogs you are to

spend the night, on which mountain you

will break your neck, or in which fbrd be

drowned : knowing that the longest day-

is too short—knowing that even the Sua
himself could not perform the journey in

view in less than the time you have al-

lotted for it. * * *

• After walking three miles in search of

the horse, and waiting seven hours, he

was found : but it was plain to see that,

even then, all was not right : Sandy Mac-
donald "could not leave his harvest to-

day," though he was paid for it. Let no
man imagine that he understands the true

nature of patience till he has made a

Highland tour, on Highland ponies, and
in Highland boats. I agreed to go on
alone, and sleep at the King's house, to

wait for his convenience. As usual, we
were to start the next morning at six :

but the Highland six—to-day it was only

nine. Even then, though the horse was
ready, the man was not. * *

' At five o'clock, the guide, the patient,

and the horse, found themselves, seve-

rally, at the head of the lake; having

spent eight hours of hard labour in tra-

versing twelve miles, as it is called. As
to the horse, he might as well have re-

mained at Glenco. A ride this was not,

by any figure of speecli : I cannot even
call it a walk ; for half the space was
traversed by jumping over bogs, and
holes, and ditches, and pits, which were
generally so wide as to demand much
seriovs meditation. I may fairly say

that 1 jamped half the way from Glenco
to l/ocli llannoch. • *

* As f.ur trio proceeded in such a saltatory

and disjointed manner, I had not much
opportunity of talk with JNIr. Rlacdonald

;

but, if he thought he had caught a Saxon,
I knew full well that 1 had caught a High-
land Tartar. He talked of his harvest,

and of the favour he did me by coming,

and of the time he should lose in return-

ing j with much more that, I well knew,
was, in no long time, to lead to some
demand beyond his bargain. This, how-
ever, was a point not to be argued in a bog;

I hoped that it wduld be reserved for terra

firraa. On terra firnia we at length found

ourselves ; some whisky and a supper were

ordered as an extra gratuity, and the two

guineas were presented, with all imagin-

able thanks in addition. " I shall lose

another day of the harvest," said Sandy
Macdonald, " and I expect ye'll give me
amther guinea." I could only request

him to excuse me, as he had named his

own price, and as two guineas was not a
bad exchange for the two shillings he

would have gained by his harvest. He
remained inflexible: no, did not remain any
thing ; but became insolent. At length,

finding his eloquence unavailing, " Then
you luaun give me aght shillings for oat-
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rj/ing your umbrella. " The knave liad

carried this in his hand for a few miles, at

his own desire. I went up stairs. In a

minute, however, he was at the door,

swearing that he would stay there all

night, tliat 1 should have no supper, and
that I should not stir till he was paid all

his demand. Accordingly, I betook my-
self to my little Hcrace; listening to much
objurgation and vituperation, both in

Gaelic and English: the former having a
very ferocious sound, but being, fortu-

nately, a dead letter. But finding, after

an hour, that he made no impres ion on
Saxon obstinac}', he at length consoled
himself by saying that I was not a gentle-

man, but that he would take the mo-
ney. I assured him that he was right,

that 1 was not a gentleman, but an in-

former, and that, instead of paying him,
I would lodge an information against

him for letting horses on hire without a
license. I had learned this expedient
from your friend and mine, Daniel!, who
bad been driven to it on similar occasions.

I thank thee, Danie!l,for teaching me that

Word ; for it was an astounding and an
unexpected blow : and, like oil on the

stormy sea in the Naufragium of Erasmus,
it caused the rage of the mountaineer to

fall at once to a moderate level ; but not

till after he had protested that he had been
once ru'ned already by an information,

and would be ruined again rather than
submit to a Sassanach. I need not tell

you that the man got his money and de-
parted, vowing revenge against tlie next

Saxon who should fall into his clutches.

.It is not very wonderful that travellers in

the Highlands call the people extortion-

ers : for, in the matter of horses, you will

find nearly the same wherever you go.
' IDLENESS.

' In one respect, Fort William possesses

the distinguishing marks of a capital

:

idleness. This is precisely the conse-

quence which the Highlanders themselves

say is produced by the building of High-
land villages. Perhaps it is more conspi-

cuous because more condensed ; while so-

cial or gregarious idleness is more promi-

nent than the solitary doing of nothing
j

being active instead of passive. It is the

agere nihil instead of the nihil agere. To
lounge about the streets, impede the way,

and to be busily and offensively idle, is a

Scottish fashion : and to those, therefore,

who are well acquainted with the High
Street or the Gailowgate, Fort William
will not appear very new. To London-
ers it may be new to see the single street

of which it consists crowded with idle

men walking about with their hands iu

their pockets, or collected in groups to

yawn together or converse in monosylla-

bles; except when roused to louder talk

by an occasional sojournment to a whisky-

house. Even the rain of Fort William has

no effect on these coteries, which stand

under the torrents that are showering down
on them, unheeding, undiscoraposed ; less

concerned than the very ducks, which
quack lemonstrance asainst the sky, and
not even retiring into their own ever-open

doors. My very guide, whose res[>ect

and confidence the compass had secured,

lamented the bad example and the want
of employment, complained that his own
morals were in danger, and was willing to

attend me for any thing or nolliing, if

he could but escape from Fort William.
' BOATS.

' As to the hiring of boats in the High-

lands, it is at their weight in gold nearly.

Putting aside hyperbole, however, three

days' freight will pay the value of any
boat that swims, if swimming it can be

called, half full of water, as is the fashion

on the west coast. The half of a board,

shoved into the angle of the sharp stern,

serves to remind jou that there is no seat.

As there is no floor, your feet are in the

water to the ancles: the remains of the

fish that were caught on the day it was

first launched are there still ; odorous,

but not of violets. A man without a coat,

and a boy without breeches, pull upon a

couple of oars hung on pins : pretty hard,

I admit, if the machinery is new ; but if

old, as is more likely, there is danger of

their breaking, and you sit in terror ; for

what is a two-oared boat with only one

oar? If, unfortunately, there is wind, and

a sail, that sail is a blanket, without sheet,

haulyard, or tack, and you must steer as

well as you can, yourself, with one of the

oars. If the wind is sliort, you go all to

leeward and nothing forward : if bafHing,

you are taken aback and overset : if aft,

you cannot scud, and are pooped and
swamped ; or else your sail gibes beyond

the power of art to prevent it, and down
you go like cormorants before a musket.

Supposing you escape, you must pay a

guinea, or two, as it happens; that is, if

you have made such a bargain. If not, and

you are sulky, and of true English blood,

you go before the justice: like a travel-

ling poet whom I once met. The justice

was the landlord, and he said, " Ah I poor

fellow—it is hard work :"—and the two

guineas served to pay the rent when term

day came round. Such at least was this

poet's conclusion. But the poet reasoned

like the jockey. The fares are ofien regu-

lated. And there are boatmen too whom
I have paid with pleasure.

* HORSES.
• If boats are thus, what shall we say

about horses ? The value of the beast

is five pounds : his annual grass, pos-

sibly as many shillings; commonly, no-
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tiling. If he has any shoes, there are but

two, and lie li not, perhaps, much accus-

tomed even to these. Halter or bridle,

it is tolerably indiiferent which; but the

halter is the softest in your hand. I have

ridden on a quadrupled sack, and the stir-

rups were two nooses of rope. This is

perhaps better than a saddle with the flaps

curled upwards, which has undergone all

the vicissitudes of rain and fire for twenty

years ; an application which neither man
nor horse can bear long. This Bucepha-

lus was hired for the day, and you rose to

mount him at six. He was in the hill,

however ; was chased for a dozen or two

of miles before he could be caught
;

arrived at two o'clock, blown, and more

ready to lie down than go on; and you
pay half a guinea, or a guinea, as it may
be, for crawling out the remainder of a

rainy day on him. The guide, who earns

a shilling if he stays at home, that is, if he

can find one to earn, will not walk by

your side to bring him back, without an-

other half guinea; and, for less than all

this, you might have ridden one of Mr.

Fozard's best hunters to Epsom races.

' MORALITY.
' It seems to me that their neighbours

the English, and not seldom ourselves

also, commit an error, of which the con

.sequences are more important than they at

first appear, when they attribute the su-

perior morality of the Scots in general, to

education. This opinion, taken as an un-

disputed fact, has been one of the great

arguments lately brought forward in fa-

vour of popular education ; as if that alone

would redress all the evils to be remedied,

or as if the mere act of learning to read,

would (I do not speak it nationally) con-

vert an Englishman into a Scotchman. *

* It does not require much consideration

to see that thisnotionis inifounded. I will

not, and indeed I need not ask, what it

really is which renders the national mo-

rality of Scotland superior to that of Eng-

land : though there would be very little

difficulty in assigning the causes. Yet

there has been a good deal of exaggera-

tion and mis-statement on this subject.

England, never touchy about its national

character, and always bearing censure

with the greatest good humour, has suf-

fered the remark to pass so long, that it

is now received as a demonstrated truth.

It is very far indeed from being that. *

* I doubt much whether, abstracting, as

we are in justice bound to do, ail that

which constitutes the real difference be-

tween London and Edinburgh, the immo-
rality of the latter is not equal, perhiips

greater, than that of the former, regard

being also had, numerically, to the inha-

bitants. Nor must it be forgotten, that,

in the non-manufacturing English districts,
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which offer the only fair comparison with
Scotland, there is as little exertion of the
criminal laws required as in that country.
Wales, among others, which, for this pur-
pose, may fairly be considered as England,
presents as may maiden assizes as even
the Highlands. Let us not also forget,

though I do not pretend to assign the

cause, that, in the latter country, much
of this vice and crime has been overlooked.

It is acknowledged, and was never indeed
denied, that many hundred sheep were
stolen, within a few years, in the former,

not distant, condition of Sutherland. Yet
not a single prosecution took place. Had
twenty been stolen in Kent, they would
have led to as many transportations.

' EDUCATION.
' If this presumed superior morality of

Scotland depended on education merely,
how are we to explain why that great mass
of Highlanders, which has been hitherto

deprived of this advantage, should be fully

on a par in this respect, to say no less,

with their countrymen of the Lowlands,
It miist be obvious also to every one, for

it is too lamentably plain to be denied,
that the national morality of Scotland is

rapidly declining, while its education is

rather increasing than diminishing. The
causes of this also are sufficiently obvious ;

but as I need not enter into them, I shall

only request those who have adopted this

theory with regard to Scotland and England
respectively, to reconsider a subject on
which we cannot trifle with impunity. It

has also been far too little considered,

during the heat of this question, what the

different effects are which education pro-

duces on a rural and a dispersed popula-
tion, and on one which is condensed in

towns and manufactories. It is most im-
portant to reflect on the diflferent destina-

tion, or consequences, of education in

these two cases, and on the addition which
the power of reading may make to those

evils which seem almost necessarily to

flow from the condensation of the lower
orders. Poison and honey may both be

extracted from the same flower by different

agents; and it is a melancholy reflection,

that when we have enabled the people, in

these cases, to read their Bibles, that be-

comes, perhaps, the only book which they

will never open.
' MISERY.

'Close on the margin of the shore, on a

spot of waste green, was a hut, built of

open wicker work
j

pervious to all the

winds, and ill protected from the rain by
an imperfect covering of turf. On enter-

ing it, we found a poor woman cooking
some shell fish over a peat fire, attended

by two children. On the floor, scarcely

covered by a wretched supply of blankets,

lay the husband, sick, of a fever as we
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were informed ; but, except this bedding

and the cooking apparatus, there did not

seem to be an article of furniture in the

hut. In England, were such a thing pos-

sible, a spectator would have been much
more affected ' with such a display of

wretchedness ; but here, he becomes not

only accustomed to it, but is also aware

that the condition of these poor people is

not so very widel}' different as it seems to

be, from that whicli, however miserable

to the eyes of a stranger, is, in this coun-

try, the usual state of life. Accordingly,

they seemed to bear it with patience, as

part of the common order of things; mak-
ing no complaints, and asking neither for

pity nor relief. For myself, I nnist how-
ever own, that it gave me much greater

pain than ordinary complaining misery

ever did in any situation ; and perhaps

for this very reason, that it was attended

by no complaints. Why the sight of that

misery which is insensible to its own
wretchedness, should be more painful than

that of suffering united to the bitter con-

sciousness of it, is not very difficult to

explain. In contemplatin<: the individual,

v.'e are struck with reflecting on what must
have been endured before it could have

produced such insensibility ; or, when we
see that such things are borne as if they

were the necessary condition of human
life, we sicken at reflecting that its situa-

tions should be so unequal. But, after

ail, we ought to console ourselves, as far

as we can, by recollecting that this very

insensibility is a palliation, at least, if not

a blessing. We found, on inquiry, that,

having been ejected from their farm, and
liaving no other resource, they had been
suffered b3' a neighbouring farmer to build

their hut from his woods and to graze their

only cow upon his waste ; and thus, with

the assistance of the shell fish which they
caught at low water, and some casual la-

bour, they had contrived to live through
that portion of the sunnuer which was
past. How the winter was to be sur-

mounted, it was both too easy and too

painful to imagine.
' GARDENING.

' r can venture to say that there is not a

garden from Barra Head to the Butt of

the Lewis, nor from the Mull of Cantyre

to Cape Rath. I can most truly assure

you that I never saw such a thing, nor

even a culinary vegetable of any kind.

You might as well seek for a mangosteen

as lor an onion, a leek, a tuinip, or even

a cabbage. Whether the Gaelic language

has names for such objects, I know not,

but the articles themselves are utterly un-

known ; and I wdl produce you ten thou-

sand Highlanders who never saw either.

When an Englishman hears of Scotch kale

and reads songs about cauld kale, and is

asied to sup bis kaJe, be is apt to imagine
thas he is arrived in a land of cabbages.
Even with respect to the low country,
there is more cabbage in one English cot-
tage establishment, than in ten of their

kale yards ; in the Highlands, " stat no-
minis umbra " It must be supposed that
broth did once really contain cabbage

;

whence the term kale continues to be ap-
plied, by courtesy, to a mixture of barley
and water, or, under circumstances of pe-
culiar wealth, to tlie same solution with a
few scraps of something green, as large as

a thumb-nail, swimming about " in gurgite
vasto." I once supposed that the poor
little people in the Highlands had never
liL-ard of gardens and vegetables, and that

they might therefore be taught to mend
their diet and increase their comforts. But
many more examples than this of Pol Ewe
demolished my theory. * « *

'It seems odd that reformers like us are
always angry because we cannot persuade
people to be happy in our way instead of
their owp.. Yet odd as it may be, it is

difficult to avoid a feeling of vexation at

such neglect as that of this Pol Ewe gen-
tleman, or at seeing the number of poor
creatures who are often not able to com-
mand even potatoes or bread to their fish,

who, at the best, are tied down to an un-
varying round of miserable diet, who are
often suffering from diseases in conse-
quence of the want of green vegetables,
and who, at the same time, by three days'
labour in the year, might ensure them-
selves, without any other expense, an
ample supply of articles, equally whole-
some, profitable, and agreeable. Where
kitchen gardens are cultivated in this

country, nothing can exceed the produce,
in goodness; so that the cliuiale otiers no
objection.

' FEUUS.
' It is not uncommon to find that one

division of the present race of Highlanders
has as little respect for its neighbours as

the most prejudiced enemy can have for

the whole tribe, though they are all con-
founded under a common term. This is

not an uncommon feeling, in fact, through-
out the country at large. In Sky, my
friend Campbell, who was an Argyllshire
man, was considered by the counuon people
as a foreigner ; and, because he was a fo-

reigner, they refused to work for him,
plundered his turnips, and persecuted
him for his improvements.

' HABITATIONS.
' No human heart can possibly repre-

sent a Highland cottage so as to render it

a picturesque object. If alone, it is a
shapeless pile of stones and turf: if con-
gregated into a tou'n, that looks like a heap
of dunghills or peat-stacks. Were it not
for the occasional wreath of blue smoke, a
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southern traveller would never suspect

their presence at a small distance. Hence
the unfortunate artist in Highland land-

scape is deprived of the aid which is else-

where afforded him bv the infinite varieties

of rural architecture ; of the life and in-

terest which human habitations bestow on
a picture; and of that source of contrast

and scale of measurement which are aflford-

ed by a mixture of the petty works of man
with the bold and wild features of Nature.

' In Sutherland, and some other parts

of the country, the same roof sometimes
covers the cattle and the owners both : as

it did in ancient Egypt, in the bright days of

Rome, says Juvenal. The entrance is then

generally through the cow-house, which is

only separated from tiie dwelling by the

well-known partition, the hallan.

' DOGS AND PIGS.

'Among the branches of Highland pas-

turage, the least profitable is tiie breeding

of those abominable black and white collies

which seem to have little other occupation

than to bark at the heels of horses. If

(he people would eat them, there might be
some excuse. Their diet might almost

keep as many children ; and, excepting

the very few wanted on the sheep farms,

there is literally no business for them.
Among the small tenants, they lead the

lives of gentlemen. Mr. Dent would have
performed a humane act if he had taxed
them at five guineas a poll. I once saw
executed an edict which savoured deeply
of oppression,, but which I believe was
necessary, certainly advantageous. The
poor people were positively in want ; and
the alternative offered, was to quit their

farms or execute their dogs. From forty

families, I think, there were one hundred
and twenty useless animals destroyed.

' Now these good people, who thus

liberally entertain guests from which they
can derive no benefit, are silly enough to

hate or fear pigs as much as if the3» were
Jews or Turks. Here the people of Shet-
land and Orkney have shown much more
good sense. If they choose to persist in

disliking pork, or, what is the fact, in not
choosing to try whether they like it or not,

they might recollect that the animal is

saleable under many forms, and that they
are under no compulsion to eat tlieir own
bacon. Not but what they would soon
learn

; if we may judge by their emigrants
in Canada, to whom salt pork is a daily
diet, and who are not long in understand-
ing how to devour it voraciously. A pig
is at least as ornamental as a collie; what
he devours he will at some day refund, and
he has the merit of neither barking nor
biting. It is plain that the Highland cot-
tagers could keep them on at least as good
terms as the Irish ; and it is very desirable

Vol. I.—No. 8.

that a practice which seems to want nothing

but an introduction, should be introduced.

'agricultural implements.
' The construction of the ploughs and

the harrows is as defective as every thing

else, and scarifying and rollnig are totally

unknown ; nor has the hoe and drill system

yet been introduced, even for potatoes,

except in the hands of a few opulent

tenants, who have adopted the Lowland
system of farming. In reaping, the sickle

is exclusively used ; but, considering the

necessity of expedition, in a climate so

var3'ing, and where labour cannot be pur-

chased, the scythe might often be intro-

duced with advantage. But so little

activity is shown in the business of harvest-

ing, urgent as it almost always is, that we
need not be surprised at any other kind of

neglect. Taking the country altogether,

more than half the loss experienced from
the autumnal rains, is the consequence of

procrastination and indolence. It is often

painful to see those crops which form half

the support of the people, dead-ripe and
blown away by the winds, or drenched in

the rain till they are rotten; when, by timely

reaping, by getting up at four instead of

ten, and by really working instead of

lounging about, talking and gazing, the

whole might have been saved with the

greatest ease.
' V/OMEN.

' But I must not forget that I did see

something, of which the modification was
new, although the principle is common.
Whether it proves that the Stornowegians

think what Mahomet was falsely accused

of teaching, namely, that women have no
souls, I shall not, on so short an acquaint-

ance, decide. Droves of these animals

were collected in the neighbourhood,

trudging into the town from the moors,

with loads of peat on their backs. The
men dig the peat, and the women supply

the place of horses ; being regularly train-

ed to it. I was also informed that they

did actually draw the harrows; but this I

did not v/itness. * » *

' Perhaps the division of labour is not

indeed very fair here
;
yet I know not that

it is much otherwise. There are no horses;

a man cannot dig, and fish, and carry

peats all at once, and a family cannot go

without fire. The Stornowegian may fairly

say with the Italian Orpheus, " Che faro

senza Euridice." To be sure, I have seen

a great lazy fellow ride his wife across a

ford ; which, I admit, does not look like

civil and polished usage.

'animal food.
' The proportion of animal food used in

this country, taking the whole together,

has been generally inconsiderable j but,

taking the sea-coasts alone, it has been ira-

3 B
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portant, and, from the extension of the
system of maritime crofting, has for some
time been gradually increasing. Ofcourse,
I allude to fish ; since, of an3' other, the
Highlanders have little experience. In
the great pastoral districts, the mutton of
sheep that have died of braxy is cene-
rally dried or salted for use ; but it is rare
that the smaller or general order of tenants
can atford to eat their sheep or lambs on
any other terms. Sea-birds need scarcely
be named ; as their use is almost limited
to St. Kilda; although there are many
other situations where the example of those
active people might be followed with ad-
vantage.

' POTATOES.
' To proceed now to another question

connected with the food of the Highlands,
it is very evident that the large increase of
the population which has been experienced
of late, and which is still in progress, has
been chiefly the consequence of the intro-

duction of die potatoe; although the better
method of occupying lands, the increase of
sheep, the diminution of horses, the aug-
mentation of fishing, and some other
causes, must be allowed a share in the
effect. Whether it has really been doubled
in the Western I^lands alone, within sixty

years, as has been said, the documents are
perhaps insufficient to allow us to judge.
Yet, not only has this great and leading
effect followed, but the supply of food,
which has enabled the people to rear more
children, producing this consequence, has
also improved their strength and health

;

since, in a general sense, they are not
stinted in the quantity. It is also to be
believed that the people have gained in
benuty from the same cause ; that being
very much determined by the sufticient or
insufficient supply of food which children
get in early life. Better fed children than
those of the Highland peasantry there
cannot be ; and, to the disgrace of Eng-
land, tiiey are, on the average, in far
better and higher condition than the chil-
dren in large English towns, and where
wages are high. The English labourer or
manufacturer either starves his family to
indulge himself in gin and porter, or else,

instead of being fed with a sufficiency of
cheap and substantial diet, they are, from
false pride, starved on an insufficient pro-
portion of whealen bread, flesh meat, and
tea. Another great advantage has arisen
from the potatoe ; and this is, that the
food of the people is less subject to

casualties and failures than when it con-
sisted of grain. Except from early frosts,

it seldom suffers ; and any very consider-
able or extensive failures of the Highland
potatoe crops have, I believe, never yet
occurred. The failure of grain crops, from
bad seasons and various causes, still hap-

pens ; and formerly, when that was the
sole dependence, the effects were serious,

and often dreadful, even with a far inferior

population. Ancient tales of famine are

frequent ; and it was under such visitations

as these that the people had recourse to

the singular and apparently savage expe-
dient, long since abandoned, of bleeding

their cattle ; the expedient of a starving

Arab. Of absolute famine now, there ace

no examples : but cases very nearly ap-
proaching to it have occurred, from the
failure of the grain crops. Taking that

part of the supply only at a third of all

the food, it is plain that a half crop would
leave a serious deficiency; and, according
to the too common improvidence of the

people, perhaps a month of famine. If,

in many places, the small tenants are really

unable to raise a surplus for contingencies,

on account of the want of land, it is also

but too true that they are not sufficiently

provident against possible failures.

* That something far too nearly' ap-
proaching to famine does occasionally

occur, even at the present day, is too well
known.

' FAMINE.
' I visited many cottages here, and

found the people living on milk and
cockles, without a particle of vegetable
matter. In other parts of the country,
where this resource was not to be obtain-
ed, their sufferings were severe ; and
although cases of death from mere famine
were not said to have occurred, it is too

well known that it often produces this

effect, by the intervention of the diseases
which it generates. At Loch Inver, I was
informed that many, even of the young
and strong, weie confined to their beds
from mere debility ; and that a shoal of
fish having come into the Bay, the men
were, literally, unable to row their boats

out to take them. Similar distress was ex-

perienced in many of the Highland dis-

tricts, and among the islands, during the

same season ; but, in general, the maritime
inhabitants suffered little, compared to

those who had no access to fish, or who
happened to be placed in situations where
the fisheries were not productive. * *

'These accidents, scarcities approaching
to famine, which are now so rare in com-
parison with former times, offer a sufficient

proof of the improvement which the
Highlands have undergone ; not merelyfrom
the introduction of the potatoe, biUfrom the

change, so often reprobated by thoughtless

and angry persons, which has taken place
in the whole system of Highland tenantry.'

Having now seen how they manage
things in the Highlands, we shall by-
and-by see if they are much better
off in the Lowlands.



TALES OF LOW L1F£.

By Thomas Furlong, Author of ' Plagues of Ireland,' S^c.

The following sketch is the first of a series intended to illustrate, in

some degree, the wrongs, the halnts, and the hardships of the Irish poor :

to the affluent, as well as to the indigent, they are directly addressed ; to

both they may probably prove not entirely useless. The general simplicity

of the diction may lead some of my readers to think that, in these sketches,

I have selected Wordsworth as a model : this, indeed, is not the case. I

happen to class myself among his admirers; but I have no wish to be
marked out as one of his imitators. If the 'Lyrical Ballads' had never
appeared, I should still have followed my present course ; giving to the

ditierent characters introduced a turn of thinking, and a mode of expression,
suited to their situations in life. I felt at first inclined to draw upon that

interesting publication, ' The Tales of Irish Life/ for a few characters or
incidents : on looking through the work, however, I abandoned the idea.

I could not add to the effect already produced : what has been admirably
done in prose, I might, in all probability, spoil by a metrical transposition.

This thought restrained me.

THE widow's story.

I left my friends their game to play,

I left them their last glass to take ;

I loved them, but I could not stay

Still drinking for their sake :

The sun was bright, the sky was fair,

I longed to breathe the evening air.

I longed to feel the gentle breeze

Play softly o'er my wearied brow

;

I longed to walk beneath the trees.

And gaze at ease on bud and bough

:

A book was in my pocket thrown.

And forth, at once, I went alone.

Not long upon my way I'd been.

When close before me I descried

A little hut, all low and mean.
The lowliest I had ever seen :

It was upon the bare road-side.

Two walls (of heavy yellowish mud.
Mixed thick with rotten straw)

Rose from within the open dyke

—

Up high against the ditch they stood
;

And sticks, half-broken and half-grown.

Across, with careless hand, were thrown

;

And over these lay many a scraw

;

In all my walks I never saw
Before, or since, the like.

Some withered leaves were thrown about

Upon the damp and chilly floor;

And, in the clear warm sun without.

Stood a large flag—it was the door :

The only door this den of clay

Had got, to keep the wind away !

Forth from this hut, on bended knee.

There crawled a woman, weak and oldj

And of grief and pain, and poverty,

A moving tale she told.

For two long days, or more, she said.

She had but one small taste of bread;
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She sat for hours in the cold air.

And got but one poor penny there

:

The meal was scarce, potatoes high.

And she might soon lie down and die.

* Oh ! God,' she cried, ' there was a time

When I have thought it was a crime
To let the helpless, or the poor.

Pass without something from my door.

Heaven knows I had not much to share.

But still I was not close or hard
j

I gave whatever I could spare.

And where, oh ! where, is my reward ?

Oh ! in such times I never thought

—

I had but little notion then

—

That to the road I should be brought.

Or left to rot within this den

:

Ay, or of asking charity

From brutes who only laugh at me.
But let God's name be ever blest.

It is his will—He knows the best.'

* But how,' said I, ' came you to be
In this sad state of poverty ?'

* Sir, I once held the cozy farm
That lies upon that green hill's side ;

It was not large, but snug and warm
;

Indeed it was ray pride.

I and my boys, as all can tell,

Did till it, and we tilled it well.

We let no corner go astray.

We picked and planted here and there

;

And every one who went the way
Praised and admired us for our care.

I paid my way, from year to year.

And kept from debts and trouble clear.

Till Boney far away was sent

;

A^nd then, when corn was not so dear,

I found it hard to make the rent

:

I fell behind a year or two.

And didn't well know what to do.

'My two poor boys worked day and night

;

They worked, God knows, with all their might.
And thought their labour sweet;

They took no sport, no fun had they.

They laboured first our debts to pay

;

Their shLi'ts were worn, their coats were, bad—
In truth, good sir, they hardly had
A stitch upon their feet

;

They wanted all demands to meet;
They wished the little farm to clear.

And would have done it in a year.

' Just then that Rock began his trade

Of murdering, burning, and of riot

;

And acts on acts, you know, were made
To keep the people quiet.

For me, I felt quite easy then.

For my two boys, though nearly men.
Were never known to rake or roam
At night—they always stayed at home

;
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And, when our little meal was done.

Talked until sleeping-time came on.

• One night they left me all alone ;

They went but half a mile away.

To see a man they long had known.
That on his death-bed lay.

I knew that there they wouldn't wait.

To keep their mother sitting late

;

Still, for the time, some care I had.

Though wondering what could make me sad.

* And how, indeed, could I be gay.

Upon that weary woeful night ?

]My boys were back upon their way,

The house was in their sight

:

When on their rounds the night-guard came,

And asked their business and their name.

They stayed from home beyond the time.

And this was then a heavy crime.

' For one long month (hey drooped in gaol

:

At last the day of trial came
;

And my poor boys stood sad and pale

Within the dock—the dock of shame.

I little,, little dreamt that they

Should ever stand in such a way

:

I thought I'd never rear a son

That should be placed a moment there

;

But Heaven's good will must still be done—
'Tis ours to suffer and to bear.

I searched the Court in doubt and fear,

I looked around with heavy heart.

To see if any friend was near

To take my children's part

:

Oh ! no, each friend, it was decreed.

Should leave me in the day of need.

One that a character could give

Had lately gone to France to live;

Sick in his bed another lay

—

The third to town was called away.

Our lawyer spoke with right intent.

He spoke as well as lawyer could

;

But through the place a whisper went
That all he said had done no good.

I looked up to the judges then.

And cried ; but no kind look was shown.

Oh ! sir, your high-born gentlemen.

In their strange pride and dignity.

Almost appear to think that we
Have not got hearts made like their own !

' No hope remained, no chance I saw—
My boys were sentenced to my face

;

I heard their doom, I cursed the law.

And faint and frantic left the place.

In three days more the worst was past

—

I met them, and I looked my last ;

Took the last kiss I'll ever get.

For five lona- years are on them yet

;

And low and bare these bones will lie

Before e'en half the time goes by

:
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Ay! lone;- before they cross the sea,

The cold, cold worm will feed on me.

* I strove for months to work my way,
I thought to hold the little spot;

But it was close to Lady-day,
And my small rent I couldn't pay.

For all I had the lawyers got.

The landlord came, he made no rout.

But said at once he'd cant me out

:

I heard it, and I thought that he
Said this, just then, to frighten me.
But faith, clear sir, he sold me out

—

He sold for all the rent I owed
;

My little things were tossed about.

And I was turned upon the road.

I begged about my native place,

I asked for shelter far and near j

I saw dislike in every face

—

I had no spot to hide my head
Till some good boys built up this shed

;

And now at last I'm settled here.'

The creature wept, and wept again.

When her long tale of grief was done
;

It moved me much, in age to see

So much of unearned misery :

It was to me a sight of pain.

Sad as I ever looked upon

;

I gave the little I could spare.

And left the poor old mourner there.

MR. ENSOR V. ABSENTEEISM.

From the commencement of our favourite topics—absenteeism and
publication we have laboured to ex- Avaut of trade—to both of which they
plode the erroneous opinions respect- are in the erroneous habit of attribut-

ing Ireland's discontent ; and in the ing nearly all their real and imagin-

sixth number we have proved that ary grievances. For this array of

her supposed misery cannot proceed selfishness and prejudice we were
from either the want of local manu- jirepared : but then Ave did not ex-

factures or the absence of her pro- pect to encounter the disapprobation

prietors. In broaching this doctrine of one, distinguished alike for his love

we were of course prepared to ex- of country and philosophic acquire-

pect that our arguments Avould be ments. We did think that Mr. Ensor
disputed. It Avas not likely that the had been too deeply read in political

hereditary opponents of emancipa- science to call in doubt the plainest

tion Avould consent to have all the axioms of economists. The truths

CA'ils of Ireland attributed to the po- Ave set forth are not the emanations

litical degradation of the people

;

of any Avild theory—they are founded
and, on the other hand, it Avas not on common sense,

probable that the Catholics them- Mr. Ensor,* hoAvever, has, in no
selves would willingly forego their measured terms, condemned our doc.

* We subjoin Mr. Ensor's letter, omitting a short paragrtiph, which is irrelevant to

the question. It was addressed to the ' Irishman,' a journal which, in point of talent

and liberality, is inferior to no paper in the empire.

'Sir,—I have just read a notice, for it docs not profess to be a review, of Lady Mor-
gan's " Absenteeism," in The Dublin and London 3Iagazine oi the present month. The
purport of the article is to discredit the evils attributed to absenteeism. If absenteeism

be not injurious to Ireland, cause and consequence have no kindred in their results.

Absenteeism—that is, Irish property enjoyed by residents in England—began with
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trine in toto. He had a right, when agitated question. We are not advo-

he thought that we were wrong, to cates for absenteeism—we only show

differ from us, and we are glad that he its harmlessness as far as Ireland is

has done so ; for it affords us an op- concerned : and, lest any should sup-

portunity of returning to the subject, pose that we hold Macculloch's doc-

and settling, we trust for ever, this trine on the subject, we beg to dis-

the conquest of Ireland ; it increased by subsequent confiscations, and it multiplied

excessively by the Union. Let us, however, take the ledger and rule, and consider

absenteeism as profit and loss.

'The writer in the Mno^acine states (and the Scotch economist says as much), " when
an Irish proprietor spends his income, it is of little consequence, provided it be in his

majesty's dominions."—Here is the royal touch in economics. Never was uttered a

falser proposition. It is false in respect to the whole empire. So far from the disposal

of the principal proprietors of countries being indifferent, that the distribution and ac-

cumulation of wealth, and all purposes of common utility, are mainly served by the

proper disposition of the people, and any force or influence which obliges people to

resort unnecessarily to any particular place is injurious. Such is the policy of the go-

vernment of France, which requires most matters, essentially local, to be transacted in

Paris. Such is the policy of England, in respect to Irish legislation—against which

evil the Americans have guarded, for they perfrrm all matters, not imperial, in the

several Stales. Thus, no legislator is remote from his home, except for a short lime,

and then only when affairs of universal interest are to be resolved, while the most per-

fect knowledge is always present when local matters are considered in the several States.

So essential to tiie right enjoyment of property is the residence of those who possess it,

that the position of houses is important to the well-conducting of business on common
farms.

' If the residence of proprietors be interesting to an empire, generally considered,

with respect to the parts individually of that empire, that interest is multiplied infinite-

ly ; witness Warsaw, where the Diet of Poland formerly assembled ; and Venice, the

transactions of which town are now partly executed at Trieste. Dublin has suffered

evils similar to both the capitals of Venice and Poland by the Union.
' What is there in Dublin to excite one buoyant reflection ? Even the loud voice of

emancipation sinks into a treble about educating the people. The stranger prowls

along its streets, and is told that, and that, and that large building, and a hundred

more, were possessed and inhabited by this and that great proprietor. Then, thou-

sands of bouses are insolvent by the public returns j and the " suppression of mendicity"

fills more columns of our journals than the speeches uttered b3' Flood, and Grattan,

and Burgh, and Curran, in that place now abandoned to money-changers. Nor are

the mansions of the great in the country, and their towns and villages, much less suffer-

ing than the capital.

' The writer in The Magazine, ar.d he is not singular, sa3-Sj " The absentee, by

spending his money in London, Bath, or any other town in Great Britain, contributes

to the resources of England, and thereby enables her artisans to consume more Irish

flour, butter, beef, bacon." And what becomes of the Irish artisans in the overshot

process ? Now, would it not be far better for Ireland if those absentees in London and

Bath were residents in Dublin and Cork, and that they did contribute to the resources

of Ireland, by employing Irish artisans, which artisans should consume Irish butter,

bacon, &c. and thus afford a double market to the Irish people ? .\ccording to this

doctrine the Irish artisans are wholly disregarded ; they are nothing in the writer's

account, and how are the agriculturists indemnified ? Thus : the Irish absentee pro-

prietors, distributing the rents, issues, and profits, among the English artisans, increase

their business, their numbers, and the general population of Britain, who employ a

portion of the wages they receive from the Irish absentees to purchase Irish wheat,

Irish butter, &c. This circuitous and imaginary process is the amount of the advocate's

arguments for the indifference or the benefit of absenteeism in respect to the prosperity

of Ireland, and it signifies, that by an involved gratuitous combination of circumstances,

some portion of the rental of absentees finds its way back to Ireland, and is laid out in

grain and meat raised by Irish graziers and farmers. And does this prove that it is

immaterial to, perhaps, eight millions of people, whettier the proprietors of their coun-

try are absentees or resident > Why, if every shilling paid to absentees was re-trans-

ferred to Ireland, a loss would be incurred to Ireland equal to the time and extent of

the circumvolution of the transfer to England and the re-transfer to Ireland. This is a

farce, mere hide and seek ; all things being the same, the near market and the short re-

turn axe the best, and the longest is the least preferable. But confessedly, by absentee-
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claim all participation in the broad

principles promulgated by theRicardo

Lecturer. But while we regard the

Scotch economists (or rather econo-

mist—for, after all, there appears to

be but one) as the advocates of im-
pious error—while we consider them
as vain enough to suppose themselves,

like SirGodfrey Kneller, as wiser than
the Almighty—we are candid enough
to admit that Mr. Macculloch,
amidst a mass of nonsense, has told

one important truth—namely, that

human ivisdom can do nothing for
Ireland but restore the people to their

rights. All else must be left to the

progress of time, and the influence

of education and habit.

Before we proceed to answer Mr.
Ensor, we beg the reader to refer to

our sixth number, and, having read

the article on ' Absenteeism,' we
must further beg of him to peruse
the one on the ' Trade and Manufac-
tures of Ireland,' for in the former we
expressly say, ' The arguments which
show how immaterial it is in what
part of the empire manufactures are

established equally apply to absen-

teeism.' Had Mr. Ensor read these
arguments we are persuaded he would
not have disputed our positions ; at

all events he would not have said

that Irish artisans went for nothing
in our account. Such a conclusion
he was not warranted in drawing ; for
we have proved that the residence of
all the Irish absentees in Ireland
could not create manufactures in that
country. The reason is obvious.
English manufacturers are now ade-
quate to the supply, and are capable
of fabricating much finer articles of
dress and luxury than the Irish ; con-
sequently, if there were no ab-

sentees, the ]\Ianchester operatives
would be employed in providing
those articles for the Dublin market
which are now sent to London ; and
the lord who now wears English cloth
in St. James's Square, would, if re-

siding in St. Stephen's Green, be
clothed in English cloth too. This, in

some measure, is the case at present,
and was the case previous to the
Union ; though the payment of pro-
hibitory duties on certain articles was
then enforced. The Irish proprietor, by

ism, many branches of Iriih industry are excluded from any benefit from the income of

the proprietors of Ireland ; and, in fact, the encouragement they give to farmers by grain,

butter, bacon, &c. being sent to Britain, is fictitious.—As the Irish legislators are hostages

to England's dominion, Irish absentees generally are factors of Engbsli industry. Our e.x-

ports, to a considerable extent, are the lords' rent from the vassal territory ; the Irish

absentee proprietors act efTectualJy towards England as llie Decumani did in Sicily to-

wards ancient Rome, but we call that trade whiclithey called tribute.

* As to what is fondly said of the two or three absentees, landlords, in respect to

their attention to their Irish estates, and thence a conclusion being drawn that absen-

tee landlords are as beneficial to their tenantry as resident landlords—what can be
more illogical.'' It might be equally concluded that the lawri'Sleeves are strenuous ad-
vocates for Catholic emancipation, because the Bishop of Norwich votes and speaks on
the side of liberality. It is principled in human nature, that what is man's own is more
interesting than what belongs to another, and the laws of property are founded on this

consideration. Turn from reasoning to facts. The villages and estates of absentees

are proclaimed by their appearance ; they exhibit more distress and less subordina-

tion ; peculiar circumstances, indeed, may occasionally neutralize the evil, but in ge-

neral they present dereliction and misrule. It is absurd to say, that Irish produce
transferred to Irish proprietors domiciliated in England, or absolutely expatriated, in-

vigorates Irish industry; the greater portion of it might as well be burned on the

fields that produced it in respect to Ireland; and considering the perpetual flow

of this produce to absentees, and its amount—knowing also tliat capital is income
reserved— it is obvious that Ireland holds her station by the recuperative energy of in-

dividuals, which often triumphs over the malice of the worst governments and the

most disastrous events.
' In concluding let me observe, that my remarks have no reference to Lady Morgan's

work, which circumstances have prevented me from seeing; nor am I at all disposed
to slight The Dublin and London Magazine, which I consider a spirited publication ; but
to say that absentees, and a transfer of three millions sterling from Ireland, to be
spent in England, is not injurious to Ireland, must be placed with the dogmas of opu-
lence accruing from the national debt, of the benefit of tithes to tillage, and of the mul-
tiplied advantages of taxation lo all the people.

' Ardress, August Slst, 1825.' ' George Ensoh.'
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residing in Dublin, could not dis-

courage English manufactures ; for

many of the articles which he now
makes use of could be sent to )3ub-

lin at much less expense than to Lon-
don. How does he discourage Irish

manufactures by residing in London,
Bath, or any other English town ?

Supposing ail restrictive duties re-

moved, the Dublin manufacturer can
transmit goods to London much
cheaper than the Lancashire manu-
facturer. The average expense on a

yard of clotli might be half a farthing

;

and, instead of L-isli absentees only,

the Irish manufacturer can now have
all the people of England for pur-
chasers, if he can fabricate articles as

good and as cheap as his neighbours.
The residence or non-residence of
proprietors cannot, therefore, possi-

bly afiiect Irish manufactures.
Does the Alanchester cotton-spin-

ner do less work or reap less profit,

l)ecause the Duke of Manchester re-

sides in Jamaica? Certainly not.

And wherever the English trader can
find a market, the Irish trader can
find one too. They are now both
placed on the same system of equa-
lity, and society has all the advantage
of fair competition.

In this estimate we have not for-

gotten the Irish artisan. We have
said that while England is obliged to

draw the necessaries of life from Ire-

land, the price of labour must, in the
latter country, continue such as to

afli'ord individuals great advantages in

several species of manufactures,
which must flourish, though in a sub-
ordinate degree, in that kingdom.
Such artisans, however, as cannot
find employment at home, are at per-
fect liberty to seek it in England.
* But compelling them,' says Mr.
Ensor, ' to resort to particular places
is injurious.' If it is to, the fault is

not attributable to absenteeism. All
manufactures are now carried on by
the co-operation of many hands ; and,
whether a cotton-mill stands in Man-
chester or Kilkenny, those who find

employment in it must be collected
from many places. National feeling
in this question should have no
weight. Indeed it is really entitled
to none ; for the history of combina-
tion among the operatives prove that
a native of Cork, Limerick, or any
Vol. I.—No. 8.
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other provincial town in Ireland, en-

counters fewer objections and less

prejudice in any English town, than

in the metropolis of his native coun-
try—the city of Dublin. Irish artisans

and Irish labourers have now no more
difficulty in finding employment here

than if they were natives of England.
In Manchester and other manufac-
turing places, they are employed by
thousands. The natives ofLeinsteV
know with what contempt a Munster
or Connaught man is spoken of in

Dublin.
In treating this question we have

regarded these kingdoms as insepara-

bly united, and consequently consi-

dered it of no importance in what
part of the empire the physical

strength resided. Ireland, we admit,

by being deprived of manufactures,
suflfers a diminution of inhabitants ;

but, as she is protected by England,
she does not require an exertion of

internal power; and the happiness
of a country does not depend on an

increase of numbers. You may have
manufactures and misery at the same
time. Mr. Ensor's complaint of in-

creasing the English population

amounts to nothing, unless Ireland

shall be considered as independent

:

indeed, a great portion of his argu-

ment turns on such a supposition,

and is, therefore, at present, inappli-

cable. Let him once establish a re-

sident parliament and national inde-

pendence, and then we will advocate

laws to prohibit absenteeism and en-

courage native manufactures : until

then, however, we must persist in our

arguments ; and, as there is no pro-

bability of such events taking place,

it is useless to discuss their merits.

Ireland and England are now united ;

and, under existing circumstances,

whatever proves advantageous to the

one must be beneficial to the other.

Mr. Ensor bewails the absence of

some few noblemen from Dublin.

We think they might as well reside

there as in London : but did not Mr.

Ensor see that in attaching soinuch

importance to their presence in the

Irish metropolis he was defeating his

own arguments ? The nobleman
whose estate lies in Munster is, bnjia

fide, as much an absentee by residing

on Stephen's Green as in St. James's

Stpiare. What he says about the

3 c
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shortest and the longest return of

market will find few abettors on the

Royal Exchange ; and, even were it

true, Liverpool and Bristol are as near
as Dublin to Cork or Waterford.
What Mr. Ensor calls a/arce are the

natural operations of commerce ; and
there is no circumvolution that would
not take place, were Irish proprietors

all residing in Dublin. We have
known that city before and since the

Union, and are prepared to say that

it exhibited quite as much misery
when Grattan and Flood shook a na-

tive senate as it has since money-
changers took up their abode in the

temple of the legislature. It is an
error to suppose that the presence of

aristocratic wealth l)anishes distress,

Dublin, and twenty miles round, is

inhabited by nine-tenths of Ireland's

resident gentry and men of wealth :

yet it does now, and always did, exhi-

bit within that circle more misery
than all the rest of Ireland combined.
The same thing happens in rural dis-

tricts ; for a resident proprietor of the

county of Cork, in his examination
before the Select Committee, reite-

rates the fact, that where there are

no gentry the people are most con-

tented and happy. Leave man to

himself; God did not create him to

depend upon either charity or the

generosity of noblemen.
We do not exactly understand

what Mr. Ensor means by a double
market. If he thinks that England
would receive Irish corn and provi-

sions, though Irishmen refused to

make use of her manufactures, he
deceives himself. She now pays
thirty or forty per cent, more than
she could import these things from
the Continent for ; and, if Mr. Ensor
doubts the encouragement which Eng-
land gives to Irish agriculture, we
refer him to his own rent-roll. Were
grain only ten shillings a barrel in

place of twenty, Mr. Ensor could ex-

pect only ten shillings an acre for

laud which now produces him twenty.

We don't mean to say that such a

state of things, provided they were
I^ermanent, would be injurious to his

tenantry : for it is an advantage,

whicli agriculture alone possesses,

that the price of land is always regu-
lated by the price of agricultural pro-

duce. The landlord may reside where
he pleases—even in Algiei's—without

injury to his tenant; for rent is that sum
which remains, after the farmer has

made hisproperdeductions for labour,

interest of capital, &c. If the landlord

by his presence enables the farmer to

get high prices, he gets a high rent

:

if, by his absence, he contributes to

low prices, he gets a low rent. In

either case the farmer's profits are the

same.* Absence or residence is a

question of prudence to be decided by

the landlord. Irish proprietors arc

the last men \vho should declaim

against England, for the connexion
contributes considerably to their an-

nual income.
Mr. Ensor has fallen into another

error, by saying that we give a pre-

ference to absentee landlords. We
do no such thing ; we only say thivt

resident landlords arc some of the

very worst ; and a thing so notorious

does not require proof. The estates

of some absentees may be badly ma-
naged ; and so is the property of

many residents. We could never see

any difference between them.
We did think that Mr. Ensor had

in him more of the spirit of demo-
cracy than to become the advocate of

a bloated aristocracy. That they are

useless, Mr. Ensor' s favourite Ame-
rica bears witness ; and Switzerland

has for centuries done very well with-

out them. Were every proprietor

—

like Mr. Ensor himself^—blending li-

terature with humanity, and looking

upon his fellow man, in whatever sta-

tion, as a being equally favoured by

nature, and equally entitled to civil

rights—then we would hail their re-

sidence on their estates as a peculiar

blessing. But this is notoriously not

the case ; and, therefore, we rejoice

that Ireland's aristocracy may reside

where they please in his majesty's

dominions, without injury to their

country.

Mr. Ensor's letter shows what er

• This shows, contrary to Mr. Ensor's opinion, that there is a material difference

between rent paid to absentees, and tribute paid to a tyrant. The on« is fixed, the

other is variable. The one is taken by force, the other is demanded as an equivalent

for the u«e of lands.
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rors a noble and a generous mind may
fall into when over-zealous for th-e

good of an abused and injured coun-

try. We admire his patriotism, but

are confident that in this instance his

views are mistaken. We, too, love Ire-

land, and are quite sure that we could

not evince that love better than by
proving that her grievances are not—
as her enemies say—attributable in

the slightest degree to absenteeism.

MEMOIR OF IjORI> GRENVILLE.

William Wyndham, Lord Gren-
ville, is the second son of the cele-

brated George Grenville, brother of

Earl Temple, and who, previous to

the American war, was regarded as

an able financier. One of his pro-

jects (the Stamp Act), however, led

to eventful consequences, one of

which was tlie American Revolution.

The subject of our memoir was
born October the 25th, 1759; and,

after receiving a liberal education,

he entered parliament at a very early

age. He joined the party headed by
Mr. Pitt, and greatly distinguished

himself by his speeches in support of

measures recommended by the mi-

nistry. From the abilities he thus

early displayed his party looked upon
him as one qualified to iill the highest

offices in the state. Accordingly, he

was soon after appointed Speaker of

the House ofCommons; and, in 1791,

he succeeded the Duke of Leeds as

secretary of state for the foreign

department.
At this critical period he evinced

great political knowledge in his ne-

gotiation with the European powers
;

and, al)()ut the same time, he was
elevated to the peerage by the title of

Lord Grenville.

In 1 796 he retired, and remained
out of office until his celebrated

coalition with Mr. Fox, in 1800.

The result of that measure is well

known. The Whigs were soon dis-

carded, and the Tories continued in

the exclusive enjoyment of power
until 1819, when the Grenville party

were once more admitted to office.

Lord Grenville was long distin-

guished for his zeal and perseverance
in advocating the claims of the Ro-
man Catholics. When in office in

1800 he brought that measure for-

ward, and, at two subsequent periods,

supported it in his place in the House

of Lords. In 1810, however, he ad-

dressed a letter to liord Fingal, de-

claratory ofhis opinion respecting se-

curities then agitatedjfromwhich it ap-

peard that he was an advocate for the

veto. ' Such a measure,' said he, * ac-

companied by suitable arrangements,
maturely prepared and deliberately

adopted, would, I am confident,

above all others, give strength and
unity to the empire, and increased

security to its religious and civil esta-

blishments. To those establishments
I am unalterably attached ; their in-

violable maintenance I have ever

considered as essential to all the

dearest interests of my country : but
they rest, I am certain, on founda-
tions much too firm, they are far too

deeply rooted in the affections of that

community to which they dispense

the blessings of religion, order, and
liberty, to require the adventitious

and dangerous support of partial

restrictions, fruitful in discontent,

but for security wholly inefficient.'

In consequence of these sentiments
the Catholic petition was withdrawn
from his lordship, and confided to

the care of the late Earl of Uonougli-
more. Lord Grenville and his party,

however, are entitled to Catholic
gratitude, for they have always been
zealous advocates for emancipation ;

and, latterly, they have supported
that measure independent of re-

strictions. Mr. Plunkett owes his

late elevation to the Grenvilles.

Lord Grenville now resides ex-

clusively at his country seat, and
has not for some years taken his

place in the House of Lords.

The portrait which accompanies

the present number exhibits his

lordship in his robes as Chancellor

of Oxford University. It is drawn
by Hoppner, and engraved by the

first of British artists, Mr. Heath.
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WOMAN.
Oh ! Woman, all must own thy magic power

!

The sternest sages at thy altar kneel

;

And, from the natal to the final hour.

Before thy beauty bend, and deeply feel

The essence from on high. Though skies may lower.

And earth and heaven conspire against his weal

—

Yet not all these can sever or unbind

The tie of soul that links him to thy kind.

Yes ! thou art lialf ethereal ! Man ne'er knew.

Even in his hours of deepest piety,

The visions from above that skirt thy view,

And give thee foretaste of the Deity:

Thy mind can pierce creation's Avonders through,

And penetrate the depths of mystery;

Borne on the seraph's wing through fields of air.

Where all is bright, and, as thyself, is fair.

And then thy strong fidelity—as the rock

'Gainst which the waves eternally have beat-
Thro' chance, thro' change, can bear the deadliest shock

That drives the mind of ?«a«kind from its seat j

At every turn of fortune thou dost mock,

Or sunk vvith woe, or raised with joy elate

;

Alike unchanged by happiness or grief,

IVlan ever from thy soothing finds relief.

And Woman's love—the most devoted known,

A ray of feeling borrowed from on high.

Which warms alike the cottage or the throne.

And wakes our senses into ecstacy.

Until all else seems worthless, and we own
Only one object of idolatry.

Whose burning blushes give more radiance far

Than golden coronal or gemmed tiar.

Love ! beauty ! passion 1 each enchanting theme.

Alike are centred in thy glowing heart ;

Man gathers from thy impulse all the flame

Which thrills, like lightning, through his inmost part ;

For, when he sees thy beauty, all his frame

Feels love's delightful, sadly-pleasing, smart

;

Till life, and soul, and feeling, all are one.

And he must own thy power, as I have done.

Yes ! I have felt thy witchery, and bowed
With fond idolatry before thy shrine

;

And therefore may I sing thy praise aloud

—

ivly best reward will be a smile of thine.

Oh ! loveliest of creation ! from the crowd

Of sinless seraphs sent down most benign ;

Purest and fairest in the realms above.

And here—the object of our fondest love !

But I must pause—alas! how vain th' endeavour

To sing thy praises with an earthly toague

;

The current of thy life is like a river

Which pours its waves unceasingly along

With gurgling sound—decreasing, less'ning never

;

Or like the echoes of an angel's song.

Who, ever tuneful, swells the Almighty's praise.

And almost feels the influence of his rays.

Fermny. StiOLTO.
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LAYS OF THK MI

There is, we believe, no nation Ici-e

iiciiuuinted than ourselves with the

early literature of other countries.

Till within these few years past, the

i^rcat story of the revival of learning

had been very imperfectly told ; and,

althouoh considerable attention has

been recently paid to the rise and pro-

gress of learning and refinement in

Italy, we still remain very ignorant

of those events as they occurred in

the other countries of Europe. How
scanty is our knowledge with regard

to the early literature of Spain—

a

rich and copious subject ! and how
superficially are we acquainted even

with that of France ; while Germany
absolutely remains an almost un-

trodden territory ! For any intelli-

gence which we may possess on these

subjects, we are for the most part

indebted to the French writers,

amongst whom M. de Sisniondi is

certainly the most agreeable guide,

so far as relates to the literature of

the south of Europe. The nations,

whose intellectual treasures we seem
thus to have despised, have by no
means displayed a similar indifference

to the literature of England. The
dramatic criticisms of William Schle-

gel prove how assiduously and suc-

cessfully our great poets have been
studied in Germany; while Dr.
Pichot has just shown that the riches

of our literature are duly appreciated

in France. We would gladly infer,

from the appearance of the beautiful

volume before us, that a more active

spirit of inquiry into subjects of

foreign literature is diflfusing itself;

and we hope that a portion of this

zeal may be employed upon the early

writers of Germany, who are at

present such complete strangers to

us.

To the * Specimens of the Minne-
singers' a very valuable critical intro-

duction is prefixed,in which thevvTiter

has traced the origin and rise of lyric

poetry in France, Italy, Spain, and
Germany. In comparing the merits
of the German minstrels with those

NVESINGERS.*

of their rivu-ls, the Troubadours an<l

Trouveurs, he awards the palm to tiie

former ; and, indeed, if we may form

an impartial opinion from tlie selec-

tions contained in the volume before

us, we should be inclined to coincide

in that judgment. There is certainly

much more nature and simplicity in

the verses of the * INIinnesingers' than

are to be found in the lays of the

southern poets, which are frequently

so overlaid with conceits, and tram-

melled with nice distinctions ofmetre,

that the reader is wearied and dis-

gusted with such laborious frivolities.

We would gladly have devoted a

little more space to this highly agree-

able volume, but we must conclude

our remarks while we have yet room
for the following beautiful and cha-

racteristic lines, by Dictmar, of Ast,

a Minnesinger of the thirteenth cen-

tury :

—

' By the lie;itli stood a lady

All lonely and fair :

As she watched for her lover,

A falcon tlew near.
" Happy falcon," she cried,

" VVlio can fly where he list,

And can choose in the forest

The tree he loves best !

Tluis too had I chosen

One knight for my own :

Him my e^'e had selected.

Him prized I alone.

But other fair ladies

Have envied my joy;

And why ? for I sought not

Their bliss to destroy.

As to thee, lovely summer !

Returns the bird's strain

—

As on yonder green linden

The leaves spring again

—

So constant doth grief

At my eyes overflow
;

And wilt thou not, dearest.

Return to me now ?

Yet come, my own hero !

All others desert I

When first my eye saw thee

How graceful thou wert

!

How fair was thy presence.

How graceful, how bright

!

Then thnik of me only.

My own chosen knight!"'
'

* Lays of the Minnesingers, or German Troubadours of the Twelfth and Thirteenth

Centuries : illustrated by Specimens of the Colemporary Lyric Poetry of Provence and

otiier Parts of Europe. With Historical and Critical Notices and Engravings from the

M.S. of the Minnesingers in the^ King's Library at Pans, and from other Sources,

bvo. Longman and Co. l^i'ib.
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WOLFE'S REMAINS.

That merit alone is insufficient to

ohtain literary justice even from the
intellectual portion of society, wc
have ample proof in the fate of the

Rev. Charles Wolfe. The grave had
closed over the mortal remains of this

amiable young man, and no kindred
spirit was found to claim for him a

single sprig of ' Daphne's deathless
plant.' Indeed, from the silence with
which he was consigned to the tomb,
we are led to suspect that his ' col-

lege acquaintances,' and ' circle of
private friends,' deemed none of his

productions deserving of preserva-
tion : for, with the exception of one
j)iece, they are not to be found in any
cotcmporary publication. There was
as little said about ' The Burial of Sir

John Moore' as about the premature
death of its author, until it was made
known that this exquisite ode was a

favourite with Lord Byron. The
doubts which subsequently existed

respecting its author served to excite

additional interest ; and it was not
until the ode became fashionable
that Mr.Wolfe's friends came forward
to assert his claim to that poetical

production. Tlie work before us ap-
pears to have been an after-thought.

Charles Wolfe was born at Black-
h.iU, county of Kildare, in the year
1791. His family were respectable,

and claimed kindred with the hero of
Quebec and Lord Kilwarden. At an
early age he lost his father; and, his

mother removing to England, he re-

ceived the rudiments of his education
at Winchester and other schools. In
1809 he entered Trinity College,
Dublin, where he gave early indica-

tion of a poetic talent ; and, for want
of better prospects, he was obliged to

devote himself to the service of a

church—the richest in Europe—but
remarkable fer its indifference to de-

serving merit. Mr. Wolfe was or-

dained in 1817, and soon after ob-

tained a curacy in the north of Ire-

land, where he continued until 1821,

at which time his liealth began to fail

him. He made a journey to Scotland
and England, and a voyage to Bor-

deaux, but without effect—for ho
died at the Cove of Cork on the 21st

of February, 1823, aged thirty-two

years.

These brief particulars are taken
from the diffuse memoir before us

;

and, whatever the public may think

of the neglect Mr.Wolfe encountered,
we are quite sure there can be but one
opinion respecting his misfortune, in

having for a biographer a man of su-

perlative dulness. Mr. Russell ap-

pears to have neither taste, talents,

nor modesty. The absence of the two
first are evinced in the volumes before

us, and the last is conspicuous in his

undertaking such a task—knowing,
if intense stupidity did not prevent
him from knowing, that he had not a
single qualification necessary for the

proper discharge of such a duty. We
do not mean to criticise the trifles

attributed to Mr. Wolfe. He has left

behind him one proof, at least, of a
poetical genius ; and perhaps it had
been as well to have left his fame de-

pendent on this alone. His poetical

pieces are extremely few ; and of

these few, some of them bear evident
marks of having never been intended
for the public eye. A judicious friend

would have made a selection, but Mr.
Russell knew not how to discrimi-

nate. He rummaged papers, and im-
portuned friends ; and has been so

minute as to give us even the frag-

ments found in his friend's study. A
small, a very small volume, would
have contained all that was necessary
to publish : but this would not answer
Mr. Russell's views. He wanted to

see himself in print, and accordingly
we have one volume filled with ser-

mons, which look very like the Lord
Lieutenant's chaplain's own (for they
do not seem to be the productions of

IMr.Wolfe) ; and another, compound-
ed of a stupidly written memoir,
pieces of poetry, and private letters.

These latter might have been with-

held : and we (}uestion if even the
curate of St. Werburgh could tell us
the utility of inserting the follow-

ing :—

* Remains of tlie late Rev. Charles Wolfe, A.]}. Curate of Donougliraore, Diocess
of Armagli, with a brief Memoir of his Life. By the Rev. John A. Russell, M.A.
Chaplain to his Excellency theLord Lieutenant of Ireland, and Curate of St.Werburgh's.
Dublin. A. and W. Walson, Dublin. Iblb.
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• Exeter,. February 18th, 1822.
' My dear —

,

' Welcome once more ! I feel as if we
had a second parting when we last ex-

changed letters, and now that we once
more renew a correspondence, it looks like

a meeting after a long separation. But, you
may be assured, that neither you nor yours
were forgotten by me at those times when
I knew you would most wish to be remem-
bered—those seasons at which I trust I am
remembered by you all. I will not trou-

ble you with all the tedious reasons of my
silence : the silence iiself was tedious

enough. Suffice it to say, that a man may
be very idle, and liave no leisure ; espe-
cially, no leisure of mind,—and that a
man's time may be in a great measure un-

occupied, and yet not his own. I vvill not

tell you of the length of time it takes to

wind me up and set me a-going for the

day, but I find that the toilette of an in-

valid is as long and as troublesome as that

of a duchess,—and perhaps, the whole day
often spent with little more profit. It will

be sufficient to tell you that I can scarcely

make out an hour and a half a day for

actual study
' Yours, &c. 'C.W.'

We now turn from the editor to the
specimens of Mr. Wolfe's poetry.

The following songs are pretty :

—

' SPANISH SONG.
' Air—Viva El Ray Fernando.

' The chains of Spain are breaking

—

Let Gaul despair, and fly
;

Herwrathl'ul trumpet's speaking,

Let tyrants hear and die.

' Her standard o'er us arching

Is burning red and far
;

The soul of Spain is marching
In thunders to the war.

Look round your lovely Spain,

And say shall Gaul remain ?

—

' Behold yon burning valley,

liehold j'on naked plain

—

Let us hear their drum

—

Let them come, let them come

!

For Vengeance and Freedom rally,

And, Spaniards ! onward for Spain !

' Remember, remember Barossa,

Remember Napoleon's chain,

—

Remember your own Sarragossa,

And strike for the cause of Spain

—

Remember your own Sarragossa,

And onward, onward ! for Spain !'

' SONG.
' Oh say not that my heart is cold

To aught that once could warm it

;

That Nature's form so dear of old

No more has power to charm it
;

Or, that the ungenerous world can chill

One glow of fond emotion
For those who made it dearer still,

And shar'd my wild devotion.

' Still oft those solemn scenes I view

In rapt and dreamy sadness
;

Oft look on those who lov'd thera too

With Fancy's idle gladness

;

Again I long'd to view the light

In Nature's features glowing
;

Again to tread the mountain's height,

And taste the Soul's o'erflowing.

' Stern Duty rose, and frowning flung

His leaden chain around me
;

With iron look and sullen tongue

He mutter'd as he bound me—
" The mountain-breeze, the boundless

Heaven
Unfit for toil the creature

;

These for the free alone are given,

—

But, what have Slaves with Nature ?"

We cannot conclude better than
with the ode, to which allusion has
been so often made.

' THE BURIAL OF SIR JOHN MOOnE.

' Not a drum was heard, not a funeral note.

As his corse to the rampart we hurried
;

Not a soldier discharged his farewell shot

O'er the grave where our Hero we buried.

' We buried him darkly at dead of night.

The sods with our bayonets turning
;

By the struggling moon-beam's misty light.

And the lantern dimly burning.

' No useless coffin enclosed his breast.

Not in sheet or in shroud we wound hi(n
,

But he lay like a Warrior taking his rest

—

With his martial cloak around him.

' Few and short were the prayers we said.

And we spoke not a word of sorrow;

But we steadfastly gazed on the face that

was dead,

And we bitterly thought of the morrow.

' We thought, as we hollowed liis narrow
bed,

And smoothed down his lonely pillow.

That the foe and the stranger would tread

o'er his head.

And we far away on the billow !

* Lightly they'll talk of the spirit that's

gone,

And o'er his cold ashes upbraid him.

But little he'll reck, if they let him sleep on

In the grave where a Briton has laid him,

' But half of our heavy task was done.

When the clock struck the hour for re-

tiring ;

And we heard the distant and random gun
That the foe was sullenly firing.

' Slowly and sadly we laid him down.

From the field of his fame fresh and
gory ;

We Carved not a line, and we raised not a

stone,

But we left him alone with his glory !'
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THE TRIAL OF DANIEL O'CONNELL, ESQ.*

We have seldom spent an hour individual I stall say but little : yon
more agreeably than in perusing the witnessed the contemptible exhibition he

jeu d'esprit before us; and those made this day before you, and I do not

who are fatigued with severer studies

may find their minds much relaxed

by following our example. The
grave and gay may take it up with

great advantage ; and the friends

and enemies of Mr. O'Coniiell will

have no cause to <juarrel with the

pamphleteer, for he has cooked up
abundance of food adapted to their

respective palates.

The Trial of Daniel O'Connell
sounds fearfully ! Has i\Ir. Attorney
General filed an ex officio ? No,
gentle reader, the * man of the .peo-

ple' was not indicted before an
Orange jury; he was only arraign-

ed in the High Court of Reason
;

and, we are glad to say, he was ho-

nourably acquitted. Many will doubt

the existence of such a court in Ire-

land ; and we had our suspicions un-
til we found, by the introductory pa-

ragraph, that it was only opened, for

the first time during the last seven

hundred years, for the trial in ques-

tion.

In this age of the freedom of the

press, it is useless to quarrel with

those who make free with the cha-

racters of public men and public

writers. Many are introduced into

this serio-comic judicial inquirij,

who, no doubt, would rather have had
their names omitted. Ourselves are

among the number ; and we dare say

Mr. Oobbett would have given half a

dozen ' Registers' to have been saved
the expose to which he is subjected.

We have laughed at his cross-exa-

mination until recalled, by the truths

which are there elicited, to his real

character. Never has man been
made to declare more openly his

own baseness, hypocrisy, and incon-

sistency. We refer the reader—es-

pecially the Irish reader—to it ; and
we think no sensible and virtuous

man, after perusing it, will place any

confidence in Cobbett.

The speeches of Mr. North and Mr.
Shell are really eloquent. The follow-

ing extract from the defence, by the

latter, is not more energetic than just.

' Gentlemen, this charge of bartering

with the enemy rests solely on the autho-

rity of Mr. Cobbett. Respecting this

wish to lessen its effects by an unavoidable
ai tempt to retouch the scene. Gentlemen,
Mr. Cobbett is a man of transcendent ta-

lent, but the history- of literary prodigies
does not furnish an instance of such a per-
version of the gifts of Heaven as his life

supplies. An intellectual elephant in the
calm hour of repose, he is of incalculable
use to those whom he serves ; but in the
day of b;iltle, in the day of danger, he
is formidable alike to friends and foes,

and, when goaded, he knows no distinction

of persons or parties. Gentlemen, some
months since he undertook to advocate our
cause, and, as we are unaccustomed to

such acts of gratuitous friendship, we
hailed him with unequivocal regard. We
were indiscreet, I admit, in doing so ; and,
since he has himself developed his churac-
ter, we fling the insiduous reptile to the
ground, and trample upon him the more
willingly, since lie insinuated himself into

our friendship only to ruin us, by flinging

among Irishmen the firebrand of discord.
* Gentlemen, the character of my noble-

minded and unsuspecting client is in your
hands. Your are the representatives of
the Catholics of Irel.md, and are selected
from that class of the people which is free

alike from the prejudices of aristocracy
and the ignorance of the populace. You
are deeply interested in the welfare ofyour
country, and can appreciate the services

of Mr. O'Connell. I calculate on a
favourable verdict. The people of Ire-

land have every where hailed Mr. O'Con-
nell as their friend and champion, and, by
their simultaneous resolutions of confi-

dence, have flung back the false imputa-
tions into the teeth of those who made
them. If virtuous purposes and noble
sacrifices are to be treated thus— if the

patriot is to be arraigned for every sup-

posed error that he may commit—who, I

ask you, will be poetical enough to stand

forward as the advocate of the oppressed ?

who will plead the cause of those who
are unable to speak for themselves ?

* Gentlemen, I know you will do your
duty, and redeem the character of your
country. Ingratitude was never consider-

ed an Irish vice ; and believe me, if Mr.
O'Connell is not honourably acquitted,

our claim to consistency and virtue is lost

for ever. The eyes of the nation are now
on you, and the public only wait for your
verdict of acquittal, to hasten, like the

Romans, to the temple of the gods, to re-

turn thanks for the glory which the name
and services of O'Connell reflect upon
their country.'

* The Trial of Daniel O'Connell, Esq. Robins, 182s.
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LIFE OF SHERIDAN. BY THOMAS AlOOKE.*

A NEW work—even thoutjh it be a
larg-e quarto—with the name ofMoore
in the title-page, is sure, at any time,
to create an intense interest in the
reading public. At present that in-

terest is considerably heightened by
circumstances, independent of the
high and well-earned reputation of
the author. The volume has appear-
ed in a season when we are accus-
tomed to a kind of literary famine,
tnd it treats of a subject which is in-

teresting alike to the scholar and the
politician—the lover and the patriot.

Next to Lord Byron, we know of no
man whose memoirs could i)e more
acceptable than those of Sheridan

;

and, indeed, the life of this extraordi-

nary man—at least in a moral point

of view—is more instructive, and per-
haps more entertaining, than that of
the noble bard's possibly could be.

His course was more devious ; he
continued longer on the public stage,

and performed a more busy and intri-

cate part. We cannot contemplate
with indifference the career of one
who raised himself, by the mere
strength of unassisted, uncultivated

talent, from comparative obscurity to

a seat in the legislature, and a place

—

a pre-eminent place—in the republic

of letters. The player's son, as he
was insultingly denominated by the

aristocratic brood at Harrow, became
the companion and adviser of the

heir-apparent; and, though somedark
spots disfigure the disk of his splen-

did name, there are few—very few

—

who have been exposed to similar

temptations, more guiltless of error

than Richard Brinsley Sheridan.

It is now more than seven years

since Mr. Moore promised the world
the memoirs before us, and he tells

us in the preface that the first four
chapters Avere written at that time.
The delay which has taken place, we
are sorry to say, is attributable to

the circumstance which obliged Mr.
Moore to reside for some time on the

Continent. But, though we should

have gladly hailed this meuiorial to

the merits of Sheridan at an earlier

period, we cannot say that we regret

its not having appeared much sooner.

Time is favourable to the development

of truth; and the biographer has

afforded testimonials in abundance
that he has been diligent in seeking

after information. Such of his friends

as apprehended that the complicated

nature of his subject would embar-
rass him have been agreeably disap-

pointed; for the most virulent Tory
must acknowledge that he has been
singularly candid. In no one point

have his partialities blinded him to

truth; for, while he points out the

errors of the IVldgs, he extenuates

many of the faults attributed to their

opponents. We are quite confident

thai Mr. JMoore has written nothing

hitherto that does him more honour
than the work before us.

Richard Brinsley Sheridan was born
in the month of September, 1751, at

No. 12, Dorset Street, Dublin. His

grandfather is well known to have

been the friend of Dean Swift ; and
his father was the celebrated rival of

Garrick, as well as author of an Eng-
lish Dictionary, and various works
on Elocution. His mother, too, was
distinguished for her literary attain-

ments, and has left behind her nu-

merous memorials of her taste and

genius. Born thus with an hereditary

claim to literature, it is remarkable

that Richard and his elder brother

were pronounced by their parents and

their master, Mr. VVhyte, of Grafton

Street, ' impenetrable dunces.'

On the removal of Mr. Sheridan's

family to England, Richard was sent,

in 1762, to Harrow School, where he

remained until his eighteenth year,

beloved by his masters and fellow-

pupils, but without having given any

indications of superior intellect. At
this time, however, he appears to have

been conscious of his own powers.

* Memoirs of the Life of the Ptight Honourable Richard Briiislej' Slieriilan.

Tliorrjas Moore. Loudon, Longman, l8v'o.

Vol. I.—No 9. 3d
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thouofh he wanted industry to culti-

vate them.
While at Harrow he formed an in-

timacy with a youth named Halhed,
in conjunction with whom he pro-

duced a farce in imitation of * Midas;'

but, through the indolence and pro-

crastination of Sheridan, it was never

brought to maturity. Soon after

these tyros entered into a literary

partnership, brought out the first

number of a periodical, and publish-

ed a translation of Aristsenetus, the

complete failure of which seems to

hate blasted the hopes the young
poets entertained of being enriched

by their devotion to the muses.
In 1770 the elder Mr. Sheridan

removed to Bath, where the family

of Mr. Linley then resided. An ac-

quaintance between the fathers led to

an intimacy between their children

;

and Richard and his brother Charles

l»ecame enamoured, unknowingly to

each other, of Miss Linley—a lady

deservedly celebrated for her musical

talents and correctness of deport-

ment.
In addition to the numerous ad-

mirers which the beauty and accom-
plishments of Miss Linley attracted,

there was one whose base and unhal-

lowed passion excited feelings of dis-

gust, wii'le it alarmed the youthful

lover for the safety of his mistress.

The name of this wretch was Mat-
thews—a man of property, and an
inmate in Mr. Linley's family, who
made use of the opportunities he en-

joyed to annoy the daughter of his

host by his indiscreet attentions.

' In consequence of tliis persecution,

and an increasing dislike to her profession,

which made her shrink more and more
from the gaze of the many, in proportion

as she became devoted to the love of one,

she adopted, early in 177^, the romantic

resolution of %ing secretly to France, and

taking refuge in a convent, intending, at

the same time, to indemnify her father, to

whom she was bound till the age of twen-

ty-one, by the surrender to him of part of

the sum which Mr. Long had settled upon

her. Sheridan, who, it is probable, had

been the chief adviser of her flight, was,

of course, not slow in otTering to be the

partner of it. His sister, whom he seems

to have persuaded that his conduct in this

affair arose from a wish solely to serve

Miss Linlev as a friend, without any de-

sign or desire to take advantage of her

elopciinnt as a lover, not only assisted

tliem with money out of her little fund for

house expenses, but gave them letters of

introduction to a family with whom she

had been acquainted at St. Quentin. On
the evening appointed for their departure,

while Mr. Linley, his eldest son, and Miss
Maria Linle}', were engaged at a concert,

from which the young Cecilia herself had
been, on a plea of illness, excused, she

was conveyed by Sheridan in a sedan-

chair from her father's liouse in the Cres-

cent, to a post-chaise which waited for

them on the London road, and in which
she found a woman, whom her lover had
hired, as a sort of protecting Minerva, to

accompany them in their flight.

' It will be recollected that Sheridan was
at this time little more than twenty, and
his companion just entering her eighteenth

year. On their arrival in London, with

an adroitness which was, at least, very

dramatic, he introduced her to an old

friend of his family (Mr. Ewart, a respect-

able brandy-merchant in the city), as a

rich heiress who had consented to elope

with him to the Continent; inconsequence
of which the old gentleman, with many
commendations of his wisdom, for having
given up the imprudent pursuit of Miss
Linle^', not only accommodated the fugi-

tives with a passage on board a ship

which he had ready to sail from the port

of London to Dunkirk, but gave them let-

ters of recommendation to his correspond-

ents at that place, who with the same zeal

and dispatch facilitated tlieir journey to

Lisle.

' On their leaving Dunkirk, as was na-

tural to expect, the chivalrous and disin-

terested protector degenerated into a mere
selfish lover. It was represented by him,

with arguments which seemed to appeal to

prudence as well as feeling, that, after the

step which they had taken, she could not

possibly appear in England again but as

his wife. He was, therefore, he said, re-

solved not to deposit her in a convent, till

she had consented, by the ceremony of a

marriage, to confirm to him that right of

protecting her which he had now but tem-
porarily assumed. It did not, we may
suppose, require much eloquence to con-

vince her heart of the truth of this reason-

ing; and, accordingly, at a little village

not far from Calais, they were married

about the latter end of March, 1772, by a

priest well known for his services on such
occasions.'

On Sheridan's return he called

Matthews to account for having pub-
lished a defamatory notice during his

absence. The result of this meeting
was the disgrace of this hoary villain,

who immediately after retired to his

estate in Wales. Public opprobium
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manlier resolution of seeking an indepen-

dence by his own. An engagement had

been made for her some months before by
her father, to perform at tlie music-ineet-

ing that was to take place at Worcester

this summer. But Sheridan, wlio consi-

dered that his own claims upon her had
superseded all others, would not suffer her

to keep this engagement.'— P. 84.

He seems to have now employed

iiaving followed him to his retreat, he
was induced, by the advice of a kind
of Sir Lucius O'Trigger, to seek an-

other meeting with young Sheridan,

who was imprudent enough to afford

him an opportunity of regaining his

forfeited honour. The second duel

had nearly terminated a life, to which,
as Mr. JVIoore says, ' we are indebted
for an example as noble in its excite-

ments, and a lesson as useful in its himself on a variety of literary pro-
warnings, as ever genius, and its er- jects, none of which produced any
rors, have bequeathed to mankind.' substantial benefit, until the appear-
Although Sheridan and Miss Lin- anceof his comedy of 'The Rivals,' at

ley had been privately married in Covent-Garden, on the l/th of Janu-
France, they deemed it necessary to ary, 1775. Its success, at first, was
conceal the fact. The young lady, in doubtful ; but, being recast for the
the mean time, had returned to her second night, it rose at once into pub-
father, and was fulfilling her engage- lie favour,
ments at an oratorio held at Oxford,
when the result of the second duel
was communicated to her. From
some words which fell from her at

the moment, the secret of her mar-
riage was discovered ; and Mr. Lin-
ley consented to the union of the

youthful lovers. They were married
the 13th of April, 1773.
'A few weeks previous to his mar-

riage,' says Mr. Moore, 'Sheridan had
been entered a student of the Middle
Temple. It was not, however, to be ex-

pected that talents like his, so sure of a

quick return of fame and emolument,
would wait for the distant and dearly-

' The celebrity,' says Mr. Moore, ' which
Sheridan ha(J acquired, as the chivalrous

lover of Rliss Linley, was of course consi-

derably increased by the success of The
Rivals ; and, gifted as he and his beauti-

ful wife were with all that forms the mag-
netism of society,—the power to attract,

and the disposition to be attracted,

—

their

life, as may e.isily be supposed, was one of

gaiety both at home and abroad. Thuugii

little able to cope with the entertainments

of their wealthy acquaintance, her music,

and the good company which his talents

drew around him, were an ample repay-

ment for the more solid hospitalities which

they received. Among the families vi-

earned emoluments, which a life of labour sited by them was that of Mr. Coote (Pur-

in this profession promises. Nor, indeed,

did his circumstances admit of any such

patient speculation. A part of the sum
which Mr. Long had settled upon Miss

Linley, and occasional assistance from her

father (his own having withdrawn all

countenance from him), were now the

only resources, besides his own talents.

den), at whose musical parties Mrs. Sheri-

ridan frequently sung, accompanied oc-

casionally by the two little daughters* of

Mr. Coote, who were the originals of the

children introduced into Sir Joshua Rey-
nolds's portrait of Mrs. Sheridan as St.

Cecilia. It was here that the Duchess of

Devonshire first met Sheridan; and, as I

left hiiu. The celebrity of Mrs. Sheri- have been told, long hesitated as to the

dan as a singer was, it is true, a ready propriety of inviting to her house two per-

source of wealth; and olFers of the most sons of such equivocal rank in society, as he

advantageous kind were pressed upon and his wife were at that time considered,

them, by managers of concerts both in Her Grace was reminded of these scruples

town and country. But with a pride and some years after, when " the player's

delicacy, which received the tribute of son" had become the admiration of the

Dr. Johnson's praise, he rejected at onca proudest and fairest ; and when a house,

all thoughts of allowing her to re-appear provided for the Duchess herself at Bath,

in public ; .and, instead of profiting by the was left two months unoccupied, in conse-

display of his wife's talents, adopted the quence of the social attractions of She-

' *The charm of her singing, as well as her fondness for children, are interestingly

described in a letter to my friend Mr. Rogers, from one of the most tasteful writers of

the present day :
—" Hers was truly a ' voice as of the cherub choir,' and she was always

ready to sing without any pressing. She sung here a great deal, and to my infinite

delight; but what had a peculiar charm was, that she used to take my daughter, then

a child, on her lap, and sing a number of childish songs with such a playfulness of

manner, and such a sweetness of look and voice, as was quite enchanting," '
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ridan, which prevented a part}' then as-

sembled at Chntsworth from separating.

These are triumphs which, for the sake of
all hurabiy-born heirs of genius, deserve to

be corameraorated.'— P. 103,9.

In the same year lie producpd
* St. Patrick's Day,' a farce, and ' The
Duenna,' an opera. Such was the
reception of the latter, that it was
played for sixty-three nights succes-
sively. His prospects were now so

flattering, that about this time he en-
tered into a negotiation with Garrick
for the purchase of his share in Drury-
Lane 'I'heatre. In 1777 this business

was completed, and Sheridan became
part proprietor.

' Mr, Sheridan,' sajs his biographer,
'was now approaching the summit of hh
dramatic fame;—he iiad already produc-
ed the best opera in the language, and
there now remained for him the glory of
writing also the best comedy. As this

species of composition seems more, per-

haps, than any other, to require that

]\nowledt;e of human nature and the world
which experience alone can give, it seems
not a little extraordinary that nearly all

our first-rate comedies should have been
the productions of very j'oung men.
Those of Congreve were all written be-
fore he was iive-and-twent^f. Farquhar
])roduced tlie Constant Couple in his two-

and-tucntielh year, and died at thirty.

Vanhnigh was a young ensign when he
sketched out the Kela[)se and the Pro-
voked Wife, and Sheridan crowned his

reputation with the School for Scandal at

six-and-tweniy.
' It is, perhaps, still more remarkable

to find, as in the instance before us, that

works which, at this period of life, we
might suppose to liavf; been the rapid
oifsprini; of a careless, but vigorous, fan-
cy,—anticipating theresults of experience
by a sort of second-sight inspiration,

—

should, on the contrary, have been the
slow result of many and doubtful experi-

ments, gradually unfolding beauties un-
foreseen even by him who produced them,
and arriving, at length, step by step, at

perfection. That such was the tardy pro-

cess by which the School for Scandal was
producedjwill appear from the first sketches

of its plan and dialogue, which I am here

enabled to lay before the reader, and
which cannot fail to interest deeply all

those who take delight in tracing the al-

chymy of genius, and in watching the first

slow workings of the menstruum, out of
which its finest transmutations arise.

' " Geniu3," says Buffon, •' is Pa-
tience ;" or, (as another French writer has
explained his thought)—" La Patience

cherche, ct Ic Gsnie trouve ;" and there is

little doubt that to the co-operation of

these two powers all the brightest inven-

tions of this world are owing;——that

Patience must first explore the depths

where the pearl lies hid, before Genius
boldly dives and brings it up full into

light. There are, it is true, some striking

exceptions to this rule ; and our own times

have witnessed more than one extraordi-

nary intellect, whose depth has not pre-

vented their treasures from lying ever rea-

dy within reach. But the records of Im-
mortality furnish few such instances; and
all we know of the works, that she has

hitherto marked with her seal, sufficiently

authorize the general position,—that no-

thing great and durable has ever been

produced with ease, and that Labour is

tiie parent of all the lasting wonders of

this world, whether in verse or stone,

whether poetry or pyramids '— P. 15+, 5.

In the following year he became
the purchaser of Mr. Lacy's moiety
in the theatre, for the sum of 45,000/.
' By what spell,' says Mr. Moore,
'all those thousands were conjured up,

it would be difficult accurately to as-

certain. That happy art, in which the

people of this country are such adepts

—of putting the ftiture in pawn for

the supply of the present—must have
been the chief resource of Mr.
Sheridan in all these latter pur-
chases.'

' We must now,' says IMr. Moore, ' pre-

pare to loUow the subject of this Memoir
into a field of display, altogether different,

where he was in turn to become an actor

before the public himself, and where, in-

stead of inditing lively s])eeches for other."!,

he was to deliver the dictates of his elo-

quence and wit from his own lips. How-
ever the lovers of the drama may lament
this diversion of his talents, and doubt
whether even the chance of another School

for Scandal were not worth more than all

his subsequent career, yet to the individual

himself, full of ambition and conscious

of versatility of powers, such an opening

into a new course of actioii and fame
must have been like one of those sudden
turnings of the road in a beautiful coun-
try, which dazzle the eyes of the traveller

with new glories, and invite him on to un-

tried paths of fertility and sunshine.
' It has been before remarked how early,

in a majority of instances, the dramatic ta-

lent has come to its fullest maturity. Mr.
Sheridan would possibly never have ex-

ceeded what he had already done, and his

celebrity had now reached that point of

elevation, where, by a sort of optical de-

ception ill the atniospiierc of fame, to re-
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main stationary is to seem, in the eyes of

the spectators, to fall. He had, indeed,

enjoyed only the triumphs of talent, and
without even descending to those ovations,

or minor triumphs, which in general are

little more than celebrations of escape

from defeat, and to which they, who sur-

pass all but themselves, are often caprici-

ously reduced. It is questionable, too,

whether, in any other walk of literature,

he would have sustained the high reputa-

tion which he acquired by the drama.
Very rarely have dramatic writers, even

of the first rank, exhibited powers of equal

rate, when out of the precincts of their

own art ; while, on the other hand, poets

of a more general range, whether epic,

lyric, or satiric, have as rarely succeeded

on the stage. There is, indeed, hardly

one of our celebrated dramatic authors

(and the remark might be extended to

other countries) who has left works worthy
of his reputation in any other line: and
Mr. Sheridan, perhaps, might only have
been saved from adding to the list of

failures, by such a degree of prudence or

of indolence as would have prevented him
from making the attempt. He may, there-

fore, be said to have closed his account
with literature, when not only the glory of

his past successes, but the hopes of all that

he might yet have achieved, were set

down fully, and without any risk of for-

feiture, to his credit ; and, instead of being

left, like .Alexander, to sigh for new worlds

to vanquish, no sooner were his triumphs
in one sphere of action complete than

another opened to invite him to new con-

quests,'— P. 203,4.

The period of Sheridan's political

debut, in 1780, is thus eloquently pic-

tured by his biographer

:

The period at which Mr. Sheridan en-

tered upon his political career was, in every

respect, remarkable. A persevering and
vindictive war against America, with the

folly and guilt of which the obstinacy of

the court and the acquiescence of the

people are equally chargeable, was fast

approaching that crisis which every un-

biassed spectator of the contest had long

foreseen, and at which, however humi-
liating to the haughty pretensions of Eng-
land, every friend to the liberties of the

human race rejoiced. It was, perhaps, as

difficult for this country to have been long
and virulentl3' opposed to such principles
as the Americans asserted in this contest,

without being herself corrupted by the
cause which she maintained, as it was for

the French to have fought in the same con-
flict, by the side of the oppressed, without
catching a portion of that enthusiasm for

liberty which such an alliance was calcu-
lated to inspire. Accordingly, while the

voice' of philosophy was heard along the

neighbouring shores, speaking aloud those

oracular warnings which preceded the

death of the great Pan of despotism, the

courtiers and lawyers of England were,

with an emulous spirit of servility, ad-

vising and sanctioning such strides of pow-
er as would not have been unworthy of the

most dark and slavish times.

' Not only were the public events, in

which Mr. Sheridan was now called to

take a part, of a nature more extraordinary

and awful than had often been exhibited on

the theatre of politics, but the leading

actors in the scene were of that loftier

order of intellect which Nature seems to

keep in reserve for the ennoblement of

such great occasions. Two of these, Mr.
Burke and Mr. Fox, were already in the

full maturity of their fame and talent,

—

Avhile the third, Mr. Pitt, was just upon the

point of entering, with the most auspicious

promise, into the same splendid career :

—

' " Nunc cuspide patris

Inclytus, Herculeas olim moture sagittas."

'

His first speech was a failure.
' It was on this night, as Woodfall used

to relate, that Mr. Sheridan, after he had

spoken, came up to him in the gallery,

and asked, with much anxiety, what he

thought of his first attempt. The answer

of Woodfall, as he had the courage after-

wards to own, was, "I am sorry to say I

do not think that this is your line—you
had much better have stuck to your

former pursuits ;" on hearing which, She-

ridan rested his head upon his hand for a

few minutes, and then vehemently ex-

claimed, "It is in nie, however, and, by

G— , it shall come out !"

' It appears, indeed, that upon many
persons, besides Mr. Woodfall, the im-

pression produced by this first essay of his

oratory was far from answerable to the

expectations that had been formed. The

chief detect remarked in him was a thick

and indistinct mode of delivery, which,

though he afterwards greatly corrected

it, was never entirely removed.'
' Not only,' says our author, ' were the

occasions very few and select, on which

he offered himself to the attention of the

House, at this period, but, whenever he

did speak, it was concisely and unpretend-

ingly, with the manner of a person who

came to learn a new road to fame,—not of

one who laid claim to notice upon the cre-

dit of ihe glory he brought with him.

Mr. Fox used to say that he considered

bis conduct in this respect as a most strik-

ing proof of his sagacity and good taste ;

—

such rare and unassuming displays of his

talents being the only elfectual mode he

could have adopted, to win on the atten-

tion of his audience and gradually esla-
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blish himself in their favour. He had,

indeed, many difficulties and disadvan-

tages to encounter, of which his own
previous reputation was not the least.

Not only did he risk a perilous comparison

between his powers as a speaker and his

fame as a writer, but he had also to con-

tend with that feeling of monopoly, which

pervades the more worldly clusses of la-

lent, and which would lead politicians to

regard/ as an intruder upon their craft, a

man of genius thus aspiring to a station

among them, without the usual qualifica-

tions of either birth or apprenticeship to

entitle him to it.* In an assembly too,

whose deference for rank and property is

such as to render it lucky that these in-

struments of influence are so often united

with honesty and talent, the son of an

actor and proprietor of a theatre had, it

must be owned, most fearful odds against

hira, in entering into competition with the

sons of Lord Holland and Lord Chatham.
' With the same discretion that led him

to obtrude himself but seldom on the

House, he never spoke at this period but

after careful and even verbal preparation.

Like most of our great orators at the com-

mencement of their careers, he was in the

habit of writing out his speeches before he

delivered them ; and, though subsequently

he scribbled these preparatory sketches

upon detached sheets, 1 find that he be-

gan by using for this purpose the same

sort of copy-books, which he had employ-

ed in the first rough draughts of his

plays.'—P. <i66,7.

In 1785, however, Sheridau became
a more frequent speaker; and one

occasion on which he exerted his elo-

quence is introduced by the patriotic

pen of his biographer.
' If the surrender of any part of her le-

' • There is an anecdote strongly illustrative of this observation, quoted by Lord

John Russell in his able and lively^work " On the Alfairs of Europe from the Peace ot

Utrecht."—Mr. Steele (in alluding to Sir Thomas Hanmer's opposition to the Com-

mercial Treaty in 1714) said, " I rise to do him honour"—on which many members

who had before tried to interrupt him. called out 'Taller, Taller;' and, as he went

down the House, several said ' It is not so easy a thing to speak in the House ;' ' He

fancies, because he can scribble, &c. &c.'—Slight circumstance:, indeed, (adds Lord

John,) but which show at once the indisposition ol ihe House to the Whig party, and

the natural envy of mankind, long ago remarked by Cicero, towards all who attempt

to gain more than one kind of pre-eminence." '

• , ,

t In 1787 he exerted himself so much on Irish questions that he was tauntingly de-

signated the ' Self-appointed Representative of Ireland.'

Perhaps we cannot do belter than give here a short extract from this memoir, m
which the author expresses his own attachment to the land of his birth.

' I am aware that, on the subject of Ireland and her wrongs, I can ill trust myse f

with the task of expressing what I feel, or preserve that moderate historical tone, which

it has been my wish to maintain through Ihe political opinions of this work. On every

other point, my homage to the high character of England, and of her institutions, is

prompt and cordial ;—on this topic alone my feelings towards her have been taught to

wear "the badge of bitlenicss." As a citiz-'n of llic world 1 would point to Eii^^laud a*

its brightest unuuuent ;—but us a d\sfva>ichhcd liibhman, 1 blush io bchuig to her.'

gislative power could have been expectedl

from Ireland in that proud moment, when
her new-born Independencewas butjustbe-

ginniiig to smile in her lap, the acceptance

of the terms then proffered by the Minis-

ter might have averted much of the evils

of which she was afterwards the victim.

The proposed plan being, in itself, (as Mr.
Grattan called it,) " an incipient and
creeping Union," would have prepared
the way less violently for the completion
of that fated measure, and spared at least

the corruption and the blood which were
the preliminaries of ilsperpetrfition at last.

But the pride, so natural and honourable
to the Irish—had fate but placed them in

a situation to assert it with any permanent
etftcl—repelled the idea of being bound
even by the coraniercijl regulations of

England. The wonderful eloquence of

Grattan, which, like an eagle guarding her

young, rose grandly in defence of the

freedom to which itself had given birth,

would alone have been sufficient to deter-

mine a whole nation to his will. Accord-

ingly, such demonstrations of resistance

were made both by people and parliament,

that the Commercial Propositions were
given up by the minister, and this appari-

tion of a Union withdrawn from the eyes

of Ireland for the present—merely to

come again, in another shape, with ma"y
a " mortal murder on its crown, and push

her from her stool." Rlr. Sheridan took a

strong interest in this question, and spoke

at some length on every occasion when
it was brought before the House.'

—

P. 307.

' Early as was the age at whicli

Sheridan had been transplanted from

Irclaudf—never to set foot upon his

native land again—the feeling of na-
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tionality remained with him warmly
throug'h life, and he was, to the last,

both fond and proud of his country.
The zeal with which he entered, at

this period, into Irish politics, may
be judged of from some letters,

addressed to him in the year 1785, by
Mr. Isaac Corry, who was at that
time a member of the Irish opposi-
tion, and combated the Commercial
Propositions as vigorously as he af-
terwards, when Chancellor of the
Exchequer, defended their " con-
summate flower," the Union.'
During the four months of the

Rockingham administration, in 1782,
Sheridan was appointed Secretary of
the Treasury; which he lost, of
course, on the discomfiture of his
party. ' The Whigs,' says Mr.
Moore, ' who had now every reason
to be convinced of the aversion with
which they were regarded at court,
had lately been, in some degree, com-
pensated for this misfortune by the
accession to their party of the Heir
Apparent, who had, since the year
1783, been in the enjoyment of a se-

parate establishment, and taken his
seat in the House of Peers, as Duke
of Cornwall. That a young prince
fond of pleasure, and impatient of
restraint, should have thrown him-
.self into the arms of those who were
most likely to be indulgent to his

errors, is nothing surprising, either
in politics or ethics. But that ma-
ture and enlightened statesmen, with
the lessons of all history before their

eyes, should have been equally ready
to embrace such a rash alliance, or
should count upon it as any more
than a temporary instrument of fac-

tion, is, to say the least of it, one of
those self-delusions of the wise, which
show how vainly the voice of the Past
may speak amid the loud appeals and
temptations of the Present. The last

Prince of ^Vales, it is true, by whom
the popular cause was espoused, had
left the lesson imperfect, by dying
before he came to the throne. But
this deficiency has since been amply
made up ; and future Whigs, who
may be placed in similar circum-
stances, will have, at least, one histo-
rical warning before their eyes,
which ought to be enough to satisfy

the most unreflecting and credu-
lous.
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' In some points, the breach, that
now took place between the Prince
and the King, bore a close resem-
blance to that which had disturbed
the preceding reign. In both cases,
the Royal parents were harsh and
obstinate—in both cases, money was
the chief source of dissension—and
in both cases, the genius, wit, and
accomplishments of those with whom
the Heir Apparent connected himself,

threw a splendour round the political

bond between them, which prevented
even themselves from perceiving ita

looseness and fragility.

' In the late question of Mr. Fox's
India Bill, the Prince of Wales had
voted with his political friends in the
first division. But, upon finding
afterwards the King was hostile to the
measure, his Royal Highness took the
prudent step (and with Mr. Fox's
full concurrence^ of absenting himself
entirely from the second discussion,
when the Bill, as it is known, was
finally defeated. This circumstance,
occurring thus early in their inter-

course, might have proved to each of
the parties in this ill-sorted alliance,

how difficult it was for them to re-
main long and creditably imited. On
the one side, there was a character to
be maintained with the people, which
a too complacent toleration of the
errors of royalty might—and, as it

happened did—compromise ; while,
on the other side, there were the ob-
ligations of filial duty, which, as in
this instance of the India Bill, made
desertion decorous, at a time when
co-operation would have been most
friendly and desirable. There was
also the perpetual consciousness of
being destined to a higher station, in

which, while duty would perhaps de-

mand an independence of all party
whatever, convenience would certain-

ly dictate a release from the restraints

of Whiggism.'
' The calm security into which Mr.

Pitt's administration had settled, after the

victory which the Tory alliance of king

and people had gained for him, left but

little to excite the activity of party-spirit,

or to call forth those grand explosions of

eloquence, which a more electric state of

the political world produces. The orators

of Opposition might soon have been re-

duced, like Philoctetes wasting his arrows

upon geese at Lemnos, to expend the

armoury of their wit upon the Grahams
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and Rolles of the Trfiasury bench. But a

subject now presented itself—the impeach-

ment of Warren Hastings—which, by enti-

bodying the cause of a whole country in

one individual, and thus combining the ex-

tent and grandeur of a national question

with the direct aim and singleness of a

personal attack, opened as wide a field for

display as the most versatile talents could

require, and to Mr. Sheridan, in particular,

afforded one of those precious opportuni-

ties, of which, if Fortune but rarely offers

them to genius, it is genius alone that

can fully and triuniphanily avail itself.'

—

P. 317.

It arose from a variety of circum-

stances that the ' prosecution of Mr.

Hastings, even after the accession of

the minister, excited but a slight and

wavering interest ; and, without some
extraordinary appeal to the sympa-

thies of the House and the country,

some startling touch to the chord of

public feeling, it was questionable

whether the inquiry would not end as

abortively as all the other Indian

inquests that had preceded it.

* In this state of the proceeding,

Mr. Sheridan brought forward, on

tlie 7th of February, in the House of

('ommons, the charge relative to the

Begum Princesses of Oude, and deli-

vered that celebrated speech, whose

effect upon its hearers has no parallel

in the annals of ancient or modern
eloquence. When we recollect the

men by whom the House of Com-
mons was at that day adorned, and

the conflict of high passions and in-

terests in which they had been so

lately engaged—when we see them
all, of ail parties, brought (as Mr.
Pitt expressed it) " under the wand
of the enchanter," and only vying

with each other in their description

of the fascination by which they were
bound—when we call to mind, too.
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that he whom the first statesman of

the age thus lauded, had but lately

descended among them from a more
aerial region of intellect, bringing

trophies falsely supposed to be in-

compatible with political prowess

—

it ie impossible to imagine a moment
of more entire and intoxicating tri-

umph. The only alloy that could

mingle with such complete success

must be the fear that it was too per-

fect ever to come again ; that his

fame had then reached the meridian

point, and from that consummate
moment must date its decline.

•'Of this remarkable speech there

exists no report ; for it would be ab-

surd to dignify with that appellation

the meagre and lifeless sketch, the

" Tenueni sine viribus urabrara

In faciem JEne?e,"

which is given in the Annual Regis-

ters and Parliamentary Debates.

Its fame, therefore, remains like an

empty shrine—a cenotaph still

crowned and honoured, though the

inmate is wanting.'

His subsequent speech on the trial

of Hastings was equally as felici-

tous ;* and it is delightful to read the

testimonies which Mr. Moore has

given of the pride which all the mem-
bers of his family took in his

triumph.

' Taking into account all the various cir-

cumstances that concurred to glorify liiis

l)eriod of Sheridan's life, we may allow

ourselves, I think, to pause upon it as the

apex of tlie pyramid, and, whether we con-

sider his fame, his talents, or his happi-

ness, may safely say, " Here is their high-

est point."
' Tlie new splendour which his recent

triumphs in eloquence had added to a re-

putation already so illustrious,—the power
which he seemed to have acquired over

* Mr. Moore has the following singular remark, at page .S74,5. ' It is also, I
think, a mistake, however flattering to my country, to call the schi/ol of oratory, to

which Burke belongs, Irish. That Irishmen are naturally more gifted with those

stores of fancy, from which the illumination of this high order of the art must be sup-

plied, the names of Burke, Gratlan, Sheridan, Curran, Canning, and Plunkelt,

abundantly testify. Yet had Lord Chatham, before any of these great speakers were
heard, led the way, in the same animated and figured strain of oratory ; while another

Englishman, Lord Bacon, by making Fancy the handmaid of Pliilosophy, had long since

set an example of that union of the imaginative and the solid, which, both in writing

and in speaking, forms the characteristic distinction of this school.'

Mr. Moore is, we think, unfortunate ia adducing Bacon as an example; and, if

Chatham's sf)eeches are examined, it will be found that they have less claim to Iruh
than the speeches of Henley, in America. A solitary exception, however, proves little

or nothing, even were it unexceptionable; and the peculiarities of Irish oratory are to

be found in Irish speeches long before Chatham was born.
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the liilurc destiiiies of llie country, by liis

ackt)owle<lged iiitluence in the councils of

the hfir apparent,—and Ihe tribute paid to

hill), by the avowal boili of friends and
foes, that l;e had used this iuHuence, in the

late trying crisis of the regenc3', with a

judgment and delicacy that proved him
worthy of it,—all these advantages, both

brilliant and solid, which subsequent cir-

cumstances but too much tended to weaken,
at this moment surrounded hiai in their

newest lustre and promise.
' He was just now, too, in the first en-

joyment of a feeling, of which habit must
have afterwards dulled the zest, namely,
the proud consciousness of having sur-

mounted the disadvantages of birth and
station, and j^laced himself on a level with

the highest and noblest of tlie land. This

footing in the society of tl.e great he could

only have attained by parliamentary emi-
nence ;—as a mere writer, with all his

genius, he never would have been thus

admitted ad exindem among them. Talents,

in literature or science, unassisted by the

advantages of birth, may lead to associa-

tion with the great, but rarely to equality
;

it is a passport through the well-guarded

frontier, but no title to naturalization with-

in. By him, who has not been born

among them, this can only be achieved by
politics. Jn that arena, which they look

upon as their own, the legislature of the

land, let a man ot genius, like Sheridan,

but assert bis supremacy,— at once all

these barriers of reserve and pride give

way, and be takes, by storm, a station at

their side, which a Shakspeare or a New-
ton would but have enjoyed by cour-

tesy.

' In fi.\ing upon this period of Sheri-

dan's life, as the most shining a;ra of his

talents as well as his fame, it is not meant
to be denied that in his subsequent warfare

with the minister, during the stormy time

of the French Revolution, he exhibited a

prowess of oratory no less suited to that

actual si'rvic'.', than his eloquence on the

trial of Hastings had been to such lighter

tilts and tournaments of peace. But the

effect of his talents was far less striking
;—the current of feeling through England

was against him;—and, however greatly

this added to the merit of hiseftbrts, it de-

prived him of that echo from the public

heart, by which the voice of the orator is

endued with a sort of multiplied life, and,
as it were, survives itself. In the panic,

too, that followed the French Revolution,

all eloquence, but that from the lips of

Power, was disregarded, and the voice of

him at the helm was the only one listened

to in the storm.'— P. 434—6.

During the Regency question, in

1789, Mr. Sheridan acted a conspicu-
VoL. I.—No. 9.

ous part. Mr. Moore at first attri-

butes the Prince's celebrated letter

to Mr. Pitt, to him ; but is subse-

qtiently obliged to give the honour of

that composition to Burke. He al-

lows his former opinion to stand

as a proof of uncertainty in similar

cases. It is, however, now made
manifest that the Prince was not the

author of any public document at this

time. Mr. Sheridan has the honour
of having written most of them.

' The conduct of Mr. Sheridan on the

breaking out of the mutiny at the Nore is

too well known and appreciated to require

a,ny illustration here. Jt is placed to his

credit on the page of history, and was one
of the happiest impulses of good feeling

and good sense combined, that ever public

man acted upon in a situation demanding
so much of both. The patriotic prompti-
tude of his interference was even more
striking than it appears in the record <if his

parliamentary labours; for, as I Iiave

heard at but one remove from his own au-
thority, while the ministry were yet hesi-

tating as to the steps they should take, he
went to Mr. Dundas and said,—" My
advice is that you cut the buoys on the

river—send Sir Charles Grey down to the

coast, and set a price on Parker's head.

If the administration take this advice in-

stantly, they will save the country— if not,

they will lose it; and, on their refusal, I

will impeach thera in the House of Com-
mons this very evening."

' Without dwellingon the contrast whigh
is so often drawn—less with a view to

elevate Sheridan than to depreciate his

party—between the conduct of himselfand
bis friends at this fearful crisis, it is impos-
sible not to concede that, on the scale of

public spirit, he rose as far superior to

them as the great claims of the general

safety transcend all personal considera-

tions and all part}' ties. It was, indeed, a

rare triumph of temper and sagacity. With
less temper, he would have seen in this

awful peril but an occasion of triumph over

the minister whom he had so long been
struggling to overturn—and, with less

sagacity, he would have thrown away the

golden opportunity of establishing himself

for ever in the affections and the memo-
ries of Englishmen, as one whose heart

was in the common-weal, whatever might

be his opinions, and who, in the moment
of peril, could sink the partisan in the

patriot.'— P. 569, 70.
' The only question upon which he

spoke this year (1800) was the important

lueasureof the Union, which he strenuously

and at great length opposed. Like every

other measure, professing to be for the

3 E
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benefit of Ireland, the Union has been left

ncomplete in the one essential point.with-

out which there is no hope of peace or

prosperity for that country. As long as

religious disqualification is left to '' lie like

lees at the bottom of men's hearts," in vain

doth the voice of Parliament pronounce

the word " Union" to the two islands,

—

a feeling, deep as the sea that breaks be-

tween them, answers back, sullenly,

" Separation.'"—P. 585.

In 1804 the office of Receiver of the

Duchy of Cornwall, worth about

1500/. a year, was conferred on him
by the Prince of Wales, who at the

same time regretted that he had
nothing better to give.

Next year he acted a part which
requires explanation. The following

extract deserves to be read with at-

tention :

—

' On the lOlli of May, the claims of the

Koman Catholics of Ireland were, for tlie

stand before we meet at dinner, lest any
conversation there should appear to come
upon him by surprise.

" Yours ever, " C J. F."
" Arlington Street, Sunday."
' It would be rash, without some further

insight into the circumstances of this sin-

gular interference, to enter into any spe-

culations .vith respect to its nature or
motives, or to pronounce how far Mr.
Sheridan wasjustified in being the instru-

ment of this communication. But on the
share of ftlr. Fox in the transaction, such
suspension of opinion is unnecessary. We
have here his simple and honest words
before us, and they breathe a spirit of

sincerit3- 'r"™ which even princes might
take a lesson with advantage.'

The ' Morning Chronicle' has in-

ferred from this, that his present Ma-
jesty is averse to the Catholic claims.

We do not think so. Sheridan, in one
of his letters to the prince, alludes to

first time, brought under the notice of the his royal highness's delicate situa^

tion respecting Emancipation; and
Mr. Moore, at page 428, speaking of

the regency, has the following re-

markable words :
—

' The ready and
ardent burst of devotion with which
Ireland, at this moment, like the

Imperial Parliament, by Lord Grenville

in the House of Lords, and by Mr. Fox in

the House of Commons. A tew days be-

fore the debate, as appears by the following

remarkable letter, Mr. Sheridan was made
the medium of a communication from

Carlton House, the object of which was to „ . ^ xi •

prevent Mr. Fox from presenting the Pythagoreans at their mornmg wor

petition

Dear Sheridan,
" I did not receive your letter till last

night.

" I did, on Thursday, consent to be the

presenter of the Catholic petition, at the

request of the delegates, and had further

conversation on the subject with them at

Lord Grenville's yesterday morning. Lord
Grenville also consented to present the

petition to the House of Lords. Now,
therefore, any discussion on this part of

the subject would be too late; but I will

ship, turned to welcome with her

harp the rising sun, was long remem-
bered by the object of her homage
with pride and gratitude,—and, let us

trust, is not even yet entirely for-

gotten.'* This subject, however, re-

quires elucidation.

In the year 1806, Sheridan en-

tered office as treasurer of the navy

—much against his inclination—but

his embarrassed circumstances left

him no choice. In the same year he

fairly own, that, if it were not, I could not was chosen representative tor West-

be dissuaded from doing the public act,

which, of all others, it will give me the

greatest satisfaction and pride to perform.

No past event in my pol'tical life ever did,

and no future one ever can, give me such

pleasure.
" I am sure you know how painful it

would be to me to disobey any command
of his royal highness's, or even to act in

minster ; but, at the next election,

he was defeated by Sir Francis Bur-

dett. He came in, however, for

Ilchester.

Previous to 1811 the Whigs had
been split into parties ; and when the

king's illness gave them hopes of

power under the regency, we find

them, with the help of Sheridan, im-
anv manner that might be in the slightest / ,, ,^.^•„„ :* „i.„^o« ^,',* ^f
degree contrary to his wishes, and, There-

prudently putting it almost OUt of

fore, lam not sorry that your intimation t^e power of the pnnce to honour

came too late. I s'nall endeavour to see them with his confidence. Ihedo-
the prince to-day ; but, if I should fail, cuments relative to this affair, given

pray take care that he knows how things by Mr. Moore, are curious and im-

*
' This vain hope was expressed before the late decision on the Catholic question

had proved to the Irish that,where their rights are concerned, neither public nor private

pledges are regarded.'
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portant. His royal highness, it ap-
pears, sent for Lords Grenville and
Grey, to draw up his answer to the
address of Parliament. They did so
—l)ut in a manner injurious to his

feelings, but complimentary to their
own consistency. Sheridan, who
disliked the coalition, drew up an
answer to the address, more agreeable
to the prince; and the coalesced lords
afterwards sent in a kind of remon-
strance; which afforded Sheridan
what he thought a good opportunity
of making them feel his power.

' Though privately alienated (rom them,
on personal as well as political grounds,
he knew that, publicly, lie was too much
identified with their ranks, ever to serve,
with credit or consistency, in any other.
He liad, therefore, in the ardour of under-
mining, carried the ground from beneath
his own feet. In helping to disband his
party, he had cashiered himself; and
there remained to him now, for the residue
of his days, but that frailest of all sublu-
nary treasures, a priuce's friendship.

'With this conviction, (which, in spite
of all the sanguineness of his disposition,

could hardly have failed to force itself on
his mind,) it was not, we should think,
with very self-gratulatory feelings that he
undertook the task, a few weeks after, of
inditing, for the Regent, that memorable
letter to JMr. Perceval, which sealed the
fate at once both of his party and himself,
and, whatever false signs of re-animation
may afterwards have appeared, severed
the last life-lock by which the " struggling
spirit*" of this friendship between royalty
and whiggisra still held ;

—

" dextra crinem secat, oninis
et una

Dilapsus calor, atque in ventos vita

recessit."

' With respect to the chief personage
connected with these transactions, it is a
proof of the tendency of knowledge to

produce a spirit of tolerance, that they
who, judging merely from the surface of
events, have been most forward in repro-
bating his separation from the Whigs, as a
rupture of political ties and abandonment
of private friendships, must, on becoming
more thoroughly acquainted with all the
circumstances that led to this crisis,

learn to soften down considerably their
angry feelings

; and to see, indeed, in the
whole history of the connection, from its

first formation, in the hey-day of youth
and party, to its faint survival after the
death of Mr. Fox, but a natural and

destined gradation towards the result at

which it at last arrived, after as much
fluctuation of political principle, on one
side, as there was of indifference, perhaps,
to all political principle on the other.

' Among the arrangements that had
been made, in contemplation of a new
ministry, at this time, it was intended that

Lord Moira should go, as lord lieutenant,

to Ireland, and that Mr. Sheridan should
accompany him, as chief secretary.'

—

P. 662, 3.

' The political career of Sheridan was
now drawing fast to a close. He spoke
but upon two or three other occasions
during the session; and among the last

sentences uttered by him in the House
were the following ;—which, as calculated
to leave a sweeter flavour on the memory,
at parting, than those questionable trans-
actions that have just been related, I
have great pleasure in citing :

—

" My objection to the present ministry
is, that they are avowedly arrayed and
embodied against a principle,—that of
concession to the Catholics of Ireland,

—

which I think, and must always think,
essential to the safety of this empire. I
will never give my vote to any adminis-
tration that opposes the question of Catho-
lic Emancipation. I vrill not consent to
receive a furlough upon that particular
question, even though a ministry were
carrying every other that I wished. In
fine, 1 think the situation of Ireland a
paramount consideration. If they were to

be the last words I should ever utter in

this House, I should say, ' Be just to
Ireland, as you value your own honour

;— be just to Ireland, as you value your
own peace." '—P. 677.

On the dissolution of Parliament,
in 1812, he tried his old friends at
Stafford ; but, as his purse was not
quite so heavy as that of his oppo-
nent, he lost his election. The
prince regent offered to bring him
in, but he declined entering Parlia-
ment with the royal mark upon him.
The calamities of his life may be said
now to have commenced. Drury-
Lane Theatre, which was burnt in

1S09, had been re-built ; but Sheri-
dan was excluded by the committee
from having any thing further to do
with it. Even the sum for which he
disposed of his title was paid him
grudgingly ; and at one time he suf-
fered the profanation of having been
carried to a spunging-house.
The disor(ler of Mr. Sheridan, a

* Luctans anima.
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diseased stomach, now grew rapidly

on him, while the embarrassment of

his affairs helped to accelerate the

approach of death. In the beginning

of 1816 his powers began to fail him
;

but still the wretched spot where he

lay down to die was not secured

against the incursion of clamorous

creditors ; and bailiffs at length gain-

ed possession of his house. During
all this time it does not appear that,

with the exception of Lord Holland,*

any of his noble or royal friends call-

ed at his door, or even sent to in-

quire after him.
About this period Mr. Vaughan

intimated to Dr. Bain that he was
commissioned to appropriate two
hundred pounds for Sheridan's use

—

to be paid at the rate of fifty pounds
at a time. Mrs. Slieridan refused re-

ceiving this petty sum, as the imme-
diate wants of her high-minded hus-

band had been supplied from the

purse of Mr. Rogers, by the hands of

Mr. Moore. ' INIr. Vaughan,' says

the biographer, ' always said that the

donation, thus raeaflt to be doled

out, came from a royal hand ; but

this is hardly credible. It would be

safer, perhaps, to let the suspicion

rest upon that gentleman's memory
—of having indulged his own bene-

volent disposition in this disguise

—

than to suppose it possible that so

scanty and reluctant a benefaction

was the sole mark of attention ac-

corded by a " gracious prince and
master" to the last death-bed wants

of one of the most accomplished and
faithful servants that royalty ever yet

raised or ruined by its smiles. When
the philosopher, Auaxagoras, lay

dying for want of sustenance, his

great pupil, Pericles, sent him a sum
of money, " Take it buck," said

Anaxagoras ;
" if he wished to keep

the lamp alive, he ought to have ad-

ministered the oil before."

In the mean time a sheriff's officer

had arrested the dying man in his

bed, but wus deterred from removing
him, in consequence of the physician

representing the responsibility he

should incur in case of death. At
length an article in the ' Morning
Post' arrested public sympathy in

behalf of poor Sheridan, whose door
Avas soon thronged with such visitors

as the Duke of York, the Duke of
Argyll, &c. : but it was now too late.

Sheridan died on the 7th of July,18 16,

agedsixty-five,and was buried inWest-
minster Abbey. Seldom has there

been such an array of rank as graced
his funeral ; and it was well remarked
at the time by a French journal, that
' France is the place for a man of let-

ters to live in, and England the place

for him to die in.'

Mr. Sheridan lost his first wife—to

whose amiable character Mr. Moore
has done justice—in 17^2, and was
married to his second wife, the daugh-
ter of the Dean of Winchester, in

1795 This lady did not long survive

her husband. She had no child.

Sheridan's only son died when
young._

Copious as have been our extracts

from tills interesting work,we cannot
conclude without giving Mr. Moore's
character of Sheridan.

' His political character stands out so

fully in these pages, that it is needless, by
any comments, to attempt to raise it into

sironger relief. If to watch over the rights

of the subject, and guard them against the

encroachments of power, be, even in safe

and ordinary times, a task full of useful-

ness and honour, how much more glorious

to have stood sentniel over the same sacred

trust, tluoiigh a period so trying as that

with which Sheridan had to struggle

—

when liberty itself had become suspected

and unpopular—when authority had suc-

ceeded in identilyiug patriotism with

treason, and wlien the few remaining and
deserted friends of freedom were reduced

to take their stand on a narrowing isthmus,

between anarchy on one side and the angry
incursions of power on the other. How
manfully he maintained his ground in a

position so critical, the annals of England

and of the champicnis of her constitution

will long testify. The truly national spirit

too, with which, when that struggle was
past, and the dangers to liberty from
without seemed greater than any from
within, he forgot all past differences in the

one common cause of Englishmen, and,

while others " gave but the left hand to

the country," proffereci her liotli of his,

stamped a seal of sincerity on his public

conduct,which, in the eyes of all England,
authenticated it as genuine patriotism.

* Among ilie few who did not forsake hiiu in his misfortune, the names of Rogers^

Moore, and Dr. Bain, stand conspicuous.
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' To his own party, it is true, his conduct

presented a very different phasis ; and if

implicit partisanship were the sole merit

of a public man, his moveraeiits, at this

and other junctures, were far too indepen-

dent and unharnessed to lay claim to it.

But however useful may be tiie bond of

party, there are occasions that supersede

It ; and, in all such deviations from the

fidelity which it enjoins, the two ques-

tions to be asked are—were they, as re-

garded the public, right ? Were they,

as regarded the individual himself, un-

purchased ? To the former question, in

the instance of Sheridan, the whole coun-
try re^sponded in the affirmative ; and to

the latter, his account with the Treasury,

from first to last, is a sufficient an-

swer.
' Even, however, on the score of fidelity

to party, when we recollect tliat he more
than once submitted to some of the worst

martyrdoms which it imposes— that of

sharing in the responsibility of opinions

from which he dissented, and suffering by
the ill consequences of measures against

which he had protested ;—when we call

to mind, too, that during the administra-

tion of Mr. Addiiigtoii, though agreeing

wholly with the ministry, anil differing with

the Whigs, he even then refused to profit

by a position so favourable to his interests,

and submitted, like certain religionists,

from a point of honour, to suffer for a faith

in which he did not believe—it seems im-

possible not to concede that even to tlie

obligations of party he uas as faithful as

could be expected from a spirit that so far

outgrew its liuiits ; and, in paj'iiig the tax

of fidelity while he asserted the freedom of

dissent,showed that he could sacrifice every

thing to it, except Ins opinion. Tlirough

all these occasional variations, too, he re-

mained a genuine Whig to the last ; and,

as I have heard (me of his own party hap-

pily express it, was " like pure gold, that

changes colour in the fire, but comes out

unaltered."
' The transaction in I8I5?, relative to the

household, was, as I have already said,

the least defensible part of his public life.

But it should be recollected how broken he
wasjboth in mind and body, at that period

—

his resources from the theatre at an end

—

the shelter of Parliament about to be taken
from over his head also—and old age and
sickness coming on, as every hope and
comfort vanished. In that wreck of all

around him, the friendship of Carlton
House was the last asylum left to his pride

and his hoj)o ; and that even character

itself should, in a too zealous moment,
have been one of the sacrifices oflered up
at the shrine that protected him, is a sub-

ject more of deep regret thaa (;f wonder.

The poet Cowley, in speaking of the un-

productiveness of those pursuits connected

with wit and fancy, says beautifully

—

" Where such fairies once have danced, no

grass will ever grow."

But, unfortunately, thorns will grow iherej

and he who walks unsteadily among such

thorns as now beset the once enchantred

path of Sheridan, ought not, after all, to be

very severely criticised.

' flaviug taken a cursory view of his

literary, political, and social qualities, it

remains tor me to say a few words upon
that most important point of all, his moral

character.
' There are few persons, as we have seen,

to whose kind and affectionate conduct, in

some of the most interesting relations of

domestic liie, so many strong and honour-

able testimonies remain. The pains fie

took to win back the estranged feelings of

his father, and the filial tenderness with

which he repaid long years of parental

caprice, show a heart that had, at least, set

out by the right road, however, in many
years, it may have missed the way. 'J he
enthusiastic love which his sister bore him,

and retained, unblighted by distance or

neglect, is another proof of the influence of

his amiable feelings, at that period of life

when he was as yet unspoiled by the world.

We have seen the romantic fondness which
he preserved towards the first Mrs. She-
ridan, even while doing his utmost, and in

vain, to extinguish the same feeling in her.

With the second wile, a course, nearly

similar, was run; the same " scatterings

and eclipses" of affection, from the irregu-

larities and vanities in which he continued
to indulge, but the same hold kept of each
other's hearts to the last. Her early letters

to him breathe a passion little short of

idolatry, and her devoted attentions beside

his death-bed showed that the essential

part of the feeling still remained.
' To claim an exemption for frailties and

irregularities on the score of genius, while

there are such names as Milton and New-
ton on record, were to be blind to the ex-

ample which these and otlier great men
have left, of ilie grandest intellectual

powers combined with the most virtuous

lives. But, lor the bias given early to the

mind by education and circumstances,

even the least charitable may be inclined

to make large allowances. We have seeu

how idly the young days of Sheridan were
wasted—how soon he was left (in the

words of the prophet) " to dwell care-

lessly," and with what an undisciplined

temperament he was thrown upon the

world, to meet at every step that never-

failing spring of temptation, which, like

the fatal fountain in the garden ofArraida,
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sparkles up for ever in the' pathway of died a rich apostate, instead of closing a

such a man :- life «f patriotism in beggary. He might

(to use a fine expression of his own) liave

" Un fonte sorge in lei, che vaghe e monde „ ^j^ f^j^ j^^^^^j ^^^ ^ coronet," instead of

Ha I'acque si, che i riguardanti assela.
earning for it but the barren wreaih of

Ma dentro ai freddi suoi cristalh asconde
^^^y^^ gratitude. While, therefore, we

Di tosco estran malvagita secreta." admire the great sacrifice that he made, let

' Let it never, too, be forgotten, in esti- us be tolerant to the errors and inipru-

mating this part of his character, that had dences which it entailed upon him : and,

he been less consistent and disinterested in recollecting how vain it is to look for any

his public conduct, he might have com- thing unalloyed in this world, rest satisfied

manded the means of being independent with the Martyr without requiring aUolhe

and respectable in private. He might have Saint.'

TALES OF LOW LIFE.

By Thomas Farlong, Author of ' Plagues of Ireland,' ^c.

NO. II.

THE DRUNKARD.

Along Driimcondra road I strolled.

The smoky town was just in sijrht

—

I met a woman, stooped and old.

And she was in a ragged plight.

' Oh ! master dear, for sake of Heaven,
In pity look on me

;

You'll never miss a penny given

Away in charity!

That I'm in want the world may see—
That I am old I'm sure appears

;

At Christmas next my age will be

Just eight-and-sixty years.'

' And how did all those years go o'er?

What have you through that time been at?'

' Oh ! it would take an hour and more
For me to tell all that.

When I was small, ay, very small.

To service I was sent

;

And, by my mother, I was told

Not to be sulky, stiff, or bold;

But, to whatever place I went.

Still to be jumping at a call.

And act obligingly to all.

« Years past, I grew, I worked my way.

My sweet young mistress on me doted
;

She in the kitchen stood one day.

And there she to the cook did say

That I must be promoted.

* She thought it wrong to have me thrust

In a dark kitchen under ground.

Exposed to damp, and dirt, and dust.

When other business could be found.

Heaven be her bed ! Soon after this

My kitchen clothes aside were laid :

Out through the Park, around the town.

And in the squares, all up and down,

I walked, with master and with miss,

A dressy children's maid.

Oh, then what easy times I had

!

My look was gay, my heart was glad.
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* Of gowns I had full half a score,

I thought the stock could never fail

;

Nice borders still to each I wore.

With flounces, a yard deep or more.
All gathering round the tail

;

And then I had my big straw bonnet.

That flapped and fluttered in the wind.

And there were heaps of ribands on it.

Tied up in knots of every kind:
I was a tidy girl to see,

My mistress took a pride in me.

* One evening I got leave to go.
Under the care of our old cook.

To see the showmen and the show,
And all the tents, at that strange fair

That's known and talked of every where—
The merry fair of Donnybrook :

That fair was then, as it is now.
The place for boozing and a row.

* The cook and I dressed very fine.

And we were to be home at nine.

We went—and heard the merryman.
And Mr. Punch, and Mr. Clown,
And I laughed loud at all they said,

I thought with laughing I'd drop down.
The cook at last to growl began.

She talked of going home to bed

:

But she was very, very dry.

And, in good earnest, so was I

;

She pointed to a great big tent.

And off we both together went.
We settled near a table's end.

Where she by chance had found a friend

;

A sprightly pleasant nice young man

—

God rest his soul ! 'twas John M'Cann.

* Oh! Heavens be with you, John M'Cann !

It's then you were a neat young man

—

I never, never can forget
That pleasant evening when we met

:

The cook had known him in her range
Of friends ; they talked of some they'd seen.

And I, not willing to seem strange.
Dropped in at times a word between

;

And John he listened still to me.
And listened with so sweet a smile

—

And his eyes looked so roguishly.
That I kept blushing all the while ;

Indeed I felt my cheeks quite hot.
But yet I didn't quit the spot.

* Now how it was I cannot say,
But he a liking took to me.

For, as we moved to go away.
He turned and talked quite seriously;

Up did he get from off his seat.

And, as he stood upon his feet.
By the two hands he held me fast.

And swore, before a month went past.
We man and wife should be ;
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The cook she laughed—I nothing said,

But tittered, and held down my head.

' And faith ! before a month went by.
His words they turned out true.

For man and wife were John and I,

And gay as any other two :

A little gathering I had made,
A little more my mistress gave.

And John a cooper was by trade.

And every week a pound could save

;

And at that time, as markets went,

A pound was not so quickly spent.

* A week before our wedding-day.
Poor John a little room had got

;

Our friends who saw it used to say

That none could wish a cozier spot

:

'Twas two pair front, in Aungier Street,

Near where tlie coachmen have their stand-
Why should I boast ?—but, on my life.

There was no struggling tradesman's wife.

In town or country through the land.

Could show a place so neat
;

Fc»- lots of furniture we had,

Nice pictures too for every wall,

And I was proud, and John was glad.

To hear our taste admired by all :

—

And then it ^vas not very dear.

The rent was but five pounds a year.

' Oh ! we were both so happy* there !

And we grew happier every day
;

Upon my mind there was no care

—

The table for our meals was spread
;

When these were done some book I read.

Or sat and sewed, as humour led,

W^hile John at work was far away;
And then some friend that chance might bring

Sat with me, and we both talked on.

Sometimes of many a foolish thing

;

We prattled till the day was gone.

For I was giddy, young, and wild,

And simple as the simplest child.

' A woman lived next room—her name
Was JMistress Kitty Donohoe

—

When first into the house I came
I often met her on the stairs.

But didn't like her showy airs ;

But she was sprightly company.
And forced her idle chat on me
For all that I could say or do

:

On a child's errand she'd come in.

To get a needle or a pin.

Or ask what was the day about

;

And then she'd fret and blame the weather

—

And sometimes slyly she'd pull out
A little flask of rum or gin.

And force me just to take a taste

—

Indeed I always drank in haste.

For still my mind was full of care
Lest John should come and get us there
Tippling away together—
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But fond of Mistress Douohoe,
And fonder of the drop, I grew.

' Of visitors slie had a train

—

Their names 'twould take an hour to tell

;

There was JNIiss Mary- Anne Ma^rane,
And Mrs. Young and Mrs. Lawson,
And Mrs. Jones and Mrs. Dawson ;

And Mrs. White, from Stocking Lane

—

As good a soul as e'er broke bread;

At least, so Mrs. Lawson said ;

I never knew the lady well,

But with her came Miss Jenny Bell,

And one whose name has left my head.

Miss Degan hurried from the Coombe,
And from the Rock ran Miss Devine

—

Sometimes they over-thronged her room.
And then she showed them into mine :

Oft' weiit the bottle to the shop.

For all these * ladies' loved the drop.

' With this gay set quite great I grew.
And John's poor pound so tight was drawn,

That half the week it wouldn't do.

And then I took his things to pawn.
Trick followed trick—ill brought on ill

—

I saw not where my guilt began
j

Misfortune to misfortune led

—

I had some little beauty still

;

And, in a weak and wicked hour.

When money over me had power,

I vilely wronged my husband's bed

—

Oh ! I was false to John M'Cann.

' And this went on twelve years and more

;

A fit of illness came at last.

And then my conscience it was sore

—

It keenly pained me for the past.

Oh ! then that sickness just began.

Indeed I thought I should have died

;

Poor John brought in a holy man.
Father Fitzhenry was his name.
And this old priest he often came
And prayed at my bed-side ;

'Twould do you good his face to see

—

He looked all peace and piety.

' To this good priest I told my shame

—

I told him of my sinful life
;

He called me by my proper name

—

A wicked and a worthless wife.

Oh ! the sad lesson that he gave

!

Why, till I'm rotting in the grave,

I won^t—I can't forget wliat then

He then spoke of—but through life again

My thoughts, my wishes, never ran

On any but on John M'Cann.

' I promised before God in heaven

To leave my drinking too :

—

I made the promise ; but, when given,

I found it would not do.

Vol, I.—No. 9. 3 p
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Oil ! sir, I was but up and well.

When to the drop once more I fell

!

My husband saw that all was gone.
And let me for a time go on :

Two growing boys were all we had.
And they in dirty rags were clad.

I pawned their clothes—I pawned my own

—

I i'eft poor John quite bare at last

;

My figure as a show was shown

—

(So poor, so naked, I had grown)
'Twas shown as through the streets I passed

;

And many laughed tliis end to see

Of all my former finery.

• John bore as much as man could bear»
But got at last quite tired of me

;

And, in mere madness and despair.

He bent his course across the sea

:

He took my William in his care.

As good a son as son could be
;

For he was brought up to the trade.

And a smart hand he soon was made.
' Good workmen may go any where

—

They settled at New York, 'tis said;

But they were not a twelvemonth there
When I got word that both were dead

;

I think at first some tears 1 shed

—

A tear or two I might let fall.

But the next nuggin banished all.

' Poor naked Joe, my other child.

Among the blackguards took his round,
Till one fine morning, in the street.

By great good luck he chanced to meet
A Swaddling dame, all smooth and mild.

And in that dame a friend he found;
She took him home, and he was taught
To do as tidy servants ought;
For clothing he was at no coot

—

Or food—Oh ! sir, I'd bless that dame

—

But that my boy's poor soul is lost ;

For Joe, I tell it to his shame.
At once took to the holy plan

—

A prim sly Swaddler he became ;

And he could whine and wheedle so.

The servants called him, " Holy Joe ;"

And, as he grew to be a man.
If any mentioned but my name,

I'm told he'd redden at the same ;

And still he shunned me when I'd call

:

'Twas hard—but I deserved it all.

Well ! to the worst at last I went

—

I've begged for twenty years and more;
Sometimes my heart has felt content.

And sometimes been both sad and sore

:

Master! I'd be quite happy now.
If I to yonder shop could go ;

—

I've but this penny left, I vow

—

And that wont get the glass, you know.
Do, master dear)' 1 paused in vain,

I could not let her ask again.
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THE FATHER OF THE FORTESCUES.—CHAP. 11.

'^FouR or five years passed away
quietly ; the young lovers had found,

under the friendly roof of Mr. For-
tescue, the shelter and the peace
which they desired. Two beautiful

children, a boy and a girl, bore wit-

ness to their mutual fondness, and
grew up in loveliness before them,
rhey had but little cause for un-
easiness or dissatisfaction—the only
allojf, indeed, to their happiness, was
the continued stubbornness ofEmily's
father : he was still harsh and unfor-

giving ; he occasionally passed his

daughter in the open road, even as

he would a stranger, without raising

his eyes to look towards her. Even
the house of God, and the presence
of the ministers of religion, failed to

affect him ; he would meet her before

the holy altar—he would tread on the

very seat where they had been accus-

tomed for years to kneel together;
and, if she drew close to him, he
turned round to avoid her. This
mood was cherished for years ; he
affected a sort of ill-disguised indiffer-

ence—he worked himself up to an
appearance of apathy, which sat

strangely on him : the struggle, how-
ever, was too palpable—Nature was
not to be trifled with : it was evident
from his looks and accidental ex-
pressions that he was sinking under
the burden of his own feelings—that

he was drooping beneath utter loneli-

ness : this of late became more ap-

parent, and the change was easily ac-

counted for; within the last year he had
lost two of his dearest bosom cronies.

The state of the country, too, acted
as a check upon the intercourse of
the neighbours—the seeds of rebellion

were moving throughout the land

—

martial law had been generally pro-
claimed ; it extended to Ferns and
its vicinity; and no being regretted
its operation more fervently than
Guinea Booker. His house had
been the gathering-place for idlers,

travellers, and story-tellers ; and
among these he passed many an easy,
and many a merry evening: their

occupation was gone—no idler dared
after dusk to venture from his home

;

and, in the midst of his gloominess
and privation, the old man began to

long for the society of even his erring

and disobedient child : all he wanted
was a decent opportunity for recon-
ciliation : his pride or stubbornness
would not allow him to make the
first overture—and it was not likely

to come soon from either of the of-

fenders, as they had already given up
all hopes of altering his rugged and
unforgiving disposition.

' This loneliness, in the mean time,

preyed upon the old man's spirits

—

his health was visibly impaired, and it

was not in the power of medicine to
effect its restoration ; he moped about
his garden at home, or strayed abroad
through the fields in the evening

—

the latter he grew fond of visiting in

particular. He trod slowly over all

the paths that his daughter Emily had
been accustomed to range in—he re-

sorted to all her favourite resting-

places— and he often fancied that, if

he met her there, he could find it in

his heart to clasp her to his bosom,
and pronounce the words of forgive-

ness. In one of these eveningrambles
he had wandered rather to a distance
from home—he had reached the fields

that border upon Clone, and beheld,
upon the other side of the Barm, the
picturesque ruins of Ferns, and the
rich green vales of Crory : he turned
to a new path—crossed a broken
stile—and entered a luxuriant little

meadow that lay close upon the lands
of his neighbour, Mr. Fortescue. He
walked on through the rank high
grass, and in a sheltered nook, under
the bough of a broad hawthorn, he
found one of his lambs resting. It

was a favourite—it lay with limbs out-
stretched, and panting, as if tired by
some recent sport or excitement

:

near it was an object still more re-

markable ;—a fine boy, apparently
about four or five years old, clad in

a loose tartan frock, lay stretched

with his hand across the neck of the

old farmer's dumb favourite—his fine

forehead and yellow locks were
fanned by the evening breeze—and
his left arm, which was stretched upon
the grass, partly covered a bunch of
newly-gathered cowslips. Old Booker
gazed for a moment upon the scene

that presented itself before him—it

was one that was calculated to sooth
and to soften him : he looked upou
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the face of the child, anfl in a moment
he recognised the son of his Emily.

He had seen the boy accompanying
his father to the parish chapel ; he

looked again—the child smiled in his

sleep—some of the images that arose

in his little dreams had moved him.

That smile was so like his mother's

—

it reminded the old man of his Emily,

and of what she had been in early

life : the triumph of Nature was com-
plete ; he burst into tears—he stoop-

ed to raise the young slumberer from
the ground; but, as he stooped, he

felt a dizziness surrounding his

temples; he staggered onward, and
fell helplessly in the grass. A sort of

fit was on him ; it was a short, but
yet a fatal one. His eyes grew
heavy—the blood left his cheek—an

indescribable turning, a nauseau of

the heart, came on him—he struggled

for a moment—and in another mo-
ment the struggle was over—he was

chill and lifeless. A neighbour, who
walked that way, found him with his

face to the earth ;^the lamb was rest-

ing under the hawthorn, and the poor

boy running about screaming in utter

terror and astonishment.
' He was carried home, and the pre-

parations for a formal wake went on ;

the body was regularly laid out and

washed—the bed fitted up in mourn-
ing style, with black crosses at the

feet and the head— a profusion of

candles blazed about the room—re-

freshments (including pipes and to-

bacco) were procured for the use of

the expected visitors ; and, before the

night was far advanced, the young
and the old of the neighbouring cot-

tages were collected around the de-

ceased ; all about the bed was silence,

except when it was broken by the low
tone of a select band, who joined in

reciting the Litany for the Dead.

In a scene of this kind the looks of

all assembled are generally serious,

while they are, probably, disposed to

laugh at much of the ceremonies

which are going forward. Emily

received the account of her father's

death from the pei'son who conducted

her son home : situated as she was,

her feelings on the occasion may be

easily imagined. There is something

particularly touching in the thought

of one whom we have loved dying

—

and dying in anger with us : we would

give worlds, if we possessed them, to
be near at the moment of death, to

say or to do something that might
produce reconciliation : we feel on
such occasions that an opportunity
is lost which can never be recovered.

This was Emily's first feeling, and
she silently blamed herself for not
having crawled to her father's feet,

and clung around tliem until she had
extorted forgiveness : she felt angry
with herself for having left to the

friendly interference of others that

which her own duteous perseverance
or filial humility might have effected.

This thought, however, was now en-

tirely useless—he was gone to another
world, and her only remaining task

was to go and attend to the disposal

of his aged lim!)s. Henry had not,

as yet, heard of the melancholy oc-

currence ; he had gone on that morn-
ing to Ferns, for the purpose of

making some inquiries relative to his

long-lost brother, Edward. A stranger

had arrived there, who had but re-

cently escaped from France, and he
thought that, by some chance, he
might have seen or heard of the wan-
derer. In her present state of dis-

traction and anxiety, Emily was not

disposed to wait for the return of her
husband. Old Mr. Fortescue offered

his services ; but the night was chill

and damp, and she could not think

of allowing him to venture abroad.

She left home in the company of a

female servant ; she reached the

dwelling of her father— the scene of

all the joys and all the troubles of her

infancy : the old domestics wept aloud

as they opened the door to admit her

—

in a moment she stood beside the

lifeless remains of her father; she

drew back the l)ed-clothes—gazed for

a start on his pale and care-worn

features—she seized his cold hand,

that was extended on the pillow—she
held it and trembled. " Oh ! God,"
said she, " he is gone ! he is gone

!

and his angry curse lies heavy upon
me." She fell back into the arms of
an aged female who stood beside her,

while all that were present felt a cold
shudder creeping on them, from the
tone in which she uttered her words
of lamentation. At this moment an
aged man, dressed in black, entered
the room— it Mas the jtarish priest :

he pronounced a prayer as he ap-
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proached the bed—he took Emily by
the hand—he slowly conducted her

through the crowd—he led her to

another apartment ; and, after placing

her under the care of two or three

prudent and sensible females, to

whom she had been known from her
childhood, he returned to those who
were gathered about the dead. The
door was slowly opened, and he stood

among- them. A dead silence pre-

vailed—" My friends," said the old

man, "you all know the state of things

around us—you know that, even on
Sunday last, from the blessed altar, I

told you that there was some mischief

going forward—some private plot

—

some plan against the government

—

God send that it will end well." He
paused for a moment—his breath

failed him, for he was weak and
sickly, and the fumes of the tobacco

which flew around tlie place affected

him—" The youngest here knows that

Ferns, and the parish of Ferns, ay, and
the parish of Clone, and all the

parishes about us, are under martial

law—every child knows its forms^

—

every body knows that every man
here, if he is not home within another
hour, may be taken and sent across

the seas. Now I see some of you
stare at me, and others of you cross-

ing yourselves ; but you needn't

wonder at what I'm telling yon, for it

is the law of the land. Go home,
then, and go to your beds—if any of
the women, or any of the little ones,

wish to stay a while longer, they may.
I am only for your good. God sees

that I don't wish to spoil your inno-
cent merriment—I don't wish to cross

your little amusements— but remem-
ber, my children, that these are dan-
gerous troublesome times, and we
ought to be all upon our guard." He
turned to leave the room ; and all

there that had listened to him cried,

as with one voice, "Heaven bless you.
Father John!"

' After the warning that had been
given, the men were not much dis-

posed for remaining ; the advice of
the priest and the dread of the law
hung heavy on them : the story-

tellers—the s(]uib-makers—the play-
ers of " old dowd" and of " Turn-
Spit Jack"— felt an uneasiness that
cast a damp over their sport ; the
greater number of them gradually
retired, and the place was left to the
women and the children. Among the
women there were four or five pro-
fessed keeners ; and these, in due time,
were called ou for their contribution
of melancholy harmony, or rather of
dismal discord. The things said or
sung on occasions of this kind are
nearly all alike ; there is seldom any
great difference in the words— the
same praise is usually dealt out to all,

if a scanty entertainment happens not
to chill the ardour of the panegyrists.
Old Booker's death-song was regu-
larly chanted ; the copy of it, which
I find among the papers from which
this narrative is taken, is in Irish.

The following is a tolerably correct
translation :

—

" Oh ! slowly, slowly, begins our cry.

For we are not of the fabling race.

Who can deal out a legend, or dress up a lie.

The name of the dead to grace.

Oh ! here may our praises justly fall.

For, let hatred say the worst it can.
The ' Farmer,' taking him all in all.

Was a hard but honest man.

He shrunk from no debt which was fairly due

—

He paused at no claim which was clearly shown
;

From no orphan's pittance a portion he dre\v.

Or added it to his own.

He freely talked as he chanced to feel.

He never drew back from a word once said
;

He left the living with Heaven to deal.

And he meddled nut with the dead."
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* A step was heard in the passage

—

the latch of the door wns raised—it

opened, and an old man walked in

;

his look betrayed terror and ajjita-

tion ; and, before he opened his lips,

it was evident that he had something
of a fearful tendency to communi-
cate. He spoke in a loiv but hurried

tone—" Drop your keening—put the

children directly to bed—turn down
the candles, and rake up the fire !

—

let not a glimmer of light be seen

—

for there's murder going on around
us : come to the door here, and look

up to the hill—see what is doing on
Curragruali." They followed him to

the door—" See, the place is all in a

blaze! Squire Buckey himself has

been killed—and the * Boys' are now
plundering and burning his house and
all about it. Look up to the rocks

behind the house—see the crowds of

armed men ; they seem half-poised

in the air—passing and repassing^-

some of them have muskets, but the

pikesmen can't be reckoned ! God
help us ! what a frightful thing is a

fire ! See how it spreads about, and
curls into the dark sky ! Look at the

crowd below— how red and wikl their

faces seem in tha strange light! They
are moving now— they have seized

some poor wretch that was hiding

—

they drag him on. Oh ! mercy ! it

is the old white-headed steward ! Some
of them owed him a grudge; and
now they have him among them.
Oh ! God ! see that brute with the

pike ; he has fairly fastened the old

man against the tree. A flash ! there's

a nmsket gone off—some of them, iu

pity, have shot him—he is on the

ground. But see! see! Oh, for

Heaven's sake, come away ! they are

kicking him about like a mere foot-

ball ! The fire is drooping—the roof

has fallen in—and who can tell how
many have perished? In! in! and
close the door!" cried the speaker;
'• I hear the tramp of cavalry—they

are coming down the road." The
women instantly retired—they slowly

shut the door; and, on looking out

through an opening, they saw a

strong party of dragoons pass in full

gallop down by the gate.
" Oh ! but this is a dismal night,"

said one of the keeners ;
" we have

death within doors and without—'it

was not for nothing that I had my
dreams, though my good man
wouldn't hearken to them."
" A curse upon your dreams,"

said the old man, who stood listen-

ing ;
" did we want dreams or visions

to tell us of what every one knew ?

When we saw Jem Davis locked up
at midnight in his forge, making-
pikes—when we heard pass-words
given, and knew that oaths were
taken—when we saw the * Boys' ex-
ercising after dusk upon the hill-
did we want a witch to tell us what
they were about ? Wasn't martial law
proclaimed ? weren't the Orangemen
threatening us ? didn't the magis-
trates and the yeomen, and the North
Cork, with their whipping and pitch

caps, do all they could to drive the

people into rebellion ? and must we
be talking about dreams and stories

when the whole matter was as clear

as the sun at noon ?" They returned

to the room where the dead rested;

they sat in silence about the corpse
until the morning dawned, and put
an end to their watching, but not to

their fears.
' Emily, accompanied by the priest,

and a few friends, attended the re-

mains of her father to the grave ; he
was buried among his relatives, in

the churchyard of Clone. Henry
Fortescue had not made his appear-
ance at the funeral, nor had he re-

turned during the night to his fa-

ther's. Emily thought of Curragruah,
and she trembled; she knew Henry's
ardent temper, and she was aware of

his intimacy with some who were
known to be deep in the secrets of

the " United Irishmeu." She return-

ed from the churchyard to Etfer-

noguc; and she sat there with her

two children playing around her,

anxiously expecting her husband's

arrival. About sunset he made his

appearance ; he walked cautiously in :

Emily screamed as he entered, and
looked on him with doubt and terror

;

there was a wildness in his manner
that at once realized all her fears.

" Good God !" said she, " Hem-y,
where have you been ?—have you been
with the murderers?"—"I have,"

said he, " been among the murder-
ers !—I have been, I believe, among
the damned ! Oh, Emily ! such a
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night of horror as I have passed—not

for worlds would I go through it

again. They may murder me! but

what of that ?—get nie something to

eat, for I have tasted but little since

I parted from you. Your father's

sudden death has shocked me ; I

thought to have been at the funeral

—

but how could I venture there ?"

Emily wiped off her tears : she hasten-

ed to procure him some refreshment

;

and, as he sat, she questioned him
about the horrible affair in which he
had been engaged. " You remem-
ber," said he, "Kavanagh's message
to me on yesterday morning—the

story of the French stranger was all

a mere pretence : that stranger was,

indeed, a Frenchman, but he was
only an agent from the United Irish-

men of Dublin : unfortunately, I had
meddled too much already with these

matters ; but the arguments of the

foreigner and of Kavanagh made me
go still farther. We dined together

;

and, after dinner, drank rather freely :

the stranger left us—I remained still

at the table with Kavanagh until we
were both tolerably flushed : he pro-

posed a visit to the house of a " sworn
brother," near Curragruah ; and, in

an unlucky hour, I consented to ac-

company him. On arriving at the

place our friend was not to be seen,

but we were directed to seek him in a

grove that spreads at the bottom of

the hill : there we found him, in the

centre of his armed associates ; he
was surrounded by nearly a hundred
men, all provided with pikes or

muskets : a sword and a case of pistols

were handed to me.—I paused ; but

Kavanagh whispered " that there was
no back-door ;" meaning, of course,

that I had no choice. I consequently
received them, although, at the mo-
ment,my mind misgave me. Kavanagh
then addressed the crowd—" My
friends," said he, "I believe we are

all here good men and true : we are

all willing to light for our religion

and liberty—we are all ready for work
—but what can the best workman do
without tools ? We want fire-arms

—

there are lots of them in Squire
Buckey's above there, if we could
only get at them— shall we try to have
them?" He looked around for a

moment—" We will then go and de-

mand them : if they are given quietly

no one shall be hurt ; if they resist

us, let them take what they get

—

Buckey is my cousin, but I don't

care for that."
' It was now dark—a scout arrived

almost out of breath, and brought

word that Buckey, so far from wait-

ing to have his arms taken, had ac-

tually set out with a party of his

yeomen cavalry, to seek for us in our

gathering-place. The neigh or the

tramp of horses was heard at a dis-

tance—the enemy approached. Ka-
vanagh coolly ordered his men to

stand to their arms ; the place in

which we stood was a thick grove,

situated in a hollow where the road

was dark and narrow. On the road-

side we planted ourselves, sheltered

from danger by a high ditch and a

thick hedge: near an opening in this

hedge stood Kavanagh with a case of

pistols beside him, and a blunderbuss

in his right hand. I looked at him,

and I must own that at the moment I

admired his calm and determined

manner. The cavalry came nearer

—

we could distinctly hear their conver-

sation—"It was about this grove,"

said one, " that we saw them last

week." " No," replied another, "it

was lower down, near the little

stream." At this moment we were
all waiting in silent anxiety : we could

plainly notice each other's breathing

—we whispered not, but did all by
signs : an awkward fellow let his pike

fall, and the sound at once discovered

our hiding-place. " Here, here I"

said Buckey, turning his horse to the

ditch, '* boys, follow me." He dash-

ed at the opening already mentioned

—

stood upon the gap—and Kavanagh
was before him. " Cousin Buckey,

I am waiting for you," cried he ; and,

with the word, sent the contents of

the blunderbuss through the body of

his unfortunate kinsman. This was

the signal—all our gunsmen dis-

charged their pieces—every shot told

—and in five minutes more than a

dozen of the wretched yeomanry lay

lifeless in the road : the rest retreated

for life ; and, as we had no means of

overtaking them, we allowed them to

run.
"After this the men insisted on

being led to the squire's dwelling-

house, to get some refreshment ; they

swore that their object was not plun-
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der. Kavana^h could not refuse

;

and I was obliged unwillingly to ac-

company them—but I can hardly bear

even to think of what occurred there :

most of the domestics had friends

among our party—they were allowed

to escape, and to take under their care

two ladies, who unfortunately had
remained in the house. The old

steward had made himself unpopular
by some turns of unnecessary se-

verity, and for him there was no
hope ; he cried like a child—he laid

hold on Kavanagh, who shook him
oft^—he then clung to me—I thought

to save him ; but, in trying to do so, I

endangered my own life. As to the

burning, and what followed, I cannot
talk of it—you must have heard and
seen it." " Oh, Heavens !" said

Emily, " it is horrible—but tell me,

Henry, are you not in danger if you

are seen?"—" Show me some place,"

said he, " where I can safely rest

;

for I am scarce able, at the present

moment, to raise my head. I'll sleep,

and to-morrow may settle all." She
conducted him to a little room at the

upper end of the house—it was a

favourite place of her's, for she and
Henry had often sat there at an earlier

period, and talked of a thousand

things interesting only to lovers. She
sighed as they entered it now. She
urged him to undress for the night

:

this he refused—he lay down upon
the bed in his clothes, and, before

she quitted the room, was apparently

sunk in a sound slumber.
• She returned to the lower room,

and was sitting there with her little

girl beside her, when her eldest child,

young Edward, ran in almost breath-

less
—"Mother, mother!" said he,

" here are some strangers coming

—

they have red beards upon their lips,

and long swords hanging by their

sides." As he spoke they made their

appearance : the party consisted of

an officer and three privates belong-

ing to one of the German regiments

then stationed in the neighbourhood.

These soldiers did not appear to be

foreigners—they spoke English fluent-

ly enough, and had nothing about

them that looked outlandish except

their niustachios. The officer bowed
as he entered, and civilly requested

something in the v/ay of a drink for

liimself and liis men—he said they had

walked a gtiod way, and were rather
fatigued. Emily readily procured
the drink ; and, as she had some cold
meat remaining from the festivities of
the wake, she pressed them to take
what they called a lunch ; over this

they regaled themselves for some
time, till tiie officer gave the word to

move. He arose ; and, after wishing
his fair hostess a good evening, he
and his attendants set out on their
Avay for Ferns.

' in about a quarter of an hour, to

Emily's surprise, the officer ag^ain

entered the place—" You will pro-
bably be surprised," said he, " at

my return—hut, damn it, your good
drink has made those dragoons
tipsy, and I don't like to be seen
along with them—I have given them
the slip, and will go home to Ferns
i)y another road—or probably you
couhl procure me a bed for the night."

—As he spoke he cautiously fastened

the door. Emily took no particular

notice of this, for she heard the
dragoons talking outside, and their

conversation was far from being
agreeable. "Curse it," said one,
" where did the lieutenant turn?
Could he have gone again into this

blasted old farm-house." " Damn
that house !" said another, " they
are a Popish set in it—didn't you see

the old Popish prayer-book lying upon
the table ?—we ought to hang them
or blow them all up." They were
now close under the eave of the

house ; they spoke for a few minutes
in a lowered tone, and then went
away laughing. " They are gone,"
said the officer, " and I am glad of

the riddance ; I find it a hard matter
to keep the scoundrels in order, par-

ticularly in a lawless time like this

—

wherever they go they are bent on
killing the men and kissing the

women.; to the latter they show no
mercy. But have you inquired about
the bed ? for the night is now coming
on, and the walk to Ferns is lonely

and tedious."
" I shall try what can be done,"

replied Emily, in a tone that was
hardly audible, " And if you can
bespeak a pretty bed-fellow for me,
I shall take it as a favour—What
think you," continued the soldier,

"of taking care of me yourself?"

Emily reddened and trembled—"Nay,
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mxy I" said the other, " you have been
married, I see ; but you are yet young
and handsome—your husband is pro-

bably away with the rebels, and you
niust feel lonely." He followed her
to the end of the room, and laid hold
of her hand—" You are the image of

a girl that I once loved—for her sake,

at least, I must kiss you." She turn-

ed from him ; he was proceeding to

violence, and she screamed. Henry
was awakened by the cry—lie sprung
from the bed—seized a knife that lay

upon the table, and rushed down from
the room : he beheld his Emily in the

grasp of a stranger—he paused not
for a moment, but at once plunged
the weapon into the bosom of (he

offender : the blood gushed out around
him—the stranger staggered and fell

back upon a sofa that stood in a corner
of the room : he spoke not, but leant

still backward, and turned up his face

to the light. Henry looked upon him
for a moment—he started—and the
bloody knife fell from his hand

—

" Holy Powers !" said he, " is this my
brother?—is this Edward that I have
murdered ? Oh, Emily ! Emily !"

—

he looked around, but she had fainted

off.

" My name," said the xlying man,
" is Fortescue ; bear me, for God's
sake, into the air, for the smoke here

is horrible."—^Good Heavens !" cried

Henry, " what am I to do ? the house
is all in flames." He rushed towards
the door—it was double-locked, and
the key had been flung aside ; this was
probably from mere chance. Henry
stood for a moment in absolute distrac-

tion : the place around him was thick

with smoke—the rafterswere crackling

over his head—his brother was bleed-

ing to death—his Emily was, to all

appearance, dead ; his children were
screaming around her ; and he saw
no hope of relief. He turned again
to the doox'—it was immovable : he
seized a piece of iron th.it chance
threw in his way—he applied it to the
lock, and, with an effort that appear-
ed almost miraculous, forced back the
bolt. The door flew open; he was
nearly suffocated ; he stood to breathe
upon the threshold—he turned round
—and at that moment the burning
roof fell in ! All was lost ! his brother
—his wife—and his little ones, were
but a heap of ashes ! He fled from
the spot : he met an old neighbour on
the road near Ferns—told him of his

ruin—and from that hour was never
again heard of.'

* * « «

Such was the fate that awaited the
children of Fortescue.

THE HISTORY OF CHIVALRY, OR KNIGHTHOOD AND ITS TIMES.*

The feeling of interest for all Mills', excellent history has the sub-
subjects relating to chivalry, which ject been placed before the public in

Warton and Percy were the flrst to that succinct form which is necessary
awaken in the English public, has to its being relished by them. The
been excited to perhaps the highest
possible degree by the works of Sir

Walter Scott, in poetry as well as in

prose. That chivalry which is the

brightest and the best feature in the

Memoires by Froissart, which, as has
been truly said, more persons talk of
than read, contain some of the most
valuable particulars respecting those
bright days of chivalry in which he

history of the middle ages, and which lived ; but, although Colonel Johnes's
was the parent and source of all those
high exploits and heroic courtesies
that place those times in competition
with the fairest pages of ancient
history, has hitherto had no historian.

Memorials relating to it are plenti-
fully scattered throughout certain
manuscripts and ancient books, known
only to the book-wornis, and their
human brethren, the anticjuarics ; but
never until the publication of Mr.

* The History of Chivalry, or Knighthood and its Times
Lungman. 1346.

Vol. I.—No. 9.

translation has made Froissart ac-

cessable to all English readers, the
bulk of the work forbids their enter-

ing upon it. Similar objections apply
to almost every other source of in-

formation ; and the good reading
public of Great Britain have been
obliged to go blundering on through
such of the Scottish novels as are

chivalric, guessing at most of the
allusions, and of course mistaking

By Charles Mills, Esq.

3g
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nearly all of them. In the work before
us Mr. Mills has ol)viate(l all these
difScnlties, and in two volumes of
moderate dimensions, written in an
easy and asfreeable manner, he has
comprised all that is most worthy of
being known respectinq- chivalry in

Europe. He has had the sjood for-

tune to produce a work which, for
authenticity, diligence of research,
and critical skill, deserves a place in

the book-cases of the most profound
antiquaries ; while it is so light and
playful that it will also be in great
request at the circulating libraries.

It would be impossible for us, with-
in the limits by which we are neces-
sarily circumscribed, to give a satis-

factory analysis of a work" so compre-
hensive as that befoi-e us. The author
has adopted the judicious {dan of trac-

ing the history of chivalry from its

earliest origin in the northern nations
of Europe. He has detailed, in a very
interesting manner, all the particu-

lars of a knight's education, the ser-

vices he had to perform before he was
thought fit to assume the character
of a complete knight, his arms, and
the exercises in which he usually
employed his prowess. The tourna-
ments and martial sports of the

middle ages are not forgotten, the
different orders of knighthood arc

incidentally explained ; and that

most important subject, the influence

of the fair sex on the conduct of the

knights, is amply discnssed. Having
thus disposed of the general points
of his work, he treats of the state of
chivalry, from its origin to the reign

of James I. when it slept for ever.

The progress of chivalry in France,
Spain, Germany, and Italy, is traced

with learning and taste, and the work
is concluded by an eloquent chapter

on the merits and effects of chivalry.

It will be more just, after having
thus explained this subject, rather

than described the work, to give some
extracts from the history of chivalry,

which may afford our readers a spe-

cimen of the manner in which the

task has been executed. Among the

heroes whom lAIr. Mills particularly

mentions in the history of English
chivalry (and which we select as the

more familiar and interesting). Sir

Walter Manny occupies a foremost
place :

—

' In the suife of Philippa, daughter of
the Count of Hainault, when in the yeav
1327 she came to England to be married
to Edward III., was a gentleman of ba-

ronial rank, named Walter of Manny ; and
it was not thought that he lost any quality

of his birth by serving at her table as her

carver. He had been educated as a ca-

valier, and his military accomplishments
were snon noticed by Edward. He was
kni<.jht"d, and the ceremony was splendid,

the dresses being selected from the royal

wardrobe. When the chance of a war
with France was freely talked of in Lon-
don, and every man's mind was filled with

hopes of honour. Sir Waller vowed before

dames and lords of the court, that he

would be the first knight to enter the

enemy's territory, and win either town or

castle, and do some deeds of arms. He
then went to Flanders, and on the de-

fiances being declared between the French

and English nations, he got together about

fort}- spears, and, by riding tlirough Bra-

bant night and day, he soon reached

Hainault. Mortaigne was, he heard, in

the realm of France ; and passing with

the utmost speed through the wood of

Blaton, he arrived at the wished-for town
belbre the sun arose, and by good chance
he found the wicket of the gate open.
Leaving a few of his company to keep the

entrance, lie went into the high street

with his pennon before him, and reached

the castle. He was then espied by the

watch, who blew his horn, and shouted
" Ireason, treason !" It would have been
the extreme of rashness for such a little

troop as that of Sir Walter to have at-

tempted to storm the castle. They there-

fore contented themselves with setting fire

to some houses, and then quitted the

town ; and thus that noble and gentle

knight Sir Walter Mainiy performed the

vow which he had made to the dames and
lords of England.'

The devotion to the fair sex, which
formed so conspicuous a feature in

every knight's character, is forcibly

described by the author :

' A soldier of chivalry would go to battle,

proud of the title, pursuivant of love,

and in the contests of chivalric skill, which,

like the buttles of Homer's heroes, gave
brilliancy and splendour to war, a knight

challenged another to joust with a lance

for love of the ladies ; and he commended
himself to the mistress of his heart for pro-

tection and assistance. In his mind woman
was a being of mystic power ; in the fo-

rests of Germany her voice had been list-

ened to like that of the spirit of the woods,

melodious, solemn, and oracular ; and
when chivalry was formed into a system,
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the same irlea of something snpeniaturally

powerful ill lier ciiaracler threw a shadowy

and serious inierest over softer feelings,

and she was revered as well as loved.

While this devoteduess of soul to woman's

charms appeared in his general intercourse

with the sex, in a demeanor of homage, in

a grave and stately politeness, his lady-

love he regarded with religious constancy.

Fickleness would have been a species of

impiety, for she was not a toy that he

played vvitii, but a divinity whom he wor-

shipped. This adoration of her sustained

him through all the perils that lay before

his reaching his heart's desire ; and loyalty

(a worrl that has lost its pristine and noble

meaning) was the choicest quality in the

character of the pretix chevalier.

' It was supported, too, by the state of

tlie world he liveii in. He fought the battles

of his country and his church, and he tra-

velled lo foreign lands as a pilgrim, or a

crusader, for such were the calls of his chi-

valry. To be the first in the charge and

the last in the retreat was the counsel

which one knight gave to another, on being

asked the surest means of winning a lady

fair. Love was the crowning grace, the

guerdon of his toils, and its gentle in-

fluence aided him in discharging the duties

of his gallant and solemn profession. The
Lady Isabella, daughter of the Earl of Jul-

lyers, loved the Lord Eustace Daraber-

ticourtfor the great nobleness of arms that

she had heard reported of him ; and her

messengers often carried to him letters of

love, whereby her nobie paramour was the

more hard3' in his deeds of arms.'

Sir Walter was not behind the other

heroes of his age in this feeling :

' Afterwards, (in the year 1342,) being

high in favour with Edward, he was sent

into Britany, with a proud display of

knights and archers, to aid the Countess

of Mountlort, at that time besieged in her

castle by the French. He was not long

before he made a sally on the enemy, and

with such effect, that he destroyed all

their great engines of assault. The French

knights, not anticipating so bold a mea-
itire, lay at some distance from their

machines; but they soon advanced in

formidable numbers. The English and
Bretons retreated, however, fairly and
easily, though the French pursued them
with infuriate violence. It would not have
been knightly for Sir Walter to have left

the field without having right valiantly ac-

quitted himself: and he exclaimed, " Let
me never be beloved by my lady, unless I

have a course with one of these followers."

He then set his spear in its rest, and so

did many of his companions. They ran

at the first comers. Then legs were seen

turned upwards, knighfs were taken and
rescued, and many rare deeds of anus

were done by both parties. Afterwards

the English slowly retired to ttie castle

and the French to their tents.'

There was in this as in the following

exploit a degree of rashness which
nothing but his, success could excuse.

If a disastrous result had ensued,
the censures on his headstrong valour

(still unquestionably valour) would
have been as loud as the praises

which he received

:

' No circumstance in this war was of
more importance tiian the relief of the

castle of Auberoche, then beleaguered by
the French. The Earl ol JJerby had with
him only three liui\dred spears, and six

hundred archers, the rest of his force

being dispersed over the country. The
French could count about ten or twelve
thousand; but the English, undisma^'ed
by numbers, thought it was a great dis-

grace to abandon their friends in Aube-
roche. The Earl of Derby and his knights

were then in a wood, two little leagues
from Auberoche ; and while waiting for the

Earl of Pembroke, they left their horses

to pasture.
' While tliey were loitering in the fields,

in this state of restlessness, Sir Walter
Manny said to his companions, "Let us

leap on our horses, and wend our way
under the covert of this wood till we ar-

rive at the side which joins the French-
men's host; and then let us put our spurs
into our horses, and cry our cries. Our
enemy will then be at supper, and, not
expecting us, you shall see them so dis-

comfited, that they shall not be able to

preserve any array." A scheme so nd-
venturous was readily embraced : every
man mounted his horse ; and the troop
coasted the wood till they came near the
French, who were going to supper, and
some, indeed, were already seated at the
tables. The scene of festivity was broken
up when the English displayed their ban-
ners and "pennons, and daslied their spurs

into their horses, and raising the cry, " A
Derby, a Derby !" rushed among them,
overthrowing tents and pavilions. When
the French recovered from their astonish-

ment, they mounted their steeds, and rode
into the field in military array; but there

they found the English archers ready to

receive them, and those bold yeomen shot

so fiercely that they slew many men and
horses. On the other side of the castle

there was a noble display of French chi-

valry ; and the Englislimen, having over-

come those who were near the tents,

dashed boldly among them. Many noble
deeds of arms were done, knights were
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taken and rescued, and the English cause

triumphed: for the kniglits of the castle

had armed themselves, and now issued

forth, and rushed into the thickest of the

press. Then the Englishmen entered into

Auberoche; and the Earl of Derby gave

a supper to the earls and viscounts who
were prisoners, and to many of the knights

and squires, lauding God, at the same
time, that a thousand of his own nation

had overcome inany thousands of their

enemies, and had rescued the town of Au-
beroche, and saved their companions that

were within, who, in all likelihood, would
have been taken within two days.'

In peace or in war Sir Walter Manny
was always disting-uished for his noble
and manly character. Courteous to

his foes, charitahle to the poor, pious

and gentle, he closed a life of honour
at an advanced age, and bore with

him to the grave the esteem and re-

gret of all his coteinporaries.

Sir John Cliandos cuts also a con-
spicuous figtire in the same part of
the work. He had been treated un-
civilly by the Earl of Pembroke, also

a gallant knight, but who was induced
to refuse his aid when Sir John had
need of it. Very soon afterwards the

earl, being in great stress, was obliged

to send to Sir John for succour. The
manner in which this request was first

refused, and afterwards granted, is so

characteristic of the persons and the

times to which it relates, that we give

it entire :

'The Frenchmen, thinkin;^ it a more
easy chevisance to discomfit him tiian Sir

John Chandos, assembled seven hundred
soldieis from all the garrisons in the coun-
try, and Sir Louis of i^ancerre took the

command. The Earl of Pembroke heard
nothing of the enemy, and, not having the

vigilance of Sir John Chandos, he took no
pains to inrjuire. The English were one
day reposint; in a village called Puirenon,

in the territory of Poictoii, when suddenly

the Frenchmen came into (he town, their

spears in their rests, crying their cry,

" Our Lady of Sancerre, for the Marshal

of France." The English were dressing

their horses, and preparing their suppers,

when they were thus unexpectedly as-

sailed. Several were killed, all the plun-

der was retaken, many
,

prisoners were

made, and the Earl of Pembroke and
some of his knights and archers saved

themselves in a preceptory of the Templars.

The Frenchmen assaulted it gallantly, and
it was as gallantly' defended, till night put
an end to the assault.

' The English were so severely straitened

for provisions, that they knew they must
speedily surrender, unless Chamlos came
to their succour. A squire, who professed

(o know the country, offered to go to Sir

John, and he accordingly lelt the fortress

wlien the Fiench liad retired to rest. But
he soon lost his road, and did not recover

it till morning.
' At daj'-break the French renewed their

assaults, and mounted the walls with pa-

vesses to defend their heads from the mis-

siles of the English. The Earl of Perp-

broke and his little band fought so bravely,

from morning until noon, that the French
were obliged to desist, and to resort to

the uncavalicrlike mode of worsting their

callant foes by sending to the neighbour-

ing villages for pikes and mattocks, that

they might undermine and break down
the wall.

'Then the Earl of Pembroke called a
squire to him, and said, "Friend, take my
courser, and issue out at the back postern,

and ride straight to Poictiers, and show
Sir John Chandos the state and danger we
are in ; and recommend me to him by this

token," added the Earl, taking a ring from
his finger :

" deliver it to him, for Sir John
knows it well."

' The squire took the ring, and, imme-
diately mounting his courser, fled through
the pi.stern, thmking he should achieve
great honour if he could reach Sir John
Chandos.

'The first squire, having lost so much
time in the confusion of the nighl, did not
arrive at Poictiers till nine in the morning.
He found Sir John at mass; and, in con-
sequence of the importance of his message,

he disturbed his devotions.
' Chandos's feelings had been severely

offended by the pride and presumption of
the Earl of Pembroke, and he was in no
great haste to relieve him. He heard the

mass out. The tables were then arranged
for the noon repast.

'The servants, among whom the mes-
sage of the squire had been bruited, in-

quired of Sir John if he would go to dinner.

He replied, "Yes; if it were ready."
' He went into the hall, and knights and

squires brought him water. While he was
w.ishing, the second squire from the Earl
of Pembroke, pale, weary, and travel-

soiled, entered the hall, and knelt before

him, and took the ring out of his purse,

and said, " Right dear Sir, the Earl of

Pembroke recommends himself to you by
this token, and heartily desires your as-

sistance in relieving him from his present

danger at Piiirenon."

'Chandos took the ring; but instead of

calling his friends to arm, he coldly ob-

served, that it would be difficult to assist
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the earl if ihe affair were such as tlie

squire had represented it. " Let us go to

dinner/' s^iiei lie; and accordingly tlie

luiights sat down.
'The first course was eaten in silence,

lor Chandos was tlioughtCul, and the minds
of his friends were not idle.

'In the middle of the second course,
when the generous wine of France had
roused his better nature, he started from
a reverie, and with a, smile of pride and
generousness exclaimed, " Sirs, the Earl
of Pembroke is a noble man, and of great
lineage : he is son of my natural lord the
King of England, for he hath married his

daughter, and in every thing he is com-
panion to the Earl of Cambridge. He
hath required me tn come to him, and I
ought to consent to his desire.''

'Then thrusting the table from him,
:ind rising to the full height of his fine

martial figure, he cried, " Gallant knights,
I will ride lo Puirenon."

'This r.oble and generous resolve found
an echo in the heart of every one that was
present. The trumpets sounded, the
knights hastily' donned their armour, and
saddled the first horses they could meet
with ; and in a few moments the court-

yard glittered with more than two hun-
dred spears. They rode apace towards
Puirenon ; but news of their approach
reached the vigilant French in sutRcient
time for them to abandon the siege, and
effect their retreat with their prisoners and
booty.'

We should gladly follow Mr. Mills
in his progress, and give the portraits

he draws of other not less valiant

knights than those wliom we have in-

troduced to our readers. The noble
Bertrand du Guesclin, tlie celebrated
Ruz Diaz, the Cid, Bayard, and other
knights of renown, find a place in his

interesting memoirs. All these, how-
ever, we are compelled to leave ; but
we cannot do so without a strong re-

commendation to our readers to se-

cure to themselves the pleasure they
must derive from the perusal of a
book which is at once as useful as a
history and as amusing as a romance.
With one more extract on the origin
of blue stockings, we close our notice
of the ' History of Chlvalrv.'

' Many of the orders whos9 liistories fill

the pages of works on knighthood have no
claims to their places ; for they were only

associations of cavaliers without royal or

pontifical authority, and wearing no badge
or cross, except in the imagination of the

writer. Only one of these fraternities

merits mention here. The Society de la

Calza (of the Stocking) was formed at

Venice in the year 1400, to the honour of

the inauguration of the Doge, Michele
Steni). The employments of the members
were conversation and festivity; and so

splendid were the entertainments of music
and dancing, that the gay spirits of other

parts of Italy anxiously solicited the ho-

nour of seats in the society. All their

statutes regarded only the ceremonies of

the ball or the theatre ; and the members
being resolved on their rigorous pertbrm-

ance, took an oath in a church to that tend-

ency. They had banners and a seal like

an authorized order of knighthood. Their
dress was as splendid and elegant as Vene-
tian luxury and taste could fashion it ; and,

consistently with the singular custom of
the Italians of marking academies and
other intellectual associations by some ex-

ternal signs of foil}', the members, when
they met in literary discussion, were dis-

tinguished by the colours of their stock-

ings. The colours were sometimes fantas-

tically blended, and at other times one
colour, particularly the blue, prevailed.

The Society de la Calza lasted till the

year 1590, when the foppery of Italian

literature took some other symbol. The
rejected title then crossed the Alps, and
found a congenial soil in the flippancy

and literary triflings of Parisian society,

and paiticulurly branded female pedantry
as the strongest feature in the character of

French pretension. It diverged from

France to Kngland, and for awhile mark-
ed the vanity of the small advances in

literature of our female coteries. But the

propriety of its application is now gra-

dually ceasing; for we see in every circle

that attainments in literature can be ac-

complished with no loss of womanly mo-

desty. It is in this country, above all

others, that Knowledge asserts her right of

general dominion, or contends that, if she

be the sustaining energy of one sex, she

forms the lighter charm, the graceful dra

pery, of the other.'
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Preparationsfor Bebellimi.— The Revolt.—The Discomjilure.

I NOW took up my residence in

Dublin, where I was in the constant

habit of meeting my friend Emmet,
and his associates. With the excep-

of Captain Russell,these were remark-
able neither for rank nor talents ; but

most of them appeared uncommonly
zealous in the cause ; and such of

them as were delegates to the dis-

tant provinces drew the most en-

couraging picture of national discon-

tent. They represented the peasantry

as every where ripe for revolt ; and
named several persons of consequence
who only waited for an opportunity

of declaring for a republican form of

government. Emmet seemed confi-

dent of success ; and, in the anticipa-

tion of triumph, we spent several

nights discussing the best method of

securing independence after the over-

throw of government. Our plan of

operation being already before the

public.'it is quite unnecessary to state

it here. It must be admitted that in

drawing it up Emmet displayed con-

summate skill ; and, had his means
being equal to his design, the conse-

quence would have been deeply se-

rious : the metropolis would, in all

likelihood, have fallen into our hands;

and such an event must have had
an alarming effect on the whole king-

dom.
Fortunately there was failure in

every part of our plan. A day was
appointed for a general rising, but
when that day arrived we were still

unprepared : there were neither arms
nor ammunition ; subordinate officers

misunderstood their instructions ; and
several countrymen, who had come in

to join us, returned home on being

erroneously told that the day was
postponed. Gladly would Emmet
have deferred the time of rising— but

he had discovered all these mistakes

at an hour too late for him to send

informations to distant counties,

which he understood were to raise the

standard of insurrection on the night

of the 23d of July ; and, as he all

along placed success on the event of

simultaneous 'movements, he would
not consent to endanger others with-

out making an attempt himselfon the
metropolis.

On the night of the 22d, we assem-
bled at the depot ; and, though every
thin"- wore a most gloomy aspect, we
resolved to persevere. The different

leaders received their instructions :
—

some were to assemble their forces in

the Barley Fields, now Mountjoy
Square ; some on the Coal Quay ; and
others in diflerent parts of the town.
These were to act only in case of see-

ing a third rocket, which Emmet was
to send up when he considered the

time arrived for the commencement
of hostilities. Emmet, Malachy,
Bryan, and I, were to head the forces

which were to attack the Castle.

Every thing being thus arranged, I

bid my companions farewell for the

night, and returned to my lodgings.

I could sleep but little ; and, when I

awoke the next morning, the con-
sciousness of being on the eve of a
great event filled my mind with
gloomy apprehensions. To reflect,

however, was now useless ; and, with-
out giving my thoughts time to in-

form against my purpose, I hurried
to the depot, where I found all in

confusion. The place was thronged
with insurgents who had arrived from
the country, and whose presence
served to obstruct the workmen.
Malachy and Emmet, with astonish-

ing firmness, gave directions ; and I

was handed the printed proclamation
to read.

As I looked upon the expressive

countenances of the desperate and in-

fatuated men around me, I could not

resist the gloomy prescience which
the scene was calculated to impart. It

was a moment I would not wish to go
through again ; there was so much of
foreboding evil—so much of personal

misfortune to apprehend—and so

much toil and peril which must
be endured, whether the rebellion

triumphed or was crushed. My ima-
gination, like a prisom, collected all

the rays of evil from probable dis-

comfiture, and showed me, in aggra-

vated horror, all the dangers I had to

encounter. However, to recede was

See Appendix to Curran's Life, b^i liis Sou.
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now impossible,without incurrinsf the

imputation ofcowardice ; or,what was
more intolerable, the suspicion of my
Hssociates. Actual hostility was pre-

ferable to either of these ; and, mak-
ing a virtue of necessity, I recalled

the memory of those conspirators

who had been successful, and forti-

fied my resolution by anticipating the
same fortune, though every thing

around might have taught a rational

man the extravagant folly of hoping
to subvert a powerful government
with a few hundred men, partially

anned. Tliese, it is true, we thought
liad only to raise the standard of re-

bellion, and thousands were ready to

support it ; but, in future, who will

rely upon the promises of conspira-

tors ?

About six o'clock, Emmet, Mala-
chy, one or two others, and myself,

put on our green uniform, trimmed
with gold lace, and selected our arms.
The insurgents, who had all day been
well plied with whiskey, began to pre-

pare for commencing an attack upon
the Castle ; and, when all was ready,

Emmet made an animated address to

the conspirators. At eight o'clock

precisely we sallied out of the depot

;

and, when we arrived in Thomas
Street, the insurgents gave three

deafening cheers.

The consternation excited by our
presence defies description. Every
avenue emptied its curious hundreds,
and almost every window exhibited

half a dozen inquisitive heads, while
peaceable shopkeepers ran to their

doors, and beheld with amazement a

lawless band of armed insurgents, in

the midst of a peaceable city, an hour
at least before dark. The scene at

first might have appeared amusing to

a careless spectator, from the singu-

lar and dubious character which the

riot wore ; but when the rocket

ascended, and burst over the heads of
the people, the aspect of things un-
derwent an immediate and wonderful
change. The impulse of the moment
was self-preservation ; and those who,
a few minutes before, seemed to look
on with vacant wonder, now assumed
a face of horror, and fled with preci-

pation. The wish to escape was simul-
taneous; and the eagerness with which
the people retreated from before us
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impeded their flight, as they crowded
upon one another in the entrance of

alleys, court-ways, and lanes; while

the screams of women and children

were frightful and heart-rending.
* To the Castle !' cried our enthu-

siastic leader, drawing his sword, and
his followers appeared to obey ; but

when we reached the Market-house
our adherents had wonderfully dimi-

nished, there being not more than

twenty insurgents with us.

* Fire the rocket !' cried Malachy.
* Hold awhile,' said Emmet,

snatching the match from the man's
hand who was about applying it. ' Let
no lives be unnecessarily lost. Run
back and see what detains the men.'

Malachy obeyed ; and we remained
near the Market-house, waiting the

arrival of our party, until the soldiers

approached.
' Our cause is lost I' exclaimed

Emmet, snatching the rockets from
the man's hand who carried them,
and, trampling them under his feet,

he continued, " Let our friends at a

distance escape—comrades, provide

for your own safety."

A skirmish now ensued, and we
succeeded in forcing our way into

Francis Street, but had not proceeded
far before we saw another party of

soldiers advancing against us from
the Coombe.

* This way, sir !' cried a voice I had
heard before, and Denis Howlan
seized my arms, and pulled me into

a street* resembling Monmouth
Street in London, being full of old

clothes' shops. About a dozen doors

down we turned into a shop, Denis
asking, as we entered, ' Friend or

foe?' 'Friend!' cried an old man,
hurrying us into a back parlour, and
then up stairs. ' The roof—the roof,'

he whispered ; and accordingly we
made our exit through a dormant
window. In the gutter, between the

houses, we found three men, who had

sought that place of safety; and,

having also danger to apprehend, we
took, like them, a recumbent posture.

Throughout the night our ears

were assailed with noises like those of

a town suddenly attacked — bells

ringing, drums beating, and all the

clamour of war—while an occasional

shot announced that our danger was

Piiinkctt Street.
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not yet over. My companions sent

up incessant prayers for the safety of

their enthusiastic leader; and, as I

loved the man, 1 heartily joined in

their obtestations.

Towards morning the indications of

alarm began to subside; but it was
full twelve o'clock before our friend,

the old clothes' man,made his appear-

ance. We departed cautiously one

l)y one ; and, wlien I descended from
ray aerial abode, a suit of common
clothes were handed to me ; and, by
directions of Denis, I made an ex-

change with the tailor, at the same
time rewarding him for the shelter he

had afforded.

It was now agreed that I should

accompany Denis to his house in the

country until the storm should blow

over ; and, as the sooner we left Dub-
lin the better, we set otF by ditierent

routes appointing Portobello as a

place of meeting.

Not being so well acquainted as

Denis with the city, I took the most
direct way, by Kevin's Port; and,

going up Camden Street,! was startled

at seeing a party of soldiers approach-

ing me. Conscious guilt deprived me
of all presence of mind ; and, as the

impulse of the moment was conceal-

ment, I turned into the door of a

private house, which opportunely

stood open, and rushed into the par-

lour. There was no one present but

ladies ; and, before I could attempt

an apology, my eyes encountered

those of Miss J . She screamed
on seeing me in )ny concealed dress

;

but the loud knocking at the street-

door allowed of no explanation. 'A
fugitive rebel,' said I to the mistress

of the house ;
' can you shelter me ?'

' For God's sake, Mrs. C , do,'

said Eliza, her face the picture of

apprehension. One of the young
ladies now seized my hand, and
hurried me, followed by Eliza,

through the back yard, that led into a

stable-lane. ' To Elmgrove !' whisper-

ed Eliza. 'To the cottage of Howlan,'

I replied, as the door was closed be-

hind me.
I readily made my way to Porto-

bello, where I met ray friend Denis.
' I thought,' said he, as I came up,
' that you were nabbed, like Master
Malachy.'

' Malachy a prisoner!' said I.

' Ay, in troth,' answered Denis; *hc

was ketched this morning, I hear, in

a disguised dress, and his brother
Bryan was killed last night in Thomas
Street ; but come along, or we'll be
nabbed too.'

One difficulty was no sooner sur-

mounted than we had to encounter
another The ruads near the metro-
polis were covered with patrols, and
to pass these unobserved was no easy

matter. Denis, who was familiar

with hair-breadth escapes, appeared
indifferent to his own sitilation, and
seemed to feel only for mine. He
reconnoitred the Philistines, as he
called the soldiers and police, and
avoided, with consummate skill, any
contact with them. A lane, or cross

road, or hedge, served his purpose of

concealnuMit until the party had pass-

ed ; and, when we had got clear of

the suburbs, he led me through the

most intricate paths and by-ways,

over ditches, rocks, and rivers, until

we gained the Wicklow mountains.

Here another ditliculty arose. The
people, alarmed for the safety of

their friends, v/ho had not yet returned

from Dublin,were collected in groups,

anxiously inquiring from all who
passed the fortune of the preceding

evening; while individuals endea-

voured to obtain information respect-

ing sons, brothers, and husbands.

Fearful that the discord between my
dress and accent might create sus-

picion, I communicated my appre-

hensions to Denis, who was not long

in deciding what should be done.

Turning from the main road, he con-

ducted me across a heathy hill into a

n)Ost se(]uestered glen, where every

thing around assured us of personal

safety ; and here we resolved to stop

until darkness enabled us to ap-

proach, unobserved, the cottage of

my friend.

Wearied with apprehension, as well

as with the exertions of the morning,
I gladly threw myself upon a green
bank, beneath a lofty beech ; and
Denis took his place at a short dis-

tance from me. The address, cool-

ness, and philosophy, displayed by
this imiutored peasant, excited my
wonder ; and, on my inquiring

whether our case was not desperate,

he laughed in my face, and assured

me that there was no danger whatever.
* Even if it went to that,' he continued,
' we could join Captain Dwyer.'
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announced, one of them advanced
from a circle formed round him, and
seized my hand ;—it was the unfortu-

nate enthusiast, Robert Emmet. His
manner was most kind and affection-

ate ; and he congratulated me, with
every demonstration of sincerity, on
my escape from the slaughter of the

preceding evening. He lamented the

fate of Malachy and Bryan, and seem-
ed deeply affected at the discomfiture

of his scheme.
I soon learned that my friend, with

some others, had escaped to these

hills on Saturday night, in time to

prevent a contemplated rising of the

insurgents ; and had met, this evening,

the leaders in the conspiracy, to con-

sult on plans of future operation.

Most of them recommended vigorous

measures ; and strenuously advised an
immediate attack on \Vicklovv, Ark-
low, &c. stating that all the kingdom
was ripe for revolt. The time had
passed for Emmet to credit such
sweeping assertions ; and, though he
did not contradict his friends, he un-
hesitatingly condemned the having
any further recourse to hostilities.

* For,' said he, ' defeated in our first

grand attem])t, all further endeavours
must be futile. Our enemies are

armed; our friends are dispirited;

and our only hope is now in patience.

The justice of our cause must one
day triumph ; and let us not indis-

creetly protract the period by any
premature endeavours to accelerate

it. No doubt I could, in forty-eight

hours, wrap the whole kingdom in

the flames of rebellion ; but, as I

have no ambition beyond the good of

my country, I best study her interest,

and the interest of freedom, by de-

clining to elevate my Hame upon the

ruin of thousands, and afford our
tyrants an apology to draw another

chain around unhappy Ireland. In

revolts, the first blow decides the

contest : we have aimed one ; and,

missing the mark, let us retire unob-
served, and leave the enemy ignorant

of the hand which was raised for their

destruction. Impenetrable secrecy

surrounds all our measures : the loss

we have sustained is inconsiderable
;

and, unacquainted with their own
danger, and the extent of our re-

* The rebel outlaws, who took up their abodes in the mountains and fastnesses of

Wexford and Wicklow, af(er 1798, ludicrously called themselves ' The ftafret nfthe tvood.'
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Denis then went largely into the

romantic history of this chief of a

mountain banditti, and amused me
with many curious anecdotes con-

nected with himself. The lower or-

der of the Irish have a certain

naivete and drollery in telling a

story which impart an interest to

their discourse that takes an imme-
diate hold of your attention ; and
you know not whether to laugh most
at the ludicrous incidents of the nar-

rative, or the perpetual bulls of the

narrator. Racked as my mind was
by self-reproach and apprehensions,

I could not resist the risible conver-

sation of my companion ; and, on
the approach of night, I found myself
more inclined to liope that, though
then surrounded with danger, all

might yet terminate happily.

When the night had fallen we arose

from our simple couch, and proceed-

ed, in a direct line, for the cottage of

Denis. We had just gained the ascent

of a lofty hill, when a shrill whistle,

apparently not far distant, brought
us to a full stop ; and, in an instant,

a dozen men started up, as if by some
magical agency, from the heath

around us. ' Your name and busi-

ness?' demanded a gloomy-looking
figure who stood before us, wrapped
up in a great cloak.

' Our names and business ?' re-

peated Denis :
' maybe we've neather ;

what would you have then ?'

' Your life !' replied our interro-

gator, approaching us with a pistol

in each hand. * Hold !' exclaimed a

man rushing between us, ' these are

friends. You spalpeen, don't you
know Denis Howlan ?'

• Faith, Captain Dwyer,' said my
companion, with the utmost sang

froia, ' it just is Denis Howlan him-
self, and this is a real friend of

Giniral Emmet, though it is not

himself that's in it, as he hasn't got
on his own clothes.'

' No matter for that,' replied

Dwyer, ' hasten to the glen. The
council are meeting, and I am here
to prevent intruders—pass on—good
night

—

Babes,* to your cover.'

In the glen, as the outlaw had in-

formed us, we found several persons
assembled ; and, when my name was
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sources, the tyrants of Ireland will

relapse into false security, and aiFord

us, perhaps, sooner than we imai^ine,

anotlier opportunity to attack the

hydra of oppression. Let me, there-

fore, my friends, advise you to act

with that prudence which becomes
men engaged in the grandest of all

causes—the liberation of their coun-

try. Be cautious, he silent ; and do

not afford our enemies amy ground
for either tyranny or suspicion ; but,

above all, never forget that you are

United Irishmen—sworn to promote
the liberty of your country by all the

means in your power.
' I have now relieved my bosom

from a load of apprehension ; and,

in preventing the revolt of last night

from assuming the form of rebellion,

I am conscious of having saved the

lives of thousands of my fellow-coun-

trymen. \A'hen the libeller of my
name and intentions shall charge the

blood of yesterday to my memoi y, I

hope there will not be wanting some
one to recollect that, if a little has

been shed thpOugh my means, I have

prevented ihe eftusion of one hundred
times as much, on which I might
have floated to a disreputable no-

toriety.
* Over my future destiny Fate has

thrown a veil which mortal eyes can-

not penetrate. Should I succeed in

evading the pursuit of my enemies,

you may expect to see me once more
armed in the cause of Ireland ; but,

should I fall on the scaffold, let not

the covvard or the knave intimidate

you from again and again appealing
to Heaven in behalf of your rights

and liberties by alluding to mv recent

failure. Oh ! I beseech you, as friends

and fellow-patriots, to believe me,
and, in the name of our common
country, I charge you to transmit it

to your children, that, had I only one
thousand pounds more, and another
thousand men, I had overthrown the

temple of despotism, and given li-

berty to Ireland. My plan was an
admirable one : but there was failure

in every part ; and from these defects

let future patriots learn to prevent

similar consequences. Our attempt
will not be unproductive of good

;

the government will learn from it

that they will never be secure while

there is an Emmet ia existence ; and
the conspirator will see that tens of

thousands may know his secret with-
out even one being found capable of

betraying it. Gentlemen, you will

now look to your own safety ; and, as

for me, I shall do the best I can to

quit the country, in the hope of again

meeting you under happier auspices.'

He spoke in a subdued and feeling

tone ; and, as he bade them all fare-

well, he appeared deeply affected.

After some hesitation his advice was
acquiesced in ; and the assembly be-

gan to separate, two and three at a

time. Emmet, having named a place

to meet his Dublin friends on the

morrow evening, consented to become
my companion for the night ; but,

before we repaired to the cottage of
our friend Denis, we thought it but
right to pay a visit to Castle , in

order to afford my uncle such conso-
lation as the nature of his bitter mis-

fortunes admitted of. Denis, there-

fore, with much reluctance, consent-

ed to return without us, and make
preparation for our reception, while

a shrill whistle, from a person in at-

tendance, brought Dwyer and his men
to escort us over the hills.

As we approached the residence of

my uncle, I found myself unable to

resist the gloomy impressions which
began to assail me. Allied by con-
sanguinity to its late inmates, I could

not but feel for the sorrows of the

poor old man, and weep over the fate

of my cousins. Malachy had his full

share of my sympathy ; for I looked
upon his life as now forfeited to the

violated laws ; while Bryan, less ta-

lented, but more harmless, largely

participated in my regret, though my
acquaintance with him was very

limited ; for I seldom met him, even
during my stay at the castle. To see

my uncle, and condole with him, was
now a work of duty ; otherwise I

should gladly have dispensed with the

interview ; even as it was I had nearly

shrunk from the task.

When we arrived at the bridge be-

fore the castle, Dwyer sent one of his

men to reconnoitre ; and, on his re-

turn, we learned that my uncle was
absent in Dublin, where he had gone
on hearing the melancholy fate of his

sons. It was, therefore, thought un-
necessary to enter Knockfaue, which
was now filled with the lamentations

of its inmates; and we made our way
for the homely cottage of Denis,
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where we found prepared for us a per we retired to repose in a small
supper of new potatoes and bacon,

on which we fared sumptuously, in

company with the worthy peasant,

and Dwyer, the extraordinary captain

of the Wicklow banditti. After sup-

apartment above the kitchen; and
Dwyer promised that some of his men
should take care that our place of
retreat was not obtruded upon.

The first thing which must have
struck every one acquainted with the

habits and mode of thinking of the

Iriih peasantry is the prevalence of

an opinion inimical to the laws of the

land. The once well-founded notion

THE IRISH PEASANTRY.
By the Author of ' Tales of' Irish Life.'

that the horse and th^^ rider formed
only one animal, they too often
identify the magistrate with the legis-

lator.

Perhaps there was more reason in
Sancho Panza's judgment, when he

of there being no justice for a Catholic discharged the thief and punished the
has become hereditary ; and its con- man who left the money in his way,
sequence is obvious in an open disre- than has been generally supposed;
spect for all the legal institutions of for, I believe, according'to the canon
the country. Individuals, it is true, lasv, he who exposes another to

are ready enough to avail themselves

of the laws, for the purpose of gratify-

ing malice or redressing wrongs ; but,

while they are thus righting- them-
selves or oppressing their neighbours,

they are still, as mucli as ever, per-

suaded that Ireland is ruled by arbi-

trary power, and not by a paternal go-

vernment. In certain cases they are

temptation is not to be considered
entirely innocent. If we judge Irish

magistrates by the same rule, many
of their faults will be extenuated

;

and wofully criminal must those
be who placed them in situations
where Justice was hardly to be ex-
pected from them. The abuse of
power—according to all lawgivers.

shrewd enough to discriminate ; but save Irish lawgivers—has generally
respecting the views of the legisla- been greatest where there was the
ture there is only one opinion—and least responsibility ; and those who
that opinion calculated for every thing know Ireland will readily admit that
but the promotion of harmony and it would be difficult to point out in

content. what way an Irish magistrate became
However this state of things may responsible to any terrestrial autho-

startle casual observers, a little re- rity. It is useless to talk about su-
flection will show that it is the natu- perior courts when we are considering
ral consequence of circumstances, the situation of the peasantry ; for.

There still live the sons of those who
witnessed all the horrors of the penal

laws ; and the tales (no doubt great-

ly aggravated) of the hardships en-

dured by the Catholics are still list-

tened to with a feverish anxiety.

The effects too of that iron code are

yet felt, and the descendants of those

who inflicted it on an unhappy people

are still in power. The priest-catcher

is succeeded by a bigotedAscendancy-
man, and an association of ideas is

thus promoted in vulgar minds, which
disables them from separating the

though the door of law be ope-n, it

is guarded by a (Cerberus, which re-
quires a golden opiate that the poor
man can never supply. Even in

England, where the rights of the
subject are watched with a jealousy
unknown to other countries, we find

too many magistrates acting illegally,

arbitrarily, and tyrannically. \\ hat,

then, must the case be in Ireland,

where the provincial press may be
said to sleep, and where an aristocra-

tic combination—powerful and exten-
sive—exists to awe into silence the

present from the past, or drawing slightest complaint of the peasantry ?

a line of distinction between the I speak here, not of individuals, but
framers and the executors of the laws, of the Irish gentry collectively ; who.
Like the Indians, who imagined I am sorry to say,* notwithstanding

* Perhaps this, arises Irom the absence of persons of rank and consequence, whose
example, if they resided in their own country, raigiit counteract the bad habits of their

inferiors. Absenteeism, even in this respect, is an evil; and indeed I cannot agree

with those who represent it, in any one respect, as harmless.
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individual exceptions, are much in-

ferior, at least in point of humanity

ahd justice, to tlie same class in this

country. English landlords, 'tis true,

are not quite so indulgent or so for-

bearing as they are usually represent

quently unknown, when thousands—

-

from two neighbouring parishes

—

meet in hostile array. This pigmy
warfare is attended with even worse
consequences than the loss of half a

dozen lives ; it inspires a general spi-

ed ; but still they havea habitual rever- rit of revenge ; begets a love of fight

ence for the rights of persons, which

is, alas ! almost unknou n in Ireland.

It has been said that the conduct

of the servant indicates the character

of the master ; and it must be con-

fessed that the subordinate agents of

ing and drinking ; and finally pro-
motes a disposition to associate for a

redress of real or imaginary griev-

ances, whether these be supposed to

proceed from individuals or monopo-
lists—from church or state. It may

power in Ireland resemble very much be, as some sages have thought, that

their superiors. They are tyrants in

miniature. Proofs of their delin-

quency are to be found every where
throughout the country; and is it,

therefore, any wonder that laws

—

even good laws—administered and

executed by such agents, are disre

these factions are an indicative of

peace ; but they should never forget

that they ultimately terminate in

an illegal combination, in which per-

sonal pique is merged in what is con-
sidered to be the general good. It

must, however, be confessed, that the

spected? Justice, in ordinary cases, is Irish peasantry love fighting, merely

to be had only by chance ; but scarce

Jy at all v.-here the magistrate or his

"satellites has a political or personal

interest in refusing it. This picture

is not over-coloured. Things are

for sport; and this national propensity

is strangely gratified. Magistrates,

in some instances, have refused to

interfere from political motives; and
I have known more than one justice

certainly improved in this respect; of the /)e«t'e protect a faction in con-

but I fear not sufficiently to warrant

any qualification of my statement.

It is, therefore, almost morally im-

possible that the Irish peasantry

should pay that respect to the laws

which the welfare of society requires,

since their execution is intrusted to

improper hands. It is useless to

enquire here how this was to have
been avoided, since we find its ef-

fect—a kind of social and politi-

cal anarchy, in which the people
are opposed to government, and
individuals opposed to each other.

Faction has been subdivided, and, like

>ideration of their reaping his harvest
for him. These men, for several

years, were the terror of a barony

;

but at length they were concjuered

by a rival faction, to which their atro-

cities had given birth. I believe their

patron is still in the commission.
I have mentioiyed here only the

mo&t prominent of those causes which
tend to keep alive, in the peasantry,

a hereditary hatred of the govern-
ment and the laws. It must be un-
necessary to enumerate local griev-

ances in proof of a fact which, I think,

can hardly be disputed. The feeling

certain insects, it has vitality in all is, with few exceptions, universal ;

its parts. The Rockites and the Ri- and, unhappily, the means hitherto
baudmen are but a confederacy of the taken to eradicate it, have only helped
Darcys, the M'Mahons, Two and to confirm opinions inimical to the
Three Year Olds, &c. &c. ; for, when public welfare. Coercion, on all oc-

they are not fighting with the police,

theyarequarrellinglamong themselves.

These family factions are not to be

considered as renmants of ancient

clanship : they spring naturally

from the suspicion that justice is not

to be had. Ill-treated individuals, in-

stead of applying, as in England, to a

casions, was the weapon used by go-
vernment to suppress discontent.
Perhaps there had been no alterna-

tive left them. Whether that were the
case it is unnecessary for me to in-

quire ; my purpose is to show that

its effects were the very opposite of
those which a wise leofislature would

magistrate, wait for an opportunity wish to obtain. A fearful exertion
of seeking personal satisfaction

Friends interfere on each side

;

numbers are implicated : and thus

the original cause of quarrel is frc-

ofpower in despotic countries may
terrify men into unwilling obedience;
but, bad as things are in Ireland, the

people still enjoy too much liberty to
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have acquired the disposition of
slavffs, though there be too much
slavery for them to feel ull the moral
obligations of freemen.
Every increase of power in the

hands of the magistracy only leads to

a further abuse ; and, imder the in-,

surrection laws, the innocent are ne-

cessarily confounded with the guilty.

The people are harassed by the mi-
nions of power, the business of life

is interrupted, and the burdens of the

peasantry are augmented, while the

means of increased exertion are

denied them. In the mean time the

sanguinary code is in operation

;

hangings and transportations are

hourly taking place ; and the mis-

fortune is, that the innocent too often

suft'er. This, under all the circum-
stances of the case, is inevitable. The
laws are put into execution for the

purpose of striking terror into the

deluded ; and, as the evidence before

the officers of the crown is generally

of a very doubtful character, they are

obliged to decide as it were by chance,
and have, it is to be feared, on more
occasions than one, condemned to an
ignominious death the victim of the

perjurer. A people proverbially par-

tial to justice are shocked at such a

sacrifice ; and the opprobrium attach-

ed to such a deed is excited at the

expense of the laws. With minds
pre-occupied by dislike of govern-
ment, they seize with avidity on such

a proof of injustice ; and, in the excess

of their execration, forget the many
who deservedly suffered, as well as

all the circumstances which palliate

the conduct of the administrators of

the laws. The populace, in their

own opinion, are never wrong; and
the Irish peasantry have notions re-

specting equity \vhich lawyers cannot
abide by. For instance, they cannot
be persuaded that he who assists in

doing an illegal deed is as guilty as

the actual perpetrator ; and nothing
is more offensive, in their eyes, than
visiting with legal penalties a man
merely because he may have been
caught in company with an illegal

assembly. Tendency (though a word
of great potency in the lawyers' voca-

bulary) is one entirely unknown to

them ; and they uniformly deny the
justice of that punishment which falls

on individuals, when others equally
criminal are suffered to escapft.

'

'

'

Besides believing themselves al-

ways in the right, and the govern-
ment always in the wrong, coercion

cannot disabuse them of their erro-

nious notions. On the contrary, it

has an effect directly opposite ; and
the victim of the Insurrection Act
is viewed by the peasantry as a mar-
tyr to their cause. His praise is

sung, in very intelligible verse, for

years afterwards, at each rustic as-

sembly ; and the honours thus be-

stowed on the criminal has a danger-
ous tendency in doing away with that

salutary opprobrium which would
otherwise be attached to an ignomi-
nious death. The man who would
die, sooner than bring disgrace on his

family, feels no shame in offering, as

a Whiteboy, his neck to the execu-
tioner. By a natural association of
ideas, therefore, the peasantry are too
apt to extend their sympathy to all

delinquents ; for it is well known
they will protect a man, though they
know of and abominate his crime.
Coercion certainly has produced, at

times, a momentary tranquillity ; but
the government has ever found that

Captain Rock, like the fabulous vam-
pire, is indestructible. They may in-

flict on him twenty thousand deaths,

but the first moonlight night reani-

mates him into an atrocious existence.

The insurrection act,therefore,like the
phoenix, only expires to be renewed.
To remedy this state of things, I

own, is no easy task. Education,
imless it commences with the old, is

not likely to effect wonders in a
hurry ; for the political opinions of
the father, in most instances, will be
those of the son. Besides, education
in Ireland, at present, is almost as ex-
tensive as it can be made. Some-
thing more is necessary than schools;

and were I to venture on recommend-
ing a measure, it would be one to

render more efficient, and less offen-

sive, the constabulary forces now in

existence. The magistrates in Ire-

land are incapacitated, by their habits

and education, from being expound-
ers of laws made to govern a free

people : and such is the well-under-

stood combination among them, that,

were they even deprived of their com-
missions, they would nevertheless ex-

ercise a dangerous influence over any
officer delegated to supply their

places, unless he was of a character
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and consequence superior to no ordi-

nary temptations. From the state ofre-

lio-ious and political parties in Ireland,

such men are not likely to be found;

and perhaps the government would
be acting wisely in placing the admi-

nistration of local justice, as they

have the superintendence of the cus-

toms and excise, in the hands of Eng-
lishmen. From such a measure the

happiest results might be anticipated,

were proper persons chosen ; for, as 1

have previously stated, the people of

this country are educated in habits

of reverence for the rights of the

subject, to which the Irish aristocracy

are strangers. Werr; Sir Ilichaid

Birnie to sit for a few months in any
district of Rlunster, I will venture

to predict that he would soon have
the confidence of the peasantry, for

of justice they are now as fond as

their ancestors were in the (hiys of

Sir John Davis. An arrangement

of this nature, however, would
fail to produce all that might be

effected, unless the political disa-

bilities under which the Catliolics la-

bour were removed ; for I am not

sanguine enough to hope that Ireland

will be happy while a single link of

the penal fetters remain to the peo-

ple. Perhaps even discontent might
be l)anished by allowing Cathulics to

assist in the making of the laws.

The peasantry would then feel that

in an act of parliament there must
be some reason and justice.

Having thus taken a brief view of

the condition of the Irish peasantry,

and the causes which contribute to

the permanency of discontent among
them, I cannot conclude without .say-

ing a few words on a subject to which
is erroneously attributed a variety of

evils. There is evidently a disposi-

tion in the legislature, and among
speculative men, to oppose the pre-

sent mode of letting farms in Ireland

This arises from false information

;

and those who gave evidence before

the Select Committee relative to the

subdivisions of lands took a very cir-

cumscribed view of the case. They
must have drawn general conclusions

from practical instances, and even

these instances would not have war-

ranted their conclusions. A father,

say they, divides his farm equally

among his children ; but they forget

that a case of this nature proves two

things. First—that small farms are
difficult to be had; and, secondly,
that the evil they wish to infer from
such a proceeding is one that quickly
produces its own cure. If boys and
girls received a part of their father's

holding as a portion, every new-mar-
ried couple would have two farms.
If they did not keep these in their

own possession, it follows of course
that for every small farm formed
there would be a small farm to let

;

and thus every cottier would have an
opportunity of enlarging his holding,
thereby counteracting the folly of the
oriijinal distribution.

But it is not true that this practice

is any thing like general. On the

contrary, farms in Ireland are every
day increasing in size, and the work
of comparative depopulation is going
on rapidly, though silently. I have
witnessed, within the last ten or fif-

teen years, the demolition of thou-
sands of cottages, and on various
occasions I have been a spectator of
scenes such as Goldsmith describes.
Not long since I saw fifty hai)itations

levelled on one estate, and all in one
parish, by order of the proprietor ;

and the people of America know well
what numbers of the Irish peasantry
land annually on their shores. On
mountains and in sterile districts cot-

tages have !)een erected, within the
last twenty years, in great abundance

;

but they have, during the same pe-
riod, been rapidly decreasing in the
fertile valleys. In parts of the coun-
try where I resided, for many years,

among a dense population, there are

now comparatively few people ; and
in the very town-land where I spent
my youth there remains not a single

inhabitant. The farms of ten happy
families form now the out-farm of a

grazier. I could mention a hundred
such instances, in the same county,
of a decrease in the population.

I cannot help thinking that very
erroneous notions have gone abroad
respecting the rapid increase of the
Irish population; and I have ob-
served that people generally get mar-
ried much younger in England than
in Ireland. Among the Irish pea-
santry there is more foresight and
prudence than they get credit for;

and, indeed, for one instance of early

marriage, in country parts, three are

to be found in towns.
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If we examine the question of popu-
lation very closely, we shall find that

the Irish are not such good breeders

as is generally supposed.

Abundant proofs remain that Ire-

land was once densely peopled. Pre-

cise data, however, can nowhere be

found, until within a period com-
prised in the last hundred and twenty

years. Sir William Petty's survey

was mere guess-work, and Mr. Beau-
mont's map is of equal authority.

We come now to details with more
pretension to accuracy. In 1731, by
a poll-tax return, there was computed
to be 2,010,221 people in Ireland.

If this was ascertained by a census,

we may reasonably conclude that not

more than one-third were returned
;

for the period was peculiarly unfa-

vorable to truth in a thing of this

nature. The penal laws were in full

force, and reports of Catholics and
Protestants conspiring to murder each

other were then current. Even were

the precise object known and be-

lieved, still it would follow that not

one-third would be returned. That
this was the case appears plain

from the Bishop of Dromore's state-

ment, two years afterwards. Accord-

ing to Mr. Bushe, first commissioner
of the revenue, whose statement is to

be found in the ' Transactions of the

Royal Irish Academy,' the number of

houses in Ireland in 1 789 was 621,484.

Allowing six to each house, this would

give a population of 3,728,904. The
data on which all Mr. Bushe's tables,

were founded was evidently errone-

ous ; for in two years afterwards Mr.
Wray, inspector of hearth-money,

furnished Parliament with details,

from which it appeared that the num-
ber of houses was 701,102, which, at

six to a house, gives 4,206,612. Now
it is well known that cities crowded
like those in Ireland always averaged

more than six to a house. The po-

pulation, therefore, in 1791, must
have been, even according to this

statement, more than the al)ove num-
ber. But we have a proof of this

;

for Mr. Wray gave it subsequently as

his opinion, ' that there was no truth

of which he was more convinced than

that not more than one-half of the

exempted houses were returned. The
number of such houses was 149,474,

which, at six to a house, would give
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a population of 896,844. That being
added to the former number, the total

would be 6,103,456. Add to this the

surplus number for towns, and we
have a population little short of what
it is at present. Increase, therefore,

has not been so rapid as has been ge-
nerally supposed ; and that the popu-
lation now advances slowly, if at all,

must be evident from the fact that,

while the number of new houses built

in England in 1821 was estimated at

25,361, not more than 1,350, were
reported to have been erected in Ire-

land.

A great deal has been said relative

to the system of the forty-shilling

freeholders having a tendency to in-

crease the subdivisions of farms.

Their numbers, however, according

to a return laid before Parliament
during the last session, does not ap-

pear to be very formidable. To as-

certain the precise number now in

Ireland is impossible, though it strikes

me, from an inspection of documents,
that they have not, on the whole, in-

creased for some years back. The
following table will show, at one
view, the number of persons who
voted, forty-shilling freeholders and
others, during the last elections at

the different places where there was
a contest, as well as the number of
householders in the respective coun-
ties :

—

Number of Number
Names of Counties where Freehold- of Houses

llie election was contested. ers who in each
voted. County.

Armagh .... 4,875 37,714

Dublin .... 1,5.57 21,987

Fermanagh . . . 1,988 22,912

Limerick . . . 6,600 36,089

Longford .... 989 17,320

Queen's County 5,613 23,077

Sligo 1,723 24,246

'I'otal .... 23,345 183,345

From this it appears that, out of

seven counties where the election was

a contested one, not more than one

householder out of every eight was
qualified to vote. The ' Edinburgh
Review' on this subject has not shown
its usual ability ; and I knovv, from
personal observation, that the most
comfortable cottiers in Ireland are

tht)se who are forty-shilling free-

holders. Respecting their political

influence it is not for me to decide.
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LETTERS ON ENGLAND.*

The author of these letters is the

son of the celebrated Madame de

Stael, and appears to have inherited

a large portion of his mother's ta-

lents. In these letters he evinces

muth good sense, great candour, and
a discriminating^ judgment. With
political science he seems intimately

acquainted ; and, though a French-

man, he gives—who would not ?—

a

decided preference to the political

institutions of England. At the same
time he points out various anomalies ;

and, we think, succc-sfully demon-
strates the erroneous opinions of our

economists respecting the division of

property. Being a foreigner, he has

inadvertently fallen into a few mis-

takes ; but they are of a trivial nature,

and form no drawback to the merits

of his book.

M. de Stael Holstein, it appears,

visited this country at two different

periods, and resided here, during each

visit, for a considerable time. His

character in his own country was a

sufficient passport to the best society

here ; but his book is not a journal of

fashionalile frivolities, and descrip-

tions of towns or steam-boats. He
prudently leaves such trifling things

to those who can do nothing better,

and boldly enters, like a philosopher

and a legislator, into most important

considerations. He treats of civiliza-

tion—the division of property—the

laws of primogeniture—political in-

fluency— aristocracy and democracy
—public meetings—the functions of

parliament— reform, &c. &c. Most
of these subjects, though in some
measure new to the French people,

are perfectly familiar to our readers.

As an analysis of the book must
therefore be rather uninteresting, we
shall confine ourselves to that portion

of it which treats of matters more
immediately novel and instructive.

M. de Stael draws an accurate

comparison between the English and

the French. The latter are too fond

of generalizing every thing, and re-

ducmg, like mathematicians, all

science to axioms. The effect of this

is the finest theories in the world.

but total failures in practice. The
English pursue another course.

* I h ive witnessed,' says he, ' a

still more striking instance of this

disposition of the English to confine

all questions within the sphere of the

circumstances peculiar to England.
In the session of 1822, Mr. Canning
made a motion tending to re-open the

entrance of the Upper House to the

Catholic peers, who were deprived of

this privilege in consequence of the

conspiracy, real or pretended, known
by the name of the popish plot. This

motion, after being carried through
the House of Commons, was thrown
out of the House of Peers after a very

memorable debate. I was fortunate

enough to be present on the occa-

sion ; and my memory records few
intellectual treats comparable to the

discussion of a subject so important,

by orators ranking so high in talent

as well as in society. Lords Erskine,

Holland, Grey, Grenville, Liverpool,

and the Chancellor, most of the lead-

ing members in the political bauds,

took an active part in the debate.

The avowed object of the motion was
to prepare the emancipation of the

Catholics : on this ground it was at-

tacked by its adversaries, and de-

fended by the minority. It seems
natural then to suppose, that the ge-

neral principles of toleration would
have an ample share in the discus-

sion. By no means ; they were not

even touched upon : I will say more,

no one thought of them. The parti-

cular interest of England absorbed

the whole attention of the speakers,

as well as of the public. It may be

said, no doubt, that the general argu-

ments were worn threadbare by se-

venteen years of discussion ; and be-

sides, that the policy of the minority,

on this occasion, was to confine the

question within its narrowest limits
;

but I nevertheless maintain, that my
general position is fully borne out.

' Lord Holland spoke with that

vivacity of argument, which the heir

of the name of Fox alone could com-
bine with such a flow of feeling : but

in this speech, which I was told re-

* Letters on England, by A. De Stael-Holslein,

and Richter, London. 1825.

Treutteland Wurtz, Treuttel, Jun»
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called to mind the happiest effusions
of his uncle, he confined himself
solely to proving-, with a profound
knowledge of the history of his coun-
try, the absurdity of the testimony
that led to the condemnation of the
Catholic Peers, or to refiitinn;- parti-
cular objections : while, familiar as
the higher questions of morals and
philosophy were to him, he never
thought for a moment of dipping into
their sphere.

' In another point of view I was
not less struck with the speech of the
Lord Chancellor. The ground of his
reasoning was in fact this whimsical
argument : if the Protestant cease to
be the ruling religion of England, the
Catholic must become so. And from
the energy and warmth with which he
spoke extempore, it was evident, that
his conviction was sincere ; and thac
a profound lawyer, a man grown old
in the paths of legislation and poli-
tics, had never seriously admitted the
idea, that a

_
country might subsist

without a ruling religion : so power-
fully does whatever is appear what
must be.

' Transfer the same subject of de-
bate to the French tribune, unques-
tionably liberty of conscience, the
connexion between civil and religious
authority, the general principles in

favour of toleration, would have con-
stituted the subjects of every speech.
It is equally evident that, under fa-

vourable circumstances, the public
would have declared warmly for the
question, so as to render all resist-

ance to it impossible. So far the ad-
vantage is with us : at least it may be
thought so. But these speeches,
abundant perhaps in talent, "would
Lave made only a transient impres-
sion. The question so speedily car-
ried, if the torrent of opinion or of
power had run in its favour, would
have been as speedily lost, if it had
taken an opposite direction.

' In England old opinions are more
difficult to be shaken, and notions as
well as interests make an obstinate
resistance

: but when by dint of strug-
gling an opinion has made a con-
quest, it is for ever; it does not suf-
fer itself to be dispossessed.

' In 1819, we made a great step in
the career of liberty : we had obtain-
ed a law on the suppression of abuses
Vol. I.—No. 9.

of the press, which, notwithstanding
some slight imperfections, was ac-

knowledged by masters of the science,
by the English lawyers themselves, as

the best and most philosophical, that
had hitherto existed in any country.
But this law, ill understood by the
public, harassed by unreasonable ob-
jections, even from those, who ought
to have been most sensible of its ad-
vantages, was indebted for its success
solely to the talents of a minister,

and the complaisance of a majority.

A few months had scarcely elapsed,

before power changed hands, or,

which is worse, the men in power
changed their principles ; the new
law of the press ceased to exist,with-
out leaving any traces of itself either
in our jurisprudence or in our habits

;

and many years perhaps will pass
away, before France can hope to re-

cover possession of it.

* In England the struggle was longj
Mr. Fox in parliament, and Lord
Erskine at the bar, had more than
one contest, and overthrew more than
one formidable adversary, before
they obtained for the jury the impor-
tant prerogative of pronouncing on
the criminality of a work, as well as

the fact of its publication. But the
longer the dispute continued, the
greater was the interest taken in it by
the public, and the more deeply were
men's minds impressed with the im-
portance of the question : and when
at length Lord Erskine obtained from
the king the noblest motto that ever
adorned the aims of a statesman.
Trial by Jury, the principle, the tri-

umph of which was thus proclaimed,
l>ecume an article of the political

creed of England, that the most
strenuous friends of power in the pre-

sent day would scarcely think of con-
testing.'

In proof of the influence of custom
and habit on the English people, he
instances the laws of primogeniture.

' It is not the law, therefore,' he sa^'s,

' which is an obstacle to a more equal
division of landed property. Tiiis obstacle

is found chiefly in the state of men's liabils

and way of thinking ; and as in France a
change of the law regulating inheritances

Mould have scarcely any influence on the

distribution of property, if the will of
testators were left sufliciently free, so in

England the abolition of the law of primo-
geniture would not destroy, or at least

2i
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•would destro}? very slowly, the almost

universal opinion, which consigns to tlie

eldest sou the inheritance of the fortune,

and the charge of sustaining the dignity of

liis family. To be the founder of a family,

to leave a son and heir, as the English say,

is the first thought of a man who enriches

himself in any profession : and what would

often appear to us an act of injustice

seems to tiiem so natural and necessary,

that any objections offered to it would
scarcely make the least impression on
their minds.

' Conversing one day with the head of

an ancient house, the heir of an immense
lorlune, of which he is ready to make the

noble.Ht use at the call of patriotism or

friendship,- we spoke of his family, and I

inquired after the situation of liis brotliers.

" '1 hey are very well off," he answered :

" my father provided handsomely for them
in his will ; he left each of them a fortune

of so man^' thousand pounds." Now this

fortune, which certainly would be deemed
considerable on the Coiuiuent, was scarce-

ly a third of the annual income of the

eldest. Yet this eldest son, whose gene-

rosity is indisputable, far from being

shocked at such a disproportion, consider-

ed the situation of his brothers as very re-

spectable, and spoke of it to me with

perfect satisfaction. Though I am tolerably

accustomed to the habits and opinions of

Kngland, this was so much at variance

with our ideas and moral feelings, that I

could not avoid, by way of experiment,

expressing my surprise at it to persons of

different ranks and opinions. No one
joined with nie in opinion. They all

thought, in fact, that the younger brotliers

had been kindly treated by their father,

and that there were few families enjoying

similar advantage*. T will say more,

younger brothers themselves are so

thoroughly persuaded of the importance
of the law of primogeniture, that, if

a proposal were made to them to share

alike with tlie head of the family, the

majority would refuse it without hesi-

tation,

' That this way of thinking should be
generally diffused through the higher

ranks of society, indeed, is not very sur-

prising : but, what is more so, it is equally

prevalent in the working classes, and with

men who have no other source of wealth

than the labour of their hands. I have

lieard an anecdote on this subject, which
is so characteristic, that I must beg leave

to relate it.

' A French iron-master, travelling in

England some years since, to learn the

progress made there in the manufacture of

iron, went down into a coal mine, in one
of those districts where radical opniions

were most generally diffused among the
people. When in its subterranean gal-
leries, he conversed wiih the workmen on
the nature and duration of their labour,
their wages, their food, and ail the parti-
culars of their way of life. The workmen
on their part, interested in the conversa-
tion of a man who displayed an accurate
knowledge of their concerns and wants,
and engaged also by the liberality of the
opinions he displayed, inquired in turn
into the state of the labouring people in
France. " How many workmen do you
employ ?" said they.—" Four or five

hundred." " That's a pretty good num-
ber : and what wages do they earn? What
does it cost to feed and maintain a family
in the part of France where you live ?"

—

" Their wages are lower than yours : but
this is more than made up to them by the
cheapness of the necessaries of life."

—

" You are right," said the miners, after
having made a little calculation among
themselves, which convinced them, that in
reality the condition of the workmen was
belter in France than in England : " but
how long do they work every day?"

—

"Eight hours on an average."—"No more !

And what do they do the rest of (he day 1"—" They cultivate their land, and work
for themselves."—" What do you say,
their land? Then they have property?
they have ground, they have houses 'of
their own?"—"Certainly; at least most
of those have, whom I employ." At these
words astonishment was depicted on every
countenance. " And this land," said the
most intelligent of the miners, " what
becomes of it at the father's death ?"—" It
is divided among his children."—" What
equally?"—" Of course, or nearly so."-^
" But a small plot of ground, divided
among several children, must be reduced
to nothing?"—"No; for if one of them be
not rich enough to purchase the shares of
his brothers, the ground is sold, and passes
into the hands of some person, who can
keep it entire and improve it."

' Here the conversation ended : but the
two ideas, of workmen who were landhold-
ers, and of an equal division among the
children, had so powerfully struck the
English miners, that on the following
Sunday they formed the subject of a regu-
lar discussion at one of those clubs, in

which men, even of the lowest class, meet
to read the news, or converse on their
common interests; clubs, where the forms
of sound (le'iberation are much better ob-
served in general, than we find them in

France in jiolitic.il assemblies of a much
higher cast. After a long debate, the
inatter was put to the vote; and the ma-
jority decided, that it was no doubt ad-
vantagaous for workmen lo be laiidlioldt rs
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but that the inheritance should go to the
eldest son, and not be divided.

' Here then we have workmen, low-born,
radicals in their opinions or political sen
tiinents, who decide against an equal par-

ticipation, and in favour of the rights of

primogeniture. It would be difficult to

adduce a stronger proof of the universal
sway of this mode of thinking in England.'
The law of entail, which has bru'

talized the aristocracy of Italy and
Spain, meets in our author a deter-
mined, but an enlightened opponent.
In England this law is easily obviat-
ed ; but still its effects are quite
visible.

M. de Stael's arguments on this

question are philosophical and plain.
' A nation,' says he, ' as well as an
individual, has nothing to subsist on
but its income ; that is to say, the
rent of its land, the interest of its

capital, and the wages of its labour.
No doubt, this or that distribution of
wealth may improve the cultivation
of the soil, promote the increase of
capital, or render labour more pro-
ductive; yet these various improve-
ments have their limits in the nature
of things, beyond which it is not
in the power of man to proceed.

' When a nation has really made
some progress ; when by its industry,

its natural resources, and its econo-
my, new riches have been created, it

may confer the privilege of enjoying
them on a certain number of citizens,

without the rest of the community
being impoverished. But in a given
degree of wealth, one class cannot be
favoured unless at the expense of
others ; what is given to privileged

persons, under whatever title, is ne-

cessarily taken from the rest of the

citizens, and a difference of distribu-

tion does not render the whole of a
nation either richer or poorer.

' Tliis truth is so obvious, that it

appears almost ridiculous to an-

nounce it ;
yet there is none more

habitually misunderstood by most of

those who reason on political econo -

my, I do not say in the drawing-room
merely, but in books written express-

ly on the subject. Every one makes
this or that class wealthy, and assigns

this or that employment to capital, as

his opinion, interest, or whim leuds

him : but the simple idea, that

nothing comes out of nothing, and
that l)y giving to one we take from
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another, never enters the mind of
these reasoners. A country left to
the management of these speculators
would be nearly in the condition of
Swift's gentleman, who had five
thousand a year, but all whose ser-
vants attempted to apply the whole
of his income to the department par-
ticularly under his care. " For tive

thousand a year," said the coachman,
" my master can have a noble set of
horses and carriages." " With five

thousand a year," said the cook, "mv
master can keep open house ;" ani
thus the poor gentleman found him-
self ruined.

' It is this common error, that has
led some men, even such as are well
versed in the science of finance, the
celebrated Hamilton of America,
among others, to consider a public
debt as wealth ; because, he says, this
debt is an exchangeable property,
that attracts foreign capital ; without
reflecting, that in this case the foreign
capital only takes the place of the
national capital that has been con-
sumed, and that the interest produced
by this new capital is exactly balanced
by the taxes paid by the people.

' It is in consequence of the same
error, that the too positive enemies
of the funding system, or men who
are interested in paying their court to
the landholders, propose the reduc-
tion of the capital or interest of the
debt, an arbitrary change of the con-
ditions stipulated with the creditors,
in short, a general or partial bank-
ruptcj% as an efficacious method of
alleviating the burdens of the nation.
They do not consider, that the pro-
prietors of the public funds will be
impoverished by every sum bestowed
on the payers of taxes'; and that con-
sequently the sum total of the wealth
of the nation remains the same, ex-
cept that a violent transfer of pro-
perty involves in ruin and despair the
classes that are robbed ; and that by
first suspending the demaiul, aud af-
terward changing its nature, all the
calculations of trade and industry are
deranged.

' In fine, the same error is the base
of the common-place observation,
that the partisans of the law of pri-
mogeniture never fail to repeat.

' The eldest son, say they, by being
the depositary of the whole of the
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property, maintains the dignity of

the family ; and serves as a support

to his sisters, who, tliough without

fortunes, obtain throuiJ-h the splen-

dour of ins name, honourable or ad-

vantageous matches, and at all events

are secure of an asylum iu the pater-

nal mansion. On the other hand, the

younger brothers, receiving no for-

tunes from their father, feel the ne-

cessity of procuring one by their own
industry ; accordingly they embrace
some lucrative profession, marry
ladies possessed of property, or ob-

tain civil or military employments, or

ecclesiastical preferment, through
the influence of their elder brother ;

and if they fail in their endeavours,

they return and settle with the head
of the familv, and live on a portion

of his income. In this manner the

elder branch preserves the property

and its lustre ; and the younger
branches may in turn become the

stock of new families rising to wealth

and power. On the contrary, if the

property were divided among the chil-

dren, it would be dissipated at the

end of a few generations, and general

poverty would be the necessary con-

sequence of this progressive subdi-

vision.
* I need not now inquire, whether it

be a very pleasant circumstance to the

younger children, to enjoy no inde-

pendence, to I)e obliged to adopt the

tastes of their elder brother, bend to

bis whims, and have recourse to his

generosity for every undertaking that

requires any pecuniary resource; as

I have engaged here to consider the

law of primogeniture merely as a

question of political economy. In
examining the trite arguments of the

partisans of this system, then, let us
adopt the method of geometricians,

who assume a problem as solved^ and
then examine the consequences.

' Let us suppose a country, where
every species of property belongs ex-

clusively to the tirst born of each fa-

mily. VVhat will become of the

younger children ? they can have but

two alternatives ; either to reside in

the house of the eldest, and live on
his means, or to enrich themselves by

obtaining some public office. In the

tirst case, admitting it to be strictly

obligaJtory on the eldest to maintain

his brothers, they will be joint pro-

prietors of his income ; which, in a
pecuniary view, and leaving moral
considerations out of the question,
will amount to the same thing, as if

they possessed a portion of the capi-
tal corresponding to this income. In
the second case, that of enriching
themselves by public oflaces, the por-
tion of the revenues of the state, that
forms their salary, will be the pro-
duce of taxes, or a sacrifice on the
part of those who pay them ; and
these, on our hypothesis, can be no
other than the elder brothers : so that
thus the younger will become pro-
prietors of a portion of the income or
capital of the elder, according as the
taxes are of such a kind as to affect

the one or the other ; and thus in an
economical view, without entering
into the field of politics, the general
state of the country will be the same,
as if the division of property had
been cttected in the bosom of each
family, instead of being produced
indirectly through the medium of
taxation.'

We come now to a subject on
which we have already spent—we
hope not idle—some arguments. In
opposition to the English economists
we have advocated the utility of small
farms ; and it is no trifling satisfac-

tion to find our opinions confirmed
by M. de Stael. We are perpetually
referred to France for proofs of the
mischiefs wliich flow from the sub-
divisions of farms. Arthur Young,
many years ago, prophecied that if

a law was not passed to prohiliit the
multiplication of cottiers—for France
has her cottiers—famine would be the
result; as an increase of population
beyond the means of subsistence
must follow, according to his opinion,
as a thing of course. Since that time
a law not to prohibit but to en-
courage the subdivision of farms, was
passed ; and what has been the con-
sequence ?

' It was,' saj s M. De Stael, ' inucli less

by increasing the subdivision of estates,

than by causingthem to pass into more in-

dustrious hands, tliat the revolution so
powerfully increased the substantial wel-
fare of France. This subdivision is much
more ancient than they are willing to sup-
pose, who charge the revolution with all

the mistakes of their minds or passions. It
was formerly observed byr Machiavcl, that,

though France was a poor country, the
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people were liappier thnn others, because
there was scarcely' a peasant wlio liad not
some little inheritance. The equal division
of property existed from the remotest times
III the provinces where the old Roman law
prevailed ; and it was previous to the sale

of the national property, that the conse-
quences of this system to France alarmed
Arthur Young. Since that period the sub-
division has increased, immense capitals
have been swallowed up by the wars of
the revolution, yet who can compare
France now with the France of 1789, with-
out being struck by the increase of the
national wealth >

' I have no hesitation in believing, that
every artificial direction given to capital
by the legislature, every shackle imposed
on the division or circulation of property,
is detrimental on any hypothesis,'

Our most celebrated writers have,
as our author remarks, something
vague and desultory on the question,
and seems to experience a sort of in-

terior struggle between prejudice and
obvious conclusions. Mr. Malthus
and Mr. M'Culloch have not escaped
this defect j but M. de Stael informs
us, that he heard Mr. Ricardo ex-
press a very different opinion ; and,
as he adds, his name alone is a host.

' The English,' says our author, ' who
attack the equality of division, commonly
figure to themselves the inheritance of the
father shared between ten or twelve chil-

dren ; each of these marrying, and having
in turn ten or twelve children more ; so

that the last would receive only a hun-
dredth or a hundred and forty-fourth part
of his grandfather's property. But this is

not the course of things in the world. In
fact, ii the increase of population fol-

lowed such a progression, a single family
would overspread the whole of the habit-
able earth in less than ten generations.

' What then is the real state of France?
Does the parcelling out of estates go on
increasing in so alarming a manner.' By
no means. On the contrary, we see in the

neighbourhood of rich towns, and in gene-
ral in every part where capitals accumulate
ihrough trade and manufactures, that

landed estates have a tendency to enlarge.
It is true, in provinces destitute of these
advantages, in Britanny for example, the
division of inheritances is carried much too
lar ; but even in such provinces the inter-
ests of agriculture will set limits to this

cantling. Already it is not uncommon, in

various parts of France, to see a family of
peasants agree, that one of the brothers
shall remain proprietor of the paternal
tarm. The rest receive from him either a

sum of money, or a portion of the profits.

and remain with him as farm servants, to

avoid los'ng the advantages of farming on
a large scale, or to preserve the respecl-

abilit}' attached to the long possession of

the same inheritance. For it is to be ob-

served, in the present state of men's
minds, this sort of aristocratical feeling is

much more common in the lower than in

the middle classes.

' Nothing too is more commop, both in

France and Switzerland, than to see the

possessor of a small estate farming one
more extensive. I would even say, that a
great majority of the farmers are land-

holders also. The day labourer they em-
ploy, is often master of a cot that serves to

shelter his family, a garden that feeds his

children, and a little field that he can cul-

tivate when he is unemployed, and which
enables him to maintain with le*s ine-

quality the fearful struggle of laborious

i> overly against exacting wealth. From
this general state of things arises a degree
of happiness not to be disdained even if

attended with no other advantage ; but
which becomes one of the happiest results

that the social order is capable of produc-
ing, when, as we see in the Protestant

parts of Switzerland, it is guaranteed by
free insiitutions, and ennobled by a gene-
ral diffusion of knowledge.

' It is universally an object of ambition
with tlie French peasant, to become the
proprietor of a little plot of ground, or to

enlarge what he has received from his

forefathers. This propei siiy is of ancient
date, and the revolution merely strength-

ened it, by furnishing him with opportu-
nities of easily gratifying it. This desire,

it must be confessed, is not always exer-
cised judiciously : in general he gives
more for land than it is worth, because,
labour being ihe necessarv condition of his

life, he reckons it as nothing when he cal-

culates the produce of the soil ; so tliai an
estate, which, if sold in a lump, would
fetch a price only proportionate to its

rent, sells in detail after the rate of its

gross produce. Our peasants therefore

might derive mure advantage from their

Savings, either by placing them in the

funds, or in saving banks ; or by farming
the land of others, and employing their

little capitals in the purchase of stock and
agricultural implements ; as thus they
would obtain much greater interest for

their money. But their superstitious pre-
predilection for landed property is easily

explained. In a country where an unin-

terrupted succession of public bankruptcies

had annihilated confidence, where trade
and manufactures were fettered in a thou-
sand ways, where justice was impotent,
where the relations between the powerful
and the weak, the rich and the poor, weie
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ill the hands of arbitrary power, men of

the labonring class must liave been ha-

bituated to trust only to solid and pal-

pable wealth.
' In England, on the conlrary, where

every kind of right guaranteed by the law

is inexpugnable; where the stability of

all things is carried to excess; where
public opinion, going hand in hand with

linancial science, has always caused the

engagements of the slate towards its cre-

ditors to be respected ; the possessor of a

small capital has justly thought, that the

purchase of land was not the most profit-

able way in which he could employ it.

Even they, whose habits and inclinations

have rendered them attached lo agricul-

ture, have preferred renting farms to pur-

chasing; and the length of leases lias

given farmers many of the advantages as

well as enjoyments annexed to the posst s-

siou of them. In fact, it we calculate liie

chances of human life, and the various

circumstances that may abridge its dura-

tion, or change the condition of indivi-

duals, we shall find, that possession se-

cured for a long term of years differs very

little Irom absolute proprietorship, and
that the ditference between them is greater

in the eyes of imagination than in those of

reason.'

'That England has risen above almost

every other country in Europe, by the

progress of its agriculture, is incontestable
;

but i have not here to inquire what are

the ditferent causes, that, under the omni-
potent a!gis ot liberty, have produced this

result; neitiier is it incumbent on me to

prove, that it is in no degree owing to en-

tails, or the law of primogeniture. In tact

if we reflect, that in llaly, in Spain, and
wherever else the system of irresponsible

freehold succession has been introduced,

it has occasioned the deterioration of laud,

and the impoverishment even of those for

whose benefit it was invented, we shall be
convinced, that the agricultural prosperity

of England must be ascribed to other
causes. It a tree abounding in sap be
planted in a fertile soil, it may be sub-
jected to a bad system of management
perhaps with impunity, its natural vi^r)ur

may triumph over the obstacles opposed lu

its giowth ; but we must not ascribe to the

errors of the manager, what is owing to its

strength of vegetation.'

It is perfectly ridiculous to hear
our economists talking' about small

farms as having a tendency to en-
courage early marriages. Employ-
ment in manufactures is by far a
greater inducement; and facts de-
monstrate that the population in-
creases faster in manufacturhig than
in agricultural districts.

' The English economists,' says IM,
de Stael, ' in general so able at ob-
serving facts, and drawing just infer-
ences from them, have their minds for
the most part so warped on the ques-
tion of the division of property, that
the most palpable truths escape them.
The population of France in 1789,
acconUng to the reports of the Con-
stituent Assembly, was 26,^00,000 :

it is now about :iO,000,000. This,
certain English writers represent to
us as an alarming fact; while they
forget, that the iiumber of inhabi-
tants of England and Wales has risen
from y, 168,000 to 12,218,000. Thus
the population of France has increas-
ed fourteen per cent, in thirty-five
years, amounting to eight per cent, in
twenty years; and during the same
twenty years the increase of the po-
pulation in England has been thirty-
three per cent, or four times as much.
Such a rapid increase sufficiently
proves, that the concentration of
landed property has not all the effi-

cacy that is ascribed to it, in keeping
up a due balance between the quan-
tity of food and number of its con-
sumers. I will even go farther: 1

will venture to assert, that entails and
the law of primogeniture have a ten-
dency to increase the number of chil-

dren in the higher classes, nearly in
the same way as the poor rates tend
to the augmentation of indigent fa-

milies ; namely, by preventing the
father from cautiously looking for-

ward to the lot that awaits his chil-

dren.'

What will our AlaccuUoch's say to
this ? When we come to consider the
state of the English peasantry, we
shall show the misery large farms
have generated among a once honest,
frugal, and hardy people.
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JIORY o'rOURKE, ESQ. TO THE EDITOR.

Travels in Ireland—Biblicals— town, ay, and village too, in my na-

Education—Mechanic Institu- tive country. The last ' Edinburgh
TioNS

—

Edinburgh and Quar- Rexieiv' contains a useful article,

terly Reviews—Pope's Works though not well Aviitten by-the-by,
—The Laureate's Tale of Pa- on this subject; and the * Quarterly'

raguay. —the churchman's oracle—has a very

My dear Editor,—I herewith extraordinary essay on Mechanics'

send you the MS. of my Travels in Institutions. The article reminds

Ireland ; which, I have no doubt, you one of Dr. Johnson's ' Life of Mil-

will find quite as instructive as they

are entertaining. You may print

them in the Magazine if you wish
;

and indeed I think it would be your

interest to give them the lead next

month. You know how impartial and

candid I am. In ail my accounts you
will find truth—the wliolc trutli— and
nothing but the truth. I state this.

ton.' It blows hot and cold at the

same time, and would condemn the
education of the operatives altoge-

ther if it dared. Happily the sense
of the community controls the
writer, who, Goth as he is, partially

yields to the streams of opinion which
he is unable to stem. ' We must re-

fer,' says he, ' to the state of society

lest you should doubt the veracity of as the cause of corruption, if the

certain passages, wherein it is writ- minds of the people are corrupted : a

ten that I travelled across the (jalties state which collects numbers toge-

in a turf-kish, and spent two nights ther gives them the opportunity of

and part of two days with Captain wasting their leisure and their earn-^ "'
'

" ..
. > ings at the haunts of vulgar dissipa-

tion, and facilitates the diflfusion of
periodical sedition from one corner of
the kingdom to the other.

" Hiiic lalior ille doinus, et inextricabilis

error."

' Certainly, therefore, we are in-

clined rather to hope for good than

Rock on Sleilih-va maun. Such, I

assure you, was really the case.

The Biblicals are in a devil of a

way in Ireland. Dr. M 'Sweeny has

gagged them ; and Mr. Kensilla has

detected •dfciloxv of Trinity College,

misquoting the holy fathers. Dr.

Magee, where are you ? For shame !

Will you let /^r/es^v— mere professors to anticipate evil, from any new ob-
in an Irish Catholic College—triumph jects of interest which may tend to

over the learned teachers in old Tri- withdraw men out of the seminaries
nity ? Will you let it go forth to the of depravity, and engage them in bet-

world, that one of that race, whom ter things. These institutes are an
you—on your oath—calumniated, is experiment of this kind ; on the sue-

more learned than Mr. Singer, a man cess of which we dare not be enthu-
who subjoins F.T.C. and half a dozen siastic, and yet are not willing to

other letters to his name ? speak the language of discourage-

The tables are now completely ment. We are told, indeed, and truly

turned. It appears after all that Pro- told, that the best place for a work-
testants, and not Catholics, are op- man,whose daily labour has been dis-

posed to education. The Archbishop charged, is the bosom of his family,

of Dublin has sworn that he is an his own fireside. And if we believed

enemy to educating the people ; and

Dr. Miller, of Armagh, and a hun-
dred other Protestant ecclesiastics,

have personally opposed the estab-

lishment of mechanics' institutions.

But the stimulus lately given to the

progress of knowledge by the founda-
tion of these institutions throughout
the country cannot be controlled.

Ireland is, happily, following the e^

that the practical effect of these

lectures would be to detach men from
their homes and break up their do-
mestic comforts, we should deem the

argument against them insuperable.

But it is notorious that the habits of
these workmen are not generally
domestic. Their " sweet colloquial

pleasures are but few." They have
hitherto sought for relaxation abroad.

ample of her more fortunate sister ;
and taken it mixed with moral poison,

and I expect, before six months Whatever tends to elevate the man
elapse, to hear of one of these insti- will be a boon to the family. We
tutions being established in every apprehend no petitions against
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the institutes from wives or chil-

dren.' * * *

' So far are we from grudging the

people information on these points,

that we regret the obstacles which
exist in the way of their attaining it

;

from the want, at present, of familiar

treatises to instruct them, and from
their own inadeijuate leisure. It

would be a real blessing if the work-
ing classes could be made acquainted

with some of the fundamental prin-

ciples of political economy ; such as

the laws of population ; the causes

of the inequality of mankind; the

circumstances which regulate tlie

market of corn, or the market of la-

bour. They would then perceive that

inetiuality does not originate in the

encroachments of the rich or the

enactments of the powerful, but has

been necessarily coeval with society

itself in all its stages ; they would
learn that the recompense of labour

is governed by definitive principles,

and must be determined, on the

whole, by the number of candidates

for employ. We sincerely wish them
to understand these things fully, and

are grateful for any measures which
may tend to diffuse such knowledge.

The perplexity, which the system of

poor laws has introduced in England,

makes a subject, never very simple,

doubly intricate ; and has practically

tended to involve domestic economy
with public government, and to con-

nect the idea of private distress with

the administration of the laws. He
would do the state good service, who
would put these matters into a popu-
lar intelligible form; and the know-
ledge thus disseminated would be an

excellent preliminary to a measure

never to be lost sight of, the gradual

abolition of some of those objec-

tionable parts of the poor laws,which

are equally condemned by reason

and experience, and by which no one

is ultimately more aggrieved than the

operative workman himself.
* After saying all this, shall we

seem inconsistent in expressing less

confidence of the effects of these in-

stitutions than the most sanguine of

their supporters ? At least we ought

to give our reasons. And our reasons

are, that we find these lectures on

natural philosophy, and these books

on science, treated by their advocates

as the education of the people

:

whereas, in fact, these are but a part
of education, and comparatively an
unimportant part ; i. e. a part that

may be better spared than some other

acquirements of which no mention is

made. The man may have attained

a knowledge ef geometry or chemis-
try surprising in his station ; but if he
has attained nothing else, he is very

far from being trained up to be a

happy man, or a good citizen. These
arts perish in the using ; man returns

to his dust, and then all his thoughts

perish : we wish to see him possessed

of thoughts which shall not so perish.
# * * *

' Here probably we shall be thought
to show the cloven foot not so much
of bigotry as of the policy which
would make religion subservient to

its own purposes. Why may we not

as justly complain, it will be asked,

of any of our great philosophical or

literary societies, that they have no
religious tendency ? Why must reli-

gion be mixed up with every thing in

which the loxvcr classes are concerned
any more than with the higher ?'

i have always made it a rule to

suspect the man who proclaims his

own honesty ; and I think the allu-

sion to the ' cloven foot,' a proof of

what was passing at the time in the

writer's mind. The article concludes

with an encomium on Infant Schools

—establishments not unlike the Char-
ter Schools in Ireland—founded for

the purpose of recruiting followers

for the church. The result, no douitt,

will be similar to what has happened
to the kidnapping institutions on the

other side of the Channel.

Have you seen the last * Quarterly

Review P All the articles are so medi-

ocre that while you are restrained from
praising, there is nothing in them
worth censuring. The first article is a

defence of Pope—which I would have
done much better myself. But it is be-

low the dignity of criticism to contend
with such a creature as sonneteering

Bowles ; whose remarks on Pope re-

minds one of the fabled fly, who found
fault with the dome of St. Paul's.

The • Tale of Paraguay,' by the

Laureate, is, of course, praised in the

"sluarterly; but there is a drawback
tantamount to complete censure.

Vours, in a hurry,

RORY O'ROL'RKE.
Bedford Square.
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Next morning we arose early, and
dispatched Denis to town with money
to purchase clothes for us, if he found
any difficulty in procuring our own

;

for Emmet was still dressed in regi-

mentals, and I retained the old shop-

keepers of the Pluuket Street broker.

Denis soon equipped himself, threw

a sack of new potatoes across the

horse's back for an apology, and, with

a significant shake of his head, bid us

keep up our spirits, and remember
that * all is not lost that is in dan-

ger.'

Having breakfasted on a cake of

griddle bread and some milk, Dwyer
conducted us to a mountain cavern,

and left one of his men on a neigh-

l)ouring eminence to render us assist-

ance if necessary, promising to return

in the evening with whatever infor-

mation he could collect during the

day, respecting the proceedings of

the civil power.
The reverses of fortune appeared

to have made but little impression on

the sanguine disposition of my friend.

He conversed on different topics

with his usual correctness and fluency,

and now and then gently chided me,
when an involuntary sigh declared

that my mind was ill at ease ; for,

though I sometimes succeeded in

banishing the recollection of my mad-
ness and folly,'iei!ill the misery and
danger in which I had involved my-
self were continually before me ; ana,

in spite of resolution and hope, re-

minded me of my fearful sitiiation.

The day appeared unusually long,

and we waited with anxiety for sun-

set ; but, some hours before that pe-

riod, Dwyer made his appearance, and
begged to introduce a friend ; at the

same time showing into the cavern
Mr. J . The Exile seized our
hands ; and, without reproaching us
for our rashness and folly, lamented
the event which had reduced us to

the necessity of seeking- concealment
in the neighbourhood of our friends.

Vol. I.—No. 10.

' But, ceremony apart,' he exclaimed,
' why remain in the mouth of danger ?

Why not instantly quit the country,

before government obtains informa-

tion respecting your names, dress,

and abode ? The ports of Wexford,
Waterford, Cork, and several other

places, are yet open; why not in-

stantly fly to them, and quit the king-

dom ? This morning Denis acquaint-

ed me of your being in the country,

and Dwyer has been good enough to

conduct me hither, where my busi-

ness is to aflTord you all the assistance

in my power, and persuade you both
instantly to fly from the dangers which
surround you. I can feel for that si-

tuation which was once my own.'
• Thank you, thank you, my good

friend,' replied Emmet, with great

emotion ;
* your counsel is wise, and

I shall follow it in a few days.'
* Why not now ?' inquired the Exile

;

' I am ready to accompany you to any
place of embarkation, ana shall in-

stantly procure the means.'
' Not for a few days,' returned Em-

met. * I cannot yet quit Ireland,

whatever the consequence may be ;

but ray friend, I believe, has no ties

like mine, and can readily avail him-
self of your generous offer.'

' Mr.K ,'said the Exile, 'being

a stranger in the country, does not

stand in the danger to which you are

exposed. Your name—your con-

nexions—and, above all, the part you
have acted—will draw upon you the

utmost vengeance of the government

;

and depenil on it large rewards will

soon be offered for your apprehen-
sion.'

' I have no doubt of that,' replied

Emmet ;
' but I cannot yet quit Ire-

land. Excuse my obstinacy; but
there is one to whom I must bid an
eternal farewell, before the terrors of
government shall force me into exile.

Why should I refuse to acknowledge
the cause ? for I am not ashamed of
a weakness that compels me to do an

3k
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act of justice—to beg, and, if possi-

ble, to obtain, forgiveness from a

woman whom 1 have unintentionally

injured—whom I have loved so well,

that I must once more see her, hear

her, and converse with her, though
ten thousand deaths awaited on the

interview. You now see, Mr. J ,

the cause of my not complying with

your advice ; and, though you should

condemn my notions as extravagant,

I cannot consent to forego my reso-

lution.'

The Exile now made an offer of his

services to bring about the wished-for

interview; but Emmet declined im-

plicating his friend ; and it was finally

agreed that he and I should venture

into Dublin on this very romantic

business.

The lady to whom my poor friend

was so enthusiastically attached was
the youngest daughter of the cele-

brated Curran; and, if report may be

credited, she was every way worthy
of the affection of a heart so fond, so

gentle, and so noble, as that of Ro-
bert Emmet.
The Exile having assured us that for

the present there was no occasion to

remainin our concealment, insisted on

our accompanying him to Elmgrove

;

promising, at the same time, that

proper persons should be placed at a

distance to w^atch the approach of

strangers. As it was advisable that

M'e should put on our own clothes as

soon as possible, 1 left my friends on
their way to Mr. J 's, and went to

see if Denis had returned from Dub-
lin.

On entering the cottage, the first

person who met my eyes was Eliza.

She had, it appeared, just returned

from town, and made her first visit,

for very obvious reasons, to Mrs.
Howl an. I was now convinced that I

had n)ade an impression on this lovely

woman's heart; and, as I gazed upon
her animated countenance, I forgot for

a moment my misfortunes, and be-

lieved it possible yet tobe in possession

of happiness. In about half an hour
Denis returned, having been success-

ful in his mission. I quickly dressed

myself; and, dismissing one of the

little boys with my friend's clothes to

Elmgrove, then took Eliza's arm, and
proceeded towards her father's. On
our way she betrayed her anxiety for

my safety; and, before we reached

her home, singular as it may appear
under all the circumstances, we had
pledged ourselves to an unalterable
attachment.

Elmgrove, however, I was not des-

tined to enter j for, just as we arrived

at the door, an alarm was given of a
party of cavalry approaching; and,
without waiting to take leave of our
friends,Emmet and I betook ourselves

to the hills, where we continued un-
til day-light next morning ; when,
meeting two of our friends, we went
into a farmer's house, and procured
some breakfast. About twelve o'clock

we resolved to go towards Dublin

;

and, as one almost totally unknown,
I was chosen to precede the party, and
provide lodgings in the neighbour-
hood of Harold's Cross. Without
meeting any thing to alarm me, I suc-
ceeded in engaging apartments in a

mean-looking house, which appeared
peculiarly adapted to my purpose, as

it stood with its back to the road, the
entrance being through an obscure
door that led into the garden. Im-
mediately after dusk I introduced
Emmet, the others going to their re-

spective homes ; and here he continued
for several days, during which time I

took up my abode in the hotel, as

usual, not thinking it right to act with
any thing like secrecy. Once every
day I paid my friend a visit ; and, as

I passed through the streets without
having excited any suspicion, I re-

solved on remaining in Ireland till the

whole affair blew over, as much with
the intention of aiding the escape of

Emmet, for whose apprehension a

large reward was offered, as in the

hope of again seeing Miss J .

During the first few days, Emmet sent

several notes to Miss Curran without
having obtained an answer; and at

length I consented to be the bearer of
a verbal message, which I was to

manage with much delicacy and pru-
dence, as the young lady had incur-

red, on Emmet's account, the displea-

sure of her friends. The day before

my proposed visit to the Priory, Mr.
Curran's residence, I was walking
through Stephen's Green, when a per-
son tapped me on the shoulder.

Turning round in some alarm, I was
at once surprised and rejoiced on see-

ing my cousin Malachy before me.
He gave me a cordial shake of the

hand; and appeared, by his friendly
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manner, to have forgotten the enmity
which had existed between us for

some time previous to the revolt. As
1 was sincerely glad to see hich, thus

unexpectedly, at perfect liberty, I did

not conceal my feelings ; and, having

learned that some good fortune—too

long then to detail—had released him
from prison, I communicated the

name of my hotel, and directed him
to the lodgings of my friend. He ex-

pressed the greatest satisfaction at

seeing me ; and having, as he said,

some important information for Em-
met, he proceeded towards Harold's

Cross, promising to pay me a visit in

the evening.

When I reached my hotel, it struck

me that I had acted imprudently, and
committed an error against friendship

and judgment. Alas 1 I had a pre-

science of what soon took place ; for,

the moment the ebullition of joy on
seeing Malachy had subsided, 1 re-

garded his release from prison as

something rather extraordinary; it

was, certainly, an event well calcu-

lated to create suspicion ; and, dread-

ing the worst of consequences, I

snatched up my hat, and tied to Ha-
rold's Cross. But my speed was use-

less ; for, when I came within sight of

Emmet's lodgings, I saw the house

surrounded by police officers. Good
God! the feelings of that moment
nearly overpowered me : my head

reeled—my eyes lost their sight—and

nothing but the sense of my own dan-

ger could have prevented me from

falling on the road. A crowd soon

collected ; and, mingling in it, I had

the grief and mortification to see my
heroic young friend marched ofi" a

prisoner. His countenance, which I

narrowly observed, betrayed no tokens

of fear or perturbation, but evinced

the same calm and dignified aspect

which ever distinguished this extraor-

dinary young man.
Emmet's apprehension reminded

me of my own danger ; and, hasten-

ing towards my hotel with the design

of immediately quitting Dublin, I was

met by one of the waiters, who de-

sired me to fly, as police offigers were

in possession of my room and papers.

Thei-e was evidently treason in all

this ; and I had no hesitation in fix-

ing on Malachy as the traitor. Per-

haps I wronged him ; luit not to sus-

pect him was impossible.

Dublin being no longer a place for
me to reside in, and my money being
now in possession of the police, I had
no resource but to take refuge once
more in the Wicklow mountains.

—

About eiw'ht o'clock in the evening I

reached the cottage of Denis, and was
not a little surprised to find that
search had been made for me there
about half an hour before ; and that
for three days previous the yeomen
were hunting through the hills for
Emmet and me, they having received
information of our being concealed in
the mountains. This information
considerably heightened my alarm ;

and, not thinking it prudent to remain
in the cottage all night, I went out
into a neighbouring field, and made
my couch of a haj'-stack. Fortunate-
ly for me that I did so ; for early
next morning Denis's cottage under-
went another search.

For two days nothing was heard
through the surrounding hills but the
clangour of bugles, and the shouts of
soldiers; while I kept continually
shifting my quarters to avoid the
search that was making after me. On
the night of the second day, I fell in,

once more, with Captain Dwyer, un-
der whose protection I removed more
to the South. Denis having reported
that I had sailed for England, my pur-
suers relaxed in their industry ; and,
after being the companion of a moun-
tain banditti for several days, 1 paid
a kind of experimental visit to father
Kavanagh, whom I had seen once or
twice at Castle —— . The worthy
priest received me with the utmost
kindness, and informed me, that he
had only just returned from ad-
ministering to my uncle the last
rites of the church; for, though
the poor old man bore the death
of his eldest son with becoming
fortitude, he had sunk under the im-
puted disgrace which Malachy had
brought upon his family, it being
currently reported my cousin had
given information to government,
though no one could substantiate the
charge. Father Kavanagh was loud
in his reprobation of Malachy ; and,
having a kind of secret chamber, he
requested of me to become his guest.
I gladly embraced his proposal,
and continued his inmate for some
time. Orercome by au.viety, I at

length ventured to make the Exile
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acquainted witli my place of conceal-

ineiit. That gentleman, on receipt

of my note, hastened to me, and by
his cheerfulness and conversation

contributed greatly to console me :

he recommended a speedy departure

from the kingdom, and kindly under-

took to provide the means. Respect-

ing the fate of poor Emmet, he spoke
vaguely, and seemed to think that he
had no chance of escaping an igno-

minious death. Previous to taking

his departure, he promised that I

should hear from him when he had
succeeded in making the proper ar-

rangements for my departure from
Ireland, and, from his confident man-
ner, I had little doubt that the hour
of my deliverance was at hand.

For three days I suffered all the

horrors of suspense, but on the fourth

a letter arrived ; it was from my kind
friend the Exile, and informed me
that the captain of a merchant vessel

then lying at Wexford had instruc-

tions to convey me to Lisbon. He
then made some reflections on the ne-

cessity of fortitude, counselled me to

bear up against misfortune with firm-

ness, and used all those arguments
which humane persons, think neces-

sary to prepare a friend for some
unexpected calamity. ' Be not alarm-

ed,' he continued ;
' I have melan-

choly intelligence to communicate : I

have just returned from one of those

scenes which fill the soul with awe
and melancholy, and leave upon the

mind an eternal impression of regret

and sorrow. Robert Emmet, the
lofty-minded patriot—the amiable en-
thusiast—the warm-hearted friend,

and ardent lover, is no more ! The
hand of the executioner has extin-

guished the fire and energy of that

soul, which burned for his country's

good ; and that tongue, of the purest

and sublimest eloquence, is now for

ever mute. Mistaken youth ! thy

death has been ignominious ; but in

thy fate there has been so much that

challenges attention and excites re-

gret, that the felon's destiny shall

neither deprive thy memory of sym-
pathy nor thy name of immortality

!

Thy views were doubtless erroneous,
but thy intentions I believe were ho-
nest ; at all events thy short career
warrants the supposition, and let

us not uncharitably conclude other-

wise.

* He died as he lived, with heroic
fearlessness, and decent fortitude.

There was no way to save him. The
violated laws required to be appeased,
and the government has only done its

duty. The amiable, though enthu-
siastic Emmet, however, I hope has
not died in vain ; our rulers must
learn from his history that a people
without confidence, is a moral Hydra,
never to be deprived of the means of
doing mischief. The head of one
rebellion is no sooner lopped off

than another is generated. The
Hercules, who is to annihilate the

monster, can only be found in that

act of wisdom and justice, which is to

reconcile the people to their rulers,

by making them Jreemen.'
The fate of Robert Emmet demand-

ed something more than tears, and,
unprofitable as these may have been,
I have continued to offer them still

to his memory. But let my private

sorrows pass; history one day will do
him justice, I have thrown my 7nite

into the scale in which his reputation
yet trembles ; and, inadequate as that
may be, it is sincere and impartial.
All ye who knew him in * his hour
of pride,' go and do likewise.

My task is now concluded : the
world has been made acquainted with
the extent of my crime ; but " all

my sufferings none can know." On
these, however, I do not mean to

dwell ; for, happily, years of tranquil
pleasures have nearly effaced the re-

membrance of them from my mind.
After three years spent on the Con-
tinent I returned to England. A for-

giving father provided in an effectual
manner for my security, and, being no
longer a child of apprehension, I paid,
after some time, a visit to Ireland.
Castle 1 found in ruins—Malachy
had joined the army, and died in the
West Indies—Denis Howlandl found
fondly anticipating another rebellion
—and all my friends at Elmgrove
were as happy as virtue and inde-

pendence could make them. Eliza, I

thought, looked more lovely than
ever, and in an evening or two I per-
suaded her that we were destined for
each other. She did not hesitate to

believe me, and still thinks I was
right : half a dozen little ones hold
the same opinion, and what more
could even a republican like mc
desire? (jodfrey K n.
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A midsummeh-dat's dream.

The storms are past, and the tempests are o'er.
And Spring has let burst from his nursery store
His emerald gems and his crocus flowers.
And watered the earth with his pearly showers.*
I have wandered awhile in the woodland shade
Through paths that the foot of some Dryad has made^
As she trips to her own oak-tree at e'en.

Braiding her dark-brown hair
With the fairy-flax and the ivy green.
And the delicate hair-bell woven between.
On a brow that might compare

With the marble that comes from the Grecian sea.
When 'tis carved by the chisel of Italy !

My senses are wild, and my brain is riven,
And my fancy has strayed to the fields of heaven—
I can picture the bodiless nations that fly.

And, undying, disport through the glorious sky—
The gauze-mantled sylph ! I can hear him sing.
As he drops perfume from his butterfly wing

—

As he clings in air to the spider's thread.
Or wearied reclines on his cobweb bed.
Some hurl on high their innocuous spears.
And silvery voices keep tune with the spheres

;

And Love fleeth past in the shape of a bee.
Borne on a filmy winglet.

And e'en in those regions of heavenly glee
Outdarts a tiny stinglet.

My soul is afar in the realms of air.

And mine eye is fixed on the tournaments there.
Though the earth is so verdant, so joyous, and fair!

How sweet 'tis to rest on a green mossy stone.
Where one timorous sunbeam peeps in alone.
With a mild and softened lustre.

Through the chestnut leaves and the beechen boughs.
And the arch where the yellow laburnum strews
Each fair fantastic cluster.

When the slender Zephyr his pinion unfurls.
And breathes so sweet in their golden curls !

—

But the sun is high in the heavens to-day.
And splendour rides the beam.

And glittering sights in bright array
Provoke a golden dream !

I take a path to meadows green

—

A path, that winds two rows between

—

Two rows of thorn quick and brier
In Nature's errant wild attire

;

Not trimmed and spruce, as 'twere to vie

In mimic lines with masonry
;

Nor cropped, nor squared, nor dressed, nor shorn.
But on the breeze in streamers borne.
Around me wave such banners green.
And such the rows I walk between.

And now—this solitary lane
Admits me to an open plain.
A lovely hill swells on before.
Still glistering with the morning hoar.
Like a beauty's breast, where one could lay
A gentle check the live-long day,
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And, ' basking i' the sun,' could lie.

Dreaming of love and Paradi'.

And lives the man who would not rest

Upon such beauty's snowy breast ?

If such there be, let him refuse

Sleep's gentle beck on pearly dews.

Where morn's scented gales are blowing.

And buds and bells in myriads growing

With the taper rush in the velvet sod.

Where the foot of man has so seldom trod
;

And afar the furze in ' green and gold'—

lerne's* livery of old

—

Y-guarded by its watchful thorn.

Emblem of vengeance, wrath, and scorn ;

—

And above, from a little cavern dim,

A mountain stream is rushing ;

And below, o'er a granite basin's brim.

The yellow wave is gushing !

—

On such a couch—on such a day

—

Will not old Sleep assert his sway ?

Will not he lay his leaden rod

In slumb'rous influence over

Eye of king or demi-god.

Philosopher or lover ?

I therefore do as I am bid.

And own the god of the dreamy bed.

# « « *

I dreamt—and it was a curious dream

—

Full in my view the vision stood ;

And the types of three great states did seem

To strive for the masterhood.

The voice of the Jirst was rugged and hoarse.

For she spake in a northern tongue ;

Her eye was wild and her features coarse.

And her biting satire stung.
' Judge me. Impartial,' she sternly cried.

And fiercely she shook her spears

—

• Judge me, and say, shall my mountain pride

—

The glory of heroes in battle that died.

When they fought and fell by their mother's side

—

Shall it yield as if moved with fears ?

Shall it yield and bow to a purse-proud dame ?

Proud only of gold and of ocean fame.

Which sordid merchants won.

Whilst I—where torrent with whirlwind rages

—

Found honour in the red blood of ages.

Since the first course of the sun 1'

The second was a pompous dame.

And with conscious worth she smiling came :

' My neighbour, fair sir, is untutored still,

As rugged and barren and wild as the hill.

Where she grew of yore, and where still she grows,-

Oh ! how unlike to the perfumed rose.

That blushes and blooms in the cultured bed.

And hangs her proudly modest head
;

Judge thou between them, and say should not she

In the triple alliance the furthermost be ?'

* Ireland.
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The first was the Thistle, and this was the Rose,
When thirdly the green- mantled Shamrock arose.

Her form was light, and her eye'was bright,

Though a tear stood trembling there
;

But her wan cheek showed that the by-gone night
Had been one of watching and care.

Yet her voice was sweet, and a gentle sigh
Heaved the white girdle that bound her.

As she dashed the tear from her sparkling eye.
And drew her green mantle around her.

* And shall I be injured and slighted for ever
By those who should cherish and heed me ?

And must every honest and zealous endeavour
Be made but to hurt or impede me ?

Oh ! my woes were so many, my friends were afraid

To lend a hand in my danger

;

For cruelly deep were the wounds that were made
By the sword of the Sassenah* stranger.

But the past I forgive, though posterity late

Will remember the deeds of the foeman.
And will scoff with the scorn, and brand with the hate.

That we now bestow on the Roman.f
My children are eager to cast off a yoke

Placed there by the tyrant and spoiler ;

And for Erin though Wisdom and Liberty spoke.
Yet did Bigotry start up to foil her.

For my sons—I am pleased with the part that they bore.
And I'd mention my favourite's story ;

But you've heard of his name, so I need not say More,
As I leave that to fame and to glory !'

She ceased, and I should then have spoken.
But the silence of the air was broken
By a noble and commanding tongue ;

And loud, but sweet, these accents rung :

—

* Albion, beware ! Thou couldst not stand
One little year or month or hour.

Without Hibernia's conquering hand,
'Gainst jealous Europe's allied power. ,

Wild Ali>ion| too can boast her dead.

When Britain slew and Gallia bled.

With her king-hero at her head !

But the three sisters, side by side.

Shall in a Georgian knot be tied.

No Alexander— son of Thunder

—

Shall ever slyly cut in sunder
A knot that will not burst or break
When England's blood-red cannon speak.

As they send their ' winged words' before

Wiiree the foe lies weltering in his gore.

But—each must vain contention smother.

For each is equal to the other.

And none above—as Erin's gem.
Three leaves alike on one fair stem.
So shall ye blast Verona's " holiest" wiles;

Thus speaks the Genius of the British Isles !'

Here a rude Zephyr with his pinion

Released me from old Sleep's dominion. R.

* Saxon. t Nero, &c. ^ Scotland.
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PARIS SKETCHES.

The following lively sketches are

by the ingenious M. de Kock, who
has already distinguished himself, in

the literature of France, by several

romances of merit. It is by no means
uncommon to find, amon^ the best

writers of France, even in happier

times than the present, that they have
shone most in their slighter efforts

;

and there seems to be something in

the French genius of the present day
which forbids any continuous or

lengthened production.

The periodical papers, (which are

much more numerous in the French
metropolis than in ours,) contain fre-

quently essays which are full of bril-

liancy and point ; but, as they are

always of a merely local nature and
interest, no one, out of the meridian

of Paris, cares for them, nor are

they ever translated in the jour-

nals of our own country. They,
nevertheless, possess considerable

merit ; and, under the favour of

some of the great powers who lead

the public opinion in matters of taste

as well as in politics, we think that

they might now and then find space for

some of the effusions—frivolous if

they will, but still pleasing—of the

French litterateurs of the lower forms.

We are, at least, sure that if the taste

of our readers resembles, as we fondly

imagine it does, our own, they would
rather read a description of living

manners than the most disastrous

accidents—the most sanguinary mur-
der—or the most exciting case of con-
jugal infidelity, that ever the fertile

imagination of a newsmonger has yet

invented for their amusement. Im-
pressed with this sentiment, we pro-

pose to exhibit to them some of M. de
Kock's Sketches, which have the

merit of being faithful resemblances

of Parisian manners ; and, perhaps,

the more interesting, because they are

rather those of ordinary life. With
us (and in France it is the same) as

soon as an author gets, by any means,

into vogue, he becomes astonishingly

genteel, and condescends to draw
from none but the privileged classes,

the very supreme bon genre. The
Hermit in Paris chooses the Chaussee
d'Antin for his retirement ; and Theo-
dore Hook, and Mr. Croker, deal only
with aristocrats and fashionables, as

if they a1)horred any thing that couM
remind them of the vulgarity of their

origin. The effort is in vain ; the

contrivance is one which every body
sees through : a poor scribbler may
give himself as many airs as he will; a

successful intriguer may parade, like

* Tom Errand in Beau Clincher's clothes
;'

a farce-writer, whose * occupation's

gone,' may affect to repay the con-

tempt of all the world, by throwing

back his own scorn at all that is best

in it ; but still their natural lowness

sticks to them ; the homeliness of

their nature will no more rub off than

the complexion of an African. " Let
them paint an inch thick," and still

this colour predominates.

M. de Kock is not of this cast—he
is content to be lowly ; and he knows
that there is as much amusement (we
think much more) to be obtained

from the habits and customs of or-

dinary life, as from those of a more
exalted tone. For ourselves, we
have an old-fashioned notion that
* Tom Jones,' and ' Roderick Ran-
dom,' and such like low productions,

are worth a countless quantity of
* Sayings and Doings,' and all the

best things that ever Mr. Croker ven-

tured to write in the ' John Bull.' We
are in the habit of looking to the

humbler walks of society for amuse-
ment, leaving to the higher ones the

task of improving and instructing (if

they can) those whom they pretend

to excel in all human virtue and dig-

nity.

This feeling has made us look with

pleasure at M. de Kock's Sketches;

and, as the reading public of Great

Britain cannot but feel interested in

the manners of their neighbours, we
have resolved to transfer some of the

portraits from his pages to our own.
We shall begin with his pen and ink

drawing of

THE BOULEVARDS.

No city in the world possesses a

promenade so beautiful, so extensive,

and so varied, as the long succession

of boulevards in Paris. It is a per-

petual fair—a living panorama

—

where the reflective observer may see,

passing in review before him, all the

different classes of society ; and may
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learn tho maftners, the dress, and the
ordinary customs of each qxiarter of

tlie city ; for you must understand
that there is a world of difference be-

tween the inhabitants of the Boule-
vard Italien and those of the Pont
aux Choux; between tlie promenad-
ers of Coblentz and those of the

Turkish Garden.
At eight o'clock in the morning

every thing is in motion on the Boule-
vards of the Temple. The shops are

opened ; the goods displayed ; the

masters are walking out ; the cooks
are going to market ; and tlie artisans

are going to fetcli or to carry home
their work. I walk on to the Porte
8aint Denis, and already the scene is

changed. There no one yet thinks
of rising. I go on to the Boulevard de
la Madeleine, where tlie most perfect

calm prevails. Every body is asleep.

Life is not the same thing here as m
the (juarter we have quitted ; and
the day commences at the Chaussee
d'Antin at least three hours later than
in the Marais.

I enter a coffee-house, which is just

opened : the waiters look at me with
astonishment ; l)reakfast will not be
ready here for the next two or three

hours. At noon the fashionable peo-

ple begin to appear; the shops glit-

ter, cabriolets roll, and every thing

appears animated. The world of

fashion is awake, and now hastens to

this quarter,which may be considered

as the capital of its empire. At three

o'clock the promenade is delightful

:

people come to show their new
dresses, the elegance which has pre-

sided over their toilettes, and an air

of splendour prevails throughout,

which strikes with awe and astonish-

ment the simple citizen of the Fau-
bourg St. Antoine. It is true that the

ladies and gentlemen do seem rather

tired of themselves. The ladies seem
to have more of coquetry than enjoy-

ment ; but they walk so gracefully

—

the unmeaniiig small talk which tliey

utter is said in so agrceaWe a manner—
that I cannot quit. The hours go on :

I enter a coffee-house where these

fashionable folks dine ; but, when I

cast my eyes over the bill of fare

which is presented to me, I perceive

that every thing is treated upon much
too grand a scale for me. The potent

figures upon this talisman break the

Vol. i.—No. 10.

spell which has bound me : I make
my exit somewhat sobered;—and now
tlie(promenade is deserted.

I turn my steps backward to the
less fashionable Boulevards, and im-
mediately the difference which I per-

ceive in the air, manners, and dress

of the people I meet, informs me that

I am again entering that part of the

city in which the day begins and
finishes earlier. The artisan walks
about singing, the soldier whistling,

and the young girls looking round on
each side of them, as if they were
seeking something. All the young
people have a kind of business air

;

and by this time the hour of depar-
ture has arrived. But, unlucky event!
the weather is overcast ; the rain be-

gins to fall. The promenaders quicken
their pace, but the big cloud bursts

over them before they can reach a

shelter. The scene becomes busier

;

the husband pulls his wife on hastily,

while she busies herself in scolding

him for having made her put on her
best shawl. That fat matronly lady is

running herself out of breath; and
that younger one is filled with anxiety

for the fate of her beautiful bonnet
and new shoes. The young man, who
has brought his mistress out for a

walk curses the rain, and calls in

vain to every hackney coach that

passes; while that grave person opens
his umbrella of many holes, which
conveniently lets the rain through
upon him.

It was only a summer shower—the

clouds are already gone, and fair

weather shines again. The umbrella
is put down, calm is restored, the

dresses are not much the worse, and
in a quarter of an hour the Boulevards
are as much thronged as if not a drop

had fallen. So necessary is a prome-
nade to many people in Pans : the

old man promenades his recollections,

the young lover his hopes, the author

his project, the opulent man his indo-

lence, the old lady her favourite lap-

dog, the nursery-maid her children,

the coxcomb his" vanity, the coquette

her finest clothes, the Savoyard his

wonderful monkey, the grisette her

black eyes, and the young girl her

waking dreams.
I am now upon the Boulevard du

Temple, where every body seems to

be happy, and where they look at the

3 L
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tricks of a dancing dog, or a juggler,

with as much pleasure at least as they
would have derived from the last new
comedy. Night approaches, the pro-

menaders retire, the crowd becomes
thinner; some few of them remain
about the magic lanterns—some,
however, go home,—all is quiet, and
yet it is only ten o'clock.

Since I am in the way of promenad-
ing, I will go on to Tortoni's. I quit

the good people who end the day with

a song, and soon lose the sound of the

voices of the pretty light-hearted gri-

settes, who are humming the burden
of the last vaudeville they heard at

the Gaite. I proceed to the Chaussee
d'Antin, which I reach about half-past

ten o'clock. The evening is just be-

ginning ; the coffee-houses are glow-
ing with light, and perfectly crowded

;

the promenade is more so than ever.

I enter and call for an ice, and look

on at the billiard-table. The time

passes imperceptibly, and one o'clock

strikes. I go out : the noise has

ceased, the Boulevards are deserted ;

some young men, the last in the room,
at length quit it ; and, as they pass

me, I perceive they are harassed and
tired out with their day's labour. At
length all are gone—but I hear no

one singing.

There is an extremely pleasant and
good-tempered tone of feeling in the

following

HISTORY OF A BOTTLE, RELATED
BY ITSELF

I am nearly fifty years old ; and,

although I am, as Harlequin says,
• rather small for my age,' I have
seen a good deal of the world, have
passed through very ditFerent hands,
and belonged to very strange masters.

I have glittered in the foremost ranks,

and I am reduced now to the very

lowest. Often proud of containing

generous wine, and sometimes mor-
tified at holding only the humblest
Suresne. I have proved every vicissi-

tude of fortune, and I cannot now re-

sist the inclination I feel to relate the

history of my life, in the hope that

my fellow-bottles may profit by my
example.
When I left my paternal mansion,

1 was sold to a dealer, who packed me
up, with many others, very carefully

in straw, and sent me off to the great

city, where I was consigned to a wine-

merchant. He drove a great trade hi

supplying supper and dinner parties
;

and lie filled me immediately with
what he called wine, of his own com-
position.

There were a great many of us filled

with the same stuff, but having dif-

ferent seals. Mine happened to be
green ; for which reason I was se-

lected for a wedding dinner, which
iny master supplied. I saw the folks

dance and laugh wildly, but I Jiap-

pened to be veiy soon emptied ; when
the rogue who had drained me, threw
me very disdainfully at his feet, and I

received a hard knock on this my first

entrance into the world. Filled with
the same wine, but bearing a different

seal, I was soon after sold to a young
girl, whose father was sick.

He was a poor workman, and he
only permitted himself to visit me
occasionally. I languished for a long
time in his cupboard, regretting the
spacious cellar of my first master. At
length I was emptied ; but the poor
sick man had no money to have me
filled agiiin—and he died.

I was sold with the rest of his goods
by a hungry creditor. Bought by a
drunken porter, 1 was filled every
morning with a small kind of wine

;

and my new master emptied me every
evening with a jovial song. This life,

gay as it was, did not last long. I

passed into the hands of a rich man,
who had me filled with an exquisite
kind of Constantia. I was perfectly

intoxicated with this honour. Alas !

my dear brother bottles, ' all is

vanity.' My master often looked at

me, but he could never persuade him-
self to have the wine which 1 held
drunk. I was too precious for any
ordinary occasion. I passed twenty
years of my life in this gloomy cellar,

cursing the Constantia of which I had
before been so proud, and which was
the cause of my being condemned to

exist without seeing the light of the
day.

Death at length carried off my mas-
ter ; and, on the following day, his

heir emptied me, with some of his

friends, in drinking to the old gentle-
man's safe passage into the otherworld.
These gentlemen paid me very high
compliments ; but I v/as too old to be
sensible of their flattery, and was glad
to get rid of the noble dust with which



I had been covered. Soon afterwards

I found myself in a shop, where they

presumed to fill me with beer. This

insult, I confess, was more than I

could endure : I was naturally of a

high spirit, and, to revenge myself, I

forced out my cork. What was the

consequence ? They filled me with

cider ; and, lest worse might ensue, I

restrained my indignation.

One evening I was bought by a lit-

tle maker of artificial flowers, who
was preparing a small entertainment
for her sweetheart. She was so pretty,

and her lover so sincere and so ardent,

that they thought my cider ambrosia.

Delightful eveniiig in which I saw the

picture of perfect felicity; how often

have I remembered it—how often

have I regretted it !

Passing next into the house of a

rich banker, 1 was filled with excel-

lent Burgundy. Often emptied, to be
replenished in due course ; I figured

daily upon a table covered with the

most sumptuous viands. Every thing

about me breathed elegance and gran-

deur—but there was none of the joy-

ous gaiety which prevailed at the lit-

tle supper.

Then my destiny led me to the

house of a gamester : and this was
the saddest of all situations. I some-
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times held wine, but much oftener-
water—the only beverage of the chil-

dren of this man, who passed his life

in the pursuit of fortune. At length
I (juitted his house for that of an old
washer-woman, who filled me with
brandy, and often visited me with her
neighbouring gossips. I was happy
enough here ; the' chatting I heard
amused me ; until one evening, when
they had talked and drunk more than
usual, my mistress, in putting me
back into the cupboard, gave me a
knock against the wall—and I was
starred. This is a wound which you
know is incurable with us ; but, as it

was thought that I might still be use-
ful, they filled me with lamp-oil.

In this condition I await my ulti-
mate destiny. Hitherto my life has
been stormy : may its liistory be use-
ful to you, my brother-bottles ! and
may the splendour of transitory
honours never dazzle you ! For my
own part, I shall ever remember that
the happiest moments of my life have
been those in which I was filled with
nothing better than cider, or very
small wine.

We shall, at a future opportunity,
exhibit some more of these lively

Sketches.

AN IRISH CHRISTMAS FORTY YEARS SINCE.

Christmas comes but once a year.

And when it comes it brings good cheer;

Christmas comes, and so does our mirlh.'

Ay, ay, Mr. Editor, this used

to be the case before the invention

of steam-engines and air-balloons ;

but, since vve have had Mechanics'

Institutions and Ricardo Lectures,

the case is entirely altered. To be

sure, all the great interests of the

nation, as the Chancellor of the

Exchequer observed, are in a flourish-

ing condition ; and Ave are now,

according to Mr. Owen, able to

manufacture enough of cotton cloth

to cover the nakedness of all the

world. Our imports and exports

have been more than quadrupled

within the last thirty years ; and

poor Ireland, if you are to be be-

lieved, has shared in this national

prosperity. At every public dinner,

and every public assembly, we are

in the habit of complimenting one

another on the progress of know-
ledge and civilization among us

;

and Dr. Birkbeck and Mr. Brougham
agree that every advance in science
increases the happiness of the human
species. For the life of me I cannot
help doubting the accuracy of this
assertion ; since I see that the capa-
cities of England for augmenting
her wealth operate like the gift of
Midas ; for, the richer she has grown,
the less her people have got to eat.

In Ireland the same thing has taken
place ; at least one stock of social
happiness has greatly diminished;
for we know Christmas, in the latter
days, only by name. Tiiat festival
is now within a few days' march of
our doors, and I can see no prepa-
ration to welcome it ; no brewings,
bakings, or scourings, going on. The
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hearts of the people seem as ffloomy

and frigid as the season, ana I am
doomed to witness another Christmas
divested of all those attractions,

which, even in anticipation, used
to make my heart leap with joy
for three months before. All is

now cold, chill., and formal ; vulgar
occupations are no longer suspend-
ed on the approach of this once-
happy season; and even the re-

ligious ceremonies, on these occa-
sions, have undergone some alter-

ations. It used not to be so ; but
then we had no Farm Societies, no
premiums for encouraging the breed
of hogs ; we had neither wool fairs

nor fecotch husbandry amongst us,

and no one had the temerity to pro-
claim that a poor man should not
cultivate his little farm. All then
was truly Irish ; our ploughs, har-

rows, and pitch-forks, were Irish
;

our cows, pigs, and horses, were
Irish ; and, what is more, our hospi-

tality was really Irish

These were the times to live in

;

and in these times I had the good
fortune to make my debut on the

stage of life. JMy father was a sub-
stantial farmer, and lived in the low
thatched house which his great

grandsirc had erected a century
before, in the little valley which is

on the right-hand side of the road
that runs from Wexford to Banuow.
The person who writes the supersti-

tious articles hi your Magazine will

direct you to the house whenever
OB may choose to pass that way, as

I

rosy countenance bore evidence to

the goodness of my mother's ale.

Every part of his dress bespoke ease

and independence, while the silver

buckles, horji-headed staff, and fair

round belly, shewed that he was a

man of rustic consequence. At cha-

pel he occupied the most prominent
matt,f on the left-hand side of the

altar ; and his name headed the

priest's list whenever a charitable

collection was to have been made.
Such a man, you may be sure, was
looked up to by his neighbours with

somewhat of reverence ; and, of

course, he was not a little formal in

all his proceedings. But, above all,

he prided himself in following the

hospitable example of his father. In
addition to half a score of vagrants,

he had daily to supply the wants of

as many visitors; for, as there was no

Eublic inn in that part of the country,

is house served all the purposes of

an ancient Bctagh, an hotel where
the guest paid nothing for his enter-

tainment : the friend and stranger

were equally welcome ; for it was
the good man's boast that none ever

left his door either dry or hungry.
Though hospitality was thus with

him a kmd of sentiment, still there

were particular seasons in which it

was considered obligatory—in which
it blended itself with religion, and
became, as it were, a sacred rite,

hallowed !»y prescription. Christmas
was one of these : indeed it was the

principal one, and busy and solemn
were the accustomed preparations

e^ seems familiar with every part of for this annual festival. My father's

this country. Indeed, I suspected he
must have once filled the situation of a
blind beggar-man's pilot; how else

could he have picked up all the
queer stories he has sent you?*
My father was the * noblest work

of God*— he was ah honest man'

—

conduct, though chiefly regulated by
habit, was yet in perfect accordance
with those vulgar, but sage maxims,
which supersede the use of ethical

studies among the bulk of mankind.
For almost every day in the year,

and for nearly every possible situa-

he was genuine home manufac- tion in life, he had a trite saying : one
ture, and was clothed in the same
material; but still there was no-
thing coarse about him. His ve-

nerable locks were combed back-
wards, and displayed a thoughtful
and capacious forehead ; and his

of these 1 remember well, for it prog-
nosticated bustle, and was big with
expectation : it was this

—

' Know ye all, thai St. Thomas tiivine

Is for baliing, and brewing, and killing of

swiue.'

• We hope our correspondent is not serious; if he be, we are the last who
should give publicitv to his insinuation.

—

Editor.

t A matt was a kind of straw mattress, laid on the ground, for the puri)ose of kneel-

ing on. These have gone out of fashion. We have now three galleries, two of wliich

are occupied exclusively by the better 3i>rj of peopte ; for vanity has found its way to

Katbangan

.
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It was but seldom, however, that

such multifarious duties as are here

indicated were protracted to so late

a period as St. Thomas's Day. The
l)rewin(^, at least, was always iinish-

ed six weeks Iiefore, and the black

and white puddings, which lined the

capacious chimney, showed that the

pig had been for some time in salt.

Koast beef being an indispensable

dish on a Christmas Day, the heifer

or bullock was never slaughtered

until about three days before ; and,

of course, the saint's day was always

a busy one. On Christmas Eve the

oven was usually heated ; and thus

expectation was kept on tiptoe until

the arrival of this season of gladness

and festivity.

Let Mrs. Trimmer say what she

pleases, the life of a school-boy is

not an enviable one ; so at least I

once thought, and so I fancy thought

most boys on the approach of Christ-

mas. Buonaparte, in his most am-
bitious hours, when devising plans

for the subjugation of Europe, never

experienced greater anxiety than I

did when about to propose a barring-

out to my school-fellows : and such

was our desire of being freed from
restraint, that we generally attempt-

ed this coup-de-main at least six clear

weeks before the proper time. Un-
fortunately the enterprise generally

miscarried, not from want of una-

nimity among ourselves ; but from
the numerous facilities of ingress

which an Irish academy in country

parts afforded a • lean and slippered'

pedagogue. The hour, at length,

however, came ; and our young minds
expatiated on the boundless joys .af-

forded by twelve successive holydays.

Many were the complaints of mo-
ther and maids at the event which re-

stored me to home on Christmas

Eve. Amidst the bustle and activity

which then usually prevailed, I was a

constant stumbling-block. My mo-
ther hit against me on her way to the

parlour ; my grandmamma, a collough

of eighty, fell over me as she ran to

rock the cradle ; and Betsey was upset

by my hurley, with a keeler of cream
between her hands. Still I held my
ground. I had my cake in the oven ;

and, until \\\q peeler (not a policeman)
drew it from the heated orifice, neither

kicks nor cuffs—neither words nor

blows—could force me from the scene

of action. But, my bread' once but-
tered, I became useful. I cut the
hemlock which polished the pe\vter
dishes ; caught the fowl which were
to be sacrificed to the season ; and
sifted the gritty sand over the parlour
floor. Nay, more ; I kept the pigs at

a respectful distance from the dairy
door ; and drew ale for my father

when he was thirsty. At length, com-
plimented as a good boy, I obtained
permission to sit down by the parlour
fire, where I generally waited in

patient expectation of the hour whfti
the confusion was to subside, and the
cessation of toil and labour proclaim
that the preparations had been con-
cluded. Then, indeed, I would feel

that Christmas had commenced. For
an hour or two the blazing turf fire

in the kitchen was the point of attrac-

tion ; and unsparing was the broad
mirth which there prevailed. Reli-
gion, however,* would interpose its

authoi'ity. The house bold would be
commanded to prepare for the mid-
night Mass; for none would think of
sleep on so solemn an hour. By
eleven o'clock the whole family ;kvould

be apparelled in their best clothes,

and, soon after, proceed to the house
of prayer.

I have stood beneath the dome of
St. Peter's, and knelt on the floor of
that holy edifice, when the Pope, in
all the pomp of Catholicity, officiated,

but never felt that spiritual delight,
that hallowed devotion, and that
pure and ardent zeal, which used to

fill my very soul with ecstacy in the
little thatched chapel at Rathangan.
Years nor absence have not been able
to efface from my recollection any
thing connected with this primitive
temple. I think I see itshumlde roof
—with a wooden cross stuck in the

gable-end—before me, as it once stood
on the right-hand side of the road.

How often have I wondered at the

crowds which used to surround it be-

fore Mass on a Sunday ! and how nim-
bly did I often run, on hearing the

tinkling of the little bell from the

green paddock behind it, in the hope
of securing a place near to the altar

before the people rushed in ! Its in-

terior exhil)ited many proofs of the
religion professed by its frecjuenters.

The little painted altar—the crucifix

—the holy water-pots—and the twelve
stations—clearly indicated a place of
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Catholic worsliip ; and, though it discontinued ; and I am sorry for it,

wanted the pealing organ, the Gothic Were it only for the custom—for the

windows, and the painted ceiling of associations connected with them—
more splendid edifices— I question if they ought still to be persevered in

Heaven has ever listened to sincerer

prayers than those addressed from

this lowly chapel. Pure zeal and ar-

dent piety characterized its congrega-

tion ; for they were simple and igno-

rant. Ay,— start not, ye Biblicals

—

they were profoundly ignorant of

—

EVIL !

Although the chapel of Rathangan
was always calculated for inspiring

devotion, it was at a midnight (-hrist-

nias Mass that its influence was more
immediately felt. The ' dim religious

light,' shed from the fe\v economical

candles that were burning, added to

Piety could not object to them ; and,
—but that's true—you are, I under-
stand, a follower of John Black's in-

tellectual creed—a Protestant, and,
of course, you know nothing about
the matter. Let me, therefore, intro-

duce you, sans ceremonie, to a Christ-

mas morning.
Returned from chapel ere day-light

(like a coy maiden) has peeped from
her eastern curtains, the house is filled

with friends, followers, and neigh-

bours. ' A happy Christmas,' is the

morning salutation ; and then follows

the substantial breakfast. The brown

the solemnity of the hour,- and the loaf—half barley, half wheaten—is

clinking of the beads, as they were cut up in triangular junks ; the foam-

piously counted, sometimes tended to ing tankard stands upon the table
;

show the holy stillness which reigned and the guests crowd upon each other,

around. Not unfrequently, however. More has been consumed on such a

the storm raged without ; and, at such morning than would make insolvents

times, a mi(inight Mass was truly im- of half our modern farmers ; and yet

pressive. I have heard many a one ;

and never yet left the house of God,
on such occasions, without feeling

myself elevated, as it were, above the

cares of mortality. The last time 1

attended Rathangan, a bishop. Dr.

Staflbrd,* ufliciated ; and, as usual,

we had the Christmas carols suni

our fatliers wore frize coats and felt

hats, and knew nothing of Scotch
husbandry.

But the dinner, sir, the dinner, was
the opus jiiagnum. Bacon and cutlin

pudding, roast beef,boiled beef, ducks,
chickens, pullets, and turkeys, with a
string of tt cateras as long as a

Talk not of the ' Messiah' of Handel; plough-chain. ' Like masterlike man'
was the order of the day. Guests
there were none ; for who would
dine from home on a Christmas Day ?

Oh ! sir, those were the times ! Hun-
ger was then confined to your pesti-

lential cities ; for the peasantry, at

least the Irish peasantry, knew
nothing of it. The evening, you may
be sure, was devoted ' to mirth and

for my part I never heard any thing

half so sublime as the carol which

three brothers used to sing, at mid-

night Mass, commencing thus :

—

' Tlie darkest midnight in December,
Great cause we have all to remember !

Tlie Babe wlio on this night vi as born.

'

These midnight Masses have been

* He was the titular bisiiop of Fern^, and resided in this parisli. Some years after-

wards he was killed by a fall from his liorse. An anecdote, to the truth of wliich I can

bear witness, will exeni[;lifv liie primeval simplicity of his ciiaracter, as well as the

character of the people, at this comparatively recent period. One of his parisliioners

having had some money left lo him by a friend, who died in the West Indies, was

under the necessity of going to Dublin to receive it. At first the lionest farmer hesi-

tated, and considered with himself whether he had not better forego his claim to the

jiroperty than venture on such a journey. The advice of friends, however, prevailed
;

and, after six months' preparation, he resolved to set out. Previous to his doing so, the

tood bishop addressed the congregation from the altar—informed them of the enter-

prise on which their old neighbour was bent—and concluded his exhortation by implor-

ing their prayers for the safe return of the farmer. Tiie distance from Rathangan to

Dublin was scarcely seventy miles.

Such «as the isolated situation of this part of the kingdom at that time, lliat the peo-

ple knew nothing of the penal laws—not even by name. 1 can declare most solemnly

that I never heard of them—never heard my father, or any other old man, allude to

them— until I left that part of the country. The peasantry had some vague notions of

wars and couliscations ; but they knew nothing distinctly, except that Protestants had

obtained the mastership.
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brown ale ;' and ' the wren—the wren,
the kinu' of all birds,'—ushered in St.

Stephen's Day. But the mummers
were the point of attraction. Their
first performance always took place

in a field adjoining the chapel on this

day ; and, when a boy, the pleasure I

felt at witnessing the sport was consi-

derably damped by the terror which
the attendant clouns inspired. It

was, however, I must confess, not-

withstanding the presence of Darby
and Joan, a pleasing sight to see

twelve athletic young men, dressed
out in ribands and silk-handkerchiefs,

go through their artful evolutions for

the purpose of pleasing the crowd.
You must not judge of our mummers
by the buffoons who exhibit on St. Ste-

phen's Day in your streets ; for theirs

was no mercenary motive. They ac-

cepted of nothing but an invitation to

dinner or supper ; and their company
was an honour which was conferred

only upon a select few. My father's

house was the first they usually visit-

ed ; and, on this occasion, the ould

black oak table ' groaned with the

weight of the feast.' Whiskey flowed

in goblet^ brimming full, and the rich

ales sparkled even through the opa-

city of earthen bowls. But eating

and drinking gave lue little care

;

my time was always sufficiently

occupied in laughing at the wit

of Darby and Joan. Nothing, I

thought, could be finer than that of

presenting the captain with a dish of

ashes for sturabout, and then stick-

ing a live coal in it as a substitute for

butter. Perhaps these things then

delighted, because I was young and
unsophisticated. There may be some
truth in this ; but surely those cus-

toms and profusions, however rude,

which made all happy, should not be
thoughtlessly condemned. Our pea-

santry, forty years since, evinced in

their moral and boisterous conduct a
total exemption from grinding
poverty ; and the absence of care may
be inferred from the fact, that the
twelve days of Christmas were then an
uninterrupted jubilee, during which
no profane work was done. The time
was devoted to mumming, hurling,

and dancing. Every door stood open,
and every table \vas covered with
abundance. * Drink and depart' is

the injunction usually written over an
oriental fountain; but in Ireland it

was ' Stop and regale yourself.'

My paper is almost exhausted, and
I have not room to tell you how the
remainder of Christmas was spent in

my paternal home. Enough, how-
ever, is here stated to show, that our
' rude forefathers' were much happier
than their degenerate sons ; and I

think an association formed for the

purpose of restoring ancient manners,
ancient customs, and, above all, an
Irish Christmas of forty years since,

would be of incalculable service to this

suffering country. I speak feelingly

on this subject. After an absence of
two score years, I have returned to

the land of my fathers ; but, instead

of finding, as I expected, Christmas
such as I left it, what has been my
surprise to find hardly a trace of it ?

My brother sneers at, and has de-

parted from, his father's system. He
h&.s got Scotch ploughs, and Scotch
ploughmen ; Leicester ewes, and
Dutch cows ; yet, after all, he is not
able to keep Christmas such as his

father kept it. Still he talks- of arts

and science—the improvement in

navigation and agriculture ; but curse

upon all these, say I, if they have only

tended to banish an ancient Christmas
from the land.

Roleen. Mon Stafford.

* We derive the name and practice oi mumming from our English ancestors; for we
are all Sirongbonians. Muniiuers were common in England until within the last

forty years, if not even later ; and that we borrowed the paslime iVora thence is evi-

dent from the names of the dramatis pentnice. St. George is one of the most prominent

characters ; and, though we had a St. Patricic, lie was a mere walking gentleman, for he

had but little to do. Our neiglibours of Munsler, according to Mr.Croker, have mummers
at May Day. With us they exhibit only at Christmas. Indeed I suspect that Mr.
Croker has applied an English name to an Irisii custom ; for it does not appear that the

Munster mununers perform in character. Mummer, according to Johnson, is derived

from tiie Danish mitmme, whicli signifies a masker, or one who performs frolics in a

personated dress. The company generally consisted of twelve persons, and were
cliosen from among the most respectable and active young men in the parish. The
custom, however, is rapidly falling into disuse.
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KELLY'S IIEWINISCENCUS.*

,'er, probably, since "Ot be very important to the public

the world, ii period to know that. Mr. Kelly's father and
mother lived in Dublin ; and that our
author being- destined for the musical
profession, received as good a prepa-
ratory education as could be got for

him in Ireland ; after which he uas
sent to Naples. He pursued his

studies upon the Continent under
various masters ; and he does not
omit to hint frcciuently, Avith that mo-

There was nev

the beginning- of

to which Horace's docti indoctlquc

scribitiius could be more Just applied

than this in which we live. Every
body writes memoirs ; and even such
persons as James Hardy Vaux, the

pickpocket, and Harriette Wilson,
the—what must not be mentioned

—

put in their claim to live in after-ages.

While such persons are the chroni
clers of their own fame, we see no f^-^^i/ f^^r which their foes say our

reason that Mr. Michael Kelly should
not also detail to the public all the

important matters which he has seen,

or said, or sung, from his first appear-
ance on the world's stage to the pre-

sent time ; when, in the common

countrymen are to remarkable, that

he was universally applauded.

—

^^ hether this were so or not he knows
much better than we do ; but we must
condole with hiin upon the inferiority

of British miisica! connoisseurs, when
course of nature, he is perhaps soon compared with those of the Continent,

to quit it for ever. Artists of every hecause we never heard that Mr.
description are, from the nature of Kelly stood very high indeed in the

their lives, thrown into busy and estimation of the latter. He was

varied scenes, and have opportunities considered a pretty good playhouse

of obsc^rving characters which are de- singer, and nothing more. However,

nied to persons of more fixed and re- ^^I'^t is m<)re to our immediate pur-

gular habits. Their wits (such as they pose is, that while at Vienna he be-

ai"e,) are kept in constant exercise;

and even the dullest wits will polish

by frcfjuent rubbing. Actors, more
than any others, are a proof of the

truth of this observation. The daily

babit of saying the fine things which
authors put into their mouths makes
them have a relish of wit iu them-
selves—like the wine-casks, which,
though empty, retain the flavour of
the generous liquor that has been
poured into them ; or like the horse-
hair bags in which the Jews sweat
guineas, and to which constant shak-
ing makes some portion of the pre-

came acquainted with the great Mo-
zart, of whom he gives the following
description :

—

' He was a reiiiiirkablj' small man, very
tl)ia and pale, wiili a profusion of fine fair

hair, of which he was rather vain. He gave
me a cordial invitation to his house, of
wliicli 1 availed myself, and passed a great
]iart of my time there. He always received
me with kindness and hospitality. He was
remarkably fond of punch, of wiiicli beve-
rage i have seen him take copious draughts.
He was also fond of billiards, and had an
excellent billiard-table in his house. Many
and many a game liave I played with him,
but always came off second best. He gave

cious metal adhere. Such a bag, or Sunday concerts, at which, I never was

such a cask, is Mr. Kelly ; who has ""^*'"g- »>-' "^^ kind-hearted, and always

just made himself the author of two
volumes of memoirs. Because he has
lived in strange times, and seen some
extraordinary persons, his stories are

not uninteresting ; but, for any merit
of his own, he is as empty as either of
the vessels w'e have been talking of.

For this reason, in giving our readers

a notion of such parts of his work as

may be amusing to them, we shall

take the liberty of overlooking the
author as much as possible. It can-

ready to oblige, but so very particular,

when he played, that, if the slightest noise

were made, he instantly left off.'

Mr. Kelly was present at the first

representation of Mozart's ' Nozze
di Figaro,' and gives a striking and
interesting account of it. We must
confess that we are obliged to envy
him the treat which this must have
been.

' Paesiello's Baibiere di Siviglia, which
he composed in Russia, and brought with
him to Vienn.i, was got up ; Signor Man-

'* Reminiscences of Michael Kelly, of the King's Theatre, and Theatre Rnyal Driiry
Lane, including a period of nearly half a century; with original Anecdotes of many
distinguished Persons, Political, Lucrary, and Musical; in two vols. Henry Colburn.
London, 1825.
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dini and I played the part of Count Alma-
viva alternately ; Storace was the Rosina.

There were three operas now on the tapis,

one by Regini, another by Salieri (the

Grottoof Trophonius), and one by Mozart,

by special command of the emperor, Mo-
zart chose to have Beaumarchais' French

comedy, " Le Mariage de Figaro," made
into an Italian opera, which was done with

great ability, by Da Ponte These tiiree

pieces were nearly ready for representa-

tion at the same time, and each composer

claimed the rigiu of producing his opera

for the first. The contest raised much dis-

cord, and par(ies were formed. The cha-

racters of the three men were all very dif-

ferent. Mozart was as touchy as gun-

powder, and swore he would put the score

of his opera into the fire if it was not pro-

duced first ; his claim was backed by a

strong party : on the contrary, Regini was

woiking like a mole in the dark to get pre-

cedence.
' The third c-mdidate was Maestro di

Cappella to the court, a clever shrewd man,

possessed of what Bacon called crooked

wisdom, and his claims were backed by

three of the principal performers, who
formed a cabal not easily put down. Every

one of the opera company to')k part in the

contest. I alone was a stickler for Mozart,

and naturally enough, for he had a claim

on my warmest wishes, from my adoration

of his powerful genius, and the debt of

gratitude I owed him, for many personal

favours.
' The mighty contest was put an end to

by his majesty issuing a mandate for Mo-
zart's " Nozze di Figaro," to be instantly

put into rehearsal; and none more than

Michael O'Kelly, enjoyed the little great

man's triumph over his nvals.

' Of all the performers in this opera at

that time, hut one survives—myself. It

was allowed that never was opera stronger

cast. I have seen it performed at different

periods in uther countries, and well too, but

no more to compare with its original per-

formance than light is to darkness. All the

original performeis had the advantage of

the instruction of the composer, who trans-

fused into their unnds liis inspired mean-

ing. I never shall forget his little animat-

ed countenance, when lighted up with the

glowing rays of genius ;—it is as impossible

to describe it, as it would be to paint sun-

beams.
• I called on him one evening, he said

to me, " I have just finished a little duet

for my opera, you shall hear it." He sat

down to the piano, and we sang it. I was

delighted with it, and the musical world

will give me credit for being so, when I

mention the duet, sung by Count Almaviva

and Susan, " Crudel perche finora tarmi

Vol. I.—No 10.

languire cnsi." A more delicious morceau
never was per\ned by man, and it has often

been a source of pleasure to me, to have
been the first who heard it, and to have
sung it with its greatly gifted composer. I

remember at the first rehearsal of the full

band Mozart was on the stage with his

crimsdn pelisse and gold-laced cocked hat,

giving the time of the music to the orches-

tra. Figaro's song, " Non piii andrai, far-

fal lone amoroso," Bennuci gave with the

greatest animation, and power of voice.
' I was standing close to Mozart, who,

sntto voce, was repeating, bravo ! bravo

!

Bennuci ; and when Bennuci came to the

fine passage, " Cherubino, alia viltoria,

alia gloria militar," which he gave out with

Stentorian lungs, the effect was electricity

itself, for tlie whole of the performerson the

stage, and those in the orchestra, as if actu-

ated by one feeling of delight, vociferated

bravo ! bravo ! Maestro. Viva, viva, grande
Mozart. Those in the orchestra I thought
would never have ceased applauding, by
beating the bows of their violins against

the music desks. The little man acknow-
ledged, by repeated obeisances, his thanks
for tlie di^;tinguisehd mark of enthusiastic

applause bestowed upon him.'

One of the principal inducements
we have had in brina^ing these Me-
moirs before our readers' notice was
to introduce to them some anecdotes
which the author tells of the late Mr.
Sheridan ; and which, although they
are very dififerent frotn the elegant
and lively relations of Mr. Moore, are
yet satisfactory ; and not the less so

i3ecause they are told of him by a
man who did not love him too well.

Mr. Kelly, wisely enough, disclaims

any dislike to him, now that he is

dead ; but, when be was alive, Sheri-
dan's constant practice of cutting him
up, and making him appear more ri-

diculous than Nature and his own in-

dustry could eflFect, although it made
him fear the wit, prevented his lov-

ing him. There is, however, not
much malice in his stories. The fact

of Sheridan's having written a libel

on himself, with the intention of re-

futing it, and of never having done
so, is here confirmed; and illustrates,

in the most striking manner, that in-

doIence,whichdidhim more real harm
than all the malice of his enemies.

' No man was ever more sore and fright-

ened at criticism than he was, from his first

outset in life. He dreaded the newspapers,
and always courted their friendship. I
have many times heard him say, " Let me

3 M
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but have the periodical press on iii^? side,

and there should be nothing in this country

which I would not accomplish."
' This sensitiveness of his, as regarded

newspapers, renders the following anecdote

rather curious :— after he had fought his

famous duel at Bath, with Colonel Mat-

thews, on Mrs. Sheridan's (Miss Liniey's)

account, an article of the most venomous
kind was sent from Bath, to Mr. William

Woodfall, the editor oftlie " Public Ad-
vertiser," in London, to insert in that paper.

The article was so terribly bitter against

Sheridan, that Woodf.ill took it to him.

After reading it, he said toWoodial!, " My
good friend, the writer of this article has

done his best to vilify ine in all ways, but

he has done it badly and clumsily. I will

write a character of niyselfl as coming from

an anonymous writer, which you will insert

in your paper. In a day or two alter, I

will send }oa another article, as coming

from another anonymous correspondent,

vindicating me, and refuting mo-t satisfac-

torily, point by point, every particle of

what has been written in the previous one."
' Woodfall promised that he would at-

tend to his wishes ; and Sheridan accord-

ingly wrote one of the most vituperative

articles against himself, that mortal ever

penned, which he sent to Woodfall, who
immediately inserted it in his newspaper,

as agreed upon.
' Day after day pas'sed ; the calumnies

which Sheridan had invented against him-

self, got circulation, and were in everj'

body's months ; and day after day did Mr.

Woodfall wait for the refutation which was

to set all to rights, and expose the fallacy

of the accusations; but, strange to say,

Sheridan never could prevail upon himself

to take the trouble to write one line in his

own vindication ; and the libels which he

invented agaii\st himself, remain to this

hour wholly uncontradicted.
' I was well acquainted with Rlr.Wood-

fall, who declared to nie that this was the

fact.

We cannot help suspecting that

some of the following particulars

have been coloured; but we give them
as we find them :

—

' Ano'.her instance of his neglect for his

own interest, came (amongst many others)

to my knowledge. He had a jjarlicular

desire to have an audience of liis late ma-

jesty, who was then at Windsor ; it was on

some point which he wished to carry, for

the good of the theatre. He mentioned it

to his present majesty, who, with the kind-

ness which on every occasion he showed
him, did him the honour to say, that he

would take him to Windsor himself, and
appointed him to be at Carlton House, to

set off wit!) his royal highness precisely at

eleven o'clock. He called upon me, and
said, "My dear Mic, I am going to Wind-
sor with the [^«-ince the day after to-mor-

row ; 1 must be with him at eleven o'clock

in the morning, to a moment, and to be in

readiness st that early hour, you must give

me a bed at your house ; I siiall then only

have to cross the way to Carlton House,
and be punctual to the appointment of his

royal highness."
' I had no bed to ofier him but my own,

which I ordered to be got in readiness for

him; and he, with iiis brother-in-law,

Charles Ward, came to dinner with me.
Among other things at tabic, there was a

roast neck of mutton, which was sent away
untouched. As the servant was taking it

out of tlic room, I observed, " There goes

a dinner fit for a knig ;" alluding to his

late majesty's known partiality for that

particular dish.

' The next morning I went out of town,
to dine and sleep, purposely to accommo-
date Mr. Sheridan with my bed ; and got

home again about four o'clock in tlie after-

noon, when I was told hy my servant that

Mr. Sheridan was upstairs still, fast asleep

— that he had been sent for, several times,

from (Carlton House, but nothing could

])revail upon him to get up.
' It appears that, in about an hour after

I had quitted town, he called at the saloon,

and told my servant maid, that '' he knew
she had a dinner fit for a king, in the

house, a cold roast neck of mutton," and
asked her, if she had any wine. She told

him tlicre were, in a closet, five bottles of
port, two of madeira, and one of brandy,

the wiiole of which, I found tliat he, Rich-

ardson, and Charles Ward, after ca'ing

the neck of mutton for dinner, had con-

sumed ; on hearing this, it was easy to

account for his drowsiness in the morning.

He was not able to raise his head from his

pillow, nor did he get out of bed until

seven o'clock, when he had some dinner.'

Mr. Kelly takes upon himself to

contradict the story of the money
offered by the king to his old friend,

when he was lying at the point of

death without common comforts ; but
we fear his evidence does not go far

enough to disprove what we could

wish were untrue.

'There were reports industriously cir-

culated through the kingdom, that Mr.
Sheridan, in his latter moments, was left

in want of the common necessaries of life
;

and the malignant propagators of the re-

port, went so far to gratify their own ma-
lice, as to assert that he called for a lemon,

when exhausted with thirst, and that

neither he, nor those about him, had the

means of procuring him one. I, amongst
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a thousand others, lieard this foolish tale

asserted, but I can solemnly aver, from my
own knowledge, and iVoiu the evidence of

those who were nearest and dearest to

him, and who remained with him in his lust

moments, thatail such reports were ground-

less, and fabricated for the most atrocious

purposes of scandal.
' These dealers in malignity stated, that

the sum of two hundred pounds was con-

ve\ed to Mr. Sheridan iu a way tliat

wounded his feelings, and returned by his

direction, with the resentment of wounded
pride. It is true the money was sent, but

in a totally difl'erent manner to that de-

scribed, and returned in a totally different

manner to what the world was taught to

believe. The real fact is, that Mv. Sheri-

dan's physician, then attending him, and

also one of his most intimate fiiends, un-

dertook to deliver it back to the illustrious

donor, and, with all respect, to assure him
that Mr. Sheridan was in want of no pecu-

niary assistance.

' 1 sent, a few days before he died, for

his own man, who was in attcHdance on

him fiuring the whole of his illness, and
whom I knew to be faithfully aitached to

his master. He can testify that I eiitreut-

ed him to inform me if his master was in

want of any comforts, for with any thing

my means would afford, I would furnish

him ; but not to le! him or the family knuw
it came from me. Juhn assured me ihat

his master was in want of nothing, and that

those who had reported to the contrary,

and made up libellous and injurious tales

upon the subject, spoke falsely, and were

base calumniators.
' The loss 1 sustained by Mr. Sheridan's

death I can but fdincly depict : he was, as

a companion and friend, to me beyond mea-
sure invaluable; his readiness and taste were

conspicuous; his wit, though luxuriant and
U" bounded, never intrusive; and during

the five and twenty years through which I

enjoyed his friendship and society, 1 never

heard him say a single word that could

wound the feelings of a human being.'

After speakinn^ in this manner of

Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Kelly has the had
taste to tell some stories against him-
self, which are, nevertheless, true

enough ; and one of which, although
it has been often told before,was never
yet related publicly by an eye-wit-

ness.
' One of Mr. Sheridan's favourite amuse-

ments, in liis hours of recreation, was that

of making blunders for me, and relating

them to my friends, vouching for the truth

of them with the most perfect gravity. One
I remember was, that one night, when
Drury Lane Theatre was crowded to excew

in every part, I was peeping through the

hole in the stage curtain, and John Kem-
ble,who was standing on the stage near me,
asked me how the house looked, and iliat I

replied, "By J— s, you can't stick a piu^s

head in any part of it— it is literally chuck
full; but how much fuller will it be to-

morrow night, when the king cumes !"

' Anotlier uf Mr. Sheridan's jests against

rue was, th.it one day, having walked with

hiiB to Kenible's house, in Great Russell

Street, Bloomsbury, when the streets were
very dirty, and having gone up the steps

wlnle Mr. Sheridan was scraping the dirt

oii' his shoes, I asked him to scrape for nie

while I was knocking at the door.
' Of all our poets, Dryden was Mr. She-

ridan's favourite; many a time and oft,

when sii'ing over our wine, have I heard

him quote at great length from him. It was
truly a treat to hear him recite poetry ; he

had a powerful voice, and nothing, when
animated, could surpass the brilliancy of

his countenance, and the fire of his eye.'

'Much giwd remains npon authentic re-

cord, relative to Mr. Sheridan, which even
his greatest enemies could never deny.

Some ol the stories which e.xist against him,

however, have a vast deal of humour iii

them, and one which has often been told,

I think, worth inserting, because having

been an eye-witness of the circumstance,

I am enabled lo sliowtiie very " head and
front of his offending."

' We were one day in earnest conversa-

tion close to the gate of the path, which
wastiien open to the public, leading across

the churchyard of St. Paul's, Covent Gar-

den, from King Street to Henrietta Street,

when Mr. Holloway, who was a creditor of

Sheridan's to a considerable amount, came
up to i.s on horseback, and accosted Sheri-

dan in a tone of something more like anger

than sorrow, and complained that he never

could get admittance when he called, vow-

ing vengeance against the infernal Swiss

JNIonsieur Franjois, if he did not let him in

the next time he went lo Hertford Street.

' Holloway was really in a passion. She-

ridan knew that lie was vain of his judg-

ment in horse-flesh, and without taking any

notice of the violence of his manner, burst

into an exclamation upon the beauty of the

horse which he rode,—he struck the right

chord.
" Why," said HoUov.'a^', " I think I may

say, there never was a prettier creature

than this. You were speaking to me,

when I last saw you, about a horse for

JMrs. Sheridan : now this would be a trea-

sure for a lady."
" Does he canter well ?" said Sheridan.
" Beautifully," replied Holloway.
" If that's the case, Hollcway," said

Sheridan, " I really should not mind
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stretching a point for him. Will you have
the kindness to let me see his paces V
" To be sure," said the lawyer ; and put-

ting himself into a graceful attitude, he
threw his nag into a canter along the mar-
ket.

' The moment his back was turned, She-
ridan wished me go^d morning, and went
ofFthrough the church yard,where no horse
could follow, into Bedford Street, laughing
immoderately,as did, indeed, several sland-
ers by. The only person not entertained by
this practical joke was Mr. HoUovvay him-
self.'

Another of Sheridan's jokes, play-
ed off upon Dignum, is told, in which
the malice of the rival s'ins^er peeps
out. The piece of the ' Water Car-
rier,' in which a dog- was intro-
duced, was then the rage of the town,
as the man-monkey is now.
'One day Mr. Slieridan having dined

with me, wc went to see the performance
of this wonderful dog : as we entered the
green-room, Dignum (who piayijd in the
piece) said to Mr. Sheridan, with a woeful
countenance, *' Sir, there is no guarding
against illness, it is truly lamentable to stop
the run of a successful piece like tiiis ; but
really" " Really what .'" cried Sheri-
dan, interrupting him.

" I am so unwell," continued Dignum,
"that I cannot go on longer than to-night."

" You I " exclaimed Sheridan, " 1:13 good
fellow, you terrified me ; I tliought you
were going to say that the dog was taken
ill."

* Poor Dignum did not reli.^h lliis reply
half so much as the rest of the company
in the green-room did.'

Mr. Kelly does not often venture

on the pathetic, and never succeeded
so well as in the following anecdote,

which has a touching effect, no less

from the facts, than from the simple
unpretending manner in which it is

told. After mentioning a gallant

French nobleman, who had been
obliged to quit France during the Re-
volution, he gives an account of his

meeting him iu London.
' One morning he called on me, and

said he had a favour to beg of me I re-

quested him to command my services : he

said, " My dear Kelly, I am under many
obligations for your repeated acts of kind-

ness and hospitality to me and my friends
;

but still, though under a cloud, and labour-

ing under misfortunes, I cannot forget

that I am the Duke D'Augillon, and

cannot stoop to borrow or beg from morlal

;

but I confess I am nearly reduced to my
lart shilling, yet still I retain ray health

and spirits ; formerly^ when I was a great

amateur, I was particularly partial to co-

pying music,— it was then a source of

amusement to me. Now, my i;ood friend,

the favour, I am about to ask, is that,

sub rosa, you will get me music to copy

for your theatres, upon the same terms as

3'ou would give to any common copyist,

who was a stranger to you. I am now
used to privations, my wants are few;

though accustomed to palaces, I can con-

tent myself with a single bed-room up two

pair of stairs ; and il you will grant my
request, you will enable me to posses the

high gratification of earning my morsel by
the work of my hands."

' I was moved almost to tears by the ap-

plication, and was at a loss what to an-

swer, but thought of what Lear says,

" Take physic, pomp !"

an-.l " to what mail may be reduced." I

told him 1 thought I could procure him as

mucli copying as he could do, and he ap-

peared quite delighted ; and the ne.\t day

I procured plenty lor him. He rose by

day-liiilii to accomplish his task—was at

work all day—and at night, full dressed,

in the Opera House in the pit. While

there, he I'elt himself Duke D'Ajuillon
;

and no one ever suspected him to be a

drudge in the niorning, copying music for a

shilling per sheet : and, strange to say, that

his spirits never drooped : nine Englishmen

out often under such circumstances would

have destroyed themselves ; but the tran-

sitory peace of mind he enjoyed was not of

long duration; an order came Irom the

Alien OlHce for him and his friends to leave

England in two days ; they took an affec-

tionate leave of mc : tlie duke went to

Hamburgh, and there was condemned to

be shot. They told me that he died like a

hero.
' He had a favourite Danish dog,abeau-

tiful animal, which he consigned to my
protection, until, as he told me, he had an

oppcrtuiiity to send for him with safety. I

pledged myself to take every care of him,

and never shall I forget his parting with this

faithful animal; it seemed as if the last

link which held him to society was break-

ing ; the dog had been the f.uthful compa-

nion of his prosperity—his adversity—he

caressed, and shed a flood of tears on quit-

ting it—the scene was grievous ; but 1 did

not then think that 1 should never see the

duke more. I took every care of his poor

dog— who, missing his kind mascer, after a

little, refused all nourishment, and acuially

pined and died. Yet he survived the being

who had fed and cherished him.'

Another anecdote, connected with

the French Revolution, is curious.

' One evening, I was sitting at the Cafe
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de Foix, in the Palais Royal, with my two
friends, Macarthy and Fagan, and at the

same table was seated the notorious re-

publican Toiii Paine, and with h:m the

well-known Governor Wall ; these two
wortiiy persons were pouring forth to a

groupe that crowded round the table, the

most horrid invectives against the King
and Queen; my blood boded to hear the

miscreants vomit forth their infernal doc-

trines, and revolutionary principles. In
the midst of their harangue a courier

entered the coffee room with intelligence,

that the King, Queen, and family had
been taken prisoners at Varennes ; never
shall I forget the delight of that caitiff

Tom Paine ; his Bardolph face blazed

with delight, and Governor Wall loudly
vociferated curses on their heads.'

Mr. Kelly's theatrical employments
threw him into contact with the cele-

brated Monk Lewis, the circum-
stances of whose death are thus tohl.

' After his father's decease he went to

Jamaica, to visit his large estates. When
there, for the amusement of his slaves, he
caused his favourite drama, " The Castle

S|)ectre," to be performed ; they were de-

lighted, but of all the parts which struck

them, that which delighted ihem most was
the character of Hassan, the black, He
used indiscreetly to mix with Ihtse people

in the hours of recreation, and seemed,
from his mistaken urbanity and ill-judged

condescension, to be their very idol. Pre-

suming on indulgence, which they were not

prepared to feel or appreciate, they peti-

tioned liiin to emancipate them. He told

tiieni, that during his lifetime it could not

be done, but gave them a soleain promise,

that at his death, they should have their

freedom. Alas ! it was a fatal promise for

him, for on the passage homeward he died,

it has been said, by poison, administered

by three of his favourite black brethren;

whom he was bringing to I'.ngland to make
free British subjects of, and who, thinking

that by killing their master they should

gain their promised liberty; in return for

all his liberal treatment, put an end to his

existence at llie first favourable oppor-
tunity.

'This anecdote I received from a gentle-

man, who wns at Jamaica when Mr. J.,ewis

sailed for England, and I relate it as I

heard it, without pledging myself to its

entire authenticity.
' It is, however, notorious that he died

at sea ; and it has often been remarked,
that the death of a person so well known
in the circles of literature and fashion, as

he was, never created so slight a sensation.

This evidently arose from circumstances

which had removed him from the imme-

diate world with which he had been accus-
tomed to mix ; and having been already
absent from it for a length of time, his de-
parture from the g'eiieroi world, was neither
felt nor commented upon.'

With one more extract—on the
subject of hunting in Ireland—which
is so whimsical that we almost wish
it were true—we shall conclude.

' One morning, riding with an old friend

of mine, we saw, near liie Black Rock,
two strapping, shirtless fellows, real sans

culottes, on tlie back of a poor half-starved

horse, which seemed to be sinking under
the weight, hardly able to crawl along the
road. On my friend saying, what a pity it

was to load the poor beast with two out-

side passengers, one of the riders who over-

heard him, cried out, " Please your honour
and glory, sir, will you be pleased to tell

us, are the hounds far before us?"

The faults of this book are, first,

that it ought not to have been written
at all, (and here, with the Command-
ant in Joe Millar,we might stop,) and,
secondly, that Mr. Kelly is not a fit man
to write it. Encumbered with all the

narrow servile notions which usually

characterize actors and other people
who never think, subjects, which in

other hands would have been striking',

become ' flat and unprofitable' when
touched by him. He has all the

garrulity and tediousness of old age ;

and nothing to enliven it but the faint

recollection of former pertness

;

which, like an old maid's vivacity,

only serves to exhibit the ridiculous

more strongly. It is loyal usque ad
nauseam. We do not profess to be be-

hind other good subjects in respect

and attachment to our monarch ; but
it is because we really entertain these

feelings that it makes us sick to lis-

ten to the devout aspirations of this

* importer of music, and composer of

wine,' as Sheridan called hitn. Upon
the whole, while it is inferior to most

similar productions, yet it has acer-

tain attraction, because it ministers to

that curiosity which every one feels to

learn any particulars relating to dis-

tinguished persons. With such per-

sons Mr. Kelly's fate has happened

to throw him into contact ; and it is

well for him that it has been so. He
has, however, set a dangerous exam-
ple ; for, all the ' pickers up of un-

considered trifles' will immediately set

about writing; and every butler or
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valet who has lived in noble families, by coaxing sonie accomplished house-

and has a tolerable memory, will see maid to help him—his Reminiscences

how easy a thing' it is to become an will earn him deathless glory, and a

author; and, by writing—if he has place, in the Temple of Fame, only

so far profited by the charity schools inferior to that of Mr. Kelly,

as to be able to write—and, if not.

THE DYING BARD TO HIS FRIEND.

Dear R , I'm going—I'm dished— it is plain,

And you'll never laugh with me or at me again
;

My cares are wound up, and my troubles are past.

My pills are all swallowed, my draughts are all taken,

—

The doctors declare that this night is my last

;

So you see that there's nothing can now save my bacon.
I must start before sunrise, while others may snore.

Though I think early rising a damnable bore
;

But in cases like this there's no cure for the evil.

So for once 1 shall try to be serious and civil.

One thing's most annoying— I know not the road
That's to lead me along to my final abode ;

And vainly I've asked for the point where it lay.

Oh ! not one that I spoke to had e'er gone that way :

However, I'll see, as my course I pursue.

To keep some smooth Swaddlers or Saints in my view ;

They'll show me the path to a hair, never doubt it

—

They've studied the maps, and they know all about it.

* • * »

I shall take a sly peep at the moon as I pass.

To see if it's made of green cheese or of brass ;

Or try to make out that strange spring that still guides
The freaks of the brain, or the turn of the tides :

For all that they say about laws of attraction

Explains not the matter to my satisfaction.

To that wonderful chamber my course shall be bent.

Where the things that are lost upon earth hath been sent.

Oh ! strange is that place ! it would bother one's brains

To know what that mighty museum contains :

There rests in its nook Royal York's hot oration,

With each long address of each dull corporation ;

Granny Eldon's salt tears, and the promised Report
Of the frauds and the faults of the Chancery Court

:

The wits of O'Connell, his taste and good breeding,
With the thrice-spoken speeches that tired us in reading ;

The fat of Lord Manners—Tom Ellis's sense

—

And Norbury's hatred of puns and of pence :

Will Cobbett's late writings—his early opinions

—

And Sir Gregor M'Gregor's extended dominions
;

The Dublin Society's genius and science,

With the honour and faith of the Holy Alliance.

All these in this marvellous chamber are thrown

—

But to me there's much more in the moon to be shown :

I must ramble much farther, and mark with due care

The beautiful vales and the streams that are there ;

Or talk with the natives, and get information

About this most singular fortification,

Which the erudite German declares, in a cross style.

Assumes an appearance that now is quite hostile.
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Some tliink the thing serious—some deem it a jest

—

But I'll sift it through, and soon set it at rest.

« * » *

Then, leaving the moon, midst the comets I'll steer.

And pay my respects—if the heat lets me near :

I must pick out some small one before it sets sail.

And count all the hairs and the sparks in its tail.

You know how the learned, the great, and the small.

Are puzzled to find what these things are at all.

Some deem them old worlds, from use worn out,

That, to keep the sky aired, are sent burning about;

Some think them mere ' Wills-of-the-Wisp' that have hovered

O'er marshes but lately in Saturn discovered;

While others declare they're young suns running mad.

Or hells sent afloat with the souls that are bad ;

But I'll look to my notes, and transmit you a lecture

That soon shall demolish this heap of conjecture.

By the stars I shall pass ; and be sure, when I'm there,

I'll find how they've stuck them so thick in the air;

And, though climbing's a thing that I'm rather afraid of,

I'll venture a little to try what they're made of.

Some say they're cods' eyes ordered up from the main.

That, when properly tainted, shed light from on high:

Some think them old moons brought to use back again.

And cut up in small pieces to garnish the sky.

Of this I can judge—but it's said they preside

O'er the fortunes of some, from the first to the last

;

From the birth to the toinl) they still govern or guide.

Through the struggles of life— till these struggles are past.

I know not how true this old doctrine may be.

Such airy vagaries were never my care ;

But the star that the knowing ones picked out for me
Was one of most villainous aspect, I'll swear.

In each mood and each motion it led me astray.

At least it's but seldom I went the right way.

* * » *

Let your answer come soon, for the chances are many.
That, if not sent in haste, I shall never get any :

And, now that I'm leaving your world far behind me,
I'm sure I don't know where a letter may find me.
The address, and all that, I must leave to your care ;

But, howe'er you direct it, just add an—* elsewhere ;'

For like soldiers they shift in these regions, 'tis said

—

At least they all say so who talk of the dead.

Ah ! there's an advantage we papists have surely
—

^

On a change of the scene we can reckon securely

;

There's the ' hell of the fathers,' the ' hell of the damned,'
And the ' limbo,' where poor little children are crammed ;

And others—while you, a poor Protestant dunce.

Must pack up, and march to head-quarters at once.

Of the comforts of scorching your church has bereft you.

Not a choice or a chance of new lodgings is left you :

But my fingers now shrink from the task of inditing.

Farewell !—keep this letter—and don't forget writing.
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A COMMON CASE.

Friendly Reader,—I am one of

those wayward creatures, wlio, dis-

regarding the sneers of the heartless

cynic, or the denunciations of the

gloomy misanthrope, can venture,

even in our own evil days, to think

favourably of poor human nature.

Of course, like all other prejudiced

persons, I feel gratified by every

thing that accords with my own pe-

culiar notions; and, consequently,

irritated by any thing to the con-

trary. An act ofpassing generosity,

or a trait of simple philanthropy,

affords me, at all times, a heartfelt

delight ; but a detected instance of

treachery, cruelty, or selfishness,

presses upon my spirits with weight

peculiarly painful. Probably those

who are the more immediate sufTer-

ers feel not more keenly on these

occasions than I do. Such things

come as a sort of withering blast

over the hopes that I had been pre-

viously forming of mankind ; they

operate as the uprooters of long-

cherished predilections—amiable, it

may be admitted, though probably

grounded in weakness. Where in-

Ktances of depravity occur, I am in

general eager to trace the details ;

and it gives me a melancholy sort of

consolation when I can discover any

circumstance that can arise in the

shape of palliation, any feature that

can serve as a mitigation, not of the

punishment, but of the guilt in-

curred ; something to show that the

ill-fated criminal is not entirely lost

to feeling, to shame, and to religion.

I imagine there are few cases of this

kind, in which some such redeeming

feature may not be found ; and this

should teach all of us, if possible, to

avoid, hasty and indiscriminate con-

demnation. When we hear of men
who stand charged with great and

glaring transgressions, let us pause

before we make them out as wretches

abandoned by Heaven, and lost to

every hope of amendment. We
know not the motives, the secret

spring of action,—we saw not the

strucfgles that mviy Ivive acntated the

spirit of the culprit. As the poet

(and he was himself one of the chil-

dren of Frailty) feelingly expresses
it,

' What's done we fairly may compute.
But never what's resisted.'

Let us learn, then, to be indulgent
in our mode of judging; let us be
gentle in our censuring and not
pronounce the final sentence of
harshness until all the circupn-

stances come clearly and unsuspi-
ciously before us.

It is in this spirit that I should
like strangers, particularly those re-

siding at a distance, to decide upon
the conduct and the character of my
ill-treated and calumniated country-
men— I mean the Irish peasantry.
This measure of simple ccjuity has
never been conceded to them : they
have been, for years, the easy victims

of misrepresentation—sutterers from
partial exaggeration—and those who
were sedulous in blazoning forth
their excesses were at all times stu-

dious to conceal from the world the
causes which produced such melan-
choly effects. Many of the wretch-
ed characters in question have, no
doubt, committed serious offences

;

but some of these, though not easily

justified, may be readily palliated.

Glaring injustice, continued oppres-
sion, and bitter insult, will sometimes
drive men of the best disposition to

deeds of desperation. The peasant-
ry of Ireland have had their wrongs

—

they have had their provocations
;

and, when we speak of their faults,

let this be kept in remembrance.
The little history which follows

was gathered during a late ramble.
The case of the sufferer is a melan-
choly, but, I am afraid, a common
one.

* » *

In the entire barony of IMonabeg
there was not, for many years, a
man who was more lamented at his

death than Charley Russell—one
who was better spoken of at his

wake, vr whose funeral was more
nuujtioasly attended. He was born
in the barony. Through the course
of a long life he had conducted him-
self with fairness and respectability

;

and, though for some years past he
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had been evidently in declining cir-

cumstances, it did not at all dimi-

nish the friendship or attachment of

his neighbours : he had many chil-

dren, for he was twice married, but
two only survived him—William, a

young man of two-and-twenty, and
Mary, a lovely girl, now turned of

nineteen. William was a lad of an
excellent disposition ; his education,

too, had been soinetliing better than
that of the farmers' sons in general,

for it was intended, at one period,

to have fixed him in business in the

metropolis. He had an old relative,

who had been, for many years,

book-keeper in an eminent mercan-
tile house there ; and this old man
gave the father great encourage-
ment with regard to William : he
continually repeated in his letters,

* I'll make a man of him ; but, first

of all, he must be a good clerk.'

Thus far all was well ;—the lad

devoted himself to his studies—he
learned all which the master ut

IMonabeg was able to teach him

—

* arithmetic, book-keeping, by sin-

gle and double entry, mensuration,
navigation, and the use of the globes :'

he got also a little smattering of

Latin, but it was little indeed.

Thus accomplished, he set out with
a beating heart for Dublin. He
waited upon his old cousin, who ap-

pointed the next morning for his

examination. This was a trying

scene for William. With two or

three crooked questions in compound
interest he was sorely puzzled;

—

he conquered them, however ; but in

book-keeping the old man had no
equal ; and, when William declared

himself unable to master a few hard
matters which he proposed, he lost

all temper. ' Go home, sir,' said he,
' to your father ; tell him I cannot
recommend you to any friend of
mine; and, indeed, I don't think you
are fit for business. As to your
teacher, he is but an idiot. Good
morning to you.' Such was their

parting : the old man died soon after,

and William, giving up all thoughts
of trade, remained to assist his fa-

ther as a farmer.

The death of the latter produced a

serious, and rather a sudden, altera-

tion in the projects of the son. The
old man had possessed a small an-
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nuity, which always secured him from
the apprehension of absolute want

;

in addition to this, his landlord, in

consideration of his past punctua-
lity, did not feel disposed to press
him too closely for the arrears of
rent ; but, immediately after his

death, the case appeared completely
altered. William received a letter

claiming the amount of the arrears,

with the half-year's rent just due,
and threatening, in the event of non-
payment, to sell off the farm, and
issue an ejectment. There was no
alternative—the stock was quietly

dis^josed of, the farm given up ; the
annuity, of course, ended with the
life of the possessor; and the children

of Charley Russell were thus, at an
early period of life, thrown upon the

world in a state of absolute destitu-

tion.

Mary, after many struggles, was
compelled to go to service; she pro-
cured an employment in the family
of a neighbour, a Mr. Burke, one of
those whom the people in that quar-
ter style Gentlemen Farmers. Wil-
liam, as yet unwilling to sink into a
mere day-labourer, took the thought
of commencing as a schoolmaster
in the dwelling of his old teacher,

who was but lately dead. This was,
probably, the very best step he could
have taken under the circumstances ;

he was generally known, and, what
was still better, generally liked. He
was a good accountant, wrote a fine

hand, and was an excellent English
scholar. The result was such as

might have been anticipated ; he met
with the warmest encouragement

:

his school was crowded—his hours
fully occupied—and. if he could

have prevailed on hi? patrons to be
regular in their payments, he might
have been quite comfortable ; as it

was, he should not have fell disposed

to complain.

He was enabled to clothe and sup-

port himself, and this, as matters

stood with him, was no trifling con-

sideration ; he was anxious, however,

to do something more than this ;

—

not that he felt a wish for accumu-
lating money ; on this point he was
quite a philosopher; but there was
one for whose sake he wished to be
independent. He had been, for many
years, fondly attached to Catherine

3 N

«i
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Wilson, the only daughter of a small

farmer, who lived not far from the

village ofMonabeg. Catherine, al-

though handso.'ne, was a prudent

and steady girl ; her beauty had not

spoiled her. She liked William be-

,
yond any other ; but she agreed v/ith

her father in thinking that one with

a fortune like hers (for she had tliir-

ty pounds, and a good feather bed)

could hardly consent to marry a

young man who was quite pennylcss.

She expressed the same sentiment

to William himself; and he, how-
ever he might blame her for the

Avant of afl'ection, could not but

commend her prudence. His case

was now nearly hopeless ; as a

schoolmaster he could never make
money; and, unless he could pro-

cure some situation in which he

could advance himself, he saw that

he must for ever resign the idea of

being united to ('atherine Wilson.

His thoughts naturally turned to

Dublin, and thither at once he de-

termined to proceed. To this deter-

mination another melancholy feel-

ing now urged him. His sister,

his beloved Alary, had been weak
enough to listen to the oaths and the

promises of young Burke ;—she had
yielded to his importunities, and
soon experienced the fate that at-

tends all those who, like her, arc lost

to virtue. She was neglected by him

;

and, after striving for a time to con-

ceal her shame, she at length took re-

fuge in a poor hovel, where she died

in giving birth to a child, who was not

destined to survive her. To poor
William this was .the most cutting

blow of all. Filled with shame and
grief, he at once broke up his school

;

and, after taking a hasty leave of Ca-
therine, and a few other friends, he
set otf for the metropolis.

Here, however, he was unsuccess-

ful ; nothing offered that seemed
likely to answer him ; and, after lin-

gering on for several Aveeks in hopes

of doing some good, he saw his money
nearly all gone, and his health se-

riously impaired. His uneasiness and

anxiety brought on a fever, from
which he narrowly escaped with his

life. At home, the story ran that he
was dead an<l l)uried : every one la-

mented his fate ; and even Catherine

Wilson, in her feeling of pity for him,

now regretted her past conduct. Wil-
liam, on recovering, prepared at once
to move homewards; be returned,
and was warmly received ; every one
welcomed him, and appeared glad to
see him. He re-opened his school; and,
in a short time, found himself nearly
as much occupied as ever. 'J'he father
of Catherine was but lately dead

—

she was now at her own disposal

;

and, whatever vshe might fornierly
have tliouglit, she now felt disposed
to reward the aftectioiiatc constancy
of her lover. After some necessary
delays they were married, and Wil-
liam removed his school to the barn
of his late father-in-law. An old man,
a follower of Wilson's, assisted him in
tilling the little farm, so that with
some care he waS enabled to attend
to both pursuits.

A few happy years passed on, and
two beautiful l)oys crowned the loves
of William and his Catherine. They
felt easy and contented ; they \vcre
not rich, nor could they be said to feel
the pressure of poverty. Two bad
seasons, however, succeeding each
other, made the farm, for some lime,
rather a losing concern : the rent was
made up with some trouble, but the
county taxes and the tithes came
hardly and heavily on them ; the lat-
ter were the property of a gentleman
who resided principally in Englaud.
His collector, however, was always
on the spot, and he was rigour itself,

in exacting the full amount of his
claim. He was not so scrupulous,
however, with regard to his own pay-
ments. From mismanagement or ex-
travagance, he became embarrassed

;

and, finally, had recourse to the In-
solvent Act.

The poor farmers now fancied they
had done with him as a collector ; i)ut

in this they were sadly mistaken.
After procuring his discharge, he ap-
peared once more among them loaded
with processes, and ready/ to drive or
distrain. Some refused paying him
as he was an insolvent ; I)ut many of
them, and, among the rest, William
Russell, was frightened into compli-
ance. They were soon made sensible
of their error. A new collector was ap-
pointed, and notice was given that no
allowance could be made"to those wlio
Avere weak enough to have paid their
tithes to the insolvent. This was a
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hard case— it was an act of oppres-

sion—and the poor sufferers united in

resisting it. This, however, was quite

useless. The law was against them ;

and a day was fixed for receiving pay-

ment, or carrying off the stock of

those who were not prepared to set-

tle. The day came—the collector

went his rounds, attended by a strong

party of police, commanded by young
Burke, the seducer of Mary Russell

—

they went from farm to farm 3 and,

as few of the poor people were pre-

pared, the cow or the pig was at once
driven away. They came to the

dwelling of Russell ; he was out

at the inoment. His wife offered them
a part of the money, begging of the

collector to accept it, with a promise

of paying the balance in two days.
' The cow must travel," cried

Burke, with a savage sneer; ' the lit-

tle Kerry cow.'

Poor Catherine heard this with a

heavy heart. Her children were just

recovering from the measles, and

without the milk of this little cow
tliey must perish ; nothing, however,

ceuld be done—the cow was driven

oif with the others—and, when Wil-

liam returned home, he found his

wife weeping in hopeless misery over

her sickly children. She told him all

that had passed, and he rushed at

once from the house. The people in

tlie mean time had collected in great

numbers ; they were hastily armed,

and bent upon rescuing their cattle.

William joined the crowd, and they

proceeded at the moment in pursuit

of the police. They overtook them
near the village of Monabeg, and call-

ed on them in a quiet way to give up
their booty. The police knew not
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how to act ; the country people were
nearly five to one, and their number
appeared still to increase. A few
shots were fired over their heads, to

try to intimidate them ; but this only
made them press on the closer. At
this moment Burke, who stood with
a pistol in his right hand, called out
to Russell to ' come on.' The latter

was armed merely with a stick ; this

made Burke the morejiconfident.
' Come, Russell,' said he, ' why do

you not advance ? Bring your valiant

troops to the charge, until we pepper
them a little. Why are you so cow-
ardly? Why, man, your sister had
-more spunk in her. Eh ! Billy, she
was not backward for her age.'

Poor Russell could bear no more

—

he rushed forward—and, dashing the
pistol from the hand of Burke, he,
Avith one blow, felled him to the earth:
— the blow was repeated—it fell upon
the head of the seducer, and he never
moved after it. The police were at-

tacked on all sides ; and, after a ter-

rible struggle, were routed, and the
cattle carried off. Some of the coun-
try folks were badly wounded, but no
life was lost except the one.

The slavisJi journals of the day rung
with reports of this ' abominable out-

rage :'—the ' unprovoked aggression'

—the 'savage and ferocious attadk'—

-

the ' cold-blooded murder'—the
' amiable victim'—and all the other
pet terms, were brought regularly

into requisition. As to William Rus-
sell—need we pause to say what was
his fate ? He was taken—tried—con-
demned—and, finally, executed. In

tlie eyes of some he appeared a mere
murderer ; but the heart of many a

suffering one acquitted him.

THE WOODCUTTER AND DEATH.
From the French ofBoikau.

His bundle of sticks a poor woodcutter found

Too much for a back over-burdened with years

;

And, flinging the faggot with pain on the ground.

For Death, in its stead, he petitioned with tears ;

Ay, rather than heap it again on his load

Of age and oifiches he would die on the road.

Though a hundred times called, yet, unmoved by his tears.

His deathship was lazy or loth to attend ;

When, quite unexpected, at length he appears.

Complacently asking, ' What wouldst thou, good friend ?'

—

' Who I ?'—
' Yes ; tho\i calledst, friend. What dost thou lack ?'

* Oh ! nothing—but just to put this on my back.'

New Ross. \V. G,
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AXiIiHALLOVV EVE.
The last day of October, whatever

the Almanacks may say to the con-

trary, is, with the Irish peasantry,

the conclusion of autumn. None but
a sloven would have potatoes to pit,

stacks to thatch, or hay to draw home,
after this time ; and, as the Paddies,

like all the children of Genius, are a

{(rocrastinating race, the Eve of All-

lallows is generally a busy day. They
seldom think of doing this week what
may be done the next ; and hence the

bustle and activity which character-

ize the last day of October through-
out the South of Ireland. Tims the

feast of the * harvest home' always
takes place on an evening devoted to

divination ;* for why should not the

Irish rustics have a peep into futurity

as well as their betters ? Being no
great adepts in the theories of Lava-
ter and Spurzheim, instead of exa-
mining the lumps or physiognomy
of their sweethearts, they resort to

what they consider more infallible

interpreters to ascertain the disposi-

tion of their future partners ; or,

what is of more consequence, perhaps,
to discover wflether the object of

their choice is decreed to bless their

arms. Things of this nature can only
be done on the Eve of Allhallows. Is

it any wonder, therefore, that on such

a night boys and girls are willing

to draw aside the opake veil which
conceals the future from mortal

eyes ?

Some years since, when people had
more faith than at present in sow-
ing hemp-seed backwards, the kit-

chen of a cozij farmer, not far from
Kilkenny, was filled with servants,

followers, dependents, and neigh-

bours. They had just finished digging

the potatoes, and yet felt as little

fatigued as if they had only returned

from chapel on a Sunday. The mo-
narch of the house was seated in his

antiquated chair, which always stood

in the corner; and his wife and
dautrhters were busy preparing the

kulecanon, which kept hissing l>eneath

two half hundred weights, in a large

p-'it on the fire. People may talk of

Irish misery and wretchedness; but,

phsaw ! in what farmer's house are

either of these ever found ? Not in

that of Ned Kavanagh's, anyhow; for

the carcasses of half a dozen pigs

lined his ample chimney. Milk was so

plenty that the hogs were fed with it

;

and so little was thought of potatoes,

that Ned would not allow his horses

to eat them, unless they had been
boiled. On this night there were
lashings gulhore of every thing ; the

kalecanonf was moistened with half

* General Valiancy, speaking of AUItallow Eve, says, ' On tlie Oidhche Shamlina,
or vigil of Sarnam, the peasants of Ireland assemble with sticks and clubs,

going from bouse to house, collecting money, bread-cake, butter, cheese, eggs,

&c. &c. for the feast, repeating verses in honour of the solemnity, demanding
preparations for the festival in the name of St. Columb Kill, desiring them to lay

aside the fatted calf, and to bring forth the black sheep. The good women are

employed in making the griddle cake and candles : these last are sent from house to

house in the viciniiy, and are lighted up on tiie (Saman) next day, before which they
prajr, or are supposed to pray, for the departed soul of the donor. Every house
abounds in the best viands they can alford. Apples and nuts are devoured in abun-
dance; the nut-shells are burnt, and from the ashes many strange things are foretold.

Cabbages arc torn up by#he root. Hemp-seed is sown by the maidens, and they be-

lieve that, if they look, they will see the apparition of the man intended for their luturc

spouse. They hang a shift before the lire, on the close of the feast, and sit up all night,

concealed in a corner of the room, convinced that his apparition will come down the

chimney and turn the shift. They throw a ball of yarn out of the window, and wind it

ont ne reel within, convinced that if they repeat the Pater Noster backwards, and look
at the ball of yarn without, they willtlien also see his sith, or apparition. They dip for

apples in a tub of water, and endeavour to bring one up in their mouth. They suspend
a cord with a cross stick, with apples at one point, and candles lighted at the other

;

and endeavour to catch the apple, while it is in a circular motion, in the mouth. These
and many other superstitious ceremonies, the remains of Druidism, arc observed on
this holiday, which will never be eradicated while the name of Saman is permitted to

remain.'

t This is called Callcaanon by the peasantry: it is made of potatoes, cabbage, car-
rots, parsHips, and turnips, all boiled and blended together.
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a firkin of butter ; and the whiskey
punch was handed about in wooden
noggins^Opportunely enough a piper

made his appearance just as the house
had been swept, and a jig or two was
danced j but this was a night sacred

to other purposes, and, accordingly,

the boys began to prepare other pas-

times.

The long-concealed apples were
brought from the hay-rick ; and a

large tub of water being placed in the

middle of the floor, the largest apple

was thrown in, and became the pro-

perty of whoever could catch it in his

mouth. Loud and lengthened were
the peals of laughter which followed

each successive ducking ; for the

prize was to be obtained only by get-

ting it between the teeth and the bot-

tom of the tub, as hands were prohi-

bited from being used.

After some time this sport gave way
to another. A stick was suspended
by the middle, a lighted candle fasten-

ed to one end, an apple to the other.

The machine was then twirled round,
and the most dexterous were chal-

lenged to catch the apple with their

mouth. In this attempt many eye-

brows were singed, many lips greased,
and many noses burnt. Such mis-

fortunes only provoked laughter at

the expense of the sufferer; and,

when all had in vain endeavoured to

secure the prize, attention was called

oflf to another trick.

A plank was nicely balanced on a

form, an apple placed on one end, and
a tub of water placed under it. Who-
ever mounted this, plank and seized

the fruit with his mouth, was allowed
to eat it. As they knew but little

about the centre of gravity, a ducking
was generally the reward of the enter-

prise ; and, of course, loud laughter
followed.

IMany similar sports succeeded

;

and these in turn gave way to another
species of amusement. Tlie company
formed a circle round the tire, and
whoever doubted the sincerity of
their lovers placed two nuts, side by
side, on the hottest part of the hearth-
stone. If they burnt without stirring,

it was a proof of their fidelity ; but,
if either of them flew off, the i-everse

was inferred. The parties subject to

this ordeal need not be present ; and,
on this night, there were few young

people in the country whose fidelity

had not been put to the test.

* Och musha,' said Ned, after a fit

of laughing, ' I'm sick of such non-
sense. When I was a boy, by the

livens, we had other sport; some-
thing that would try a fellow's mettle.

What think you, ' Biddy Brady, of
going down to the ould lime-kiln at

the bottom of the boughareen, in the

stone field, and throwing in your ball

of thread, and then axen, " Who
houlds ray bottom of yarn?"

* Trotli, masther honny,' replied

Biddy, * I wouldn't do that this bless-

ed night for all the king's dominions

;

for sure, ent the good people allowed

to do all the mischief in their power
at twelve o'clock to-night V

' Faith and that's true, Biddy
agrah,' said the granny in the corner,
* for its a murdhering bad thing to be
doen foolish tricks on All Saints Eve,
when people ought to be prayen for

their poor sinful sowls, or the sowls

of those who are gone before 'em.

It's now, let me see, three-and-thirty

years since Father Mogue, Lord be
marciful to his sowlin glory, preach-
ed a most beautiful sarmon on the

death of Molly INIeyler, who died from
seeing the devil, Christ save us ! on
All Hollund Eve.'

* T]*e devil ! How was that ?'

asked twenty voices, the company at

the same time drawing closer to the

fire.

* 'Tis a sad and a sorrowful story,'

replied the old woman, * but falces

not a bit o' myself but forgets the

greater part of it. All I know is, that

Molly lived in the house where
Johnny Walsh lives now, and was a
brave, clean, hearty girl. Like most
thackeens,who don't know when they

are well off, she thought it should
never be day wid her until she got

married, and so she should try on All

Saints' Eve who her husband was to

be. She went alone by herself

to the kiln, and threw in her ball

of thread, holding the end of it in her

hand. She began to wind and wind,

and thought, as no one held it, that

she would never get jnarried. But
begad, at length and at long run, she
felt some one pulling against her.
" Who houlds my bottom of yarn?"
axed Molly; and she was answered
by a loud laugh. " Ah !" said she.
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Johnny Farrell, is that you ?" quite

delighted, bekase Johnny was an
ould sort of sweetheart of hers. But
it wasn't Johnny, nether; for then

there was another laugh.
" Come out o' that you, spalpeen

you," said Molly, " and don't be
frightening a body with your laugh-

ing, as if you had got a mare's nest."

The word wasn't well out of her
mouth, when, cross o' Christ al)out

us ! the ould boy himself stood right

forenent her, grinning as if he would
have eaten her. She screeched like

a Banshee ; and run home as fast as

her legs would carry her, took to her
bed, and never come alive out of it.

So you see what a dangerous thing it

is to be doen such things.'
* Sure enough, granny,' said one of

Ned's children, * for don't you know
the story which Kittoiigh Nancy was
telling us the other night, about the

two girls who went to sow the hemp-
seed ; and, instead of seeing their

sweethearts, saw the devil himself?'

*0h!' said one of the potatoe-

diggers, ' that was bekase they sow
ed it in the name of Ould Nick

;

and what betther luck could they

have ?'

* The devil burn me,' said Ned, * If

I ever liked sowen hemp-seed at all at

all ; but whcre's the harm in a body
pullen cabbage, or winnowen corn,

or?'
* Oh, God bless you, man !' inter-

rupted a beggar-woman, who had
taken her scat on the settle, * don't

be afther sayen any thing about win-
nowen corn ; for sure Peter Purcell's

woman, of Gurcheennimoge—and a
froughoolough women she was—and
a good body to give a trencher of

meal to a poor traveller—lost her life

that way.'
' How was that?' inquired several

persons present.
* Why you must know,' proceeded

the old woman, ' that as the boys and
girls, on an All Holland Eve, were
iaughen and sporten, may be as you
are now doen, one o' 'em says, " I'll

go into the barn and winnow some
corn, and try if I shan't see the man
to whom I am to be married." \^'ud-

out more ado, out she goes, as nim-

ble as a cricket, opens the barn door,

and the haggard door, takes a riddle-

ful of corn, and begins to winnow it ;

but, before she had half done, a man
steps in and takes the riddle out of
her hands. Who should he be the
exact image of but Peter Pnrceli
himself, her own master ? and in she
runs and says, " Musha mastlier, \vhy
did'nt you let me finish my winnow-
en?" " Me?" says Peter; " arrah,

you foolisli thackeen, I didn't stir out
of this corner since you went out."
Every other body in the house said

the same ; and, at last, the girl went
out again. The same person came
once more—took the riddle out of
her hand—and she still thought it

was her master; and, though they all

swore it wasn't, she would not believe

'em. " No, no," said she, " don't
be afther thinken to frighten me; for

sure I know my own masther, at any
rate. Hadn't he on his own blue big
coat, his grey stockens, and the ould
caubeen, which he wears when he is

mending his brogues, or doen any
thing else by the fire ? and didn't I

see his face too ?"

* At this they all lauglied ; but
Peter's wife held down her head, aiul

looked very sorrowful, sure enough,
as well she might ; for she knew she
should die. " The will o' God be
done," said she ;

" I am a dead wo-
man before this night twelvemonth

;

and my own servant girl will be the
mistress of my house, and the mother
of my childer : but, Anty (that was
the girl's name), do you be kind to

these little ones, and Heaven will be
your bed. ' Peter strived to laugh

;

but, faith, his wife spoke nothen but
God's truth ; for, in six months after,

I ate the bread \vhich was given away
at her birn ; and, soon after, as God
wud have it, Anty got married to

Peter.'
' God bless us all !' said the gran-

ny, * what a strange thing ! and how
like what happened to a cousin of
mine. His name was Andy Murphy,
and he lived with his father at Croiii-

Ichtown. They had the farm for lit-

tle or nothen ; but, as they were no
good to manage it, they were always
striven and striven, and never could
be out of del)t. The women were
mere slamecns ; and so every thing in

the house was JiUhofottha,—and
threena liel/ia,—upside down. As the

ould cock crows, the young one larnsj

and, faitli, Andy was his daddy's sou
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from head to foot—a lazy little good-
for-nothen garsooii—God forg^ive hira

his sins—and would never do any
thing for his own good. He was in

every mischief in the country ; and
one saint's eve he was playen his

pranks. He took three pewter plat-

ters from oif the dresser, filled one
with meal, another with ashes, and a
tliird with earth. He then went out,

tied a handkerchief over his eyes

—

like one goen to jilay hoder-hoodeen
—and walked in on his hands and
feet. A person in the mean time had
placed the platters on the floor, in a
way anoent to Andy, who was to

grope them out. If he put his hand
first into the one vvud the meal, he
was to be a wealthy man ; if in the

one wud the ashes, he was to live

long : but, if in the one wud the earth,

he was to die soon. Poor Audy, as

bad "luck wud have it, popped his

hand into the clay, and then turned
as pale as a cloth. In less than three

months afterwards he was killed in a
fight betune the Murphys and the
Reynolds's.'

By the time the old woman had
concluded, it was discovered that the

apples were all eaten. * Let us go
and steal some,' said one of the boys.
' I know a hay-rick in which a bushel-
ful arc hid.'

' Away wid you,' said Paddy Mo-
ran, drawing his stool closer to the

fire ;
' but tlie Puck take me if I go.'

' Oh ! that's true, Paddy,' said Ned,
* didn't you see the Phooka one
night?'

' Troth you may sing that,' replied

Paddy, • and myself never went
through so much since or before. I

often tould all about it ; and, if you
all like, I'll tell it again.'

The company immediately assent-

ed ; and Paddy went on with his ad-

venture with the mischievous
PHOOKA,

' Of all nights in the year,' said

Paddy, ' it was on All Holland Eve
that I met the Phooka. We had just

finished diggen thephaties atmyould
masthcr's ; and, as he wasn't a nig-

gard with his drop, Ave got lashens

of whiskey. About twelve o'clock at

night, nothen would do me but to go
home to my mother's cabin for to

bring some apples, which I had
there, to the girls. Every one o' them

said I was blind drunk ; but, troth, I

wasn't more than half gone. Well,
put I went, and promised to be back
in a giflfy. Goen over the garden
stile my foot slipt, and I tumbled
head over heels, but soon got up
again, and got into the little meadow
leaden down to the river. I crossed
the ford; but, when in the stubble
field, what should I see runnen right
forenent me, but a great,big,red,mad,
bull, with fire flaminif from his eyes,
mouth, and nose ! Vou may be sure
I cried ' War hawk !" and took to my
heels. I run for the bare life ; but
still the bull was red-hot afther me ;

and every minute I thought he
would stick hie. horns in me. I tried
all I could to get away from him, but
it was of no manner of use, for still

he was close behind me. At length
I ran to the top of Billy Ryan's lime-
kiln ; but, faith, here I was near hand
being done for; the bull made no
more ado than jumped up afther me

;

and, while you'd be cryen " Be easy,"
pitched me over into the bushes. I

thought sure that my back was fairly

broke ; and I wonder now that it

wasn't. By-and-by, a man comes
up to me, and says, " Musha, bad
luck to you, Paddy Moran ; and is it

there you are this hour of the night,
and no body wid you but your own
four bones?"
" Faith, and sure enough it is my-

self," said I, " and who else would
you have me ?" I said this in a bit of
a flurry, bekase I didn't kuow the
fellow, at all at all.

" Arrah ! be easy now, Paddy
aghud," says he, " and don't be afther
getten angry for nothen ; for sure I

meaned no harm. But why don't you
get up out of that?"

' I tried to get up, so I did, and
cudn't ; kase why ? my back was
broke. " Christ save us!" says I,

" I'm fairly murdhered outright, so
I am."

" Musha, no you're not," says he
" let me only help you ;" and, so

sayen, he grips me by the middle, and
hoists me like a bag of bran upon his

shoulders.
" What are you goen to do ?"

says I.

"Nothen," says he.
" Oh ! but you are," says I.

" Whist, you gomulab," says he.
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" ent I goen to carry you home ?"

and with that he trotted away to

I donna where ; for, the first place I

found myself in Avas on the top of a

castle. " Over you go, Paddy ]\Io-

carry you home ; if you promise
to bring her back to me to-mor-
row."
" Oh! sir," says I, " you may de-

pend upon it." And wud out more to

ran," says he ; " have you any word do, he calls out the mare—a iine horse
to send to your relations ?

" Och, bother you," says I, " you
bad like to frighten me out of my
senses with your mursha."
" Faith, it is no mursha, Paddy Mo-

ran," says he, " and here you go ;"

and wid that he pops to the bare edge
of the top of the castle, and j irks me
on his slioulder as if he would throw
me over. Oh, by tlie Powers ! PlI

never forget the plop my heart made
as it was about to lep out ofmy mouth
with tlie fright ; and I had no sooner

recovered my breath, than ray gen-

tleman pops to the other side ; and
there I thought, faith, that if he was
only joken before, he was now in car

she was as you'd see in a day's walk-
en. I mounted her bare-backed, and
ketched the halter.
" Good night, Paddy Moran," says

my gentleman ; and, before I could
say " thank you, kindly," away flew
my beast, wlule the fire flew from her
eye.s, feet, and nose. I hadn't time
to say " God bless us," she ran so
fast. I stuck in her mane ; and, faith,

it was well I did so, for nothen baulk-
ed her ; she leaped over ditches and
hedges, jumped do\vn hills as high as
this house, and dived through marie

-

holes. For a while I stuck in her like

a leech ; but, finden my opportunity,
I slipt off her back; she gave me a

nest ; for he leaned over half a mile kick in the ribs, and then galloped
as if he was goen to let me slip off his her ways.

shoulder, as a body would let a sack ' When I got up I looked about
of wheat slip off on a car. He didn't, me; and, seeing a fire at a little dis-

though, for all that ; but pops to the tance, I walked towards it. An ould
other side, and kept hopping about woman sat by it carding flax. " God
that way for an hour. Every minute save you, Paddy Moran," says she;
I thought my life wasn't worth a " are you could ?"

smultkeen; for sure, had he slipt with " Troth, and I am, and thanky for
his ghostcr, there was a clean end of axen," says I.

us both. " Well, sit down and warm your-
* At last he says, " Now, Paddy, go self," says she. So I did as 1 was

home !" desired ; and soon after fell asleep.
" How can I go, your honor ?" says By-and-by a fellow comes up and be-

I, for I got afeard of him ; and soft gan to titrush my head with a flail ; I

words never broke bones. put up my hands and felt the blows

—

" How!" says he ;
" walk, to be two at a time. " Oh ! ho !" says I,

sure." " this will never do." I jumped up

—

" Musha, and so I wud, your honor^ wiped my eyes—and found that it was
but that I don't know what way; clear daylight, with Kate Murrogh's
fori donna, for the life o' me, where puckaan,f standing on his two hind
I am." legs, ready to give me another thump.
" Oh ! is that all ?" s lys he ; " fol- When I looked at myself, I found my

low me." And, sure enough, I did clothes ail covered with mud; and so

follow him down a long stone stairs. I went home, and never afther forgot
" Can you ride, Paddy ?" he axed, the Phooka; for, sure it was himself,
" Troth, I just can, your honor, and no other, that frightened me out

with or without a saddle, pillion, or

losque* as well as any boy in the

whole country."
" Well then," says he, " here is a

most beautiful bay mare, which will

of my life.'

When Paddy had concluded, the
company were so terrified that none of
them would venture to go out alone,

even to pull cabbages. J Ned Kava-

* A str.ivv saddle. t Buck goat.

I Divination 'oy cabbages is tluis managed. A person, at twelve o'clnck, goes into

tlie garden blindfolded, and pulls the first head he toiiclies with his or her hand. 'J'lie

appearance of this cabbage indicates whether their future partners are to be tid^ or

dirty; of much worth, or little good, 6cc. &c.
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nagh, soon after, began to manifest ing to hear another story from
symptoms of weariness ; and, the the granny relative to All Hallow
hour being by this time rather late. Eve.
the party withdrew, without wait-

GREECK.

Shall Mahomet's proud banners wave
Exultingly o'er Freedom's grave?
Shall Pagan rites and Pagan laws
Triumphant trample on the cause

Of Christian Greece oppressed?
Shall glories past for ever seem
As visions of the poet's dream.

By Fiction wildly dressed ?

Greece, sacred spot, dear land of Fame !

Shall death for ever shroud thy name ?

Shall despot sway for ever thrall thee?

Shall Slavery's chain for ever gall thee ?

Shall dastard Ott'man reign

O'er thee, brave soil, that once defied

All Asia's strength, and Asia's pride.

On many a trophied plain ?

Oh ! 'twas not thus that Byron's name
Kindled thy glory's dying fame :

Oh ! 'twas not thus each bard of old

Sung Greece—the fair—the free—the bold

—

And bade the lyre declare

How oft for Honour's gory bed
His country's sons their life-blood shed.

Nor thought the purchase dear.

Oh ! that each Greek were free once more,
As the wild breeze that sweeps thy shore !

Oh ! that their arm the sword could wield.

As once in Marathon's red field.

Where Persia's countless host.

By patriot Grecian bands withstood.

Inglorious with their coward blood.

Dear paid each vain-sped boast

!

Think on those deeds o'er history's page.

That wake to freedom every age

:

Think on that ever-glorious day
When Salamis, fame-echoed bay,

Ingulphed vain Persia's fleet

;

When the gore-crimsoned Ocean's wave
For ever closed o'er that dark grave.

For Freedom's foemen met.

Remember, Greeks, each age of Fame

;

Remember Byron's deathless name ;

Think on your soil—your native land.

And let each true-born Grecian hand
Grasp Freedom's blade once more :

On then—and Heaven send every blow
With tenfold vengeance on the foe.

Till Slavery's reign be o'er

!

M.
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quence of wliat Sir Isaac Newton might

call its fits of irregular reflection and trans-

missio'i, j'oii cut your nose if it distorts

you one way, and your'ear if it protracts

you in tljc opposite direction. The towel

being either wet or dirty, or both, you
wipe yourself in the moreen curtain?, un-
less you prefer the sheets. When you re"

turn to your sitting-room, the table is co-

vered with glasses, and mugs, and circles

of dried whisky and porter. The fire-

place is full of white ashes : you labour

to open a window, if it will open, that

yon may get a little of the morning air;

and there being no sash-line, it falls

on your fingers, as it did on Susanna's.

Should you break a pane, it is of no con-

sequence, as it will never be mended
again. The clothes which you sent to be
washed are brought up wet ; and those

which yon sent to be dried, smoked.
' You now become impatient for the

breakfast; and, as it will not arrive, you
go into the kitchen to assist in making the

kettle boil. You will not accelerate this

:

but you will see the economy of Mrs.
Maclarty's kitchen. The kettle, an inch
thick, is hanging on a black crook in the

sraoke, not on the fire, likely to boil to-

morrow. If you should be near a forest,

there is a train of chips lying from the

fire-place to the wood-corner, and the

landlady is busy, not in separating the

two, b'jt in picking out any stray piece

that seems likely to be lighted before its

turn comes. You need not ask why the

houses do not take fire : because it is all

that the fire itself can do, with all its

exertions. Round this fire are a few oat-

cakes, stuck on edge in the ashes to dry
;

perhaps a herring : and on the floor, at

hand, are a heap or two of bed-clothes, a
cat, a few melancholy fowls, a couple of

black dogs, and perchance a pig, or more
;

with a pile of undescribables, consisting of
horse collars, old shoes, petticoats, a few
dirty plates and horn spoons, a kilt, pos-

sibly a bagpipe, a wooden beaker, an
empty gill and a pint stoup, a water buck-

et, a greasy candlestick, a rake, a spin-

ning-wheel, two or three frowsy fleeces,

and a shepherd's plaid, an iron pot full

of potatoes, a never-washed milk-tub,

some more potatoes, a griddle, a three-

legged stool, and heaven and earth know
what more. All this time, two or three

naked children are peeping at you out of

some unintelligible recess, perchance con-

testing with the chickens and the dogs for

the fire, while Peggy is sitting over it un-

snooded : one hand in her head, and the

other no one knows where, as she is won-
dering when the kettle will not boil

;

while, if she had a third, it might be em-
ployed on the oilier two. But enough of

Mrs. Maclarty and her generation; for

I am sure you can have no incl»natix)n t<f

partake with me of the breakfast, which
will probably be ready in two hours.

' CLEANLINESS.
' But it would be unjust to censure the

Highlanders for their inattention to clean-
liness, as if it was exclusively the fault of
this portion of Scotland. Where Mrs.
Hamilton's Glenburnie lies, no one knows

;

but we need not be very anxious, as we
can find a Glenburnie every where, and,
assuredly, as easily in the Lowlands as in
the Highlands, The Maclarty s are an
ancient and a powerful family ; I wish
I could add that it was an antiquated
one also; but I fear that it is still a
thriving race. If it was but possible to
prevail on this family to have one thing,
but one thing, clean about them, the rest

would follow of course. If it was their
persons, then their houses would soon be-
come clean, as a necessary consequence :

or if it was their houses, their persons
would probably follow, for the sake of
uniformity. If but the water or the salt

was clean, if there was a clean spoon, a
knife, a plate, if there was even a clean
surface on a looking-glass, it would detect
the vices of the rest so effectually, that,
like one sturdy honest man in a parish, it

would in time reform, or at least shame,
the whole. But unfortunately, in this fa-

mily of the Mdclartys, every thing is so
consistently, constantly, uniformly, pere-
nially, dirty in every part, inside, outside,
top, bottom, middle, sides, longitudinally,
transversely, and diagonally, that no ar-
ticle, nor any part of any article, is left to
tell the tale on another, or to blush it into

reform. Were I the Dey of Algiers, or a
Highland Laird, I would enhance even on
Lord Gwydir, and keep an oflScer of
health, with power to wash Mr. and Mrs.
Maclarty and all their family by force,

or to fumigate them like rats, and, in de-
fault of ultimate reformation, to burn
them out.

' BAREFOOTED PEOPLE.
' It is extremely rare to see a man bare-

footed
J and even that only happens on

some specific occasions, not habitually in

any individual ; but it is equally rare to see
women with shoes, except when in full

dress, on Sundays, or on the borders of the
Lowlands. Even among females, how-
ever, their use is fast creeping in^ but
the children of both sexes are bare-legged
even to an advanced age, not only among
the poorer classes, but also in families of
condition. It is not long since domestic
female servants, even in Edinburgh, as

you well know, paddled about their du-
ties unshod : the fashion is still to be found
by those who will seek it, and it nmst be
confessed that it is somewhat repulsive to

southern feelings. But out of doors, and
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in the Highlands, h adds much to the ge-

neral picturesque effect of the female at-

tire, which consists of a short jacket and
sliorter petticoat; and, as the limbs of the

fair sex here are well turned, far dif-

ferent from those of the Wei'^li women,
which seem as if they had been shaped in

a lathe, a painter will be sorry for the day
when the progress of improvement shall

have swept away this distinction. I can-

not equally praise the mode of dressing

the hair ; the smoothed locks of all hues,

drawn tightly back so as to stretch the

face till it shines, and secured by a huge
black comb, form a termination to the ge-

neral effect of the figure nhich is far from

picturesque. In the Long Island, chiefly,

though it is found elsewhere, there is a

head-dress consisting of a dirty-coloured

handkerchief tied round the head ; the ef-

fect of which is even worse than that of

the comb or snood, as there is no attempt
to give it a pleasing form. But enough,
for the present, of tailoring and millinery.

' EXTORTION.
' It was on my last visit to Glenco that

I formed the courageous resolution of ex-

ploring this almost unknown spot ; unjust-

ly, perhaps, neglected, since it might form
an easy connexion between the central

Highlands and the Western Sea. If you
know how you may breakfast at Tyanuilt,

why sl.ould I not also tell you how you
may hire a horse in Glenco ? I had taken

the precaution of engaging mine on the

preceding evening, and it was promised by
six in the morning ; the distance to Ran-
noch being called twenty miles ; a day's

journey. The price for tiie horse and
guide was two guineas ; v^ihich, for one
day's ride upon a Highland pony with
two shoes, whose value wis five pounds,
and whose annual keep was nothins^, while
the usual day labour of the guide was a

shilling, should have satisfied even a Glen-
co conscience. The same sum would have
procured a chaise and a man and two
horses, for the same distance, or more, at

London or York ; but Donald, no longer

able to make a creagh on Saxon cows,
must now, he seems to think, compensate
for it by a creagh on a Saxon purse. In
the morning, the equipage, of course, was
not to be found; as the horse had slept

on the hill, and was to be caught, not
before six, but after nine, and was then to

be shod, and saddled, and haltered ; and
as the shoes were to be made, the saddle
to be borrowed from some one two or three
miles off, and the halter from some one
else. There is a pleasing prospect in all

these cases, a train of pithy reflections, by
which you amuse the hours of waiting :

calculating, at every hour that passes, in

which of all the coming bogs you arc to

spend the night, on which mountain you

will break your neck, or In whfch ford be

drowned : knowing tnat the longest day-

is too short—knowing that even the Sun
himself could not perform the journey in

view in less than the time you have al-

lotted for it. * • *

' After walking three miles in search of

the horse, and wailing seven hours, he

was found : but it was plain to see that,

even then, all was not right : Sandy Mac-
donald "could not leave his harvest to-

day," though he was paid for it. Let no
man imagine that he understands the true

nature of patience till he has made a
Highland tour, on Highland ponies, and
in Highland boats. I agreed to go on
alone, and sleep at the King's house, to

wait for his convenience. As usual, we
were to start the next morning at six

:

but the Highland six—to-day it was only-

nine. Even then, though the horse was
ready, the man was not. * *

' At five o'clock, the guide, the patient,

and the horse, found themselves, seve-

rally, at the head of the lake; having
spent eight hours of hard labour in tra-

versing twelve miles, as it is called. As
to the horse, he might as well have re-

mained at Glenco. A ride this was not,

by any figure of speech : I cannot even
call it a walk ; for half the space was
traversed by jumping over bogs, and
holes, and ditches, and pits, which were
generally so wide as to demand much
serious meditation. I may fairly say
that I jamped half the way from Glenco
to Iiocli Rannoch. * *

* As ' ur trio proceeded in such asaltatory

and disjointed manner, I had not much
opportunity of talk with Mr. Macdonald

;

but, if he thought he had caught a Saxon,
I knew full well that 1 had caught a High-
land Tartar. He talked of his harvest,

and of the favour he did me by coming,
and of the time he should lose in return-

ing; with much more that, I well knew,
was, in no long time, to lead to some
demand beyond his bargain. This, how-
ever, was a point not to be argued in a bog;
I hoped that it wculd be reserved for terra

firma. On terra firma we at length found
ourselves ; some whisky and a supper were
ordered as an extra gratuity, and the two
guineas were presented, with all imagin-

able thanks in addition. " I shall lose

another day of the harvest," said Sandy
Macdonald, " and I expect ye'll give me
amther guinea." I could only request

him to excuse me, as he had named his

own price, and as two guineas was not a
bad exchange for the two shillings he
would have gained by his harvest. He
remained inflexible: no, did not remain any
thing; but became insolent. At length,

finding his eloquence unavailing, "Then
you luaun give me aght sliillings for oat-
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This venerable patriot was born in

the parish of St. Anne, Soho, Lon-
don, on the 12th of May, 1/51, O. S.

His parents, however, were natives of

Ireland. His father's family were

descended from the Hamiltoils of

Scotland, and had been .settled in the

county of Down from the time of

James the First ; who, previous to his

going to the English throne, had sent

one of them to Irehmd, to secure his

interest in thatkingdon). Mv. Rowan's
maternal grandfather was a barrister,

and a lay-fellow of Trinity College,

Dublin. He died in London, where
he had resided during the latter years

of his life, and bequeathed his fortune

to his grandson, who, henceforth, was
to add the name of llowaii to that of

Hamilton. His will contains the fol-

lowing w'ords :
—

* I have made the

above ])rovision for my grandson,

Archibald Hamilton, from personal

affection ; in hope that he will prove

a learned, sober, honest, man ;—live

unbribed — nnpensioned ;
— loyal to

his king—zealous for the rights of his

country—and a true Protestant, with-

out bigotry.' But as he considered

Ireland at this period not calculated

for inspiring the young mind with

these sentiments, he interdicted his

grandson from visiting the land of his

fathers, until he had attained his iive-

and-twentieth year.

The subject of our memoir received

the rudiments of a classical educa-
tion at a private academy, previous

to his entering Westminster School

;

and finished his studies at Cambridge,
where he was fortunate enough to

have for his tutor. Dr. Jebb, F.R S.

;

who, while he lived, honoured Mr.
Rowan with his private friendship.

On leaving college, he obtained an
ensigncy in the Huntingdon Militia ;

and, during the time of his holdhig

this commission, he visited America,

JAjAIILTON rowan, KfeQ.

in company with his friend the lieute-

nant colonel, Lord Charles Montague,
governor of South Carolina, and bro-

ther to the Duke of Manchester.
On his return from America, he

visited the Continent, and spent some
years in foreign travel ; durincf which
time he acted as second to G. R. Fitz-

gerald, in that gentleman's duel with

Major Baggs, at Valenciennes. In

i/Sl, he married Miss Dawson, an

amiable and higlily accomplished wo-

man, whose ati'eclionate tenderness,

heroic fortitude, and prudent ma-
nagement, deserve more than a pass-

ing commendation. During the ex-

patriation of Mr. Rowan, she exerted

herself with that zeal, which women
only are capable of ; and contributed,

by her excellent conduct, in no small

degree to facilitate the restoration of

her beloved husband to his family

and country'.*

Mr. Rowan is the happy father of

several ciiildrcn. His eldest son is

captain of the Cambrian frigate ; and
the records of the British navy bear

ample evulencc of his undaunted
bravery on more occasions than one.

Another of his sous volunteered from

the Tigre, on board Captain Fane's

ship ; and fell, lighting i)y the side of

his commander, at the storming of

Patomas. We suspect Mr. Peel him-
self vvould not require more decisive

proofs of loyalty than have been

evinced by Mr. Rowan's two sons.

Shortly after hi.^ marriage, JMr.

Rowan visited Ireland, where he soon

acquired an unsolicited po])ulariiy by
his generous interference in the well-

known case of Mary Neal. That
warm-hearted people quickly recog-

nised in him those qualities which
they possessed themselves in an emi-

nent degree. He was fearless, brave,

and benevolent, an enthusiastic ad-

mirer of popular rights, and free from

*" The following anecdote of this lady is well-known : — In 1798, being on her way
from Dublin to London, sl)e sto[)i)cd at ('liester ; and, while engaged in writing a let-

ter of business, tlie nia^urofthe town introduced himself into her apurlnient, ior the

purpose ol seizing lier papers. Mrs. Rowan, not at all intimidated, demanded by what
authority he came; and, being told by that ol the Corporation ol Chester, she ques-

tioned Ins assertion, and very deliberately stood up—locked the door—and dispalclied

a note to the military commander of the town, of whom she had <i slight knowledge.
On that gentleman's .irrival, he found the mayor aprisoner in Mrs. Rowan's apartment

;

and, on an e.xplanation taking place, the chief magistrate of Chester declined examin-
ing the lady's papers, whicii were now offered to be submitted to liim.
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and, oil an explanation taking place, llic duel magistrate ot CJIicster declined examin-
ing llic lady's pajiers, wlucli were now offered to be submitted to liini.
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all species of sectarian bigotry. Such
u man, at a time of national agitation,

was likely to attract, and be attract-

ed; and, accordingly, we find hiin,

soon after the formation of the voltin-

teers, a decided favourite with the

people.

If Catholicity, as we are told, be
favourable to despotism, how conies

it that in Ireland—a land where des-

potism had grown plethoric—it has

uniformly produced a spirit of resist-

ance to bad laws and arbitrary power .?

Protestantism had there, at least,

preached the doctrine of passive obe-

dience ; and, what's more, practised

what it taught. The nation slept be-

neath an iron code, imposed by fo-

reign domination, until the Catholic
helots of the soil aroused her from her

prostrate attitude, by tlie clanking of

their chains. To their early efforts,

and not, as has been generally

supposed, to the volunteers, we are

indebted for the growth of those libe-

ral principles which, during the lat-

ter part of the last century, sprung
up in such luxuriance througiiout

Ireland. O'Connor and Curry had
vindicated Catholicity long before the

American Revolt or the French Re-
volution ; and, though much must be
ascril)ed to these great events, let it

never be forgotten that the principles

of freedom had been previously pro-

mulgated in Catholic statements of

grievances, remonstrances, and peti-

tions. These were the instruments

which first conveyed liberal opinions

into Ireland. The bigots became
alarmed ; but more enlightened Pro-

testants started, on discovering that

they had for a century been acces-

sary to injustice and tyranny. This
must have been the case. How else

can we account for the sudden ap-

pearance of liberality in a kingdom
then groaning under the penal laws ?

In less than ten years after the Ca-
tholics had made their first appeal,

their cause became almost universally

popular. The volunteers were nearly
unanimous in reprobation of the

Popery Laws ; and all those who
contemplated a national independ-
ence commenced their career by ad-

vocating Emancipation.
Among those who proved them-

selves at this period sincerely attached

to the cause of Ireland, tlie subject

KOWAN, KSQ. 4('u

of our memoir stood conspicuous.
His character, his fortune, and his

undoubted courage, placed him above
suspicion ; and, whatever might
have been ascribed to enthusiasm,
nothing could possibly be attributed

to unworthy motives. In 17'^-, ^ve

find Mr. Rowan a member of the club

of United Irishmen—a society which
then sought only a reform of parlia-

ment.
' I must do the society,' says the

unfortunate Theobald Wolfe Tone,
' the justice to sav, that I believe

there never existed a political body
which included for its members ji

greater portion of sincere uncorrupt-
ed patriotism, as well as a very res-

pectable portion of talents. Their
publications, mostly written by Dr.
Drennan, and many of them admi-
rably well (lone, began to draw the

public attention, especially as they

were evidently the production of a

society utterly disclaiming all party

views or motives, and acting on a

broad original scale, not sparing

those v.'ho called themselves patriots

more than those who were the ha-

bitual slaves of the government

—

a system in which 1 heartily concur-
red, having long entertained a more
sincere contempt fur what is called

the Opposition, than for the common
prostitutes of the treasury bench,

who want, at least, the vice of hypo-
crisy. At length the Solicitor-gene-

ral, in speaking of the Society, hav-

ing made use of expressions in the

House of Commons extremely offen-

sive, an explanation was demanded of

him by Simon Butler, chairman, and

Tandy, secretary. Butler was satis-

fied; Tandy was not; and after se-

veral messages, which it is not my
aifairto detail, the Solicitor-general

at length complained to the House of

a breach of privilege, and Tandy was
ordered in the first instance into cus-

tody. He was, in consequence, ar-

rested by a messenger, from whom
he found means to escape ; and im»

mediately a proclamation was issued,

ofl^ering a reward for retaking him.

The Society now was in a difficult

situation, and I thought myself called

upon to make an effort, at all hazards

to myself, to prevent its falling, by
improper timidity, in the public opi-

nion. We were, in fact, committed
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with the House of Commons on tlie

question of privilege ; and, having-

fairly engaged in the contest, it was
impossible to recede without a total

forfeiture of character. Under these

circumstances, I cast my eyes on
Archibald Hamilton Rowan, a distin-

guished member of the Society,

whose many virtues, public and pri-

vate, had set his name above the

reach of even the malevolence of par-

ty; whose situation in life was of the

most respectable rank (if rank be
indeed respectable) ; and, above all,

whose personal courage was not to

be shaken—a circumstance, in the

actual situation of affairs, of the last

importance. To Rowan, therefore,

I applied. I showed him that the

current of public opinion was rather

setting against us in the business, and

that it was necessary that some of

us should step forward and expose
themselves at all risks, to show the

House of Commons, and the nation

at large, that we were not to be in-

timidated or put down so easily ; and
I offered, if he would take the chair,

that I would, with the Society's per-

mission, act as secretary, and that we
would give our signatures to such
publications as circumstances might
render necessary. Rowan instantly

agreed ; and accordingly, on the next

night of meeting, he was chosen
chairman and I secretary in the ab-

sence of Tandy ; and the Society

having agreed to the resolutions pro-

posed, which were worded in a man-
ner very offensive to the dignity of

the House of Commons, and, in

fact, amounted to a challenge of their

authority, we inserted them in all

the newspapers, and printed 5,000
copies with our names affixed. The
least that Rowan and I expected in

consequence of this step, (which un-
der the circumstances was, I must
say, rather a bold one,) was to be
committed to Newgate for a breach
of privilege ; and, perhaps, exposed
to personal discussion with some of

the members of the House of Com-
mons ; for he proposed, and I agreed,

that if any disrespectful language
was applied to either of us in any
debate which might arise on the bu-
siness, we would attack the person,

whoever he might be, immediately.

and oblige him either to recant his

words or give battle. All our de-

terminations, however, came to no-

thing. The House of Commons,
either content with their victory over

Tandy, who was obliged to conceal

himself for some time, or not think-

ing Rowan and myself objects suffi-

ciently important to attract their no-

tice ; or, perhaps, (which I rather

believe,) not wishing just then to em-
broil themselves with a man of Row-
an's firmness and courage, not to

speak of his great and justly merited

popularity, took no notice whatso-
ever of our resolutions ; and in this

manner he and I had the good for-

tune, or, if I may say, the merit, to

rescue the Society from a situation

of considerable difficulty, without any
actual suffering, though certainly

with some personal hazard, on our
parts. We had, likewise, the satis-

faction to see the Society, instead of

losingground, rise rapidly in the pub-
lic opinion by their firmness on the

occasion. Shortly after, on the last

day of the session, Tandy appeared
in public, and was taken into custo-

dy, the whole Society attending in a

body to the House of Commons.
He was ordered by the Speaker to be
committed to Newgate, whither he
was conveyed, the Society attending

him as before ; and the Parliament
being prorogued in half an hour af-

ter, he was liberated immediately,

and escorted in triumph to his own
house. On this occasion Rowan and
I attended, ofcourse, and were in the

gallery of the House of Commons.
As we were not sure but we might be
attacked ourselves, we took pains to

plp.ce ourselves in a conspicuous si-

tuation, and to wear our Whig-club
uniforms, which were rather gaudy,
in order to signify to all whom it

might concern, that there we were.
A good many of the members, we ob-

served, remarked us, but no farther

notice was taken ; our names were
never mentioned ; the whole busi-

ness passed over quietly, and t re-

signed my pro-secretaryship, being
the only office I ever held in the So-
ciety, into the hands of Tandy, who
resumed his functions.'

On Tandy's quitting Ireland, Mr.
Rowan became secretary to the so-
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ciety ; ami, having affixed his luune tlie • window into the back yard, and
to viiriiius addresses, he had an ex- in the stable found a horse ready

officio tiled against him for a libel, saddled. Disguising Viimself in a pea-

His trial came on in the Court of sant's great coat he proceeded to the

King's Bench, Dublin, on the 29th residence of his attorney, Mr. Dow-
of January, 1794, before the Judges ling, who was in the secret of his de-

Cloumell, Boyd, and Downs. The sign ; unfortunately, that gentleman's

result is well known* ; Mr. Rowan house was filled with guests, and by

was sentenced to two years' imprison- his advice Mr. Rowan proceeded to

ment, and fined 5001. While in New- the top of Sackville-street, opposite

gate a government spy found his way the Rotunda, where he continued to

into his presence ; and, having in- walk up and down, in the most
sinuated himself into his confidence, anxious state of suspense, for an hour
of course betrayed him. On the and a half. At length his friend ap-

28th of April he discovered the ex- peared, and after a short conference

tent of his danger; and instantly Mr. Rowan proceeded to the house
decided on evading it. Three days of Mr. Sweetman, near Baldoyle,

afterwards, he had the address to pre- where he continued for a few days.

vail on the gaoler to accompany him. Desirous of being further from dan-

at night, to his house ; and, under pre- ger, he embarked in the pleasure-boat

tence of having a few words to say of his friend; and, after having been
in private to Mrs. Rowan, he obtain- obliged to put l>ack the next day to

ed permission to retire into the back Howthf, he at length succeeded in

drawing-room. At the gaoler's re- reaching the coast of France ; a thick

quest the folding-door was left open, fog having enabled him to pass un-
and Mr. Rowan lost no time in avail- observed through the British Channel
ing himself of the advantage so op- fleet.

portunely afforded. His excellent Mr. Rowan for some time took up
lady had contrived the means of es- his abode in Paris ; but, in one of the

cape: by a rope he descended from political convulsions which were then

* Curran was Mr. Rowan's counsel ; hisspeecli on this occasion is supposed to have
surpassed his t'orraer efforts. The following passage is certainly without a parallel in

either ancient or modern oratory :

—

" Do ^ou think it wise or humane, at this moment, to insult them (the Catholics)

by sticking up in the pillory the man who dared to stand forth as tlieir advocate? I

put it to your oaths ; do you think that a blessing of that kind, that a victory obtain-

ed by justice over bigotry and oppression, should have a stigma cast upon it 1, y an igno-

minious sentence upon men bold and lionest enough to propose that measure?—to pro-

pose the redeeming of religion froui the abuses of the church, the reclaiming of three

millions of men from bondage', and giving liberty to all who had a right to demand
it .^—Giving, I say, in the so-much censured words of this paper—giving ' Universal
Emancipation ?'

" I speak in the spirit of the British law, which makes liberty commensuraie with,

and inseparable from, British soil; which proclaims even to the stranger and the so-

journer, the moment he sets his foot upon British earth, that the ground on which he
treads is hol^-, and consecrated by the genius of universal emancipation. No matter

in what language liis doom may have been pronounced— no matter what complexion,

incompatible with freedom, an Indian or an African sun may have burnt upon him

—

no matter in what disastrous battle his liberty may have been cloven down—no mat-
ter with what solemnities he may have been devoted upon the altar of slavery—the

first moment he touches the sacred soil of Britain, the altar and the god sink together

in the dust ; his soul walks abroad in lier own majesty ; his body swells beyond the

measure of his chains that burst from around him ; and he stands redeemed, regene-

rated, and disenthralled, by the irresistible genius of Universal Emancipation."

f Mr. Shell has related the following anecdote :
—

' They put to sea at night; but,

a gale of wind coming on, they were compelled to put back, and take shelter under
the lee of the Hill of Howth. While at anchor there, on the following morning, a small

revenue-cruiser, sailing by, threw into the boat copies of the proclamations that had
issued, offering 2,0001. for the apprehension of Haniilton Rowan. The weather hav-
ing moderated, the boat pushed out to sea again. They had reache«! the mid-chan-
nel, when a situation occurred almost equalling in dramatic interest the celebrated
" Cssarem veins" of antiquity. It would certainly make a fine subject for a picture.
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rapidly taking place, he was obliged your mother's prudent conduct dur-

to fly. At this time he escaped by ing my al)sence, not only enabled

rowing himself down the Seine, in a her to pay the fine of 5001. which had

wherry, and answered the challenges been laid on me, but also facilitated

of the military placed on each side my return to Ireland,

with so much address, that he was al- ' I am convinced that no modifica-

lowed to pass unmolested. From tion of my civil existence would

France he went to America, and re- have taken place, if Lord Castlereagh

sided on the banks of the Delaware, had opposed it. But I am bound in

By the advice of some friends, in the gratitude to the memory of Lord

hope of lessening the anxieties of ex- Clare to say, that I am equally cer-

ile, he was induced to embark in a tain that my family retained my pro-

cotton concern ; but,knowing nothing perty, after my outlawry; and th&t

of commerce, he soon abandoned all I owe my pardon, after his decease,

manufacturing pursuits. At length, to his previous interference in my
political convulsions having subsided behalf.

in Ireland, Mr. Rowan, after an ab- ' However, although he did not af-

sence of several years, was restored ford me any previous assistance. Lord

by an act of royal clemency to his Castlereagh was very attentive to my
home, where he has since lived snr- different applications to him during

rounded by domestic love. The two years nearly that I remained in

Amur PatriiE, however, is not yet London, while the scruples of the

dead within him ; when the late Ca- Lord Chancellor delayed the ratifica-

tholic Association erected an altar to tion of my pardon.

Liberty, Hamilton Rowan approached ' In that interval he offered to place

it with his offering, and, though his one of my sons in the College of

character was assailed for doing so, Marlow, and give bim a commission
like gold in the furnace, it has shone in the East India Company's service,

brighter and purer from the ordeal it These were attentions, which, though

has recently gone through. not accepted, ought not to be forgot-
' It is not now,' says the subject of ten.'

our memoir, in a letter addressed to Mr. Hamilton Rowan is now in his

his children, ' my intention to vin- seventy-fifth year. Age has not yet

dicate the express act which caused impaired any of his faculties ; and his

my then exiled situation. I was sen- noble countenance indicates what he

sible that I had been concerned in a has been—a man of a truly energetic

transaction, for which the law of my mind, firm and decided. Lavater,

country would have separated me would have doatcd on his portrait

;

from the world ; and though I found a for it is a correct index of an open,

strong self-justification in my being sincere, and manly, disposition,

conscious, that if I had erred, it had The accompanying engraving is a

been in concert with some of the most correct likeness,

most virtuous and patriotic charac- If Mr. Hamilton Rowan's political

ters in Ireland
;
yet I felt a degree life has been without reproach, his

of gratitude to the existing powers of private life defies calumny. His

the country from which I had fled, manners are of the most amiable and

for the protection which my family fascinating kind ; and the best proof

experienced, after my escape from that can be adduced of the respect

prison. in which he is held by all classes is

'As to the ex-officio prosecution un- to be found in the burst of indigna-

der which I had been previously sen- tion which followed the attack

tenced to two years' imprisonment in lately made on him by some mem-
Newgate, the being in custody al- bers of the House of Commons,
ready eventually saved my life ; and

As the boat careered along before a favourable wind, the exiled Irisliraan perceived

Ihe boatmen grouped apart, perusing one of the proclamations, and, by their significant

looks and gestures, discovering that they had recognised the identity oftlicir passen-

ger with the prialed description, " Your conjectures are right, my lads," said Row-
an j

" my life is in your hands—but you are Irishmen." They flung llie proclamation

overboard, and the boat continued lier course.'
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UORY O'rOUKKE, esq. TO DANIEL O'CONNELL, ESQ.

ON THE IMIESE.NT .\SPECT OF CA-

THOLIC AFFAIRS.
My dear Sir,—I am sorry to find

that you have not followed the advice

I so kindly gave you, when I last

dined with you in Dublin. In spite

of iny remonstrance—of my entreaty

—you have once more taken flight on
the zuings. Not satisfied with vin-

dicating your own motives and con-

duct, you became an advocate of two

abominal)le measures, long since con-

demned by the unanimous voice of

the Irish people. You might have

collected this from various and cau-

tious resolutions passed at county

meetings ; and you ought to have in-

ferred that your popularity was sus-

pected, from the votes of confidence

which have been passed. Jn your

letter to the CJatholics of Louth, I

traced the laiiijer through every sen-

tence. You were supporting a cause

which your conscience condemned

;

and hence the disingenuity which

l)eeps through your artful web of so-

phistry. Neither your premises nor

your conclusions were logical ; and,

on examining parliamentary docu-

ments, 1 find that most of your facts

are erroneous. But it is idle to talk

now of these zvings. Every man

—

save aristocratic mercenaries—is con-

vinced that they were fraught with

mischief. Dr. England's admirable

letters have settled the question re-

specting the forty-shilling freehold-

ers ; and your own motion in the As-

sociation," relative to the suffering

Catholics in the Netherlands, is a

pretty good comment on the plan for

pensioning our venerable clergy. On
this question you have stated some
queer things, under the solemn obli-

gation of an oath ; but, as it was un-

doubtedly a rash one, I hereby ab-

solve you from the consequences.

Should any thing in future occur re-

specting the golden wing, pray keep
the Catholics of the Netherlands in

recollection. Like us, they are the

subjects of a Protestant government

;

and,though John Black, and other in-

tellectual newspaper editors, tell us

Avonderful things about the toleration

of reformed creeds, the history of

Europe, unfortunately, contains very

different information, Tlicy must,
therefore, undergo another reforma-
tion before sincere Catholics can per-
mit their clergy to receive annual
bribes from their hands.
You know my manner of speaking

my mind freely ; and, therefore, will

excuse this open disapproval of part
of your conduct. You can do this the
more readily, because you do me great
injustice if you suppose that, on the
earth, you have a more sincere friend
than Rory O'Rourke. I am, also,

your admirer. Many things about you
1 am far—very far—from liking ; but
still there is a something in Daniel
O'Connell which an Irishman, in spite

of himself, must love. Our poor coun-
try and her cause are your debtors

;

and never more so than at the pre-
sent moment. Assailed on all sides

by dubious friends and open enemies,
you have disdained to flinch from
your station. Attacked by Cobbctt
and Lawless, you stand forward the
friend of the six millions ; and will,

I have no doubt, continue firm until

their just claims are granted. This
deserves something more than mere
praise—it merits gratitude ; and I, for
one, own myself your debtor.

'Tis true you are not the most pro-
found of philosophers. On many
points you may, with advantage, ac-
(juire additional knowledge; and,
perhaps, on the whole, you might be
more useful if you had been better
informed. But at present you are de-
cidedly the fittest man in the world
to support the cause of Ireland. In-
deed you seem to have been provi-
dentially sent into the world at a time
when such talents as yours were pe-
culiarly wanted. Of modesty you
have quite enough ; had you more, you
never could withstand the artillery of
a base press ; had you less, it is agreed
on all hands that you would be in-

sufferable. As it is, a happy medium
is embraced ; and you look like one
of those beautiful statues, where the
drapery, without concealing the beau-
ties, hides what should never be re-

vealed.

We have heard much respecting the
(jualification of many of our country-
men for leading in popular assem-
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blies. To be sure eloquence is by

no means an exotic in Ireland

:

indeed it is supposed to grow spon-

taneously on the Suire as well as

on the Shannon; among the hills of

Kerry, as well as in the plains of

Leinster. But, though the multitude,

like certain noisy animals, will gene-

rally follow him who gives most
tongue, there is something else neces-

sary to guide them beside fine tropes

and beautiful metaphors. Shell is de-

cidedly the most eloquent man in Ire-

land. As an orator he stands deserv-

edly high ; but then he is so defi-

cient in judgment—is such an avowed
Fetoist—that he never can be a lead-

er. Who then is qualified to supply

Daniel O'Connell's plai;e ? ' I pause

for a reply, but none answer.' The
truth is, there is no one. Do then,

my friend, continue in your post. Say

no more about the wings. Collect

the Rent—no matter what becomes of

the money—and make as many
speeches as possible. Nothing like

keeping up the ball ; inquiry will

thereby be provoked ; England must
listen : and, once John Bull is made
to lend an attentive ear, depend upon

his sympathy. Fanatics and intole-

rants may rave : but John is a calcu-

lating man. He will soon estimate

the amount of Irish grievances ; and,

though he may continue to hate Pope

and Popery, he will never consent to

be a party to injustice. You have

very properly, but, considering your

former eulogies, not quite consistent-

ly, reproached the English people

with national vanity. Vain they cer-

tainly are ; and, if this be a fault, I

know no people who are not subject

to the same charge, without, perhaps,

having Bull's apology. This egotism

—this boasting, however, is all in

your favour. The English people

pride themselves on being liberal ; on

being the friends of civil liberty ; and

on being the enemies of oppression

wherever it is inflicted. Consistently

with this they cannot be—in fact, they

are not—the enemies of Ireland.

Every one of them, who knows any

thing of your affairs,sympathizes with

you ; and, to insure their united co-

operation, you have only to put them
in possession of facts. None but a

madman, or an editor of a news-

paper, would talk about the re-enact-

ment of the Penal Code. Sir Thomas
Lethbridge, himself, would feel in-

dignation at such a proposal ; and be
assured that John Bull would be the
last man in the world who would lend
it his support. No, no ; limited as

his information is at present, enough
is known of Ireland to convince him,
that she stands in need of no addi-

tional grievance.

JMy ifriends in Dublin are in the

constant habit of reproaching John
Bull with his ignorance of Ireland ;

but give me leave to say that he
knows much more of Paddy than
Paddy knows of him. In fact, I must
confess, that my countrymen are, in

general, profoundly ignorant of Eng-
lishmen, English habits, and English
manners. John Bull is not quite so

superior an animal to Paddy as has
been generally supposed ; and Ireland

is not quite so inferior to her sister

as she has been represented. The
* Dublin and London Magazine,' to

which I am a worthy contributor, has
thrown some light on this subject

;

and has been rapidly doing what the

Catholic Association ought to have
done. It has been disabusing the

English mind of its absurd prejudices

and mistaken notions respecting Ire-

land ; while it has been telling my
countrymen some wholesome and im-
])ortant truths. Yet I do not find,

from the proceedings of the Catholic
Association, that this publication has

been ordered for the use of members.
A hint is enough, &c.

A free press you have promised to

support; but hitherto you have paid

very little, if any, attention to this

powerful instrument. You published

a very queer address to the people of

this country; but, though fourteen

thousand pounds of the Rent lay in-

operative, you never thought of ex-

pending a single thousand of it in

placing most important documents in

the hands of the English people. I

allude to the evidence of Drs. Doyle
and Murray before the Select Com-
mittees. Your own evidence, indeed,

might probably remain where it is

;

but the testimony of these Prelates

should have been laid before the pub-
lic. With about one thousand pounds
I would engage to put a copy into the

hands of every man in England ; and,

were this done, the benefit would
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have been incalculable. It is not yet

too late. Efforts (vain ones, it is

true—are making to awaken the no-

popery yell ; and what so likely to

counteract this species of seduction,

as the mild, candid, and Christian tes-

timony oi" our venerable bishops ?

The English Catholic Association, to

be sure, have a Defence Committee:
but they want that clue to energy
which you possess; and, though their

Tracts are calculated to do much good,
they do not excite the attention which
Irish Tracts would command.
Do therefore, my friend, take my

suggestion into consideration. Be no
longer content with talkiny about the

press—make use of it. If not, the

Association will betray its trust, dis-

appoint the public, and do but lit-

tle good. Speeches are very useful

in their way ; but the publication of
facts, in a popular and permanent
form, is what England requires.

Disposed, however, as the English
mind is to view Ireland with candour,
we have yet much to encounter, much
to overcome, before we can expect
the completion of our object. A mass
of ignorance is opposed to lis, and a

bajid of interested iutolerants are

arrayed against us. These obstacles,

however, will yield to {)erseverance.

]\Ien may be intimidated as well as

persuaded ; and I would, therefore,

recommend, that you make as little

boast as possible of your loyalty.

Irish Catholics—degraded and in-

sulted—cannot be loyal ; and, were
they to continue in a state of quies-

cence, though hopeless of Emancipa-
tion, the event would demonstrate
that, in refusing redress, the English

government acted with wisdom. The
time is gone, thank God ! when loy-

alty w^as a sentiment. It is now a

commodity which nations will give

you an estimate of, and tell you that

men may be at the same time loyal

to their king, and traitors to their

country. Foreign influence you do
well to disclaim. Tell the ' Courier'

that the time is not arrived, and pray

God it may never arrive, when foreign

influence would be useful to Ireland.

Events, however, might render it ne-

cessary, might render it imperative;
but these events can never take place

if England do you justice ; and I

feel quite confident that she will do
you justice, because it will be her in-

terest to do so. Without Ireland she
is nothing : and Ireland she will lose,

unless she conciliates her. Keep
this in mind, and take care that your
enemies shall not forget it. It is a
warning voice, and the oftener it is

heard the better. It may be disagree-

able to the bigots, but, like physic, its

nauseousness will not prevent its pro-
ducing very beneficial effects.

Once more I must call on you to

appeal to the press of this country.
In Ireland your cause is understood
and supported by nine-tenths of the
people ; but here, an inert mass of
inttderance is opposed to you. You
must force the people of England into

a thinking attitude before you can
expect them to yield to reason. Your
apparent friends are eveiy moment
ready to betray yo;i. The ' Morning-
Chronicle' does you quite as much
harm as good ; and, as for the
' Times,' nothing is to be expected
from it. * It fights,' as the * Edin-
burgh Review' says, ' no up-hiil bat-

tle ;' while it was never yet known to

support the weaker side. ' It runs
with the hare, and holds with the

hound,' as we say in Ireland ; and is

ever ready to pounce upon the pros-

trate. This accounts for its vacilla-

ting conduct lately; and furnishes a

powerful proof of the progress our
cause has made; for, were not the

editor of the ' Times' in doubt, re-

specting the popularity of the Catho-

lic question, he would have had no
hesitation from the beginning to sup-

port the no-popery cry. As it is, he
knows not distinctly which side is the

most popular.

Yours, &c.
RORY O'ROURKE.

Bedford Square.
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